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PREFACE AND NOTE ON METHODOLOGY

In this account of the Air Transport Licensing Board and

the Civil Aviation Authority the approach adopted has been

that of a socio-legal student concerned to examine certain

theories of administrative law and their applicability in an

important area of modern government. As such this is a

socio-legal study rather than an exercise in sociology of

law. In what is primarily a case study I have concentrated

on certain key aspects of the regulatory scheme e.g., the use

of written policy guidance and the agency's relationship to

the Government. This work has involved the collection and

organisation of a body of information; I hope that, as well

as having examined certain socio-legal issues in a broad

context^ I may have provided an analysis which will be of value
for future comparative or sociological studies of this area of

law and administration.

Written information not derived from readily available

materials was obtained by looking in situ at the documentary

records of the Air Transport Licensing Board and the Civil

Aviation Authority. These largely consisted of decision

letters, letters giving ministerial appeal decisions, reports

of Appeal Commissioners, circulars and press releases issued by

the Authority, statements of policy, rules or proposals circulated

ad hoc and the Official Records of the Air Transport Licensing

Board and the Civil Aviation Authority. These sources varied

in the information they yielded and in their length (some

decisions were a paragraph long, others occupied J5ifty pages

or more).
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Interviews, observation and contact with those involved

in civil aviation regulation have been relied upon to add

to the above information. Interviews have ranged from

formal talks in which all comments were noted in detail to

informal conversations on background. On licensing matters

I have interviewed many of the Civil Aviation Authority's

staff, including those who were formerly with the Air

Transport Licensing Board and those sitting on the licensing

panel, in order to build up a picture of the way the licensing

system has operated. I have also interviewed the licensing

staff of the major British airlines, Department of Trade

civil servants concerned with aviation and other independent

but interested parties.

Civil aviation licensing operates within a small community

and consequently my use of information derived from interviews

has been to some extent constrained. Either because of

undertakings requested by and given to interviewees or in order

to avoid embarrassment to those who have helped me and who

will continue to be involved in civil aviation licensing, I have

on many matters refrained from substantiating points by

directly quoting named individuals or by naming sources. For

this reason the text is in places couched in impressionistic terms.

This is unfortunate but I think unavoidable.

The thesis is long but justifiably so given the

subject-matter. Much of the text deals with licensing

decisions or appeal decisions which are not readily available

to the reader (some Air Transport Licensing Board decisions and

appeal decisions may no longer be available at all). I have
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therefore decided to discuss cases in some detail in order

to explain the significance of individual decisions and in the

hope that the text offers a worthwhile record of Air

Transport Licensing Board and Civil Aviation Authority

decisions and their resulting appeals.

I would like to express ray gratitude to all those who

helped me with this research, especially the following:

Mr. R.J. Adcock, Mr. H. West and the many other Civil Aviation

Authority personnel who gave their time and help most

generously in talking to me about the Air Transport Licensing

Board and the Civil Aviation Authority; all those in the

EPL Division, registry and library of the Authority who helped

me with documentary sources; Mr. W.B. Hill and those other

members of the Civil Aviation Division of the Department of

Trade who described to me the Government*s approach; from

the operators my special thanks to Mr. V.C. Slight, Mr. R. Bench

and Mr. D. Beety of British Caledonian Airways, Mr. A.D. Heard

of British Airways and Mr. C.E. Carroll of Dan-Air Services Ltd.;

Mr. A.J. Lucking spoke to me at length about the position of

the "consumers advocate"; Mr. A.B. Birnie, Chairman of Traffic

Commissioners for Scotland and Mr. A.W. Astling M.B.E., Clerk to

the Traffic Commissioners for Scotland kindly spared time to

discuss the road transport licensing system with me.

Finally my thanks go to my supervisors, Professors A.W. Bradley

and D.N. MacCormick for their suggestions, encouragement and

help, to the Social Science Research Council, without whose

financial assistance this study would not have been possible and

to Isabel Roberts, Annette Stoddart and Avril Wilson for their

hard work and patience in typing the text.
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This thesis examines in context the Civil Aviation Authority, the body
described by some as a "constitutional innovation". The accuracy of such
a description is assessed and the utility of auch an innovation is
considered.

The evolution of the CAA is described with an account of the development of
civil aviation regulation in Britain and by an examination of the CA.»'»
predecessors, the Air Transport Licensing Board and the Air Transport
Advisory Council. The deficiencies of these licensing authorities are

examined in order to explain the reasons for the setting up of an agency

along the lines of the CAA. An evaluation is made of the principles

governing the selection of the CAA'a framework of powers and duties.

In order to see the CAa in its constitutional context an account is given
of the past methods of regulation found in this country and of the CAA's

relationship to other kinds of agency encountered in Britain. A model of the
CAA is compared with the structure of American independent regulatory agncies.

The Authority is then examined in operation. It will be argued that the
CAA's structure attempts to gain the best of a number of worlds in combining
three factors: the use of formal public hearing procedures; subjection
to ministerial control by written policy guidance; and the incorporation of
extensive resources, expertise and independence.

This study considers whether the above combination has proved workable,
•fficient and just. It asks if administrative law theory provides adequate
tools to appraise such an agency and whether we find, in the CAA, a useful
device of government which could be employed in other areas.
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Introduction



CHAPTER 1.1

Outline and Introduction

This thesis sets out to trace the development towards

and to evaluate the regulatory mechanism set up by the

Civil Aviation Act 1971. It is concerned to see whether the

Civil Aviation Authority has managed to combine successfully

a set of powers and functions seldom delegated to an

independent body. As such the thesis attempts to apply

administrative law tests and theories to one agency. In doing

so it is hoped both to evaluate the regulatory machinery set

up and to examine whether students of administration and

administrative law have developed useful tools for such

analysis.

K.C. Davis in his 'Discretionary Justice' urged that

proposals for allocating or controlling discretion ''

"be examined in each of thousands of spec ific^
contexts of particular discretionary powers".

This work will examine the allocation of discretion in one

particular context.

Why the Civil Aviation Authority?

I have chosen to consider the development towards one

particular agency in order to examine the arguments leading

to a specific machinery in detail and so that the agency may

be considered in the context of other methods of government

and regulation.

1. Davis 1971 p. 232.
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I will consider the Civil Aviation Authority because it

poses particularly acute problems for administrative law

theory and because it is in some senses innovatory. I

will argue that the CAA's combination of large expertise and

resources, a relation of semi-independence to government and
the use of a formal hearings procedure, attempts to achieve

the best of a nimiber of worlds. Few agencies set up in

this country have effected such a combination of powers and

governments have been unwilling to delegate discretions of
this kind. Not only is this study required for the sake of

a

examining the CAA as an exmple of a particular kind of
i

governmental agency but it is required to evaluate the worth

of certain jurisprudential concepts such afc*justiciability'

used by those considering the use of such agencies.

I will examine the CAA not from the narrow aspect of

formal procedure but with a view to looking at the particular

difficulties encountered in using a large expert body with

comprehensive powers to control an important economic activity^

whilst retaining overall overnaental control of policy and

using a formal hearings procedure.

It is vital to see whether such a combination of powers

can prove workable or whether it achieves the worst of all

worlds. It is vital because the government increasingly will
be tempted to set up large independent or semi-independent

regulatory bodies)if it follows the trend set in the United
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States. As technology and the need for regulation

advances the degree of expertise required of the

regulatory agency will increase. There will be calls for

both formal hearings procedures (to give fairness to the

regulatees)^ and governmental control (since the area of
regulation is likely to be of national and public interest)

to be combined with this expertise. It is therefore

important to see whether such a combination can be produced

to give a regulatory system that is both just and efficient.

In considering the CAA I will look at the combination

of political control, formal hearings and expertise and I will

examine the way the CAA regulates combining these factors.

This combination renders a number of old problems of

administrative law theory more acfcte^.g. whether a policy¬

making discretion can be divided efficiently between an

agency and,department of government; whether the public

hearings system can give fairness in a complex and

dynamic area; and whether an expert body., using its own

knowledge ^ can enploy pdfcjLLc hear in gs in m efficient or meaningful
way.

The Americans have a long history of delegating huge

managerial discretions to Independent Regulatory Commissions

(the first major agency, the Interstate Commerce Commission

(IOC) was set up in 1887). American students of the
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administrative process have long been concerned to examine

the efficiency and fairness of their agencies. They are

used to the problems e.g. of combining adjudication with

executive control, problems rarely met by British lawyers.

I will argue that the CAA constitutes an important

step in the direction of the American regulatory commissions.

Few tribunals set up in the UK have attempted to combine such

wide powers of regulation, formal adjudication and policy

making subject to governmental control. Managerial bodies

such as the White Fish Authority and the BBC have not

attempted to use a formal hearings process; regulatory bodies

like the IBA have not used formal hearings\ tribunals with formal

hearings procedures e.g. the Traffic Commissioners, the

Restrictive Practices Court etc., have not been invested with

large and expert secretariats capable of developing large

scale policies by research and investigations outside

hearings* departments of government regulating by licensing

e.g. import licensing, Industrial developments, Town and Country

Planning etc., have not been required to combine policy¬

making with subjection to overall political control by a

(separate) department. The discretion has not been 'split'

between the independent body and the Government. A few bodies

e.g. the Gaming Board, the Prices Commission, the Monopolies

and Restrictive Practices Commission have resembled the CAA
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more closely than others but these bodies usually lack one

2
of the characteristics of the CAA (e.g. expertise, subjection

to political control, or formal and informal adjudication).

If, as was argued in Parliament, the CAA is in a

3
sense *a constitutional innovation*, it is an innovation to

be examined closely for it represents a large step in

governmental control over the Authority and by the Authority

over airlines. The examination of such a comprehensively

empowered body poses the difficulties of studying the whole

context of the discretion, not merely one aspect. Thus the

peculiarities of the system of licensing operated will be as

relevant as the machinery for dividing the discretion between

the Department of Trade and the Authority. All such facters
4

repercuss on each other (thus K.C. Davis noted that almost

every proposal for allocating a discretion should be examined

in each of thousands of specific contexts).

In assessing the operation of a discretion the whole context

is material. In this respect such a study as this^equires to

be ad hoc and one must be wary of drawing close analogies e.g.

between one licensing system and another or one formal

hearings system and another.

2. For further argument on this point see section 1.4.1.

3. See Mr. M. Noble introducing the second reading of the
1971 Civil Aviation Bill H.C. Deb. 814 Col. 1173 (29i3:71).

4. Davis 1971 p. 232.
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I will concentrate on assessing the CAA's

performance in its governmental context, looking at the

peculiar problems posed by the combination in one agency

of very wide-ranging powers. In order to do so I will

examine the context of the CAA in a number of different

respects. X will consider the development of administrative

law theory which has influenced past choices of agency, I

will look at the history of governmental decisions as to the

kind of agency required to solve a problem , and the use

of different kinds of regulatory machinery (especially

licensing machinery). Z will then examine the predecessors

of the CAA and the reasoning behind the choice of the CAA*s

particular set of powers and duties.

By placing the CAA in its regulatory, governmental and

administrative law contexts (by considering the developments

in the above areas )f I hope to demonstrate the significance
of the CAA as some sort of constitutional innovation.

The conclusions to be drawn from this thesis are limited

in some respects. It would be naive to suppose that the

same considerations as apply in civil aviation should be

relevant in other areas. Nevertheless the conclusions will be

important. A future government; setting up an agency^ making a

similar combination of powers and operating under a system of

written guidance.should be most concerned to see whether the
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CAA bus effected a workable system of regulation in

aviation. Those arguing in terms such as 'justiciability1

in future might draw some conclusions from a study such as

this as to the applicability of that concept. Finally it

is to be hoped that as a case study this thesis will give an

account of the development and operation of an agency which

will supply the information for future and more general

studies of governmental regulation.

The Form of the Thesis

Before looking at the history of aviation regulation in

Britain 1 will attempt to demonstrate more fully the

significance of the CAA and to give an account of its place

in British governmental regulation and administrative law

theory.

Firstly. I will look at the background developments and

problems of British administrative theory and argue that the

multi-dimensional agency stretches that theory to new limits

(section 1.1.2).

Secondly. I will consider the place of the CAA in the

British system of tribunals and agencies of government (section

1.2.1).

Further I will examine the CAA as a licensing body (section

1.2.2). 1 will ask whether licensing is a form of control

having peculiar properties which should be considered in



assessing the CAA*s performance. I will look at the

reasons for choosing licensing as a control device and its

history as a tool of governmental regulation.

Ihlrdly. I will argue that the CAA has a place in a

small group of Mpolicy-ortented" tribunals which may be

considered as peculiar in posing acute problems of political

control (section 1.3.2). »

Fourthly. 1 will consider the resemblance between the

CAA as a form of agency and the long established American

Independent Regulatory Commissions. I will argue that we may

learn same of the problems of such agencies by borrowing from

the 'merican theorists and I will review some of the main avenues

of criticism found in American theory in the hope that we in

Britain, as new experimenters with such agencies, may borrow

some tools for analysis from the vast debate which the

Americans have conducted in these matters (sections 1.4.1 and

1.4.2).

Fifthly. I will examine how the machinery of control and

decision-making found in the CAA came to be set up in Britain

by examining the reasons (or lack of them) governing the

choice of machineries of control set up in the past. I will

be concerned to see whether governments have developed a

useful body of theory concerning the characteristics of

particular systems of decision-making and whether the performance
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of certain agencies can be said to reflect the

expectations (if any) expressed in relation to them by

the creating government. Thus we may be able to consider

what expectations the government may have had in setting

up the CAA as a comprehensive agency as well as the reasoning

behind these expectations. Having looked at the

fulfilment of some expectations we may then progress to

study whether the CAA has performed as planned. (If a body

posing all the problems that the CAA does can be argued to have

developed along planned lines then it may be said that

the governmental choice of decision making bodies is developing

some useful guidelines.)

In dealing with the reasoning behind such choices of

decision-making bodies, I will go into the problem of the

idea of justiciability which, it appears, is responsible for

a degree of confusion in that area.

In the above manner I hope that I will have 'contextualised*

the CAA sufficiently in all its major respects (i.e. as

regulator, adjudicator and organ of government) to proceed with

more detailed study.

In the second chapter I will give an outline of past

regulation of civil aviation in this country and an account of

the legislative history of the Civil Aviation Act 1971.
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The third chapter will consider the Air Transport

Licensing Boards system of regulation, discussing its

defects and the ways in which it was hoped the CAA would

improve control. The account of the ATLB will serve to show

how a more conventional agency proved inadequate to the task

of regulating civil aviation and will demonstrate the

reasoning behind the creation of the more powerful CAA.

In the fourth chapter I will deal with the Civil Aviation

Authority. I will attempt to assess its success in combining a

number of powers by considering the Authority from a number

of angles. After having described the CAA's objectives and

responsibilities I will discuss the CAA's relationship to

the Government. I will be con wrned to see whetherthe

Authority has managed to develop continuous policy under the

system of written policy Guidance and whether the Department

of Trade's powers (to decide appeals, write guidance)

have been exercised in a manner allowing the CAA proper scope

to use its expertise and discretion.

Having discussed the CAA's independence I will concentrate

on the procedures of the Authority and in particular I will

examine how the CAA has incorporated a system of public hearings

into a licensing machinery involving the use of own evT5Grt

knowledge and overall Governmental control. I will give an
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account of the ways in which the Authority has structured

limited or confined its discretion in order to supplement

public hearings as tools for developing and publishing

policy. I will conclude by describing the CAA^s manner of

regulation and assessing whether the matters discussed

above have produced an Authority which can regulate both

fairly and efficiently.

In the fifth and final chapter I will draw together the

conclusions reached in the rest of the text and I will comment

upon the relevance of ray description of the CAA to the

problems posed in the first chapter. Thus #\®4ll consider

wh ether the experience of the CAA recommends the further

use of multi~powered agencies of this kind (and in which ways)j
whether the CAA machinesry could be improved; and whether

administrative law theory can offer any help in choosing

the f un*. tions to be allocated to future agencies, deciding

upon the legal framework of powers to be used, or in

assessing their past performance.
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CHAPTER 1.1.2

Control by the Expert Agency: New problems for administrative
law.

This thesis is a case study relating to a more general

problem. The study is of the development of civil aviation

regulation culminating in the Civil Aviation Authority's

system of licensing.

The more general problem is this:-

How are justice and efficiency to be measured and tested^

where an expert tribunal has been set up to control commercial

matters by licensing and where the tribunal effects a

combination of management and adjudication,yet is subject to
overall political control? Does present theory suffice to

describe adequately the rights of parties or expectations of. the

public? Is this a movement towards a form of controlled

property and is the concept of justice relevant in that

context?

I will be coneerned not merely with judging the resulting

system of control but with the evolution of that system. I

will argue that the case study in question exemplifies a

movement towards a more comprehensive system of control^which
allows the mixed economic system to exist under the

state umbrella and gives a large degree of state control

without resort to complete nationalisation.
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Why should this be a new or thorny problem for

administrative law? I will argue that due to the breakdown

of the traditional distinctions of administrative law and

the increasing inclusion of tribunals within the governmental

machine^a new kind of theoretical approach is demanded if

we are to study the operation of multi faceted agencies like

the Civil Aviation Authority. This I refer to as the *contextual*

approach.

I will first argue that there have occurred certain

breakdowns in the traditional concepts of the rule of law,

the tribunal and justiciability.

The Breakdowns

(a) The Rule of Law

Although Dicey did not invent the idea of the rule of

law* he was largely responsible for the earlier twentieth

century concept of the rule of law(and I will consider the

concept since Dicey expounded it^
In his "Introduction to the Study of the Law of the

Constitution" Dicey expounded his concept of the rule of law in

terms of three rules, viz.:- (i) the supremacy of regular law

over arbitrary power,, (thus arbitrariness, prerogative and wide

discretionary power of government was excluded. The rule of

1. Holdsworth traces it to mediaeval times (Holdsworth
1923 p. 21) see E.C.S. Wade's Introduction to lOth Ed.
of Dicey*s *The Law of the Constitution* p. xcvii.
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law meant that a man should be punished for a breach of

2 \

law, nothing else f ) (ii) the equality before the law of

all classes of men; (Hi) the rules of the Constitution

the consequence of rights given by private law.

I am primarily concerned with the first two Diceyan rules;

how would they cope with the increased use of

administrative discretion? Dicey had contrasted the rule
3

of law with droit administratif (and favoured the English

system)jhowever in 1915 even Dicey was forced to recognise

that the distinction might not be so clear as formerly thought.

In his article^"The Development of Administrative Law in England"
Dicey questioned whether legislation had introduced an

administrative law of sorts to England, He admitted the

growth of a practice of giving the executive-judicial or quasi-

judicial functions and admitted that the Arlidge and Board of

Education v. Rice6 decisions had placed procedural duties on

governmental bodies which were less exacting than those

applying to courts; nevertheless he concluded that the fact

2. See Wade and Phillips p.64.

3. Dicey 1968 Ch. XII.

4. 1915 31 LQR 1948. Also see Dicey*s Introduction to the
8th Ed. of The Law of the Constitution.

5. Local Government Board v. Arlidqe [1914] 1 KB 160, [1915]
AC 120.

6. [1911] AC 179.
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that the courts could review breaches of the law committed

by servants of the Crown still preserved>

"that rule of law which is fatal to the
existence of true droit administratif" (<g 152 of 1975 31 LQR).

Thus although he was prepared to show that he was not

blind to the use of administrative powers^Dicey still concentrated
on the availability of court review. As ECS. Wade said,

"It is not the case that Dicey failed to realise that
all lawful authority within the State is legal
authority, but he relied upon the one organ, the courts,
to restrain the illegal excesses of the other,
the administration, and did not^examine the full extent
of the latter*s lawful powers."

In 1929 Lord HewOrt, the Lord Chief Justice produced f

•The New Despotism', in which he violently attacked the

increasing delegation of legislative powers to government

departments. He called the use of such departmental powers

•grotesque* and 'arbitrary' and contended that the idea of

administrative justice was irrelevant to this arbitrary power.J

W.A. Robson commented,

"It is not too much to say that Lord Hewart's attitude
represented 99% of the opinion then held by the bench^,
the bar and the solicitors" branch of the profession.""

Lord Hewort's book had immediate and enormous impact. At

least partly as a result,, the Committee on Ministers' Powers was

7. Dicey 1968 Introduction p. cv.

8. Hewurt 1929 pp. 43-50 see also Robson 1947 p. 314.

9. Robson 1947 p. 316.
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appointed in October 1929 (the Donoghmore Committee) to

consider the powers exercised by or under the direction of

Ministers by way of (a) delegated legislation and (b) judicial

or quasi-judicial decision."^
The Donoughmore Committee adopted the Diceyan model of

the rule of the law in the form of the first two rules -

"It is primarily from the first two of these points of
view that we approach th^^prcblem propounded by
our terms of reference."

It also asserted the distinction between quasi-judicial and
12

judicial decisions.
13 14

Sir Ivor Jennings and W.A. Robson led the attack

against the Donoughraore Committee1s acceptance of the

Diceyan model of the rule of law, arguing that the concern with

the judicial/quasi-judicial distinction avoided the real issues.

They argued that the notion that; the administrative tribunal
or department was free to be arbitrary under the guise of •policy*

was "too ridiculous an assumption to call for serious consideration".

10. Donoughmore 1932 p.V.

11. Ibid p. 73.

12. Ibid pp. 73-4.

13. Jennings 1967 and Jennings q §3T

14. Robson 1927.

15. Robson 1947 p. 352.
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Robson argued that the Committee failed to see that true

judicial powers often involved substantial discretion and

policy and that the development of public law would be

impeded by*

"the introduction of untenable distinctions between
law and poljgy, between justiciable and administrative
questions".

The problem with Dicey had been his failure to consider

the legal powers of authorities. He was concerned with the

rights of individuals -'he was imagining a constitution
17

dominated by the doctrine of laissez-faire".

In 1927 Robson, in reply to Jicey's opposition of

regular law to arbitrary power, arbitrariness or wide

discretionary authority^commented that it was".
"so manifestly remote from the state of affairs
which has existed, at any rate for the past century,
that it is obviously untrue in any large sense.
Every Government possesses^^and must possess 'wide
discretionary authority'".

In reply to the second meaning of the rule of law (the

equal subjection of all classes before the ordinary law), Robson

quoted the "colossal distinctions" between the rights, powers^
duties and liabilities of administrative organs of government

16. Ibid p. 355.

17. Jennings 1967 p. 55.

18. Robson 1947 p. 343.
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and those of private individuals and concluded that
19

Dicey*s second rule was •nonsensical*.

Professor B.C.S. Wade continued the criticisms of

Dicey*s rule of law in his introduction to the 9th Edition
20

of 'The Law of the Constitution* } and again in Wade and
* '

Phillips Constitutional Law he urged the necessity of

state regulation by discretionary authority saying,

"If it is contrary to the rule of law that
discretionary authority should be given to
government departments or public officers, then the
rule of law is inapplicable to any modern
constitution".

After the waves of criticism had fallen upon Dicey

and the Donoughmore Committee;the Franks Committee on

Administrative Tribunals and Enquiries reported in 1957. The

Franks Committee did not repeat the Donoughmore Committee's

attempts to distinguish the judicial from the quasi-judicial

anc| administrat ive? but it could be argued that th« Committee did

revive the concept of the rule of law at a secondary level.

Thus ECS Wade argued that the Franks Committee Report,

19. Ibid p. 353.

20. p. cxxv. However see W.S. Holdsworth*s review of the
9th Edition in LQR Vol. 55 1939 and his reply to E.C.S.
Wade.

21. 8th Edition 1973 p. 68.
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"can thus be regarded as having made a substantial
contribution to that revival of the rule of law
which has been noticeable in the past fourteen
years'*. 2
The Franks Committee took the rule of law to stand:

"for the view that decisions should be by the
application of known principles or laws"

and contrasted this with what was arbitrary. Referring
fc

alsoothe judicial/adainistrative distinction the Committee
felt that both were important, but neither yielded a principle

to guide the decision whether to allocate a decision to a

24
tribunal or Minister. The Committee favoured an empirical

approach. So far the 'empirical approach' appears to reject

the conceptual notions of the rule of law but then the Committee

advocated openness, fairness and impartiality in adjudication.
25

As Wade pointed out these dharacteristies were extracted from

the same judicial model of fairness that had prompted Dicey

to expound his rule of law. One is tempted to ask "Why should
26

openness be ^adjudicat ion?" (Cans argued that the informal

process could protect rights, the IBA argued that the closed
27

procedure was most efficient (and therefore most just) ).

22. Dicey 1968 Introduction p. cvi.

23. Franks paragraph 29.

24. Ibid paragraph 30.

25. Dioey 1968 Introduction p. cvi.

26. Ganz 1967.

27. IBA submission totha Committee on the Future of Broadcasting
1975.
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Just as.Dicey had ignored the wide discretions

essential to modern government in his exposition of the

rule of law, so the Franks Committee worked with an over

formalised model of good adjudication and overlooked the

combination of informal and formal procedures necessitated by

the modern machinery for controlling the mixed economy.

Discretion necessitates a degree of choice and a certain
23

lack of predictability. Thus when F.A. Hayek wrote that

the rule of law meant that Government was bound by rules fixed

beforehand, rules allowing one to foresee the use of powers and

plan accordingly; E.C.S. Wade pointed out that, "Such
29

certainty is not attainable in modern conditions".

It appeared that the rule of law could not realistically

demand openness, prior standards, predictability or even

impartiality (since State policy might necessitate

partiality e.g. taking a West African air route from B.Cal.

to give to 3A in order to allow Concorde to fly). What then

was left? Wade argued that "the rule has come to be identified
30

with the concept of the rights of nan", but he concluded that,

2S. Hayek 1Ch. VI. Planning and the Rule of Law.

29. Wade and Phillips 197c p.69.

30. Ibid 75.
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"The rule of law remains a principle of our
constitution. It means the absence of
arbitrary power, effective control of and
proper publicity for delegated legislati^,
particularly when It imposes penalties."

He added:

"the definition of discretion in so far as

practic able, the determination of private
rights by impartial and independent tribunals."

It appears that the rule of law may be useful when

used as an exhortation to fairness but beyond this there are

too many exceptions to make it a useful concept. As Ganz has
32

pointed out justice may be increased where the rule of law

retreats; Wade asked for the determination of rights by

independent tribunals and definition of discretion^but how
would one apply such concepts e.g. to the Civil Aviation

Authority (or the ISA) where secrecy, expertise and only semi-

independence is called for? Yet the body may be a necessary

form of modern legal regulation.

One «4ght reformulate the rule of law as a demand for

openness, predictability, fairness, standards etc., in so far

as these are possible when balanced against the administrative

costs of such desiderata^but (a) there would be many cases

where the rules etc., might conflict with the "fairness of

efficiency" and (b) would such a concept be the rule of law -

31. Ibid 77.

32. Ganz 1967.
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would it not be tetter described as administrative fairness?

Modern administration under law no longer does (and should

not) recognise the primacy of justice in the

form of open rules, standards etc., over justice to those

regulated and the public in the shape of efficient

administration. The two have to be considered together.

As Franks said', the empirical approach is perhaps best,

attempts to draw broad theoretical outlines would only

result in creating conceptual albatrosses. That empirical

approach demands inter the study Qf the administrative

techniques of the tribunal, lts formal and informal procedures

and the political control exercised over it„ The way these

aspects fit together is the key to the problem of

administrative justice. It is not aided by recourse to

conceptual divisions between them.

(b) The Concept of the Tribunal 1

This section parallels the discussion of the rule of

law. In the last century tribunals have multiplied with

increasing rapidity. Some tribunals have been very like courts

in form while others remain far less formal. Following the

Diceyan model of the rule of law^ the tribunal was distinguished
from the court of law and government administration by the

33
Franks Committee. That Committee argued that,

33. Franks paragraph 40.
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"Much of the official evidence, including that
of the Joint Permanent Secretary to the Treasury,
appeared to reflect the view that tribunals should
properly be regarded as part of the machinery
of administration....We do not accept this view.
We consider that tribunals should properly be
regarded as machinery provided by Parliament for
adjudication rather^than as part of the machinery
of administration."

Thus it appeared that the influence of Dicey lived

on in the Franks conception of the attributes and functions
35

of tribunals. J.A. Farmer argued that the Franks tribunal

properties could be listed and efged that,

"The tribunal p.tc vce. provided by the Franks Commit tee.. .
is unduly restrictive and serves to exclude certain
tribunals which have an undistinguishable constitutional

administrative purpose from some of those which
, , , . .,30

are included."

Quoting examples of tribunals which fail to satisfy the

Franks criteria of independence, judicial character, expertise

etc., Farmer urged that a lack of freedom from governmental
influence was not a sufficient ground for excluding a body

from consideration as a tribunal and that tribunals ought

to be seen as instruments of government.

37
Borrowing a distinction from Abel-Smith and Stevens

between •court-substitute' and •policy-oriented' tribunals,
33

Farmer argued that the latter, although not usually independent^

34. Ibid.

35. Farmer 1974 p. 185.

36. Ibid p. 185.

37. Abel-Smith and Stevens 1968 p. 225.

38. Farmer 1974 p. 192.
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constituted an important area of study. They bore a

"family relationship" to court-substitute tribunals.

Franks had attempted to distinguish such bodies and thus

left out an important area of study.

Such an approach, seeing tribunals not merely as

adjudicators but as cogs in the governmental machine, allows
us to examine those tribunals combining the more traditional

adjudicative functions with the exercise of
39

governmental powers. The 'policy-oriented' " tribunals^which
are subject to some ministerial control) constitute an

important group of agencies (most notably the transport

licensing authorities, especially the CAA), "They

challenge the administrative lawyer to study the tribunal

in its expanded governmental role and in doing so raise new

40
problems.

The above criticisms of Franks were based on a movement

41
of emphasis oft (a) academics, away from purely formal

studies towards the informal and contextual approaches to a

wider group of tribunals identified without reference to rigid

39. See Farmer 1974 p. 190 - 2.

40. See below section 1.3.

41. See e.g. Woll 1963, Nonet 1969, Ganz 1967, 1972.
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concepts such as 'the judicial /unction* and (b) of the

(overnmenttowards setting up bodies combining executive
42

and judicial powers in more adventurous ways.

(c) The idea of -justiciability

With the advent of the welfare state the governments of
Britain began to use the law increasingly to regulate the

affairs of individuals. With the development of the trade

union movement and the advancement of capitalism state

intervention increased. Governments began to find that

certain functions required a mixture of adjudication and

expert administration. (Thus the regulation of the

railways was taken away from the courts and given to a

tribunal ^ and the systems of road passenger and road haulage
licensing were set up in the early 1930s.) In areas where

the economy was mixed or where competition required

controlling the agency set up could not simply manage, it

would have to use a formal hearings system in order to show

fairness. Thus the tribunal was given the functions of

management and decision-making.

The choice of the kind of body to perform a certain

function depended upon a number of factors e.g. whether the

questions involved were •justiciable* in the sense of susceptible

42. e.g. the Restrictive Practices Act 1956, the Civil
Aviation Authority and the combination of e.g.
the Director General of Fair Trading with the Sestrict ive
Practices Court and the Consumer Protection Advisory
Committee.
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to decision-making on the basis of identifiable rules or whether

the topic was •justiciable* in the political sense (it*#* whether

the government would release control of the matter to an
independent decision making body). Two things began to

happen; firstly courts and tribunals began to perform

functions traditionally allocated to the other (e.g. the

Restrictive Practices Court, the Lands Tribunal) so that the

distinction between the two weakened; secondly, executive

bodies (like the Board of Trade) were seen to be

performing the same kinds of function as some tribunals

(e.g. Board of Trade licensing, Town and Country Planning,

. Supplementary Benefits).

Not only had the distinctions of law and administration

and tribunal and court gone but^for reasons of expediency
governments no longer seemed to distinguish between the
functions properly given to Ministers, Tribunals and Courts.

That is not to say that governments had distinguished clearly
before. In a sense the question had not arisen until

f

governments became more adventuous and considered such matters
as the use of courts in Restrictive Practices (1956).

What was the product of the breakdown of these

distinctions?

(1) The result of the above changes in avernmental and

academic attitudes to the use of decision-making bodiesjfor
a start the increasing deficiency of a positivist conception

of law. The positivist believed that rules of valid law were
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identifiable by reference to certain criteria; if we accept

the breakdom of the distinction between him and powers of

the executive,the whole increase in the area of law is less

susceptible of explanation in terms of identifiable criteria -

43
a new theory of 'administrative realism* is called for.

(2) Secondly, the search for administrative justice can

no longer go on in a vacuum of rules and procedure, it can

no longer presuppose the traditional distinctions. It must

look at the role of the agency in government and examinations

of all its aspects must be undertaken in the light of the body s

aims objectives and resources. In other words a total *00016x1081*

approach to the study of such agencies is called for.

(3) Analysis of decision-making bodies has been made more

difficult by the negation of old classifications. Received

definitions will no longer do, one has to explain and

justify an approach to classification. The problem necessarily

arises of how to compare different agencies. If one must study

the agency in context each one is individual. One might

compare on many different criteria of selection e.g. (i) Organisation;

(ii) Type of subject matter; (iii) Political Role; (iv) Procedure;

(v) Formality; (vi) Independence from Government; (vii) Form

of control of discretion; (viii) Degree of Expertise;

43. Thus the growth of administrative discretion under
statutory powers p>oses a problem for the positivist.
In order to explain the operation of the law analysis
has to delve deeper into the workings of the'
administrative machinery - one could not explain the
laws relating to supplementary benefits without
accounting fot the internal rules of the Supplementary
Benefits Coomifciion and the principles governing the
Commission*s practice.
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(ix) Regulatory technique etc.. The comparisons made on

one basis would be weakened by differences on others

e.g. one might compare the ISA's sphere of operations

and expertise with that of the CAA but one would have

to bear in mind their great procedural differences.

(I am not here arguing that comparisons are worthless,

merely that one must be very careful to consider both the

common attributes of two bodies and the differences.)

I have concluded that the way to study agencies in this

no man's land between the 'executive' and the 'judiciary'

is either (1) to compare all bodies on the same basis e.g.

procedure, Independence, types of subject matter or (ii) to

study one such body in detail , examining the interplay

between e.g. the use of the formal hearing, the requirement

of expertise and the degree of political independent^ and then

to compare this body with other bodies in respect of different

aspects of its functions (i.e. Contextualise it) or (iii) to

compromise on the above methods e.g. by comparing two bodies

in all their aspects. The second method is most appropriate

here. The first method would not yield information of great

value since data collected on each agency would depend on

the far greater mass of unknown information about the agency —

one would not even know which variables one was dealing with.

The third method would produce a comparison at least, but this

comparison would only be relevant where the two bodies

overlapped. Thus the worthwhile portion of the work would

be the comparison at the same level - it would be like method
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(i) but using a sample of tvo only. The second method is

by no means perfect^but at least it renders an account
of the operation of one agency possible and it would make

some comparisons possible^if the different factors in the
make up of the body were sufficiently isolated.

A crucial problem now emerges. bove I have argued that

a 'total* approach is required; it might be concluded from

this that all agencies are islands and that no theoretical

issue may be involved in a mere description of one agency.

I would not accept this extension of the point for the

following reasons

(1) I would argue that a detailed examination of one

agency and its relation to other bodies may serve as evidence

for a general trend, but only in so far as the context of the

agency is described.

(2) A central problem is our ability to describe a

multi-faceted agency. Its description and evaluation

involves a reassessment of the conceptual tools of

administrative law theory. Thus if the agency is

constitutionally innovatory in any sense one does not merely

describe^but would examine the implications for theory of
such an innovation. (A natural scientist could not merely

describe the activities of Mr. Uri Geller; he would have to

reassess the principles of existing theory.) The necessary

paradox here is^of course^that identification of the
problem for existing theory must be given in terms of the

existing theory. This should not stop research since
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identification does not require a complete description

(a photograph of Mr. Geller would suffice to identify

hira).

Although 1 will attempt to look at all the facets of

the CAA I will now qualify the general problem as stated

above in order to focus the issues and narrow the reference

of the study from merely 'all agencies acting judicially

and executively*. I am primarily concerned with the interplay

of function, procedure and independence. By this 1 mean

(i) the way the body regulates and its sphere of operation, its

degree of expertise and the procedures(formal and informal)
that the body uses; (ii) the agency's independence from

Government, the device of overall control and the initial

choice of that style of body.

This interplay I believe to be important because the

movements (and political practice) I spoke of above are

producing bodies of greater expertise, informality and
44

responsibility than formerly (cf. Fulton*s 'Wiving off* )* hence

it is increasingly important to develop standards with which

to understand and judge such bodies.

44. Fulton's 'hiving off is not the same thing as the delegation
of regulatory or governmental powers to an independent or
semi independent body since Fulton was thinking of living off
management functions (as opposed to functions of regulating
competing private interests); however the spirit of Fulton
appears to sympathise with the idea of delegating regulatory
powers to bodies distanced from Government (Fulton Committee
196B paragraphs 88 - 90). (cf. Farmer 1974 p. 191).
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Narrowing items (i) and (ii) further, I will study,

(1) Control by the expert licensing body in a

technologically advanced area;

(2) The development of an informal/formal procedural

balance in a system of regulation by the expert;

(3) The problem of allocating and controlling a large

degree of discretion in an area of political importance (where

the overnraent has retained overall control).

In this section I have argued (i) that the traditional

concept of the rule of law no longer serves as a useful

•tool for analysis' of modern governmental methods^, and that
its decline is evidence of the need for a reformulation of

British administrative theory in order to examine modern

governmental methods; (ii) that paralleling the decline of

the Diceyan concept of the rule of law has been the rise of

an idea of the tribunal as an idtegral part of the

governmental machine; (iii) that there has been a more

adventurous approach to the use of different adjudicating

systems by governments recently and that this movement has

challenged theorists to re-examine the problems involved in,

(or perhaps glossed over by)? the notion of justiciability.

From the above I conclude that a broad or contextual

approach to the study of tribunals is called for; an approach

not emphasising formality or adjudication to the neglect of
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informality or arbitration and an approach not presupposing

rigid distinctions of the judicial/administrative kind (thotigh

I do not reject the value of such cords for describing models

of functions).

Secondly, I conclude that the combination of many functions

in one body (e.g. adjudication, management, regulation,
45 ,c"^

semi independence) is both relatively new • j imposes problems
which have not been attacked in such acute form by

administrative theory in the pastj and which must now be
approached by adopting a more flexible theory.

Such a discussion will at least show the broad areas of

comparison open in a study of the CAA and will give an

indication of the alternative systems of regulation that

have been set up., as well as an indication of other combinations

of powers, duties and functions attempted. By doing so we may

be able to see more clearly the position of the CAA in the

whole spectrum of legal institutions and we may gain an

idea whether the CAA is in any sense innovatory (for certain

politicians, including Mr. Michael Noble who introduced

the 1971 Civil Aviation Bill, have asserted that the CAA

constitutes a new form of legal control or a "constitutional

45. See section 1.5.
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innovation"^Thus I will be especially concerned to
examine s

(1) the way the Authority regulates and the way the

informal and formal procedures adapt to this function, and}

(2) how the machinery of control fits into the

overall system of Government.

46. Mr. Noble, introducing the second reading said of the
CAA
"It is, of course, a constitutional innovation. The key
point perhaps is that we are in this bill Living off
a regulatory function. Ministers remain responsible to
Parliament for policy but detailed decisions rest with the
Authority"
(HC Deb. Vol. 814 Col. 1173).
The Labour Governments White Paper of 1969 in a section
entitled 'The Authority as a constitutional innovation* stated
that
"the establishment of the Civil Aviation Authority on the
lines proposed involves a number of constitutional and
administrative innovations" (paragraph 120).
The White Paper then noted the following properties of the
CAA:-

(1) Within declared policy the Authority would have
substantial discretion and there would be limits to the

ability of the Board of Trade to intervene with detailed
CAA decisions.
(2) The Authority would not be completely independent,
"the essential feature of its status" would be the
"separation between policy formation and the detailed
application of policy" (paragraph 121). Ministers would
form policy and be responsible to Parliament.
Mr. Noble appeared to emphasise the delegation of regulation,
the White Paper to stress the machinery for dividing policy
making discretion. The two views may perhaps be reconciled by
describing the innovation as 'the delegation of comprehensive
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CHAPTER 1.3.1

The CAA in relation to other British agencies

In this section I will briefly attempt to ascri^® to
the CAA a position in British Government. I use the

word * agencies' above because it is not helpful to compare

the CAA with tribunals alone as opposed to courts, public

corporations or government departments.

The classification of any agency might be based on a

n Limber of factors e.g. (1) technique of regulation; (2) political

function; (3) formality of procedure; (4) area of activity;

(5) degree of independence from government; (6) managerial

fuictions; (7) size; (8) expertise; (9) comprehensiveness

of control. This list is by no means exhaustive.*
Thus there ought to be as many possible classifications as

there are prime bases for classification extractable from all
tUo.b

the properties J an agency shares. An agency would therefore

be liable to appear in any number of classifications with

different i& •achdase, e.g. in a classification based

on formal procedure the CAA would join the Traffic Commissioners

in a group apart from e.g. the IBA,but in a classification

based on area and method of regulation or on size and

expertise and agency the CAA would join the IBA in a different

1. e.g. R.E. Wraith and P.G. Hutcheson (1973) offer
groupings according to subject matter, structure,
Membership, staff, procedural rules and provisions for
appeal, operation in practice, control by Parliament,
the administrative-judicial spectrian.
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group from that of the Traffic Commissioners. Wraith and

Hutcheson noted that the problems of classification were

2
insurmountable.

Nevertheless it seems that there is some utility in

attempting to see certain similarities between tribunals or

3
agencies. J.A. Farmer borrowed Professor Putnam*s 'cluster

concepts' and Wittgenstein's 'family relationships' in order

to explain the possibility of identifying groups of tribunals

(in that case 'policy-oriented' tribunals) ano within bounds;

it seems helpful to classify^if only as a guide to the
bases of comparison.

I will provisionally describe the CAA as a body with

the following properties: (1) it regulates in the economic

sphere; (2) by licensing; (3) it is a large expert body;

(4) subject to a degree of formal and informal overnment

control yet separate from government; (5) it uses a formal
hearings procedure and a ministerial appeals system; (6) it

combines licensing with comprehensive powers of control;

(7) it regulates private enterprise (and public enterprise)

rather than merely operates an industry; (8) it has a certain

duty to act quasi-judicially in licensing cases.

2. Ibid p. 44 - see also Cushman (1941) p. 509.

3. Farmer 1974 p. 191.
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In this section I will not discuss the peculiarities

of and uses of licensing as a system of control (that will

be dealt with in section 1.6) but I will differentiate

licensing bodies from non licensing bodies e.g. the IBA from

the BBC. J.F. Garner in his 'Administrative Law' offered

a serious attempt to classify public corporations using

this distinction. Garner accepted the difficulties of classifying

saying,

"Any attempt at logical classification of the public
corporations as they at present exist .... is almost
as vain as an attempt at precise definition".

He divided the corporations into three groups:

(a) ^oraaercial undertakings - which includes the nationalised

industries e.g. the Central Electricity Generating Board, the

Central Electricity Council, the British Gas Corporation, the

National Coal Board, the British Railways Board, the British

Waterways Board, the Freight Integration Council, the National

Freight Corporation and other transport boards. He included

in this group the IBA and the BGC, the Atomic Energy Authority,

the Air Corporations and the Civil Aviation Authority.

(b) Managerial bodies administering public services - under this

heading Garner listed bodies controlling non commercial areas

e.g. the Regional Health Authorities, the New Towns

Commission, the National Ports Council, the Housing Corporation,

the Water Resources Board, the Tourist Boards.

4. J.F. Garner 1974 p. 319.
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(c) Regulatory Bodies - Garner listed those bodies,

regulating and furthering defined social policies, which

were closer to government than the above corporations e.g. the

Location of Offices Bureau, the Eggs Authority, the Hairdressing

Council, Hearing Aid Council, Horserace Betting Levy Board,

White Fish Authority. Garner distinguished as special those

bodies set up to perform politically important functions e.g.

the National Board for Prices and Incomes of 1965, the Price

Commission and the Pay Board of 1973, the Commission on Industrial

Relations and the Monopolies and Mergers Commission and the

Decimal Currency Board.

The difficulties of classification are apparent. Garner

classified by a combination of subject matter, and regulatory

technique; he did not go into the matters of procedure or degree

of independence from government in detail; his classification

therefore would vary when taken at different levels. Why

should the IBA and BBC be in the same group? Surely the IBA is

a regulatory authority?

If, following the above discussion, we classified on the

three scales of: (1) Technique of regulation; (2) Procedure;

(3) Degree of independence from government, we would obtain

very different classifications, e.g. the IBA and CAA would be

similar on the scale of regulatory technique but very different

on procedure. The BNOC would be similar to the CAA in subject

matter and technique of regulation but different on the scale
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of degree of independence. Thus classification would not

tell us a great deal.

One must also remember that Garner was not concerned to

relate the functions of the public corporations to those

of tribunals and departments of government. I am, and

classification on the levels of procedure and degree of

independence would have to transgress the above divisions.

Thus in the same group, considered on the basis of area of

regulatory functions, we should consider perhaps the Traffic

Commissioners, the Transport Tribunal, the CAA, the IBA, the

Department of Energy (oil licensing), the Department of the

Environment (Town and Country Planning), the Department of

Trade (import and industrial licensing) etc..

It is easier for me to repeat my concern with the

combination of three dimensions of control, procedure and

independence as found in bodies like the CAA than to reclassify.

I may then look at the different levels of each of the above

and extract roughly similar bodies; having done this I will

be able to judge which bodies come closest to the CAA in

attempting this combination. I will list these agencies noting

similarities and differences.

1. The IBA controls by licensing like the CAA but it has

no formal public procedure for the infrequent renewals of

licences. It is at least as independent as the CAA on

programme policy and on long term development policy. Its
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regulatory problems are similar in that it deals in a fast

moving industry and struggles to control powerful companies

by collecting information ami expertise. Its methods are

5
perhaps less formal than the CAA*s.

2. The Transport Tribunal and Traffic Commissioner in

goods licensing. Before the reform in 1967 the road haulage
licensing system was fairly similar to the air transport

licensing system. The problems were similar parties

were less powerful and arguments less technical. The Tribunal /
and Commissioner had smaller^less expert^secretariats who did
not seek to control and plan industry operations as the CAA and

IBA do*, they relied on the applicants to present cases.

Decision making was more legalistic, less ad hoc; principles

developed and concretised sufficiently to allow a system of

precedent to evolve.

3. The Gaming Board operates a licensing system. However

it is more concerned to police operations than to regulate

the economics of the gaming industry. It uses hearings more

to collect information on applications lnqu4«li®orially (as

does the IBA) than to rely on the adversary procedure. It

operates a certain degree of expertise but not in the main

relating to economic management.

5. e.g. see N.Lewis 1975.

6. see Farmer 1974 pp. 175 - 9.
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4. Goverunent departments licensing oil extraction,
■■

• ■

imports, town and country planning, office development,

new town development, industrial development grants and

other grants coupled with control e.g. the systems of

trawler grants^ plus control by the semi-independent White
Fish Authority.

Like the CAA ^javernraent departments do regulate by
licensing and do attempt to control the shape of the industry

e.g. in North Sea Oil licensing the Department of Energy,

the 3N0C and the British Gas Corporations combined powers

allow substantial influence over the management of exploration

and extraction. They intervene in management and the civil

service may exercise great expertise in making such decisions.

Whether or not these powers of decision-making operate through

formal hearings, by appeals to the Minister or by informal

methods the Department does not have the problem of preserving

or creating policy independently of government. Thus no conflict
of policy can occur and one of ray three items of interest (the

control of the independent body) is missing. I include in this

group •departmental boards' virtually within the governm nt
e.g. the Location of Offices Bureau.

5. Managerial bodies which regulate. Here I am thinking

of bodies such as the Eggs Authority and the White Fish Authority
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which control private enterprises by managerial rather than

adjudicative methods. Such agencies differ from e.g. the

CAA in not using formal hearings as a major item in regulation.

They organise and make business decisions rather than choose

between competing cases^ although an overlap of similar
7

functions to those of the CAA would occur.

6• Miscellaneous ad hoc boards making decisions on political
issues.

In this class I would group the Race Relations Board, the

National Board for Prices and Incomes of 1965, the 1971 Pay

Commission and Pay Board, the Commission on Industrial

Relations, the Monopolies and Mergers Commission of 1973.

Such boards are like the CAA^in having expert staff,
considering issues of complexity and political interest. They

differ in the main in acting in an advisory capacity or by

bringing actions before other tribunals or courts. Thus they

constitute one side of an adversary relationship rather than

an expert ja^ge combining adjudication and administration. Such

bodies do not regulate and are not responsible for one

particular industry^thus their activities will not be so

managerial as those of the CAA. They are often set up to take

a matter out of the heat of political comment.

7. This grouping accords with Cushman's group of 'British
Guild Agencies' - see R.E. Cbshman 1941.
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Above we have seen that no body offers a very similar

combination of powers (of comprehensive planning, control,

procedure and independence) \ . the CAA. However
as characterises

we can see bodies similar to the less formal side of the

CAA e.g. the White Fish Authority and those similar to the

more formal side e.g. the Transport Tribunal. It is not

only the above corporations which compare with the CAA.

At the level of procedure one could compare e.g. the

Restrictive Practices Courtis use of judicial procedures for

deciding complex economic questions with thfct of the CAA, or one

could compare ministerial appeals in all tribunals or merely

in those appeals from * independent * tribunals to the Minister

e.g. in air transport licensing, road passenger transport

licensing, medical health and public schools cases. I desire

to isolate the CAA and direct research specifically by

looking at the particular combination of the three appeals

of control, nrocedure and independence seen in the CAA. This

combination (a) magnifies the problems of the agency by
8

attempting to achieve the best of three worlds and (b) exemplifies

a development towards a new kind of government, a development

paralleled by (i) the decline of the old idea of the rule of

law, (ii) the rising needs to intervene in industry, (iii) the

increasing need to hive off not merely operative but regulatory

functions from government; (iv) the increasing call for better

8. viz. to combine (1) a powerful regulatory body with
comprehensive powers, (2) quasi-judicial public hearings
process, (3) a relation of semi-independence to
gove rament.
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administrative Justice in the less formal systems of

control.

Above I have given Garner's classification of public

corporations and argued the limited utility of such a

classification. I have not offered ray alternative classifications

based on other aspects of the agency as the same cri icism

would apply vis. that a grouping on one basis may

be meaningless on another (and there is a multitude of

alternatives]. Thus I revert to the technique of comparing

the CAA with a number of other agencies choosing as ray basis

of comparison the three most crucial aspects of the CAA

viz. (1) its large size, expertise and comprehensive regulatory

powers, (2) its adjudicative functions and (3) its relationship

to ministerial government (i.e. subjection to overall policy

review but holding the power of expertise and information

in its own hands).

I will develop the idea of th CAA as a member of a

small group of agencies combining the three aspects in the

next section and in the section on the American cogencies

(1.4.1) and I will then argue in more detail that such a

combination of powers focuses a number of crucial problems

of administrative theory.

Before doing that I will further explain the CAA's

position in relation to other Bri ish agencies by discussing
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its place as a licensing body. In the next section I

will give an account of the past use of licensing agencies

Ln Britain and discuss whether the CAA as an expert,

independent licensing body, continues an old practice or

shows that a development in the machinery of regulation

has come about.
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CHAPTER 1.2.2

The CAA as a Licensing Body

An important aspect of the CAA*s make-up is its function

of regulating public and private enterprises under a system

of licensing. The CAA*s technique of regulation is an

integral part of its functioning and thus the peculiarities

of such a foria of control could be expected to influence the

other aspects of the Authority. Thus adjudication procedures

have been fitted to the system of allocating and revoking

licences and the relationship between the CAA and the

government is largely Influenced by the power the Authority
holds as controller of the industry. The significance (if any)

of licensing as a system of control should be considered before

attempting to evaluate the suitability of the CAA*s machinery.

It would be difficult to explain the position of the CAA as

an agency of government without discussing licensing as a device

of governmental control.

In the following sections I will consider the place in

British government of the multi-powered regulatory agency.

Licensing is merely one of a number of ways of regulating and

so/tRis section I will look at the concept of licensing and

then the past use of licensing as a means of control by

governments. By considering the way the CAA regulates, the

way it makes decisions and its relationship to government
the significance of its peculiar combination of powers may be

assessed.
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(a) The Concept of Licensing

The straightforward legal idea of a licence is the

grant of permission allowing the grantee to engage in an

activity which would otherwise be prohibited or which might

render one liable to prosecution or a civil suit (e.g. for

trespass). To licence then takes the form of making an

exception to a general prohibition. The general prohibition

might arise out of the common law, a statute or the very

statute setting up a system of licensing (usually where

licensing is required to control a developed industry the

latter situation is the case).

A model of licensing would thus be a system in which a

statute prohibits a certain activity (e.g. gaming) unless

permission has been received from the licensing authority.

The licensing authority is set up to control numbers of

entrants to the industry, qualifications and standards. It

also control^ the running of the industry by using licensing

conditions and by using threats of revocation, variation or

failure to renew licences. The licensing authority thus becomes

expert and exercises a discretion in using its licences (for

without an element of discretion licensing would be mere

registration). Control is formalised to the extent that it
V

relies upon the sanctioning power inherent in the licence

(although informal procedures may also be used in regulating).
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The licensing authority might have a number of different

aims. It might simply aim to select persons of the

correct calibre without regulating continuously (e.g. as is

the case with car driving licences (although endorsements may

be used as sanctions))jor the authority might both select
suitable persons and exercise some supervision over the

industry as e.g. in broadcasting, aviation and gaming licensing.

Looking at a simple model of licensing control it is
clear that a number of variations produce systems of control

resembling licensing but operating as hybrids. Thus an

authority might derive powers of control by both permission

giving and e.g. subsidisation. The Agricultural Marketing

B ards of the 1930s generally held both licensing and

subsidising powers. Such authorities have tended to regulate

initial entry by licensing but have exercised continuing

regulation by using their powers of subsidisation. Given a

choice of control by licensing or subsidisation^an authority
would control by subsidising because subsidies allow an

informal system of regulation to build up without the encumbrance

of a network of formal procedure set up to protect licensing

rights. That is not to say that licensees have many firm rights^

but they are generally protected to a greater extent than

recipients of, e.g. subsidies, _ * Licensees

are more likely to call for protection of their rights than

recipients of largesse.
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If licensing is combined with other powers of control

regulation will tend to be by those other powers and not

based primarily on the sanctioning powers attached to

licences. One disadvantage of licensing is that in certain

circumstances (e.g. in broadcasting licensing} , the authority has few

sanctions short of revocation, which it is unable to use
*

anyway because of the drastic consequences ensuing.

Another variation of the plain model of licensing is

the system where an authority builds up de facto powers of

licensing by using powers of approval. Where an authority has

power to approve a vital aspect of an activity, e.g. rates or

safety conditions, it might license the whole activity without

there being a background legal prohibition of the whole

activity. The prohibition exists as a practical prohibition;

without a certain permission it may in practice be impossible

to indulge in the business. Thus the authority approving prices

or rates might make conditions e.g. as to timings, vehicles to

be used etc.. It could withhold approval until satisfied

on any count.

A further variation of licensing is control against a

practical prohibition as opposed to a legal prohibition. A

body distributing grants or subsidies may have power to create

the conditions of economic viability where these would

otherwise be lacking (e.g. grants to Highland ferry services

or grants to trawler owners). The basic prohibition might be

t
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an economic fact in the simplest form e.g. the service

cannot be run economically without a subsidy, or it might

be created by a statute. Thus the law might create a

division of resources within which one could not compete

with other operators without a subsidy.1 In such a system of

controlyregulation might not rest on a legal prohibition but
upon a practical prohibition consequences of removing

permission in the legal or practical form might be very

similar. The devices of control in both situations might be

the same, the grant would be given subject to conditions

just as a licence would.

These variations serve to indicate that although licensing

may be identified by its use of permission-giving against a

legal prohibition, other systems of control may operate in

similar fashion and a system similar to licensing might in

effect be set up without the prohibitions being clearly legal

or comprehensive.

Licensing may thus be seen as one device for instituting

governmental regulation. Although a rigid notion of prohibition

may mislead in some cases) licensing may be thought of as

primarily deriving control powers from its permission-giving

1. see e.g. the case of New Zealand Dairy Board v. Okitu
Co-operative Dairy Co. Ltd. 1953 N.Z. LR 566.
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powers. (To say that licensing may share some properties

with other systems of regulation is not to deny that it

has its own peculiar characteristics.) I therefore propose

to distinguish licensing from other systems of control by

using the notion of legal permission giving as the source

of power in a loose sense and subject to the caveats made

above.

I will not therefore include within the notion of licensing

systems of control based purely on de facto powers derived

from the distribution of largesse although in some cases the

two may be similar.

By largesse here I mean benefits. Thus Charles Reich in "The
2

New Property" used the term broadly to cover all distributions

of benefits or sources of wealth by government. (He listed

eight major forms of governmentally created wealth.)

Licensing should thus be considered as an example of

largesse since the grant of a licence will usually confer a
3

valuable benefit, by restricting supply.

Can we usefully distinguish licensing from some cases

of the distribution of largesse; If we consider/main elements

involved in licensing, viz. (1) permission giving, (2) power

to select by quality or quantity, (3) power to impose

conditions or a system of continuing regulation, (4) the ability

to use the licence as a source of sanction or control, it seems

2. 73 Yale LJ 733.

3. cf. Street's example of apple import licences valued at
£30,000 (Street 1968 p. 75). In the Australian case or
Banks v. Transport Regulation Board 42 ALJR 64 a taxi
licence was valued at #9,000.
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that similar controls may be yielded by the distribution of

largesse. The sanction may not be formal prohibition but it

may amount to that in practice. Thus agencies distributing

largesse may all regulate. In America James M. Landis has

noted an increasing tendency both to license and to control
4

by granting "privileges of great economic content" subject

to compliance with standards. He argued,5
"Government as a source of credit, as a source of
supply, as consumer, possesses powers which frequently
are broader in their implications than th®*e it has
in its capacity simply to inflict punishment. Agencies
often classified as regulatory, such as the Federal
Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and the United
States Maritime Commission derive their strength to
control the economic direction of various industries

by the utilisation of these devices. The Government
as purchaser was far more effective in bringing about
conformance with the codes of fair competition under
the National Industrial Recovery Act than was the
Government as policeman."

It is to be expected that agencies or departments

giving out grants or contracts would review the performance

of the recipient. Often such grants are renewable annually

and so the system of conditions and sanctions would resemble

a licensing system. Thus Colin Turpin has pointed out that

government contracts could be used,

"as 3 quasi-administrative or regulatory instrument....
in support of legislatiog or as an alternative means
of implementing policy",

by the incorporation of obligations (and had been so used since

4. Landis 1966 p. 118.

5. Ibid p. 119.

6. Turpin 1972 p. 259.
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7
the 1891 Fair Wages Resolution ). In addition such contracts

provided administrative sanctions by e.g. the adjustment

of the contract prices on removal from departmental approved

lists (similar to revocation of a licence). The use of the

word 'contract1^ to describe IBA broadcast ing franchises or

licences^underlines the similarity of the devices.
Perhaps we might distinguish licensing from largesse of

other kinds by looking at the notion of privilege and by

arguing that licensing exists at a more legalistic plane than

similar systems of control. It appears in practice that

licensing systems tend to acknowledge the rights of regulatees

more openly than systems of largesse.'5 Thus it is usual to

hold hearings or give due process in licensing cases and the

right to renewal of a licence is sometimes recognised. In

systems of largesse the private law idea of privilege is more

to the fore, distiibution tends to be less open and it is

more diffic"lt to argue the right to renewal. Licensing

uses a legal prohibition to give legal^as opposed to de facto,

powers of control and in return gives rights that are

more legally reliable. (If e.g. a statute laid down subsidy

rights, conditions and renewals it would bring subsidisation

closer to licensing.)

7. Subjecting contractors with the Government to conditions
as to payment of their servants.

&. save in the case of the ^disguised* licensing systems to
be discussed.
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In conclusion, the simple legal model of licensing

as permission-giving against a general legal prohibition does

not offer a simple division between licensing and non licensing

systems. The difficulty arises from the notion of prohibition

which may be purely lega1, purely factual, or a mixture of both.

Nevertheless the use of the legal model allows one to identify

clear cases of licensing and the variations of such systems

of control even if a continuum exists between •legal* and

•practical* licensing.

We might now distinguish two questions concerning licensing.

One question is whether the concept of licensing connects many

different forms of licensing control (e.g. in what way is

dog licensing like television or oil licensing?)J another

question is whether licensing as a form of governmental regulation

is a technique with characteristic qualities.

An examination of the first question, looking at all

possible licensing systems and authorities would be a lengthy

and unrewarding piece of workj dog licensing and oil licensing

both involve permission-giving but that is about all they

have in common.

I am more concerned with the latter question. I will not

argue for a rigid definition of licensing control, to do so

would ignore important parallels. I will examine the way

governments have used licensing to control major industries and
see whether such a system of control has been (a) important

as a device and (b) suited to British government. In looking
at this matter I will be concerned to see how the choice of
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regulatory technique has been related to the choice

of regulatory authority.

(b) Licensing as a device of government
In this section I will deal with two main issues (a) why

licensing might be chosen as a means of control, and (b) whether

licensing has been used in government and if so in what

way. I am concerned with licensing as a device for establishing

continuing control over an industry and not merely as a system

for controlling entry to the industry. I will look at licensing

control of major industries and so I will not go to the

lengths of examining other minor forms of licensing e.g. health
- Vand safety licensing, occupational licensing etc..

(b) (i) Reasons for choosing licensing to control an activity"*"
(1) A prime reason for the use of licensing has been the desire

to institute a system of continuing control over an activity.

The government might desire to maximise control over an area

of private enterprise whose nationalisation would not be

politically acceptable. Thus the Gaming Board was set up and

the licensing of gaming houses instituted because the

government desired control but not nationalisation. Licensing

facilitates continuing control by providing a sanction and

enabling the authority to make conditions concerning the use

of a licence.

(2) Licensing has been called for as a preventive measure.

Some contingencies are so probable and undesirable that control

is deemed necessary. Thus licences are needed for reasons of

safety e.g. theatre licences contain provisions about fire

1. See Street 1968 ch.4, Williams 1967.
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precautions, drivers of cars need licences, a licence is

required for storing explosives. The systems of transport

licensing were introduced at least partly to prevent the supply

of cheap but dangerous services.
2

(3) Licences allow more efficient enforcement. They allow the

authority to make provisions for inspecting operations.

Licensing provides a voluntary police force/for those licensed

will have an interest in protecting their sphere of interest

from abuses by those without licences. /\lso the fact of

licensing allows licensee offenders to be easily traced

and punished. Thus pawnbrokers, metal dealers, marine store

dealers have been licensed. Licensing may be used merely to

register all those engaged in an activity e.g. storing

petroleum or explosives.

(4) Licensing permits control in the public interest. Not only

can private enterprise be regulated but it can be directed

towards certain ends. Thus quality may be achieved. Partly

for this reason and partly for safety reasons childrens homes,

nursing homes, homes for the disabled have been licensed. A

main reason for the licensing of road transport, broadcasting,

aviation, oil exploration was so that the desir es of private

enterprise could be bent to f&t the public interest.

(5) Licensing allows the undesirable aspects of competition

to be curbed without losing the advantages of private initiative.

So in the economic sphere licensing has been used to create a

framework allowing economic operation in an area where free

2. see also the Geddes Committee^ recommendations for
licence plates for lorries.
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competition would destroy a valuable commodity or market,

In this sense it has been used to allocate or ration. Thus

transport licensing (road, rail and air) was introduced partly

for safety reasons, but also because it was feared that a

market could not be exploited efficiently or in the public's

interest by free competition. The case was clearer in

broadcasting; without regulation the air space would be

jammed and no one would benefit. Licensing also permits the

regulation of industries involving competition between public

corporations and private enterprise e.g. as in road

transport and aviation.

(6) Licensing has been used for revenue purposes, to control

or extract taxes from an activity e.g. the exploitation of

oil resources of broadcasting space (both from individuals and

from programme companies).

(7) Licensing may be used to provide sanctions where (a) other

sanctions might not avail or serve as useful deterrents, (b) sanctions

allowing direction of the activity are desired, (c) there might

otherwise be difficulty in applying a sanction with

sufficient speed. Sanctions may be made to €it the purpose of

the authority and may be used in conjunction with new conditions.

(8) Licensing enables an expert body to be created. Thus in

part exchange for licences applicants would be required to give

the authority key information allowing the authority to

regulate against a background of expertise.
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Not only does licensing allow the harnessing of

private initiative to the public interest but it permits

the harnessing of private expertise. In some areas the

government may not have sufficient expertise to act on its

own (e.g. North Sea Oil exploration^ the licensing system

creates a channel of information allowing the authority

to learn the trade from the regulatees.

(9) Licensing, by placing the onus on the applicant to

show he is worthy of a licence, allows the authority to

review performance periodically as well as producing a system

of information-giving by the licensee.

(10) In most licensing systems the authority in its condition-

making power is thereby given a useful rule-making power; it
:

may announce new or future conditions which become the rules

governing the activity regulated.

Licens ng may thus serve to realise a number of ends and

has been used both to regulate vast industries and to police

minor matters. I will not discuss all the combinations of

licensing powers at length but it may serve to place

licensing regulationin perspective by giving examples of the

different forms of licensing system encountered. Firstly what

3
kinds of licensing authorities are used? We might list:-

(1) The Police who license firearms, street collections,
4

processions, pedlars, ferrymen, theatres, car rallies etc..

3. see Street 1968 Ch. 4. and Williams 1967

4. H. Street Ibid p. 79.
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(2) Local Authorities license nursing homes, taxis,

petroleum storing, explosives, cinemas, theatres, betting

tracks, etc.

(3) Justices of the Peace license liquor, billiard halls and

share the licensing of e.g. theatres and cinemas.

(4) Courts or special tribunals license road passenger and

goods transport.

(5) Statutory Boards or Commissions license and regulate

e.g. the '-hite Fish Authority licenses vessels over 40 feet

long, the IBA licences programme contractors, the CAA licenses

air transport operators, aircraft, personnel and routes.

(6) Departments of Government use licensing to police e.g.

vivisection and sale of wild birds, and to regulate e.g. Town

and Country Planning;Industrial Development, or imports
and exports.

(7) Professional organisations e.g. the Law Society, the Medical

Council license occupations.

Secondly w© might classify according to

the reasons for licensing in the following ways-

(1) Licensing to grant legal permission in the simple sense

e.g. the grant of a licence to an alien to bring an action.

(2) In order to regulate and supervise an industry or area of

economic activity e.g. the licensing of Broadcasting, Civil

Aviation, Planning, Development, White Fishing, Herring Fishing,

Oil development.

5. Ibid.
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(3) As a form of economic control e.g. licensing of imports

and exports.

(4) To police an industry (rather than regulate it) as in

liquor licensing, gaming, booKmasters licensing, racing tracks,

moneylenders and massage establishment licensing.

(5) To license occupations and thereby set safety standards or

service standards e.g. licensing of artificial inseminations,

boatmen, taxi drivers, aranibus conductors, hypnotists,

moneylenders, gamekeepers, hawkers, milk producers,

autioneers, dentists etc.

(6) To allocate or control scarce resources! thus the felling

of trees, extraction of oil fishing of herring, use of

radio air space etc., are licensed.

(7) For safety reasons e.g. the following are licensed^ aircrew,

bacon curers, builders, bus conductors, vendors of food and

drugs, petroleum storers, storers of dangerous drugs and

kipperers.

(8) To create or protect property e.g. patents licensing,

copyrights.

(9) To collect revenue e.g. broadcasting or oil extraction

licensing.

(10) To register for the purposes of information gathering e.g.

marriage licensing, petroleum storage licensing.

Combining variables of form^procedure and objective we

may find licensing systems of enormous disparity. Instead of

developing such a classification to its limits I will
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concentrate on licensing as a system for regulating

private enterpr se in the public interest.

(b) (ii) The use of licensing in ove rnment

In considering the regulation of an industry many choices

are open to the State; it may, inter alia:-

(1) Nationalise and appoint a governing board or set up a

public corporation.

(2) Take a part ownership in the enterprise and thereby

influence policy.

(3) Set up a powerful public corporation to compete with

and control private enterprises.

(4) Regulate the public and private sectors by licensing.

(5) Create special statutes governing the activity to permit

more specific and easier enforcement.

(6) Create a special policing agency to review the

industry, acting under a special statute, and allow the agency

to bring court actions.

(7) Use a system of inspections(investigations and veto.

(8) As in (7) coupled with power in a special agency to hear

and decide in cases.

(9) Regulate by attaching conditions to the distribution

of largesse.

(10) Regulate by using State taxation powers.

The list might continue and combinations of the above

powers might be used.

In addition to the choice of controlling machinery the

government would have a choice of many forms of licensing
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authority. Licensing is not an automatic choice. The

Americans did not sesort to liceresing until recently, when

it became fashionable, J.M. Landis wrote of licensing"'"
that,

"Its employment in the federal administrative fie^d
is of very recent origin. Prior to the World War '
federal legislation will show but slight resort to
this method."

Instead of regulation by licensing the early American
3

commission :s such as the ICC regulated by bringing actions

against those contravening detailed statutes. The ICC would

issue compliance orders after investigating an activity and

thus acted as an expert policing and regulating rather than

as a licensing agency. After the First j«/ar however the

Americans were prepared to control private enterprise by

large expert licensing agencies with broad governmental

powers (e.g. with the CAB (1938), the FFC (1930) the FCC (1934)

the SEC (1934)4).
Although having used licensing in some forms for

centuries5 British governments had conceived the role of

licensing differently. The British had, by using nationalisation

1. Landis 1966 p. 167.

2. the 1914-18 war.

3. Set up in 1887.

4. Schwartz and Wade 1972 pp. 26 - 42.

5. In Britain licensing on a large scale began with liquor
licensing in 1552. Street 1968 p. 69; S. & B. Welbft 1910.
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and public corporations in various ways, avoided the

need for exercising licensing control by independent

expert agencies. Thus Schwarts. and Wade have remarked

that,

"Road and Air Transport are the only major industries &
to be regulated by something like the American method."

In some areas e.g. Town and Country Planning the

British government has used licensing powers extensively

(although the term 'licensing* has not been used) but licensing

by independent agency, as a device for controlling important

industries^has not been a popular technique. The reason for
the infrequent resort to such licensing in Britain is the

same reason for the absence of the British independent

regulatory commission in numbers. Schwarts. and Wade wrote,

"British insistence on ministerial responsibility
to Parliament has greatly affected the subject matter
of administrative law as compared with that of the
United States. By British criteria the 'independent'
administrative agency of the American type is a

constitutional monstrosity since it is responsible
to no one."

This concern with Ministerial responsibility led to the

placing of emphasis upon systems of Ministerial control or

public enterprise as opposed to the independent licensing

systems of the USA. The use of departmental control militated

against the open acknowledgement that there was a system of

licensing in operation. American licensing may thus be seen as

6. Schwarts. and Wade 1972 p. 38.

7. Ibid p. 37.
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the product of calls for the protection of private rights

by incorporating judicial methods into administration;

these calls were successful in the USA because of the ease

with which regulation could be hived off from government

under this constitution.

In Britain, if a matter was of vital importance e.g. a

Q
public utility, ministerial responsibility tended to be urged

and if the minister controlled an industry then a less
9

formalised system of control would be deemed proper; thus

•disguised' systems of licensing were used.

Characteristics of British regulation have been; (a) the

use of Ministerial powers as opposed to independent commissions

in controlling industry, (b) the fact that "all the problems of

administrative discretion are avoided by dressing up as ordinary

commercial activity what is in effect licensing",10 the

combination of formal control (using court procedure) of one

aspect of the activity (e.g. of fares) together with the

retention of comprehensive control behind the walls of

government. The Americans have more openly combined judicial

arid administrative functions; in this sense they have

avoided the British fiction allowing the two to be divorced.

In Britain licensing has been used to control industries but

in forms mutilated by the intrusion of other devices of

public control. Nor has the divorce reaped the benefits of

8. See the discussion of justiciability below (section 1.5).

9. See Ganz 1967 p. 93.

lO. Schwartz and Wade 1972 p. 39 called the ITA, "an extreme
case of the British technique".
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informality. M.E. Dimock wrote in 1933,

"The regulation of 3r.itish public utilities appears
to be impaired by placing so much reliance upon
the judicial method and the resulting f^jlure to
develop the administrative commission."

How then did the British avoid the use of the

independent licensing commission? Let us examine the

experience with regulating the major public utilities (by
12

utilities I mean those areas of activity fundamental

to the state's life e.g. electricity, gas, water and

transport).

The traditional method of regulation of British utilities

has been either (a) to regulate private enterprise by

granting permissions in detailed legislation, (b) to create

a system of inspection or (c) to nationalise completely.

There is a sense in which inspection and prohibition

have preceded licensing control. Thus before licensing >

13
justices were empowered to licence ale house keepers the

14
power of veto existed. In the nineteenth century a common

device for control was the creation of inspectorates (with

varying powers of regulation). The 1833 Factory Act was

important in creating the first government factory inspectors,

the Poor Law Commissioners under the Act of 1884 appointed

Assistant Commissioners to Act as inspectors of iocal

authorities and, in 1839 an education department was set up

with inspectors.By the 1850s the government controlled

such activities as coal mines, emigrant traffic and merchant

11. Diramock 1933 p. 310. -

12. W.A. Robson used 'public utilities' to refer to services
given "under the teres of a permit or franchise" (Laski
Jennings and Robson 1935 p.299).

13. Under the 1552 Act 5 & 6 Edward VI 625.
14. Under an act of 1495 11 Henry VII and 1504 19 Henry VII (S.

& 8. Webb 1910).
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17
shipping with inspectorates.

The creation of public service undertakers was a

procedure resembling licensing. The undertaker might be

established and controlled by a number of means, mainly'

(1) by special act or private bill.* (2) by private bill

plus reference to a general or 'clauses' act (e.g. the

Railways Clauses Consolidation Act 1845)J (3) by a

provisional order (granted by the department and confirmed

by Parliament) as found in water, gas, electricity and
18

tramways regulation^ (4) 'Light Railway procedure' (orders

made by the Light Railway Commissioners under the Light

Railways Act of 1896 and confirmablc by the Board ox Trade^'
(5) Special orders (authorisations by the government department

not x*equiring Parliamentary approval). Thus under the Electricity

Supply Act 1919 and the Gas Regulation Act 1920 special

orders could be made* (6) Royal Charters e.g. the SBC's charter

of 1927jor (7) General Acts exempting from authorisation by other
methods.

15. Parris 1965 p. 205.

16. Ibid p. 205 .

17. Ibid p. 207. see O. MacDonagh 1958 p. 52 - 67.

18. See Keen 1925 pp. 5-8.
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W.A. Robson argued that,

"The outstanding fact in the history of utilities in
Great Britain is the domj^ant part played by Parliament
in their establishment."

First came the Private Bills or Local Acts authorising e.g.

gas and water companies J these gave way to the provisional

and special order methods delegating legislative power to

a department. Clauses Acts provided common form provisionsfor

private bills and general Acts set down regulations concerning

specific utilities (e.g. the Gas and Water Facilities Acts

.1890 and 1873, the Public Health Act 1875 etc.). In addition

to the above rules administrative controls were used to

regulate industries. I will recount briefly the regulation

of railways, electricity, gas and water in order to give a

picture of the traditional use of departmental 'licensing*

powers.

(i) The Railways. Before 1840 railways companies were

regulated largely by the Private Acts establishing them. In

1840 the Railways Regulation Act was passed and a Railway
2Q

Department of the Board of Trade was created. Ihis

21
Department regulated railways by u sing powers (to approve)

derived from Private Acts, by using its powers to inspect railway
22

operators and make reports on railway bills" before the

creating statute was passed, and by using powers given by

19. Laski, Jennings and Robson 1935 p. 301.

SO. See Parris 1965 p. 31.

21. The Railway Department of the Board of Trade was only one
of sixteen Government Departments endowed with comparable
powers - see Roberts I960 p, 106.

22. It reported on all bills after 1854 (Parrls 1965 p. 158).
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general Acts.

These powers gave the Board of Trade the ability to

make administrative regulations of compulsive force (e.g.

the detailed "Requirements" for the opening of new lines
23

were published in 1859, I860, 1862 and 1867 ) and,in spite
of the absence of formal powers of control, the Departments

24
influence over companies grew, into supervision of most

elements of service. Parris noted that the Department relied

on 'inistrative means of enforcement and negotiation rather
asm

25
than legal force.

In addition to the Railways Departments regulations

companies were subjected to general legislation to prevent

discrimination in rates and competition as in the 1854 Railway

and Canal Traffic Regulation Act (this act was enforceable in

the ordinary courts of law). After the failure of the 1854 act

due to the inadequacies of court procedures the Railways
26

Commission was set up in 1873 to enforce the law. The

Railway Commission was in effect a specialised court but proved

too weak to control the railway companies; it was followed by

23. Parris 1965 p. 182, p. 2lO.

24. Ibid p. 167.

25. kid p. 151, 163.

26. The Railway Department wtill operated and could appear
before the commission but it preferred to act informally
(Parris p. 215).
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the 1888 Railway and Canal Commission which acted as

a court and lacked powers of planning and initiative.

In years of the first war the government took over the
3

management of the railways. After the war a return to the

status quo of private competition was not desired and the

Labour party proposed nationalisation. The governments
Railway Act of 1921 rejected nationalisation and soutjfjt

to combine unified control and the benefits of private

ownership by creating the Railway Rates Tribunal to supervise
27

rates. The Tribunal settled standard terms and rates

for all railways and exercised broad control over operations.

Under the 1947 Transport Act the Transport Tribunal took over

from the Railway Rates Tribunal and the Transport Commission, a

new public corporation, was set up to take over the

railways nationalised by the 1947 Act. The 1962 Transport

Act created the British Railways Board which took over from

the British Transport Commission as operator of

nationalised railways.

(ii) Electricity Regulation followed railway regulation in

a number of reppects but produced an innovatory system of

control late in its life. The Electric Lighting Act 1882 gave

the Board of Trade power to grant licences to amy local

authority, company, or person to supply electricity in

specified areas. These licences were hedged with many

27. See Jackson 1972 p. 163 - 5; Dimock 1933 Ch.3.
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controlling conditions and operated to control the

general shape of the industry (e.g. local government units
2Q

were licenced in preference to private companies f and

municipalities had certain powers of compulsory purchase

exercisable at the end of a private operator's authorisation).

After 1888 the private supplier's minimum franchise under

the Electric Lighting Acts were extended from periods of 21 to
29

42 years and competition was allowed within areas. In the

early twentieth century suppliers of electric power

multiplied until there were over 600 private and public

suppliers.

The Electricity Supply Act of 1919 began the national

peacetime regulation of the power supply industry, proposing

to substitute regional control under Electricity Commissioners

for the existing random system of supply. The newly created

commissioners lacked the necessary powers to radically

restructure supply and thus the Electricity (Supply) Act of 1926

was passed in order to set up the Central Electricity Board (C3B).
30

The Electricity Commissioners were given functions of

planning, adjudicating and regulating (which left "very little
31

work for a department to do" ) and the CEB, was made the

28. Cushman 1941 pp. 429 - 30. Dimock 1933 Ch. 6.

29. Laski, Jennings and Robson 1935 p. 325.
e.

30. jresponsible to the Minister of Transport (Dimock 1933 p. 2Q7).

31. Chester and Willson 1968 p. 76.
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executive agency charged with bringing the new scheme

of bulk transmission into effect (by operating a national

grid). The Commissioners licensed in hearings and

planned future policy, Regulation was achieved by a combination
4

of powers of selection and directions given to the selected

generating stations by the CEB (the 1926 Act required that

operators act under the directions of the CEB and sold

32
their supply to the CEB. ).

In 1948 under the Electricity Act 1947 all municipal

and private undertakings were nationalised and vested in the

British Electricity Authority; and fourteen regional boards

(later the Central Electricity Generating Board ICEGBj)

generated and distributed electricity. The licensing system

had terminated in complete public control but the creation

of the Electricity Commissioners as a semi independent

adjudicating and administrating board in 1919 was significant

in demonstrating a willingness to hive off regulation from

Government.

(iii) Gas. For the first pert of its history the gas industry
33

was left to private enterprise and there was little

regulation of supply. In 1824 the first statutory public
34

gas authority was set up in Manchester. After 1840 it was

32. Second 5chedule Electricity Supply Act 1926.

33. Laski, Jennings and Robson 1935 p. 303 - 5.

34. Ibid.
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usual for maximum prices to be set out in private bills and

since monopoly powers were feared (more than cut throat
35

competition) surveying officers considered private gas

authorisation bills as the Railway Department had railways

bills.36 By I860 monopolies had been established in nearly

all municipalities by local authorities using compulsory

purchase powers authorised by Parliament.

Gas had been regulated by the usual mixture of (1) General

Acts (e.g. the Sale of Gas Act 1859 and the Gas and Water

Works Facilities Act 1870 and 1873), (2) Private Acts (and

Clauses Acts), and (3) Departmental powers. Private suppliers

of gas had been subject to a system of price regulation since
37

1875 and technical standards had been made subject to Board

of Trade approvals under Private Acts clauses.

Following the Gas Regulation Act 1920 and until the

nationalisation of the British Gas Industry under the Gas

Act of 1948 suppliers of gas, public and private (in a

38
ratio of 247 to 409 in 1933 ) were regulated by Board of Trade

gas officials with power to make inspections and requirements

as to standards. The 1920 Act provided penalties and fines for

35. Appointed by H.M. Commissioners of Woods and Forests - Ibid
p. 3Q6.

36. Ibid p. 306.

37. See Sleeman 1953 p. 240.

38. See Laski, Jennings and Robson 1935 p. 309.
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the violation of agreements, it regulated the composition

and pressure of gas (authorising the use of the British

Thermal unit), gave penalties for deficiency, (all of which

matters had formerly been dealt with in private acts) and provided

powers of regulation. The Board of Trade was given a

discretion to substitute new charges for gas on being shown

39
due cause and could prescribe such conditions as it deemed

40
necessary', it could appoint gas referees and eiMK§Mrs and

41
the Act provided an appeal from a finding of the gas

referees to the chief gas examiner. Authorisation for the supply

of gas could be granted by provisional order of the 3oard
42

of Trade, confirmed by the resolution of Parliament and the

Board of Trade could make special orders governing e.g.

amalgamations of gas companies.43
Thus by a mixture of powers the Bqard of Trade was able to

operate a quasi licensing system similar to that used to

regulate railways s ave f°r ihe absence of a more formal court-

like body like the Railwooj Commissioners.

(4*) Water Supply. The water supply has been regulated

in a manner akin to that found in the gas industry. Authorisation

39. Section 1(3) of the 1920 Gas Regulation Act.

40. Referees might prescribe conditions as to gas supply and
the 1920 Act provided fines for failures to comply (in
Sections 8 and 9).

41. Section 6 1920 Gas Regulation Act.

42. Under the Gas and Water Works Facilities Act 1870 and s.10
of the 1920 Gas Regulation Act.

43. Ibid Section 10 of the 1920 Act.
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44
was originally by Royal Warrant or Charter, but thereafter

45
private acts were used. The Public Health Act of 1848

authorised the setting up of local Boards of Health empowered

to supply water and gradually municipalities took over

46
water supplies. Before then protection had rested upon

47
the Board of Traders control powers (later exercised by

48
the Minister of Health ) to make provisional orders

authorising undertakers. Similarly Tramways were regulated

by provisional orders issued by the Board of Trade and

aoni irmed by Parliament after the Tramway Act of 1870.

The above systems of regulating utilities serve to

demonstrate the way the British system of government has

been suited to a hybrid form of regulatory control mixing

public ownership with statutory and de facto licensing

powers. The Board of Trade*s powers of review given under

athorising statutes in railway, gas, electricity and

water regulation allowed the Board to control these industries

without general resort to formal public hearings or open

44. e.g. an Act of 1541 gave the Mayor and Dean of Gloucester
such authorisation (Laski, Jennings and Robson 1935 p. 321).

45. Ibid p. 312. See M.E. Dimock 'British Public Utilities and
National Development*.

46. Until 1848 Parliament had not acted to control water

supplies save when a private act was put up. Later the
Waterworks Clauses Acts 1847 and 1863, the Water
Companies (Regulation of Powers) Acts 1887, t fp Gas and
Water Works Facilities Act 1870 and 1873 and the Public
Health Act 1875 gave the Board of Trade inspecting
powers.

47. See Diiao^ 1933 and Ke*n 1925.
48. By Order in Council of November 1920.
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licensing and yet we have seen in the rail and

electricity cases that certain questions involved in

regulation were separated out for answer by judicial

bodies. A major characteristic of such systems of control

has been the absence of an independent administrative
49

body, (save perhaps the brief period of the Electricity

Comraisiionars), an absence explicable by the requirement

of ministerial responsibility and the desire to separate

adjudication from management.

In depending upon powers of inspection or approval
•»*' ■

V . <#■

yielding regulatory powers,the above systems of control were

not fully fledged licensing systems. Permission was formally

granted to undertake the activity in the Private Acts setting

up companies and the Department regulated by using powers of

approval and powers to fine; it did not organise the

industry positively nor use permission-giving as its primary

sanction (though some systems e.g. the Electricity Commissioners

controls did offer a more clearly defined licensing system).

Departmental licensing of the above kind has been a

50
prominent device in British Government. O. MacDonagh has

offered a model of administrative development in the nineteenth

century giving stages of control leading from systems of

49. See the quotation from Oimock on page 13 above.

50. O. MacDonagh 1958. See also Parris I960.
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inspectors to control by a central body,then to the

realisation of the need for dynamic regulation and culminating

in discretionary powers to penalise and make regulations.

Such systems of control have not been the only

significant governmental devices of control. Statutory

authorities and public corporations have long been used to
control areas of important activity where the Government has

considered that private capital could not be supplied in

appropriate form or could not be made sufficiently responsible.

W.A. Robson called the public corporation,

"the most important invention of the twentieth
century in the sphere of government institutions".

The Port of London Authority set up in 1908 was the major

example prior to the first World War. The Liberal Government

then set up the Road Board (1909) and the Insurant, e

Commissioners (1911).

In spite of the Haldane Committee's Report on the Machinery

52
of Government which regarded the public corporation with

disfavour due to its lack of ministerial responsibility,the

creation of such bodies as the Electricity Commission (1919)

the Forestry Commission (1919) the BBC (1926) the Central

Electricity Board (1926) demonstrated that the public service

51. Robson 1960 p. 28. J.F. Sleeraan noted that Dundee
Harbour Commissioners were appointed in 1815 (Sleeman
1953 Ch. 9).

52. Cdl. 9230 HMSO 1918.
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board had emerged as an alternative to the central

department or local authority. They combined public

service with business management^free (to some extent) from

governmental interference.

The public corporations used in government have ranged

through all combinations from ministerial to independent and

from the purely operating or managerial to the formally
53

regulatory. Few of these have used licensing powers to

regulate although some, e.g. the White Fish Authority, were

empowered to do so. Like the Railway Department they preferred

less formal methods. I will not proceed to offer an exhaustive

S4
discussion of the public corporation as a governmental

device, I will attempt merely to outline the position of the

expert independent licensing agency in the scheme of

government.

Above I have noted the traditional model of control as

being a mixture of parliamentary control, regulation by use

of de facto powers and the use of judicial bodies in a
'

narrow area of regulation. I have pointed to the lack of

independent or semi-independent expert bodies yet noted the

advent of the public corporation.

53. See Robson I960 Ch. 3.

54. See D.N. Chester 1953 p. 34.
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55
Schwarts and Wade considered that the British,

by nationalisation and use of the public corporation, had

avoided the use of regulatory agencies with drastic licensing

powers,yet we have seen that extensive systems of licensing

had in effect been operated in the Board of Trade since the

mid nineteenth century"'6 (albeit these were perhaps only

quasi licensing systems). Certainly these devices did avoid
.

the use of licensing in certain areas e.g. the creation of

the BBC offered an alternative to licensing(but often the

public corporation would be combined with a system of

licensing e.g. the CEB and the Electricity Commissioners,

the Air Corporations and the ATLB, the British Transport

P i mini i ilium and the Traffic Commissioners. (It might even

be argued that where the public corporation has to compete

with private enterprises(as in air and road transport)

there exists the strongest reason for a formal licensing

control system.)

Did the advent of the public corporation then pave the

way for positive regulation by licensing private enterprise

free from departmental interference?

55. Schwaxt*. and Wade 1972 p. 38.

56. See Robson I960 p. 25. Parris (1965 p. 211) pointed
out that the Board of Trade had developed sophisticated
systems of legislative rulemaking over eighty years ago.
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After the first war the Government favoured systems
'

57
of promoting and protecting British industries, thus e.g.

the civil aviation and sugar beet industries were

subsidised. The major development of the 1920s and

especially the 1930s was however the ad hoc managerial,

regulating or operating semi-independent board. Following

the creation of the Forestry Commission in 1919 the 1930s

produced a host of new boards controlling largely by

subsidy but with certain licensing powers. In Agriculture and

Fisheries especially, selected areas were regulated. The

Commodity Commissions for wheat, sugar and livestock were set

up, staffed by civil servants and equipped with powers to
58 59

subsidise and regulate. Marketing boards were set up

60
by producers of hops, pigs, milk, bacon and potatoes to

organise industries. The Bacon Industry Act of 1938 set up

the Bacon Development Board which was a typical development

board (it worked in consultation with the Pigs Marketing

Board and the Bacon Marketing B ard). Its members were

ministerially appointed and it had powers to license bacon

factories (section 8), to prepare nationalisation schemes

57. Chester and Willson 1968 p. 41.

58. E. N. Gladden described the commodity commissions as
"semi independent bodies to administer subsidies"
(Gladden 1961 p. 64).

59. See Chester and Willson 1968 p. 86.

60. Ibid pp. 85 - 6.
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(section 5) and to impose licence conditions

relating to economic as well as safety matters (section

9(3)). It had a duty to give written reasons for the

refusal of licences and could revoke a licence after notice

or penalise an operator ibr a breach of licence conditions

(sections 11 and 12). Further regulatory powers were

given by the Board's powers to grant exemptions from the

long contracts which were made between suppliers and

factories and subject to the approval of the Pigs Marketing

Board.

The Marketing Boards thus enjoyed great licensing

and regulating powers^"'" and some attained a large measure

of independence. Outstanding examples of such boards are the

Herring Industry Board created under the Herring Industry
f\o

Act 1935, and the White Fish Authority under the Sea

Fish Authority Act of 1951 (formerly the White Fish

Commission of the Sea Fish Industry Act 1938). These boards

were empowered to make reorganisation schemes, to prescribe
63

standards, undertake research and experiments, encourage

voluntary arrangements, supply vessels for charter, give grants

61. See Report of the Committee appointed to review the working
of the Agricultural Marketing Acts. Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries Economic Series No. 48 (1947).

62. See Robson 1960.

63. Sea Fish I dustry Act 1951 section 5.
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or loans and train personnel. The White Fish Authority was

<gLven a duty to act in the interest of consumers as well as

64
t 'ne industry and was made subject to Ministerial directions

which were to be published. The White Fish Authority had

extensive powers to regulate by licensing (section 7(1))
65

and the 1951 Act prohibited white fishing unless \s were

registered)and prohibited the use of an unlicensed vessel
over 40 feet (section 8). The Authority was given wide

cdndition making powers (section 5), it might hold inquiries

(section 9 (1)) and was to be financed by levy on the industry

or Treasury loan. In addition these Authorities might set out

66
rules for regulation in an approved scheme (e.g. the

Herring industry Scheme 1951/section 1 No. 1478 1951).

Although the White Fish Authority has made little use

of its formal licensing hearing powers. these two authorities

represented an important continuation of th model of

regulation seen in the Electricity Commissioners and

Marketing Hoards. An industry had been handed over to

regulation by a non departmental expert body.^^ These bodies

64. Ibid section 1(2).

65. See also the Sea Fish Industry Act 1970.

66. e.g. the Herring Industry Scheme 1951 S. X. \C1S\
No. 1478.

67. See evidence to the Franks Committees Memoranda of

Department Vol. Ill p. 65.

68. Although D.N. Chester and F.M.G. Willson (1968 p. 86)
described the WFA's "close relationship" to Departments.
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■ i

have, however, tended to operate informally and by

consultation rather than by relying on formal licensing

powers•

After the second war nationalisation Acts cut out much

69
regulation of private industry. In 1946 the Coal Industry

Nat onalisation Act nationalised coal undertakings, the

Electricity Act of 1947 nationalised electricity

setting up the British Electricity Authority (later renamed

the Central Electricity Authority). The Gas Act 1948 set up

a Gas Council and twelve area boards to run the industry and

the Transport Act of 1947 provided that the British Transport

Commission take over all railways, long distance road haulage,
' "

, | . . 1§ i 70
canals etc., with duties of overall policy control.

After the war public corporations continued to be set

up along the lines of the marketing boards, e.g. the Sugar

Act of 1956 set up the Sugar Board to advise the Minister and
71

with the British Sugar Corporation Ltd. regulated

the domestic sugar industry and sugar imports. In 1948 a

72
similar Raw Cotton Commission had been set up to regulate

industrial capacity and distribute re-equipment grants under

Board of Trade approved schemes. In 1955 the Crofters Commission

69. See Tivey 1966, Robson 1960.

70. See Gladden 1961 pp. 83-4.

71. Established in 1936.

72. By the Cotcfcon (Centralised Buying) Act 1947.
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was set up with powers to reorganise, develop and regulate

crofting. Since the 1930s when "there was hardly a major

product of British agriculture that was not the subject of
73

a subsidy" such regulating boards have thus been a common

device. They may be distinguished from such bodies as the
74

BBC, CEB, BOAC (Regional Health Authorities, New Town
75

Development Corporations ) which operate on activity or

76
industry as opposed to regulate private enterprise.

One might also distinguish the regulating commissions

from regulatory Government departments) although many public
77

corporations have acted almost as adjuncts of departments

on occasion.

Of those agencies exercising more formal systems of

licensing control we may again distinguish the departmental

from the independent. Thus the system of Town and Country

78
Planning is an example of formalised departmental licensing.

73. Report of the Committee appointed to review the work of the
Agricultural Marketing Acts. Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries Economic Series No. 48 1947 pp. 6, 11 - 12.

74. Under the National Health Service Reorganisation Act 1973.

75. New Towns Act 1946 and 1965.

76. See in addition e.g. J. Garner*s group of "managerial
bodies administering public services" (Garner 1974 p. 323).

77. See e.g. Chester and Willson 1968 p. 86. Garner 1974
p. 324.

78. See also licensing under the Building Control 1966 and
the Control of Offices Act 1965.
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in

The licensing of oil exploration {the North Sea is another

case of formal governmental licensing where private enterprise

had to be relied upon and where the government was unwilling
79

to delegate regulation to an independent agency.

Apart from the Marketing Boards there have been few

overs semi independent agencies re^Vt on a formal licensing
basis. The Electricity Commissioners werved as an ephemeral

80
example and perhaps the Iron and Steel Board set up after

81
denationalisation of iron and steel ander the 1952 Iron and

8P 83
Steel "Vet * was another example. Robson noted that,

"we should expect the regulatory commission to decline
in countries which have moved from regulated profit-seeking
enterprise to public ownership and administration and
this fact corresponds with experience, notably in
Br it ain."

Thus we tend to find both a degree of independence in the

authority and the use of more formal licensing powers wllere
there are special reasons for retaining private enterprise.

In the case of north sea oil the government needed private

expertise, in air transport private initiative was desired,

as was the case in road transport, and when iron and steel were

denationalised party political reasons *®Ee decisive. An added

79. It remains to be seen the British National Oil

Corporation will be used as an Independent licensing
agency. .

SO. Which reported to the Minister of Power. Iron and Steel
Act 1953 section 16(3).

81. Th« Iron and Steel Act 1949 had nationalised industry.

82. The Iron and Steel Board was responsible for reviewing
(1) production, (2) distribution, (3) pricing, (4) research
and education in the industry, (5) consultation. It
could enforce prices by injunction, Board consent was
needed for changes in production and it could call for
information.

83. Until the 1967 Iron and Steel Act renationalised and
created the British Steeel Corporation.

84. Robson I960 p. 25.
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reason for having a non-departmental system of control is

the competition of public and private sectors as in air

and road transport. Such competition tends to lead to a

more formal system of control in order to give the appearance

of better protection of private operators rights.

Let us then examine the major cases of more formal

delegated licensing regulation. Road transport licensing

gave the first major example of a licensing system operated

by a body mixing judicial and administrative tasks yet to

same extent free from governmental control.

By 1930 it was considered that unrestricted road

passenger service competition was dangerous and against the

8 5
public interest (e.g. regular services could not be

provided). The 1930 Road Traffic Act created the Traffic

Commissioners as the Licensing Authority for Public Service

Vehicles. The Commissioners acted (and still do) under the

Ministers general policy direction and subject to ministerial

appeals . The authorities regulated the industry by considering

in licensing cases a number of factors set out in the 1930 Act.8^
The licensing authorities controlled routes, fares, times,

personnel, vehi .les etc.j but did not license contracts (or

charter) carriage , They offered a quasi-judicial hearings
87

system for licensing but did not regulate comprehensively or

85. See Reports of the Royal Commission on Transport 1929-32. lfct
Report Cmnd. 3365,2nd Report •Licensing and Regulation of
Public Service Vehicles* Cmnd. 3416, Final Report Cm<L 3751
1930-31 and Report of the Committee on Licensing of Road
Passenger Services London HMSO 1953 (The Thesiger Report).

86. e.g. the desirability of services, the needs of the area
(see the Thesiger Report paragraph 10), largely reproduced
by the 1960 Road Traffic Act schedule XVIII).

87. See Jenkins 1959 pp. 101 - 108.
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plan policy. This was left in the hands of the Minister
S3

aided by the British Transport Commission. (The Thesiger

Committee of 1953 acknowledged that the BTC had abstracted a

degree of planning and co-ordinating power from the Traffic
89

Commissioners but felt the public had not suffered. )

The Thesiger Committee believed that

"the licensing system viewed as a.^gnole has worked
well and continues to woric well,"

and favoured the continuation of the system almost unchanged.

Th -■ road passenger hearing system continues to yield a

peculiar blend of the quasi-judicial and the administrative

with a division of policy making discretion between the

Commissioners and the Department of the Environment.

The licensing of road goods haulage presented a similar

picture initially. Licensing was used to curb the excesses of

competition after the final report of the Royal Commission on

91
Transport in 1931 and the 1932 Ministry of Transport

92
conference' had decided that licensing was required to regulate

safety}to co-ordinate road and rail services,and to protect
amenity.

The Road and Rail Traffic Act 1933 sought to balance road

and rail competition by creating a licensing system for road

services and allowing the railways to negotiate fares. The

88. Set up by the Transport Act 1947 to manage and co-ordinate
the nationalised transport industries.

89. Thesiger paragraph 181.

90. Ibid paragraph 4.

91. Cm d. 3751 1930 - 1.

92. Which produced the 1932 'Salter Report*.
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93
Chairman of the Traffic Commissioners licensed goods

vehicles subject to an appeal to the Road and Rail Traffic

Appeal Tribunal (re-named the Transport Tribunal in the

1947 Transport Act). Control covered entry and use but did

not give detailed powers to control fares as was the case in

passenger licensing. Staff and premises of the Commissioners

were provided by the Minister.

From the appeal tribunal case law emerged in a system

"much more complex and legal in flavour than was perhaps intended
94

by its originators".

In 1965 the Geddes Committee reviewed the goods licensing
95

system. It listed the possible aims of regulation as

(1) promoting the safety of the public, (2) promoting

efficiency in operations, (3) reducing harm to amen ity,

(4) protection of rail facilities, (5) the reduction of

congestion on the roads. It found that licensing did not

aid safety significantly (a better system would be the use

of conspicuous safety plates), licensing reduced efficiency,

it did not check noise and smoke (which would be better

combat ed 16y other methods), licensing had not helped the

railways (taxation would be a batter form of redistribution)

and licensing had not reduced congestion (nor could it). The

93. There are three Commissioners per traffic area.

94. The Beddes Rppert 1965 paragraph 2.55.

95. Ibid paragraph 5.5 - 5.8 and pp. 5-6.
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Committee found that licensing actually furthered the evils

of (1) creating privilege, (2) reducing efficiency and

(3) adding to congestion. It recommended the abolition

of licensing for all purposes other than safety regulation.

The failure of the goods licensing system as outlined by
96

Geddes contrasts with the impression given by the Thesiger

report (e .g...."indeed it would be no exaggeration to say that
97

it had handsomely succeeded in achieving its objectives" ).

Perhaps a crucial difference in approach was the view of the

Geddes committee that free competition could be relied upon to

act more in tha public interest than regulated private
98

enterprise because the process of licensing had proven

a millstone. The Geddes Report served to warn political

licensors that unless the procedure and practice of regulation

was precisely attuned to the requirements of the regulated

industry it might fail to act in the public interest.

The regulation of aviation was another example of

the situation where public enterprise was required to compete

with private companies and thus fticensing was called for.

Originally aviation was controlled by subsidisation. Thus in

October 1922 a scheme of subsidies was devised in order to

99
eliminate competition and extend services. In 1923 the

96. Whose report was largely implemented in the 1968 Transport
Act which confined licensing to safety save for the need
for special authorisations for large loads.

97. Thesiger paragraph 16 (but for a different opinion of
J. fflibbs 'Transport for passengers - A study in
Enterprise without licence. Hobart paper 23 London 1963 I.E.A.).

98. cf. the Edwards Committee's and the 1967 Select Committee's
views that the ATL8 had unduly restricted air services
(Chapter IX).

99. See Kahn-Freuail 1965.
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Hambling Committee's "Report on Financial Assistance to
100

Civil Air Transport Companies" favoured the creation of

a private company with a privileged position with regard

to subsidies and Imperial Airways was established, enjoying

a monopology of subsidies. In the 1930s however a

number of independent airlines commenced operations and the
101

British Airways Group received subsidies in 1936.
102

In 1937 the Maybury Report recommended a domestic

licensing system to avoid uneconomic duplication. This
103

proposal was implemented only briefly before the 1938

Cadman Committee Report criticised the efficiency of the

industry and the Conservative Government nationalised British

Airways and Imperial Airways to form BOAC. .After the war the

Labour government nationalised the remaining airlines, creating

BEA. The Civil Aviation Act 1946 set up the three

corporations; BOAC, BEA, and British South American Airways

{BSAA merged with BOAC in 1949).

Two years after the 1946 Act the Minister was advised by

104
a committee under Lord Douglas that private operators

should be allowed to undertake scheduled services complementing

those of the Corporations. The Minister asked the Air Transport

100. Cm d. 1811 (1923).

101. See Jenkins 1959 pp. 36 - 40.

102. t)n the Development of '-ivil Aviation in the United Kingdom*
Cm d. 5351(1933).

103. By the Air Navigation (Licensing of Public Transport) Order
1938.

104. See Wheatcroft 1964 p. 27.
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Advisory Council (set up under the 1946 Act as a consumer body)

to advise hira on services to be allowed and the ATAC became

a de facto licensing authority. The Conservative Government

of 1951 gave the ATAC greater freedom to license

independent airlines and the latter grew in strength until

the 1960 Civil Aviation (Licensing) Act placed them on (almost)

equal footing with the corporations when appearing before

the new Air Transport Licensing Board (ATLB).

The ATLB as we will see resembled the Traffic Commissioners

in combining quasi judicial and administrative powers but it

enjoyed greater freedom from government (save for the use of

appeal powers) and it was vested with a secretariat capable

of developing considerable policy making expertise in its own

right. (In later sections we will see the problem such

expertise brought with it.)

In broadcasting the need for independence from Governm ent

for political^social and cultural reasons was obvious. Thus

flap decision to set up commercially operated private enterprise

broadcasting to compete with the BBC involved the setting up

of an independent regulating body. The 1954 Television Act

set up the Independent Television Authority with powers to

license programme companies in the public interest. The ITA

(and its successor the Independent Broadcasting Authority set

up by the Sound Broadcasting Act 1972) has not utilised public

formal licensing hearings because its argument that informality

and private allocation of licences allows more efficient protection
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of the public interest has so far been accepted*^ (another

justification for the IBA,s lack of openness may be the

view that programme companies are recompensed for deficiencies
©-

in the process of allocation by the value ofjfranchise). The

I3A thus represents a peculiar combination of formal yet

private procedure plus the expert licensing body independent

o f gove rnment.

More recently the Gaming Act 1968 set up the independent

Gaming Board to regulate (or police) gaming in a two tier

structure. Thus a 'certificate of consent from the Gaming

Board is required before application is made to the magistrates

for a licence to operate a gaming establishment.

As I have noted in discussing the British Independent

Regulatory Commission there are few bodies combining

independence with regulation by open (as opposed to managerial
10 6

or de facto) licensing. W.A. Robson " gave as examples of

British Regulatory Commissioners the Electricity Commission,

the Traffic Commissioners and the ITA and the Iron and Steel

Board but he also argued that,

"The device emerged in mid-nineteenth century Britain
as an instrument regulating the railways in the
public interest."

He thus gave the Railway Commission and the Railway and Canal

Commission as examples of regulatory commissioners. I would

105. See Lewis 1975 and e.g the 1973 IBA Submission to the
Committee on the Future of Broadcasting (The Annan
Committee) p.5^

106. Robson I960 p. 25.

107. Ibid.
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agree with Robson's classification of modern regulatory

commissions but want to distinguish those agencies

ombining managerial aid administrative functions with

adjudicative functions from those merely acting as

specialised courts. Thus I would argue that although

serving to suggest the idea of the regulatory commission

to the Americans, the British tradition has been to

separate administration and adjudication (leaving administration

to e.g. the Board of Trade). Only with the more modern

regulatory commission is Britain heading towards a realistic

combination of these functions.

Conclusions on the use of licensing in government
'

■ -i

The above review is narrow in concentrating on governmental

regulation of industry based on licensing (thus I have not

dealt with bodies like the Monopolies and Restrictive Practices
10S

Commission ). I have been concerned to outline the place

of licensing in the British tradition of governmental control.

Above we have seen a number of major characteristics of the

British system of controlling industry. Firstly public utilities

have been regulated by departmental inspection and de facto

licencing powers. Regulation has been hived off on a few

occasions and usually to bodies closely related to government.

Where formal licensing powers have been used the Government

has tended to retain policy making power. Secondly we have

seeapublic corporations of varying degrees of independence

108. Which Robson (Ibid) included in his group of Regulatory
Commissions.
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use licensing powers (especially the Marketing boards) but

the accent in such cases has tended to be upon management

and organisation rather than formal control in the shape

of hearings (thus some thorny problems of administrative law

theory have been avoided). Thirdly there have been cases of

more open use of departmental licensing powerSjbut policy

making has been firmly retained in the government's hands.

Fourthly there have emerged some bodies using overt licensing

powers which have pointed the way towards the independent

expert licensing body (e.g. the Traffic Commissioners, the

Electricity Commissioners and the IBA) but such bodies have either

relied on informal action or have lacked the power to make

broad policy.

Thus just as the IRC has been a rarity in British

governmental history so has the independent expert licensing

bodyjand the reason for the rarity of such bodies has been the
British tendency to conceal licensing within a department or

else to disguise licensing as management.

If the CAA proves to be a semi independent licensing body

then it would thus occupy a peculiar position in respect of its

regulatory technique as well as in its status as a multi-faceted

agency ( although the reasons for its sigrific ance are related in

the two cases.

109. cf. ochwarta. and Wade's reference to the ITA's "dressing up
as commercial activity what is in effect licensing" (Schwart*.
and Wade 1972 p. 39).
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CHAPTER 1.3.1

The Policy-Oriented Tribunal

In the last section I assumed without argument that the

CAA exemplified a form of tribunal presenting new problems

for administrative theory. I will now attempt to demonstrate

that this is so.

Abel Smith and Stevens have argued1 that the difference

between courts and tribunals is not fundamental ("tribunals are

2
a more modern form of court" ). They used the phrases 'policy-

oriented1 and 'court substitute' to distinguish two extensive

forms of tribunal but they rejected the notion that „

the distinction is fundamental,as a myth of the kind responsible

for convincing judges that they dealt with legal but not
3

policy questions. They proposed that courts and tribunals

should not be regarded asjdistinct and they did not in this
respect distinguish court substitute from policy-oriented

tribunals.

4
J.A. Farmer picked up this distinction and argued,

"there is a key characteristic of policy oriented
tribunals which distinguishes them fundamentally from
courts and court substitute tribunals. This is to
be found in the power which the Minister retains to
issue directions to such tribunals...they should be
regarded as being functionally distinct from courts
and court substitute tribunals."

1. In Search of Justice 1968.

2. Ibid p. 228.

3. Ibid p. 227 - 8.

4. Farmer 1974.

5. Ibid. p. \°i0
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Farmer argued that the question was "in essence a

matter of responsibility". Here was a system whereby

tribunals could be used as instruments of government with

overall policy control in the hands of the Minister. He quoted

the transport licensing bodies and the CAA as prime

examples of this form of tribunal. Not only do some

7
such tribunals have broad policy making powers but they

also are subject to policy control. In other words the

advantage of tribunal form was coupled with ministerial control.

I stead of the independence of court substitute tribunals

(which was a prime quality of the Franksean model of the
Q

tribunal ) was substituted a degree of Ministerial control.

It would not be very helpful to distinguish the CAA from

other tribunals on the grounds of the breadth of political

discretion enjoyed; that is too slippery a concept (after

all the Restrictive Practices Court industrial Courts etc.,

make political policy decisions in one sense). I would however

agree with Farmer that the use of a controlled policy making

discretion puts a body like the CAA in a category separable

6. Ibid.

7. The road transport licensing bodies do not have large
staffs planning and making general policy.

8. Farmer 1974 p. 186-8.
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from other tribunals in spite of the sharing of many other
9

common factors.

Farmer argued that two consequences flowed from this

distinction:

(1) that Objections to the handing over of governmental

power to bodies remote from control lose much of their

sting, and

(2) that the advantages of hiving-off the task of

managing and operating policies to agencies

separated from government could be realised without

undue fear - 'There is enormous potential here for

the growth and greater use of policy-oriented tribunals".

A third point might be male which is of major importance to

this study. The attempt to combine the advantages of the

independent tribunal with control by the Government introduces

major problems. Farmer argued that we should have less fear

in giving autonomous bodies governmental or managerial powers

in doing so he presupposed that such a system of control would

prove efficient and just. Might not the Government in juggling

with the best of too many worlds drop them all? After all we

have seen that this very criticism was made of another form

9. Farmer uses Putnam's 'cluster concepts' or Wittgenstein's
'family relationships* to explain the resemblances between
tribunals by shared aspects (see Farmer pp. 191-3).

lO. Farmer 1974 p. 191.
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of *all purpose* tribunal the Restrictive Practices Court.11
One example of a way such a system could prove

unworkable would be if it proved impossible to co-ordinate

the autonomous policy of the agency with that of the
12

Government, if the cost of control was confusion of

policy and a lack of confidence in the impartiality of the

body.

Not only does the policy-oriented tribunal pose

particularly acute problems in attempting to develop long

term policy but the fact of overall policy control by the

Minister has the effect of magnifying the difficulties in

incorporating a *trial-type* procedure into the system of

allocation or control. Criticisms made of the expert bod£#s

use of trial-type procedures are all the more pointed when

directed at the policy-oriented tribunals. Charles A. Reich

13
in *The Law of the Planned Society* attacked the 'mythology*

that administrative law had built around Independent Regulatory

Commissions. The central myth of administrative law was, he

stated,

"the belief that decisions concerning planning and
allocation can be, and are, made on an objective basis....
in accordance with standards or criteria - that is, within
the limits of law".

11. see e.g. Stevens and Yamey (1965) p. 140.

12. cf. section 3.3 dealing with ATLB appeals.

13. 1966 75 Yale LJ 1225.

14. Ibid p. 1235.
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Reich argued that the myth continued to state that the

decision makers combined expert knowledge with judicial

hearing -

MThe entire machinery of administrative law serves
to deny the role of values in the planning process.
When it is used in areas of policy making, procedure
serves primarily to preserve the mythology about how
government operates. It prevents us from seeing
resource allocation as a process by which some are
punished and others are rewarded forsasons which have
no relation to objective mej^ts but have relation
only to government policy."

Such a criticism might be directed to the making of

broad policy by the expert tribunal with a store of its

own knowledge to be invoked behind the scenes of a trial-

type procedure; but when the agency is concerned to make

policy that is of political interest, subject to political

pressure or review and is subject to open political guidance

and control (as is the CAA*s discretion),then the criticism

has even greater force. Where the policy-oriented (or

•controlled*) tribunal uses a trial-type hearing, again we

are prompted to ask whether procedurally as well as

substantially it produces the worst of both worlds.

In general the debate concerning justiciability*6 seems

to demand that a review of the whole range of an agency*s

activities should be conducted in order to assess it. On the

15. Ibid p. 1237.

16. For more detailed discussion of justiciability see section
1.5.1.
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matter of the policy-oriented tribunal it seems that such a

broad approach is all the more essential. A body like the

CAA is, as Farmer says, separable from other tribunals.

I have continued Farmer's argument to argue that such a

combination of managerial powers, triail type procedure and

semi independence constitutes a relatively new form of

tribunal and presents peculiarly difficult problems for

administrative law theory. A major factor in the analysis of

the policy-oriented tribunal is the relationship between the

agency's formal hearings procedure and its use of expertise,

powers of negotiation, information gathering, etc.. Farmer
17

concluded his book by arguing that the juxtaposition

of formal tribunals (e.g. Restrictive Practices Court and the

Consumer Protection Advisory Committee) with more informal,

managing or negotiating officials (e.g. Director-General

of Fair Trading) in a field where the agency was wedded to

the use of judicial hearings was a development providing

"the next stage in the history of administrative law". In

effect the policy-oriented tribunal with a large and expert

staff operating a system of licensing control in a technically

complex area attempts to combine these functions,with internal

demarcation between management or negotiation and adjudication.

Only by detailed study of the interplay between the two may we

debate the advantages and disadvantages of combination or

separation of these functions.

17. Farmer 1974 p. 197-9.
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CHAPTER 1.4.1

The CAA and Its resemblance to the US Independent
Regulatory Commissions

I have noted in the preceding section that the CAA may

be said to constitute an important form of agency - the

policy-oriented tribunal. I will argue that the CAA effects

a combination of powers, viz. management, hearing and policy

making which places it fairly close to the American Independent

Regulatory Commissions (IRC). Before considering the

efficacy of this combination in more detail I propose to

consider in greater detail the resemblance between the

CAA and the IRCs and to consider the administrative

theories used to criticise the IRCs. If the CAA is an agency

of similar form and function to the IRCs then the criticisms

made of the IRCs may usefully be considered in assessing the

performance of the CAA.

I will begin therefore by (1) discussing the machinery

of the IRCs and looking at the history of the use of similar

agencies in the UK and (2) assessing the CAA as such an

agency.

The Independent Regulatory Commissions

When speaking of IRCs I refer for the purposes of this thesis

to the seven main agencies in the USA viz. the Interstate Commerce

Commission (ICC), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the

Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the Securities and
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Exchange Commission (SEC), the National Labour Relations

Board (NLRB), the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), and the

Federal Power Commission (FFC). This list is by no means

exhaustice1 but it gives the main examples of IRCs. The
2

first of the modern federal agencies, the ICC, was

established in 1887, the others have followed with a number

emerging in the New Deal era of the 1930s (the SEC in 1933,

the NLRB in 1935, the CAB (as the then Civil Aeronautics

Authority) in 1938).

By *independent regulatory commission* R.E. Cushman in

3
his classic book *The Independent Regulatory Commissions*

meant

••any commission, board or authority which Is
outside the regular executive departments and
which has for its major job the exercise of some
form of restrictive or disciplinary control over
private conduct or private property".

1. e.g. See R.E. Cushman 1941, M.H. Bernstein 1966 pp. 8-9
focuses on the same seven agencies.

2. See e.g. the Report on Administrative Procedure in
Government agencies of the US Attorney General 1941 p.8.

3. 1941 O.U.P.

4. Ibid p.4.
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Not all IRCs attained complete independence and Cushman

warned of the different degrees of control exercised by

Government over the IRCs. In general he meant by independent,

"isolated from the integrated administrative
structure of the executive branch"

Control was exercised over the IRCs in the following

major ways.

Firstly Congress could in creating the agency give it

certain powers and duties. Secondly it might pass a statute

directing an agency to pursue a certain policy (Cushman gave

as an example6 the&och-Smith resolution of 1925 directing the

ICC to fix the lowest possible rates on agricultural commodities).

Thirdly, Congress might control the agency through budgetary

review or by legislating agency members out of office. In

addition to congressional powers of a formal nature the

President had discretionary power to remove commission members
7

if there was no Congressional restriction upon that power (there

was no such restriction in the case of the FFC, SEC, or the FCC).

The President could appoint the Chairman of some commissions,
8

M.H. Bernstein argued e.g. that

5. Ibid p.3.

6. Ibid p. 449.

7. Ibid p. 463.

8. M.H. Bernstein 1966.
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"Roosevelt used his power of appointment freely to
influence the choice of chairmen and the policies of
commissions. He maintained close liaison with most
commission chairman and regarded the chairmen as
spokesmen for their commissions and as the point of
contact with the White House."

Since 19SO the President has had power to appoint chairmen

of all the major commissions save the ICC. Chairmen did not

9
have any security of tenure and thus the independence of

IRCs is to be taken as limited.10 Nevertheless same, e.g.

Bernstein,11 argued that the agencies, led by the ICC, have

fought for their independence and constitute bodies further

separated from Government than the regular executive

departments.

Apart from a degree of independence the IRC was marked

by its "exercise of governmental control or discipline over

12
private conduct or property interests". The major agencies

13
were set up with large and expert secretariats and were

responsible for regulating business according to the public

interest or state aims set down in the parent statute. Thus

9. Members and Chairmen had tenure ranging from 5 to 11 years
(Bdrnstesn 1966 p. 11, Cushman 1941 p. 760).

ID. J.M. Landis in his 'Report on Regulatory Agencies to the
President-elect* I960 believed that insecurity of ten ure
was the central problem of IRCs. (See B. Jaffe's introduction
to Landis 1966 p. XVi)

11. Bernsten 1966 p. 134.
12. Cushman 1941 p. 3.

13. The Attorney General's Report on Administrative Procedure
of 1941 listed as a characteristic of administrative

agencies, their large size (e.g. the staff numbered 2500
for the ICC, 1200 for SEC, 800 in FPC and NLRB, 600 in FCC).
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I shall designate as the second main property of the IRC the

•expert exercise of comprehensive regulatory powers'.
t

The IRCs also were marked by their combination of
14

legislative executive and judicial powers and as such were

often criticised as "a headless 'fourth branch' of the

IS
Government" . IRCs were empowered to make rules, interpret

broad legislative standards and in this sense to legislate

(I will not dwell on the propriety of that word).

The major agencies were marked by the use of systems of

formal and informal adjudication.

The various agencies used different procedures but a common

practice was to have a public hearing in contested cases conducted

by public hearings examiners (officials created by section 11

of the 1946 Administrative Procedure Act). The examiner mould

be appointed, examined and removed by the Civil Service

Commission and under the Act would have independent status in
16

the agencies. (The creation of these examiners was an

important step in the judicialisation of agency procedures

following the American Bar Association's pressurising and the

Attorney-General Committee Report of 1941.) In some agencies

14. Cushamn 1941 p. 420.

15. See The President's Committee on Administrative Management
1937 p. 36.

16. See Landis 1966 pp 104-5. For the pre 1946 position see
Chamberlain, Dowling and Hays 1942 pp. 35-46.
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examiners made initial decisions, in others they merely

recommended decisions to the commissioners who produced

written decisions (using opinion writers) at a later date

(whether an appeal from the examiner or upon his

recommendation).

Such a system of procedure attempted to combine the

advantages of judiciality with those of expertise and

in addition to harness this combination to a regulatory

task. The result was a system criticised for a number of

reasons which I will discuss in the next section.

There is not the space here to detail the multitude of

variations found in procedure and functions amongst the

different IRCs. However we may from the above account extract

a model of the IRC as embodying the following characteristics.

1. Large and expert staff specialising in an area of control.

2. A broad responsibility for controlling an area of

commercial activity (usually the exploitation of a scarce

resource, a public utility or an area of commerce e.g.

transportation wherein the public interest demands extensive

control over private property).

3. A large discretion allowing the body to make policy of

major political importance.

4. A degree of independence - or at least a distancing from

the regular executive of Government.

5. The use of systems of formal and informal hearings.
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Thus the IRC may be distinguished from departmental

bodies and from bodies merely acting as operators Of

industries (without the allocation of governmental or formal

adjudicating powers).

As we shall see in the next section,the combination of

the above powers,functions and practices has produced major

problems in the USA not merely for government but for

theorists also. I will examine some of the principal criticisms

made of the IRCs and consider whether these offer tests

applicable to British agencies such as the CAA. Before I do

that I must consider whether the CAA resembles the IRCs, whether

it constitutes a modern development towards the IRC and how

such a body would fit into the British tradition of government.
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British Independent Regulatory Commissions

Perhaps the most instructive guide to the past use of

regulatory agencies in Britain is to be found in chapters

8 and 9 of Cushman* s *The Independent Regulatory Commissions*1
since Cushman offers an American perspective on British

2
practice.

Writing in 1941 Cushman considered the factors affecting

the areas subjected to economic regulation in Britain. He

argued that the prevalence of the doctrine of lai»«ez faire

had resulted in a polarisation between two extremes of regulation.

On the one hand was the highly judicialised regulation as

found in the Railway Rates Tribunal^which controlled private

railways with the minimum of governmental power and on the

other hand there was the *outright government ownership or

leasing of important enterprises and their direct operation
3

by the government*, as in the Central Electricity Generating

Board's control of the Grid.

Cushman then noted,

"But in between these two widely differing forms of
governmental control there is little or nothing. British
policy looks askance at the degree of governmental control
to which American railroads are subjected at the hands of the
Interstate Commerce Commission onriwhich the Securities^and
Exchange Commission exerts over stock exchanges ..."

1. Cushman 1941 p. 499.

2. See also W.A. Robson 'Nationalised Industry and Public
Ownership* London I960 p. 25.

3. Cushman 1941 p. 501.

4. Ibid p. 501.
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Another factor distinguishing British practice from

that of the U.S. was the British "ingra»ed respect for

vested interests and a regard for tradition and for

5
ancient institutions". British business had been more

responsible than American and in Britain vested interests

still controlled the legislative machinery . thereby preventing

regulation.6
Having given some indication that the place in British

Government corresponding to that of the XRC in American

Government was lying fallow Cushman offered a classification
7

of 'British Agencies'. He distinguished non departmental

from departmental agencies and within the non departmental

group distinguished regulatory agencies (like the Railway

Rates Tribunal) from the operating or service agencies such

as the BBC or the Central Blectricity Generating Board.

Within the non-departmental regulatory group Cushman

si&divided intot

(a) judiciallsed tribunals approximating to administrative

courts,

(b) administrative tribunals exercising much wider policy

determining powers and

(c) the 'guild' authorities, agencies of industrial self-

government, represented by the agricultural marketing boards.

5. Ibid p. 502.

6. Ibid p. 503.

7. Cushman 1941 p. 509.
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Of the above groupings Cushman considered that

(b), the administrative tribunals, (which did not regard

themselves as courts yet exercised broad discretion on matters

of policy) most closely resembled the IRCs. (The distinctions
Q

he noted were only differences of degree. )

In the first group of judicialised tribunals, Cushman
g

placed the Railway Commission. He noted that in 1873 in the

Regulation of Railways Act the British Government created the

Railway Commission

•'the first semi-administrative tribunal w^ch England
ever established for regulatory purposes".

The Railway Commission however had no executive power^nor

could it initiate actions or policies, it could only deal with

complaints. In the same group Cushman placed the 1888 Railway

and Canal Commission and the 1921 Railway Rates Tribunal.

Finally in his category of quasi-judicial tribunals,Cushman

mentioned the Road and Rail Appeal Tribunal set up by the

Road and Rail Traffic Act 1933. Like its descendant the

Transport Tribunal^"*" this body acted judicially and without

a large policy making secretariat.

Having considered those bodies Utilising formal procedures

and lacking the ability to regulate by positive or expert

8. Ibid p. 529.

9. But Robson (I960 p. 25) placed the Railway Commission in his
group of regulatory commissions. See supra section 1.2.

10. Cushman 1941 p. 511.

11. Set up in 1947.
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planning Cushman looked at those British agencies more like

the IRCs, (the *administrative tribunals*). He could only
12

find two bodies, (1) the Electricity Commissioners (which

did not function after nationalisation in 1 948 ) and (2) the

Road Transport Authorities, to serve as examples.

The Electricity Supply Act of 1919 created the Slectricity

Commissioners. a body of five members with powers both to

license and regulate the production of electricity. The

Electricity Supply Act of 1926 amended the Commissioners*

powers (after the generating of electricity had been nationalised)
13

leaving them to regulate and supervise distribution and sale.

The Commissioners were seen by Cushman as,

"essentially an administrative body exercising some
quasi-judicial functions."

They used technical assistance and employed an expert staff in

pursuit of their functions of quasi-judicial regulation and

planning. They licensed would-be suppliers of electricity,

investigated applications, reviewed pricing every three years,

published financial and statistical reports from electrical

12. W.A. Robson gave as examples of British regulatory Commissions
the Railway Commission, The Electricity Commissioners, the
Road Transport Licensing Authorities and the Independent
Broadcasting Authority (Robson I960 p. 25).

13. In 1934 there were 635 suppliers and distributors of
electricity, the CEB, 3 Joint Authorities, 5 Joint Boards,
373 Local Authorities and 253 private Companies or persons.
There was no uniformity in voltage, tariff, methods of
charge, etc..

14. Cushman 1941 p. 534.
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authorities, established safety regulations and issued orders

relating to the type of current supplied. Thus although

Cushman admitted that a deal of planning power was exercised
15

by the Central Electricity Board the Commissioners had

extensive powers of control. Procedurally the Commissioners

followed the procedure of a tribunal with hearings (sometimes

using counsel) generally conducted with "efficient informality"."''6
17

M.E. Dimock divided the Electricity Commission's functions

into 'planning, 'judicial* and 'regulatory'. He argued that

in spite of the Commissions hearing appeal cases against

decisions of the Central Electricity Board (its own child),

"it is the consensus of informed opinion that the
Commission has discharged its judicial functi^s
with scrupulous fairness and good judgement."

The first administrative regulatory body was thus seen as a

successful development.

The Road Transport Authorities

After the Royal Commission on Transport,established in

1929 had argued the need to end cut throat competition in

19
road passenger transport,the 1930 Road Traffic Act set up

the Traffic Commissioners to £rant or revoke licences for

15. Ibid p. 537.

16. Ibid p. 537.

17. Dimock 1933 pp. 206-26.

18. Ibid p. 221.
19. The 1960 RTA now governs, it has largely reproduced the

1930 Act vis a vis passenger licensing.
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public service passenger vehicles. The licensing system

aimed to control both congestion and competition. In

each road traffic area three commissioners were appointed

by the Minister. Cushman asserted that the commissioners

were not a court but a body of administrators. The 1930

Act required that in handling applications for licenses a

public hearing should be held. The procedure was largely

informal, but counsel were frequently employed. Appeals

from the commissioners against refusals to grant a public

service vehicle licence went to the Minister (now the

Secretary of State for the Environment).

Although using a quasi-judicial public hearings system

30
the Traffic Commissioners were given scope to use their

judgement in applying the standards e.g. of competition set

down in the Act. Due however to the small size of the Traffic

Commissioners staff and the centralisation of expertise in

the Ministry most initiatives and long term policies emanated

21
from the Department. The retention of the appeal function

in the hands of the Minister ensured that he was able to 'lead*

20. For more on the Traffic Commissioners see Kahn-Freund 1965

pp. 159-163, 180.

21. In addition Chairmen of Traffic Commissioners receive
copies of important Ministerial decisions.
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policy from the front. The Chairman of Traffic Commissioners

for all the areas of Britain (there are now 15) meet annually

in the Department of the Enviroment*s offices to co-ordinate

and receive policy from above. As far as long term policy is

concerned the Traffic Commissioners merely act as advisors
22

to the Government.

The regulation of goods transport dates from the Road and

Rail Traffic Act of 1933 which followed the Royal Commission

23
on Transport. The Chairman of the Area Traffic Commissioners

sat alone as the licensing authority. Unlike the Area Traffic

Commissioners in passenger cases the licensing authority in goods

24
cases was not empowered to regulate fares. The 1933 Act laid

down a number of principles governing the grant of different

classes of licence and within those principles a discretion was

left to the authority. Procedure in goods cases resembled that

in passenger licensing. Appeals from the licensing authority

in goods cases lay to the Transport Tribunal which has set down

22. The 1953 Thesiger Report on "Licensing of Road Passenger
Services" favoured retaining almost unchanged the
existing system of licensing, even the ministerial appeals
system.

23. But perhaps owed more to the 1932 Conference held by
the Ministry of Transport known as the Setter Committee
report. See Kahn-Freund 1965 p. 107.

24. Kahn-Freund 1965 p. 112.
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25
in case law a number of principles governing licensing.

In spite of the existence of the independent appeals system

the licensing authority in goods cases remains a body subject

to the overall direction of the Minister. Cushman commented,

"There appears to be a satisfactory relation between
policy determination and adjudication, and there have
been no clashes on matters of policy between0£he
Minister and these administrative agencies."

Inai important sense|the Road Transport Authorities are

not examples of multi-faceted agencies along the lines of the

IRCs. It is for the same reason that there have been few

clashes between the Minister and the authorities namely that

the Minister retains overall policy and planning control without

delegating broad governmental powers to the Traffic Commissioners.

The Electricity Commissioners were also under the direction of

the Minister of Transport who, whilst leaving the Commissioners

free from interference with day to day and quasi-judicial

matters, retained direct responsibility for large policy matters,

Cushman commented,

"the happy result seems to have been achieved of
permitting the Electricity Commissioners to act
with complete independence and impartiality in their
day to day handling of cases ... especially in matters
affecting private rights, and at the same time
ensuring their conformity to broad lines of national
policy in the field".

25. Farmer argued that these decisions "had an important
precedential effect" but managed to retain flexibility.
(Farmer 1974 pp. 175-9.)

26. Cushman 1941 p. 550. Against this view one might quote
the Thesiger Committee*s criticisms of the Transport
Tribunal (Thesiger para. 198).

27. Cushman 1941 p. 538.
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Although we might be wary of generalising from

Cushman's conclusion that in the above instance day to day

impartiality was consonant with overall directionshis

description of the Electricity Commissioners at least gives

us an example of the British Semi-Independent Regulatory

Agency. The Electricity Commissioners differed from the

Traffic commissioners in having greater planning powers,

powers of initiative and control and in making a clearer

division between routine and large policy decisions.

I will not follow Cushman in detail any further. His

third group under the heading of non departmental regulatory

agencies was entitled 'Guild Agencies - Industrial Self

Regulation Under Government Supervision*. Under that group

he listed the Agricultural Marketing Boards, the Milk Marketing

Board, the Hops Marketing Board, the Herring Industry Board of

1935, the Sugar Commission of 1936, the Whitefish Commission

of 1938. These boards were all set up to organise and control

industries by systems of informal self regulation or management

as opposed to the more formal external regulation found in

IRCs. Having given this third grouping Cushman turned to pifolic

service boards not controlling private enterprise but operating

public enterprises (e.g. the Central Electricity Board, the

Forestry Commission, the BOAC and the Port of London Authority)
28

and "Semi autonomous boards to 'take politics out of polities'".

28. In this group Cushman placed the BBC, the Poor Law Commission
of 1834-47 and the Unemployment Assistance Board.
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From the above attempt at classification offered by

29
Cushraan we can see that in 1941 these existed few British

agencies combining the traditional roles of the IRC. The

1quasi-judicial tribunals* lacked powers of government (i.e.

comprfehensive regulation) and the administrative tribunals

lacked the expertise and size to act as major sources of

policy planning or government.

The Americans have used the IRC as a device of government

in a way that British Governments have not done. Bernstein

commented,

"Regulation of business is one of the most distinctive
activities of American Government. No other nation has
attempted to control economic activities and business
operations through independent commissions on a
comparable scale. No other country has placed as much
confidence in governmental regulation as opposed to
public ownership and management, viewing such regulation
as a means of promoting the public interest and
maintaining an economy in which the major decisions
continue to be made bjr private persons and firms instead
of public officials."

Cushman argued that if the problem of combining powers existed

31
in Britain it was not "a constitutional problem". The British

constitution was built on legislative supremacy not the

separation of powers as the American constitution was. He

29. Subject to the warning that "logical classification of these
agencies is impossible because of the hit or miss way in
which they have been set up and the lack of any logical
consistency in their organisation or functions" Cushman
1941 p. 509.

30. Bernstein 1966 p. 296.

31. Cushman 1941 p. 627.
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continued to state that if a conscious effort to separate

powers of management or administration from judicial or

quasi-judicial functions was to be found in Britain, it

would have come from a belief in its expediency^not from
a principle of constitutionality.

This last point perhaps overlooked the relevance of

the Diceyan concept of the rule of law as a factor militating

against the combination of powers in one agency.

Cushman concluded that when ministerial powers were in

question different functions would be combined "cheerfully"

on the justification that Parliament or the courts would be

in control* judicial powers would then be combined with

managerial powers. However he noted that in the case of

judicial or quasi-judicial tribunals,

"There seems to be a recognition here that it is
desirable to leave these tribunals free from the
conflict of interests which might result from giving
them other tasks. The Railway and Canal Commission,
the Railway Rates Tribunal and the Road and Rail
Appeal Tribunal represent a conscious isolation of
the quasi-judicial function f^gmother kinds of
governmental responsibility."

Policy determination in such agencies was "incidental to

33its quasi-judicial work, and is decently camouflaged".

Thus the British tradition has allowed the delegation of

managerial powers to independent bodies and has allowed ministers

to combine management with adjudication but it has seldom given

independent or semi-independent bodies functions both of management

and adjudication.

32. Cushman 1941 pp. 627-8.

33. Ibid p. 628.
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The distinction between the different classifications

of agencies may only be a matter of degree (after all the

Traffic Commissioners do regulate, plan and make policy

to some extent), but it is such a distinction that I would

argue it is best considered to be one of kind.

Is the CAA like the IRCs? Have modern agencies been

multi-faceted?

I have set out to argue that the CAA is special because

it combines comprehensive regulatory powers with both adjudication

at formal hearings and a degree of separation from departmental

government. In this combination I consider that the CAA

bears some resemblance to the IRCs. I will now look more

closely at the CAA*s powers and functions in order to see

whether the CAA does effect a combination that is novel or

significant, bearing in mind other agencies set up in recent

years.

Some support in this argument can be derived from J.A. Farmer*

•Tribunals and Government*. Farmer in discussing the proposed

National Safety Authority (a comprehensively empowered body)

and the CAA, said,

"It is interesting to speculate that in Britain there
may exist in these authorities the seeds of a development
from single function tribunals or agencies exercising
either administrative (enforcement) or judicial (licensing)
or rule making powers, which on their own have proved
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inadequate, to multi-function agencies prg^iding
comprehensive control in all its facets."

Later on in his book Farmer reconsidered the topic and

argued,

"The new Civil Aviation Authority is even less
like the conventional judicial-type tribunal that
Franks typified and in many ways represents an
important development in the gradual evolution of
independent or partly independent agencies exercising
wide functions and powers along the of the
American Federal regulatory agencies."

The CAA has been given comprehensive powers over the
36

civil aviation industry and a large staff which is able to

develop policy and plan the shape of the industry. From

chapter two we may see the extensive nature of licensing

control imposed on airlines, but the CAA ir> addition to
37

allocating route licences has other important functions viz.t-

(1) It fixes domestic fares and approves international fares

(2) It operates a number of aevodromes, licenees aerodromes and

advises on aerodrome development

34. Farmer 1974 p. 53.

35. Ibid p. 183.

36. Total CAA staff in 1974/5 was 8496 of whom 77% were

concerned with air traffic services, 10% with safety and
nearly 2% with economic regulation (158).

37. For details see Chapter 4.1.
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(3) It licences Air Travel Organisers

(4) It conducts economic and statistical researches in order

to aid long term planning

(5) It represents consumer interests

(6) It is responsible for airworthiness standards and

operational safety and for other aspects of safety

licensing e.g. issue of Air Operators Certificates,

licensing of personnel and training of personnel

(7) The controller of National Air Traffic Services is a

member of the Authority and reports jointly to the CAA

and the Ministry of Defence

(8) It undertakes scientific research for technological

planning.

The CAA*s predecessor, the ATLB(did not have the breadth

of function of the CAA e.g. it did not combine with the

Government Department on international pricing or traffic

rights negotiations, it did not engage in the extensive sesearch

that the CAA undertakes and it did not form long term planning

policies or take initiatives as the CAA has done. Emphasis was

of necessity an adjudication and on the adversary process. In

this respect the ATLB was much more like the road transport

licensing authorities than the CAA is.

Let us consider briefly the other British agencies set

up since Cushraan wrote in 1941 and ask whether other bodies

XRCs in the way the CAA does.
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Firstly let me clarify a point. I have argued that

30
the CAA is a 'policy-oriented* tribunal and, following

39
Farmer, have distinguished such tribunals from other

more conventional bodies. That distinction rests not on

the power residing in the tribunal to make policy (or

"political policy") but on the existence of ministerial

powers of direction on broad matters of policy.

The argument that the CAA is a policy-oriented tribunal

in Farmer's sense is not the same argument that the CAA

is an example of a British IRC. To resemble an IRC not only

must the agency attain a position of semi independence but

it must combine adjudication with both comprehensive powers

of control and a powerful secretariat possessing the expertise

to act as a source of planning policy and initiative. Such

a body would usually be policy-oriented (and thus semi

independent) but it would be more. The additional factor of

comprehensive powers of management is important because it

renders the problems of a policy oriented tribunal far more

acute. For instance two major problems are magnified) how is

adjudication to be combined with expertise and how is policy

38. See section 1.3.1.

39. Farmer 1974 pp. 183 and 190.
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making to be efficiently divided between agency and
o

Government'. These are the central problems I will be

considering in looking at the CAA. If we return to Farmer's
40

other policy oriented tribunals we will see that although

semi independent they all lack an aspect of the IRC model

I have described. Thus the Transport licensing authorities

lack the breadth of regulatory powers of the CAA and its

planning or research powers. The rent scrutiny boards do not

exercise comprehensive powers of regulation. The Monopolies

and Mergers Commission and the Consumer Protection Advisory
41

Committee do not regulate particular industries nor do they

combine extensive control with adjudication (the C.P.A.C.

combines a formal tribunal with an informal negotiating

official (the Director General of Fair Trading)). Nevertheless

taken together the CPAC and the Director General of Fair

Trading (or *he Restrictive Practices Court and the Director

General of Fair Trading) offer a system of control fairly

similar to that e.g. of the CAA which combines both functions.

(The major difference would be that the Director General of

Fair Trading does not exert the comprehensive regulatory powers

of a licensing system but acts by investigation and veto.)

It is arguable that this combination of formal, semi independent

adjudicating body with the informal negotiating official is as

40. See Farmer 1974 pp. 183 and 190.

41. Under the Fair Trading Act 1973.
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important a new development as the multi-faceted agency.

Apart from such combinations as set up by the Fair

Trading Act 1973 it is very difficult to point to a multi

faceted agency that has been set up since Cushman wrote
42

in 1941. It will be seen from the section 1.5.1 that

where the Government has chosen to set up a system of

comprehensive control (usually by licensing) this would tend
to be kept within a government department. Thus Town

and Country Planning operates as a system of Departmental

licensing, the Government retained industrial development

certificating and development grants within its control (under

the Control of Offices and Industrial Development Act 1965, the

Industrial Development Act 1966, the Town and Country

Planning Act 1971 and now the Local Employment Act 1972 and

the Industry Act 1972). The Department of Trade is responsible

for a number of large economic licensing systems (including

imports licensing).

On the other hand the Government has been willing to delegate

adjudicating powers to bodies which operate to some extent

within the political arena. (Thus the Restrictive Practices

Court, the Industrial Relations Court and the immigration appeals

tribunal were set up.) The Government has also long been

42. Such bodies as the National Enterprise Board may be 'policy
oriented* but do not regulate industries or rely upon
formal adjudicatory procedures.
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willing to create bodies exercising managerial powers over

industries e.g. the agricultural marketing

boards. What the Government has been less eager to do has

been to delegate comprehensive governmental powers (as

opposed to operating powers) over an important industry to

a body subject to some political guidance. The creation of

the Independent Television Authority in the lelevision Act 1954

was perhaps an example of such a harnessing of private

enterprise to state needs by the use of an independent

43
regulating body (the 1BA does not operate ** formal hearings

system as does the Federal Communications Commission

of the USA).

Had the licensing of broadcasting operated by public

hearings the IBA and CAA would have been closely comparable

and would be the two agencies most resembling the American

commissions. The Gaming Board for Great Britain, on a

smaller scale, is responsible for regulating gaming for

profit. It operates a system of licensing by means of giving

•certificates of consent* to persons about to apply to

magistrates for a licence (the certificates of consent are

necessary prerequisites to licences). It certifies machinery

usable in gaming establishments and certifies the staff of

43. The Independent Broadcasting Act 1972 renamed the ITA
the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA).
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gaming establishments. The Board uses a system of
44

personal hearings in adjudication but it does not

operate as a planning body on the same scale as does the

CAA nor is there the same problem of political control

of Gaming Board policy as there is of CAA policy. The
45

accent is on policing rather than planning.

Thus with its peculiar combination of properties

the CAA stands in a very small group of agencies, if not

on its own. Its combination of powers is ambitious and I

will examine that combination with particular regard to the

exercise of its discretion to licence air routes and fares. Let

us now go on to consider the main lines of the American

jurisprudence of the administrative process and study whether

these might profitably be applied in an examination of

the CAA.

44. In which the Board has a degree of privilege see v.
Gaming Board for Great Britain ex.p, Benaim and Khai-da II970!
2 All E.R. 528 and Rogers v. The Home Secretary and the
Gaming Board for Great BritAin [1972] 3 W.L.R. 279.

45. Certain regulatory bodies with little emphasis on
adjudication (e.g. the IBA) do of course engage in
planning activities.
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CHAPTER 1.4.2

(a) American Administrative Law Theory and the Civil Aviation

Authority.

Above I have argued that the CAA as a multi faceted and

policy-oriented agency may render more acute some central

problems of administrative law. 1 have also argued that the

CAA in many ways resembles the American Independent Regulatory

Commissions. Although the different legal traditions and

constitutions of the two countries militate to some extent

against drawing straight comparisons between the CAA and the

IRCs and in spite of the difficulty of extracting a rigid

♦model IRC* I think that it is worthwhile to look at seme

of the main lines of criticism of the IRCs to see whether the

borrowing of American theory will allow a more rewarding study

of the CAA. After all there has been little academic

discussion of the multi-faceted agency in Britain whereas there

is a huge area of American study devoted to the administrative

process. This discussion has been carried on for almost a

century since the ICC was formed in 1887. Governmental reports

in the U.S.A. have considered the administrative process in

a way that Donoughmore and Franks have not done,^" and there is a

mass of literature on the subject of regulation by independent

commission.^

1. e.g. the Hoover Commission of 1949, the Attorney General*s
Committee on Administrative Procedure 1941, Rpport of the
President*s Committee on Administrative Management 1937.

2. See especially Cushman 1941, Landis (1938) 1966 and 1960,
Bernstein (1936) 1966, Sharfman 19S6, Friendly 1962,
Redford I960.
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Thus as a guide to my further discussion on the CAA

system of regulation I propose to consider some of the

main lines of criticism of and proposals for the American

IRCs.

I will look at arguments relating to the five headings

of: (1) Standards and justice in the agencies (i.e. IRCs);

(2) the agencies' abilities to make policy; (3) the position

of the agencies in the system of government; (4) the combination
of powers in IRCs; (5) the IRC as a regulatory device. Such

a division is somewhat arbitrary and overlaps in the discussion

will of necessity occur (e.g. if a proposal were made that the

governmental position was responsible for the lack of standards

in an IRC).

(1) Standards. Justice and the Role of Formal Adjudication

In a manner involving all the problems surrounding the two

concepts of justiciability to be discussed in the next section,

American theorists have progressed from criticisms of IRCs based

on an over-legalistic concept of justice (i.e. as conformity

to rules and standards) to a more realistic approach. The

argument as to the need for standards has been attacked from

different angles.

3
Lon Fuller in 'The Morality of Law* stated that,

'•the first desideratum of a system for subjecting
human conduct to the governance of rules is an obvious one".

He noted that the most notable failure to achieve rules had

occurred in certain regulatory agencies, particularly those

3. Fuller 1964 p. 46.
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with allocative functions. He argued that the FCC and CAB

especially had set out to create a case-law based system

of standards but had failed. Fuller believed,

"The reason for this failure lies ... in the nature
of the tasks assigned to these agencies: they are
trying to do through adjudicative form something
that does not^lend itself to accomplishment through
those forms."

He complained not that agency rules were unfair but that they

had

"failed to develop any significant rules at all".5
Rules were demanded by Fuller as a principle of fairness,

adjudication should act through openly declared rules or

principles and should exhibit self consistency over a period

of time, for without this,

"a joinder of argument becomes impossible and all the
conventional safeguards that surround decisions ... forfeit
their meaning".

Fuller offered an extreme thesis,

"that tasks of economic allocation cannot be effectively
performed within the limits set by the internal
morality of law. The attempt to accomplish such tasks
through adjudicative forms is certain to result in

inefficiency,7hypocrisy, moral confusion and
frustration".

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid p. 47.

6. Fuller 1964 p. 172.

7. Ibid p. 173.
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He was arguing that certain matters were simply not

susceptible of adjudication on the basis of pre-foriued

policy standards. (In so arguing Fuller appears to be in
Q

agreement with Charles Reich who argued that forward looking

allocation rested on political policy which would not be

describable in terms of rules or standards.) In addition,

Fuller argued that a clear political policy could not be

created by the case law approach. He proposed the solution

of separating adjudication from policy making in order to

give continuity of policy, long term planning, and decisions

based on openly disclosed policies.

Fuller used an over-judicialised concept of administrative

justice J he seemed to leap from the proposition that rules

were desirable for governing human conduct to the notion that

therefore administrative systems should maximise the use of

rules.

Perhaps Judge Henry Friendly would have commented "I

get it all - but the *therefore,M.9
Friendly, a veteran of the CAB bar, offered a less extreme

thesis than Fuller; he was opposed to the separation of

adjudication from policy making, and he was prepared to accept

the continuance of the existing system of decision making. He

merely argued that within the existing framework standards could

8. Reich 75 Yale Law Journal p. 1237 - see supra section 1.3.1

9. Friendly 1962 pp. 8-9.
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be rendered more precise by the agencies. He did not demand

•judicial' standards only more helpful ones. Just as Karl

Llewellyn argued that a realistic jurisprudence (as opposed

to positivism) did not preclude prediction of decisions so

Friendly asserted that agencies could offer useful guidance

to advocates by means other than precise legal rules.

His thesis was that,

"A prime source of justified dissatisfaction ... is the
failure to develop standards sufficiently definite to
permit decisions to be fairly predictable and the
reasons for them un^Jgrstood", (this failure can and
must be remedied)".

He argued that where a broad standard or discretion had been

given,

"it is imperative that steps be taken over the years to
define and clarify it ... I do not suggest this process
can be so carried out that all cases can be determined

by computers, I do suggest it ought to be carried to
the point affording a fair degree of predictability
of decisions in the great majority of cases and
intelligibility in all".

Thus Friendly did not equate administrative and judicial

adjudication but he felt that the former could learn from the

12
latter. He followed John Dickinson who had argued that the

test of whether a body of law could be developed was

"the possibility of isolating facts pertinent all
the cases which may form the basis of a rule".

10. Ibid p. 6.

11. Ibid p. 14.

12. Ibid p. 16.

13. Dickinson 1927 pp. 215-6.
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Dickinson had considered that in the field of economic

regulation the situations, in addition to involving policy^
were

"generally so complex and unique that the factors
which are determining jrj one case seldom repeat
themselves in others".

Friendly here differed from Dickinson, (and Fuller); he

admitted that in economic regulation a matter could not be

given the same certainty as in commercial law but he considered

that repetitions occurred,

"frequently enough so that by now it should be possible
to articulate bases of administrative determination
more specific than we have generally had, even though
these cannot be expected to be immutable as the
law of the Medes and Persians".

Friendly thought that the need for better definition of

standards hardly required argument but he gave the reasons:

(1) the basic human claim of like treatment, (2) the social

value of security in transactions e.g. investment required

predictability, (3) consistency with the democratic process.

(The populace should not tolerate unbridled discretion in

agency hands.), (4) to maintain agency independence (Friendly

argued that the CAB and FCC were the agencies most subject

to political pressure and those most lacking in standards.),

(5) to aid agency staff by reducing the number of cases and

aiding policy formulation.

14. Ibid.

15. Friendly 1962 p. 18.
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In proposing improvements in IRC machinery Friendly

argued that although Congress might give more guidance

the real arena for change was in the agencies themselves.

As improvements he suggested; the appointment of commissioners

of higher intellectual power and moral courage, longer terms

of appointment for commissioners and a tradition of re¬

appointment, giving commissioners more time to study broader

policy matters free from routine adjudicatory work, enforcing

individual responsibility for opinions and the

supplementation of case law with policy statements and rule

making.

Unlike Fuller, Friendly did not desire to abandon the case by

case method, he had

"no fear that the quest for better definition of
standards must lead to what is opprobriously called^
the judicialisation of the administrative process".

He asserted the need to concentrate not on formal procedure,

(formal rights were seldom denied] but on the substantive

practices of the agencies.

In short, Friendly wanted not judicialisation of

ackninistration but improvements in the openness and consistency

of administration. His argument was based on the necessity of

combining adjudication with policy making and on the possibility

of a better definition of standards yielding more guidance.

17
Some would dispute the latter contention. This general

question would appear to be of central importance to an

16. Friendly 1962 p. 145.

17. e.g. Fuller 1964, Dickinson 1927, and see Jaffe 1954.
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examination of the CAA and I will be concerned to examine

whether the Authority has created standards to the

optimum level. I will consider its use of various standard

creating devices and the effect on standard making of the

Authority's executive functions and dependence on Governaent.

Having looked at the CAA in detail we may refer back to this

debate.

K.C. Davis in 'Discretionary Justice' offered a fuller

analysis of the devices utilisable to cut out abuse of

discretionary power. He agreed with the 'general thrust* of
X8

Friendly's book but on one matter he updated the concept of

the rule of law used by Friendly. Friendly had argued that

standards should be used to make agencies responsible to

Congress for policy, for,

"even if a statute telling an agency "Here is the
problem: deal with it" be deemed to comply with the
letter of that command, it hardly does with the
spirit".

In other words, Friendly rejected the notion of an unbridled

discretions complying with the 'spirit' of the constitution.

K.C. Davis argued that Friendly*s view

"ignores the realities *5^* impel legislative bodies
to delegate as they do".

The courts and congress ^Davis argued) accepted the need to

delegate legislative powers to agencies.

18. Davis 1971 p. 47.

19. Friendly 1962 pp. 21-2.

20. Davis 1971 p. 47.
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Just as Friendly had added a dimension of realism to

the Fullerian concept of administrative justice so Davis

added to Friendly. We can perhaps see from the above

quotation that even Friendly had a conception of justice

primarily related to standards and rules. To this extent

he failed to attack a crucial question of modern regulation

viz. the degree to which an agency should sacrifice rules

and predictability to expertise and efficiency. Davis

clearly saw that the balance of standards versus flexibility

and formality versus informality would have to be considered

in each situation and an optimum balance judged. David

concentrated on ways to cut out abuses in discretion and approached

the question

"what can be done., to assurethat where law ends tyranny
will not begin?",

by criticising *the extravagant version of the rule of law'. He

quoted the Franks Committee*s statement that the antithesis of
22

law was the arbitrary and argued that a decision could be

23
reasonable even if not based on predictable standards. Davis

criticised any concept of the rule of law which asserted or

implied that discretion had no place in government, he argued

21. Ibid p. 3.

22. Franks 1957 p. 6.

23. See Lord Halsbury in Sharp v. Wakefield Il89l3 A.C. at 179
for an earlier statement of essentially the same point.
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that governments did, and should, use broad discretions.
He attacked the idea that legal rights might be finally

determined only by regular courts stating that,

"The reality is that absolute discretion is often
inevitable and whenever it is, its continued
existence does not mark the beginning of the end
of liberty".

Davis concluded that,

"the Franks Committee - Dickinson - Dicey - Hayek versions
of the rule of law expressed an emotion, an aspiration,
an ideal but none is based upon a down to earth analysis
of the practica^5problems with which modern governments
are confronted" (The elimination of discretion might be
impossible or undesirable.).

The answer for Davis was not to eliminate discretion, his

object was to

"eliminate much unnecessary discretionary power and ...
do much more than we have been doing to confine, to
structure and to check necessary discretionary power".

He continued,

"The goal is not the maximum degree of confining structuring
and checking; the goal is to find the opjjjmum degree for
each power in each set of circumstances".

Thus when discretion served better than rule it should be

left. To confine discretion meant to fix boundaries', to structure

was to make plans, policy statements, rules and open findings,

open rules and open precedentsj to check was to institute forms

of administrative and judicial review.

24. Discretionary Justice p. 152 (cf. Gonz 1967 p. 106).

25. Ibid p. 33.

26. Ibid p. 4.
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Davis agreed with Friendly that clarification of standards

and procedure was best attempted at the administrative rather
27

than legislative level ("because that is where the hope lies" ).

He urged agencies to make earlier use of rulemaking powers

to structure discretion* courts should demand that agencies

supply standards even where these were lacking in the parent

28
act. Such a requirement should grow to

"a requirement that administrators must strive to
do as much as they reasonably can do to develop and
to make known the needed confinements of

discretionary power through principles, standards and
rules".

Davis suggested the resolution of hypothetical cases as a

guide to parties where a rule put in the form of a generalisation

could not be formed; as soon as an administrator knew the

answer to a hypothetical case he should issue a clarificatory

not ice.

Rule making and adjudicat ion, Davis considered, should be used

in combination and could usefully confine discretions J he argued,

"The procedure of administrative rule making is in my
opinion one fjf the greatest inventions of modern
government".

The purpose of structuring was

"to control the manner of the exercise of discretionary
power".

This could be accomplished by statutory or administrative rules

or by other means. Administrative rules could thus both confine

27. Ibid p. SO.

28. Ibid p. 58.

29. Ibid p. 59.

30. Bbid p. 65.

31. Ibid p. 97.
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and structure discretion. Openness in findings, reasons,

plans, policy, precedents, findings and rules was advocated

by Davis together with f a^r informal procedure as means of

structuring discretion to eliminate arbitrariness. Davis

offered the 'basic idea' that

"procedural protation short of trial type procedure
may be valuable"

thus even informal procedures could utilise his proposed

systems of confining, structuring and checking.

Peter Woll in "Administrative Law: The Informal Process"

underlined the points of Davis and Friendly that administrative

justice existed not in the formal hearing but in the informal

process and the combination of both. Woll pointed out that the

history of the concept of the rule of law as expounded by the

American Bar Association had produced an exaggerated emphasis

upon formal procedure. The Hoover Commission report of 1955

which devoted only a few pages to the informal process had

"indicated a fundamental misunderstanding of the natg^e
of such adjddication in the administrative process".

Woll argued that not only was the emphasis on formality

mis leading., it also produced inefficient machinery - he questioned

the appropriateness of using formal hearings to obtain facts

when more informal processes could do the job better. The

34
informal process was not necessarily less .

32. Ibid p. 119.

33. Woll 1963 p. 167.

34. In Britain G. Ganz argued this point in relation to the
Industrial Development Acts (Ganz 1967 p. 106, see below
section 1.5.1. p.
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In relation to the CAA* s use of hearings procedures one

might thus question whether a balance of predictability and

flexibility has been achieved and whether formal hearings

have been given an effective role.

(2) The Agencies and Policy Making

As well as questioning whether a multI-faceted agency

can develop suitably concrete standards or use formal

hearings efficiently it might be asked whether a semi

independent agency along the lines of the IRCs is able to

develop effective long term policies, whether it can plan

effectively and retain continuity in its policy making.

Perhaps the most dramatic statement of the planning

deficiencies of the IRC was made in 1959. In that year

Louis B. Hector, a commissioner in the CAB resigned from

that Board and sent an open letter of resignation to the

President outlining his criticisms of the CAB and the other

35
IRCs.

Hector resigned, convinced

"that an independent regulatory commission is not competent
in these days to regulate a vital national industry in the
public interest".

He argued that the CAB with its formal procedures was unable to

make sound or comprehensive policy, unable to act with

dispatch, unable to give a true judicial hearing or aa-ordinate

35. The letter*s points were expanded in •Problems of the CAB
and the Independent Regulatory Commissions* by L.B. Hector
69 Yale Law Review 931 (I960).

36. Letter to the President 10 September 1959, see Hector I960.
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policy with other transport agencies^ the CAB was

"long on juncial form and short on judicial
substance".

Hector attacked the CABs method of gaining information by

inviting representations before an examiner instead of

acti\el y collecting information. The CAB could not make

major policy as it was bogged down in adjudicatory details.

The Hoover Commission1s Task Force Report of 1949 had

recommended that the CAB attempt to establish standards and

develop long term planning but Hector argued that the agency

had not done so.

The lack of general policy was reflected in a lack of

standards in the CAB. Hector, echoing Fuller, argued that the

public had a right; (1) that adjudicated cases be decided

on the basis of general principles and standards known to the

parties and applicable to all cases, and, (2) that the persons

who decide cases would do so on the basis of testimony and

arguments put by parties and this alone. (It is difficult

to reconcile this adversarial concept of justice with Hector*s

call for greater use of inquisitorial fact finding methods.)

Hector argued that the CAB lacked standards; the Hoover Report

of 1949 had concluded that the CAB in route licensing cases

37. Ibid.
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"provides little help in understanding its
governing principles; its opinions suggest that
the Board has failed to fac^Qsquarely the need
for an underlying program".

Hec tor urged that the CAB seemed to be typical of economic

regulatory agencies in its case by case approach (he instanced

the FGC*s licensing of television stations). In addition to

being unfair to parties in CAB cases the lack of general

policy excluded control by public, congressional and

executive criticisms. The problem was that the CAB members

had been given policy making, adjudicative, administrative and

investigative duties which were by their very nature

39
incompatible. Hector proposed that J (1) policy making be

transferred to an executive agency e.g. the Department of

Commerce, (2) the judicial and appellate duties of the CAB

be transferred to a true administrative court, and (3) the

duties of investigation and prosecution be transferred to an

executive agency such as the Department of Justice.

Lon Fuller agreed with Hector saying,

"we must face the plain truth that adjudication is an
ineffective instrument for economic management and
for governmental partic-jgation in the allocation
of economic resources."

Not only was the agency machinery unjust but it was inefficient.

38. Hoover 1949 p. 40 cf. Caves 1962 p. 298.

39. Hector I960 p. 963.

40. The Morality of Law p. 176.
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R. E. Cushman would have agreed with Hector °t he

argued that,

"there has been no long-time policy planning worthy
of the name or adequate to thc^major problems in the
fields of regulatory action".

Cushman considered that the preoccupation of IRC staffs

with adjudication hindered planning, that too little

research was undertaken and that the apathy of commissioners

militated against good planning.

Cushman*s solution was the proposal that separate planning

agencies should be set up or else planning bodies should be set

up as either ad hoc or permanent adjuncts to the agencies.

The British use of policy guidance in civil aviation offered

one way of combining adjudication with overall planning

control by a separate body. It remains to be seen whether

the combination has proved successful.

(3) The position of the IRC in Government

The above discussion of the agencies* ability to make

long term policy plans has led theorists to question the

value of the IRCs independence. Although there is a certain

system of Presidential control over the agencies through

appointments and removals of commissioners, there has not

developed a system of overall policy control by the central

41. Cushman 1941 p. 730.
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42
executive over the IRCs. In I960 Professor Redford proposed

the establishment of an 'executive centre' (within a department

of government) to develop 'policy guides* which the
43

commissions could then apply in day to day decisions. Such

a centre it was hoped would achieve the same end as r"tbm°

independent policy making agencyJ it would separate

adjudication from policy making in order to facilitate planning.

Judge Henry Friendly considered such a separation of

policy making from adjudication and found it
44

"hard to think of anything worse"',

he argued that it was the commission*s function to make policy

and that men of appropriate calibre would not be attracted to

the agency if the latter merely made 'day to day* decisions in

the light of White House 'policy guides*. He added an

argument concerning the difficulty of dividing the policy making

function saying,

"The making of such a line between big and little issues
would itself present a not inconsiderable problem in
the definition of standards with the executive group
caaAfeUiptly trying to push the line farther down the
field and the agency resisting; such pulling £gd
hauling seems to me a new source of friction".

42. Redford I960.

43. Ibid p. 25, pp. 26-7.

44. Friendly 1962 p. 153.

45. Ibid p. 155.
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James M. Landis in "The Administrative Process" put

forward a master thesis that the administrative process,

"is not, as some suppose, simply an extension of
executive power ... In the grant to it of that full
ambit of authority necessary for it in order to plan,
to promote, and to police, it presents an
assemblage of rights nojgally exercisable by
government as a whole".

Landis believed that agencies could plan effectively although

their past records were poor,and agreed with Friendly that

a separation of policy making and adjudication would weaken
47

the agencies. He ridiculed the conclusion of the President*s

Committee on Administrative Management that the IRCs constituted

a "headless fourth branch" of government.

Landis favoured the system in which agencies were free

to make large policy decisions but in his 1960 report to the

President-Elect he emphasised the need for co-ordinating

planning policy at the highest level. He proposed the establishment

in the Executive Office of the President a department for

•Oversight of Regulatory Agencies* with authority to propose

48
Presidential plans.

Although for Landis some overall control of IRCs was

desirable,mainly for co-ordination, he saw the agencies as

essentially combining powers of adjudication and government

t

46. Landis 1966 p. 15;see L.L. Jaffe*s Introduction p. viii.

47. Ibid pp. 15-35.

48. But cf. Jaffa 1964.
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and deriving strength from that combination.

Landis's optimism concerning the abilities of the
49

XRCs was perhaps countered by the pessimism of M. H. Bernstein.

Bernstein expounded his idea of the process of 'industry

orientation* of agencies. Agencies operated in the political

arena, ("regulation cannot be understood apart from its social

and political context"50). He argued that the fiction that

agencies *took out of politics* was responsible for many of

the weaknesses of the IRCs, a main element of which was the

agencies* inability to resist the power of the regulatees.

Independence involved isolation from the sources of political

pomsr and thus, Bernstein argued, the agencies, after the

first flood of enthusiasm, had no support with which they

could further the public interest against the regulated groups

interests. He said,

"Strong political leadership is basic to regulatory
success. Without the backing of political ldaders
in the legislative and executive branches of the
government, a regulatory agency will be unable to
make significant headway against the opposition of
regulated interests. The failure of political leaders
to formulate regulatory goals and give suppxjrt to
regulatory policies paves the way for acceptance by
the agency of the philosophy and values as well as
specific regulatory proposals of the affected groups".

Landid had argued the virtues of independence but Bernstein

showed the other side of the coin. Their proposals for remedies

did not differ radically. Bernstein urged that a clear

congressional mandate be set out in the parent Act to lay down

49. Bernstein 1966.

50. Ibid p. 278.

51. Ibid pp. 284-5.
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the objectives of the agency. He argued that the

President and the executive should support the agency, not

merely by co-ordinating general planning (as Landis desired)

but by bolstering their political strength. Bernstein admitted

that,

"through a closer association with other government bodies
a regulatory agency may risk loss of prestige and
destruction of continuity and stability of policy as a
result of national political changes. But it will also
have an opportunity to secure the benefits of political
leadership, popular support!^ and policy integration, and
at the same time increase its usefulness and

52
significance in the area of economic policy".

Thus Bernstein argued for political support rather than

political policy control (save by co-ordination) if the two

could be separated. His reason for such control was not so

much to produce a policy but to produce the right policy i.e. one

able to resist the regulated industry's selfish demands.

Here I will leave the huge debate on the place of the

agency in government but some questions have been raised which

may be relevant to an examination of the CAA and its policy

guidance, for example; (1) Does the existence of clear policy

or good planning depend on legislative or executive policy

making?, (2) To what extent do agencies require political support?,

(3) Is political support compatible with the agency's own

adjudicative and policy making functions?, (4) should agency

relations with the executive and legislative branches be more

53
formally described?.

52. Bernstein p. 287.

53. e.g. Cushman proposed clearer division of responsibilities
under the statute between the agencies and courts, Congress
and President with more formal Presidential powers of
policy direction (Cushman 1941 pp. 697-8).
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(4) The Combination of Powers in IRCs

The IRCs have combined legislative)executive and

judicial powers and, especially in the corablnatlon Qf the

, . . ... . „ have been made. We may see from thelast two, criticisms '
discussion e.g. of Fuller above that many of the objections

to the combination of adjudicative and managerial powers

were based on an old fashioned idea of administrative justice.

Thus Bernstein pointed out the contradictions of the over-

legalistic attitude of the American Bar Association (ABA)

saying,

"The sharp inconsistency between the views that
commissions are non political and that administrative
adjudication is suspect because it is subject to
political forces h^ never appeared to bother the
legal profession".

Nevertheless the combinations of adjudication and

manageMMt and of the roles of prosecutor and judge in the

agencies have produced peculiarly difficult problems even for

one not adhering to the ABA position. Before Cushman and the

Attorney General's Committee wrote in 1941 it was usual for

agencies to bring actions against persons by investigating,
55

preparing a case, hearing argument and making a decision.

54. Bernstein p. 195.

55. A common procedure took the form of {1) the issue of a
notice of complaint by the commission stating that the
law had been violated and that there was a public interest
in restraining the breach, (2) a hearing before the
commission in which commission counsel tried to prove the
matter, (3) determination by the commission (Landis 1966
pp. 91-8).
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Cushman desired a separation of the prosecutor-judge function
56

by placing agencies within government departments but

separating the administrative from the judicial section (the

latter would be more independent). The Attorney-General*s
57

Committee favoured an internal separation by the

creation of the office of hearing commissioner to hear

agency cases. Such officers were to be employed by the Civil

Service Commission and attached to agencies in separate units,
58

they should have no other functions save hearing cases.

This proposal was put into effect by the Administrative
59

Procedure Act 1946 but a problem of the agency's own

knowledge filtering through to the hearings commissioner
t

still existed and some doubted whether the APA had produced

. . 60
any real changes.

As well as objecting to the agency's combination of

prosecuting and judicial functions critics urged that

gnaai -judicial powers should not be coupled with managerial powers
more than absolutely necessary. Thus Cushman pr<xVsed the

triple division of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 (which set

56. Cushman 1941 pp. 708-15.

57. 1941 p. 46.

58. Ibid p. 50.

59. Section 11.

60. Bernstein 1966 pp. 195-8, Parker 1951 pp. 581-4.
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up the Civil Aeronautics Authority [an independent quasi-

judicial body], the Civil Aeronautics Administrator [responsible
to the President for executive and promotional functions] and

the Air Safety Board) for its separation of functions.6*
J.M. Landis, on the other hand, argued for the combination

of powers,

"To place adjudication outside the administrative
process would tend to threaten the carrying through
of those policies whose formulation was so deliberately
given to the administrative. But the fact that there
is this fusion of prosecution and adjudication in a
single administrative agency does not imply the absence
of all checks".

He argued that checks did exist in administration, e.g. precedents

confined discretion, findings of fact had to be detailed,

policy had to regulate effectively the independence of the

agency served as a check as did judicial review. For Landis

the combination of powers was necessary and desirable for efficient

regulation. He did not thereby deny the possibility of

abuses e.g. in the shape of interference from the executive
63

and legislative branches but hearings commissioners, having

a bias towards the commission view yet disassociated with the

earlier phases of the proceeding, would provide useful judges,

and,

"the net balance would still seem to fg^our leaving
adjudication with the administrative".

61. But cf. Edwards Chap. 19.

62. Landis 1966 p. 98.

63. Ibid p. lOl.

64. Ibid p. 106.
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Separation of functions was no guarantee of protection
65

anyway, Landis added. The IRCs had been given the powers

of the three branches of government yet those powers were

placed beyond the immediate control of any one branch, yet
66

subject to checks by each of them. Landis concluded that

the 'fourth branch' of government was not tee be feared because

of its combination of powers*, such combinations provided

answers to the deficiencies of the other three branches.

With respect to the CAA this whole debate points once

more to the question whether the u«e of a system of written

policy guidance could combine powers to achieve the advantages

of co-ordination as opposed to the confusions of conflicting

powers.

(5) The IRC as a Regulatory device

Sometimes it has been forgotten that the IRC operates

in the public interest in controlling an industry of vital

concern to the state. The IRC was usually given the tasks

of regulating both in the public interest and in order to

preserve the general health of the industry. Because of this

division of loyalties problems have sometimes arisen because

of the regulatees ability to influence the agency's perception

of its objectives. Some have argued that agencies easily

become protectors of the regulatees.

65. Ibid.

66. Ibid p. 111.
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Bernstein considered that due to the political

isolation of the IRC it was particularly vulnerable to

the pressures exerted by the regulated groups. He

concentrated his criticisms on the IRC as a device for

controlling industry,arguing that common faults with the IRC
67

were,

(1) Policies became fragmentedJ the agencies had failed to

stimulate improvements in the regulated industries

(2) Apathy crept over the agency

(3) Regulation grew to depend on acceptance by the regulated

groups', the agency depended on the regulatees for

survival

(4) Agencies tended to become over judicialised at the cost

of efficiency

(5) Independence had proven a source of weakness in separating

the agency from political support

(6) The commissions would tend to narrow the pu blic interest

down to a set of economic relationships, overlooking

wider issues.

Thus, instead of the positive regulation expected of an

agency, Bernstein argued that a process of degeneration

inevitably set in due to the strength of the industry groups

68
and the lack of political muscle in the agency. He argued'

67. Bernstein 1966 p. 100.

68. Ibid pp. 74-91.
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that there were four stages in an agency's life

(1) Gestation i.e. the development of concern about a

problem and the rising desire to regulate, resulting

in the creation of an agency

(2) Youth. The inexperienced agency is out manoeuvred by the

know how of the regulatees but it operates with a crusading

zeal. Gradually the initial political support for the

agency dies down.

69
(3) Maturity (and the process of devitalisation) sets in

and the commission relies increasingly on settled procedures.

Regulation becomes more positive as expertise has grown',

however the agency has become more concerned with the

health of the industry and further isolated from the

mainstream of politics. The regulated group sets the

limits to regulation. The agency begins to lose vitality,

it depends more and more on precedents.

(4) Old Age (debility and decline). Depending upon the vigour

of the leading agency personnel the agencies take different

periods to reach senescence, when public interest is lost
70

from sight in "quasi-judicialifc.is". The agency becomes more

passive and aims to protect the industry on lines laid down

by the regulated groups.

69. Ibid p. 86.

70. L. Brownlow's phase, borrowed by Bernstein (p. 92).
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Thus Bernstein saw the independent regulatory

commission as an unsuitable device for furthering the public

interest', more political power was needed. He wanted to

see the IRCs act ing as openly political bodies without

the fictions of neutrality, objectivity and rule following

promulgated by the legalists.

If we combine the criticisms of Bernstein with those made

in the other sections above we will see that almost all

aspects of the multi-faceted agencies have been criticised.

There does not appear to be a great deal of agreement as to these

defects or remedies (e.g. if one compares Landis and Hector

or Friendly and Fuller on the problem of whether to combine or

separate adjudication and management). Many criticisms take the

forms of generalisations about all IRCs, e.g. Bernstein's
71

notion of industry-orientation but some theorists e.g. K.C. Davis,

have stressed the necessity of researching the operation of

each agency individually.

What the above sketch of American theorists does do is to

give an indication of the kinds of question raised by the multi-

faceted agency and the comprehensive approach called for in

criticising them. Many of the above problems have not been raised
72

in this acute form in British administrative theory, (they

71. Davis 1971, p. 232.

72. Save perhaps in discussing the guidance to be given to
nationalised industries (however these are managerial
rather than regulatory and adjudicatory bodies).
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have of course been raised e.g. by the Donoughraore and

Franks Committees but only within a narrow administrative

law framework and not in the broader governmental sphere).

The above discussion offers only an outline; a detailed

study of the American administrative process is outside the

scope of this thesis. It has raised many quest ions of

relevance to the CAA, questions which are all the more pointed

because they have been asked about the American agencies. I

will now by way of reviewing the above discussion, outline

the main questions to be applied to a study of the CAA based

on the American experience of IRCs.

(b) The American critic* and the CAA

Although I have argued that the CAA represents a movement

towards the multi-faceted agency along the lines of the IRC

of America, I do not want to equate the two. American academics

have not been slow to recognise factors differentiating
73

British from American regulation (e.g. Cushman noted that the main

differences were due to (a) the vitality of the doctrine of

laissez faire in Britian producing a no man's land between

free enterprise and nationalisation, (b) the British

respect for the integrity of business institutions and the

trust put in them, (c) the political supremacy of vested

economic interests in England, (d) the confidence in

nationalisation and in civil servants in England).

73. Cushman 1941 pp. SOl-8.
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Apart from anything else the American concern for the

separation of powers and the British concern for

parliamentary responsibility give different approaches to

the setting up of multi faceted agencies, At the crude level

this would mean that the Americans would be concerned more

with the relationships between t he different powers of

the agency and the agency with other branches of government, the

British with attaining the correct degree of parliamentary

responsibility (on analysis the differences in approach

might not be so marked; after all Americans are concerned

about executive control and the division of powers is Af concern

to the British).

Nevertheless in spite of Anglo/American differences it

appears that there is a good deal to be learned from American

theorists about the multi faceted agency.

The Fuller - Friendly - Dickinson - Davis debate concerning

the place of standards and rules in the administrative

process raised the ^hole question of justiciability and the

attitude towards rules in government

administration and theory. In the next section I

will consider the British experience of choosing different

machinery of control and ask whether Governments have acted on

clear principles as to the kind of combinations of powers they

may set up, or even whether Governments have had clear

expectations from the systems of adjudication and control they

have set up.
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As for the study of the CAA the American theory

prompts one to examine (a) the degree of rule making both

formal and informal used in the CAA system, (b) the role of

formal cases, (c) whether precedents have value, (d) whether

clear policy lines have been disclosed, (e) the balance

between the informal and formal processes, (f) the systems of

checking(structuring and confining discretion in the CAA,

(g) wheth6*parties ^can predict CAA decisions and

whether they think hearings are fair?

These questions and others would relate to the general

question whether one can judge (and whether administrators

attempt to judge) along Davis* lines the optimum level of

openness in standards and rules and, if so, whether that level

is being achieved. Thus one would attempt to describe the

various methods of disclosure, their value and the motives

for open ness or secrecy found in the agency. One would be

especially concerned to examine the degree to which the

oti er • aspects* of the agency*s activity (i.e. its

* independence* and managerial functions) influence the use of

rules or standards.

What the theorists like Friendly and Davis do is to

challenge one to assess the role of standards, rules, policies,

principles etc., not on the legalistic or Diceyan model of

justice but in conjunction with an assessment of the requirements

of efficiency.
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The American theorist^ concern with the separation of

powers, the ability of the agencies to make plans and the

dispute concerning the proper place of the agency in

government points to a crucial aspect of the CAA viz. its

relationship to the Department of Trade.

In general the IRCs were free to make general policies

subject only to a degree of Presidential control and the

broad objectives of the parent statute. The CAA has been

more rigidly harnessed to departmental control. We will see

74
below that the Government felt it necessary in setting up

the CAA to retain overall policy control by retaining

Ministerial appeals, traffic rights negotiating powers,

powers of direction and by issuing a "Policy Guidance"

document setting out detailed aims and duties of the

Authority.

The whole problem that so worried Friendly has been

raised. Hector advocated a separate policy making body in

government and Friendly argued the impossibility of dividing

discretion between the agency and the department. A number of

questions are thus raised by the use of the CAA policy

guidance* inter alia we might ask:

(a) does the 'guidance* offer any real guidance at all? (In the

CAA more guided than American agencies?)

(b) can the CAA make its own general policy?

74. See Chapter two.
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(c) does CAA policy conflict with governmental policy?

(d) how can the CAA cope with a changed governmental

policy, e.g. after a change in government as in 1974?

(e) does the guidance aid the production of policy in the

sense of standards?

(f) who interprets the policy, the government or the CAA?

(g) does the CAA staff act in co-ordination with that of the

Department of Trade or separately?

(h) has the CAA any independence or is it- an appendage to

a governaent department?

(i) is the policy guidance relied on in argument in cases

before the CAA?

(j) is Friendly correct in arguing that the division of

discretion produces confusion?

The debate on the co-ordination of functions again

prompts the questions:

(a) can the Authority act as an efficient planning agency or

is it bogged down in adjudication?

(b) does it have time to consider long term policies or does

it treat all cases as ad hoc?

(c) does the agency attempt to co-ordinate its activities

with those of other agencies and with governmental

planning?

(d) is there really in operation a legalistic myth of

objective decisionmaking in formal cases?
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(e) who believes the myth?

(f) do the airlines concede respect to the CAA on the

basis of its 'independence'?

(g) could it be argued that there are considerable

advantages in giving one body comprehensive powers?

(h) how does the GAA attempt to counter abuses arising from its

combina tion of power s ?

(i) do parties to cases and airlines in general understand

the managing policies of the CAA, how are these disclosed?

(j) would a reorganisation of the CAA using hearings

commissioners aid fairness and efficiency?

(k) is there a separation of powers operating internally

in the CAA or is there a de facto co-ordination of all

such functions?

(1) would such a separation give the airlines more confidence

or insight into the CAA or would it just hinder the

agency's operations?

Finally, the approach of Bernstein raises another host

of issues to be answered by the student of the CAA viz.:

(a) Is the CAA seen as a 'political body'?

(b) Does it receive political support?

(c) Does it distinguish the industry interests from those

of the public or equate the two?

(d) Does it possess sufficient expertise to control the

airlines?
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(e) Can airlines impose their own needs on the Authority?

(f) Could it be argued that the Authority is ataparticular

stage of Bernstein's 'life-cycle1?

(g) Will it decline into old age and regulate for the

industry?

(h) Can the CAA impose its ideas upon the industry by positive

regulation, leading the industry t»»imp*«flre its service?

(i) To what extent does the Authority depend upon the

acceptance and co-operation of the airlines for its

survival?

(j) Does the CAA rely increasingly upon the quasi-judicial

approach as a defence mechanism? - Against whom, the

industry or government?

(k) What pressures are exercised informally both by government

and industry over the Authority?

Further to the above questions which are representative

of those raised by the American theorists one might ask the

more general question, whether the British multi-faceted agency,

operating within a different governmental system and being subject

to a different kind of overall control, can avoid some of the

pitfalls which its American cousins have succumbed to.

In my study of the CAA I will attack the above

questions in an attempt not merely to judge the efficiency and

justices of the system of controlling civil aviation and not
Context

merely to place the CAA in its tribunal and governmental/but in

order to examine whether administrative theories such as those

discussed above can be applied convincingly in practical research.
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CHAPTER 1.5.1

Justiciability and the Choice of Decision making body

Since I have argued that the CAA offers a relatively

novel combination of powers producing particularly acute

problems^it is relevant to consider how the machinery of the
CAA1 came to be chosen and how the reasoning behind much a

choice fits the set of traditional justifications (if there

are any) for different kinds of adjudication or control .

In this section I will consider how governments have
2

chosen particular kinds of agency or decision making procedure

and whether the reasons behind such choices show that

consistent choices have been made. I discuss the notion of

•justiciability* because many of the debates on the choice

of a machinery of control or decision have been concerned with

the question whether a matter is •justiciable*. The idea of

the justiciable involves a confusing ambiguity.

3
In the notion of the justiciable there are two main and

distinguishable (though not always distinguished and sometimes

deliberately confused) questions. These aire:

(1) Is the matter susceptible to decision making on the basis

of pre-formed rules, standards or principles? and,

(2) Ought the Government to delegate the degree of political

discretion contained in that sphere to a body removed from

parliamentary control?

1. In this section I aun concerned with the combination of powers
in the CAA not the decision to use licensing to control
aviation. 1 discuss the use of licensing as a device of
control in section 1.2.2.

2. I rely heavily on Ganz 1972.

3. see Marshall 1961, Fuller 1971 pp. 46-7, 170-77, Summers 1963,
Stevens and Young 1964 Chap. 3, Hepple 1971, Diplock 1967,
Sawer 1963.
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4
This was a distinction noted by G. Marshall in 1964.

The problem has been complicated by the failure of those in

debates to separate these two senses e.g. by arguing that a

•political question1 is not suitable for court decision because

political decisions are not susceptible of analysis in terms

5
of pre-formed rules etc.. (G. Sawer pointed out that in the

US case of Baker v. Carr (7 L,£d 2nd 663 (1962)) the Supreme

Court in listing the grounds for classifying a question as

•political* (and therefore not determinable by the court) gave

as one, "a lack of judicially discoverable and manageable

standards for resolving it".)

In choosing whether to give a decision to a court, a

tribunal or Minister and in choosing the machinery of

controlling a discretion^Governments and Parliaments have

balanced the requirements of political control and flexibility

against the need for fair and open adjudication on the basis

of set standards. A problem is whether we can assess the

suitability of adjudicative procedure to a task beforehand.

This question is one half of Marshall's "two interlocking

questions involved in the notion of •justiciability*". (The

other half is the question "How far is it possible to make the

concept of judicial methods precise?".6)
On the question whether one could form principles guiding

the decision whether to give a court, tribunal or Minister a

4. Marshall 1961 p. 268.

5. Sawer 1963 p. 50.

6. Marshall 1961 p. 277.
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particular question the Franks Committee stressed the

importance of the judicial/administrative and the rule of
7

law/arbitrary distinctions and concluded,

"But it must be confessed that neither pair yields
a valid principle on which one can decide whether
the duty of making a certain decision should be laid
upon a tribunal or upon a Minister, or whether
the existing allocation of decisions between
tribunals and Ministers is appropriate ... An empirical
approach may be the most useful."

In discussing the question of justiciability in

immigration appeals raised by the Dutschhe case (which I will

return to) B#A. Heppla argued that,

"The empiricism of the Franks Report has led to a
failure face up to the questions what kind of
issue ought to be the subject of adjudication? This
meant that Parliament was acting without principles
when it decided to disregard the advice of the
Wilson Committee that decisions on political (although
not security) grounds should not be subject to an
appeal. The absence of a consistent theory of justiciability
has been reflected in the confugion of ideas about the
nature of the Dutschhe appeal."

Should the ad hoc or empirical approach have been tempered

by principles governing the choice of a procedure of a degree of

independance? Have such principles emerged in Government choices

of procedure and agency?

I will attempt to describe the various arguments used in the

debates concerning the allocation of decisions in order to assess

the rationality of such Governmental decisions. Such a discussion

will allow us to see the choice of the CAA's particular form of

decision making and discretionary powers in context and may

indicate a way to test the effectiveness of that choice.

S, Franks paragraph 30.

8. Hepple 1971 p. 503.
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Although the questions of procedure and independence are

confused in the debates I will discuss the idea of

justiciability and Governmental choice vender the two headings

of

(a) Is the procedure suitable and is it fair? and

(b) Independence: Will the Government delegate control?

Such an approach may involve a degree of overlap but it will

serve to give an indication of the governmental problems

encountered.

(a) Is the Procedure Suitable? Is it Fair?

Generally the Government in choosing a decision making

agency would have had a choice of decision by court, tribunal

or minister. It would decide whether a formal adversary

procedure was desirable. The question would arise whether the

question could be properly answered it it was given to a body

high up the judicial scale (i.e. one relying on open and formal

adversary procedure). A number of different reasons could be

given for not allowing a court to decide e.g.

(1) the decision demanded expert judgement - a court is not

expert,

(2) standards and a case law would not build up and the bafefits

of a court system would be lost,

(3) the decision was political (whether or not the court fould

form standards) and a court1s credibility would diminish as it

became more •political'. These arguments would apply to a lesser

extent to the fiore formal tribunals.
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In favour of more formal adversary systems it could be

argued e.g.

(1) courts would build up expertise and case law,

(2) the prestige of the court could be used to de-politicise

a matter,

(3) the formal system served to protect the rights of parties

and was open", it gave predictability and accorded more with

the rule of law.

The first major conflict of these arguments concerned the
g

Restrictive Trade Practices Act 1956. The Government desired

to invoke the prestige of the court system and the Opposition

desired a body closer to the review of public opinion. The

House of Commons debate on the Bill confused the issues of the

suitability of the courts procedure and the d esirability of

an independent decision maker.

The Government argued that the use of lay advisory

members would allow a court decision}that the courts would give

certainty and predictability and that the matter ought to be

taken out of politics. The Opposition replied that the greatest

accumblation of expertise rested in the Minister and that

Parliament ought to have some control over decisions.

The main argument was whether judges could perform the

required functions adequately. Sir Lynn Ungoed'Thomas for the

opposition argued that judges should n#* apply the law

"In this case the d^gision will be a political and
economic decision".

9. See Stevens & Yaraey 1964 Chap. 3, Cunningham 1971.

10. H.C. Deb. Vol. 549 Col. 3029.
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Against this the Government argued that the courts had

considered similar questions in contract cases on the restraint

of trade and in patents cases; the Railways and Canals

Commission had decided *just and reasonable* rates - any matter

was justiciable if taken at the correct level. Sir Lynn

replied that the matter was not subsumable under rules and

was a governmental decision.^
Viscount Kilmuir, when moving second reading of the Bill

in the House of Lords, stated that the Bill covered ...

"the laying down o^criteria so that a justiciable
issue is evolved."

He admitted that the Bill gave the courts,

"a task which will take judges outside the
ordinary field of judicial activity and involve
them in applying economic and vj^.ue judgements
in which they are not trained."

Thus a member of questions arose after some years of

RFC activity viz.,

(1) could standards and predictability be developed?

(2) were jlodges fitted to making economic decisions?

(3) did the court, by making decisions of open political

interest thereby lose some of the prestige attaching to

•neutral* courts?

11. H.C. Deb. 549 Col. 2042

12. H.C. Deb. 551 Col. 410

13. H. of Lords June 26 1956 Col. 10 - quoted in Cunningham 1971
p. 483.

14. Ibid Col. 18.
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On the latter matter R.B. Stevens and B.S. Yomey

expressed concern stating that,

"The disguising of economic policy issues as judicial
ones, when they have customarily been settled as
political issues,may well prove to have an
unfortunate constitutional development

and that judges had been forced,

"To make overt value judgements and in this sense undermine
the concept of judicial impartiality as understood in
Eng1and." b
Lord Diplock, a judge and former president of the

Restrictive Practices Court addressed himself to the question

of justiciable standards in his 1967 Jerusalem lecture. He

considered that a question was justiciable if,

"when the relevant facts have been ascertained, the
answer which would be given by persons of^oramon
training and habits would be predictable" (at p.18).

He accepted the need for full time members of the court who were

not judges but had business experience and then noted that he

had not judged a case where the decision of the court was not

unanimous. (If unanimity was offered as an indication of

predictability I feel the point needed more argument. )

Lord Diplock stated that

"the very nature of the issues involved in cases about
restrictive trading agreements ... makes it difficult
to say that any case is similar to another.
Circumstances vary so greatly from industry to industry
and from trade to trade. The Court has accordingly

15. Stevens and Momey 1965 r>. 153.

16. Ibid p. 143.

17. Diplock 1967 p. 18.
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discouraged any tendency to treat its decisions -

as binding precede^s affecting its decisions in
subsequent cases".

He did add that in spite of this a body of jurisprudence had

grown and a lawyer could now advise his client - (but he

could not advise with confidence that any agreement would

be upheld).

Stevens and Yomey considered that the early promise of

precedents had declined, saying,

"None of the recent decisions appears to have had the
effect of causing^^ny but closely related agreements
to be abandoned."

Standards had evolved in some cases but without a framework

of legal principles these had not offered consistency^

indeed consistency was scarcely a relevant concept since the

Court was mainly concerned with the characteristics of

a particular industry.^0
On the question whether the courts were best fitted to

answer economic questions Lord Diplock, assuming that standards

could be developed adequately, asked whether an administrative

body with inquisitori al powers could not ascertain the

relevant facts and evaluate economic opinions more efficiently

18. Ibid p. 25.

19. Stevens and Yqmey 1965 p. 143. However, P. Hutber in
"Wanted - a Monopoly Policy" (I960) p. 26 had argued that
the early RFC cases had yielded predictable standards
saying "Though every case is considered on its merits, clear
principles and precedents do in fact emerge. Thus the
snowball effect of each judgement makes the procedure a
remarkably speedy one." (Quoted by Stevens & Yomey p. 143).

20. Ibid.
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than a court. Lord Diplock defended the court system arguing

that

"The answer ... depe^^s to a large extent upon the
national tradition", (at p. 19).

He believed that lawyers would specialise and become experts

in the field and pointed out that superior courts could always

control the RFC which would not be the case with an

administrative tribunal since,

"we not perfected a regular system of administrative
law".

(The latter was perhaps a point to be contested.) Stevens and

Yqmey were not convinced that the RFC was the best device for

answering ec^n^ic quest ions J they said,

"The British Act ... in seeking to have both the
advantages of a less dogmatic approach to the
effects of competition and also the advantages
of the judicial process, has failed to achieve the
latter."

and,

"The fid-lure to appreciate the nature of the judicial
process led Parliament in 1956 to commit to judges
the type of tasks which even American judges, far
more accustomed to handling matters of an economic
and polit ica^nature, would assume were beyond their
competence".

21. Diplock 1967 p. 19.

22. Ibid.

23. Stevens and Yaraey 1965 p. 140.

24. Ibid p. 140 (see also the CBI criticisms of the RFC in
Farmer 1974 pp. 31-2.).
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The Restrictive Practices Court led the way and

served to indicate just how far the Government would go in

both adapting the system of adversary procedure to its

own ends and in turning over *political' questions to

the courts.

25
Ganz quoted a number of examples where the Govern®611*

had decided not to entrust matters to a court. When under

the Industrial Development Act 1966 the Government substituted

discretionary investment grants for investment allowances (able

to be set off against tax as of right) the Opposition attacked

the move. The Government reserved the power of definition for

the Minister because it would not trust the courts with wider

powers.' In the area of slum clearance the Government refused

to entrust a reasonably precise standard (unfitness of

housing) to a court. In reply to the Franks Committee the

Treasury Solicitor stressed the large policy element in the

27
decision which could not be formulated beforehand^ in spite

23
of this Franks recommended an independent tribunal for the task

but this was not implemented.

25. Ganz 1972 p. 219.

26. This followed the Hiftnn Y Maden_case ([1959] 1 W.L.R. 875).
See the resulting case of British Oxygen Co. Ltd. v. Board
of Trade [1973] A.C. 610. ~

27. Franks Minutes of Evidence Day 8 Q 1847.

28. Franks paragraph 399.
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The 1962 Royal Commission on the Press considered the

machinery for regulating newspaper mergers. It felt that an

independent administrative body would be able to take account

of matters of broad public interest but added that it would not

recommend that,

"so great a power should be placed in the hands of a
tribunal which, however eminent and responsible would
be answera^^e to no one and have no clear legal criteria
to apply."

It did not favour a body based on the configuration of the

advisory body to the Minister as under the Monopolies and

Restrictive Practices (Inquiry and Control) Act 1948. The

question was felt to be a matter which should not be under the

direct control of Parliament. Thus the Commission proposed to

entrust the discretion to a specially constituted court of

law from whose decisions an appeal in law would be to higher

courts (it cited the precedent of the Restrictive Practices

Court).

The report was notable in rejecting the tribunal as

lacking responsibility and formal legal standards^in rejecting
a Ministerial system and in manifesting its confidence in

the sufficiency of court procedures. The Labour Governemnt

did not follow the Commission,' Ganz quoted Mr. Jay who said,
"these decisions on freedom of speech, free expression
of opinion and the ggblic interest, are simply not
justiciable issues"

29. Cmnd. 1811 1902 paragraphs 341-2.

30. H.C. Deb. Vol. 709 Col. 1213 quoted Gans 1972 p. 218.
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and Mr. Barber who a*9ue^ for the opposition that he could

"see the very real difficulty of stating the criteria
of public interest with suffic^jnt precision to
create justiciable issues ..."

The problem of suitability of procedure this raises at

least two problems;

(1) can the procedure decide the issues efficiently and on the

basis of all relevant information?

(2) does the procedure give fairness and predictability by

developing clear standards?

As was hinted at in the discussion of the Royal Commission

on the press the problem was made more difficult (tending to

produce departmental decision making) where the matter involved

was politically controversial or where the Government was incapable

of setting down policy beforehand.

Thus the creation of the ITA by the 1954 Television Act

produced the problem of establishing a fair and efficient

procedure for allocating and re-allocating television licences.

Main questions to be asked about the system wereJ

(1) Was the system of informal, private licensing hearings

together with private, scanty reason giving, the best way to give

out television and local radio licences? and

(2) Could the Authority make their decisions justiciable

(in the sense of susceptible to decision making on the basis of

standards) by creating standards for licensing and re-allocation

of licences?

31. Ibid Col. 1228.
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In the 1954 debates the preoccupation of MP was with

the monopoly versus competition issue. People assumed that

the ITA would have to be independent of Government for

libertarian reasons and^since the Government could not create

pre-formed standards to guide the authority^it simply gave

it the job, some general guidance and let it carry on. The

ITA was placed under no duty to give formal hearings in

licensing cases (in 1954 perhaps the Act was tinged with the

idea that applicants attempted to gain privileges) and in the

32
event it gave few reasons for decisions.

In 1967 the first round of licensing renewals occurred and

33
aroused the critics. No interview was competitive, ITA

deliberations were secret and the crudest of criteria for

selection were offered e.g. financial soundness, intended
34

programme policy and suitability of management ; consequently

any reasons given were couched in fairly imprecise terms. A

number of companies suffered, principally TWW which lost the

Welsh franchise to Hsu:lech TV and Rediffusion which was fo— c!

into a junior partnership in Thames TV with ABC. TWW shares

35 «
shot down rapidly and after the decision TWW insisted that no

warnings had been given.^

32. Lewis 1975 p. 320 and notes 23-4.

33. See Lewis *IBA Programme Contract Awards• 1975 Public Law.

34. Evidence of IBA to Select Committee on Nationalised Industries

(1971) paragraph 34.

35. De Smith p. 197 n. 28.

36. Lewis 1975 p. 321.
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When the 1964 Act was debated in 1967 the ITA was

criticised both for its independence and its lack of

standards. Dr. M.P. Winstanley pleaded,

"We are getting a little too used, in my opinji^n^to
power being exercised by non elected bodies."

He urged that the criteria of the ITA be openly published

and that decisions of the Authority should be open adding,

"It seems to me to be very difficult to expect
a company to conform to the wishes of t^g Authority
unless those wishes are clearly known."

In the same debate Mr. Edward Short the Postmaster

General defended the 'closed procedure* with the same

arguments to be used by the ITA before the Select Committee four

years later. He argued that open hearings would necessitate the

exclusion of the Press from the programme companies' he cpntinued,

"If detailed reasons had to be given the Act would
have to be amended to set out the criteria. The only
criterion now is that it must interview the

applicants, and exercising its judgement, pick out
the one whom^t thinks would produce the best
television."

Mr. Short believed that with a corporation one should *back

40
it or sack it*.

Before the 1971 Select Committee on Nationalised Industries

the IBA repeated Mr. Short*s arguments. Lord Aylestone, the

Chairman of the IBA, did not desire lawyers' hearings cm

41
licensing matters as these would have been too lengthy. He

stated that,

37. H.C. Deb. 749 Col. 422 28 June 1967.

38. H.C. Deb. 749 Col. 423 28 June 1967.

39. H.C. Deb. 749 Col. 449 28 June 1967.

40. Ibid Col. 750.

41. Evidence to the Select Committee on Nationalised Industries,
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"To have the interview in public would hinder tather
than help ... we have to take into consideration not
only progr aiggje possibilities but finances and
personnel."

He continued to argue that on confidential matters, perhaps

involving personnel at present employed in companies other

than the applicants, a deeper probing could be achieved in a

private interview. He pointed out that the Commonwealth

Office's overseas aid contracts and concessions for North Sea

Gas or Oil were not allocated publicly. He favoured the

publication of contracts with the applications of successful

applicants, no more.

The Select Committee was, in the words of Sir Donald
43

Kaberry, "not very happy with the answer" of the IBAJ it

favoured a system of public hearings for licence allocations

similar to that of the Canadian Radio and Television Commission,

arguing,

"The result is beneficial in that it requires the
Commission to make explicit the criteria on which it
bases its proposals, and crates an interested and
informed press and public."

The Committee recommended that the IBA should examine methods

of greater accountability, provide more precise information for

public examination of the criteria of decisions^

publish company proposals and invite public

debate.

42. Ibid Q.955.

43. Ibid Q. 999.

44. Select Committee on Nationalised Industries 1971 Report
paragraph 96.
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The Independent Broadcasting Authority Act 1073 section

20 provided for the publication of contracts made and the

applications of successful companies but in the case of local

sound radio franchises only, not television. (In spite of

Lord Aylestone's willingness to disclose television contracts

I was refused a specimen by the IBA in 1974 on the grounds of

confidentiality.) The Authority has started to offer some

community participation by holding public meetings to assess

45
the public desires in areas to be served by local sound radio

but it still favours the private hearings procedure for

allocating licences. In the IBA's "Evidence to the (Annan)

Committee on the Future of Broadcasting" (1973) the Authority

give three main reasons for holding interviews with contract

applicants in private: firstly; the best applicants might be
deterred from coming forward if their failures were to be

public; also consortia would be more able to engage the best

professionals wherever employed if the application did not

jeopardise their futures in the event of failure. Secondly, in

private questions could be more searching and confidential

matters raised. Thirdly, public interviews would involve the

complexity of ensuring that later applicants did not thereby
46

gain unfair advantages by listening to earlier cases.

In reply to the IBA case Lewis argued that the CAA procedure

of public hearings, using 'in camera* hearings of conft<(gntial

45. Lewis 1975 332.

46. Paragraph 245 of IBA evidence.
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aspects of the case separately, could (and should) be
47

adopted for IBA licensing cases.

In relation to my questions concerning the efficiency

and fairness of the procedure adopted^the IBA, at least,
would have argued that the informal system of choosing

licensees and controlling their programme output has proved

efficient. On the matter of whether standards have emerged

to give predictability to companies the question is more

difficult. No doubt TWW would argue that the system was

unpredictable and Norman Lewis commented that, "in spite of
48

published criteria, the picture remains obscure". We must

however beware of the assumption, perhaps made by the 1971

Select Committee on Nationalised Industries(that public hearings

and formality would ensure standards and predictability. There

are so many variables involved in the IBA choice and

control of companies that the expert body may always be assured

a sphere in which it can exercise its discretion freely (public

hearings or no public hearings). Once again the real test of

justice may be not whether public hearings are held but whether

the informal procedure is effective in offering guidance to

the companies and the public as to the Authority's decisional
49

referents in licence renewals and allocations.

Thus we do not have to equate openness or formality with

fairness. The 'closed1 procedure of the IBA was an example of

47. Lewis 1975 pp. 335-7.

48. Lewis 1975 p. 330.

49. The IBA submission to the Annan Committee stated "General
strength and weaknesses, as the Authority sees them, are
made known to the companies through the programme staff and
regional officers" (paragraph 51).
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the Governments willingness to back efficiency against
50

formality or openness. Gabrielle Ganz has discussed

the operation of the administrative process under the Control

of Offices and Industrial Development Act 1965, The Industrial

Development Act 1966 and the Local Employment Act I960. She

argued that these systems of control shared two main

characteristics:

(1) discretionary powers had been used instead of mandatory

dut ie s and

(2) their rules for administration were largely the result of

purely administrative action. This constituted a "retreat from
51

law in this area". Miss Ganz, however, arrived at a conclusion

which might be taken by the IBA to reinforce its own

views as to the informal process\ she said,

"The working of this machinery shows that the interests
of the individual may be as effectively protected b^2
a purely administrative process as by legal rules."

She added that the movement away from law to administration

"need not lead to a *ne^^despotism* so long as there are
effective safeguards".

Safeguards existed internally in some organisations and there

was always the Estimates Committee, the M.P. and the Ombudsman

offering further protection.

Miss Ganz*s articles have at least shown that fairness to

50. Ganz 1967.

51. Ibid p. 104.

52. Ibid p. 105.

53. Ibid p. 106. See also Titmuss 1971, cf. Joseph 1975.
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regulatees may in part be seen as a function of efficiency.

Thus the choice of a particular system of control should

balance flexibility and predictability taking account of

the particular circumstances. To call for maximisation of

openness, fairness and impartiality (or formality) is to
54

oversimplify the issue.

Here I have considered debates on the structure of a proposed

agency which have taken as a main issue the question whether

predictable standards can be established to govern a

decision. Although this argument has often been used it has

seldom proved decisive, (It did not stop the Restrictive

Practices Court or the IBA from being set up) nor is it clear

whether formal or predictable standards have been desired in

all cases (e.g. in Industrial Development or Broadcasting). On

the other hand in some cases,e.g. Restrictive Practices,the
absence of predictable standards has been taken as a weakness.

Hard and fast rules have proven difficult to find in this

area; any one of a number of considerations(e.g. the need for

Parliamentary control, the need to take out of politics, the

need to use the courts status as an independent body)might
overrule others. Thus in considering the past significance of

this first aim of the justiciability debate as part of the

background •£> thesetting up of the CAA,one is forced to conclude

54. See Woll 1963 p. 190.
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that although the debate has been long it has, as the

Franks Committee noted, left no guiding principles. In

the past the aim was to give predictability and standards

consistent with other factors. The machinery set up to

achieve this objective has varied from case to case and has

not always enjoyed success.

Having considered the theoretically unsatisfactory

history of the debate asking whether a matter is susceptible

of decision making according to standards I will now look

at the other, and related, side of the justiciability

question, whether the Government will delegate control to

an independent body.

(b) Justiciability - Will the Government delegate control to

an Independent Body?

I will first consider reasons used for retaining

ministerial control of decision making and then I will look

at cases where the independent body has been given a free

discretion because the Government could not formulate a policy

controlling the discretion sufficiently in advance.

(i) Ministerial Control. On this matter it is clear that

the question of suitability of procedure and desirability of

ministerial control overlap. The overlap is briefly

demonstrable; after the Opposition had proposed an amendment

to the Control of Offices Bill 1965 to set up an appeal tribunal

to hear appeals on law and fact from the refusal to grant an office
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development permit, the Minister of State rejected the

proposal saying the Board's decision was,

"essentially a policy decision which involves
weighing the case of the applicant, not against
some fixed or measurable criteria but-against a judgement
jDtr the national distribution of employment policy. That is
a matter for ministerial judgement"55

Miss Ganz called this

"a classic justification policy decision having
to be taken by a Minister".

We can see the confusion, the Minister was really saying,

"since this is 'policy* (in the political sence)
we, the Government, desire control and therefore
we do not admit that the matter can yield standards
to serve as criteria".

The real reason exists on one level of justiciability, the

argument is set at the other. (When the Government desired to
)

use the courts prestigious position to control Restrictive

Trade Practices it did not let the complexity of policy issues

put it off.)

The argument of 'political policy' thus made has been

prevalent in the question whether ministerial or independent
57

appeals machinery should be created. The Hunt Committee on

Intermediate Areas considered whether a formal appeals system

55. Standing Committee D 30 March 1965 Col. 565.

56. Ganz 1967 p. 103.

57. The Donoughmore Committee of 1932 considered the 'dominant
aspect* of a decision (whether it was policy making or
judicial decision making) when assessing whether a Department
should be responsible for a function (p.96 of Report). The
re port considered that the more that policy was dominant,
thu more probable it was that adjudication would be kept
within a Department.
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should be created but rejected this because,

"the flexibility and sensitivity with which the
policy is operated means there is a lack of
permanent and readily applicable criteria 5Q
which could guide an independent appeals tribunal."

This argument involved the notion that Ministerial

control would allow greater flexibility and more selective

control, a point repeatedly made in retaining Ministerial

control over development grsuits under the Local Employment

Acts.

The most complete discussion of the Ministerial versus

independent appeals machinery is to be found in the Thesiger

Committee 'Report on Licensing of Road Passenger Services' 1953.

The Thesiger Committee considered whether appeals from the

Traffic Commissioners should continue to be heard by the

Minister or whether the passenger licensing appeals system

should be modelled on the lines of the goods licensing system

in which appeals were heard by the Transport Tribunal. The

majority of the committee felt that the ministerial appeal

ought to remain,

(a) because the Transport Tribunal would be too restricted by

a system of precedent whereas the Minister could adopt a

flexible approach,

(b) because a decision "largely determined by policy based on a

consideration of what was desirable in the future in the public

interest rather than on a finding as to past fact or on

58. 1969 Cmnd. 399 paragraph 485.
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interpretation of a statute or accepted principle of common

59
law or equity" was more suited to Ministerial decision, and

(c) the Minister would be responsible to Parliament and

thus more sensitive.

Against this it was argued that

(1) the Transport Tribunal would not be bound unduly by

precedent^0 and it would offer more certainty through principles

than the Minister,

(2) the Minister might be influenced politically and should

not decide a quasi-judicial decision and

(3) an appeal should not go back from a servant to the

master.

In setting up the Air Transport Licensing Board with the

I960 Air Transport Licensing Bill, Mr. Sandys who proposed

the second reading, was more direct in his argument for

control', he said,

"I considered most carefully the possibility of setting
up some independent appeals machinery. But since, at
times, issues of Government Policy and of public
interest are bound to be involved I felt that Honourable
Members would not wish these matters to be settled by
anyone exg^pt a minister accountable to the House of
Commons."

59. Thesiger paragraph 196.

60. cf. J.A. Farmer, who argued that the Transport Tribunal,
"always stressed the need for flexibility in any subsequent
application and accordingly always left room for later
development" (Farmer 1974 p.177).

61. H.C. Deb. 618 Col. 1227.
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When the Immigration Appeals Bill 1969 offered an

appeal against the decisions of immigration officers and

the Home Secretary, in cases of refusal of entry and

deportation of Commonwealth immigrants and aliens, to

an independent tribunal it was a Labour M.P. who said,

"Where the decision is a political one it is surely
very dangerous for this House to see the ultimate
power pass away beyond its reach and scope. That is
a growing tendency ... The Home Secretary described
this as an extension of the rule of law. I prefer my
own definition, the replacement of a
discretion by a judicial discretion."

Conservatives worried about the loss of control. Mr.

Quintin Hogg said,

"I feel tremendous doubts about the wisdom of
the distinction between disputed questions of fact
and law and questions of policy ... it seems to me
there are no principles upon which a judicial
tribunal or a quasi-gudicial tribunal can come to a
rational decision."

In defence the Government pointed to the restrictions upon

discretion and the guidance to be offered by the immigration
64

rules.

Under the 1969 Act decisions of the Secretary of State to

exclude those without rights to abode on the grounds that entry

65
was not conducive to the public good, or to deport or limit

the stay of such persons, were appealable to the tribunal. If

the Secretary of State considered that his grounds were based on

62. Mr. Ronald Bell H.C. 776 Col. 532.

63. H.C. 776.

64. Cmnd. 4606, 4610, 4792.

65. See Immigration Act 1971 s.2.
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national security or political relations then he could

direct that the tribunal be constituted by persons appointed

by the Lord Chancellor and himself. Although the decisions
66

of such a panel did not bind the Home Secretary in laWj

after the Dutchhe case of 1971 the Home secretary stated,

"I do not see how the Home Secretary could refuse
to accept the verdict of tribunal even though
in theory it is advisory".

Miss Ganz commented,

"He therefore felt it was making inifg a justiciable issue
what was in fact an act of policy."

As a result the 1971 Immigration Act distinguished

between those already in the U.K. and whose stay was being limited,

or who were being deported and those not in the U.K. who were

being excluded. The latter were given no appeal from

Home Secretary*s decisions to exclude for *non conducive*

reasons whilst the former might appeal save where a decision

was made on the grounds of national security or international

relations. (This distinction parallels Lord Widgery*s distinction

between the natural justice rights of those already in a

country and those applying for entry in Schmidt v. Secretary of

State Home ffairs [1969] 2 Ch. at 173.)

Thus in immigration appeals the idea of protecting

immigrants by judicialising procedure as advocated by the Wilson

69
Committee gave way to the demands for political control.

66. See 6.1 1970 No. 151 Art. 8(2).

67. Standing Committee 8 30 May 1971 Col. 1120.

68. Ganz 1972 302 "Allocation of Decision-Making Functions".

69. Cmnd. 3387, paragraphs <39", 140.
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In Town and Country Planning under the 1968 Act the question

of appeals arose. Section 50 of the Act provided for the

establishing of an appeals tribunal to hear appeals relating

to the external appearance of buildings. The Council on

70
Tribunals favoured activating section SO for 'external

appearance* appeals but the Franks Committee opposed the

general appeal to a tribunal on the groundsthat it would be

impracticable to define in advance cases which raised issues

concerning which it would be impossible to frame rules or

71
principles for application by an independent tribunal.

The White Paper preceding the 1968 Town and Country Planning

Act agreed with the Franks Committee that tribunals would be

unsuitable as it would be diffdcult to obtain consistent

decisions from tribunals in differents parts of the country',

it therefore proposed, and the 1968 Act adopted, a system

of delegating appeals to inspectors.

In some matters, notably transportation licensing, the

Government has retained control of appeals on the grounds

of flexibility, co-ordination and public importance of the

policy issues involved. Thus the appeal from the ATLB and the

Traffic Commissioners went to the Minister. The latter contrasts

with the appeal in road goods haulage cases which is heard

by the Transport Tribunal. The Thesiger Committee noted the

apparent anomaly but distinguished passenger transport

decisions as being tinged with a larger element of public

interest (a distinction lacking great force).

70. Council on Tribunals Report 1965 paragraph 91.

71. Franks paragraphs 390-2.
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When the CAA was set up in the 1971 Act a dispute arose

as to the possibility of an independent appeals system as

72
recommended by the Edwards Committee. The Government

refused to allow the independent appeal,

(a) because it desired to retain control of political

policy natters and

(b) because it considered that a tribunal could not decide

appeals on matters involving complex economic policy as well
73

as the Board of Trade. Besides this a policy guidance

sufficiently precise to allow independent appeals could not

be devised without hamstringing the CAA*s discretion at first

instance.

The Independent Agency as policy maker

In certain areas the Government has wanted an independent

controlling agency since it could not devise its own policy
75

in advance or because it wanted to 'take out of politics1.

Thus Boards have been set up and told to get on with the

job, subject to Governmental control only on broadest policy

waiters.

72. Edwards paragraphs 648-50.

73. See Chapter 2 p. 2 8 1

74. Chapter 4.2 for a fuller discussion of CAA appeal problems.

75. But cf. the argument that policy could not be prefabricated
sufficiently to create standards for a court or tribunal
decision and so the Minister should control e.g. in Slum
Clearance
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Such hoards have usually operated as those of

Nationalised Industries but a number of different forms of

control have been used. The degree of independence enjoyed

by an agency depends on its relationship to the Minister. There

exists a continuum of Ministerial control of agencies

ranging from the minimal control of e.g. the BBC to the

complex arrangements existing in the case of the CAA. There

are few bodies with complete independence and the arrangements

governing each agency should be considered individually. In

the I960 Civil Aviation Iricensing Act the ATLB was given a

list of criteria to be considered in licensing" the Prices and

Incomes Act 1966 gave a list of criteria as did the

Television Act of 1954,which set out the considerations and

duties to be taken into account by the Independent Television
76

Authority. As we shall see the CAA's 'Policy Guidance *

advanced this form of control considerably.

Matters have been 'taken out of polities' in order to give

the impression of judiciality, fairness or impartiality e.g.

face relations, civil aviation, broadcasting or simply to take

political pressure away from the Government e.g. Immigration

appeals, prices and incomes policy, or industrial relations.

The allocation of decisions to agencies making continuing

policy such as the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) the

CAA or the Restrictive Practices Court serves as a counter

instance to the argument used in other cases to justify

76. See chapter 4.2.
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Ministerial control (that a matter requires flexible policy

making by the Minister). Perhaps it serves to indicate that

in regulating in a mixed economy situations arise where

calls for impartiality compel the use of policy makers separated

from government where a *buffer1 is required between private

enterprises and governmental control. The problems of choice,

control and of assessing fairness have been most acute where

the Government has created a body designed to achieve the best

of a number of worlds i.e. to be an expert body responsible

for managing an industry, to combine this with open

adjudication, involving adversary procedure of some kind and

to be subject to a degree of Governmental control. The old fashioned

courts and tribunals avoided these problems becauee they

were supposed to be independent of government, open in

procedure and free from political policy making. The creation

of the Restrictive Practices Court was one of the greatest

adventures in the allocation of decision making because in

creating that court the government broke down the *barriers

of justiciability*. Thereafter governments had a precedent

for the adventurous allocation of decisi onsuninhibited by

traditional notions of *what courts can do*, *what tribunals

can do* and *what functions belong to the Minister*.

How does the choice of the CAA system of control fit this

background?

From the above review of the reasons given by
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governments and Members of Parliament for the choice of

certain kinds of agencies and from the criticisms made of

those bodies one might firstly conclude that there has

been no real thread of principle running through the cases.

Sometimes the government has favoured a court because of

the prestige attached to courts, thus it cho se to set up

the Restrictive Practices and National Industrial Relations

Courts. We have seen on some occasions that the Government

has been willing to back efficiency against openness in

spite of the Franks Committee, thus the IBA continues to have

closed licensing allocations. Similarly the government has

chosen to erect informal procedures where more formal ones

might have been used e.g. in the Industrial Development Act

1966. On the other hand there have been cases where the need

for open adjudication has been realised e.g. in road transport

licensing or in civil aviation licensing. On the matter of

ministerial appeals it appears that there have been variations in

approach. The apparent anomaly created by road passenger

appeals going to the Minister and road goods appeals going to

the Transport Tribunal remains. In Immigration appeals the

Minister gave away some of his powers only to claw them back

at a later date.

Nor does it appear easy to predict when a managing, an

adjudicating or a managing/adjudicating body will be set up.

In the past licensing systems have relied on the quasi-judicial

licensing authority as in liquor licensing and road transport

licensing. In the licensing of railways court-like bodies
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77
were used. In some areas of controlling private industry

informal managerial bodies have been set up e.g. the

agricultural boards and the marketing boards; in others a

more formal competitive hearings process has been used or else

the Minister has licensed e.g. imports licensing. It is hard

to say why e.g. the regulation of goods traffic has not

been given to a comprehensively empowered Goods Haulage

Licensing Authority along the lines of the CAA and why there

is the goods/passenger appeals discrepancy.

There are exceptions to most of the rules of allocation

(if there are xules). The general rule that matters of

political policy should be decided by the Minister does not

cover cases where a 'buffer* authority is needed for the

apparance of impartiality e.g. the Traffic Commissioners or

the ATLBJ nor does it cover cases where there is a desire to

•take out of politics* as in broadcasting or industrial relations

or restrictive practices; nor does it cover cases where the

Minister desires to delegate a discretion simply because he

does not know what to do and cannot forma detailed policy

governing the area e.g. as in aviation.

Thus the presence of 'political policy* has not always

guaranteed ministerial decision making nor has the absence of

expertise or standards ruled out the use of a court-like procedure.

The complexity of problems has usually necessitated the tailoring

77. see supra section 1.2.2.
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of the agency to the task.

The CAA was set up as an independent, comprehensively

empowered agency;

(a) because there was the need for an independent •buffer1

between the independent airlines and Government,

(b) because the ATLB had lacked policy making power and had

been overruled too often by the Minister,

(c) because the Edwards Committee considered that efficient

co-ordination of functions demanded a comprehensive authority,

and

(d) because government desired control over overall policy

and yet desired an expert agency.

As we shall see in the later chapters perhaps the

quirk of fate that produced the CAA model of regulation was

the appointment of ATLB members with ambitions of

independence from government. Had the ATLB co-operated with

the Minister as did the Traffic Commissioners we might still

have had such a Board. Instead it adopted an *arms length'

policy that resulted in sharp conflicts between Board and

governmental strategy. The end product was the call for a

multi-faceted Civil Aviation Authority to co-ordinate and

make positive policy.

The CAA*s machinery involved all the old problems of

justiciability seen above. As we will see below the division

of discretion to make broad policy between the CAA and the

Department of Trade posed the problem of balancing control
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and responsibility against expertise and flexibility in
78

its most acute form. The Edwards Committee had desired

a precise, legalistic policy guidance combined with an

appel to a court or tribunal based on the grounds of
79

perversity with regard to the guidance ; but in the event

the CAA was set up with a broad policy guidance and an

appeals system uninhibited by it because it was considered

that a guidance sufficiently precise to allow court interpretation
80

would detract from the Authority*s expertise.

The combination of powers in the CAA involved the

further problem whether such a body could act judicially in

a meaningful way and yet combine such functions with regulation

and a division of overall control.

Thus the creation of the CAA in its present form was

related to past choices of decision making machinery in the

following ways.

Firstly the creation of the CAA as a comprehensive body

demonstrated an adventurous approach to the allocation of

decisions often missing in previous choices. The debate about

the CAA centred on the question of political control not on

the judiciality of the CAA*s decisions. There was far less

emphasis upon an emerging case law than there had been in

i960. Just as the government had effected a compromise on

78. See the discussion of the Policy Guidance at the Committee
Stage of the 1971 Bill below Chapter 2.

79. Edwards paragraphs 649-51.

80. Chapter 2 p.
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the procedure of the ITA ao it appeared to realise that

the CAA would not give judicial decisions. There was

not the fiction, based on the notion of the justiciable

(as there was in the Restrictive Practices debate) that

clear standards would emerge easily from decisions.

Secondly the setting up of the CAA again demonstrated

the governaent's willingness to tailor an agency to its

function. The eventual shape of the agency owed such to the

particular state of affairs emerging out of the ATLB era

of regulation and as such appeared a chance result rather

than a long term design (for the road transport licensing

system still operates on traditional quasi-judicial lines).

Thirdly the use of the policy oriented and multi faceted

agency indicated faith in a system of control dividing a

broad discretion between Minister and agency. The use of

this division of discretion indicated a breaking down of the

rigid idea that a question^ Wr.fetor<aT or for a court or

tribunal and offered a new combination of powers. (Ministers

did have certain powers of control over e.g. nationalised

industries, managerial and operating agencies,but few powers

over adjudicating bodies exercising managerial and planning

powers.)

An area of decision making had been allocated to an ad

hoc authority in the CAA but the choice of machinery involved

the above problems. These problems were not to be answered
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simply by recourse to the traditional question of

justiciability but by analysis of all aspects of the

Authority*s powers. In this way the existence of the

CAA challenged more forcibly than previous bodies the

existing presumptions concerning the possibilities of

various systems of control.

In creating the powerful CAA the government took the plunge

and created a body of sufficient strength to challenge

ministerial control and of sufficient expertise to raise

open doubts as to the role of the quasi-judicial process.

It was in its calculation that such a body could combine

broad powers and discretions harmoniously that the government

acted adventurously. Thiis arose the problems of the multi-

faceted agency and these are the matters I will investigate.
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An Account of the History of Aviation Regulation up to 1972
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An Account of the history of Aviation Regulation

up to 1972.

In this section I will set the scene for my study of the

ATLB and the C.A.A. by giving an account of the aviation

regulatory systems in existence before I960 and by tracing the

movements in reports, parliamentary debates etc. towards a

certain kind of licensing system. We may thereby trace the

development towards the C.A.A. form of regulation.

The Report of the Kaybury Committee"

In 1936 a committee under Brigadier General Sir Henry

P. Maybury was appointed to "consider and report upon measures

which might be adopted by Her Majesty's Government or by local

authorities for assisting in the promotion of civil aviation

in the United Kingdom and their probable cost". It was

instructed to consider the requirements of the Post Office®

for air mails and the relation between aviation and other

forms of transport.

When the Committee sat commercial flying had operated for
2

about Hi years. Ely 1922 Dasmler Airways Ltd. (under Government

subsidy) operated from Manchester to London with scheduled

1. Development of Civil Aviation in the United Kingdom
(Cmnd. 5351) (Maybury).

2. The first commercial air service was an airmail^HgM'
from Blackpool to Southport on August 10th 1910 (see
Brooks 1961 pp UO-Ul). In 1922 the British Government
began to offer subsidies to most British operators and
in 192U following the Hambling Comaittee report (Cmnd 1811)
The Government encouraged the amalgamation of four
pioneer companies to form Imperial Airways Limited which
became the 'chosen instrument' of British Civil Aviation
(it had the exclusive backing of the British Government
thougn still a private Company), (see for further details
Corbett, 1965 pp 26-32),
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flights. In 1929 the four amalgamated airways wore given

power to own and operate aerodromes and air services and

after 1930 regular scheduled flights were run domestically.

In 193U fifteen companies were operating, in 1935 nineteen

companies (who received large sums from the Post Office for

air mail carriage) and in 1936 this had dropped to 16

companies. By 193k the Air Ministry had started to set up

a radio network of air traffic control but by 1936 increases

in competition and decreases in mileage meant that nearly

all surviving companies operated at a loss.

Maybury felt that coordination of air and surface

transport was required and that, "it would be wrong to

discuss air transport and surface transport in terms of pure
3

competition". The Committee noted that the recent history

of commercial operations had shown "a kaleidoscope of

different and competing companies, some of them very short

lived and most if not all of them losing money".^ The

result had been amalgamation, British Airways had been

formed and Imperial Airways in 1921* had combined with the

railway companies to form Railway Air Services Ltd.

The Committee made no specific recommendations on

•Special Charter* operations but said of scheduled flying,

3. Maybury para. 103

h. Ibid, psora. 10U
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that so long as wasteful competition continued it seemed

unlikely that air transport would pay its way. It continued,

to state"* that cut throat competition must be eliminated,

and noted that the Government had made provision for the
Z

licensing of air transport in the Air Navigation Act 1936.

The Maybury Committee therefore recommended that "there

should be a provisional regulation of selected routes with

a view to ensuring that suitable conditions are secured for

the experimental operation of air services in such a way

that they will be given the maximum opportunity to become
j

self supporting". It envisaged licensing of scheduled

services using five year licences, renewable if satisfactory

performance had been given cMaybury recomaended that a

licensing authority be appointed which would take into

account the position of all operating companies. The

licensing system should apply to all regular passenger

services with a view to ensuring the most effective service

to the public. Licences would not necessarily have to

give monopolies Rovided that a satisfactory, coordinated

service was offered.

5. Ibid. Para. 125

6. The Air Navigation Act 1936 gave the Secretary of State
powers to subsidise air transport (section 1). Under
Section 5 provision could be made (by Order in Council)
for the prohibition of any person's carrying for hire and
reward by air or anyone's flying for the purposes of trade
"except under the authority of and in accordance with a
license granted to the said person by the licensing
authority specified in the Order".

7. Maybury para 126
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To back up the new licencing system the Committee

racocffiianded that air traffic control be taken over by the

Government and Improved. For safety reasons it recommended

the licensing of air line pilots (aerodromes had been

licensed since 1929).

The 1938 Air Transport Licensing Authority consisted

of three members and it held formal hearings to consider

the award of licences. It did not have sufficient time

to effect a rationalisation of domestic operations before

the war in 1939* The need to effect the Kaybury reconmen-

dations on control was repeated by Lord Cadmanfs Committee

of 1938 which dealt mainly with Imperial Airways but

recommended "The Air Ministry should speed up its action
8

on the recommendations of the Maybury Committee".

In 193? the British Overseas Airways Corporation (BQAC)
9

was formed by the British Overseas Airways Act 1939* It

took over the assets of Imperial Airways (formed in 192U)

and those of British Airways with the mandate to "serve

the fullest development consistent with economy of efficient

overseas air transport services (section 2). The Secretary

of State for Air, stated that the oreation of this monopoly

would provide services that private companies would not.10

8. Caiman recc. XXVI and para 72.
9. Bee Corbett 1965 pp 98 - 102.
10. M.C. Deb 3U9 cd I83I
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The 19M> Civil Aviation Act sot up British European

Airways and the British South American Airways Corporation

and modified BQAC.1*1 The three corporations were put

under general powers of direction by the Miniartor. Under

Section 23 and 2k of this Act all scheduled services

involving at least one place in the U.K. were reserved

for the three corporations. Private operators were thus

left to cater for . activities such as charters. It

was indeed the aim of the bill to take a large step towards

complete nationalisation of air transport. Mr Rbort

Morrison introducing the second reading of the bill said

that it provided "that British air transportion should

be a public concern and not a private enterprise, capital*

1st or competitive concern* and that this policy was "the

basis for the Bill*P Mr. Morrison criticised Conservative

policy which attempted to continue private enterprise with

subsidies and public regulation as being "neither one thing

nor the other.

The Labour Government had rejected the compromise

situation expanded in the National Governments v&its Paper

of 191*5 and went for nationalisation. Mr. Morrison argued

that a government monopoly would require less regulation

than other more capitalist systems and would therefore be

freer to act in an enterprising fashion.

11. Corbett 1965 PP 103-6
12. M.C. Deb Vol 1*22 col 596
13- ibid.001557
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To aid the Minister the 19U6 Act provided, at Section

36, for the aetting up by Order in Council of an Air Transport

Advisory Council consisting of an advocate/ barrister, a

solicitor of 7 years standing and 2 to k members (appointed

by the Minister). The ATAC had the duty to "consider any

representation from any person with respect to the adequacy

of the facilities provided by any of the three corporations

or with respect to the charges for any such facilities".^
It had to consider questions put to it by the Minister

relating to facilities^ charges or improving services.

The offices staff etc. of the AXAC were to be supplied

by the Minister and the Minister and Corporations had

duties to furnish the ATAC with required information.

The ATAC had a duty to submit an animal report to the

Minister and this would be laid before Parliament.

Mr. Lennox Boyd the Conservative spokesman considered

the ATAC to be "hopelessly inadequate", since, "The Minister

only tells the members of the tribunal what he thinks it
15

is desirable they hear". The Conservative policy would

have been to create a licensing authority, Mr. Lennox Boyd

said,

lit. Civil Aviation Act 19U6 section 36(2).
15. H.C. Deb 1+22 Col 623.6.5. 19lt6.
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"It is therefore the policy of the opposition that the

tribunal should not be advisory but Judicial with full legal

powers and sitting under a legal chairman. It should sit

in public and all should have access to it.(Col 623

Vol i*22). The Conservatives advocated a body able to

grant competitive licences.

The Air Transport Advisory Council

The ATAC was constituted by the Civil Aviation (Air

Transport Council) Order 19h7 (SR and 0 19h7 No. 122L).

The Chairman, Lord Teddington}was appointed by the

Minister of Aviation. In the first year the ATAC only

considered 13 complaints from passengers and recommended

on three to the Minister. None was considered of sufficient

17
general interest to require a public hearing. In the

second year the ATAC began to advise the Minister on

application from Charter Companies for permission to

operate scheduled services. The Council undertook this

task at the request of the Minister of Civil Aviation

who had announced in the House of Lords on the 26th January

19U9 that he had decided that until EEA were in a position

16• Ibid.

17. Article 12 of the Civil Aviation (ATAC) Order 19h7 gave
the ATAC the discretion to hold a public or a private
meeting.
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to provide all scheduled air services for which there was

a demand in this country Charter companies should be

allowed to operate some as •associates1 of the Corporation.^
The ATAC acted in an advisory capacity but the Minister

"in order that the recommendations of the Council on the

applications should be in accord with his policy - - - -

issued a Directive to the Council giving guidance in

general terms about how they should treat applications
19

for Associate Agreements.w The ATAC published this

guidance as an appendix to their annual reports. The

guidance stated that it was Government policy that

normal scheduled services should be by the Corporations

but as an interim policy 'associated oould be appointed

(under S lii(ii) of the Civil Aviation Act 19h& and later

under S 15(3) of the Air Corporations Act 19U9). The

guidance allowed the ATAC to lay down maximum fares and

freight rates; rates allowed on routes that might

compete with the Corporation must be at least as high as

the Corporations. The associate agreements should not

normally exceed 2 years and the Minister had the right

to terminate these without notice or compensation. The

18. (For details see Wheatcroft 196k pp 29-30). The
Ministers announcement followed pressure from independent
operators and a Report frcm Lord Douglas of Iirbleside
recommending the use of associate agreements.

19. ATAC Report 19^9-50 para 10
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Corporations were to be given Hi days to state their tfiews

to the ATAC.

The guidance stated that assooiate agreements should

generally be limited to internal •ferry* and *cross ccwntry*

services or internal seasonal services to holiday resorts.

The Minister undertook to give reasons in writing where

he did not accept the recommendations of the Council.

The ATAC recommended approval of agreements in 55

cases in 19U9. The Minister approved 53 and rejected the

ATAC recommendations twice. One of these cases involved

questions beyond the ATAC competence (international rights).

In the other application the ATAC recommended allowing an

Aberdeen to Belfast route to Scottish Aviation Ltd feeling

it would not divert from the BBA service unduly, but the

Minister disagreed and upheld the BBA objection.
)

The ATAC followed the Ministers policy and rejected

most explications on the grounds of competition with BBA

or because oflac& of experience. Most recommendations

were for seasonal holiday routes but some main line routes

eg. London - Leeds - Newcastle and Manchester - Prestwick

were givan as these were not served by the Corporation.

In 19U9 the Air Corporations Act was passed^ this

merged British South American Airways with BQAC leaving

it as the larger BOAC,responsible for all long haul

scheduled operation.
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By 1950 the ATAC was almost wholly concerned with

advising the Minister on associate agreements. Of 59

recommendations in 1950 the Minister accepted 55» rejected

3 involving international questions and disagreed with the

ATAC on one route refusing the application on grounds

that the service offered would compete with EEA. On the

26th September 1950 the Minister gave the AIAC new directions

largely repeating those of the 26th January 191*9 but adding

that no subsidies would be paid to associate companies

and that the maximum period of an associate agreement had

been raised from 2 to 5 years.

In October 1951 the Conservatives regained power under

Churchill. The ATAC1s fourth report perhaps reflected this

in noting that of a large number of applications approved

(1U) only a few (1*1*) had been approved - the Council felt

that these operators had been hindered in their attempt to

create networks of routes by the condition in the Ministers

Directive that services should not compete with either

BEA,s present services or with those which they proposed

to introduce in the future. Further the ATAC noted that

independents were finding it difficult to operate economic¬

ally when only allowed on seasonal routes.

The new Minister responded by informing the ATAC

Chairman on the 9th November 1951 that he intended to

review general policy with a view to extending the

opportunities for private Companies to participate ot\

scheduled operations and thereby improving networks.
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Early in 1952 the precarious position of the independent

operator was highlighted. In January of that year Cambrian

wrote to the ATAC complaining that fl£A was proposing to

COTnience a Liverpool to Channel Island service in competition

with their existing service. The Council felt that this

raised an important issue of security for the independents

since BEA could coronerce operations on a route at any time.

The ATAC expressed concern to the Minister who asked
in apafcUrlooS.

BEA to delete the increases/and requested the Corporation

to consult the Ministry in justice at the planning stage

of any new services.

After the indications given on the 9th of November

1951 the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation made a

statement in the House of Commons on 27th May 1952. He

said that applications for the development of new overseas

scheduled services would be offered to the Corporations

and independent companies alike. Implications were to

be made to the ATAC. The Government hoped independents

would develop 'All freight* markets and saw the oppor¬

tunities for special services to the Bnpire at cheap

prices where not competing with the Corporations.

Domestic routes would be available to independents

for long term periods. The associate agreement system

would still operate but these would be grabbed for 7 years
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in order to give security. The way was opened for the

independents cheap 'colonial* service.

In a debate in the House of Commons on 16th July 1952

the Minister, Mr. Lennox Boyd, stated that existing internal

services were reserved to B1SA but If operators brought

proposals to him he would consider them. He added.

"I think this is a function that ought properly to
20

fall on the Minister and not on the ATAC." The Corporation

would "no longer be protected against competition over what

might be called their planned routes bun only over their
2*

existing routes." The Minister proposed that in future

the Corporations while protected in their first and

tourist class activities should have to apply to the ATAC

for extension of their services outside this field.

CXitside their reserved sphere they would be on equal tems

with the privates. Mr. Lennox Boyd noted the potential

for private operators as third class routes and noted that

in June 1952 the ATAC acting under Lord Pakenham's

1950 directive had given two private^,.ators schGduied routes

20. H.C. Deb 505 Col 2179 16.7.52

21. md# Col 2181
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East Africa at prices below those of BOAC on the grounds

of the services attraction for a new market. Mr. Lennox

Boyd on the 16th July 1952 announced a reconstitution of

the ATAC with new terms of reference. Mr. F. Best-rick

expressed the labour party view that the successful

corporations were being "attacked in the rear by their

own government - - - - out of sheer political perversity
22

and prejudice."

On the 30th July 1952 the Minister issued the ATAC with
23

the new terms of reference (which were published by the

ATAC in its 195 2-3 report App,E). Under the terms of

22. Ibid, col 2158

23. Terms stated that approval of Associate Agreements would
depend on the Ministers being satisfied on safety and
financial question. A result of the new terms was that
All Freight and Colonial Coach services were new types
of service opened to Independent companies. The ATAC
had to consider in licensing, inter alia:

1. requirements of the public for air transport.
2. existing facilities and the need to avoid further

expenditure.
3. efficiency and adequacy of existing services.
h. the time for which services had existed.

5. having regard to the applicants record the likelihood
of regular and safe services.

6. types of aircraft to be used.

7. Traffic and gross revenue.

8. suitability of rates and their compatibility with
other rates.

9. concordance with international agreements.
10. any matters the Minister might suggest.
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Inference BQAC'a existing international networks and the

existing internal services of BKA were to be protected

After receipt of the new terra the ATAC decided to ask

for more detailed information from the companies applying

for scheduled services. It also deoided that it would hold

public hearings where several parti as contested a case in

order to receive evidence. It drew up a statement of

future procedure and published this in "The Times", "The

AeropldP a" and "Flight" in August 1952 i copies were sent

to the companies.

The Council's 31st July 1952 notice laying down proced¬

ure stated that the ATAC would hear applications for inclusive

tours and scheduled services under the Minister's Terms of

Reference and would recommend to the Minister. The Council

would publish in the 'Times', 'The Aeroplane" or 'Flight*

details of the application and further details (as far as

permitted by the applicant) could be obtained on demand.

2h» Moreover the Terms said, "independent companies will
be able to apply - - -for long terra rights to provide
services which do not materially divert from BEA's
internal services." (see ATAC 1952-3 KeportApp. .E.).

Such agreements were still to be by association
agreement under S 15(3) of the Air Corporations Act
191*9. The use of the word "uiaterially" above indicated
that a small degree of diversion would be allowed. The
Corporations' future plans were no longer protected.
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Objectors had lU days to make representations. Should the Council

decide to hold a private inquiry it would give 7 days notice

to the partxi and others interested. If a public hearing was

to be held 21 days notice would be given. The Ccuncil would

decide in private on their recommendations to the Minister
29

who would convey his decision to applicants and objectors.

Before March 1993 the ATAC had received 18U applications,

18 of which were from the Corporations and 166 from indepen¬

dents . In several cases public hearings were ordered. The

Council began to hold meetings with the Corporations (the

British Independent Air Transport Association (BIATA) the

Channel Islands Air Advisory Council and the Isle of Man

Airports Board to discuss developments. The ATAC was by

no means independent»it reported that, "In their consider¬

ation of applications the Council, who have only a small

staff,were greatly assisted by the Ministry of Civil

Aviation.The Ministry advised on technical, operational,

international air traffic and air agreement matters as well

as informing the ATAC of International Air Transport

Association (IATA) resolutions and supplying research data.

2$. Article 19 of the Civil Aviation (ATAC) Order 19U?
stated "The Council shall not make known the conclusions
except in their report on the matter to the Minister."

The ATAC published its decisions but not its reasons
and in general having to be in private save where the
public interest was closely involved.

26. ATAC Beport 1992 - 3 para 29.
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The Council followed the Terms of fleference closely and

the Minister accepted all its recommendations in the first year

of its new terms. The Minister would meet the Chairman of the

ATAC from time to time to discuss his decisions. This system

meant that the British Transport Commission could object to

applications on the grounds of wasteful duplication and have

these considerations listened to by the Minister. Most failed

applications were due to/ a superior applications having been

entered, diversion from established sources or reserved

Corporation routes, lack of experience or resources, lack

of ground facilities or foreign traffic rights permission.

By 1953 the ATAC had become a full time licensing

authority (it only handled one 'oonsumer complaint' that

year).

The independents continued to pour forth a steady flow

of applications for new services, mostly scheduled. In the

year 1953-195U the Council met on 61 occasions, 1*1 of these

involved hearings, in 13 cases private meetings were held.

(The Minister followed the ATAC recommendations in almost

all cases). On competition the ATAC felt that initial

development should be protected but it would consider

competition after an operator had become established. The

ATAC was not paternalistic and would allow a degree of risk

taking that would have been unacceptable to the ATLB or

CAA; thus in its 6th report it said,
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"in several instances where the economic prospects of

a proposed service appeared uncertain, but where no other

operator was likely to be adversely affected, the Council

once again took the view that the public interest would be

served by allowing the applicant to develop his service"

(para 8).

By 1958 the ATAC was considering over 600 applications

a year (and still a handful of complaints under its consumer

function). Inclusive Tour applications were growing rapidly,

accounting for 515 applications (an increase: of 250^ on the

year before)and were providing the ATAC with a major regulatory

problamj instead of applying for tours which were seriously

planned operators were under bidding each other and consequently

large numbers of proposed tours were abandoned without operating.

The Minister issued warnings to the companies involved but

these were of little avail. In a "etter of 5th June 1958 the

Minister, who had formerly judged circular tours applications

handed over this function to the ATAC who already advised

him on Inclusive Tours.

After the October 1959 General Election the civil aviation

responsibilities of the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation

were transferred to the Minister of Aviation as from 21st

October 1959. The Government introduced in Parliament in

Februaiy I960 the Civil Aviation (licensing) Bill, the objects

of which included the creation of a new licensing system and

the Air Transport licensing Board (ATLB).
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The ATAC had operated trader a Conservative Government

since 1^51 end had very much been a prrt of the Ministry.

recommendations achieved nearly 100£ acceptance. Under

the new Texas of Reference of 1952 and the ATAC * a policy of

limited completion the independents had been allowed to

expand operations rapidly especially in Inclusive Tours and
27

under the Colonial coach rules. The Terms of Reference set

out a schedule of protected Corporation rentes and a schedule

of routes on which the Corporations had the right to operate

all freight services beyond these parties were equal to apply

for routes that did not materially divert. This resulted In

a growth in passengers carried by independents over the 1953-

1960 period from 232, 550 to 1 517,1*21 as compared with an

increase from 286,562 to 790,718 for BOAC and from 1,656,779

to 3,990,957 for BEA.

The Move towards the ATLB

At the end of 1958 there had commenced a movement towards

the ATlB's system of licensing. In January 1959 the Minister

for Transport and Civil Aviation, Mr. Harold Watkinson, was

asked by Mr. Beswiek the Opposition spokesman on civil aviation

27* The Colonial coach rules permitted the independents to
offer services on certain routes in parallel with BOAC
services. The Independents service had to be inferior
to that of BOAC in quality and it would have a lower
tariff. The Justification for allowing the service
was that it served a different market than that met
by BOAC.
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whether he had premised BIATA increased facilities for

independents. Mr. Watkinson replied, *1 said that it would

be a good thing that if all those who were interested

discussed the proposition that we should have a more locally
28

based licensing authority for the air".

The Select Committee on Nationalised Industries reported
29

on the Air Corporations of May 1959 . It concluded that

the independents had affected the Corporations to a small

degree on inclusive tours but said, "In most other respects

EEA have not been unduly affected by the activities of the

independent companies" (para 202). On the other hand the

Select Committee agreed with BQAC that the ATAC's grant of
»

permission for independents colonial coach services had

•hampered* BOAC (para 208) on its African routes.
3°

On the 27th October 1959 the Queens Speech to the Lords

stated that a Bill "for improving the arrangements for

licensing air services and airline operators and to ensure

the maintenance of high standard of safety" would be laid

before Parliament. Mr. Gaitsfeell for the Opposition promised

that if the Bill was in fact intended "to give the private

airlines a great deal more scope for development and to deny

28.H.C. Deb 598 C. 198
29. B.C. 213 1958-59.
30.h «C. Deb 612 Col 50
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It to the Corporations" the Government could expect strong

opposition."^"
32

why then was the need felt for a new licensing board?

Firstly the ATAC had originally been set up as a cono.-> or

council^ it had become an advisory body and then a de facto

licensing authority^ its constitution was therefore unsuited

to the tasl: of full time licensing. Secondly, the fiction

of the *associate agreement • used to circumvent section 2h
of the Air Corporations Act 19h9 required revision? it appeared

absurd to the Corporations since they opposed a great percen¬

tage of applications. Thirdly, the ATAC system was geared to

control only gerviass claimable as •scheduled1 under section

2li(2) of the Air Corporations Act 19U9. Thus a number of

•closed group* operations offering near-scheduled services

had grown up escaping controls and avoiding safety regulations

and ware those operations carried on within the

rules. The ATLB system hoped to extend both economic and

safety oontrols to both types of operation. Fourthly, and

most importantly, the independent airlines ur<?Pr} freeing the
private operators frcm the burdens imposed by the associate

agreements. They desired a system whose applicants were equal

before the Board without Corporation privileges or protection.

31. Ibid. co1* 6b•
32. Cf SJheatcroft 196U Chapters 2,7.
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The Labour opposition was quite clear in expressing its

view that the Civil Aviation Licensing Bill was a device

"to safeguard the interests of a small group of independent
37

airline operators" . Fifthly, the Conservatives wanted

an appeals system which, although giving appeal powers to

the Minister, would put a formal barrier between the Board

and the Ministry and aid liberalisation of licensing. The
(

Paymaster General, Lord Mills, in introducing the second

reading of the Sill in the House of Lords said,

"The Bill

aims to introduce a new liberal regime for the regulation of

air transport services...."^1

The Civil Aviation (licensing) Bill

The Civil Aviation (Licensing) Bill was presented on the

l£th February I960 by Mr. Duncan Sandys and received a second

reading on the 2nd March I960. Mr. Sandys explained the

twofold aims of the Bill, firstly to increase safety regulation

and secondly to establish an independent authority to whom all

operators could apply on equal footing for licences. The

need for safety regulation was highlighted by the crash of

a charter plane at Southall in 1958 with the loss of 7

lives. At that time scheduled services requiring Ministerial

approval had to satisfy the Ministry's Director of Aviation

Safety but charter operators who did not have to obtain the

33. Mr. fi. Marsh Standing Committee B 1959-60 Vol II Co. 65.
3U. H.L.Deb.223 Col. £95. !
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Ministers approval by-passed the procedure. The Bill

provided that all commercial operators would require an

"Air Operators Certificate" (A.O.C.) to be issued by the

Director of Aviation Safety (the same authority that had

advised the ATAC on such matters).

Mr. Sandys explained that the licensing authority

could have been set up by Order in Council under S.13 of

the Air Corporations Act 191*9 but a bill had been used to

allow debate. He described the growth of the ATAC since

191*9 as a de facto licensing authority and referred to the

cumbersome nature of the associate agreements. The Bill

would regularise the situation by repeating the scheduled

service monopoly of the Corporations given by Section 21*

of the 191*9 Act and by setting up a licensing board before

which all would be equal. He continued, "it is my intention

that the Board shall be as independent as it is possible to
35

make it, for that is one of the primary purposes of the Bill"

The Ministers powers would be minimised and the only important

power he would have would be of deciding appeals. Of this

Mr. Sandys said,

"I considered most carefully the possibility

of setting up seme independent appeal machinery. But since,

at times, voices of Government policy and of public policy

are bound to be involved, I felt that Hon. members would

35. H.C. Deb 618 Col. 1228
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not wish these matters to be settled by anyone except a

Minister accountable here to the House of Commons -1

The other two main powers of the Minister were to be

to veto applications affecting foreign relations or involving

foreign traffic rights and to approve international fares

decided by IATA.

Mr. Sandys considered that the Board would have a large

discretion to develop aviation free from Governmental control^

he said,

"The future pattern of British aviation will emerge

progressively frcm the decisions of the Board and from the

results of appeals to the Minister. A kind of case law will

gradually be built up. Since I have no intention of trying

to settle this in advance I cannot tell the House just how

it will all work out. 1 can however give some indication of

the general trends which I hope to see develop as a result
07 •

of this Bill. The Bill would not and was not intended,

he said, to undermine the position of the two Corporations.

Mr. Sandys believed some competition between corporations and

iriaDaidtots togetherwith the need to justify retention of

existing services would "provide an additional impetus for

efficiency".

Mr. G.R. Strauss for the Opposition welcomed the improved

37• H.C. Deb 618 Col. 1231 In the House of Lords Lord Mills
expressed the hope that a case law as found in road
passenger licensing would emergen.L.Deb.223 col $95*
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safety measures and admitted there was a case for tidying

up the procedure of associate agreements. The Apposition

did not oppose the setting up of a Board but opposed ths

Bill on the grounds, (1) that it was "so vague and imprecise

that no one knows what its consequences will be" and (2) that

it was likely to "inflict serious damage on the two corporate

ions" • Mr. Strauss argued that since there was no indication

of the weight to be given to various considerations set out

in Clause 2(2) for the Boards consideration the Board would

be "in fact absolutely free to come to its conclusions on any

factors—-no one can know what its principles or policies

are likely to be . Mr. Strauss felt that the Minister

through appeal powers could direct the Board by "secret

observations" which would not be published. In Committee

the Opposition would urge that (1) Ministerial observations

should be made public and that (2) "certain firm principles

will be laid down which the Board must bear in mind and from

which it will be unable to depart, "k®.
The Opposition wanted Mr. Sandys undertaking not to undermine the

Corporations to be placed in writing since the Opposition
(and the financial press) had all taken the Bill to mean

38.H.C. Deb. 618 Col. 1235

39.Ibid. Col.1236
14,0.Ibid. Col. 1237
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that independents would be given a greater share of traffic

at the expense of the Corporations. They noted that Mr.

Sandys had encouraged mergers of independent operators, (e.g.

the Airwork and Hunting Clan merger of 1959) and asked what

purpose had been anticipated. Mr. ftLppon the Parliamentary

Secretary to the Minister of Aviation, replied that these

combinations had in mind the new Boards duty to look at the

suitability of operators finances before granting licences.

He argued that the new Board would bring the quasi-judicial

functions of the AIAC into the open and give a basis -for

appeal. On the appeal function he stated that "Parliament

would wish that in the last resort the Minister should be the

accountable authority"^. He continued that this was the

same reasoning that had led to Ministerial appeals from the

road passenger transport licensing decisions of Traffic

Commissioners. He noted that the Thesiger Committee on the

licensing of Road Passenger Services, appointed in 1952;
had recommended against any change in the appeal procedure

and that the Franks Committee had not found reason to differ

from that conclusion.^2
1

The Committee Stage In Committee detailed discussions

were held on the degree of independence the ATLB should be

given. An amendment to Section 2 to compel the Board to

1*1. H.C.Deb. 618 Col. 1310

b2. The Franks Committee had (at para. 105) recommended against
the general use of appeals from independent body to Minister.
Mr. Rlppon did not point to the fact that road goods appeals
were to the Transport Tribunal and not the Minister. The
Qeddes Committee of 1965 did not report any suggestion that
Ministerial appeals should be introduced in goods cases.
(Geddes paras.13.15 to 13.17).

U3. 1959-60 Standing Committee B Vol II
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consult the two corporations before granting licences was

rejected on the grounds that this would remove its indepen¬

dence.

Labour members in committee were disturbed by Mr.

Sandys admission that he did not know how the system "would

work out". They desired greater protection for the Corpor¬

ations and introduced an amendment that would have compelled

the ATLB not merely to consider existing services but to

refuse to license unless satisfied that existing services^

particularly those of the Corporations would not be pre¬

judicial in operation or prospects.

Mr. Sandy3 felt that such an amendment would prejudice

the equal footing of applicants. He felt that the problem

was not of sufficiently protecting the corporations but o-f

allowing the independents "any look in"!^ The amendment was

defeated (16 to amendment was accepted that gave the

Board a duty to consider any unfair advantage an applicant

might have over other operators by reason of the terms of

employment of his servants. The amendment was intended to

protect the Corporations who were tied by union agreements

to set pay scales.

On the matter of fares the Bill and the Act gave the

kb* Ibid. P»£2 22.3.60

r
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ATLB power and a duty to set domestic fares. On international

fares Mr. Kippon introduced an amendment (which was accepted)

that the Board should initiate proposals for international

fares but that these must be subject to Ministerial approval .

An amendment giving the Board a duty to consider diversion

from road or rail transport was rejected on the grounds that

surface carriers could make representations to the Board

under the Eill.

Mr. Sandys increased the independence of the ATLB by

accepting an amendment put by Mr. Ian Fraser to emit a clause

giving the Board a duty to consider, inter al±>> observations

made by the Minister. Mr. Fraser argued that clause 2(3)

gave the Minister and Board power to consult from time to

time on matters involving international relations and that

this sufficed. Mr. Sandys stated that he had originally

felt that since issues of public policy would arise, "it

would be for the convenience of all concerned were the

Minister from time to time to send his general observations

to the Board on broad questions of policy"^, However he

continued to stress the disadvantages of such a procedure,

U5• As originally drafted the Board had nothing to do with
international fares. Members had objected in the second
reading that it was wrong to take such an important factor
completely out of the Boards control The solution meant
that the Board would fix international tariffs and

participate in fares negotiations subject only to final
approval by the Minister. Thus the Board would fix inter¬
national fares on the basis of approved IATA fares(agreed
upon by LATA member airlines at their traffic conferences)
and the Minister would have the final say on them with
his power of approval.

U6. Standing Committee B 1959-60 Col 109
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"... If the Minister made too many observations too often

it would tend to weaken the independent status of the board.

In most cases, where difficulties arise there will of course

be an appeal".^ He therefore agreed to omit the clause,

fearing that a formal power to observe would corrupt into

an instrument of direction. He considered that the power to

consult from time to time would suffice.

Mr. Sandys stated that on Report he would make provision

for the -ftnisters having a power to order licence holders to

submit periodic returns of operating information to the ATLB.

This latter provision improved on the ATAC situation in

which information on scheduled services was gained by the

Councils making this a condition for the grant of a

licence and information on charter services was only gained

on an "old boy basis

Mr. William Shepherd introduced an amendment to provide

that the Chairman of the ATLB should be "a barrister, advocate

or solicitor of not less than 3even years standing" (a repe¬

tition of the 19k9 Act's provision for the ATAC chairman), Mr.

McMaster supported the motion arguing for the separation of

licensing from Government,saying "the granting of these
li9

licences cannot be even a quasi-administrative decision".

Mr. Sandys stated that he did not see "why the Minister should

be restricted in his choice to a member of the legal profession1

hi. Ibid.
U8. Ibid. Col.176
h9. Ibid. Col. 119

$0. Ibid. Col. 178
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and the amendment was by leave withdrawn. (In the event the

Chairman of the ATLB from 1961 until 1970 was not a lawyer,

he was Sir Daniel Jack, Kt, CHE, LLD, MA who had ormerly

been David Dale, Professor of Economics in the University

of Durham from 1935 - 1961. Mr. J. Lawrie who took ,

over the chairmanship on Sir Daniel Jack*a death in 1971

was not a lawyer by profession either).

The right wing magazine •Flight' made a number of

specific criticisms of the Bill on the 26th February I960

and a general criticism that "the Air Transport Licensing

Board.•••••will not be the powerful autonomous body that

is needed.•••••it was in danger of being a mere puppet of

the Minister whose powers over the proposed Board appeared

to us to be much too great".

Amendments rectified seme of the matters mentioned in
t -v

c \

Flight but other points were unchanged. Flight criticised

the Ministerial power to order the ATLB to refuse a licence

on the grounds that it involved unexpeoted traffic rights

negotiations (Clause 2(3)) arguing that this power was too

fundamental a regulation to separate it from the Board.

Mr. Sandys had justified the power by saying that he could

not allow the Board to affect important governmental relations•

The magasine noted that the 'public interest' was not

included among matters the Board had to consider in particular.

The Board was merely given e general duty in Section 1(1),
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"of exercising their functions under this Act In such a manner

51
as to further the development of British civil aviation".

i >
The Bill made no provision for public hearings. Flight

admitted that the Ministers had promised that hearings would

be public but considered that this should be written in

the Act. It feared that the ATLB might be a "secret court,

like the present ATAC....whose every sitting has been barred
<o

to the public and the Press" .

f > )

Lastly, Flight had criticised the Bills failure to give

the Board power to call for information from operators. It

described the 'greatest weakness* of the ATAC as being its

making complex economic decisions without being able to check

on evidence itself. Mr. Sandys agreed to an amendment to

give such a power. This was done in Sections 2 (b) and (c)

of the Act providing for the supply by operators of *statis¬

tical or other information*.

After considering these amendments Flight concluded that

the legislation was improved but that "The Board will still

be sadly underpowered" .

The Royal Assent to the Civil Aviation (Licensing) Bill

was reported on the 2nd June I960.

51. Though section U(1) gave the Board a duty to hear complaints
and report to the Minister.

5>2. Flight 13th May I960 p.662.

53. Ibid.
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The ATLB

The ATLB had been created as an independent licensing
)

board subject to the Ministers appeal and as such was based
5k

on the licensing system operating in road passenger transport.

Lord Mills in introducing the second reading of the I960 Bill

in the Lords stated,

"The concept of licensing air transport

owes much to the highly successful system of licensing bus

transport which was introduced in the Hoad Traffic Act 1930"...

He described the system of traffic commissioners plus minis¬

terial appeals and eoncluded "The system now proposed is

baaed largely on that experience."^
The ATLB was to be responsible for regulating competition

it was not responsible for technical safety mattersJ this

created problems of overlap and lack of coordination. The

Air Registration Board (ARB) and the Director of Aviation

Safetyin the Ministry were responsible for technioal safety

and the latter issued Air Operators Certificates (AOC) which
56

were certificates of technical fitness to operate. The

5k> The Council on Tribunals I960 - 1961 report noted (at
paragraph 18) that the ATLB appeal system offered an
example of that kind of appeal (from independent body
to Minister) that the Franks committee had recommended
against (at paragraph 105).

55* H.L. Beb.223 Col.59k

56. In 1967 the Board of Trade handed over to the ARB the
functions of approvals relating to airworthiness and
of issuing certificates of airworthiness. The Civil
Aviation (Air Registration Board) Order 1967 SI 1967
No. 1060 came into operation on 1st August 1967.
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ATLB under section 2(2) was given a duty to consider the

financial resources, equipment, organisation and staffing

of an applicant in considering licensing but section 2(h)

stated that for the purposes of the above section the Board,

should not "consider the matters in respect of which an air

operators certificate is required" i.e. operational safety

matters. This division of responsibility created the situation

where the implications for operational safety of an airlines

financial state could be lost between the ATLB, ABB and

Ministry.

By 1962 a Chairman Mr. O.J. Jack C.B.E., a deputy

Chairman, and seven members of the Board had been appointed.

Licensing applications were processed by the staff of the

Board and hearings were before a panel of the Board. The

ATLB acted under the general duty of section 1(1) to *further

the development of British civil aviation* and was guided by

section 2(2) of the Act which gave a list of items to be

considered in particular*, these in brief were J (a) financial

resources, ability to provide satisfactory equipment and

organisation, (b) provisions made or proposed against

liability in respect of loss or damage to persons and

property, (c) any unfair advantage over other operators by

reason of the terms and conditions of employment of his

servants, (d) the need or demand for the service proposed,

(e) the adequacy of similar services and the tariff, (f) the

extent of wasteful duplication of or material diversion of
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traffic from existing services or services about to be

provided on existing licences, (g) any capital expenditure

reasonably incurred, financial commitment or commercial

agreement reasonably entered into by the holder of a licence

already granted, (h) any objections or representations made

in accordance with the relevant regulations.

)

This guidance was less specific than the Ministers

guidance to the ATAC had been. In the latter case the

Minister was - able to give an indication of his own

policy and priorities e.g. on protecting corporation routes.

The ATLB was given no such indication of policy. (The

listing of criteria was similar to the vague guidance to

the US CAB in the 1956 Federal Aviation Act. That Act

gave the general criteria of a service being "required by

the public convenience and necessity" (section UOl(d)) and

in Section 102 gave a list of items to be considered in

licensing) .

Oven the CAB's criteria in indicating a bias in favour

of competition gave more guidance than those given to the

ATLB. The ATLB pointed out in ita annual reports that

"the Act does not provide any positive guidance on policy

for the Board to follow in deciding whether or not to grant

an application and it appears to have been the intention

of the legislature to leave the Board unfettered as regards

the general policies they should pursue"?^ The Board noted

57. ATLB Report 1961-2. Paragraph 6.
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that, "the absence of a general policy is criticised from time

to time" and followed Mr. Sandys in expressing the intention

to boild up case law by fully reasoned decisions*

Over the Board the Minister was left with a number of

powers of importance. Firstly he decided appeals* Secondly

he had the power to negotiate traffic rights and had under

Section 2(3) of the Act the power to direct the Board to

refuse an application on the grounds of the inexpediency of

obtaining traffic rights. Thirdly, the Minister had to

approve international tariffs before a licence containing a

tariff provision could have effeot (section 5(5)* Fourthly

the Minister had the power to make regulations*

The Regulations

In the 1960*s two main sets of regulations governed civil

aviation the I960 Civil Aviation (Licensing) Regulations (I960

SI 2137) and the revised 196b regulations (196b SI No. 1116).

The I960 Regulations laid down 6 main classes of licence

(A to F) ranging from scheduled servioes between named places

to unspecified flights between unnamed places. Regulation b

gave a list of the details to be included in a licence^ it

also gave the advanee< notice required for applications

_ f

£8. Ibid.
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(generally 6 months for scheduled services, 3 months for

group charter services). This regulation gave the Board

discretion to hear late applications (R. h(7)) and stated

that the Board should make a copy of the application

available for inspection (R. 1;(8)).

Regulation $ provided for applications to revoke, suspend

of vary licences and regulation 6 stated that If the Board

proposed to revoke suspend or vary a licence they should give
V

the holder 21 days notice of their intention to publish that

proposal together with the reasons for their proposal* The

Board should consider representations made by the holder

and publish its proposals in their official record*

All objections and representations relating to applicat¬

ions to the Board were to be in writing; objectors were given 2i days to

make represent atScnsfollowing publication of an application

in the official record of the ATLB.

The Board was given a duty to consult the regional

advisory committees (of Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland,

Channel Islands or the Isle of Man) before revoking,
VQ

suspending or varying a Glass A or Class B licence to

those areas* In addition the ATLB had a duty to consult the

59* Class A covered scheduled services between named places.
Class B covered charter services of over 3 flights to
named places*
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National Joint Council for Civil Air Transport with regard

to cojvXitions of employment of the applicants servants before

licensing.

The Board was given the important power to require

persons applying or representing to the Board to provide

the Board with all relevant information in his possession

(Regulation 9). The Board was empowered, after consulting the

1 ferraatiens <±ncr and nffifllfcrl »Jthe confidential nature of the

documents, to furnish copies to those entitled to be heard

by the Board in a case. As originally- drafted there was

nothing to prevent disclosure without consent but after

discussions with the Council on Tribunals the Ministry of

Aviation agreed that disclosure should duly follow consul¬

tations .

Regulation 10 governed hearings and decisions by the

Board. Rights to be heard were given to applicants, holders

of licences affected, objectors, representors, holders of any

air service licence, applicants for licences in oases pending,

holders of aerodrome licences, persons carrying passengers

mail or cargo for reward otherwise than by air, Government

Departments or Ministers. Regulation 10(U) gave the Board

powers to dispense with a hearing where it saw fit, but

where a hearing was to be conducted parties were to receive

1U days notice of it. The Board could, at its discretion

60. Council on Tribunals 196U-5 Report p.11.
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hear any other person and could combine cases to hear them

together.

At a hearing a person could be represented or not, give

oral or written evidence and examine witnesses. Regulation

10(10) stated that the Board should give reasons for their

decisions (a) if objections had been considered (b) if a

hearing had been held (c) or if the Board had refused the

application or granted it in modified terms. Under Regulation

10(12) the Board was ordered to furnish a copy of reasons to

anyone who so demanded. Regulation 10(15) provided that all

the proceedings at a hearing should be recorded by shorthand

writer and the Board should cause a transcript to be made if

any party shall so require or if an appeal is lodged.

The quorum of the Board was (Regulation 11) three members.

All hearings were to be in public (Regulation 11(2)) unless

the Board should decide otherwise.

In addition to their powers to hear for adjudication

Regulation 11(14.) gave the ATL3 power to hear persons in

pursuance of their advisory functions (under S li of the Act

the Board had the duty to consider representations concerning

air services from any person and advise the Minister on these).

Regulation 12 gave a long list of conditions that the

Board could insert in licences£ these included conditions as

to destinations, timings, capacity, cargo, classes of passenger,

travel agents, inter airline arrangements^ connections, facili¬

ties, advertising and publicity.
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Under Regulation 13 the Board could, with the Ministers

consent, dispense with tariff provision on Class A or B

licences
, or without requiring

his consent,on Class C,D or E licences.

Appeals to the Minister were governed by Regulation lU,

which stated that notice of appeal should state grounds and

be delivered within 21 days of the publication of the ATLB

decision. A copy should be served on the other parties.

The Minister would give parties 21 days notice of appeal

and appoint a Commissioner who would hear the appeal in

public unless he should decide otherwise. All parties to

the original case could be heard on appeal, representation

would be allowed. The Commissioner could invite the ATLB to

amplify their reasons. The Minister would receive the

Commissioners report and recommendations and make such order

as he saw fitJ he could order the Board to re-hear wholly or

in part (Regulation 1U(15)). The Minister was given the

duty to give reasons for not accepting the Commissioners

recommendations and he could order costs.^

61. The I960 and 196U regulations did not prohibit the
production of new evidence on appeal. Seme operators
were alleged to have (saved up' evidence solely for
production on appeal in order to by-pass the ATLB.
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The Ministers order and the commissioners report were

to be conveyed to the Board who would publish the order in

their official record. The Minister was under a duty to

supply parties to the case with copies of the commissioners

report and the Ministers decision and he was to make these

available for purchase by anyone (Regulation lit(18)). In

practice the Minister appointed a Commissioner to hear all

appeals orally. The Commissioner was usually a senior civil

servant or lawyer. Regulation 18 stated that the Minister or

Board could require holders of air service licences or air

operators certificates to provide the Minister or Board with

such information relating to their operations as might be

specified.

By Regulation 20>Regional Advisory Committees for

Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland were set up (to consist

of 10 to 16 members appointed by the Minister).

The Second Schedule of the Regulations provided for a

scale of fees for licence applications. These related to the

value ofa licence e.g. a Class A licence application cost

from £25 to £200 depending on length of haul. In addition an

annual fee was charged for a licence. Unlike the later CAA

which attempted to regain its expenses from licence charges

the ATLB,s fees only provided a part of its remuneration.

Under section 8(1) of the I960 Act, "any expenditure incurred

by the Board with the approval of the Minister shall be
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defrayed by the HLnister". In addition the Act provided

that the Minister should supply the Board with accomodation

equipment and personnel (S 6(1))*

The 196U regulations in the sain repeated those of I960

but added a section 21 allowing the Government of the Isle of

Man or the States of Jersey or Guernsey to make representations

to the Minister with respect to decisions of the Board.

The 1961. regulations modified the procedure for revo¬

cation, suspension or variation of licences without applications

being made, allowing the Board to dispense with publication

if the holder consented or if it felt that harm would be

caused to anyone in the group of those able to be heard by

the Board. The new regulation 6 of 196U allowed the Board

to avoid giving 21 days notice if it ceased to be satisfied

with the suitability of the operator under section 2(2)(a) of

the act or if it had given lUU hours notice of their proposals,

had given the holder reasons and heard representations made

by the holder.

Similarly the new Regulation 8 exempted the Board from

its duty to consult the Advisory Committees where particulars

of an application had not been published car where the new

suspension procedure had been adopted.

Under the 1961+ regulations road carriers entitled to be

heard under Regulation 10(2) were restricted to

holders of A or B carriers licences under the Road Traffic

Act I960.
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Finally in the case of scheduled tariffs the Board was

permitted in 196U to set out the tariff provisions in a

schedule of domestic tariffs published by the Board instead of

in the licence. This meant a great administrative saving since a

Domestic Air Tariff could be published for general reference

and attached to one licence instead of to each individual

licence.

The 196U Regulations lasted for the rest of the ATLB's

life and governed pace!*®*. Under the I960 Act the Minister

was given powers to facilitate the transition frcm the ATAC

to the ATLB. The Minister could e.g. by order authorise the

grant of a licence to a person providing services before the

operation of the I960 Act (section 2(6).

Section 3 of the Act gave any of the persons entitled to

be heard by the Board the power to apply for revocation,

suspension or variation of an air service at any time. Thus

it was always open for an operator to challenge an existing

supplier of services. The Board could,"however/ revoke a

licence without waiting for such an application if it considered

the circumstances justifiable (section 3(3)).

Section 8 of the Act provided that the Minister should supply

equipment, premises, personnel etc to the Board and cover

the Board*s approved expenditure. The Schedule to the Act

provided that the ATLB be of 6 to 10 members appointed by

the Minister who should appoint two of them Chaiiman and
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deputy Chairman. The Minister was to pay the Board

members as approved by the Treasury.

The ATLB may have been modelled on the traffic coamiss*

loners licensing system but I would argue that It was very
j | I

different In practice. On paper one might Join with Flights

Editor in fearing that the ATLB would be a puppet of the

Minister. The Minister;supplied staff, accommodation 311(1

finances, heard appeals, had the power to gain traffic

rights, approved international fares and could make

directions on international matters. The Traffic Commissioners

have meetings at the Ministry and openly accept that they are

part of the Department of the Environment. The policy adopted

by Traffic Commissioners is the overall policy of the Department •

they have to coordinate the 13 different areas of control.

Coordination comes from annual central policy meetings and from

the appeal decisions of the Minister. They too were financed

by the Government.

The two systems were not as similar as might appear, and

differences reduce the value of drawing comparisons. Firstly

the ATLB was a single body and did not feel the need for

a superior policy maker in order to combine & number of

different area decision makers into a system of coherent

unity. Secondly the parties to the ATLB eases were large

and expert, using complex technical arguments. The Traffic

Commissioners having smaller secretariats and less expert
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applicants tended to hear less technical arguments. Thirdly

the ATLB did not hear very many similar cases, it could

therefore afford to go into great detail concerning each

application. Fourthly the value of each air transport

licence was large and therefore justified such detailed

consideration•

These initial differences produced the major one. Th^s-
was the attitude of the ATLB • one of independence. Although

the Traffic Commissioners were envious of their individual

discretion to apply policy to individual cases they accepted

the overall framework of Government policy - the ATLB did not

dFo this. It saw itself aa a policy making body given

instructions by the Act and not by the Government. As we

will see later in the study the ATLB adopted an arms-length

policy from the start and soon conflicted with the Government.

In later years it became possible for the ATLB and the

Department to have two conflicting policies (e.g. on minimum

price control of inclusive tours).

, To a certain extant a comparison may highlight the diffi¬

culties an independent body has e in holding its own
( )

against the Government department. The Flight article of Kay

1-^Os^Ht have correctly forseen the result of the struggle
for policy making power.

The ATLB set out to form case lawj it heard cases and

gave detailed reasons for this purposei it used its annual
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reports to expand on the principles it had given birth to in

cases. It had major difficulties however, both in regulating

and in forming clear policy in the mixed system. Over

traffic rights tardea ocurred and this later produced a

situation in which the ATLB used its licensing power as a

lever in attempting to pressurise the Government over traffic

rights.

On the question of safety the diversion of function

between the ATLB,ARB and the Ministry was causing the

regulatory system to become insufficient. In policy making

it soon became clear that to a large degree due to the appeal

system, the case law was not emerging. On the 5th of December

1963 Mr. H. Clark asked the Minister of Aviation, Mr. Julian

Amery,

"...whether he will introduce legislation to lay down

the criteria and standards on which the Air Transport Licensing

Board should make its decisions, as no precise standards have
6>2

emerged from cases over the last three years"'.

Mr. Amery replied that the ATLB's general duty and

considerations were sufficiently defined in Sections 1 and 2

of the I960 Act.

,62. H.C. Deb.685 Col 219.
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The Labour party had opposed the I960 Bill and had urged

the protection of the Corporations (in their 1959 Speakers

Handbook) emphasising that foreign operators were already

offering sufficient competition to the Corporations. In

its "Twelve Wasted Tears" published by the Labour party and

prepared by the Labour Party Research Department in 1963 the

Labour Party Stated that it did not object to the safety

objectives of the I960 Act nor to the licensing board as

auchi it was concerned however at the new licensing structures

leaving the ATLB to determine the future structure of the

industry. It feared damage to the Corporations on the routes

licensed to independents by the ATLB in its 1961 hearing on

European services (viz. London to Paris, Tarbes, Nice,

Amsterdam, Basle, Genoa, Milan, Athens, Barcelona, Stockholm,

Copenhagen, Venice, Dublin, Palma, Lisbon, Madeira and Malaga),

The Labour Party did not mention that the Conservative Government

had not gained traffic rights for most of these routes in the

1961-3 period.

Leading up to the 196b election the Labour Party was

angered by the Ministers decision to grant B#A a licensing

exemption on routes to South America so that it could replace

the service BOAC had abandoned because of loss-making. The

Conservative Partys I96I4. General Election Daily Notes (pp 29-30)

quoted the Labour spokesman Mr. John Cronin as saying,

" BUA should understand

that if there is a Labour Government it will be in no way bound

by this hurried and highly questionable deal".
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This quotation indicated the strength of the party line

that could be aroused on aviation issues, (in later years

we saw this repeated when Labour M.P.'s promised to reverse

decisions giving advantages to the independents). However in

the event BVA's performance in turning these South American

routes into a profitable service became one of the Conservative

party's strongest examples of the benefits of private enterprise.

Thus although by 196b we saw both that the political parties

had very different approaches to aviation regulation and that

principles were having difficulty in emerging from cases we

could note that it was with a Conservative Government that

the conservative ATLB clashed in the years 1961—196b.

In October 196b a Labour Government was formed. The

new Minister of Aviation, Mr. Roy Jenkins, was soon pressed

to consider giving the ATLB a statement of policy guidance.

The ATLB itself had annually noted criticisms of the lack

of general policy, e.g. in its 1963-b report it said,

"The absence of a statement

of general policy continues to be criticised frcm time to

time. The development of aviation calls for large and long

term investment and, it is said, such investment my be

inhibited, or if made in part wasted if the operator is

unable to fcsrm a reasoned judgement of the licences he and

his competitors are likely to secure.. It continued,

"What is wanted by those critics....seems to be something in

63* ATLB 1963-b Report paragraph 6
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the nature of an organisational plan for the future development
>(6li

of British civil air transport.

On the 18th of November 196U Mr. Lublock asked Mr. Jenkins

in the House of Commons whether he would seek to amend the

Civil Aviation (Licensing) Act I960 so as to require the ATLB

to act in accordance with policy directives issued by him.

Mr. Jenkins replied that he would consider whether changes

were called for. Mr. Lubbock urged^ this course arguing

that the ATLB deserved a policy guidance for the sale of

investments.

On the 25th of November 196U Mr. Jenkins improved the

position of the Corporations with an announcement in the
66

Ccxnmons. He stated that the Corporations would be allowed

to tender conpatitively for long tern trooping contracts

frcrn 1965 onwards. The Corporations were already free to

tender for ad hoc charters and would continue to be free

to do so. In addition the Minister stated that the Corpor¬

ations would be allowed to canpete for ad hoc charters of

troops at reduced fares on scheduled services.

61*.Ibid. paragraph ?•

65,H.C. Deb. 702 Col 1*19.

66.H.C. Deb. 702 Col 1287.
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For many years the long tern trooping contract had been

the preserve of the independent airlines and had acted as a

form of subsidy on many routes forming about h0% of indepen¬

dents income. The concession to the Corporations was feared

because of the new capacity and competition available and

also because independents felt thare was a danger of the
« ft •

Corporations undercutting prices on troop tenders.

Mr. Jenkins showed that the move could be seen as

compensation to the Corporations for the inroads into their

traffic allowed by the ATLB, he said,

... "since I960 they (the Corpor¬

ations) have not continued to enjoy such a monopoly and I

think it is at least a balance for what has taken place

since then that they should be set free to compete for
67

trooping tenders".

The Minister did not amend the Act of I960 but he did

make a statement on Civil Aviation policy in the House of
68

Commons on 17th February 1965. He stated that he did not

intend to change the legislative framework but he believed

it would be in the public interest "to lay down some guide

lines to the Government's vjews of the objectives of licensing
policy"• He dealt with three main topicst inclusive tour

charters (which he wanted to see liberalised), international

67.H.C. Deb. 702 Col 1291.

68.H.C. Deb. 706 Col 1186.
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scheduled services (which would be reserved for one operator

only) and internal services in the U.K. (upon which the

independents would be restricted to their existing frequencies).

Mr. Jenkins also stated that he would be ready to use his

statutory powers to direct the Board to refuse applications

invoking foreign traffic rights "when it appears to me that

foreign rights cannot be obtained without detriment to an

69
established service". This statement meant that where the

ATLB had licensed competition on an international route the

Minister would overrule the Board and impose his own idea of

tolerable detriment to the established service. It really

meant that the established operator would be protected from

all harmful competition.

Mr. Jenkins did however promise Mr. Maude that when an

independent was already operating an international service and

this fell to be re-negotiated the Government would vigorously
70

support renewal of the rights;

Since the ATLB was not bound to follow the Minister in

law Mr. Jenkins was merely indicating that he would use his

powers to enforce a •no competition1 policy. The development

69. Ibid. Col 1187

70. H.C. Deb.707 Col 957
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of civil aviation would therefore be taken out of the trust

of the ATLB and at least on international routes put into
> >

the hands of the Minister,

Mr. Jenkins did say at the and of his statement that

these were general statements of policy and subject to

exception; they would not prevent cases being treated on their

merits - but they were meant to guide the ATLB. On domestic

routes the Minister would not have been able to rely on

powers of direction or to use traffic rights negotiating

powers to impose his policy. He would have depended on the

objectors in a case knowing his policy and appealing on the

strength of it. Since the ATLB would be aware of this possi¬

bility it could follow the Minister or be undermined on appeal.

Later in the study I deal with the ATLB's attitude towards this

policy guidance.

On the 6th of March 1965 the Opposition chose to debate

civil aviation policy. Mr. Angus Maude attacked the statement

as abandoning the central idea of the I960 Act viz. equality

of parties before the ATLB. He stated,

"I want to make it quite

clear that the Conservative Party, when it is returned to power,

will restore to the independent operators the opportunities to

expand their scheduled services which the licensing system was

71intended to allow"; Such threats of drastic revision of

71. H.C. Deb.707 Col 9i*9.
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policy by major party figures could not have furthered the

idea of a stable and long term aviation policy.

Mr. Jenkins took the opportunity to expand on his policy.
r

On inclusive tours he desired a liberal licensing policy and
| &

had asked the ATLB to expedite its procedures for dealing with

such applications. On international scheduled services the

Minister stated that he was not convinced that the national

interest was served by dual designation. He would use his

powers of direction on traffic rights to enforce this policy.

On domestic trunk routes where independents were competing

with BEA the Minister did not think it right to offer them

increases in frequency - they could continue or withdraw.

Where BEA was left as sole operator the Minister would

initiate measures to ensure that BEA would pay particular

regard to consumer interest.

Mr. Edward Heath was the first to emphasise the legal

status of the Jenkins statement£ he said,

"Hon. Members opposite have

made no mention of the terms tinder which the Air Transport
72

Licensing Board has to exercise its powers" He listed the

terms of reference of the ATLB and said,

"Therefore it is not correct

to say that the Government must have the right to fix the

policy. The policy was settled by Parliament....the terms on

72. Ibid, col 1036
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whioh the licence will be granted were laid down by Parliament®!^
He further criticised the policy statements use of the phrase

"in the near future® as offering no help to operators planning

their future. He quoted Mr. Sandys intention to keep the

ATLB independent and asked, "under what powers did he make

his statement of 17th February?"^ He accused the

Minister of removing the ATLB's independent status and of

standing the I960 Act on its head. The Parliamentary Secretary

to the Ministry of Aviation, Mr. John Stonehouse, replied that

the guidance at last gave a clear indication of policy. He

stated that,
"For the last five years the Corporations and

independents have operated under a miasma of doubt and uncer¬

tainty" The right Hon. Member for Streatham (Mr. Sandys)

said that a sort of case law would be built up. Nothing of

the sort has happened. The industry has staggered from one

7?
ad hoc decision to another". Mr. Sandys argued that the

Government was "frustrating the development of ease law by

laying down the law themselves"!^
Thus the guidance emerged without basis in the I960 Act

(it will be remembered that by amendment a requirement that

the ATLB should consider observations by the Minister was

73.Ibid. Col 1037

7U.Ibid. Col 101*1

75.Ibid. Col 104*8-9

76.Ibid, col 1050
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omitted from the I960 Act see p.221 above. ) It did have

some influence in fact (this I will discuss in a later

section). Whatever its influence was, this declined over a

period of a few years until the Edwards Committee and the

1967 Select Committee on Nationalised Industries took over the

lead towards future policy.

The first major criticism of the ATLB system of licensing

came in the Report of the Select Committee on Nationalised

Industried (BEA) 1967.

The Select Committee on Nationalised Industries (EEA) 1967

In its consideration of BEA the Committee dealt with the

ATLB. It set out to question the effect the licensing system

was having on BEA and hence the efficiency of the ATLB system.

It quoted the ATLB* a statement at paragraph 7 of the Board's

1963*^1 report saying, "when significant modifications to the

I960 pattern have been permitted,the rate of change has been

such as to prevent dislocation and to allow all operators

concerned time to make the necessary adjustments in their

forward planning", and stated that against the ATLB's claim

not to cause sudden dislocation the Committee had to balance

other evidenoe.

The Committee noted the effect of ATLB licensing on BEA.

Between I960 and 1965 the independents share of traffic

has risen from 19% to 28% of scheduled passenger miles and
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Independents had been licensed for Jet services in parallel

with those of the corporationthis had led to a need for

BEA to re-equlp. BEA was also concerned that the ATLB was

increasingly relaxing minimum price control on long distance

inclusive tours.

The Committee heard a great deal of evidence to the

effect that the decisions of the ATLB were unpredictable.

BEA in evidence^ submitted that,
)

"the Boards decisions are

made ad hoc without regard for the long term planning require*

merits of either Corporations or the private airlines", and

continued to argue that ATLB oases were divorced from past

and future plans. BEA stated that the appeal situation was

as bad^ the commissioner "cannot reasonably be expected to

consider these wider aspects since any appeal must by its

nature relate closely to the matters considered at the lower
78

courtj the Commissioner is not a civil aviation expert":

The Corporation concluded that "This attitude has bean main*

tained over the years and has resulted in a permanent state
79

of uncertainty for all British carriers5 Sir lories Vfcratt,

Chairman of BCA , described the independents,"complete
80

uncertainty as to the future" and agreed that there had

been "an element of capriciousneas" in the decisions both

77* 1967 Select Committee Appendix 1U

78. Ibid .Paragraph 1*6.

79. Ibid.Paragraph 1+7.

80. 1967 Select Committee Minutes Q. 1859
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8X
of the ATLB and the Government departments

On the matter of decisions the Select Committee concluded

that, "the ATLB have, on balance, not provided stability for

British civil aviation....the long term interests of the

industry cannot be met unless each airline operator has

reasonable certainty as to how he is to be able to conduct

his operations" (IV 23 of Report).

On the issue of the ATLB*s independence and the relationship

with the Board of Trade the Committee heard evidence of the

ATLB1 a arms length policy. Sir Frii-ton How, a member of the

ATLB said that the Board did not consider itself bound by

the Jenkins statement of 1965 since, "The Act contained our

62
marching orders". The Committee noted that although the

ATLB did not aim _ to make good the management defects of

operators it did on occasion substitute its judgment for

that of an operator.

The Committee considered the possibility of a departmental

system of licensing wholly within the Board of Trade but the

Board of Trade in evidence defended the present system and

argued that fairness and openness demanded an appeal procedure

from an outside body. The Board of Trade witnesses argued that

81. Ibid.Q. I838

82. Ibid.Q. 576
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to abandon the appeal procedure would not be acceptable to

operators nor would the creation of an independent appeal

body be acceptable to the Government#

BRA. argued that the system achieved the worst of both

worlds since the independents were allowed to equip for

competition but were too frustrated by the licensing procedure
O

to be able to operate properly. BUA did not think it was

proper for the ATLB to decide what was good business for an

operator; they felt, that this ought to be left as the operators

own decision.

The Select Committee concluded that the ATLB had thought

that case law would emerge and had not felt policy formulation

to be ultra vires, "But, in fact, no policy has emerged"

(Report IV 1*6). The Committee agreed with BUA that the Board

should not reject applications on the grounds that refusal
?

was in the applicants interest. It felt that ths. question

of safety should be left in the Board of Trade hands.

The Committee was in doubt concerning the effect of the

Jenkins policy statement of 1965* The ATLB had stated that

they did not consider itbinding yet the Board of Trade in

evidence had stated that the ATLB decisions following the

statement had been "remarkably consonant with Mr. Jenkin's
at

policy". The Committee was left to conclude that, "the

83. Ibid. Q. 1899

81*. Ibid. Q. 123U
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inherent uncertainty of the -whole situation has been clearly

and publicly demonstrated". (Beport IV. I4.6).

The Committee felt that drastic changes were required.

It was not Impressed with the argument that it was desirable

to have a system of appeals to promote confidence in the

licensing decisions reached" (Report IV 50) and concluded

that the Board of Trade should regulate competition with

the Corporations. It said that a "facade of independence"

would not promote confidence and "actual independence in

implementation has been seen to result only in confusion"

(Report IV 52). It concluded that airlines should fix their

own fares. Thus the ATLB would be left without fare fixing

or route licensing and the Committee finally recommended

"The ATLB should therefore be wound up" (Report IV 56).

The Select Committee Reportipublished in October 1967
did not have enormous impact for civil aviation regulation.

Firstly this was due to the Report's consideration of the

ATLB from a narrow *Corporation* viewpoint and secondly

because that aspect of the report had been overshadowed by

the announcement by the President of the Board of Trade in

July 1967 of the setting up of the Edwards Committee which

was given very broad terms of reference to include review of

the whole licensing procedure in civil aviation.

The Edwards Report

The Edwards Committee was announced in a proposal of the

President of the Board of Trade in, July 1967 and was appointed
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on the 5th of November 1967. Its terns of reference were,

"To inquire into

the econcfiiic and financial situation and prospects of the

British civil air transport industry and into the methods of
*■

regulating competition and of licensing currently employed}

and to propose with due attention to other forms of transport

in this country what changes may be desirable to enable the

industry to make its full contribution to the development of

the economy and to the service and safety of the travelling

public".

The members were chaired by Sir Ronald Edwards KBE,

Chairman of the Beecham groups and Professor of Economics in

the University of London. Five distinguished members were
85

appointed and Mr. S.F. Wheatcroft was assessor to the committee.
86

The report of the Committee served largely as the basis for

the 1971 Civil Aviation Act which created the Civil Aviation

Authority and the British Airways Board.

The Edwards report was nearly 1*00 pages long; the Committee

considered the major problems of aviation regulation in great

detail, making particular suggestions as well as offering general

guidance(e.g. in discussing competition the Committee dealt with

85. Author of 'Air Transport Policy' 1961*

86. 'British Air Transport in the Seventies* May 1969
Cmnd 1*018 (Edwards).
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the figures for the individual routes involved and estimated

which donastic and continental routes would allow dual

designation in the near future. Of 20 chapters only one

specifically dealt with licensing but others dealt with

problems that were of central importance in licensing e.g.

the role of the private airlines. I will discuss the report

in two sections first dealing with the Committees review of

the ATLB licensing system and secondly mentioning the larger

proposals put forward as guidance for the future shape of

the industry. These will be seen more clearly in the light

of the Consnitteas view of the objectives of regulation.

Just as the Geddes Committea on *Carriers licensing* (of 1965)

set out the possible aims of licensing and than tested the

effectiveness of the system in securing these so the Edwards

Committee set out the of civil aviation regulation.

Their findings may be summarised asj (1) A long term objective
J

should be the customers ability to buy at the minimum economic

price compatible with safety. (2) Efficient airlines ought to

earn adequate profit. (3) Regulation of prices should balance

the interests of present and future airline users. (U) British

safety standards should match the worlds best. (5) Regulation

should not be allowed to impede efficiency t>ut should serve

the balance of payments interests of the U.K. (6) Good

employee relations. (7) Opportunity for new entrants so long

as practicable. (8) Services run for reasons of public policy

at a loss should be paid for directly,not by other airline
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users. (9) Support for the U.K. aircraft manufacturing industry

is important but not a prime objective of the civil air industry.

If civil airlines are required to act against their commercial

judgment the Government should protect them. (10) A once and

for all statement of aviation objectives in Statutes Is unlikely

to be adequate; Government statements of policy will be
87

necessary from time to time.

Even from, the above it may be seen that the Committee

favoured free enterprise and competition to a degree that

would have been questioned by the Labour Party.

i. The Edwards Committee's review of the ATLB

88 ;
The Committee noted the Select Committees recommendation

that the ATLB be wound up but pointed out that its own evidence

indicated that the faults lay in the licensing system, not in the
89

Board itself. Ten main criticisms were listed
} these were;

(1) the lack of clear statements of policy and lack of case

law allowing operators to predict the results of cases. (2) The ATLB

had given insufficient opportunity to private airlines to

develop usable route structures by not licensing enough

routes or granting licences with restrictions on duration and

frequency^ (3)0e Hbarllsd cbalfcwith applications on an ad hoc

basis without regard for net working by companies - this had

87. Ibid. Paragraph 627

88. Edwards Paragraph JU-6—-Ii7

89. Ibid. Paragraph 629
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resulted in unconnected routes for private airline schedule

services^ (U) it had over protected the corporations by

giving too much weight to the criteria of"wasteful duplication"

and "material diversion"5 (5) it had given sufficient attention

to developing regional air services and had not taken sufficient

account of the views of seme of the fiegional Advisory Comnitteesj

(6) in considering applications it had not sufficiently investi¬

gated the finances of airlines - it was more concerned with

short term viability^(7) it had not insisted on submission by

airlines of sufficient statistical data on which growth and

performance could be judged^ (8) it had taken too long to

deal with applications\ (9) in licensing international routes

it had ignored difficulties and realities of obtaining the

necessary traffic rights$ (10) it had paid too little attention

to the safety implications of its financial investigation of

airlines.

The Committee accepted in part on ATLB contention that

it had been limited by its terms of reference but considered
90

the Board had "interpreted in terms of reference too narrowly";

It felt that many of the private airlines criticisms were

based on a misunderstanding of the I960 Government's purpose

which had not been to give independents complete freedom of

operation at the expense of the Corporations. The Committee

recalled Mr. Sandys saying of the Bill, "it is not intended

to undermine the position of BQAC or BEA" (I.C.Deb. 618 Col 1231).

90. Ibid, paragraph 63O
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As far as criticisms of the Board's failure to issue

policy statements or take initiatives e.g. in improving route

structures the Board had contended that the I960 Act did not

provide for it to do these thingsJ it was merely required to

hear individual applications with reference to the Act. The

Board in its second report had said that it would 'interpret

the Act as it stood and not by reference to statements by

Ministers *. It pointed out that the existing system for

forming policy had three main defects^ (l) there was no

power for the Minister to issue authoritative directions on

policy, so there could be no foreknowledge of the policy

he would follow. (2) there was no method by which a matter

of policy arisin g in a particular case could reach the

Minister unless a party to the case appealed. (3) there

was no compulsion on the Board to follow appeal decisions of

the Minister

The Committee concluded that,no matter how the licensing

system were to be administeredj "there is an imperative need
for future licensing policy to^corporate provisions by which

91. It is noteworthy that the ATLB itself made these criticisms
since the Board could have followed a policy of accepting
Ministerial advice and decisions but instead it had taken
the reverse attitude in its 'arms length' stance.
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all statements of policy are formulated by the Government

from time to time and are published in a statutory instrument

as the legally binding guidsLines upon which licensing policy

92
should be based". It felt that this would solve the appeals

problem and also improve procedure.

Almost all submissions to the Edwards Committee criticised

the regulations governing appeals against ATLB decisions. The

I960 Act had allowed appeals without restriction; on thai-grounds.

Before the Commissioner appointed by the Minister, the case

was reopened and there were no restrictions on new evidence

(which was often produced). The Committee felt that airlines

had increasingly come to regard the ATLB hearing as a 'pre¬

liminary round' and there was no reason why parties could not,

as was alleged, 'save up' evidence for an appeal. It concluded

that appeals had undermined the ATLB and stated that the

solution ought to be,
"a much stricter limitation of the grounds

for an appeal and the use of the courts on a special tribunal

rather than a Ministerial Commissioner, as the place for a

93
hearing"'.

The limitation would be achieved by using the guidance

already recommended to be published in binding statutory

92. Edwards Paragraph 61*0

93 • Ibid. Paragraph 61*8
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instrument form and limiting appeals to one of two grounds,

either a point of law, if it were alleged that the Board

had acted ultra vires, or on grounds that the decision was

perverse i.e. that it could not reasonably be brought within

the declared policy of the Government as set out in the

statutory instrument.

The Committee was confidant that,
"In both cases there

would be issues which could be decided by the courts, or by

a special legal tribunal, ^(Para 6U9). No new evidence

would be permitted. The Committee left open the choice

between ordinary courts and a special tribunal but would

have been happy to see a system similar to that existing

for appeals against Air Operators Certificates (in which

the appellate tribunal was appointed by the Lord Chancellor

and could include assessors).

A claimed advantage of such a system was that it "would

cause policy statements to be written in terms sufficiently

clear to be generally understood and if necessary to stand
95

the test of judicial interpretation". So that the Government

could modify policy in the light of a particular decision^
the Committee proposed that the Board of Trade should have power

Ibid, paragraph 6h9

95. Ibid. Paragraph 651
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direct the Authority to suspend aotion on a decision pending

a re-assessment of the statutory instrument giving guidance

and if necessary a change in the statutory Instrument put

before Parliament."^

The Committed recommended that the new Authority should

adopt a pre-hearing procedure as used in the American CAB, in

order to streamline procedure by reviewing evidence and disposing

of differences of facts and by securing agreement between

parties on what were the relevant issues to be argued before

the Authority.

Cta the matter of the Boards powers to investigate

finances the ATLB admitted that it had powers (under Regulation

9) to investigate finances but stated that in practice this

had not been easy us figures out-dated very quickly and it was

difficult to assess the position of a newcomer to the field.

The Board pointed out that under the I960 Act it did not have

the duty to consider matters in respect of which an Air

Operators Certificate was required (viz the competence of

the applicant to secure that the aircraft operated by him
97would be operated safely). The Committee recommended that

the new Authority should undertake much more searching exam¬

inations of resources than the ATLB had done.

In addition to the above recommendations the Committee

96
argued that the future authority should cure the deficiencies

96. Ibid.

97. Ibid. Paragraph 653

96. Ibid.
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in the ATLB system try introducing a much more positive

regulatory role into licensing procedures, with the authority

itself initiating proposals for change in the route structure

of the airlines and working hand in hand with those responsible

for technical regulation to ensure that the relationship

between technical standards and financial resources was kept

constantly under review.

On the last point we may diagnose a difference of opinion

betireen Edwards and the Select Committee of 1967. The latter

considered that technical safety could be left with the Board

of Trade and airlines could be allowed to regulate their own
99

finances. The Edwards Committee discussed the relationship

between financial weakness and safety and concluded that the

two were related. The Committee noted that on 5 occasions

when the Director of Aviation Safety was about to withdraw

Air Operators Certificates this was not found to be necessary

because the operator was going out of business for financial

reasons). It therefore recommended that the authorities

responsible for both aspects of regulation should be coordin¬

ated more closely.

The Edwards Committee was not satisfied with the division

of responsibilities between the Board of Trade and the ATLB.

In the ATLB system the responsibility for tariffs was divided

with the Board of Trade being responsible both for approval

of LATA and negotiation of traffic rights. Edwards felt that

it would be logical for all tariff functions to be the respon¬

sibility of one authority since; (1) domestic international,

99. Edwards pp 210 - 12
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inclusive tour and charter pricing policies interacted and

should be considered jointly, (2) the staff required to

develop positive tariff policies . would be more economic¬

ally deployed if in one authority, (3) there was a good case

for requiring certain aspects of international tariff regulation

to be subject to public hearings.

On the matter of traffic rights negotiations the Committee

desired these also to be the function of the new Authority.

The report stated,

"We recognise that traffic rights negotiations

may sometimes involve issues and interests which run beyond

civil aviation, and also that negotiations may well involve

important ;ss«jqs of policy, which are the prerogative of the

Minister. Nevertheless, in the interests of keeping the

whole task of supporting and developing British Civil Aviation

in one set of hands, we recommend that the Authority should be

in a position to carry the main weight, in association with

the Foreign and Commonwealth Office of these negotiations in

most cases. We recognise however that some of the major

negotiations may go to the root of policy and that the spon¬

soring department which will remain responsible for general

policy must reserve the right toccncsrn itself with these

100. Ibid. Paragraph 7hG

101. Ibid. Paragraph 1012
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The new authority would thus be responsible fori

(1) The issue of route licences and the enforcement of their
terms o

(2) Route structure reviews.

(3) The main work in negotiating international traffic rights
in association with the foreign and Commonwealth Office.

(U) The investigation of the financial wealth of operators
and tour operators or travel agents associated in joint

enterprises with the airlines, to regulate accounting

procedures and reporting.

(5) Consultation with and adyisHtjthe Government on regional
aviation including subsidies.

(6) The review of mergers of airlines and variations of licences in

the light of such review.

(7) The co-operation of economic and technical regulatory
authorities.

(8) The collection, preparation and issue of statistical and
financial data for the U.K. civil air transport industry
on a standardised basis.

(9) The making and publication of economic studies on

important aspects of air transport.

(10) The consideration of representatives by consumers about
air services.

The new body was to be a Civil Aviation Authority(C.A.A.).

In considering the division of responsibilities and functions of

the C.A.A. the Committee noted four alternative ways to give an

improved authority^ (1) to create a strengthened ATLBt (2) to

have economic and technical regulation in two separate bodies

102. Edwards Paragraph 6%h
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103
outside Government, (3) to have all regulation within

Government, (U) to have all regulatory functions placed outside

Government in one Civil Aviation Authority headed by a Board

and working to policy instructions. The Committee accepted
1QU

that the Government must formulate aviation policy.

The first alternative of minimum change was rejected

because it would continue the problems of the division of

technical and economic regulation and the division of technical

functions between the ABB and the Government.

The Committee rejected the idea of two boards (although it

accepted that one authority ought to regulate all safety matters)

since the problem of interfacing the technical and economic

regulatory functions would have remained such a .system would

allow duplication and yet still permit some problems to fall

between two stools.

A Government department could regulate and co-ordinate

efficiently but the Committee stated that, "Independents fear

that they might not get a fair deal from a Government Department

responsible for the financial health of the nationalised Air
10£

Corporations". The Committee noted the criticisms that a

departmental pay structure would not attract men of sufficient

calibre for the job.

Thus the independent single authority, the C.A.A., was

chosen. Policy would have to be open and the C.A.A. would be

103* The ATLB and ABB were both independent. In America the
independent CAB was responsible for economic matters but
the departmental Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) was
responsible for safety regulation.

10b, Bdwards Paragraph 989
105. Ibid. Paragraph 1002
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free to advise the Government on policy formulation. The

Authority ^ould have its own staff, pay structure and

spokesman. The C.A.A. would be responsible for Air Traffic

Control Services (the present Controller would report in

future to the C.A.A. and A.T.C.S. staff would be C.A.A.

employees). The C.A.A. would be involved in traffic rights

negotiations and tariff approvals. The new authority was

envisaged by Edwards as firmly committed to research and would

therefore advise on the planning of airports. It would

continue the A.T.L.B. function as investigator of consumer

conplaints. Finances would be supplied initially by the

Government but the C.A.A. should aim to support itself by

licence revenues in time.

One function that would not be transferred to the C.A.A.

would be accident investigation which had been in the hands of

the Board of Trade Chief Inspector of Accidents who reported

to the Minister. This function being politically important

would not easily be devolv ed and anyway the Committee felt

that the C.A.A. should not judge its own safety enforcement.

The former Air Begistration Board would become part of the

new CAA.

The C.A.A.*s policy guidance would be set down in statutory

instruments which might be elaborated by White Papers (which

106. Ibid. Chapter 19
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would lack the force of law) and hearings would be regulated

by a publicly known machinery. The Committee noted the

difficult "Parliamentary and constitutional issues" involved

in their proposal but "took courage from the fact that the

Fulton Committee had mentioned air traffic control as an

example of a possible area for "living off" control from

central government.

The problems of laying down a written policy for the

Authority^guidance were not overlooked by the Committee,which

expressed the hope that safeguards would be evolved to allow

policy to be amended;a ministerial power to direct the CAA

to suspend hearings on a case had been given with this

difficulty in mind. The Committee recognised the difficulty
3-08

of separating policy framing from its daily administration

and argued that the C.A.A. "should obviously be in close
109

touch with the department". This division of function

would depend on the Departments11^ working "on the broader

front" not reviewing the daily decisions of the C.A.A. The

sum of guidance for the C.A.A. would therefore be (l) statutory

orders or directions on policy issued by the department,

(2) extra-statutory documents issued by the C.A.A. itself,

107. Ibid. Paragraph 1031

106. Ibid. Paragraph IO3I4.
109. Ibid.
110. The Committee did not recommend which department should be

responsible for civil aviation. It noted, in favour of the
Board of Trade, that civil aviation was as much concerned with
international commerce. The case for the Ministry of Technology
was that it sponsored the aircraft industry for the Ministry of
Transport'jit was argued that this would facilitate coordination.
(Edwards Paragraph 10U5).
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(3) minor regulatory powers or bye laws, if Parliament allowed

the CoA.A. to make these where the public interest was not

heavily involved.

Thus we begin to see that the body proposed by the Edwards

Committee was to be very different from the ATLBo The CoAoAo

would combine many functions of aviation regulation that had

been separatedfrom the ATLBo The CoA.A. was to act in close

consultation with Government and was meant to lead the industry

by positive actions rather than passively awaiting adjudications.

In this respect the new body was to be more like the American

Independent Regulatory Commission in concept, combining adjudi¬

cation with management and administration within the large and

expert agency#

ii The Edwards Committees proposals for the shape of

British civil aviation.

In this section I will give a brief summary of the major

recommendations of the Edwards Committee^ to deal exhaustively
)

with the Committees deliberations would give an impossibly long

account. The Committee dealt withi,r0ad policy issues and

particular problems of aviation, considering those on both

practical and theoretical grounds. The Committees consider¬

ation of particular problems e.g. competition on international

routes, inclusive tours regulation, regional development and

111. Edwards Paragraph 101*0
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the achedule/non schedule balance reflects on the policies

pursued by the ATLB. I will consider particular problems

after the Edwards proposals for the general shape of the

industry.

(a) The Public - Private balance

Of immense concern to the industry was the Edwards Committees

findings on the respective roles of the Corporations and the

independent companies. The Committee started its deliberations

by stating that it did not believe there was a case for

denationalising the Corporations since the ownership of BOAC

and EEA had little effect on their efficiency. It considered

that competition was a far more important regulator of

efficiency than ownership. A "general thesis" of the Report

was, "that there are genuine virtues in airline competition

and independent or semi-independent commands when these can be
112

shown not to be destructive of major scale economies".

The Committee accepted a 'mixed economy' view of the
113

future industry but rejected as 'inhibiting' the system of

quantitative regulation between the two sectors (as found in

Australia). The Corporations should as far as possible be

treated as equal to the independents before the Authority

(although the Committee noted that the Corporations would

carry the burden of technical innovation and international

representation). It considered that there was "a place in the

industry far privately owned airlines and for airlines of mixed

ownership"."1"^

112. Edwards Paragraph U86
113. Ibid. Paragraph k92
lU-i. Ibid. Paragraph 1*95
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The Committee started its examination of the future

structure of the industry by considering the case for and

against a monopoly of all U.K. air services. For monopoly

it was argued! (1) it facilitated planning, (2) it was

efficient since it would regulate from the inside, (3)

licensing would out-date too quickly,

(1*) foreign competition would be met anyway, (5) full

economies of scale would be gained.

Against monopoly the Committee considered; (l) the danger

of stagnation from putting all power into a few hands,

(2) subsidiaries might be rendered inflexible and unresponsive

in a monopoly situation, (3) innovations might be resisted
#

even if they favoured the customer, (1*) it was imperative that

those with new ideas should get a chance to display these for

these operators provide new services.

The Committee concluded that "a monolithic structure for

the U.K. airline industry, though not impracticable, would

create more problems than it would solve, and we recommend

against it".11^
Hence arose the recommendation that a second force airline

be created. This was predicated on the argument, "that, if

it is possible to have an alternative source of management and

innovation, without significant loss of scale economies, it
116

is worth doing." The Committee believed that a second force

could be created without seriously affecting the future of BOAC

or BEA.

115. Ibid. Paragraph 1*03

116. Ibid. Paragraph 1*23
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Thus the Committee envisaged the shape of the industry

in 1975 as consisting ofj

(1) a long-haul airline based on BQAC serving all BQAC points
save those conceded to a 'second force* airline.

(2) A European end Domestic scheduled service airline based
on BEA with the exception that non trunk domestic services
should be transferred to British Air Services (BAS).

These two major airlines would be linked to ensure the

most effective use of resources and purchases.

(3) A second force airline "licensed to operate a viable
structure of long-haul and short-haul routes providing
an additional source of management experience, expertise and
initiative and serving as the second U.K. operator in
those cases where double designation is in the British
interest.

All three of these airlines would also provide capacity

for inclusive tours and other passenger charters and freight

operations.

(U) A group of provincial airlines with a parent company based
on B.A.S. to operate secondary domestic services in the U.K. ,

some European destinations and European inclusive tours.

(5) A small number of specialists in inclusive tour and other
T"L8

charters, including specialists in freight charter.

(b) Private Airlines end the Second Force

At the end of 1968 there were 19 private airlines operating

about 25/6 of total passenger miles of the British industry. The

Edwards Committee envisaged that in 1975 following a rational¬

isation of these private companies (which it felt were generally

117. IbidParagraph U55

• Ibid.
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underfinanced) private operators would carry § of British

traffic*

The Second Force

The Ccnaaittee recommended the creation of a 1 second

force* independent airline to supply competition for the

Corporations. It argued that "competition is the most effec¬

tive way by which the travelling public may be assured that

they will get comfortable and efficient service"."^ The

second force would operate long and ahort haul scheduled

services as well as charters. To serve as a spur It would

have to be able to compete in the world market and thus a

minimum size of fleet was laid down by the Committee. It

considered that only 'VA had anything like the facilities
120

needed* however the expertise of Caledonian Airways would

make a useful contribution to the second force* The Committee

concluded that BOA and Caledonian in association presented the
121

best chance of a second force airline. Flans for the

second force were discussed with BOA who argued that a transfer

of routes frcra BOAC to BOA would be required to establish the

airline. The Committee believed'1'22 that a balance could be

negotiated that would set up a second force without damaging

BOAC unduly. It argued that in return for the transfer of

routesthe proposed National Air Holding Board (the holder of

119« Ibid.Paragraph 29U
120. Ibid.Paragraph 576

121. Ibid.Paragraph 613

122. Ibid.Paragraphs 566 - 595
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the Corporations assets) would be given a public stake in

the second force relating to the size of the transfer.

(c) The Public Sector

The Edwards Committee consideredthe old question of

whether BQAC and BEA ought to be merged. This crudely resolved

into a question whether the advantages of cooperation out¬

weighed any diseconomies of size, (this iss»h0db«a«|. for

two decades, the last timehaving baai a White Paper of 1963

entitled "The Financial Problems of BQAC" which rejected a

merger in favour of collaboration). The Committee favoured

the creation of a National Air Holdings Board to own and

control all public capital in airlines. Thus the group would

include BQAC, BEA and British Air Services Ltd.(B.A.S.)(a

subsidiary of BEA). It would allow the Corporations to retain

their individual identities whilst permitting rationalisations

(which would require C.A.A. approval if involving route
121

transfers) and further cooperation between the two Corporations.

The Committee envisaged the creation of a separate airline

for Scotland operating as part of the B.A.S. group of companies

and responsible for the whole highlands operation. It foresaw

a hiving off to B.A.S. of BEA*s secondary domestic scheduled

services and the expansion of B.A.S. into a parent company

for a number of smaller operating units relating to particular

grographioal areas. The Holdings Board would hold a majority

of shares in B.A.S. but the latter would continue to be

constituted as a company with a minority of privately held

shares.

123* The Committee decided that they could not support an
outright merger of BOAC and BEA and that any form of
joint airline committee would not be sufficiently strong.
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Particular Economic questions considered by Edwards

(a) Competition

The Committee generally favoured competition, noting,

•'All of us are aware of the frustrations of dealing with monopoly
12ii

suppliers". It examined on international (North Atlantic),

European, and Domestic routes the relationship between route

traffic, volume and the level of operating costs in order to
125

determine where dual designation would be advisable.

Although it admitted that the C.A.A. would have to consider

cases of competitive applications for itself the Committee

concluded that on domestic routes only one (London to Newcastle)

might develop sufficiently to justify competition within a

decade. It favoured continuation of the ATLB practice of

limiting initial frequencies to a second operator

but recommended that in future the frequencies of both operators

be regelated.

The Committee argued that competition should be allowed

on the prestigious London to New York route. In Europe

the only routes justifying competition were found to be Gatwick

to Paris and possible Brussels.

On the matter of inter airline pool agreements the

Committee considered these ought to bo filed with the Authority.

It felt that these might reduce the standards of a service and

12iu Edwards Paragraph 29k

125. *Dual designation*^^ ij-attfe Government has notified
another state joined in a bilateral air agreement that
two carriers are to be designated as flag carriers for
the U.K. and are thus brought within the terms of the
agreement giving traffic rights.
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ought not to weigh heavily against competition where this

was otherwise desirable on traffic grounds.

(b) Regional Development and Subsidies

The committee advocated the setting up of a B.A.3.

subsidiary for the running of regional services in Scotland.

Subsidies ought to be paid directly in order to minimise

cross subsid"-s*5.on and local authorities ought to participate

in subsidy arrangements.

(c) Scheduled versus Charter Competition* Tariff Control

The Committee considered that the ATLB's policy of applying

prices on charter inclusive tours to prevent harmful price

cutting and diversion from scheduled services had been "too
126

restrictionist". ^ It felt that the regulatory policy should

be directed towards defining routes requiring protection for

public policy reasons and should then limit charters sufficiently

to preserve scheduled services. On other routes a freer policy

should be pursued. The Committee recommended an experimental

period fcr the elimination of prioe control. Instead of

protecting the public from failures by minimum price control

the Committee wanted a system of bonding of I.T. licence
127

holders.

On International scheduled services the Committee saw

no alternative to the continuation of IATA Traffic Conference

fare fixing,Domestically the Committee advocated that financial

data submitted in tariff cases to the authority should be

126. Ibid. Paragraph 716
127. Ibid. Paragraph 769
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published so that arguments for increases would be fully aired.

The Committee opposed cross-subsidisation in principle

because it raisallocated resources and confused the costing of

a route. It recommended that the future authority should

require airlines to produce data relating to individual routes

cn a common accounting basis to facilitate price regulation.

The Edwards Committee reported in 1969 and laid down the

foundation for the 1971 Civil Aviation Act. However the report

was not debated in the House of Commons until the 1971 Act

was introduced.

The Labour Government1 a White Paper of 1969

Following the publication of the Edwards report and its

presentation to Parliament in May 1969 the Labour Government

produced a White Paper entitled "Civil Aviation Policy" (Crand

U213), presented in November 1969.

The White Paper was an assessment of the Edwards report

and was "intended to provide a new charter for the industry
129

for the next decade". It sought to lay down a policy of

sufficient generality to be durable, noting the Edwards warning
110

that "it is not useful to lay down detailed blue prints",

in a changing industry. The Government admitted that the I960

licensing system had not been as successful as had been hoped

128.H.C.Deb.8lli Col. 1185 17»3»71.

129. Cmnd lj.213 paragraph 8 (subsequent refs. will give para no. only).

130. Edwards paragraph 9.
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and that justified criticisms had been made of the system of

appeals and of the lack of clarity in civil aviation objectives.

The Government in general agreed with the Edwards objectives

of (l) satisfying demand at the lowest charges constant with

high safety, (2) allowing an economic return to the efficient,

(3) improving the balance of payments, (U) minimising restric¬

tions. It accepted that a second carrier ought to be licensed,

"where it can be shown that mich competition would be in the
131

public interest" and that inclusive tour restrictions should

be imposed only to protect "scheduled services for which there

is a genuine need". The Government did point out that liberal

policies would have to be tempered to fit in with the realities

of international civil aviation.

(a) The Public sector The Edwards committee had called

for more coordination between BOAC and BEA especially in

marketing. After their report the Board of Trade undertook

further studies on the matter. Theee concluded that significant

gains would be achieved by the use of a single route network.

Against this background the Labour Government advocated the

creation of an Airways Board with the powers suggested by the

Committee but without the organisational restraints that Edwards

had desired. The Edwards proposals for separate boards both

131. Paragraph 10
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responsible to the Holdings board were criticised by both

corporations on the grounds that they would produce a double

layer of decision making. The Government accepted these

criticisms - their proposed single Airways Board wculd have

complete authority and responsibility but would retain the

individual abilities of BOAC and BEA as operating airlines.

Thus the White Paper diverged from the Edwards Committee.

(b) The Independent sector

The White Paper agreed with Edwards that "there is a place

in the industry for both publicly owned and privately owned
132

■> airlines". It accepted that competition could contribute

towards efficiency but stated that "excessive fragmentation

of effort must be avoided".Nevertheless the benefits of

competition ought to be pursued where traffic allowed this.

The Authority would have to consider each case and be satisfied

of three things before allowing competition^ (1) the airline

had the resources and skill to make the service viable within

a reasonable period, (2) the designation of an independent on

a route already served by BQAC or BEA should not unduly impair

the Corporations or their capacity to meet the financial

obligations laid upon them by Government, (3) the net increase

in traffic and benefit to customers should more than offset

13li
diseconomies•

The White Paper envisaged greater participation by scheduled

132. Paragraph 31

133. Paragraph 32

13U. Paragraph 33
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carriers in the charter market and a role for the C.A.A. as

a calalyst for mergers likely to strengthen the industry.

(c) The Second Force Airline

The White Paper stated that the Government would welcome

"the emergence by amalgamation""^"' of such an airline if it

strengthened the industry; however it continued to state,

"The Government cannot accept that the formation of such

an airline should be made conditional upon the transferto it

of a significant part of the Air Corporations route networks,

as distinct from double designation in appropriate cases.

The Government would not rule out some reallocation of routes

by the C.A.A. if the latter considered that this would benefit

the industry as a whole.

Surprisingly the Labour Governments paper rejected the

idea of a public sector stake in the 'second force' considering,

"that on balance it would make it more difficult to achieve the

full benefits of competition and that it would be inappropriate

to use public funds in this way."3"^

(d) regional Air Services

The Edwards report had distinguished between primary and

secondary scheduled domestic networks and had recommended

rationalisation of secondary services under the umbrella of

B.A.S., a subsidiary of SEA with a minority private shareholding.

The Government accepted this basic idea and accepted that B.A.S.

135. Paragraph 39

136. Paragraph hi

137. Paragraph 1*2
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should not have a complete monopoly of such services. The

White Paper stated that the C.A.A. would have a "major

responsibility in studying and premoting the rationalisation
138

of regional services".

(e) Economic Policy

The White Paper envisaged the C.A.A.as having a major

role in the application of economic policy, including respon¬

sibility for basic research where this had been lacking in

the past.

On the issue of pricing the Edwards idea of prices closely

relating to costs was accepted. Cross subsidisation would

be acceptable for routes in the process of developing towards

a forseeable period of profitability but continuing cross

subsidisation would be taken as a misallocation of resources

that should be rectified.

Inclusive tour prioes ought to be both internally coherent

and no higher than needed to protect scheduled services. So

far Edwards was acoepted, but the Government cautioned the

advance towards liberalisation of charter licensing stating
139

that, "progress in this direction cannot be fast". Firstly

a route by route examination by the C.A.A. would be required

to see where protection was needed and secondly the U.K. could

only move in concert with other countries.

On international fares the White Paper diverged frcm

Edwards again. It stated that the Board of Trade would retain

responsibility for approval of IATA tariff resolutions and for

138. Paragraph 50

139. Paragraph 57
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negotiations with other Governments on tariffs , The

Board of Trade would aot in olose consultation with the C.A.A.

on such matters. This rejected the Edwards recommendation that

one authority be responsible for all tariff matters."^
The Authority would have the general duty to pay regard

to the pattern of planned investment in all forms of internal

transport. It would, unlike the ATLB, pay attention to surface

transport and for this purpose the White Paper proposed to

extend the Governments consultative machinery to include the

Authority and other transport interests.

The Government accepted the Edwards view that some services

would require subsidisation for social reasons but stated that

first the Authority would have to study the social needs and

costs of such services. The White Paper agreed that where

required the subsidy should be directly paid but differed frcm.

Edwards instating that the Government should decide the amount

of subsidy required and not the regional authority. It

followed Edwards in advocating that costs be borne partly by

the local communities and in stating that public sector services

would be continued only where there was the prospect of profit¬

ability.

The Government agreed that commercial agreements between

airlines ought to be filed with the C.A.A. and be subject to

review.

(f) The Civil Aviation Authority

f

The White Paper accepted the Committees point that a

weakness in the ATLB system had been the absence of a full

HiO. Edwards paragraph 7I4.8
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statement of aviation objectives, that the ATLB had played a

limited role tending to nawait applications and to grant

those which satisfied a limited number of very general criteria""^1
The White Paper was intended to set out broad objectives and

the new Authority would "act positively in pursuit of the
) 1 )| O

Governments declared objectives and policies".

The new Authority would be more discriminating than

hitherto. It might have e.g. to close a sector of activity

to new entrants or to encourage diversification. The body

would act in cooperation with the industry, "The Relationship

will need to be consultative and not confined to the formal

hearing of evidence and argumentIt would guide and

direct the industry with a programme of research.

The Government accepted that the body should act outside

the detailed supervision of Ministers and should lie outside

a Government department. This body the Civil Aviation Authority

should be responsible for all aspects of safety regulation so

as to coordinate economic and safety control as suggested by

Edwards. A se^iarate organisation would allow a comprehensive

expertise in aviation matters to be devdoped and therefore

C.A.A. staff should be outside the Civil Service. For similar

reasons the C.A.A. should be responsible for the civil side

of air traffic control also.

The C.A.A. would be established as a corporate body with

a Board appointed by the Board of Trade. One independent

lUl. Paragraph 86

lli2. Paragraph 8?

1U3. Paragraph 88
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member would be responsible for consumer interests. The

procedure for hearings would be governed by the Council on

Tribunals and pre hearings would be used.

The Government accepted the recommendation that policy

should be set out and published; provision would be made for

the appropriate instruments under the Aot .. It noted that^ fcr the sake of

stability,changes in policy would have to be infrequent.

Appeals would be allowed. The Government considered that

as had been possible in the ATLB ^ppeals on the grounds of
vires should be allowed before the Courts. However the

Government saw •difficulty* in the recommendation that the

Courts or a judicial tribunal should hear appeals based on

consistency of a decision with declared policy. The White

Paper stated,

"The formal policy statement, being concerned with

essentially economic criteria , is unlikely to be expressed in

terms lending themselves to judicial interpretation. The

consistency of the Authority1* decisions with the policy can

best be judged by the Board of Trade, which will have drawn

up the policy statement in the first place. Thus the

Government desired an appeal on the grounds of consistency with

policy to the Board of Trade. In doing so it differed from the

lllh. Ibid, paragraph 1GU
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Edwards recommendation of an independent appeal body.^'* The

White Paper did accept that the Board of Trade should have a

power to direct the Authority to suspend deliberations pending

a reconsideration of Board of Trade policy.

The Government also differed from the Edwards recommen¬

dation that the C.A.A. be the main negotiator of international

traffic rights* It accepted that the C*A*A. should be olosely

involved but stated that "international negotiations......must

remain the responsibility of Ministers","^ since the traffic

rights question was too closely related to civil aviation

policy to remove it from the Board of Trade. The C.A.A. would

advise and would send members to attend international negotiations

and meetings.

The Government accepted that the Authority should obtain

up to date returns from airlines and should have power to

publish this information. Financially the C.A.A. would be

supported by grants insofar as it failed to meet its costs

by drawing revenue from licence fees. A long term objective

would be the complete recovery of the C.A.A. costs from

licensing fees.

1U5- Of the White Paper advocation of Ministerial appeals the
ATLB commented,

"there must be the seeds of dissatisfaction
and confusion in a system which in the first place, accords
the responsibility of deciding appeals against the decisions
of a judicial tribunal to a member of the Executive, which
we have always considered wrong} and which moreover, when
the tribunals decisions have been taken in conformity with
declared Government policy, allows the retrospective adjustment
of that policy to continue their frustration."

Iii6. Paragraph 110.
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The White Paper noted that such a Civil Aviation Authority-

involved "a number of constitutional and administrative

innovationsIt would have substantial discretion but, "The

essential feature of the status will be the separation between
•«! n

policy formation and the detailed application of policy".

Policy would be formed by the Government and changed by the

Government. The Board of Trade would be responsible for

matters involving "wider considerations than the Authority
lh9

would be competent to decide" (e.g. international matters,

noise, military matters). Within these bounds the C.A.A. would

have a "wide discretion" and on the matters mentioned it would

participate by advising the Government.

Summary of the White Paper

The Edwards committees recommendations for a broadly

based C.A.A. were accepted by the Government. The new Authority

was to be positive and supply leadership to the industry; it

would be given comprehensive control of the civil aviation

industry in a way denied to the ATLB. The Independent sector

was to be given a part to play in the licensing system but

not at the expense of the Corporations. A new Airways Board

would be set up to control BOAC, BEA and BAS. The spirit of

Edwards was thus followed but the White Paper differed from

Edwards on a number of major pointst

(1) An Airways Board was to take over control of the Corporations

management and not merely hold combined assets.

1U7. Paragraph 120

U48. Paragraph 121

11*9. Ibid.
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(2) Appeals from the C.A.A. were to go to the Board of Trade;
not to an independent body.

(3) The C.A.A. was not to be given international tariff

controls, or traffic rights negotiation control.

(U) The Second Force would be allowed but not at the expense

of transfer of a significant part of the Air Corporations

routes.

(5) The White Paper rejected an immediate abandonment of

minimum price control of inclusive tours and favoured an

examination of the routes involved before gradual relaxation

was to be permitted.

(6) The Government would not devolve responsibility for

subsidies to regional authorities.

Conservative Party Aviation Policy following the 1969
White Paper

No full debate on the labour Government's White Paper

of 1969 occtced until the Conservative Government introduced

the Civil Aviation Bill on the 17th March 1971. Nevertheless

the Conservative Party's policy of early 1971 was known$

the Conservative Political Centre published a booklet by

John Seekings entitled "Guidlines for Airlinesn and the right
/ I

wing magazine Flight gave an account of Conservative Policy

as expressed by Mr. Heath (19th Fabruary 1970 issue' ).

The Conservatives desired am independent a C.A.A. as

was possible. They wanted an environment for airlines in

which there would be no political interference on matters of

short term significance. The Conservatives differed from the
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White Paper in advocating that the C.A.A.should be responsible

for international traffic rights and the approval of international

fares.

Ch the question of the organisation of the public sector

and the public/private sector balance the parties were in

agreement; the White Paper had after all subscribed to the

notion of freer competition and the equality of the indepen¬

dents. On the matter of a second force Conservatives agreed

with Edwards as against the White Paper in considering that

route transfers might be necessary in order to create aseoond

force airline capable of competing in the world market.

Conservatives were wary of the Edwards idea of having B.A.S.,,

the B.E.A. subsidiary,as the nucle \s of a regional domestic system
- they felt that this was too close to nationalisation and they

desired greater opportunity for private airlines. Private

airlines competing with the Corporations ought to be aided by

restricting Corporation frequencies until the new competition

had reached a position of broad equality.

In general the Conservative Party desired a liberal

licensing system with the minimum of protection for existing

operators (the White Paper had agreed that the Corporations

needed a degree of protection). On the new machinery of control

proposed by Edwards the parties in the main agreed save for the

differences mentioned above. Seekings in his 'Ouidlines for

Airlines' added another important difference; he argued that

"The present arrangement whereby the Board of Trade acts as a
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court of appeal should be ended in favour of a system whereby

a preliminary hearing is conducted by a senior official of

the C.A.A. who then passes on the case with his published

recommendations to a final hearing of the Licensing Board".

He cannot of course be assumed to represent official party

opinion (he also advocated leaving air traffic rights negot¬

iations with the Board of Trade) but his paper was forwarded

by Mr. F. Corfield (Che Minister for Aerospace in Mr. Heath*s

June 1970 Government) and was published by the C.P.C.

The Evolution of the *Second Force* airline

In September 1969 acting on the strength of the Edwards

Report B.U.A. applied to the ATLB for a number of routes

aimed at establishing itself as the second force. It applied

for licences and the revocation of a number of BQAC licences

the effect of which would have been a transfer of BOAC's route

network in Africa to the applicants.

When the White Paper emerged SUA*a and Caledonian's Chairmen

met in late 1969 with the Minister of State of the Board of Trade

to discuss the possibility of a merger. B(JA asked for assurances

that substantial transfers of BOAC's routes would be given to

the new operator. Those assurances were not forthcoming from

the Labour Government. In the light of the White Paper BUA

withdrew its application to the ATLB for a number of African

routes.

In January 1970 BOAC approached the President of the Board

of Trade, Mr. Roy Mason, and sought approval for the purchase
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of HJA. The initiative for the move came from the British

and Commonwealth Shipping Company, the principal BUA shareholders.

Mir. Mason was given the impression that a HJA - Caledonian

merger was not really possible and that BUA desired a merger

with BQAC. On the 5th of March 1970 Mir. Mason announced that

the merger was acceptable to the Government in principle.

This statement resulted in Caledonian applying to the

ATLB for all BUA's main services* BEA applied for BUA,s

European and North African networks. The ATLB deferred hearing

those cases pending the outcome of the ownership of BUA which

beoame an open question when the Board of Trade temporarily

halted 30AC•s acquisition of BUA and wanted Caledonian Airways

to re-open negotiations with BUA*

At a later date (18th March 1970) Mr. Mason told the

House of Commons'*""^ that he had been misle d into believing

that a merger between Caledonian and BUA was not possible and

that he had discovered that negotiations were continuing to

this effect soon after the 5th of March. He had therefore

decided to withhold approval for the BOAC - BUA merger (on the

17th March) pending clarification of the situation.

Caledonian and BUA continued negotiations. In June 1970

a Conservative Government was formed. The Conservatives feared

that HJA would fall to BQAC unless the desired transfer of routes

was made. On August 3rd 1970 the Government announced its

decision to transfer between £5 and £6 million worth of routes

150. H.C. Deb 798 Col. UaO
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to the new airline and that Caledonian was prepared to take

over BUA. Mr. Noble the Minister for Trade made it clear that

this was a ♦once only* transfer. He proposed to use powers

under section 23(5) of the Air Corporations Act 1967 (enabling

the Board of Trade to direct a Corporation not to operate a

particular route), and Section 1(3) of the Civil Aviation

(licensing) Act I960 (enabling the Board of Trade to exempt

an airline from the requirement of an air service licence).

For the sake of speed Mr. Noble introduced the Civil

Aviation (Declaratory Provisions) Bill (its second reading was

on the 2lith November 1970) in order to give the Government

the powers to effect the transfer of certain routes to

Caledonian - BUA. Mr. Noble said that no compensation for

the loss would be given to BOAC. Labour MP's objected that

£6 million worth of route revenue would be lost to the Corpor¬

ation . Mr. Roy Mason stated that the labour party would

••not be bound by this shameful act and will, on return to
151

office, return the routes to BGAC and BEA without compensation".

The Bill received the Royal Assent on 17th February 1971
152and by Statutory Instrument powers were given to transfer a

iq-j
number of B0AC,s routes to Caledonian - BUA. On the 18th of

151. H.C. Deb. 807 Col 257 2iiillx70
152. 31 1971 No. 1*26
153• The Statutory Instrument, "The British Overseas Airways

Corporation Order 1971" stated that the Secretary of State
in exercise of his powers under the Air Corporations Act
1967 and the Civil Aviation (Declaratory Provisions) Act
1971, ordered that BOAC should not provide air transport
services on the route London - Kano - Nagos - Accra on or
after 1st April 1971 apart from northbound services or
charter services. In introducing the second reading of the
Civil Aviation Bill on the 29th March 1971 Mr. Noble stated
that Caledonian - BUA would receive the BQAC London - Tripoli
route and be allowed a Gatwick to Paris service as the
balance of the route transfers to establish the second force.
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May 1971 the ATLB granted Caledonian - BUA a West African licence

and deleted a number of points from BOAC's licence. The application

was decided on close reference to the statutory instrument and

the Board considered that their grant was within the Governments
I51i

policy as set out in that instrument. The second force had

been set on its feat. In the Civil Aviation Act 1971 its

position wa3 to be further secured. .

The Civil Aviation Bill 1971

Without producing a White Paper in response to the Labour

Governments 1969 statement the Conservative Government presented

the Civil Aviation Bill on the 17th March 1971.155 Mr. Michael

Noble, the Minister for Trade, moved the second reading on the

29th March 1971.1*6

Mr. Noble dealt with the three main topics put forward by

Edwards, (1) the Civil Aviation Authority, (2) the Airways Board,

(3) the 'second force* (which dready in existence). On the

C.A.A. Mr. Noble argued that it no longer made sense to regulate

airlines economics, financial health, technical safety, airworthi¬

ness and air traffic control separately; a C.A.A. was needed.

He then stated, "It is of course a constitutional innovation.

The key point perhaps is that we are in this Bill living off a

15U. This decision of the ATLB aroused controversy. It had been
delayed by the ATLB pending clarification of Government
policy. Mr. Mason noted on the 29th June 1971 that
"Caledonian - BtJA at the first opportunity has ignored
Government policy and has tried to browbeat the ATLB
into granting even more than its stolen routes" (H.C.
Deb. 820 Col. 206).

155. H.C. Deb. Col liiUO.

156. H.C. Deb. 8Ut Col. 1172
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regulatory function. Ministers remain responsible to Parliament
157

for policy, but detailed decision rests with the Authority".

The key would be clause 3 which provided broad objectives

for the Authority and for more detailed guidance to be given

in writing subject to Parliament's approval. The Authority

would have discretion in balancing the objectives, Mr. Noble

said. The Government could not lay down guidance on each

matter in advance without putting the Authority in a strait

jacket. The choice would be to allow the Authority discretion

or for Parliament to do the job itself. This meant that,

"the objectives and the

guidance, which will be in general terms, mainly about economio

considerations, are not suited to ultimate decision by the

courts. Appeals, therefore, must be with the Secretary of

State, and I think here with the last Administration we

depart from Sir Ronald Edwards Committees own recommendation"

In reply to a point by Mr. Russell Keir, Mr. Noble stated

that appeals on economic grounds were "things with which the

Secretary of State can deal and which the courts find it very
159difficult to deal". For similar reasons the grounds of

appeal could not be limited to consistency with policy since

it would be "impossible to give policy sufficient provision

157. Ibid. Col 1173

158. Ibid. Col 117U

159. Ibid.
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»i^0
for this to operate. However Mr. Noble stated that the

Government did not intend regularly to substitute its

discretion for that of the authority. The Secretary of State

would "uphold the decision of the authority unless there are

clearly major reasons for departing from itn,l^"L
The Policy Guidance as advocated by Edwards would be set

out in a White Paper in early 1972 and presented to Parliament.

The Authority would be responsible for air safety and air

traffic control. In licensing the Authority would be urged

not to reserve particular kinds of operation to the public

or private sector and to allow operations with the minimum of

restriction. The guidance would set out the opportunities

to be given to the second force. There were limits to

competition but this should be allowed when the C.A.A. was

satisfied that traffic was sufficient, the service would be

improved on that the U.K. share of the market would be

increased. The second force would be given a •measure of

preference1 over other independents.

Mr. Noble stressed the comprehensive nature of the C.A.A.*s

functions. It would have regard to the place of air transport

in the total transport system and to the implications for

160. The Council on Tribunals was consulted on this matter. It

reported that "The Department also accepted our view that
there should be a general right of appeal to the Secretary
of State from decisions of the Authority in air transport
licensing applications, and not one strictly limited to
the ground that the Authority had failed to comply with the
objectives prescribed under section 3W. (Council on Tribunals
1970 - 1, Eeport. para 28).

161. H.C. Deb. 8lU Col. 117k
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regional development. Nevertheless the Government would

retain responsibility for negotiating international traffic

rights, environmental control and accident investigation.

The department would retain the powers of direction on

international matters but the C.A.A. would be empowered to

publish such directions

On the Airways Board Mr. Noble stated that the idea of

such a body was broadly accepted in the house. The Bill

required the British Airways Board (B.A.B.) to study the

organisation of the group and make proposals - it could even

propose a complete merger of the Corporations (which would

require further approval by Parliament.) Mr. Noble took the

opportunity to announce that the balance of the route transfers

from BQAC to Caledonian - BUA would comprise BOAC's London to

Tripoli service and a Gatwick to Paris service.

The Opposition after objecting to the further transfers

of routes to Caledonian - BUA agreed that the Bill largely

accorded with their White Paper ideas of a powerful regulatory

authority covering the whole of the civil aviation transport

and an Airways Board that married BOAC and BEA. Mr. Boy Mason

admitted that, "The Authority, with all these regulatory powers,

is a major constitutional innovation and is bound to be a new

form of corporation.""*"^
In opposition Conservatives had urged a very independent

C.A.A.£ now it was Mr. Mason's turn to complain,

"The Bill is riddled with

Ministerial interference.....much of that will have to be

162. H.C. Deb Vol. 8U* Col 1189
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curtailed} and this will be one of our objectives in committee."1^"'
16k

Mr. Mason stated that the second force routes would be

transferred back to the Corporation on Labour*s return to power.

He argued that the Opposition, like the ATLB in its last report,

desired more publication of information and statistics by the

C.A.A., a better appeals procedure and an efficient licensing

system. Mr. Rankin argued that the Department of Trade and

Industry would be given more power than it had over the ATLB.

It would control international fares and traffic rights which

would affect the 70/6 of Britain's air transport that was inter¬

national. He renin-led the House that Edwards had advocated

putting these powers in the C.A.A.*s hands.Mr. Leslie

Huckfield stated that the C.A.A. would be overruled by the

Secretary of State and be a "weak, nibbling and unimportant
, , „ 166body".

The Bill was considered in detail by Standing Committee

A from the 20th April until the 10th June 1971. I will not

give a complete account of the Committee (as its deliberations

covered over 800 columns of report) but will mention debates

and amendments of importance to this study.

Clause three laid down the General objectives of the

Authority and provided for the issue of further guidance by

163. H.C. Deb Vol. 81k Col 1190

16k. H.C. Deb Vol. 8lk Col 1191

165. H.C. Deb Vol. 8lk Col 1235

166. H.C. Deb Vol. 8lk Col 1251

(Subsequent footnotes will give the oolumn number of H.C. Deb Vol 8lk only)
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the Secretary of State. A number of amendments were introduced

in attempts to supplement the four paragraphs giving the

objectives of the C.A.A. in licensing. Mr. Onslow suggested

that the objectives be more detailed along the lines of the

•Declaration of Policy1 given as guidance to the U.S. Civil

Aeronautics Board 9C.A.B.) in Section 102 of the Federal

Aviation Act 1958. Mr. Noble pointed out that the Edwards

Committee at paragraphs Ul - k2 had argued that the more

detailed guidance of the C.A.B. form would not offer guidance

where objectives conflicted and stated that the C.A.A.*s task

would not be made clearer by adding detail.

Mr. Millon indicated that it was difficult for the Opposition

to propose amendments to the objectives of the C.A.A. since they

were often told that a subject would be dealt with in the Policy

Guidance White Paper, the contents of which were unknown. He

asked Mr. Noble to ecplain the criteria for dividing issues

between the guidance and section 3.

Mr. Millon introduced an amendment to provide that the

C.A.A.•s promotion of the •second force1 airline should as far

as possible be undertaken without prejudice to BOAC and BEA's
168

gaining on economic return. He stated that the Conservative

Governments creation of the second force by transfer was

'absolutely contrary* to the Labour Governments White Paper

167 • Standing Committee A 1970"*71 Col U6 (Subsequent references will
detail the column number only)

168. Col. 72
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policy. The amendment was defeated. An amendment from Mr.

Millan was accepted, inserting in the section 3(2) power of

the Secretary of State to issue written guidance to the C.A.A.

a duty to do this "after consultation with the Authority".

Mr. Millan moved an amendment to omit clause U (3) which

gave the Secretary of State power to direct the Authority

where he felt the national interest was affected. He considered

that this power was too sweeping. Mr. Hoble accepted the

amendment stating that he felt the subsection had pushed the
169

balance too much in favour of the Secretary of State.

Mr. Mi]lan questioned the power of the Secretary of State

to direct the C.A.A. on matters affecting the relations of the

U.K. with other countries. Mr. Onslow agreed that the Department

already had & great deal of power over international services

by being responsible for traffic rights negotiations and that

since all international flights affected international relations

the Secretary of State had a potentially most powerfully weapon

of direction. Mr. Noble argued that on international matters

the Secretary of State should, after consulting the C.A.A., be

able to direct it, the C.A.A. would always be consulted. The

amendment was withdrawn.

The opposition unsuccessfully opposed the clause 5 power

to make regulations resting in the hands of the Secretary of

State on the grounds that the Government was,

"Trying to get the best of

both worlds} set up an independent Authority and then constantly
170

interfere in the way in which it carries out its functions". '

169. Col. 176

170. Col. 206 (Mr. Millan)
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Clause 5(2)(a) provided for regulations which resquired or

entitled the Authority to withhold from any person information

furnished to the Authority relating to financial affairs and

which could not be disclosed without disadvantage to another

person, unless the public interest warranted disclosure.

The Opposition urged an amendment leaving this section out

arguing that maximum disclosure of information was desirable.

Mr. Onslow supported the amendment quoting ATLB statements made

in cases that it could not disclose financial details and

arguing that the public interest would be served by disclosure.

Mr. Grant for the Government explained that the new Bill

and regulations aimed at more disclosure, the section 5(2)(a)

formula for disclosure had been developed in consultation with
171

the Council on Tribunals. The C.A.A. would require as much

information as possible in order to build up knowledge, it would

have to disclose information in cases for the sake of natural

justice but a balance had to be drawn since airlines would be

reluctant to give information they knew would be disclosed

freely.

Mr. MLllan moved another amendment attempting to cut

down the Minister*s powers. The amendment sought to leave

out a provision in clause 9 that the C.A.A. should consult

the Secretary of State before publishing a scheme of charges.

171. On consulting the Council on Tribunals the Secretary of State amendec
section 5(2)(a) to "indicate some bias against non disclosurew.
(Council on Tribunals 1970-1 report para. 28). The Council
noted that after it had advised the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry amendments to section 2h(3) ensured that
parties to cases would automatically receive copies of C.A.A.
decisions and that other parties could gain those on request.
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Mr. Millan feared that the provision together with the power to

make regulations as to charges would allow the Secretary of

State to overrule the Authority too easily. Mr. Noble replied

that it was necessary to control the Authority's power of, in

effect, taxation. The amendment was withdrawn.

In discussing the provisions for air service licensing Mr.

Millan introduced an amendment to clause 22 designed to give

the C.A.A. power to call for standardised information from

operators. He argued that the ATLB had had little success in

gaining this information and noted that Edwards had anticipated

this point. Mr. Grant (the Under Secretary for Trade and

Industry) argued that clause 3k gave the Authority sufficient

powers in this respect and the C.A.A. would improve on the

ATLB's performance here. The amendment was withdrawn.

Mr. Bishop argued that the requirement to consider safety

ought to be written in the Bill^ he quoted the Edwards conclusions

on the connections between finance and safety and noted their

criticisms of the lack of such coordination in the ATLB.

Mr. Grant replied that under clause 2(c) the C.A.A. would

be responsible for Air Operators Certificates as provided for

under the Air Navigation Order (the A.O.C. certified technical

and operational suitability) and that the A.O.C. covered safety

sufficiently. He argued that in practice the two aspects of

air transport licensing and A.O.C. licensing would go hand in

hand - that was a reason for the comprehensive authority^ it

was best to leave the coordination of the two to the Authority's

discretion.
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The Government defeated an amendment proposed by Mr. Millan

that added, as a matter to be satisfied before licensing, a

condition that the terms of employment of an applicant1 s servants

should satisfy the requirements of the National Joint Council

for Civil Aviation. Mr. Millan argued that the ATLB had not
172

applied section 2(2)(c) of the I960 Act with any success

171
(as Edwards had noted). The Government replied that the

Bill demanded that the C.A.A. should play a role in industrial

relations by Judging the negotiating procedures existing in

each case and urged that the fate of airlines should not be

put in the sole hands of the N.J.C.C.A.

Mr. Millan introduced an amendment to remove the Secretary

of State,s power under 2ii(2) to suspend a C.A.A. hearing pending

a review of policy. He argued that if such a power existed the

appeal ought to be restricted to the matter of consistency with

the policy laid down.1^ Mr. Noble assured"^''Mr. Millan that

the power to reconsider policy was very much a reserve power

and would be used sparingly. The amendment was withdrawn.

When the crucial issue of appeals under clause 2li(6) arose

Mr. Millan moved an amendment to make the only ground of appeal,
"that the decision of the

Authority cannot reasonably be considered as consistent with the

172. that section laid down that, inter alia, in licensing the
Board consider "any unfair advantage of the applicant over
other operators by reason of the terms and conditions of
employment of his servants".

173 • Edwards para 9i+8.
17li. Col. i*12

175. Col. U13
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duty of the Authority to perform its functions in such a manner

as it considers is in accordance with the guidance.,.."

Mr. Milan noted that Edwards had desired appeals to be on

the basis of inconsistency of policy or ultra vires and that the

White Paper of 1969 had advocated limitation to the issue of

consistency. Mr. Millan agreed with the White Paper that the

Government should judge the issue, not the courts but he

argued that in such circumstances the grounds of appeal should

be limited to consistency with the policy. He added,

"If we leave the clause as it stands with what appears

to be an unlimited right of appeal we shall repeat all the

misfortunes and unfortunate history of the ATLB.

Mr. Noble replied that this was "essentially a legal point".

He stated that to allow such restriction the policy would have

to be laid down "in very precise terms....which contained no

179
possibility of conflict", or else people would not know if

they should appeal. He continued,

"I am satisfied that it cannot

be done...consistently with leaving the Authority any real

discretion as to the matters covered in the guidance.""^0 In

addition he argued that it would give the C.A.A. absolute

discretion in matters not covered by the guidance. To allow

the Authority to use its judgement guidance would have to be
T ftl

"relatively general, and sometimes not too precise".

176. Col. 1±20

177. Col. k22

178. Col. U23

179. Col. k23
180. Col. Ii2li 181. TH4A-
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Mr. Millan asked what the "legal reason;" was for this

inability to give such precision. Mr. Noble stated that the

fiubt * of the problem was that "guidance about economic

policies does not lend itself easily to drafting of this kind.
1 ftP

We tried it and we failed". He added that the Secretary of

State should be able to review the Authoritycn ifjpeal and in cfcrfng so

he would be responsible to Parliament. Mr. Onslow added,"The

Minister is, in any case, obliged to give his reasons for

turning down appeals, so that a kind of case law ought to be

built up, (a statement perhaps unfortunately similar to

that made by Mr. Sandys in I960).

Mr. Millan did not accept Mr. Noble*s idea that legislation

was always precise whereas the guidance would be vague - after

all clause 3(1)(a) (setting out the objectives and guidance)

was fairly vague. As for the Minister's promise that the

Secretary of State would support the C.A.A. unless there "were

powerful reasons to the contrary", Mr. Millan considered that

it was remarkable to ask the Committee to pass legislation

giving unlimited powers on the basis of an undertaking that the
1ft)

Minister would use them in a particular way. The Minister

or his successor might act for political reasons and Mr. Millan

believed that a purpose of the policy guidance should be to

"prevent a Minister acting for political reasons, good or bad,
185

on an ad hoc basis without making his polity absolutely clear".

The amendment was defeated by 6 votes to 5.

182. Col. U30

183. Col. i;33

i8i;. coi. kyi

185. Col. U39
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186
At the report stage Mr. Mason Introduced an amendment to

change clause 3(1)(c) so that the C.A.A.'s duty to encourage the

U.K. civil air industry would not be subject to a prior subsection

(b) giving a duty to secure opportunities for the second force

airline. This was defeated.

Mr. Leslie Huckfield sought by amendment to reduce the

Secretary of State,s powers of direction over the C.A.A. under

Section li(3)• He wanted to remove the power to direct "in

order to facilitate the discharge of an obligation on the United

Kingdon by virtue of its being a member of an international

organisation or a party to an international agreement" (Sk(3)(c)).

He considered that without a final say on traffic rights the

C.A.A. would, if subject to this power, be powerless internationally.

Mr. Noble repeated that the Government must be responsible for

security and environmental matters. The amendment was negatived.

On the matter of disclosure of information an amendment of

Mr. MHlan*s was accepted. This added the "advantage to the

public" as a matter the Authority could weigh din considering

whether to furnish reasons under Section 2k(It).
. . -. ... . . ..... £

On the appeals system under Clause 2k two amendments were

considered and defeated, one limited appeals to grounds of

consistency with the policy and objectives set down, the other

limited appeals to points of law or where there had occurred

materially changed and unforseeable circumstances.

The House of Lords amended the Authority's general

objectives by adding a provision in Clause 3 that it should

act to further the Interests of users of air transport services.

186. H.L. Deb 820 Cols 20k-32k
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Mr. Noble accepted the need to make specific reference to

consumer interests. On appeals the Lords suggested an amendment

to section 2h(S)(b) stating that in exercising his powers of

direction on an appeal the Secretary of State should have regard

to the Authority's section 3 duties. This Mr. Noble accepted as
"j Qy

"underlining the Authority*s independence".

At the third reading on 29th June 1971 Mr. Mason considered

that "On the whole....it is a good Bill, worthy of our support"^-®®
but some had reservations. Mr. Leslie Huckfleld said, "It is clear

that the new civil aviation authority will not be the Civil

Aviation Authority. It will be the Government and Secretary of

State. It is frctn the right, hon. Gentlemen that the main powers,

189
the initiative and the main directions of policy will come".

He reminded M.P.*s that the C.A.A. would not be responsible for

international traffic rights and air fares nor would it deal

with foreign operators coming into the country (as the CAB did);

these would, as before, go straight to the Department of Trade

and Industry. He doubted whether the relationship between the

DoTI and the C.A.A. would be sufficiently public and wanted to

see a more formal structure set out.

Royal Assent was given to the Bill on 5th August 1971.

187. H.C. Deb 822 Col 1308 3.8.71

188. H.C. Deb. 820 Col 329

189. H.C. Deb. 820 Col 337
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The Civil Aviation Act 1971

The 1971 Act established the Civil Aviation Authority (C.A.A.)

which was to consist of between 6 and 12 members appointed by the

Secretary of State. The Chairman and Deputy Chairman were to be

included in this number. The members and staff of the Authority

were to be paid by the Authority and the salaries required the

Secretary of State's approval (tinder Schedule 1 paras 6 and 12).

The functions of the Authority included (1) licensing air

transport (by air service licences), (2) the licensing of the

provision of accommodation in aircraft (air transport organisers

licensing), (3) the provision of air navigation services, (U) the

operation of aerodrom.es and the provision of assistance and

information, (5) safety regulation under the Air Navigation Orders

(i.e. issue of Air Operators Certificates), airworthiness control

(technical safety regulation in conjunction with the Airworthiness

Requirements Board (A.R.B.).), the control of air traffic,

certification of operators of aircraft and the licensing of air

crews and aerodromes.

Section 3 of the Act gave the Authority general objectives

and guidance,with duties; (l) to secure that British airlines

provided services satisfying all substantial categories of public

demand at the lowest charges consistent with a high standard of

safety and an economic return to efficient operators and with

securing the sound development of the industry.

(2) to secure that at least one major

British airline other than British Airways Board had opportunities

to participate in these services.
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(3) to encourage the industry to

increase its contribution to the balance of payments, and

(U) to further the reasonable interests

of users of air transport services.

Provision for further policy guidance was made in section

3(2) which provided that the Seoretary of State could, after

consulting the C.A.A., give guidance in writing to the Authority

with regard to the performance of its functions and that it

should be the duty of the Authority to act in accordance with

such guidance. The next subsection provided that such guidance

be approved by a resolution of each House of Parliament before

being of effect.

The Secretary of State was given powers of direction In

the case of imminent or actual war or national emergency. After

consulting the Authority the Seoretary of State could direct on

a number of grounds, viz, (1) in the interests of national

security, (2) in connection with foreign relations or with regard

to international obligations of the U.K., (3) In order to deal

with noise vibration, pollution or other disturbances.(Section 1*)

In addition to these powers the Secretary of State was given

power to make regulations providing for the conduct and procedure

of the Authority including provisions as to the Authority s powers

to disclose information to parties.

The Tribunals and Inquiries .Act 1971 was to have effect as

if the Authority were a tribunal and the C.A.A. would be subject

to supervision by the Council on Tribunals.
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The financial duties and powers of the C.A.A. were laid

out in detail. The general duty of the C.A.A. was to secure

that revenue mot charges annually. Provision was made for an

initial deb t and major capital outlays were to be subject to

the Secretary of State1s approval (section 6(2)). With the

Secretary of States authorisation the Authority could borrow

sums up to 971$ million. The Authority could make out a scheme

of charges after consulting the Secretary of State (under 89(1))

but section 9(3) gave the Secretary of State power to make

Regulations providing for charges to be made to the Authority.

No provision was to be made for payments made under an Air

Navigation Order.

The Secretary of State was given power to make loans to the

Authority and excesses of revenues of the Authority over expenses

for the year were made payable to the Secretary of State under

section 11 (these were subjectto Treasury approval and required

consultation with the Authority.) In addition the Treasury could

guarantee Authority loans by charging .them oh the Consolidate ? Fund.

The Regulation of Civil Aviation
«

The 1971 Act (as did the I960 Act) prohibited the carriage

for reward of j.aasengers or cargo unless the operator possessed

an 'air transport licence* authorising the operation, of such

flights. (Section 21(1)). This applied to flights anywhere by

U.K. registered aircraft save those exempted by the Authority.

Section 22 provided for the grant and refusal of air

transport licences. Applications were to be made in writing
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to tie CAA ail diculd cxwtaan such particulars as the Authority

might prescribe. In addition section 22 stated that the Authority

should refuse a licence if it was not satisfied with the

applcants aviation experience, fitness, nationality or finan¬

cial resources.

The Authority could refuse licences for other reasons and

under section 22(5) a licence could contain such terms as the

Authority saw fit.

Persons of a prescribed description could apply for the

revocation of a licence at any time (under section 23) and

the Authority might at any time revoke, suspend or vary a

licence. It had a duty to revoke or suspend or vary a licence

if it was no longer satisfied on any of the counts that would

have necessitated refusal of a licence under section 22.

The Secretary of State was given power under section 2h(2)

to order the Authority to delay acting on a matter pending

reconsideration of the policy guidance. Where the Authority

granted, refused, varied, suspended or revoked a licence it

had a duty to give reasons to the applicant and to any other

person objecting or requesting such a statement. No reasons

were required where no such objection or request was made,

heasons could be withheld if the Authority felt that relations

of the U.K. might be adversely affected or if to give reasons

would involve the disclosure of information which would disad¬

vantage the person involved more than the public interest

warranted (section 2h(k). The Authority was empowered to publish

reasons for decisions (section 2h(5))«
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Appeals were to be governed by regulations made by the

Secretary of State giving an appeal from the Authority to the

Secretary of State. The Secretary of State would be able to

reverse or vary the Authority decision.

The Act provided for the regulation of persons providing

accommodation for the carriage of persons or cargo on aircraft

by the requirement that they hold a licence (section 26). The

Secretary of State was given power to make regulations as to

licensing of organisers after consulting with the Authority.

These regulations were to govern licensing procedure, terms of

licences, appeals and penalties for contravention. On the 1st

March the Secretary of State laid down before Parliament the

Civil Aviation (Air Travel Organisers Licensing) Regulations

1972 (SI 1972 No. 233)* These provided that after 1st March

1973 no person should in the U.K. make available as principal

or agent accommodation on flights anywhere in the world, unless

he was either the operator of the aircraft or licensed by the

C.A.A. to do so.

The functions of the Authority under section 2(c) included

those under the Air Navigation Orders. Thus the CAA was

responsible for safety certification and Air Operators licensing.

The Civil Aviation Air Navigation Order 1972 (SI 1972 No. 129)

revoked previous orders and under this an Air Operators Certificate

would be required before an aircraft over 2,300 kg in weight

would be permitted to fly for the purpose of public transport.

The C.A.A. could grant an A.O.C. to a person if satisfied, "that

the person is competent, having regard in particular to his

previous conduct and his experience, his equipment, organisation,
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staffing, maintenance and other arrangements, to secure the

safe operation of aircraft of the types specified in the

certificate...1' (Section 6(2)). The Authority could grant

such a certificate subject to such conditions as it thought

fit.

Not only was an operators A.O.C. required but each aircraft

would have (under S 7 of the 1972 Air Navigation Order) to have

a Certificate of Airworthiness issued by the C.A.A. This would

be granted if the Authority was satisfied with regard to the

design, construction, equipment etc. of the aircraft. In

addition to this certificate a certificate of maintenance was

required under section 9 of the Navigation Order.

Personnel were also to be licensed by the C.A.A. Flight

Crews were licensed under section 19 of the Order (there were

18 classes of flight crew e.g. Student pilots licence, flight

navigators licence etc.). Aircraft maintenance engineers, air

traffic controllers and student air traffic controllers required

C.A.A. licences. Section 88 of the Order provided that an

appeal would be to the County Court or Sheriff Court against a

decision of the C.A.A. that a.person was not fit to hold one of

the above licences. (This appeal did not apply to the A.0»C.

or Certificate of Airworthiness).
• > .. »

Section 27(3) of the 1971 Act set up the Airworthiness

Requirements Board (A.R.B.) within the C.A.A. It was essentially

a continuation of the old and highly respected Air Registration

Board under the umbrella of the C.A.A. and deliberately retained

the initials A.R.B. The C.A.A. was given a duty to consult the

A.R.B. on technical matters relating to certificates of airworthiness*
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The C.A.A. was required to give written reasons if it chose not

to proceed in accordance with such A.R.B. advice (Section 27(2)(c)).

The A.R.B. Board consisted of 12 to 20 persons appointed by the

G.A.A. and representatives of aircraft manufacturers, operators

insurers and pilots. A C.A.A. member can be appointed to the

AR.B. Board.

Section 29 gave the Secretary of State a number of powers

to regulate environmental matters. For instance under Section

29(3)(a) he could specify by a published notice the maximum

number of take-offs and landings by a particular class of air¬

craft at an aerodrome. He could order the manager of an aerodrome

to submit noise measurements (Section 29(7)).

Administratively the C.A.A. was empowered to continue to

manage those aerodromes it owned but it could not acquire more

or dispose of any without the Secretary of State*s permission.

It had an obligation under Section 33 to provide such information

and assistance as the Secretary of State required. In particular

the Authority had a duty to recommend to the Secretary of State

on the number of aerodromes required in the U.K. from time to

time. The Secretary of State was given acass to C.A.A. documents

(section 2li(b)) and the C.A.A. had a duty to inform -the Secretary

of State of mergers or matters affecting international relations.

To permit the collection of information the Authority had

power (under Section 35) to require the holder of any licence

under the Act or a Navigation Order to furnish information as to

past or present activities, as holder of the licence or corrected

activities. Subsection 3 permitted the Secretary of State to
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make regulations to the same effect.

The problem of disclosure of information which had proven

troublesome to the ATLB was governed by section 36. This

prohibited disclosure of information received in pursuance of

the above powers unless, (1) the person giving the information

had consented in writing to disclosure^ <r (2) the Secretary of

State after giving an opportunity for representation ordered

disclosure. However, this did not prevent disclosure in giving

reasons for decisions or under the regulations made under

Section 2h(3) or (5).

190
The Civil Aviation Authority Regulations 1972

Here I will deal with those regulations affecting air

transport licensing and then give a short outline of procedures

laid down for other functions of the Authority.

Under the 1972 regulations applications for air service

licences had to be served on the C.A.A. six months before the

date of effect; they had to include the fee and particulars

required by the G.A.A. (Regulation 7). Applications affecting

another holder required notification to the holder by the

applicant within 2h hours. The Authority was given the duty

of publishing particulars of an application to grant, revoke,

or suspend or vary air transport licence and making these

available for inspection to anyone. (The Authority under

regulation 7(3)(1) could dispense with publication in cases

of urgency). The Authority could treat an application as a

number of separate applications.

Any 'relevant person* could apply at any time to the

Authority for the grant, revocation, suspension or variation

190. S 1 1972 No. 178
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of a licence. Regulation lli(l) defined persons entitled to be

heard by the Authority (relevant persons) as* (a) the applicant

(b) the holder of an air transport licence, (c) the holder of

an A.O.C., (d) the holder of an aerodrome licence (e) any

person whose business included carriage of passengers or

mail for reward by rail or sea and whose principal place of

business was in the U.K. or the Isle of Man, (f) the holder

of a road service licence under the Road Traffic Act I960 or

the Transport Act (Northern Ireland) 1967.

The Authority could revoke, suspend etc. a licence without

waiting for an application by giving the holder 21 days notice

of its intention to publish particulars of the proposal together

with reasons for the proposal, by considering represent*

ations of the holder and then publishing the proposal.

The procedure could be bypassed by the Authority's giving

12 days notice of the proposal to suspend plus reasons and

after hearing representations of the holder. The above procedure

applied also to a variation of licence terms by the Authority.

Under Regulation 10 a relevant person might make objections

or representations to a proposal to revoke, suspend, vary or

grant a licence if he entered within 21 days of publication of

the proposal an objection or representation and within 2h hours

of notifying the C.A.A. gave copies to (a) the applicant

(b) the holder of the licence, (c) any person or body the

Authority was required to consult under Regulation 11.

Parties appealing before the Authority were to be informed

of their position. Regulation 12 stated that the Authority

should, before a hearing, give to any person having the right to
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be heard, or who was to be heard or consulted, a summary of

any information in the possession of the Authority which the

Authority had reason to believe would be referred to at the

case or which had been furnished in connection with the case.

This was subject to consulting the provider of the information

and the Authority^under Regulation 12(U),was not to disclose
information relating to the commercial or financial affairs

of a person vhich would disadvantage him on disclosure unless this was

191
warranted by advantage to the recipient or the public.

192
Following the provisions of the 1969 White Paper and the

193
Edwards Committee the 1972 Regulations provided for the use

of a pre hearings procedure. Regulation 13 provided that the

C.A.A. notify all parties, objectors and representers of such

a meeting*

Relevant persons under Regulation 1)4(1) had a right to be

heard by the Authority before revocation etc. of a licence

provided that they had served notice of objection or represen¬

tation. The Authority could hear persons without a right to

be heard (under Regulation 11+(3))*

191. The Council on Tribunals was consulted on Regulation 12
and had urged an amendment to the original drafting. The
intention had been to provide that the Authority diould
disclose all information save that withheld for commercial
reasons under section 5(2)(a). Regulation 12 as originally
drafted would have given the Authority complete discretion
as to disclosure but on the Council's advice it was re¬

drafted to order disclosure save on the grounds that the
information fall under section 5(2)(a). (1971/2 Report
of Council on Tribunals para. 5ii).

192. At Paragraph 100.

193• Edwards paragraph 6h2
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Hearings ware to ba conducted by the Authority sitting with

such employees as it saw fit. The C.A.A. was required to give

relevant parties lit days notice of such a hearing save in cases

of compelling: urgency (when such notice as the Authority saw

fit would be appropriate). The Authority could combine cases

and hear them together (Regulation lit(6)).

Parties at hearings might be represented or not and produce

both written and oral evidence. All hearings were to be in

public unless the Authority should otherwise decide in relation

to the whole or part of a case (Regulation lit (8)). All

hearings proceedings were to be recorded and the Authority was

given the duty to supply anyone requesting a record of the

hearings with a transcript at a reasonable price. This did

not apply to requests made over a year after the decision in

a case or to parts of a case heard in camera.

If the Secretary of State were to give the Authority a

direction to stay proceedings pending consideration of the

guidance (under section 21;(2) of the Act) then the Authority

should send a copy of the direction to all parties to the

case together with a copy of any guidance given by the Secretary

of State following such a direction (Regulation l£(l)).

If the guidance was given to the Authority alter a hearing

then a further hearing should be held if any of the parties so

requested within 28 days of receiving a copy of the direction

or guidance.

Regulation 16 provided for appeals to the Secretary of

State for all parties to a case before the Authority. Unlike

the oral hearings procedure set out in the 1961; Regulations the
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1972 Regulations provided that appeal be by written notice
19J,

stating grounds and argument.* Such a notice had to be

served by the appellant on the Secretary of State, the

Authority, each party to the case, each person heard by the

Authority under Regulation lU(3) and any person or body

consulted by the authority.

The time for serving notice of appeal was 21 days from

the notification by the C.A.A. of the decision or else 21

days from the receipt of a transcript of the hearing proceedings.

(Under Regulation lU(ll) the requestor of a transcript was

required to notify the persons listed in Regulation 16(3) i.e.

(a) to (e) above) of his request within 21; hours and the

Authority would supply them with transcripts). The provision

meant that parties to a case could 'buy' extra time by requesting

a transcript.

Parties to an appeal might within 11; days of notification

of appeal make written representations and arguments to the

Secretary of State. The Authority could, within 28 days of

receiving notice of appeal, furnish the Secretary of State

with amplification of its reasons for decision.

191;. The Council on Tribunals in its 1971/2 report (paras.
56-57) recounted that it was uftable to persuade the
Department to include a provision in Regulation 16
giving the Secretary of State a discretion to order an
oral hearing on appeal. The Department objected that
appeals would involve matters of policy and interpretation,
rather than of evidence, which could more suitably and
swiftly be handled by written submissions, it wished to
avoid the delay of oral appeals.
The Council on Tribunals replied,

"We did not regard these
objections as valid, since in our view cases are likely to
arise where oral hearings will provide the best and
fairest procedure. We hope the point may be reconsidered
at a later stage*, (para 56).
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The appellant had a right to reply to submissions made

on appeal by other parties and the Secretary of State could
195

ask any person to amplify a point made in submission.

On deciding an appeal the Secretary of State was empowered

to uphold, reverse or vary the decision or he could order the

Authority to rehear the case. He had a duty to notify the

Authority, parties to the case and all notified of the appeal

of his decision and the reasons for it. The Authority was

given the duty of publishing the Secretary of State's notifi¬

cation. The Secretary of State could (under Regulation 16(12))

order costs or expenses to be paid by a party to another.

The Air Navigation Order 1972 and the Civil Aviation (Air ^
Travel Organisers Licensing Regulations) 1972

As mentioned above these two instruments detailed procedures

for A.O.C. and safety licensing and A.T.O.L. licensing. In both

cases licensing was initially by the Civil Aviation Authority

but was subject to appeal to the County Court or Sheriff Court.

Application in both areas was to be made in writing and the

Authority was given a duty in A.T.O.L. licensing to give the

applicant reasons for decision plus a power to publish its
197

reasons for decision . There was no provision in the Air

Navigation Order 1972 for the giving of reasons for refusing

an A.O.C., Certificate of Airworthiness or any of the personnel

195. Regulation 16(8) and (9)
The Regulations did not provide that the appellant should
supply other parties with copies of hi3 replies to sub¬
missions. Thus the appellant might save his best points
for insertion in a reply and thereby withhold them from
the inspection of &s opponent.

196. 3P1# 1972 Nos. 129, 223.

197. s£l, 1972 No. 223 Regulation 6(3) and (U)
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licences but this was provided for in the Civil Aviation

Authority Regulations 1972 (Regulation U(3))•

Regulation M3) also provided that within lU days of

decision an aggrieved person could request the C.A.A. to

review its decision. Regulation h(7) gave the Authority a

duty to consider representations relating to the request of
198

a review. The Council of Tribunals argued that this section

should provide for oral representations but the Department

replied that the regulation would allow the Authority to hold

an oral hearing in its discretion and refused to alter it.

The Council dieted that it hoped such a discretion would be

suitably exercised.

198. Council on Tribunals Report 1971-2 paragraph 5>2.
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Conclusions

In this chapter I have attempted both to give an account

of the more important legal provisions governing the C.A.A«fs

activities and to trace the development of the legislation

governing aviation regulation.

From the debates, Acts of Parliament and criticisms

discussed above the progression towards a powerful and coiapre-

hensive regulatory agency may be seen. In apite of certain

party political differences the need for a body to combine

adjudication with powerful expertise and subjection to overall

policy control emerged. The device of a Policy Guidance was

to be used to harness the new agency and a careful balance had

to be made in dividing discretion and policy making power

between the agency and the department.

In Chapters 3 and ii I will look at the ATLB and C.A.A. in

operation in order to see whether the C.A.A. did manage to cure

the ATLB'S ills. Having done so we may be able to see which

of the above arguments used in developing the C.A.A.*3 legal

structure most accurately predicted the potential of the

Authority.

To conclude I will recap the major accomplishments of the

1971 Act.

(1) The 1971 Act broadened the Authority's responsibilities, it
(a) Introduced Air Transport Organisers

Licensing (ATOL).
(b) Established one authority responsible

both for financial and safety control.
(c) Made the C.A.A. responsible for Air

Traffic Control and management of a
number of aerodromes.
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(2) The 1971 Act restructured the Industry, by;

(a) Creating the second force airline and
guaranteeing it a place in the industry

(b) Creating the British Airways Board (B.A.B).

(3) The Act changed procedure by;

(a) Instituting the use of a written Policy
Guidance.

(b) Giving the Authority powerful independent
staff and pay structure.

(c) Increasing the Authority's publication
power.

The Act 3till left a number of powers in the hands of the

Secretary of State viz; (1) The Appeal power, which was not

limited to consistency with the Guidance as ftdwards had desired,

nor did it go to a court. The only change was an undertaking

to uphold the Authority. (2) International fares and traffic

rights still remained the provirtr-e of the Secretary of State

but the C.A.A. was to be more closely involved than the ATLB

had been. (3) Environmental controls and accident investigation

(U) The powers of direction and

regulation making.

The main change made by the 1971 Act may be said to have

been the change in the concept of the Authority, The new

Authority was not restricted to a 1quasi judicial1 function

but was meant to lead the industry by positive regulation over

the whole spectrum of aviation functions. When certain MP s

spoke of the C.A.A. as a 'constitutional innovation* it appears

they meant that the new agency was novel in living off a task
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involving a large number of governmental and managerial powers

to a body tied only to a written guidance. It was new not

merely in the machinery of control used but in the kind of

positive regulation it wa3 expected to give.



CHAPTER THREE

The Air Transport Liewinn Board
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CHAPTER 3.1

The Air Transport Licensing Board

The Air Transport Licensing Board was set up in order to

license the independent airlines on an equal footing with

BOAC and BEA. It resembled the road transport licensing

authorities in using a public hearings system and regulating

both fares (on domestic routes) and routes operated. The

ATLB was not set up as an agency with comprehensive powers or

massive resources as was the Civil Aviation Authority. It

did however regulate in the same area as the CAA and at public

hearings it made the same kinds of decision (though on the basis

of less extensive information). The ATLB differed from the

CAA in another major respect, in its relationship with the

government department. It did not co-operate a great deal with

the Board of Trade, it was not supported on appeal nor on the

regulation of traffic rights and it had to use its small

resources to fight for its independence.

Because of these differences, which will be further

detailed in this chapter, the ATLB serves as a body eminently

suited for comparison with the CAA. It was an agency made in the

traditional mould out of which the CAA has broken.

In this chapter I will describe the operation of the

ATLB, going into detail in discussing its major aspects. I

will cover firstly the setting up of the ATLB, the division

of responsibilities, its licensing procedures and its

regulatory environment. In the second section I will examine
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the ATLB's relationship with the Government in order to see

the problems which the CAA and its policy guidance system

attempted to overcome. Thirdly I will look at the role of

the appeals system in licensing, particularly at the role

played by appeal commissioners hearings. In the fourth

section I will consider the other main question, besides the

issue of whether a discretion can be split between government

and an independent board, namely whether the board could,

by using its own knowledge in conjunction with a public hearings

system, develop standards, principles or policy of a consistent

nature. 1 will examine how case law has been used to develop

policy or standards and how other methods of limiting, confiniag

structuring or exercising discretion have been used.

Having looked at the operation of the ATLB and its

deficiencies I will proceed to examine in more detail the

regulatory system set up by the Civil Aviation Act 1971.
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(q\Setting up the ATLB

The ATLB beard was appointed by the Minister of Aviation

on 1st October 1960. Professor D.J. Jack C.B.E., J.P. was

appointed Chairman on 1st April 1961 at which time there were

nine members of the Board.

Lord Terrington K.B.E., the former Chairman of the A.S.A.C.
was Chairman of the ATLB from 1st October 1960 until his

death on 7th January 1961. In order to preserve continuity

from the ATAC Sir Friston How and Mr. A.H. Wilson, member and

assessor to the ATAC were also appointed members of the ATLB

in October I960.

The ATLB was based at Thezese House, Glasshouse Yard EC1

and operated with a small secretariat ('Flight* magazine1 gave

the figure for ATLB staff going into the CAA*s EPL or ECS

division in 1972 at twenty-four). The small size of the secretariat

can be seen from the figure for annual expenditure given

in the civil appropriation accounts for 1965-6 at £68,580 (in
2

1974-5 the CAA spent £1.6 million on Economic Regulation alone,

employing over 150 men in its EPL and ECS division).

The staff of the ATLB were civil servants supplied by

the Minister of Aviation (which also supplied premises etc.).

The ATLB thus did not have a strong, expert staff of its own.

This affected its ability to assert its independence from the

Board of Trade and meant that it relied largely upon arguments

put to it by parties at hearings rather than on its own

1. 'Flight* of 30 March 1972 "Enter the CAA".

2. Figure given in CAA's 19?4-5 Report p. 7^.
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researches. The editors of Flight magazine even complained

that the ATL8*s lack of expert staff (such as those in

the American CAB#s Bueeau of Air Operations) made the Board

dependant on parties submissions or on the specialists in the

government department.3
The Board saw itself as a quasi-judicial body; it aimed to

promote the development of British civil aviation by

considering the criteria set out in the I960 Act and applying

these to individual cases. The Board did not go out to look

for business but relied on operators to bring cases before

it and to object to applications made by other airlines. Thus,

although the ATLB would hold a hearing where there were no

objectors if in doubt about an operators financial resources;in

general it operated on the basis of an adversary procedure.

At hearings the Board members would ask questions in order

to elicit information and in this respect they acted

inquisitorially but they did not organise the route networks ®f

the operators and lead the industry by positive regulation. The

only sense in which the ATLB could be said to have acted

managerially was in its (sometimes paternalistic) review of

an operators prospects of operating a service viably at an

economic rate.

The ATLB continued the work of the ATAC and was even given,

in section 4(1) of the I960 Act, a similar duty to consider
4

consumer representations relating to air transport services.

3. See Flight "Britains New Board" Vol. 79 April 13 1961
pp. 474-6; also D. Corbett Politics and the Airlines
London 1965 p. 258.

4. The ATLB considered only a small number of complaints
annually (e.g. 4 in 1967-8, 6 in 1968-9, 6 in 1970-71
[Figures in Annual Reports]) it reported its conclusions

cffifi4Ik?»d44i88ti^e
Edwards at paragraph 1018 recommended a continuationg of this
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In order to facilitate the transition from ATAC to

ATLB the Minister, under section 2(6) of the Act, granted a

number of transitional licences (998 such licences were

5
granted before 31 March 1961 and ten more before June 1961. )

The power to grant transitional licences expired an 30th June

1961; however the large number of licences so granted had a

great effect in shaping the industry in spite of the fact

that the ATLB could revoke, vary or suspend these licences.

When the ATLB began to function the aviation industry

in Britain was made up by the two corporations BEA and BQAC

together with a number of independent airlines (12 in 1962,

14 from 1963-5, 15 in 1965, 16 in 1965-7). The independents

had operated a number of scheduled services under associate

agreements before 1960 but mainly concentrated on charter

flights, troop carrying and special scheduled services e.g. car

ferries. In the period I960 - 67 the scheduled traffic of

independents increased threefold but in terms of the total

ton miles of scheduled traffic carried by British operators

its share only increased from 8% to 10%.6 The independents

carried far more charter traffic than the Corporations in

the ATLB days e.g. in 1966: BEA flew 94, 808 passenger miles

on inclusive tours out of a total of 1,511,697 (BOAC flew

none); on other separate fare charters the Corporations flew

127,100 passenger miles out of a total of 723,147. The ATLB's

task was to allow independents or the Corporations licences

where this would further the development of British Civil Aviation.

5. The period of validity of transitional licences varied as

did the duration of the ATLB* s own licences.

6. See Appendices 24, 25 of Edwards.
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For these purposes there were certain differences
7

between the Corporations and the independents. The

Corporations were under a duty to,

"exercise those powers so as to secure that the air
services which they may provide are developed to
the best advantage, and, in particular, to exercise
those powers so as to secure that the services
provided by the Corporation are provided at reasonable
charges'* (S. 3(1) of the Air Corporations Act 1949).

The Minister had formal and informal powers to direct the

Corporations (e.g. S.5 of the 1949 Act allowed the Minister

after consulting the corporation to,

"give to that corporation directions of a general
character as to the exercise and performance by
that corporation of their functions in relation to
matters appearing to the Minister to affect the
national interest; and the corporation concerned*
shall give effect to any such directions").

Thus BEA especially was under an ob\igation to engage in

certain social service routes e.g. the Highlands and Islands

of Scotland. The independents did not have this burden to

carry.
^

An advantage that the Corporations did have over the

independents was their size and ability to sustain losses on

a foute. However it was the Corporations who were forced to
0

bear the main brunt of the jet revolution. With the increase

in speed and capacity produced by the introduction of jets i>n

1958 to 1964 came increased regulatory difficulties. The

growth in capacity acted as an incentive to international

coeoperation and thus emphasised the importance of inter-airline

7. See Wheatcroft 1964 pp. 161-65.

8. Wheatcroft 1964 Ch. 6.
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and inter-Governmental agreements as factors in regulation

(this served to increase departmental control over

aviation policy).

BEA*s period of profitable operation ended in 1961-2

when a deficit of £1.5 million was incurred. In the years

1961 to 1963 BOAC lost a total of £27.8 million on its

own account. In November 1963 the Government produced a

White Paper entitled "The Financial Problems of the British

Overseas Airways Corporation" in which it noted an

accumulated deficit of £80.1 million by 1963 and asserted

that the Corporation should act as a commercial undertaking,

departing from this aim only at the insistence of the

Minister. By 1964 BOAC was making profits (a group profit

of £9.9 million was made in 1964) following BEA which had

regained profitability in 1963.

In the climate of Corporation losses the ATLB was under
9

strong pressures from the Government and the Minister by

use, inter alia, of his appeals powers (e.g. the position of

BOAC in 1961-2 may be taken as a major factor in the

Minister's decision to overrule the ATLB's grant of a North

Atlantic scheduled service licence to Cunard Eagle in the major

case of 1961-210).

The division of responsibilities and functions on domestic

and international routes.

The I960 Act made the ATLB responsible for all route

9. Civil Aviation was the responsibility of the Ministry of
Aviation until 1966. In August 1966 the Board of Trade took
over (under S.l 1966 Nos. 7 & 11 and 1015). The Board of Trade*s
experience in technical matters had been preferred to the
co-ordinating abilities of the Ministry of Transport. From
October 1970 the Department of Trade and Industry (DoTI) was
responsible until the Department of Trade (DoT) took over civil
aviation in the split of Trade and Industry in the Government
r\-f 1 Q1A
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licensing on international and domestic services (including

cabotage routes) and in addition the Board was given the function

of setting domestic tariffs.^ The government department was

responsible for approving international air fares agreed in

the International Air Transport Association (IATA) for setting

fares on colonial routes, for gaining international traffic

rights for accident investigation and enforcement of licensing

conditions (the Department e.g. inspected charter flights to

see if affinity regulations were satisfied), for the issuance

of Air Operators Certificates (AOCs) for personnel (e.g. crew

and pilots) licensing and, jointly with the Ministry of

Defence, for Air Traffic Control services.

On matters of air safety the ATLB considered only

suitability of finances, ability and equipment (under S.2(2)).

In licensing, it was prevented from considering matters in
12

respect of which an air operators certificate (AOC) was

required (section 2(4) of the Act).

Safety regulation was divided from i960 to 1971 between

the Government department's Directorate General of Safety

and Operations and the Air Registration Board (ARB).

The Ministry administered the issue, variation and supervision

of Air Operators Certificates (AOC*s), the training and

licensing of air crew, the associate inspection work, policy for

10. A 1000.

11. See Wheatcroft 1964 p. 167 for a table of functions.

12. The Air Operators Certificate (AOC) was a certificate held
by the operator of an aircraft certifying his competence
to operate the aircraft safety for the purposes of
designated classes of flights. Before gaining such a
licence the operators maintenance facilities, operational
arrangements etc. would be inspected by the Departments
Director of Aviation Safety (see Edwards Chapter 4).
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certification of civil aircraft, performance requirements etc.

The ARB had been formed as an independent body in 1937 in

order to undertake studies for the Government. In 1969 it

consisted of a Council of 18 members representing all

interests in UK civil aviation and a permanent staff of

between 300 and 40O. The ARB was responsible for advising

the Department on detailed technical matters and, under the

Civil Aviation (Air Registration Board) Order 1967, was

responsible for formulating the British airworthiness
13 '■

code. The ARB investigated operators maintenance

arrangements and advised the Government on maintenance

standards. The ARB issued Certificates of Airworthiness which

related to the aircraft involved. Accident Inspection was

carried out by the Government Department*s Chief Inspector

of Accidents under the Civil Aviation (Investigation of

Accidents) Regulations 1961.

Although the A.O.C. had been provided for in Section 8 of

the Civil Aviation Act 1949, in 1960 the system of inspection

was tightened by the formation of the Directorate of Aviation

Safety in the Ministry of Aviation. This team advised by the

ARB inspected operating standards.

In 1968 the President of the Board of Trade set up a

review of safety arrangements following two crashes. The

report of the review "The Safety Performance of United Kingdom

Airline Operators" (HMSO 1968) resulted in the appointment of

13. Setting down detailed technical requirements for
aircraft.
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a technical Director General of air safety to assume

responsibility for the issue of AOCs and the change of his

title to "Director of Flight Operations". The review

recommended that the Director of Flight Operations should be

"enabled to take account of an operators financial status and

resources when considering the grant and continuance

of an Air Operators Certificate" (paragraph 174(8)).

■This recommendation touched on an important defect in

the division of responsibility in the ATLB system of regulation

the lack of co-ordination between regulation of finances of

operators by the ATLB and the regulation of airworthiness and

operational safety by the ARB and the Government department.

The Edwards Committee was later to make recommendations on

this point urging the need to combine these functions under

one authority.

On international routes the problem of licensing an

operator was much more complicated than domestic licensing. The

freedom of the seas did not extend to the air and nations have

not been able to agree on a simple set of multilateral rules

governing the rights to fly and land. Since the Paris

Convention (for the Regulation of Aerial Navigation) of 1919

nations recognised that every State had sovereignty in
e

its air space and in 1944 fifty two nations met for the

Chicago Conference15 to devise a policy for the regulation of

international air transport. By this time the privileges which

14. Edwards paragraphs 1011-4, 1046 (Cmnd. 4018).

15. See e.g. Wheatcroft 1964 pp. 68-70, B.Y. Chuang 1972 Ch.2.
Bin Cheng 1962 pp. 3-24.
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a state could grant to a foreign carrier to operate scheduled

services to and from its territory had been separated into

the *five freedoms*^' of the air. The first two freedoms

are merely authorisations by one State for another State*s

designated airline to fly over its territory either non-stop

or with non traffic stops. Hie other three freedoms are

•traffic rights*; the tbisdi freedom gives the right to carry

traffic from the home state of the carrier to the grantor

state, the fourth freedom gives permission to carry from the

grantor state to the flag-state of the carrier and the fifth and

most complex freedom is the privilege to carry traffic

between the grantor state and third States along an agreed

route.

The problem in 1944 was to find a workable way of exchanging

traffic rights of the above kind and to find a way of regulating

price competition on international routes. Agreement could not

be reached multilaterallyj primarily because the strong

aviation States lil<e the USA desired minimum control of

frequency, rates or capacity whilst weaker States like Great
17

Britain desired an International Air Authority to regulate

16. Sixth, Seventh and Eighth freedoms have been added to the
above five. The sixth freedom permitting carriage of
traffic between two foreign countries via the home state
of the carrier is really a combination of third and fourth
freedoms. The seventh freedom is the right for a carrier
operating outside his flag-State to fly into the grantor
State and discharge or take on traffic from or for a third
state. The *eighth* freedom is the right to carry
•cabotage* traffic i.e. from one point in a State to another
point in the territory of the state.

17. This policy was set out in a White Papier of 1944 (Cm d. 6561)
(see Bin Cheng 1962 p.18).
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such matters. What the Chicago Conference did do was to
18

establish the International Civil Aviation Organisation,

an organisation of Governments (now a permanent agency of the

U.N.), The Conference gave a basis for the further division

of routes (scheduled or non-scheduled) by bilateral agreements

between states^ it produced agreement on the first two

freedoms of the air but not on traffic rights (only the USA

and 21 minor powers signed the *Five Freedoms* agreement).

Thus States were left to negotiate traffic rights in a

complex web of bilateral agreements. In 1946 Britain and the

United States met in Bermuda and produced a bilateral agreement

on scheduled services which served as a model for many subsequent

agreements, giving a •Bermuda philosophy* of: specifying routes,

not restricting frequencies on fifth freedom flights, providing

for review of capacity and regulating fares. To this day

traffic rights are negotiated bilaterally with the

19
aid only of models and Standard Clauses.

In speaking of bilateral negotiations one must bear in

mind the distinction between scheduled and non-scheduled international

20
air services. The Chicago Convention stated that scheduled

services required permission to fly into or over other States

18. ICAO, which operates to co-ordinate international technical
standards, air navigation and some economic matters.

19. e.g. the European Civil Aviation Conference (ECPC) at its
3rd Session in March 1959 put down a set of Standard
clauses recommended to its members for use in bilaterals.

20. Article 6.
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(and the ICAO secretariat defined a scheduled service in
21

1947 as one open to use by members of the public and

operated between the same two points either according to

a published timetable or with flights so regular or frequent

that they constitute a systematic series). Article 5 of the

Chicago Convention gave non traffic rights to non scheduled

flights (e.g. fuelling stops, final stops) (however many states
22

require notice before allowing such flights ), and article 5(2)

gave the right to the State to Impose "regulations, conditions

or limitations as it may consider desirable".

The UK made it clear in 1947 that it would agree on

conditions attaching to non-scheduled flights in ad hoc

negotiations or bilateral agreements and under article 68

of the Air Navigation Order 1960 the prior permission of the

Minister of Aviation was required by foreign charter operators

coming into Britain. Although the United Kingdom made two

23
formal bilateral agreements relating to non scheduled services

24
it has since denounced these and in the ATLB era non-scheduled

services were governed by the Chicago Convention 1944, by the

Multilateral Agreement on Commercial Rights for Non-Scheduled

Air Services in Europe (Paris 1956) and by a number of informal

agreements with foreign governments. The Paris agreement followed

21. KAO Dec. 4522 AIEC/741947 p.15.

22. See Bin Cheng 1962 Appendix K and pp. 195-7.

23. With France on 6 October 1950 and Switzerland 13 May 1952.

24. With effect from 11 April I960 see Bin Cheng p. 199.
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the Setting up of the European Civil Aviation Conference by

ICAO at Strasbourg in 1954 (and its constitution in 1955) as

a body separate from but in close liaison with ICAO). The

ECAC staff drew up a multilateral agreement on non scheduled

25
traffic rights which came into force on 23 July 1957.

For the purposes of licensing air operators the

requirement that traffic rights be acquired generally presented

more problems for scheduled operations than charter services

since the former were more usually governed by formal

bilateral agreements. That is not to say that non scheduled

authorisations were always simple matters; if the charter operation
26

was felt by one party to affect scheduled services then the

charter authorisation would be negotiated in the light of

the scheduled bilateral agreement.

Since the negotiation of traffic rights involved questions

of foreign trade policy and international relationsjthe function

of giving traffic rights has been retained by central government.

Thus under the I960 Act the ATLB was given the function of

licensing UK operators for international scheduled and non

scheduled services but the Minister of Aviation and the

25. The UK government adhered to the agreement on 11 January I960.

26. Thus the Paris Agreement of 1956 adopted a policy of allowing
freedom of charterers to take on or discharge traffic in
member countries so long as these operations did not harm
scheduled services if they did the State was free to prevent
such harm.
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Board of Trade retained the task of negotiating traffic

rights. The operator who received a licence had no

guarantee that he could operate since the ATLB did not

co-ordinate with the Government in gaining traffic rights.

Not only that but the Government in performing this function

was given a tool which could prove useful in controlling
27

international aviation policy. We will see below (section

3.2) that the possibility of conflict between the Board and

the Government was realised and that the 1971 Act attempted

28
to remedy the situation.

Another problem which arose was the licensing of foreign

charter operators. Because the Government negotiated traffic

rights the ATLB would be required to co-ordinate the

conditions it gave in charter licences for UK operators engaged

in international charters with the conditions placed in foreign
t

operators non scheduled permits which were issued by the

Government. The Government would largely control the negotiation

of these conditions and so it was given another power of

controlling ATLB licensing. Other problems caused by this

division of licensing also arose e.g. UK operators often

complained that foreign charterers could obtain Board of Trade

27. Edwards said at paragraph 1050, "the newcomer to the study
of aviation becomes more and more aware, as he gets to
grips with the problems, of the paramount importance of
international traffic rights".

28. Edwards at paragraph 1012 recommended that the CAA
combined traffic rights negotiations with its other
functions.
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permits at shorter notice than they could gain ATLB licences.

UK operators also pointed out that the non-scheduled rules

meant that when the ATLB refused a licence for an

international charter serviceta tour organiser could easily

use a foreign charterer operating under a different set of

i 29rules.

The setting of rates on international routes has provided

further complications for the independent licensing board. At

Chicago most Governments opposed rate competition but others

rejected the idea of an international authority regulating rates

and the USA opposed the idea of rate fixing by the airlines.

After the Chicago Conference the representatives of the major

airlines met and formed the International Air Transport

Association (IATA) in December 1945 with the purposes,

"to promote safe, regular and economical air tra^gport
for the benefit of the peoples of the world ..."

At the Bermuda conference of 1946 the United States accepted a

machinery for controlling rates. This machinery entailed the

agreement of rates in IATA and the approval of these agreements

by individual governments. Since 1946 most scheduled service

bilateral agreements have contained a 'Bermuda rate clause* or

one similar to it and referring to the IATA rate fixing
31

structure.

29. see Wheatcroft 1964 pp. 173-5 and Second report of ATLB
1961-2 p. 19.

30. Articles of Association Art. Ill IATA Act of Incorporation
9th Pubn. 1967.

31. §ee e.g. Chuang 1972 Chapters 3 and 4, Bin Cheng 1962 pp. 441-
453.
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The IATA makes agreements covering scheduled air fares

only. Individual governments are free to regulate charter

rates according to their own devices (though they tend to

regulate charter rates using the IATA scheduled service

fares structure as a yardstick since each government is

concerned to preserve some sort of scheduled/charter service

balance). IATA agreements on fares must be unanimous to have

effect and,if IATA fails to agree on rates,there ensues an

•open rate' situation where the Governments concerned are

32
left to agree rates bilaterally. The advantage of IATA is

that it saves Governments from indulging in complex bilateral

negotiations by offering a kind of multilateral agreement.

(A major problem with IATA has been that not all airlines are

members of it and so it does not have complete control of

fac«s (e.g. many of the large international charter operators

are non IATA).)

Since the role of IATA derived from the reference to it

in the Bermuda type of bilateral agreement and since it falls to

the Governments concerned to decide tariffs in the event of

a failure to agree in IATA the British Government and not the

33
ATLB was responsible for approving the fares agreed on in IATA.

Thus the I960 Act (section 2(5)) provided that all licences

for air transport services should include a provision as to

tariff and that, save on domestic routes, the licence would be

32. See Wheatcroft 1964 pp. 80-85.

33. The CAA was later given the function of approving IATA
fares.
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of no effect until the tariff provision had been confirmed

(after modification or not) by the Minister.

The complication here was that the AXLB might develop a

licensing policy on international routes yet it could not

control pricing policy (which was a crucial consideration).

Again the possibility that ATLB policies might conflict with

those of the Government was realised. The ATLB would have

to insert tariff provisions in licences in the hope that these

34
would comply with the Board of Trade*s thinking. Thus the

35
Government had another hold over the ATLB. For half its

life the ATLB attempted to apply its minimum pricing policy

on inclusive tours and ran up against a divergent policy in

the Board of Trade. It would have been very difficult for

the Board to pursue any coherent policy, e.g. on charters, when

it was for the Board of Trade to approve inter alia incentive

pricing on scheduled services.

This division of function was not aided by the rigid

•arms length' policy adopted by the ATLB and exemplified by

statements in its annual reports that it would be wrong for it

to be influenced by advice or information given to it in

36
consultations with the Minister.

34. Edwards (at paragraphs 746, 749, 992) recommended that
the new CAA be responsible for approving IATA fare
resolutions in order to co-ordinate this with other

aspects of licensing.

35. On Colonial Cabotage routes, which were routes within the
Commonwealth and thus 'domestic* for the sake of exemption
from IATA regulations (e.g. London - Hong Kong), the AXLB
controlled route licensing by issuing route licences (a
licence would also be required from the Colonial Licensing
Authority). Fares were fixed generally by the Ministry after
consulting the Colonial Authorities but in specific cases
the ATLB would fix fares. On both route and fares decisions
there was an appeal to the Minister.

36. See below, section 3.2.



The above account gives an idea of the forces which

the ATLB had to contend with in licensing on international

routes but there were other considerations to be met e.g.

pooling arrangements.

If the ATLB was considering licensing an independent

operator to compete with BOAC on an international route.it

would be likely that the Corporation would argue that such

competition would not merely cause problems of designating a

second carrier within the terms of the bilateral agreement

(which might limit the total UK capacity allowable on the

route) but would interfere with a pooling agreement. •Pooling*
37

was permitted by the Chicago Convention and is a commercial

agreement between air carriers for the joint operation of a

service or group of services including the allocation of

revenue derived. A pool might provide for a division of

capacity on a route, it might be an expenditure and revenue

38
pool or (more likely) a revenue pool. Professor Bin Cheng

points out that the difference between capacity limitation by

bilateral and by pooling agreement may not amount to much

since the pooling agreement generally requires the approval of

the governments concerned.

By 1969 BEA had "Commercial Agreements" with most European

airlines and not only the corporations 'pooled*; BUA had such

an agreement with the Brazilian airline Vaslg on its Brazil route,

Often Government policy would be expressed through the making

of such agreements.

37. Cheng 1962 p. 252.

38. Ibid p. 281.



The existence of a pool meant that dual designation

was more disruptive to the original operator than otherwise.

It was argued in some licensing cases before the ATLB that

the existence of a pool was an important reason why a

licence should not be granted but the ATLB tended to grant

a licence if it felt that traffic called for competition.

The Edwards Committee of 1969 approved of this practice

noting f

"The traffic circumstances which would strengthen the
case for double designation are, therefore, precisely
the same as those which would cause us to have most
doubts about the case for having a pooling agreement.'*
(Edwards paragraph 377).

Thus it appeared that in general a pooling agreement would

offer little protection to an existing operator, Nevertheless it

constituted a matter which the ATLB might want to consider in

a licensing decision, yet was ill equipped to look at because

the Government dealt with such matters more directly in

connection with bilateral negotiations on ad hoc di*cus*&bns

with the foreign government.

The ATLB did not have sufficient control over or knowledge

of international matters to be able to pursue consistent

policies. Not only would it rely on the U.K. Government*s

performance but it would depend on the policies of ICAO, ECAC,

IATA, all the other international governmental and non governmental

groups and the aims of the powerful regulatory authorities such

as the American Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB).
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Although the I960 Act (at section 2(3)) provided that the
Minister should consult the Board from time to time on international

relations, and gave the Minister power to direct the Board on

applications affecting international relationstthere were few

consultations in general and fewer relating to specific

applications. The Minister was reluctant to use his powers

39
of direction on such matters and the ATLB chose to ignore

advice short of formal directions. Wheatcroft in 1964 said of

the ensuing situation,

"licensing decisions for international routes are now
being made without adequate regard for the overall ^
policy which this country ought to pursue in this field".

The problem was only aggravated by the ATLB*s distance from the

41
fixing of fares.

lfc>. Procedure of the Board

The Board spent about 80 to 130 days a year in hearing

oral arguments at public hearings. Most major case= were heard

42
in public. The Board could dispense witha public hearing

but in practice it heard all cases where there were objectors,

where the public interest was involved or where the Board desired

to cross-examine the applicants on their financial or operational

position. Under the same regulation the Board could hold all

39. See section 3.2 6n the ATLB 'Arms Length* policy.

40. Wheatcroft *Air Transport Policy* page 168.

41. Wheatcroft (at page 168-9) argued that the ATLB should be
responsible for international fares and follow on
international policy laid down by the Minister.

42. Under Regulation 10(4) of the I960 Regulations.
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or part of a hearing in private. The common reason for a

private hearing was that argument would require the mention

of financial data which would harm the applicant's interest

if disclosed to another operator or the public. Legal

representation was allowed before the Board and was usual

in the early years, certain counsel specialising in aviation

cases. As the ATLB progressed the larger operators tended

to use the heads of their licensing department as advocates

before the ATLB. These operators considered that knowledge

of the airline industry might be more important than

familiarity with the legal process. Those arguing before the

ATLB would take the trouble to familiarise themselves with

the case law of the ATLB and of the Department. They did so not

by treating the cases as legal precedents but as indications of the

line of policy being pursued by the Board. Parties felt that

the Board acted as a Board of management but nevertheless was

confined by a formal procedure and a striving to act with

some sort of consistency.

In general the scheduled service application would be

opposed and heard in public. No pre-hearing procedure was

used. Parties would argue the case and the Board would ask
43

questions. It would then retire and consider the decision.

A number of days later the decision would be published. In that

period of days the Board would consult its staff and meet to

43. Although no pre-hearings system was used the applicant
and objectors were required by the Regulations to give
reasons for applications and grounds for objection. In
its 5th Report (paragraphs 15-16) the ATLB criticised
operators lack of clarity and definition in both cases.
A year later the Authority stated that their warning had
been heeded but urged applicants especially to develop
their reasons for a new service in the application form.
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discuss general policy matters if the case raised important

issues, but the decision would be based on the hearing*s

evidence.

On Inclusive Tours procedure the Board faced the

problem of sheer numbers of applications. On 8th April 1965

the Minister asked the Board to liberalise Inclusive Tour

licensing and to expedite the procedure for granting licences
•>1 44

(see Mr. Jenkins statement H.C. Deb. 17 February 1965 ).
45

The Board proceeded to streamline procedure. In applications

for the 1966 season the ATLB dealt with over half of the

applications made without a hearing and disposed of the rest in

sixteen days of hearings compared with twenty-five days in 1965

and thirty-five in 1964. The normal procedure evolved

hearing all applications for summer inclusive tours in an

annual hearing (e.g. in 1968 489 applications were considered at

a hearing). Cases presenting special features would be

considered separately (thus in the 1968 hearings thb lioard

was asked to exempt 13 applications with special features from

the normal *Provision 1* condition). In this way the

Board catered for the huge increase in tour charter traffic

over the decade (inclusive tourers carried 295,OOO passengers

in 1961 and 1,759,000 in 1969). Huge numbers of applications

44. H.C. Deb. Vol. 706 Col. 1186.

45. In its 5th Report the Board stated that one of the most
time-consuming elements in inclusive tour hearings was the
repetitive cross-examination by scheduled operators of
witnesses supporting individual tours. The ATLB urged a
reassessment of this mode of objection. In 1966 the
Board reported that objectors had co-operated to produce
a quicker licensing system (paragraph 22 of 6th Report).
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could thus be processed in bulk form (on 7th November 1969

Decisions and Reasons were published on 600 applications

for inclusive tours).

Although scheduled services took up the larger part

of hearings time charter applications greatly outnumbered

them. An indication may be given by quoting the ATLB figures

for a couple of years. In 1967 55 applications for scheduled

services were received as compared with 1711 applications

for charter services', in 1969 the figures were 80 and 2320

respectively.

lc\. Precedent

The section dealing with the development of substantive

principles through case law will deal with the ATLB*s attitude

towards precedent and res judicata.^6
Idi. The problem of information

The procedure of the ATLB was designed to collect

information and hear the argument of parties. One problem

for the ATLB was the collection of information for the purposes

of building its own expertise, another was when to disclose

financial information in decisions or argument to the parties

involved or to the public.

(!) Disclosure
47

Regulation 9 gave the Board the power to require an

applicant to disclose all information relevant to an application.

It also gave the Board power to furnish particulars of such

information to

46. See section 3.4.

47. of the I960 Regulations (SI I960 No. 125).
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"any person who has a right to be heard by the
Board in connection with the case",

after consulting the donor and having regard to the confidential

nature of this information.

The ATLB found difficulty in the wording quoted above.
48

In its 6th report it stated that the regulation^

"was intended, to allow us to treat information obtained
by these powers as confidential ... However the last
few lines ... make it impossible to give full public
disclosure".

The Board felt that the reference to those entitled to be heard

by the Board implied the absence of a power to disclose

information to other people.

The Board stated that the rule had three disadvantages;

(1) examination by the Board of the material was limited,as

public examination of the data would require some disclosure.

(2) When two cases were combined (as permitted by Regulation 10(6))

discrepancies of information produced could not be resolved by

confront at ion.

(3) A decision might be largely determined by examination of

material received under Regulation 9 but the Board was precluded

from giving any particulars of this material in the published
49

reasons for decision. The result was that the Board,

"cannot demonstrate as fully as we would wish that we have
made a thorough appaaisal of all the relevant considerations".

48. paragraph 36.

49. A related problem was the ATLB*s small size. Even when
statistics were given to the ATLB the Board was in no
position to judge the validity of possibly contradictory
figures because it did not have the resources to make its
own calculations. (See Corbett 1965 pp. 258-9 and Edwards
paragraphs 653-5.)

50. ATLB 6th Report paragraph 37.
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The Board commented an its 6th Report that it had

approached the Ministry of Aviation to see whether Regulation 9

could be altered. The rule was not changed.

The absence of a power of disclosure continued to worry

the ATLB especially in cases involving applications for

increases in the Domestic Air Tariff (D.A.T.). The public

interest in such cases was obvious and the ATLB submitted

that it could not disclose the real reasons for its decision.

In a decision of 9th December 1970 on tariff increases the

Board said,

"We have reached this conclusion not on general grounds
but by examining the 1971/72 position of individual
airlines as estimated in their financial submissions.
But as the airlines are unwilling that these financial
details should be made public, and we have no power to
override their wishes, we can, ^jr the most part, refer
to them only in general terms."

In the same decision at paragraphs 11 to 13 the Board

described its procedure for gaining information. It made a

practice, when asked to increase domestic tariffs, of using

its Regulation 9 powers to call for documentary evidence on costs,

revenues, productivity and profitability of the applicant.

In September 1970 it had used its Regulation 18 powers to make

this a regular annual requirement. At paragraph 13 the Board

said that such information allowed closer examination of the

position of the applicant than oral argument alone. It

continued to say that the Board regretted that it lacked the

power of public disclosure and had urged the Board of Trade to

remedy this defect in its new legislation.

51. paragraph 73 of decision.
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During the era of ATLB licensing Mr. A.J. Lucking

acted independently as a watchdog for consumers. He opposed

applications for tariff increases regularly on the grounds

that before operators could argue the need for an increase

in fares on the basis of the need for a return on capital/

they should show that they were operating efficiently.

Because Mr. Lucking was heard by the Board he received
52

information under Regulation 9 and in the later years of

the AXLB was increasingly given information.before cases.

In a number of cases other than tariff increase

applications the ATLB demonstrated its inability to disclose

information without the consent of the operators. In cases

involving a number of parties e.g. tariff cases the consent

of all parties would be required. The Board urged airlines

to consent to disclosure and most major airlines did so; however

publication was often prevented by the dissent of one or two

minor operators. In its lOth report the ATLB noted its

attempts since 1965 to g&in disclosure of financial data relating

to tariff cases and said

"We have pressed the airlines ... for voluntary disclosure
but have never yet mmcwem^k the necessary unanimous
consent" (paragraph 10).

52. Under regulation 10(6) of the I960 regulations (SI 1960 125)
there was doubt whether a person not having a right to be
heard by the Board could do more than make a statement at
a hearing. Regulation 10(5) of the 1964 Regulations changed
the situation giving the Board a discretion to allow such
a person to be represented, produce aral or written evidence,
produce witnesses, cross-examine and be cross-examined.
Thus an independent person like Mr. Lucking was placed in
a stronger position after 1964 (although the 1964 regulations
prevented such persons from bringing appeals as had been
possible under the older regulations).
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The Edwards Committee criticised the lack of powers of

disclosure and noted that the U.S. CAB gave far greater

disclosure of financial and operating data (even of UK

operators) than did the ATLB. It advocated following

the American practice of using the licensing Authority to

publish all the information that could be disclosed without

53
unduly disadvantaging the operator concerned.

(ii) The Gathering of Information

The ATLB required information from airlines to keep in

touch with the progress of the industry and develop its

fund of knowledge, and for the purposes of financial

regulation (under sections 2(2)(a) and $(2)). From the

earliest days the ATLB used its Regulation 9 and 18 powers to

require applicants to provide information relating to

financial competence. The regulation 18 powers were used

selectively to require certain operators to submit quarterly

profit and loss accounts, balance sheets and estimates of

cash flow. The Board often required holders to explain this

information and held private discussions with operators where

54
commercially confidential information was involved. In its

second report the Board warned that

"In 1963 we shall not normally grant licences to
operators jft° do not submit reasonably up to date
accounts."

A problem in gaining information was that the smaller

operators did not have "even an elementary system of costing".

53. Edwards paragraph 702 and App. 29.

54. 3rd Report paragraph 89.

55. Paragraph 21.
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Even if costings were supplied to the Board it would have

been very difficult to compare different operators for the

sake of considering efficiency in a licensing decision because

there was no common accounting base. The ATLB annually

expressed Concern at the precarious state of some operators'
finances. In 1961-2 ten operators ceased to operate, in

1962-3 four ceased. By 1964 the liquidation rate had

slowed to two. The Board began in 1963 to refuse licences

on the grounds of financial unfitness (although it noted in

its 4th Raport5f that it was precluded from considering safety

matters under section 2(4) and 3(4) of the Act). By 1965 two

more operators dropped out (leaving 14 independents and the

two Corpor at ions ).

In its 1967 Report the Board stated that it had

considered asking for the amendment of the regulations to

gain powers to gather information on the financial soundness

of operators but it had not done so as operators had been

quite willing to supply any information required.

The result of the use of Regulation 18 powers to call for

statistical information was that similar information was called

for both by the ATLB and by the Ministry of Aviation. In its

third report the Board stated that it had accumulated a wealth

of information about British services especially scheduled

services. It desired to publish this information. It

56. paragraph 65.
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considered the objection that publication would damage

operators and render profitable routes v>lucrdbla. to

competition and rejected it as lacking force (since the

Board would not necessarily allow competition). The Board

similarly rejected the argument that harm would be done

by disclosure. It pointed out that the ATLB only desired to

publish information not already set out in the Ministry

of Aviation's 'Annual Abstract of Statistics* and the

•Monthly Digest of Statistics' prepared by the Central

Statistical Office.5

In 1963 the AXLB urged the Ministry to expand their

statistical releases and the Ministry discussed the matter

with operators. The result was the introduction in 1964 of

the Ministry's new publication "Operating and Traffic

Statistics of United Kingdom Airlines". This was published

twice annually and gave quarterly bulletins. Detailed traffic

and operating statistics, previously given only for scheduled

services, would be given for charter services also, and

separate information relating to scheduled and charter operations

would be provided for each company.

The ATLB felt that this improvement was a *compromise*
58

between its desire to open statistics and those of objectors.

A year later the Board urged the Ministry once more to increase

publication to include more detailed information about Inclusive

Tours so that parties to hearings could present cases more easily.

57. ATLB 3rd Annual Report paragraph 66.

58. ATLB 4th Annual Report paragraph 58.
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By 1967 the ATLB*s concern centred on the financial

soundness of tour organiswers associated with airlines

for inclusive tours. In that year the ATLB approached the

Association of British Travel Agents (ABTA) suggesting that

tour organisers should supply accounting information to the

Board before inclusive tour cases. The Board had no power

to order the supply of such information and in 1968 noted the
59

lack of response from tour organisers.

The problem of stability haunted the ATLB, In 1968 two

more operators went into liquidation and the Board described

its responsibilities for the finances of well established airlines as

well as newcomers to the industry as, "a source of continual
60

anxiety". In 1969 the fall of British Eagle, a larger

operator, and Trans^Lobe airlines was noted by the Board; it

urged the Edwards Committee that,

"more effective control and supervision are necessary
in this field than we have so far been able to exercjj.|e
with the information and resources at our disposal"."'

The Board continued to warn tour organisers of the dangers of

over expansion but it noted a general strengthening of the financial

resources of the tour organising industry (which was in part

due to pressure from the ATLB to increase paid up capital).

By 1971 the ATLB was able to publish aggregate profit and

loss figures for 57 of the larger tour operators. It warned

59. ATLB 8th Report paragraph 89.

60. 8th Report paragraph 85.

61. 9th Report paragraph SO.
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that airlines margins were too small and that tour

operators were indulging in "suicidal price-cutting".

Thus the general picture was of a Board unable to

control the finances of the airlines or of tour organisers

in amy effective way. The legal framework of the I960 Act

largely overlooked the financial-safety connection and

even so it faiiled adequately to provide machinery whereby

the ATLB could control airline finances. The major reasons

for this were:

(1) The small size of the ATLB staff and its inability

to prepare financial data fully.

(2) The nature of the industry - many operators relied

on seasonal charter traffic which provided an ill balanced

and unstable demand. Financial figures soon became outdated.

(3) The lack of a common accounting system, without

which the ATLB could not properly use the information it did

receive.

(4) The inability of the ATLB to publish financial data and

expose it to public scrutiny.

The ATLB welcomed the Edwards Commit tee*s recommendations

that the new Civil Aviation Authority should require airlines

to produce financial results for individual routes and that it

should "Collect, prepare and issue statistical and financial

62. 12th Report paragraph 11.

63. The ATLB in evidence to the Edwards Committee argued that its
function of reviewing finances was hindered by two
main difficulties (1) Companies accounts were out of date by
the time the Board considered them, and (2) It had not been
easy to assess a newcomer's financial position (Report paragraph
635).
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64
data ... on a standardised basis".

Above I have emphasised the ATLB's review of the

viability of the operator as opposed to its merely using

financial data to judge applications against a background

of expertise but the problems were largely the same in the

latter task. With the absence of uniform accounting

procedures and the failures to submit up to date accounts together

with the ATLB*s small size and consequent dependence on

waiting for licensing applications,the Board had difficulty
in assessing the present position of the industry}never mind
planning its future shape and regulating to produce a

planned result.

(e) The ATLB's use of Consultative Procedures

In understanding the place of the formal hearing in the

ATLB licensing system it is important to know UN extent to

which the Board relied on less formal communications. These

may be taken in two groups (i) Advice from formal bodies and

(m) Meetings with airlines and other communications with the

industry.

(i) Advice from formal bodies

Under the Regulations the ATLB was required to consult the

Regional Advisory Committees before granting, revoking,

suspending or varying licences for the more important classes

of air service to and from the areas concerned. (Section 5(2)(h)

of the Act provided for the setting up of the Committees.)

The Minister set up Committees for Scotland, Wales and Northern

Ireland in January 1961. A North East England Committee was

64. ATLB lOth Report paragraph 9.
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set up in April 1964 to be superseded by Committees for

Northern, North West and West Midlands regions of England

set up in May 1966. The 1964 regulations (R8(l)) changed

the 1960 Regulations (8(1)) to relieve the Board of

consulting these Committees when revoking or suspending

licences in cases of urgency, unfitness or revocation at

the request of a holder.

The Regional Advisory Committees were set up to adviee

the Board on the air services required by the regions and

on the economic and social effects on the region of particular

services. The Board acknowledged the helpful advice given

by such committees in its reports but one has to consider

the cases to judge the importance of the Regional Advisory

Committee. On some occasions the advice may have been given

weight by the Board but there are examples of cases where the

Board*s own policies have been taken to overrule direct

advice. The Edwards Committee noted that one of the main

criticisms of the ATLB was that it had,

"not taken sufficient account of tl>e views of some of
the Regional Advisory Committees".

Edwards criticised the fact that Regional Advisory

Committees (RACs) had not been set up for all areas e.g. the

South West did not have a committee (one was not set up after

Edwards). In addition Edwards noted the overlap between the

65. Edwards paragraph 629(v).

66. Edwards paragraph 776.
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(37
RACs and the Regional Economic Planning Councils (REPC).

The Committee favoured the abolition of the RAC and the

transfer of functions to the REFCs. It considered that

the latter were very suitable for advising the authority as

they were concerned with the means of stimulating economic

growth', also the REFCs would be able to judge the relative

merits of different policies for promoting growth and would

thus serve an important function in the co-ordination
(30

of air services, surface transport and regional subsidies.

The Committee did not favour co-ordination of air and surface

transport by co-ordinated administration as this would

have denoted the choice of the consumer as a determinant

of the shape of services. Instead the Committee desired

co-ordination (1) by consultation on future planning, (2) by

pricing policies closely related to costs and (3) by using

the Regional Economic Planning Councils. Thus the place for

the RACs in the future licensing system had evaporated.

In addition to the advice received from the RACs the

ATLB was obliged to consult the Minister

"from time to time - with regard to relations with
other countries or territories affeg^ing the
exercise of the Board's functions",

and the Board had some contact with the Ministry over the

requirement that tariff provision on international licences

required ministerial approval (under Section 2(5)(b) of the 1960

Act).

67. Ibid.

68. Ibid paragraphs 776-785.

69. Under Section 2(3) of the I960 Act.
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It will however be clear from the section on the

70
ATLB relations with the Ministry that the Board minimised

consultations with the Government in order to protect its

independent position. It took the view that ministerial wishes

should be published by formal means and therefore the

importance of informal negotiations between the two was not

as great as might be expected e.g. in the case of a nationalised

industry.

(") Communications with the Industry
71

The ATLB saw itself as operating quasi-judicially and

there was therefore a limit to the informal communications

between the 3oard and operators. Apart from the more formal
* 72

machinery for announcing policy there were other methods

of communication between the Board and operators. These less

informal meetings may be divided into (1) those dealing with

financial matters and (2) meetings held to discuss regulatory

policy. The ATLB did not use less formal pre-heariugs

procedures

(It) (1) Financial meetings

From 1961 the ATLB used its Regulation 9 powers to call

for information relevant to an application. The Board used oral

meetinqjs or examinations to expand on this information where

it felt that this was appropriate or necessary. Such meetings

were held in private as financial matters of a confidential

70. Section 3.2.

71. The CAA*s first report (page 31) spoke of the "quasi-
judicial role which characterised the ATLB".

72. See Section 3.4 for a fuller discussion.

73. But Edwards recommended the use of such procedures (paragraphs
641-3 of Report).
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nature were discussed, They gave the Board an insight into

the workings of smal&er companies but such meetings would

seldom be called with the larger operators or the

Corporations since the private meeting was concerned to

establish the suitability of the operators finances for

the proposed operation. This more usually meant that the

Board was worried about the general viability of the operation
I

rather than feared that the operators finances were not

geared to the particular operation (although on occasions the

Board would discuss the latter even with a large operator).

In these private meetings the Board would use its
*

licensing powers to order changes in the operators finances.

Generally the Board would require £X more paid up capital

before it would allow the operator a licence for a certain

class of service or a particular service. It might even

order an operator to reduce his fleet to
74

an operable sire before it granted a licence. Thus it could

take over managerial decisions from the airline to some extent.

Meetings to discuss policy

The ATLB*s staff were free to give advice to airlines on

minor matters but the ATLB licensing system was not geared to

making major regulatory reforms by co-operation and discussion
75

between the Board and the operators. On certain occasions

the Board did consult the industry. In 1961 the Board met

74. See below page 954 for details of the CM*s meetings
with Donaldson Line (Air Services) Ltd.

75. Thus SllwaKds calls (at paragraphs 652-4 of its Report) for
more positive regulation by the future authority.
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representatives of the British Independent Air Transport

Association (BIATA) and of the Committee of Representation

of British Unaffiliated Airlines in order to learn future

plans. On the issue of Minimum Tour Prices the Board

♦discussed* matters with BIATA, the Corporations and the

Ministry. In 1966 BIATA made a representation (under

Section 4 of the I960 Act) to the Board arguing that the

application of Provision 1 to Inclusive tours was too

restrictive. The Board published this representation with the

agreement of the Minister in its official record (Civil Aviation
TA

Licensing Notices (CALN) 256 VIII) and invited further

comment. Ife then published its conclusions on Provision 1

together with the slightly divergent views of the Minister.

Although the discussion of *provision 1* in this way indicated

that airlines could air their views, the use there of the

formal section 4(1) representation power shows perhaps

that the ATLB did not use consultative procedures (e.g. inviting

operators for periodic discussions of policy) as fully as it

might have.

The ATLB in general preferred to leave the discussion of

general policy to the formal hearing. Thus on a number of

occasions new licence forms were permitted without detailed

consultation between Board and industry; the parties were left

to argue broad policy at the hearing. An example of this

76. A periodical issued by the Board giving brief details of
applications, hearings, decisions and appeals as well as
miscellaneous notices from the Board (Now *Air Transport
Licensing Notices).
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procedure was the decision in 1963 to allow BEA to operate

•standby^fares on three dewiest ic trunk routes which was

made as an experiment at a hearing called mainly to discuss
78

increases in domestic fares. The decision to allow a

new kind of E licence in 1968 involved giving authority for

charter flights to combine two passenger groups - a

liberalisation of great importance to the scheduled airlines.

The whole argument took place at a lengthy hearing at which the

two corporations opposed the applicant companies. The ATLB

then gave its decision to grant the licences subject to a

modification lessening the effect on the Corporations. The

formal procedure was used because the Board considered its
%

duty was to act judicially rather than managerially. In a

79
long dispute such as that over *provision 1' the Board could

consult to some extent\ when a new proposal was launched the

ATLB relied more completely on the arguments put to it by parties

rather than on its own knowledge derived from consultations.

It may be added in concluding a section on communications

that in addition to the formal methods of disclosing policy and

the less formal meetings,informal channels allowed the airlines

to know the feelings in the Board on certain matters. Aviation

is a close knit industry and through personal contacts,the

77. *Stand by* fares offered no guarantee of a seat (as 'ujoAk.
or-\ •shuttle services* do) but a reduced fare
compensated for this uncertainty. They wore no booking,
walk on services.

78. See ATLB 3rd Report paragraph 40.

79. A standard licensing condition making international fares refer
to IATA fare resolutions. This demanded inter alia that
the price of an inclusive tour should not be less than
the relevant scheduled service return fare.
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press and other aedia;airline personnel would on some Issues

find out the Board's policy. By keeping an ear to the

ground or by listening to the ATLS's statements at hearings

the licensing staff of the airlines would have gained a

certain amount of information about AXLB policy on a

specific matter. It is doubtful whether a great deal of

detailed information was gained informally since ATLB staff

would not prejudge the Board's decision in a particular case

and it would often be difficult to extend a principle beyond

a specific case. On some matters the problem was not so

much communicating policy as making out a coherent or

continuous policy.

(f) The Institutions of Ptower

Apart from the ATLB and the Ministry certain other bodies

had a degree of control or power over the licensing system. I

will give a very brief review of the positions of the major

institutions, dealing with:(l) The Corporations, (2) The

Independent airlines and BIATA, (3) The International organisations

(IATA, ICAO, CAB). I will conclude by looking at the effect

of the political scene on the ATLB.

(f)(1) The Corporations

BBA and BOAC were open to pressures both formal and

informal from the Minister and they had obligations not

shared by the independents vis. duties to serve on

unremunerative routes and to develop aircraft at an uneconomic

rata for the sake of the British aircraft industry. The ATLB

decided in 19t>l that the existence of unprofitable BEA routes
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should not affect decisions on applications from

independents, it said,

"The Corporations are not under some duty as distinct
from having the power, to run sg^vices which will be
unprofitable in the long term."

However the Board recognised BEA*s "moral obligation" to

supply social services but stated that direct subsidies ought

to be given to BEA on selected routes. The Government never

instituted the direct subsidies sbheme and confusion arose.

Wheatcroft writing in 1964, argued that,

"It is essential that licencing policy should be8spuch
more explicit about public service obligations."

He felt that it was not clear that the independents

automatically accepted the same public service obligations as

the Corporations and pointed out that there were various cases

on record of private airlines cancelling services at short
82

notice. (Later I consider whether the ATLB did follow a

policy of punishing operators for failure to serve the public

in some way.)

Xt is clear that operators in both sectors were deemed

to have some public service obligations but these were not

necessarily the same for both sectors', theBoard*s
on public service obligations made out as explicitly

as it might have been. The obligations to serve the public
tho se

included different duties as well a/ to serve unreraunerative

SO. ATLB 2nd Report paragraph 8(e).

81. p. 163.

82. See section 3.4.
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routes, e.g. to develop air craft, to meet demand quickly,

to offer a reliable service and to give notice of ending

the service. The public and private sectors may have had

equal obligations of the last three kinds but the Corporations

were certainly relied upon more heavily to discharge the first

two duties. Even in 1945 the Labour Government's

White Paper on Civil Aviation stated that the Government would

'rely on the Corporations to use British Aircraft only . The

cost to the corporations might be immense. Wheatcroft stated

that up to 1964 BEA spent £7.7 million introducing the Comet 4B

and the Vanguard whilst BOAC spent £9.1 million introducing the

Britannia and the Comet 4, irrespective of the costs of

obsolescence.

In return for the execution of these functions the

Corporations did obtain returns in the ATLB system of licensing.

Because of the size of the Corporations and their priority

on scheduled routes their frequencies pere generally unrestricted.

When a private operator was given a new licence to compete on a

Corporation route it would be restricted as to feequency,

gradually building up its service. The Corporation in this

period was free to * swamp' the route with capacity in order to

drive the competitor off - (allegations were made by BUA in

the 25th August 1965 Glasgow to London case that BEA had

indulged in such a practice). The ATLB did not control the

83
Corporations in this respect but the Edwards Committee recommended

that the practice of restricting frequencies of both newcomer and

83. Paragraph 331.
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established operator should be adopted. The 1969 White Paper

did not specifically agree with Edwards on the point but

saw the problem as consolidating the position of the second

carrier.

(f)(2) The Independents and BIATA

The ATLB did not openly allow independents to cross

subsidise in order to supply social services and thus

independents generally avoided unremunerative routes (although

Loganair did operate alongside BEA in Scotland). They were

free to operate as they liked so long as the public was

serviced efficiently. Failure to meet the demands of the

public would usually be countered by a corresponding tendency

for the Board to grant a competitive licence. Reasons for

such failure might be e.g. inflexibility, cost efficiency,

failure to respond, unpunctuality or deterioration in service.

The British Independent Air Transport Association (BIATA)

was an association representing the smaller independent

operators (not BUA or British Eagle). As a mouthpiece for these

operators it exerted some influence on the ATLB. Its most

notable campaign was that to relax the application of

Provision 1 to inclusive tours in 1965 and 1966. The Association

did not achieve that degree of influence that would have been

displayed by regular discussion meetings with the Board. It

was restricted largely to making written representations and

lobbying as a spokesman for the independents in the press (as

far as its relations with the ATLB were concerned). Nevertheless

BIATA could influence policy by negotiating with the

64
Corporations before submitting proposals to the Board. Thus

84. The airlines were capable of producing solutions and agreements
amongst themselves and thus relieved,the AXLB.of.some of the
burdens of regulation. For example in 1963 airlines operating
domestically countered the problem of what amount of refund

imW 4>
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in May 1967 BEA and BIATA, told the Board that after

discussions they had agreed on a 'Memorandum of Understanding'

covering inclusive tour tariffs. Other airlines were invited

to subscribe to the Memorandum and BIAXA acted as a convener.

Initially airlines responded but later in 1967 the

independents found they could not agree on an inclusive tour

tariff policy and BIATA was dissolved. No similar organisation

took its place. Instead the major independents would lead the

way for smaller operators.

(f)(3) The International Organisations IATA, ICAO and the CAB

Under the system of bilateral exchanges of traffic rights

a cardinal rule was that there whould be no price competition.

Fares were settled by IATA Traffic Conference resolutions but

required approval by the Minister before being of effect. The

effect was thus to leave with the Minister of Aviation the

real responsibility for such tariffs.

The ATLB's 'Standard Tariff Provision 1* stated thai the

international fares should be determined by reference to IATA

8 5
resolutions as approved by the Minister (even on many cabotage

routes not subject to IATA jurisdiction fares were set to

ought to be given in 'no show* cases by agreeing on a set
of rules to be applied in such cases. The ATLB reported
that it was content to approve this arrangement and leave
the matter in the hands of the airlines without intervening
(4th Report paragraph 34).

85. This meant that the cost of an inclusive tour was required
to exceed the equivalent return scheduled fare.
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86
accord with IATA levels to avoid conflict). The British

Authorities were very concerned that IATA*s fare structure

should allow effective inclusive tour pricing (especially

after pressure from BIATA) and since Governments and Authorities

did not desire to set fares themselves they relied on operators

who were members of IAXA (the Corporations arad major

independents) to influence the IATA fare structure to allow

suitable pricing. In this respect the major operators became

spokesmen for the Government. Thus in 1967 the Minister urged

UK members of IATA to introduce winter creative fares. In

the years 1968 onwards the Board of Trade (which took over

aviation responsibilities from the Ministry on 18th August 1966)

continued to relax the requirements of Provision 1 on certain

inclusive tours e.g. winter tours.until it permitted the removal

of minimum price control to an extent that the ATLB found it

could not approve of. The ATLB was dependent on IATA through

the Minister insofar as ATLB policy on international route

licensing depended on the pricing policy derived from

IATA. For almost half of its life the ATLB was concerned with

the anomalies created by adhesion to IATA fare structures e.g. on

winter tours.

The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) founded

in 1944 is an organisation of Governments acting largely for

the standardisation of technical requirements but it has worked

to co-ordinate regulation by the authorities of various states.

(ICAO is now an agency of the United Nations structure.) It

was ICAO that arranged the Geneva Conference of 1947 in an

86. ATLB 3rd Report paragraph 24.
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unsuccessful attempt to produce a system of multilateral

traffic rights.

The European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC) is a similar

body of European Governments set up at an ICAG meeting in

Strasbourg in 1954. The ATLB depended on such organisations

largely to standardise technical, safety and licensing

standards but also for information on bilateral agreements

which greatly influenced licensing. The air agreement could lay

down controls on frequency, capacity, proportion of the

market, total share of revenue, the allowable pool agreements,

reciprocal rights etc.. 1CAO Conventions have been responsible

for all kinds of agreements with respect to the law of the

air e.g. the Tokyo Convention Act 1967 ratified the Tokyo

Conventions agreements relating to the treatment of offences

committed on board aircraft.

The CAB under the 1938 Civil Aeronatrtics Act did not have

the power to determine international air fares but it could approve

fares. Thus IATA arose as the fare fixing body. Nevertheless

the CAB had enormous influence in the world. Through the

major airlines it could influence IATA and by acting as

negotiator- for the US Government on traffic rights matters

the CAB has been able to lead a large portion of world

aviation agencies in its wake. The CAB power on

international fares meant that it could refuse to approve

IATA fare resolutions. It did refuse the 1963 IATA Chandler

Conference tariffs. The result wasfetfl-eEuropean and British

Governments approved the fares and the CAB did not have the

power to fix its own fares. However the CAB forced an IATA
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re-assessment of fares and since July 1963 it has sent

observers to IATA Traffic Conference sessions.

37
The 1946 Bermuda Agreement between the USA and

Britain provided for a more liberal system of traffic rights

between the two countries. Under that agreement there was

no restriction on frequency or capacity, fifth freedom traffic

was allowed and fares were to be fixed by reference to IATA

resolutions.

The ATLB in licensing a second carrier on the North

Atlantic routes would be aware that CAB approval of the

designation would be required. This would be fairly routine

normally but if a change in IATA fares structure was

involved then approval from the CAB might be harder to obtain

than from the ATLB.

The ATLB*s 8th report (paragraph 94) gives an indication

of the importance to the ATLB of the CAB and the Canadian

Air Transport Board. Because of international charter

competition relaxation of charter rules by one body would

pressurise other authorities to liberalise similarly to

avoid putting their operators at a disadvantage. The 8th

report noted the ATLB*s deliberations on split charters (i.e.

the availability to more than one charterer of capacity on one

flight). It stated that an argument for split charters was

a forthcoming decision by the CAB and an actual decision of

the Canadian Air Transport Board in favour of split charters.

The ATLB granted the authorisation for split charters. The

87. See supra p. 335
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licensing authority by no means lived in a national

vacuum. Because of international agreements governing

both charter and scheduled flights and because of

international competition the authorities of the powerful

air nations were able to influence other nations authorities

very quickly.

(■f ) (4 ) British Politics and the ATLB

Because the ATLB saw itself as a quasi-judicial body

it would not allow its decisions openly to be influenced

by the political lobby. However appeals went to the Minister

who was a political figure. It will be clear from

Chater two that the two main parties had very different views

as to the relationship desired between the public and private

sectors and one might therefore have expected drastic

changes when the Labour Government took over from the

Conservatives in 1964.

Looking at the ATLB we see that the political drama was

supplied not so much by the actual decisions but by the

machinery for the execution of policy. In 1961 a Conservative

Government reversed the ATLB * s decision to allow Cunard Eagle

a transatlantic service in order to protect BOAC which was

losing money. From then on the ATLB pursued a cautious but

liberal licensing policy. In 1965 the new labour Minister,

Mr. Roy Jenkins, announced his policy of no dual designation

internationally} no increases in domestic frequency and

liberalisation of charter licensing. For a couple of years the

ATLB the Labour party line (although allowing competition

on the main Glasgow to London route). Then under a Labour

Government the right wing Edwards Committee advocated a policy

of dual designation, freedom aid competition. From about 1968
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onwards the ATLB allowed competition between the independents

and the Corporations to develop. The Conservatives regained

power in 1970 and allowed the 'second-force* airline to be

formed at the expense of the Corporations and in 1972 the

ATLB granted generaus North Atlantic competitive licences to

the second force.

From this brief review alone it can be seen that the

Conservative administration did not always encourage free

competition at the Corporations^expense, nor did the Labour

Government stifle competition. /Although through appeals the

government did influence the ATLB to some extent the Board

was not dictated to even by the Jankins statement. On major

issues threats would be made in Parliament which if executed

would have disrupted licensing policy, however those threats

were carried out only in a reduced fashion. The ATLB did not

become a *political* body, although it was influenced by

directions and appeals, but the cost of independence was the

absence of a clear and continuous licensing policy.

(q) How t/the ATLB regulated

(I ) Use of licences

The ATLB did not allow price competition on domestic

routes. All tariffs were co-ordinated and eventually set down

in the Domestic Air Tariff (permitted by regulation 13(1)(a) of

1964). In formal tariff hearings where parties applied for

different tariffs it was usual to request that whichever tariff

was granted should apply to all operators on the route. On

international routes prices were subject to IATA regulations;
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however a degree of price competition operated by illegal
88

means of discounts, vouchers etc..

In general any competition would have to be in terms

of service, especially domestically. The provision of the

operators licence were therefore very important. On

scheduled services requiring an 'A1 licence the Board

would usually restrict capacity and frequency (unless the

existing operator was BEA. The first grant of an unrestricted

frequency to an independent operator was to BUA on the London

to Glasgow route in November 1970.) The practice of the Board

was to give a second operator a frequency limiting the effect

of competition to the margin of traffic growth estimated.

Gradually the frequencies were built up. Thus Mr. Jenkins'

announcement that the frequencies of independents would not be

increased after 1965 would have affected some of the independents

drastically (e.g. British Eagle withdrew from the Glasgow

route).

On certain occasions the Board might restrict both

operators on a route (e.g. in the Channel Island routes the

Board restricted both the car ferry and the passenger only

services) and in this way controlled competition would be

allowed. The ATLB was not easily persuaded to give generous

frequency allowances for the sake of flexibility as this negated

control} however if an operator had shown that it would not

abuse frequencies by oversupplying capacity the Board would

88. With the Minister's consent the Board could dispense with
tariff provisions on charter licences thus charter
operators were free to compete on prices provided that
the licence conditions incorporating minimum price control
(notably Standard Tariff Provision 1) were observed.
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89
be more liberal in its allocations.

A general principle of the ATLB was that licences should

only be given where plans existed for imminent operation of

the service. In this way the Board and operators could keep

in touch with the licensing situation. Normally a licence

would be granted for a number of year sicharter licences usually

lasted one year, scheduled service licences varied from one

to ten years (with an exceptional 15-year licence given in

the 1972 North Atlantic grant to the second force Caledonian/

BUA). In order to reduce the number of unused licences the

Authority called in information on unused licences from 1964 (under

Regulation 18) and it proceeded to introduce an automatically

expiring licence in 1965 - the "use it or lose it" licence.

This licence form was first used in the 25th August 1965

decision to grant BUA licences from London to Glasgow, Edinburgh

and Belfast. The Board granted the licence for an

initial short period (12 to 18 months) subject to renewal

annually on the licensees satisfying the Board that it had

operated a stimulated minimum number of frequencies in the

year. By 1970 sixteen of these licences had been used on

important scheduled routes. Of the sixteen granted from 1965

to 1970 eight were revoked, two had expired through lack of

operation, one had had the provision deleted in a Board of

Trade appeal and five removed in force.

(Ji) Revocat ion

Although the Board mainly used the threat of allowing

competition on a route to obtain adequate quality of service

89. As in the grant to BUA of unrestricted frequencies to
BUA on the Glasgow route.
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from operators it did have powers of revoking licences.

Section 3(2) of the 19oO Act gave the Board a power to

revoke, vary or suspend a licence^ no longer

satisfied of an applicant's experience and financial resources,

equipment, organisation, staffing, competence or fitness/having

regard to any contraventions of the Act. This power did not

require an application to have been submitted to the Board.

Also under section 3(3) of the Act the Board could revoke a

licence, without application, if it felt that it was

right and proper. In its second report the Board complained

that the revocation procedure under Regulation 6 required

21 days* notice and argued that it ought to be able to suspend

a licence more quickly. In 1964 the new regulation 6(2) allowed

the Board to suspend a licence 6n 144 hours' notice provided

representations were considered.

The Board granted many revocations of licence at the

holders' request but it only revoked 17 licences in the period

1961-1970 at its own instance.

The ATLB was not inclined to revoke a licence on

receiving complaints concerning an airline's service (under

Section 4 of the I960 Act). It noted in its 6th report

(paragraph 120) that it would have to receive many substantial

complaints before it would take the extreme course of revoking

a licence, and even then it had no power to require another

operator to serve on a route.

It was open to any operator to apply for the revocation or

90
variation of another operator's licence at any time. The

90. Under Section 3(1) of the I960 Act.
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existing operator would usually be protected on a route

by the Board but he would not if he had failed to provide

an adequate service. The most significant decision on this

point was BUA's August 1965 application to revoke British

Eagle's London to Glasgow, Edinburgh and Belfast licences and

to take over those services for itself. The ATLB decided

that although normally a licence should give security,

"it should be open to an operator at any time to
see to persuade us that the interests of British civil
aviation would be better served by the grant to him
of new licences accompanied by the revocatio^of
existing licences on the route in question".

Thus the Board could use competition as a regulator of quality

either by allowing competition with an inefficient operator or

by revoking his licence and allowing a replacement.

In practice operators did not live in fear or revocation

or suspension of their licences. Only if they failed to

satisfy demand alequately or if their financial resources became

insufficient was there a real danger of the Board granting a

competitor's application for revocation or unilaterally

revoking a licence. The Board never revoked a licence of

its own accord for reasons other than fitness, competence

and finances (e.g. for inadequacy of service).

(mi) licences. New services and Changes in licensing forms

The ATLB commenced operations with six main classes of

licence (ABCDEF ). These, with subdivisions, served to license

operators^ however the standard conditions of licences (set out

91. Decision of 25.8.65 Repeated ATLB 6th Report paragraph 48.
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in a list of Standard Provisions and updated from time to

time) which were incorporated in licences by reference to

their initials, did not always allow airlines to give the

kind of service desired. Thus movements started to introduce

new kinds of service, e.g. in 1961 operators applied to
93

introduce the low ITX fares. The Board favoured the

concept of the fare and granted six such licences. Such

applications involved the problem of balancing protection

of the scheduled carriers with allowing the development of

charterers and providing air travel at reasonable prices to

the passenger.

In 1962 BEA applied for permission to offer •stand-by*

low fares on scheduled services and the ATLB granted a licence

for an experiment period covering the summer of 1963.

On inclusive tours numerous problems arose out of the

ECAC and IATA Conditions. IATA regulations allowed a tour

organiser to travel free with a group. In the early sixties

organisers used the free trip as a promotion device. The ATLB

in 1965 considered the problem in detail as it feared the

effect on price controls of allowing the concession on short

tours of a few days. It decided to allow the device in 1965

but in following years fought a running battle with the Board

of Trade in attempting to establish a rule governing the

94
concession.

93. The ITX fare was a special low rate fare for tour excusions
by scheduled service. Such low fares were agreed upon in
IATA and were a response to the challenge of low fharter fares.

94. See section 3.4.
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On closed group charter flights(either affinity
95 .

group, student charters or H.M. Forces charters)the

ATLB was constantly involved in interpreting the ECAC and

IATA regulations, e.g. on the allowable size of groups, the

sufficiency of the groups ticketing procedures, whether a

group was eligible for student exemptions etc.. It would

thus regulate the charter industry according to international

rules established by IAXA, ICAO and the individual countries

involved in granting traffic rights for charter flights. With

96
the Board of Trade the ATLB was concerned to enforce the

provisions relating to affinity charters and to prevent abuses

such as discounting and giving vouchers which avoided minimum

price control. With respect to Provision 1 it was primarily

the task of the Board of Trade to judge the extent to which

minimum prices should relate to IATA fares.
97

The movement towards split charter services from charter

services demonstrated how the ATLB was forced both to look to

95. IATA agreements regulated charter activities of IATA airlines.
No price control was attempted as competition from nan IATA
airlines would have rendered this ineffective. IATA set a

•provision 1* minimum price for inclusive tour charters
however 'affinity group' charters were not governed by
Provision 1 minimum prices.

96. The Board of Trades inspectors acted to enforce licensing
provisions; not staff of the ATLB who would only check
that licences covered aperators. Inspectors of the Board of
Trade would inter alia conduct spot checks to see that
affinity flight passengers were members of the closed group
and that the group was not in practice open to the public.
The turning away of innocent passengers because of the
organising group's ineligibility caused great dissatisfaction
with affinity flights and their regulations until a movement
started in the early seventies to replace affinity group
charters with other low fare systems (such as advanced
booking charter).

97. A 'split charter' was one making the capacity of the
aircraft available to more than one consignor.
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the activities of other authorities and to judge for itself

the scheduled/charter balance.

Regulation 2(2) of the 1964 regulations defined a charter

as involving allocation of the carrying capacity of the

aircraft to one consignor only. Thus the ATLB could not

give 'C* licences without tariff provisions (even with

Ministerial consent) for split charter operations since there

were not charters under regulation 2(2). The ATLB considered

in 1966 that in the light of growing demands for split charters

(especially cargo charters) the regulations ought to be changed.

In 1967 faced with CAB and Canadian Air Transport Board

authorisations of split charters the ATLB granted five *E*

licence split cargo charters on long haul operations (over

2250 miles). (The Corporations had argued that diversion would

be caused, the independents countered by arguing that greater

efficiency would be allowed and that refusal of split charters

would divert North American traffic to the Low Countries and

so prejudice the UK interest.)

In 1968 the same arguments recurred and the ATLB granted

a wider form of *E* licence. (Type V of the E licence allowed

cargo charters up to 10 journeys to up to 4 consignors with

a minimum consignment of lOOO kg., type VI allowed split

passenger charters for journeys over 2250 miles long.)

The restrictions on *£* licences continued to be a source

of debate in 1969 and the Board promised a thorough investigation
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of that area of licensing in 1970. In 1971 the Board attempted

to 'plug some loopholes* in the E licensing system and continued

to study the problem.

In this review of E licensing one may see that the

ATLB did more than allocate fixed condition licences. It

could under the regulations apply any conditions it saw fit

to licences, hence where there existed a conflict of, e.g.

charter and scheduled interests, the ATLB was left with the

task of developing a system of licensing and applying it so

as to further the aims of the I960 Act. In such situations

the Board came closest to acting as a positive or managerial

regulator.

Did the ATLB act as a positive regulator? On the matter of

E licences it liberalised licensing and allowed the

development of cargo charter services. The important E licensing

decisions of 1967 followed long hearings where arguments were

feesltlly presented and considered in private by the Board (it
99

published fie aagnrarcts in two pages of its 8th report ). In

subsequent years the issue was hotly debated at annual renewal

hearings. The ATLB considered the problem outside hearings but

did not conduct a major review of the problem until 1970J thus

it was unablebefore the end of its life to lead the industry to

a solution of the problem. Without a major review the Authority

relied on the formal hearing as a means of developing licensing

99. Paragraph 94.
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forms suited to the requirements of the industry and

consumers. Initiative largely rested with the airlines.

We have seen above that new licensing forms did evolve in

the 1960s (e.g. ITX fares, part charters, split charters,

relaxation of Provision 1, automatically expiring licences etc.)

Only in the case of the relaxation of provision 1 and expiring

licences could it be argued that the ATLB took a leading

part, but even on Provision 1 the Board of Trade was more

dominant. The usual mode of developing licence forms was

for the airlines to submit applications for new forms J the

Board would consider the problem, hold a public hearing and

decide the issue on the basis of the hearing's evidence. It

would rarely hold detailed discussions with the industry on

conduct its own extensive research on the subject, it did not

have sufficient staff.

In conclusion we may say that, just as the ATLB could not

properly regulate the development of airline networks, since

it relied on operators to come and apply to it, so it could

not lead the industry by developing licensing forms. It

proved flexible in adapting licensing conditions and was even

liberal but: (1) it dealt only in cure not prevention - it

could only follow airline applications and pressures, (2) the

division of function between the ATLB and the Government meant

that the process of adapting licence conditions (e.g. Provision

1) was fraught with del.a,ys and confusions.
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The licensing board relied on hearings not research

and though it acted manageria11y it did not have the

resourcesor the framework of powers to be able to manage

lOl
positively. The 1971 Act stressed the positive attitude

of the new CAA and hoped to change this way of licensing.

(h) Regulation and the Airlines

The Air Transport Licensing Board was generally

respected by the operators but the system of licensing was

considered to have many faults. Private airlines considered

that the system favoured protection of the Corporations

and some operators felt fatthe system:- did not give clear

statements of policy, did not allow the development of

route networks, dealt with decisions on an ad hoc basis,

did not develop the regions and did not take account of the

Regional Advisory Committees, took too long in dealing with

applications, failed to insist on the submission of

sufficient data by airlines, ignored traffic rights and

safety matters and gave operators insufficient freedom to
102

develop viable route structures. Although some of these

criticisms may have sprung from a misunderstanding of

103
the intention of the I960 Act (as Edwards felt ) a number

were close to the mark e.g. those criticisms referring to

100. It had a staff of between 25 and 30.

101. See Edwards paragraphs 652-4.

102. See paragraph 629 of Edwards and the evidence of Sir Myles
Wyatt to the 1967 Select Committee.

103. Edwards paragraph 631.
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decisions, networks, RACs, information, traffic rights

and safety. Others may perhaps be ruled out as exaggerations

e.g. criticisms of the restrictions on private operators and

the proection of the Corporations. The Edwards committee felt

that the ATLB's time to consider cases (with an average of

84 days for scheduled applications) compared well with the

American procedure of Bxaminer and CAB (average time 550 days J.*'
Were the airlines justified in making criticism of reasons

and decisions? Operators generally employed staff in a small

licensing department which processed applications. This staff
*

would report to a committee of the airlines management which

dealt with future developments. The investment programme of the

company relating to equipment, aircraft, personnel etc.,

depended on this committee's having an idea of the size and

shape of future operations. Predictability depended on the

licensing staff's ability to judge ATLB policy for future

sc. vices. This was easier in seme fields than others e.g. in

inclusive tours operators could, at least after 1965, count on

liberal route licensing (though they could not be very certain

about the applicability of Provision 1 - thus margins of profit

might be very unpredictable). It would have been difficult to

forecast the development of split charters, affinity groups, ITX

fares without knowledge of ATLB's long term policy. Since the

Board largely relied on the airlines applications to develop

services the horse was looking to the cart in this respect. On

104. Edwards paragraph 631.
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scheduled service international flights the licensing staff

would contend with the variables of: (1) other countries

policies on granting traffic rights, (2) the UK Government's

changing policy on dual designation, (3) the ATLB's policy cm

protecting the Corporations, (4) the changing relationship

between the Board and the Department e.g. in the late 1960s

movement to co-operation, (5) discrepancies between the ATLB

and Board of Trade policies on appeal (e.g. on minimum price

control in the 29th April 1969 decision to allow 'test case'

appeals on Provision 1), (6) the possibility of a change in

Government affecting prestige routes such as the North Atlantic

or the allocation of domestic frequencies or dual designation

(as happened in 1965), (7) the possibility of gaining entry to

i. .. 105
a •pool• arrangeraent.

On domestic scheduled service applications operators would

have fewer variables* in the main they would have to judge the

ATLB's policy on competition and 'social service' criteria.

In addition they would have to consider the Board of Trade's

policy on competition which might change with Governments or

even Ministers. (Sir Myles Wyatt told the Select Committee on

Nationalised Industries (BEA) in 1967 that his company (BUA)

did not consider a guiding policy to be emerging from the

105. The air agreement between the UK and a foreign Government
governing traffic rights would often be based on a sharing
of traffic between the two states chosen instruments. Such
a 'pool* might involve co-ordinated ticketing, maintenance
etc., arrangements;thus a second operator would even after
receiving a licence for the route face the added
complications of gaining entry to or competing with the
pool. (See Corbett p.157.)
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licensing system or even from the ATLB*s or the Department's
1 rvs

decisions taken in themselves. )

The airline staff had a number of guides to the ATLB

decisions. They looked tot (1) past cases, (2) the

provisions of the Act, (3) private consultations, (4) announcements

of policy in the record or annual reports and, (5) general

information or feelings emerging from personal knowledge,

the press etc.. They did not receive a great deal of guidance

from these sources. The ATLB was not necessarily blamed since

a great deal of uncertainty was due to international organisations

and agreements. The ATLB did go out of its way to give detailed

107
reasons in cases and even used its annual report to expand

these, clarify policy and state rules or principles. The

major operators were in general happy with the ATLB (e.g. the

Corporations and BUA deliberately chose to sustain the ATLB

by limiting themselves to a small number of appeals per year) but

not with the licensing system. The cost to the operators was

not illusory, investment needed predictability and nearly all

witnesses to the Select Committee of 1967 argued that they

could not properly plan investments because of the

impossibility of guessing the share of future traffic available

* .u 108to them.

It must be concluded that^ even considering the international
variables (the appeals system and the Board*s efforts to develop

106. Minutes Q 1837.

107. See further section 3*4-.

108. See 1967 Select Committee Appendix 17 (BEA) Q 1859 (BUA)
Q 1102 (BIATA).



a case law a significant portion of the uncertainty of

the licensing was due to the formal hearings and policies of

the ATLB. An important question is, 'Was that degree of

uncertainty necessary?'. The airlines, who respected the

Board members1 expertise, were reasonably tolerant bf m

the inconsistencies in ATLB decisions because they desired

flexibility and the ability to meet the deannds of individual

cases. After studying the decisions in more detail we

may discover whether the ATLB did achieve an acceptable

b&anace of flexibility and predictability.
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CHAPTER 3.2

The ATLB and the Government Department

In this section I will give an account of the ATL8*s

relationship with the department and Minister.^" I will

look at the ATLB*s attitude towards Ministerial policyias

expressed in statements and decisions as well as the balance

of power in licensing cases. (Ministerial appeals will be

dealt with in the next section.)

Under the Act and regulations the Minister had a number

2
of powers over the Board viz. (1) Power to hear appeals,

(2) Power to direct the Board to refuse a licence on a matter

affecting international regulations, (3) The function of

negotiating traffic rights under bilateral air agreements,

(4) The power of approving international fares decided by

IATA.

Although an amendment in the I960 Bill removed the ATLB's

3
duty to consider the observations of the Minister in licensing

the Minister still held a degree of potential influence over

the Board derived from the above four powers, especially from

the appeal power. He a^so appointed the Members of the ATLB and

supplied premises, equipment etc..

1. In the 1960s the ATLB*s parental department was the Ministry
of Aviation, then the Board of Trade took over the Minister
of Aviation functions under the I960 Act on 18th August
1966 (SI 1966 Nos. 741 and 1015). The Department of Trade
and Industry took over in 1971 from the Board of Trade.

2. See below

3. See Ch.2 p.2 2 !
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A degree of co-operation between the department and the

ATLB was required on certain matters. Since the Ministry

licensed foreign charter operators ^he department and the

ATLB had to consult in order to balance the licensing conditions

of foreign and British operators. On study however we find

that in general the degree of co-operation and consultation

was minimised.

(Ok) The ATLB's 'Arms length* policy

The ATLB staged its declaration of independence early in
4

its life in the European cases of 1961. In that decision the

ATLB stated that since the Minister had powers under S2(5) of

the I960 Act to direct the Board to refuse an application

because of the inexpediency of negotiating traffic rights

"we are of the opinion that if he does not so direct us,
we are not at liberty to invest ourselves with his
function and refuse an application solely on this ground",

and,

"Evidence is one thing and advice is another and we close
our minds against any persuasive implications which might
be detected in any information (including prognosis) we
receive from the Minister".

The ATLB repeated the statement in their Second Report, stating,

"We must interpret the Act as it stands and not by
reference to statements by Ministers ... We shall
continue to rely upon our own interpretation of5the
Act unless we are overruled by a court of law".

4. ATLB decision "Applications for services within the United
Kingdom, Channel Islands and Isle of Man and between the
United Kingdom and Europe" of 23rd November 1961. [The
•1961 European Case•.J

5. 2nd Report paragraph 8(d).
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S.F. Wheatcroft6 described the ensuing situation as

"nonsensical" since the Minister had been reluctant to direct

the Board, and the Board believed that it should disregard

advice givenj the result had been a lack of overall policy in

the international field. A refusal, or at least tardiness in

following the Minister led to confusions and dualism of

policy. In 1962 the refusal of the ATLB to apply the principle

of protecting the corporation investment 4n tiie European case),
i

was followed by the Ministers declining to re-assert the

principle. The result was a falling away of the standard.

Such instances may be argued to have been the product of

treating each case on the meritSjbut that argument can prove

too much and justify capriciousness.

The ATLS's independence was most openly challenged in 1965

when the now famous Jenkins statement on Civil Aviation Policy
7

was made on 17th February in the House of Commons. The Minister,

laid down some "guidelines" as to the government's views. He

dealt with three main issues sayings- (1) He believed that in

general it was not desirable to restrict inclusive tour charters,

(2) He was not convinced that it was in the British interest

to have dual designation on international routes - he did not

therefore propose to re-open negotiations for rights on dual

designated routes where acceptable terms had not yet been

reached. He would use his S2(3) powers to direct the ATLB

to refuse applications when it appeared to him that foreign

6. 1964 p.165.

7. H.C. Deb. 706 Col. 1186. See Chapter 2 pp.^ 4 2~ 2 4 ofor
a fuller discussion of the debate on the Jenkins statement.
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rights could not be obtained without detriment to an

established service or to the British share of the traffic as

a whole. (3) He did not think it right to offer independents

increased frequencies in the near future on domestic trunk

routes operated alongside BEA. He concluded that the general

statements of policy were subject to exception and were

without prejudice to the ATLB's and fti^giving full attention
to evidence and argument in particular cases.

The device of the 'announcement* was unusual in having no

basis in the Act or Regulations. The Civil Aviation (Licensing)

Act I960 gave the Minister a limited number of powers with which

to influence the ATLB.

Section 1(3) gave the Minister power to make regulations to

exempt specified flights from air operators licensing (the air

operator's certificate certified competence to operate an

aircraft safely) and air service licensing (i.e. licensing

to operate routes mentioned).

Section 2(3) gave the Minister the power to direct the ATLB

in writing to refuse an application for an air service licence

if this would in his opinion involve "the negotiation with the

Government of some other country or territory of rights which it

would be inexpedient for the time being to seek". Tbb section

stated that the Minister and the Board should from "time to time"

consult together with regard to relations with other countries.

Section 2(5) stated that licences for international routes should

be of no effect until the tariff provisions in them had been

approved by the Minister.
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The same section gave the Minister power to authorise

operators already providing services before the I960 Act

came into force by statutory instrument.

Section 5 gave the Minister power to make regulations

concerning publication of applications, people entitled to

be heard by the Board, rights to appeal to the Minister,

people able to represent to the Minister, formal

procedure, information to be submitted by applicants to the

ATLB or the Minister, the setting up of regional advisory

coramittees.

The Jenkins statement had no legal basis at all in

the sense of the ATLB's ing obliged to follow it. However

the existence of powers to approve (and veto) international

fares plus the department's function as traffic rights

negotiators gave the Minister power to dictate policy in this

area. On domestic licensing he was best seen as offering an

indication of policy to be pursued in deciding appeals - this

was in no way binding on the ATLB.

The ATLB commented on the Minister's statement in its

3
fifth report. The Board had, in previous reports, criticised

the lack of general policy guidance but was not prepared to

accept the Jenkins statement as offering such binding guidance.

The report said of the statement,

"it has been widely been interpreted as applying the
guidance whose absence we earlier remarked, and indeed
as undermining tfte purpose of our existence. We do not
take this view".

8. e.g. 3rd Report paragraph 6.

9. ATLB 5th Report paragraph 7.
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The ATLB asserted that its legal framework was unchangedJ

they still had a duty to decide on the merits according to

t he Act -

"we do not find it necessary or appropriate to agree or
disagree wit^views expressed on behalf of the
Government".

When the statement was debated in the House of Commons

on 1st March lOGS"*"1 members had very different ideas about

its status. Mr. Heath reminded the Minister that the ATLB

had been set up as an independent bodyJ he knew of no powers

given by the Act to sustain such guidance. He argued that the

statement was an invitation to appeal which removed the ATLB*s

independence and flouted the intention of Parliament. He

said the Minister had not explained how the ATLB was to

interpret the guidance. If a policy change was required a

new Bill should be produced.

12
Mr. Angus Maude felt the guidance unnecessary as the

ATLB was in the process of building up a case l&w that would be

important and proof against political decisions.

On the other hand Mr. John Stonehouseythe Parliamentary

Secretary to the Minister of Aviationtstated that the guidance
had come none too soon, the airlines had operated in five years

of doubt. He argued that Mr. Sandys had promised a pattern

of case law in I960 and that none had emerged. Mr. Sandys

10. Ibid paragraph 8.

11. H.C. Deb. Vol. 707 Col. 935 on. See supra Ch. 2 pp.2 4 2

12. H.C. Deb. Vol. 707 Col. 949.
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replied that the Minister was frustrating case law by laying

down the law himself.

Even amongst the airlines there was confusion concerning

the effect of the statement on the ATLB. British Eac^e

International withdrew from their trunk routes a few days after

the statement, BEA did not proceed with appeals lodged against
13

a number of inclusive tours, BEA in their 1965-6 report

welcomed the *clarification' of Government policy. Yet the

14
ATLB as seen above were not concerned to follow the

Minister.

In evidence to the Select Committee on Nationalised

Industries (BEA) in 1967 Sir Daniel Jack CBS, Chairman of

the ATLB, explained that the statement of Mr. Jenkins was

given to the ATLB without consultation at 4 p.m. on the day

before being submitted to Cabinet. The ATLB members were not

even allowed to take the statement away. When asked whether it

was important for the ATLB to know the way the Minister's mind
15

was working, Sir Daniel replied, "No, I do not think so".

The evidence there demonstrated the ag§:essively independent

line taken by the ATLB and the reciprocal cold approach from

the Board of Trade.

Following the policy statement the ATLB granted the Gatwick

to Glasgow route to BUA.*° British Eagle appealed and was

reinstated on the route to give three operators (before there

13. p. 134.

14. See p. 2 4 g

15. Minutes Q 586.

16. Decision A4560, of 25.8.65.
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had been two). Apparently the ATLB had ignored the

Minister's statement. In evidence to the 1967 Select

Committee they claimed to have given the route to BUA

17
on good evidence. The Board of Trade witnesses argued that

the decision to reinstate Eagle was taken as there was little

alternative and j_trrr not <bn breach of the lines of the Minister's
, . 18policy.

The Board of Trade felt that although the ATLB "thumbed

their nose" at Mr. Jenkins, what they had done since

"has been remarkably consonant with Mr. Jenkins*
policy".

When Sir Daniel Jack was asked whether the compliance of the

recent ATLB policy with the Minister's statement had been mere

coincidence he declined to use the word *policy'( preferring

"our examination of individual cases" and stated that ,though in
line with the Minister's policy)this was indeed "pure

2o
coincidence". In their submission BBA argued that the

21
Jenkins policy had been in part abandoned.

The Jenkins statement was unique in the ATLB eraj on

no other occasion did the Minister make a policy announcement

of this kind. The statement appears to have gone unrecognised

17. Minutes Q 576.

18. Ibid Minutes Q 1235.

19. Q. 1234 The Board of Trade's witnesses to the Select
Committee of 1967 described the statement as "not a

statement ... merely an indication of the way the
Minister's mind was working" (Minutes Q 586).

20. Minutes Q 590 - 591.

21. App. 14paragraph 50.
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by the ATLB but the Board was forced to consider Governmental

polic y in many decisions (for instance ministerial powers

to licence foreign charterers would have meant that the ATLB

in pursuing* restrictive charter policy would have driven
22

charter business from UK to foreign operators ). The

ATLB did not openly oppose or follow the Jenkins policy; it

continued to 'judge cases on their merits*. The Board told
23

the 1967 Select Committee that it had independently pursued

a liberal charter policy for some time, that on international

double designations the ATLB had twice turned down BUA

applications for Brussels considering them unjustified but

that few applications brought the policy statement into

question. The general attitude of the ATLB was of apparent

ignorance of the statement - coincidences of policy were merely

fortunate. As we saw above the statement created confusion in

the industry, some accepting it as binding on the ATLB,others

including the ATLB not doing so. The policy did however indicate

the lines to be taken on appeal and in traffic rights

negotiations. (Though the effect on the former would be
24

affected by the attitude of the commissioner. )

The ATLB continued to assert its independent position in

its 1966-7 seventh report, stating,

22. See Wheatcroft 1964 pp. 173-5.

23. Minutes Q 589.

24. See section 3.3.
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'•We are not obliged to bear in mind what appears
to be, from public statements, the Board of^Jrade's
attitude generally or in particular cases".

The Board would consider cases on their merits. It welcomed

the decision of the Minister on the BUA domestic trunk route

appeals (supporting the Board's grant of increased
27

frequencies to BUA ) saying that this evidenced the

willingness of the Minister to consider each case on the

merits rather than in strict conformity with the '1965

Guidelines*. The ATLB expressed the hope that the Board of

Trade would continue to pursue such a policy.

Later in life the ATLB did mellow. In paragraphs 44-6 of

its 9th Report (1968-9) the Board gave an indication that it

was coming round to a more practical viewpoint at least on

matters of tariffs. In reply to the argument that the Board

should disregard government statements of policy}the ATLB said
that that might be so in general but it ought to be remembered

that international tariffs required Board of Trade approval and

the latter had to regard international agreements. It continued,

"No advantage, only confusion, would result if we were to
prescribe over a wide field tariffs that we had reason to
think would be unacceptable to the Board of Trade."

The Board then recounted that it had attempted to apply

Board of Trade policy only to be reversed on appeal (in a

decision of 29th April 1969 on the test case tariff proposals).

25. Paragraph 5.

26. Decision A 4560 of 25.7.65.

27. Paragraph 11 of 1966-7 report of ATLB.
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Again in 1972 the ATL8 demonstrated that it

had amended its attitude towards pronouncements of ministerial

policy. In its decision A 12825 of 25th January 1972 giving

London to New York and Los Angeles routes to B.Cal. the Board

stated,

"Since Government policy was reformulated following
the report of the Sdwards Committee, we have tried to
adopt a sensible line in this regard. We have said,
for example, that we were prepared to take account of
Government policy, as made known to us, so far asjgto
do so was consistent with our statutory duties".

The Board continued to assert the conformity of their findings

in the case to the Government pAlicy towards a "Second Force"

airline.

Thus at least in matters of tariffs and general policyjthe
ATLB in its later years did pay more attention to the views of

the Government (it never allowed itself to be dictated to by

considerations attaching to traffic rights) but not before the

existence of two fountains of policy had created enormous

29
confusion in the industry.

(b) The ATLB and Traffic Rights

An operator required not only an ATLB air transport

licence to fly on an international route but also traffic
30

rights permission. The latter was contained in the bilateral

agreement between the relevant Governments. Thus e.g. an

independent operator given a licence to operate a London to

Paris scheduled service would require designation as a British

carrier on the route as laid down by the UK/French bilateral

23. Paragraphs 24-5 of decision.

29. See Chapter 3.4: (d}

30. See e.g. Chapter 3 section 4 on minimum price policy.
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traffic rights agreement. Since such an agreement might

have fixed the national shares in the total traffic and

a pooling arrangement might have been set up to market the

route,a new operator would be likely to meet strong

resistance to entry on the route.

The problem for the ATLB was whether it should in

routes licensing take into consideration the implications for

traffic rights of licensing or whether it should ignore traffic

rights problems altogether. In the European case of 1961 and

the second ATLB report we saw the declaration of independence -=

the ATLB did not in general consider traffic rights. The

result was a lack of co-ordination which did not benefit.

31
British civil aviation. The ATLB did not consult the Board

of Trade or receive directions on traffic rights matters (save
32

formal directions under section 2(3) of the Act ). In

evidence to the Select Committee on BEA in 1967 Sir Daniel Jack

stated that there were no regular contacts with the Board of

Trade at an official level "but there can be contacts at any

33
time". He emphasised that the procedures for licensing

and gaining traffic rights existed at different levels,

"Only if we granted the licence would the Board of
Trade have to consider getting the foreign traffic
right s ."

The Board concentrated on the first level of decision -

whether to license or not. On 21st April 1970 BUA applied to

31. See Wheatcroft 1964 p. 165.

32. See below p. 403

33. Q. 615 of Minutes.
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34
add the Seychelles as an optional stop on the Nairobi route,

BOAC argued that such a grant would adversely affect their

traffic rights as Bast African Airways would "certainly

demand equivalent rights". The ATLB appeared to be unmoved

by this argument granting the licence and countenancing a

degree of diversion from SOAC. The Board considered that the

interests of flexible operations were served by the grant which

would not unduly harm either operator.

Again the Board referred judgement on bilateral questions

to the Board of Trade in their 25th January 1972 decision to

give Caledonian-BUA a licence to operate between London and
35

New York. BOAC had argued that a grant would disrupt the

UK/USA Air Services Agreement. The ATLB found

"no real substance, though some basis of fact"

in the submissions and said that the circumstances were not

"such as to govern a licensing decision by us".

The situation was perhaps different where the ATLB saw

an obvious danger that fAilure by an operator would affect

Britain*s position under a bilateral agreement. In such a

situation the Board would not risk damaging such an agreement

by allowing an operator with a borderline case to try his

hand. Thus the ATLB refused Caledonian Airways (Prestwick) Ltd.

34. Licence no. A 7468/1.

35. Licence no. A 12825.

36. Paragraph 20 of Decision A 12825 of 25.1.72.
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37
North Atlantic licences because it feared the possible effect

of a failure by Caledonian on the Anglo/US air services

, 38agreement.

With such a lack of co-ordination airlines had two

major hurdles to clear before operating^ success at the

first offered no guarantee for the second. Thus it was

difficult for the airlines and the ATLB to plan networks of

international routes or to forecast future operations.

On many occasions independent companies were given

licences to operate routes but failed to secure traffic rights.

This was even the subject of a complaint by BEA. In its

submission to the 1967 Select Committee the corporation urged

that few of the routes granted to independents in the 1961

European hearing had been operated. BEA felt that it had

been prejudiced by the grants of licences to independents
39

without compensating benefit even to the private companies.

In a Supply Committee debate in the House of Commons on

13th May 1963 Mr. Lee supplied more evidence of the problems

created by the ATLB's separation from the traffic rights

negotiations. He gave a list of the routes licensed to BUA

by the ATLB in 1961, the subsequent availability of foreign

government approval and the airlines plans to operate. On

the London to Paris route no French agreement had been obtained

and there were no plans for operation, on London to Amsterdam

approval had been obtained but there were as yet no plans to

37. A 7147 etc. of 22 May 1968. \

38. Section 3.4.

39. App. 14 paragraph 5 Select Committee of 1967.
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operate, London to Milan had not received approval and there

were no plans, London to Madeira had not received approval,

London to Barcelona had received approval and two services a

week, London to Tarbes had gained approval and one service

a week. No decision had been reached on London to Athens and

London to Basle. Agreement could not be reached on Liverpool

to Dublin, London to Dublin, London to Copenhagen for

Cunard Eagle.

Mr. Lee's argument continued and further demonstrated the

gulf that existed between the ATLB and the Ministry of Aviation.

He said of the London to Athens route,

"The licensing Board is now using the failure of the
Ministry of Aviation to obtain Athens traffic routes
for BUA as a pretext for withholding licences for London-
Corfu for BEA."

He supported this contention by quoting a statement published

on 8th January 1963 by the AXLB regarding BEA's application

for a London to Corfu route. The statement is worth repeating,

"We are, therefore, on the evidence at present before us,
disposed to grant this application on traffic grounds ...
However we have noted that BUA have not yet secured traffic
rights for their London to Athens service and we regard
the securing of these rights as of more importance to
the development of British civil aviation than the securing
of corresponding rights for the BEA Corfu service; and we
do not with any attempts to obtain the latter to
prejudice the former ...We have, therefore, adjourned the
hearing of the current application until the situation
regarding the BUA traffic rights is resolved."

40. H.C. Deb. Vol. 677 Col. 965.
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In refusing to give a decision in this case the

ATLB was departing fro® the two tier licensing system that

had been set up whBreby the ATLB licensed and the Ministry

sought traffic rights. This statement indicated the tension

between the Board and Ministry in showing that the ATLB would

use the licensing decision to stop the Government's gaining

rights for BEA where these were not forthcoming for BUA.

The ATLB thus separated its dec isions from the problems of

obtaining traffic rights. If competition was felt to be desirable

on traffic grounds then the ATLB would be liable to grant

a second licence. This would mean that the existing operator

would lose a share of the market whenever the total UK share of

the market was fixed by inter Governmental agreements. This

could prove costly - Mr. Lee gave the example of the ATLB's

decision to allow BUA on the London to Genoa route. As a

result of the grant to BUA BOAC, under its air agreement,

became liable to pay 50% of the revenue from its stop over

traffic in Rome to Alitalia. This cost BQAC about £50,000 a

year.

The ATLB *s arms length policy vis a vis traffic rights

meant, not only that operators could not predict future routes

very easily, but also that a major problem of regulation

was put into the hands of the Ministry. If the ATLB ignored

reciprocal demands and decided on traffic grounds only (and

it may have done so on the grounds that to allow the existing

operator to protect himself in such a web of agreements would

be to abandon competition as a regulator of service) - it gave
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the Minister the major decision on competition and

tempted him to use his traffic rights power to regulate

competition.

Mr. Jenkins in his 1965 policy statement was doing just

that. He stated that he would use his traffic rights powers

to control dual designation by not continuing to press for

traffic rights in unconcluded talks where be felt that dual

designation was not in the UK interest. A situation had arisen

where the ATLB and the Mini stry failed to combine their

knowledge, where both the ATLB used licensing powers in an

attempt to influence traffic rights negotiations and the

Minister used traffic rights powers to regulate competition.

Together they failed to regulate competition on international

routes efficientiy or predictably.

In addition to his persuasive powers derived from traffic
41

rights negotiations the Minister was empowered to issue

directions in writing ordering the Board to refuse an application

on the grounds that in the Minister's opinion the service

proposed would involve negotiating rights with a foreign

country

"which^t would be inexpedient for the time being to
seek".

The Minister was not required to consult the Board in individual
43

cases,merely "from time to time" on matters of foreign

relations. Such a power was important in that it would have

41. by Section 2(3) of the I960 Act.

42. Ibid.

43. Ibid.
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allowed e.g. a Labour government to direct refusals of

applications capable of affecting the corporations profits

(however the Minister's negotiating powers would have given

him a less formal way of achieving the same objective). The

absence of a duty to consult the ATLB in particular cases

again opened the door to a division of policies. In practice

the power was sparingly used. An appendix to the Bdwards

44
report indicated that in the years 1963 to 1967 the

Minister directed refusal on 22 routes on lO occasions.

Nevertheless such directions could involve important routes.

A series of orders on 4th December 1967 stopped the licensing

of BUA, British Eagle International, Caledonfin Airways Ltd.
45

and Transglobe airways on routes to Canada and the USA.

(e) International tariffs and the Board's relationship

to the Minister

Dpmestic air fares were the province of the ATLB alone

and apart from considerations of the national economy the

ATLB was free to set fare levels in the Domestic Air Tariff.

Internationally it was the function of the Ministry and the

Board of Trade to give the necessary approval to IATA fare

resolutions and thus to apply these to UK carriers. The

ATLB was however g iven the task of first setting the level

of fares.(Section 2(5)(b) of the 1960 Act provided that no

licence for an international route would have effect until the

tariff provision contained in it had been confirmed or modified

by the Minister.)

44. App. 22 p. 326.

45. see 'Flight' 23 April 1970.
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In the important matter of minimum price

regulation of inclusive tours one could see the confusion

possible between ATLB and Government policy. The IATA

airlines had resolved tlMft no member airline should charge

a price for an inclusive tour lower than the corresponding

return scheduled flight fare. The ATLB had applied this
46

rule in its * Provision 1* to inclusive tour charter

licences since 1961 although many independent operators

considered that minimum price control strictly related to

Provision 1 had created pricing anomalies and was unduly

restrictive.

In 1966 the British Independent Air Transport Association

(BIATA) made a representation to the ATLB under section 4 of
47

the I960 Act advocating relaxation of Provision 1 and urging

longer licences for inclusive tours. The ATLB in a move to

48
allow participatory discussion published the BIAXA representation

and invited evidence on the matter. The Minister received

the ATLB's subsequent report and feeling the matter to be of

general public interest ordered the ATLB report and his views

to be published. (They were published in CALN 287.) The

ATLB were impressed by the weight of opposition to a general

46. A licensing condition setting fares by reference to the
relevant IATA provision.

47. This required the ATLB to consider representations and
to report with any recommendations to the Minister.

48. In its *Civil Aviation Licensing Notices* No. 256 part VIII
(CALM 256).
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departure from Provision 1, the fears of a price war and the

reduction of standards. They advocated general retention of

Provision 1 but considered it might frustrate operators in

two cases: (1) Winter Holidays, (2) Holidays at remote

European destinations. The Board favoured tackling the

problem by revising the IATA fare structure to give better

creative and winter creative fares and recommended that the

Minister press UK IATA airlines to secure these aiterations.

They invited the Minister to consider sympathetically applications

for below Provision 1 fares on long distance tours and

expressed their willingness to give longer licences where

continuity was assured.

The Minister agreed that in general provision 1 3hould

be applied but he desired more flexibility on night flights.

He noted that difficulties would ensue from the ATLB proposals

for a sub Provision 1 tariff on long distance inclusive tours

and considered that without a well understood rule it would be

difficult to control the price of such tours. Since Provision 1

was the only such rule he would deprecate departure from it.

He added that the ATLB should be aware of "this general

approach".

Here again we saw the Ministerial pronouncement that

attempted to guide the ATLB decisions, and again we saw it

operating where there were two different policies on the matter

49
involved. In the account of appeals decisions we will see

the difficulty the ATLB had in following the series of

49. Section 3.3 below.
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departmental changes in the Provision 1 rules. On some

occasions the department allowed appeals to give low

fares, on others they allowed appeals against the excessive

liberalism of the ATLB.

The real problem was the split discretion without

respect for spheres of interest or expertise. A witness

for the Board of Trade said to the 1967 Select Committee

when asked if the ATLB expertise in the economics of operating

aircraft was greater or less than that of the Board of Trade

"In operating aircraft they have precious little
expert^ge - none, I would think, any more than we
have."

Conclusion on the ATLB's relationships with the Ministry

In fighting to retain its independence from Government

and promoting its judicial status the ATLB achieved the worst

of both worlds. Its decisions offered no guidance as to policy

because the ATLB did not have the power to defy ministerial

policy^ certainly it lacked such power in international cases

because of the Minister's tariff and traffic rights functions and

in both domestic and international cases the Minister's appeal

powers gave him the ability to control the ATLB.

Above we have seen the ATLB * s attempts to pursue an 'arms

length' policy, the areas in which it weakened (notably on

tariffs) and the confusions which have arisen where the ATLB

chose to ignore governmental dictates. In short the result of

the division of discretion between the Minister and the ATLB

was a lack of co-ordination.

50. Evidence to the Select Committee 1967 Q 1203.
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The result of this deficiency was-the confusion

of discretions, the lack of continuity in policy either

at first instance, on appeal or between the two. It

seems that the independent body was given the choice of

being either the departments messenger boy or of fighting

for independence and being undermined. It chose the latter

course.

Mr. Noble, discussing the 1971 Act in committee summed

up the ATLB*s relationship with the Government,

"The ATLB regarded itself as a quasi-judicial body.
There was no contact between the ATLB and the Department
of Trade and Industry or the Secretary of State at the
time or the President of the Board of Trade either. There
was no consultation or agreement about how anything should
be handled."

51. Standing Committee A 1970-71 Vol. 1 Col. 422.

i
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CHAPTER 3.3

Appeals from the ATLB

Under Regulation 14 of the 1964 and 1960 Civil Aviation

(Licensing) Regulations appeals were allowed from ATLB

decisions to the Minister. There was no limitation on

grounds of appeal nor was there restriction on the evidence

which could be produced on appeal. A Commissioner was

appointed by the Minister (under regulation 14(b)) to hear

oral arguments put to him by parties. The Minister was

given the duty* to give reasons for any refusal to accept

the Commissioner's recommendation.

Since the appeals system has been cited as one of

the main reasons for the lack of success of the ATLB licensing
2

system I will consider it in detail. I hope that by doing

so we will see that difficulties did not occur simply because

the appeal lay from an independent body to a Government

department.

In the days of the ATLB appeals were frequent and major

decisions were nearly always hreunht before the Commissioner

and then the Minister. The latter was usually a retired civil
3

servant or lawyer and I think it will be shown from the

following account that the attitude of the Commissioner was

a crucial factor in the operation of the appeals system. The

Commissioner was appointed ad hoc by the Minister. He heard

1. See Ch.2 for details of Regulations.

2. e.g. by Wheatcroft 1964 Ch.8 and Bdhrards paragraphs 629,
653.

3. See Appendix to this section for biographical details.
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arguments relating to the individual case and was not

primarily concerned with long term policy (though we will

see that some commissioners took a broader view of policy

than others). Appeals decisions were important as they

constituted a major portion of the Minister's powers to

direct the course of civil aviation policy. The appeal

allowed review both of politically significant decisions of

the ATLB and of the Board's exercise of aviation judgement.

I have been able to trace 98 appeal decisions from the

AELB. (This figure is arrived at not by counting appeal letters,

which may deal with more than one decision, nor by counting

all routes applied for, but by counting as one decision each

distinct question raised. Thus I count as one appeal a

decision allowing a number of operators a score of routes on

the basis of one question of policy.)

Of the 98 decisions the results were: 9 orders to the

ATLB to re-hear the case, 60 dismissals of appeal and 29

cases of granting the appeal by modification of the licence,
4

grant of a licence or revocation.

A mere numerical analysis of the appeal decisions tells
5

us little. In order to giswge the importance of the appeal in

4. On at least 20 occasions the Government substantially declined
to follow the recommendations of the Appeal Commissioners.

5. The ATLB annual reports give the total of appeals from 1962 to
1971 as 285 of which 220 upheld the Board and 65 ordered
revocation variation or rehearing. These figures are
however based on the number of route decisions subject to
appeal and not the number of decisions of issue or principle
(which might apply to any number of routes) made on appeal.

An idea of the numerical proportion of cases appealed
may be given by stating that an average the ATLB received
until 1969 2200 applications a year (up to 400 in 1971)
of which roughly 300 related to scheduled flights and the
rest mainly to routine charter applications (which were
generally uncontentious). About 30 applications were

appealed annually (the peak year was 1964-5 *ith 92).
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the development of the licensing system and of policy (both

political and day to day) I will consider the more important

appeal decisions. To give an idea of the progression of

the licensing system I will deal with them in chronological

order. The lengthy account I feel is justified for the

following reasons: firstly an account must be given of the

issues involved to see the importance of each decision. This

would not emerge from a description of •reversals' since

e.g. in some cases the variation of a licence on appeal might

be far more important than a reversal,

secondly, the different attitudes of the Commissioners

towards the execution of their task is important and only

emerges on detailed analysis,

thirdly, the relationship between the Commissioners and

the Board of Trade requires accounting for; and finally,

the *struggle for power* between the Board and the department

is best seen by evaluating the importance for policy development

of the appeals.

The potential importance of the appeals system as a source

of general policy was realised swiftly in the year 1961-2 which

produced two appeal decisions of major importance.

The 1962 cases on North Atlantic and European routes had

implications for both long term policy and standards. In the

North Atlantic case AlOOO Cunard Eagle applied inter alia for

the London to New York route, BOAC objected on all grounds

available under section 2(2) of the I960 Act but mainly on the
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grounds of prejudice to BOAC investment in a future fleet

and material diversion from BOAC traffic. The dispute about

forecasts of traffic or diversion was lost in larger

questions. The Board, basing their decision on the absolute

number of passengers available rather than percentage growth

forecasts, gave licences to Eagle to serve New York,

Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore and Washington and refused

licences for the Mid-West and Canada (on the grounds of

insufficient traffic ). The Board felt the duplication was

not wasteful though it admitted there would be material

diversion because:

(1) The alternative to a grant would be to freeze the

route pattern,

(2) Diversion would diminish progressively and

(3) Cunard Eagle would attract traffic from foreign

airlines.

The argument of the Board was based on the intenftion of the

Act; thwy considered that *freezing* the route was "a result

which we cannot believe to have been intended when the I960

Act was passed".^
The Commissioner heard the appeal in September 1961 and

the appeals were, according to his recommendation, allowed.

He felt that such diversion as evidenced was wasteful.

The effect of this decision might have been the adoption,

or at least recognition of the principle thfct Corporation

6. Decision and Reasons AlOOO 1961.
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investments are to be considered seriously in the decision

whether or not to license a second operator. When the
7

European cases were heard, however, the AXLE gave no great

weight to the evidence of BEA investment saying,

"BBA*s five-year programme of itself has rather Q
less importance than BBA would have us believe".

The case was similar to the North Atlantic case. SUA and

Cunard Bagle argued that the potential of the routes was

great; BBA could afford to bear some competition. BEA argued

that material diversion would occur and that future aircraft

plans would be prejudiced, the commercial agreements they had

entered would be affected and the effect on bilateral agreements

of licensing competitors would be adverse.

The Board considered that pooling prevented competition,
9

which "must sooner or later become a feature of the routes".

They extended the idea of absolute traffic from the North Atlantic

case into a principle for granting licences for competitive

operators. If the growth in absolute traffic in three years

ahead was sufficient to support a second carrier at reasonable

frequency then a licence was issued. Diversion was only

relevant in so far as it affected present traffic. The

Corporation had no claim to future growth even if it had entered

into committments to cater for it.^

7. *Decision on European routes* November 1961.

8. Ibid decision letter.

9. Ibid.

lO. See Wheatcroft 1964 p. 146.
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BEA in their 1961-2 Annual Report expressed the view

that the ATLB had misconstrued the duty laid upon them by

the Act. BEA argued that in the light of a misconceived

idea that BEA operated a harmful *near monopoly* on

European routes (misconceived because foreign operators

competed) the Board had pronounced the principle of * inevitability

of competition*. BEA argued11 that this principle conflicted

with the Minister's statement in the House of Commons on

23rd November 1961 that

"It was not the intention of the Act to promote
competition between British companies for its own
sake."

The Minister on appeal surprisingly upheld the ATLB on

all routes except two (Zurich and Genoa). Reference to the

principles of "inevitability of competition" and 'corporation
12

investments* was carefully avoided.

On the question of UK domestic trunk routes(decided

concurrently with the European routes mentioned^) the ATLB had

based its decisions on the formula enunciated in the European

decision,viz. if the growth margin alone was sufficient to

support a second operator he would be licensed. The

arguments and objections were similar in both cases with the

additional BEA argument that its •social service* routes

might have to be reconsidered if competition on major tmank

routes was allowed. Both BEA and Cunard Eagle appealed against

11. 1961-2 Report pp. 15-6.

12. See Wheatcroft 1964 pp. 142-7.
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the grants to the latter of routes from London to Glasgow,

Belfast and Edinburgh*. BEA against the grant of licences,

Cunard against the frequency restriction imposed on them.

The Minister followed the appeal commissioners recommendation

and confirmed the ATLB decisions.

Cunard Eagle did not operate these domestic trunk routes
that

until November 1963 as it felt/the frequencies given did not

allow viable operation. It applied in November 1963 for an

increase in frequency and a limitation on BBA's capacity on

the routes. The ATLB considered these applications in August

1963 and rejected them both on 9th October 1963j Cunard Eagle

appealed and the Minister, after what amounted to a re-hearing

of the case by the Commissioner allowed increases in frequency
13

to British Eagle. The Commissioner held that the ATLB's

refusal of frequency increases was against the weight of

evidence and argument.

In allowing the appeal to vary Eagle's frequencies on the

trunk routes the Commisiioner was not so much making a party

political decision as overruling the ATLB in the letter's sphere

of expertise. It was this kind of decision which was to

undermine the position of the ATLB as an independent, expert

body.

13. Appeal A1048/1 of 9th March 1964.
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Until the end of 1962 there occurred six sets of

14
appeals. In the first two appeals, the ATLB was upheld.

In the North Atlantic appeal15 and the European appeal (in

part) the ATLB was mverruled on major issues. In July 1962

the Minister decided an appeal by the British Transport

Commission against the Board's decision to allow BEA to

operate cheap night flights on its major domestic trunk

routes.16 BTC had objected that the low fares, which

undercut the second class rail fares would seriously divert

from rail services. The ATLB had found that serious

diversion was not likely and had thus avoided making a ruling

on its duties to protect rail services from diversion. Before

the Board and the Commissioner much debate concerned the

principle of the ATLB's duties in this respect and the

Commissioner, Sir Arthur Hutchinson, repeated in his report

to the Minister,BTC*s request that the Minister should make

a ruling of\ the issue of principle involved.17
18

In his decision the Minister accepted the Commissioner's

recommendation that the ATLB decision be confirmed. He did not

accept the recommendation that BEA's licences should be varied

to restrict further frequencies^(made in order to protect
BTC fmom further diversion) and he declined to say anything

about the ATLB's or his own general duties to protect surface

14. On Licences B1253 and B1250 A12SO. See Civil Aviation
Licensing Notices nos. 42 and tt7 (CALN).

15. Licence AlOOO (CALN 51).
16. i.e. London to Glasgow Edinburgh and Belfast (Licences

A361/2 A362/3 A364/1 A365/2).

17. Commissioner's report 8th March 1962 paragraph 24 licence
A361/2.

18. Decision letter of 28.6.62.
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carriers. In this case the appeal system was not used as

a device to clarify case law by setting down a ruling of

principle.

Finally in 1962 the Minister allowed appeals on two

routes in a manner that demonstrated the ATLB*s lack of

final authority on matters of judgement. The ATLB had

refused Starways Ltd. licences for scheduled services from
19 20 21

Chester to Jersey, Belfast and Dublin on the grounds

that a sufficient service already existed (Jersey) and that

they were not satisfied that a demand existed (Belfast and

Dublin). The Commissioner, Sir Arthur Hutchinson, asked

the Board to amplify its reasons for decision (under

regulation 14(12) of the 1960 regulations), gave the appellant

(Starways) and the objectors (Cambrian and Jersey airlines) an

opportunity to comment,and then heard the appeal. In the

case of the Jersey and Belfast routes the Commissioner

recommended allowing the appeals. He felt that the Board had

attached excessive weight to Carabrian*s objection of fmaterial
22 23

diversion» and to the absence of evidence of demand where

there was general support for the application. These

recommendations countered the ATLB*s amplified reasons for

24
decision which e.g. attributed "decisive weight" to the

Cambrian objection. Thus even on a simple matter of judging

19. Application A1116.

20. Application All17.

21. Application A1119.

22. Paragraph 15 of report of 1 September 1962, referring to
the Jersey route A1116.

23. In the case of the Belfast route A1117.

24. ATLB letter of 13th June 1962 on Starways Application A1116
(DaraaraDh 6).
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diversion the ATLB would be reviewed; not only that but

the Commissioner attacked a procedural principle of the

ATLB (that an operator should make a case for demand before

receiving a licence) in giving Starways a Belfast licence.

In 1963 there were 9 decision letters all upholding
25

the ATLB decisions except case A2243 in which the Minister

allowed East Anglia Flying Services appeal and varied their

licence for the Ipswich to Paris route, altering a condition.

The ATLB lost no further prestige. In 1963 in three appeal

cases (A2934, A210/6, A2956)>for the first and last time costs

were awarded (after 1963 airlines generally agreed to bear

their own costs). None of the 1963 appeals involved major

trunk routes.

1964 produced six appeal letters. On four minor

international scheduled routes and on two inclusive tour cases

the ATLB * s decisions were upheld-however in two other instances

the appeals system was brought into full effect. The saga

of the Liverpool-Cork route demonstrated the use of the

appeal and is best given by accounting for the years up to

1965.

Starways (who were taken over by British Eagle International

under the name of British Eagle (Liverpool) Ltd. on 31st December

2o
1963) gained a Liverpool to Cork licence in 1961. On 4th

December 1963 the ATLB, against the objection of Starways Ltd.,

25. of 25.2.63.

26. Then limited to 3 flights a week.
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granted Cambrian a Liverpool to Cork, licence for up to

10 frequencies a week on the grounds of Starways* failure

to satisfy demand. Starways appealed against this

decision on 6th January 1964 and the Commissioner

27
recommended rejecting the appeal. On 8th July 1964 the

Minister instead ordered a re-hearing of the case. The

ATLB re-heard the case on 5th August 1964 (British Eagle

still argued that traffic could not support a second operator)

and reaffirmed its previous decision favouring Cambrian.

British Eagle then appealed against the re-hearing on

the grounds of diversion and lack of demand. Sir John Lang

(who had not heard the first appeal) considered that British

Eagle had not made full use of their licence, that demand was

unsatisfied and that the ATLB had been justified in giving

Cambrian a licence in 1963. He recommended dismissing the

appeal (leaving Cambrian with 10 frequencies a week to

Eagle's 3).
20

The Minister did not accept the Commissioner's

recommendation. He considered that Cambrian's ten frequencies

constituted wasteful duplication and that the fairest solution

(and that best serving the public interest) would be to grant

both operators three frequencies a week. Thus he ordered. Few

could have predicted the outcome of this protracted case.

27. After a hearing of 4th March 1964.

28. In a letter of 26th April 1965 on Application A3545.
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Finally in that year an appeal decision of 9th March
29

1964 demonstrated the crucial role of the Ministry in

developing independent services on domestic trunk routes.

In 1961 British Eagle had applied for scheduled domestic

trunk route licence with unrestricted frequencies, and had

been given limited frequencies (to protect BEA). Both
30

British Eagle and BEA had appealed this decision in 1962 and

the Minister had apheld the ATLB frequency restriction. On

9th October 1963 the ATLB had refused increased frequencies

to British Eagle an the grounds that the BEA service was

adequate and that further competition would damage BEA.which

was already operating domestic trunk routes at huge losses.

British Eagle appealed on the grounds that an increase in

frequencies was consistent with the ATLB*s own plans for

the route as set out in the 1961 decision. Eagle argued that

they should be allowed to operate a "commercially meaningful"

service of two flights per dayj they questioned the ATLB*s

assessment of BEA losses and produced an expert witness at the

appeal to argue that competition would stimulate new traffic

rather than divert from BEA.

After the appeal hearing which involved new evidence and

arguments the Commissioner, Sir Arthur Hutchinson, whose

29. On applications A1048/1 A1049/1 A1054/1 A1120/2 A3152
relating to routes from London to Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Dublin, Belfast and Manchester respectively.

30. The 1962 appeal was against the refusal of a licence to
Manchester from London and the restriction of frequencies
on the Edinburgh Glasgow and Belfast routes (not the
Belfast route). The *date of appeal* refers to the date
of the decision letter not to the Commissioner's report.
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recommendations were followed by the Minister, recommended

allowing Eagle increased frequencies on the Edinburgh and

Glasgow routes (the appeals concerning other routes were

discussed). Sir Arthur felt that the ATLB decision had been
31

"against the weight of the evidence and argument" and in

particular that the ATLB had attached too much weight to

BEA arguments concerning the decline in traffic (which

Sir Arthur felt w&i not significant). Once more a vital

finding of fact by the ATLB had been reassessed on appeal and

the ATLB overruled.

In 1965, the year of the Jenkins statement of civil aviation
32

policy there were nine appeal letters, one of which was the

Liverpool-Cork appeal discussed above. In the trunk route

33
case 10O3/1 the Minister allowed an appeal in part but

invited written representations from the parties concerning

the Birmingharo-Gatwick sector, declining to accept the Commissioner's

recommendations at first. Eventually the Minister did follow

the Commissioner but only after by-passing him by asking for

further representations. In the other appeals of that year the

ATLB was supported in its decision on a large number of
34

inclusive tours and in refusing a number of domestic tariff

35
increases to BKS Air Transport Ltd. The decision

overshadowing all others was that relating to British Eagle's

31. Appeal Report paragraph 34 dated 30.1.64.

32. H.C. Deb. 17th February 1965 Vol. 706 Col. 1186.

33. Decided in an appeal letter of 4th February 1965.

34. B3856 etc. decided 18.1.65.

35. Application nos. A2347/5 etc. decided 2nd September 1965 - this
decision supported the ATLB's imposing a fare other than that
desired by the airline on a non profitable route cf. the
principles given in Annual Reports of the Board - see p. 559
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attempts to re-enter the domestic trunk routes. It is worth

recapping the history of these applications. After British

Eagle had gained the increased frequencies on the Edinburgh

and Glasgow in the March 1964 appeal just mentioned jit operated

the routes. In February 1965 Mr. Roy Jenkins the Minister
36

made his statement on policy. In that statement, inter alia,

he stated that he did not think it right to offer independent

operators the prospect of unrestricted or extended frequencies

in the near future and that it was up to the independents to

continue as at present or withdraw. Although this statement

was intended to allow exceptions,British Eagle took it seriously

and ceased to operate their Glasgow and Edinburgh to Heathrow

trunk routes on 20th February. On 11th May 1965 the ATLB

received applications from BUA for the revocation of Eagle's

licences and for Gatwick services to replace them. British

Eagle objected to the BUA application arguing that their
37

withdrawal had been temporary , though they admitted that

they had decided to withdraw from the route if the Minister's

statement was 'unfavourable'. BUA argued that there was a

demand for a Gatwick service and that the "reluctant operator"

Eagle should tfive way.

The ATLB granted BUA licences to Glasgow Edinburgh and

Belfast and revoked British Eagle's licences, noting that the

sudden withdrawal of British Eagle's services had constituted

38
"a disservice to the public". The Board felt that it was

36. H.C. Deb. Vol. 706 Col. 1186 17.2.65.

37. British Eagle's Chairman had written to the Minister and the
ATLB on 25th February to state that withdrawal was temporary
see paragraph 4 of Appeal Report of 15.12.65.

30. Decision A456Q etc. of 25th August 1965 paragraph 23.
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"abundantly clear that there is insufficient room for
three operators on the routes to Belfast and
Edinburgh",

it could not be sure of British Eagle's real intentions and

on balance felt that the licensing of BUAs services from

Gatwick would best serve British civil aviation. Thus the

licensed operator was ousted from his route.

British Eagle appealed against these decisions on the

grounds that competition with BEA was desirable and would not

be provided by a BUA service from Gatwick. The Commissioner,

Sir Harold Kent, felt that Eagle was not arguing against the

BUA services and recommended dismissing the appeals against the

grants of licences to BUA. On the matter of Eagle's revoked

licences to Belfast and Edinburgh the Commissioner recommended

dismissing the appeals as there was not room for three operators

on the routes, in doing so he bore in mind the Minister's

recent policy statement. Concerning the Glasgow route Sir Harold

considered that BUA's Gatwick service would not offer the

required competition with BEA (whose service had declined in
40

quality since the withdrawal of Eagle )c He felt the route * should

bear three operators and recommended allowing the appeal to

reinstate British Eagle on the Glasgow route alone. In a

letter of 23rd December 1965 the Minister accepted all the

Commissioner's recommendations.

39. Ibid paragraph 31.

40. or routes', Sir Harold treated the Gatwick route as largely
distinct from the Heathrow one.
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Although Sir Harold Kent considered the Jenkins

statement and argued that there was an exceptional case

for competition on the London to Glasgow route, in this

case we saw the peculiar results possible when the first

instance authority and the appeal body lacked co-ordination.

In the first domestic scheduled trunk case after the Minister#s

statement that he would limit domestic sompetition the result

was an increase in frequencies and the advent of a new

competitor on the route. (The Select Committee on Nationalised

Industries of 1967 was told by Board of Trade witnesses that

the Minister had little choice but to restore Eagle to the

♦ 41Xroute. )

The reinstating of Eagle on the Glasgow route constituted

a grave interference with whatever competition policy the

ATLB had been able to establish ^but the Eagle saga did not end
there. In December 1966 the ATLB granted additional

42 43
frequencies on the Glasgow route to BUA but refused these

to Eagle on the ground s that the BUA service from Gatwick was

less of a threat to the SEA Heathrow service than was British

44
Eagle1s Heathrow service. In June 1967 the ATLB again refused

41. see Select Committee of 1967 minutes Q1235.

42. Application A1049/12.

43. Eagle had applied to increase their frequencies from 12 to
22 flights a week.

44. Decision A1Q49/13 of 19.6.67.
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further frequencies to Eagle and, perhaps addressing the

Board of Trade, added that they felt that their refusal
45

of a licence to Eagle in 1965 had been "soundly based"

since the route could not support three operators. British
46

Eagle appealed against the June 1967 decision.

Sir Henry Smith KBE heard the appeal. British Eagle

submitted new evidence to him to support their case for

additional Heathrow to Glasgow services. They called ten

new witnesses. Objecting, BUA introduced new evidence of the

commencing of additional frequency by BUA between Gatwick

and Glasgow.

British Eagle noted the ATLB*s reference to their

•soundly based1 decision to refuse the 1965 Eagle application

and argued that the Board had allowed themselves, wrongly,

to be influenced by the view that it was wrong in principle

to have three operators on the route. Mr. Keane for British

Eagle referred to the Commissioner*s decision of 15th December

1965 which had stated (at paragraph 25) that competition for

BEA had been beneficial in improving the service from Heathrow,

and which had accepted that Heathrow and Gatwick were two

different services. Thus E®gle argued that there was ample

growth, that the Board had paid too much attention to the

BUA service, that demand for Eagle*s service existed and

that new traffic would be generated by Eagle.

45. Ibid paragraph 9.

46. Appeal Decision of 2.1.68 (CALN No. 359).
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The ten witnesses (eminent businessmen from Glasgow)

stressed the need for improved service to London, asserting

the benefits of competition and the inadequacy of the BEA

service.

BEA argued that they had proved to the satisfaction of

the Board: that there was no need or demand for Eagle*s extra

frequencies, that present services catered adequately for

the traffic and that traffic carried on the extra services

would be diverted from BEA*s existing services.
47

Sir Henry Smith recommended that the case be remitted

to the Board for re-hearing. He said in his appeal report,

"I doubt whether, for procedural reasons, it would
have been open to me to have recommended that the
appeal should be allowed. The case as presented
differed a good deal in emphasis from that presented
to the Board and depended very largely on the
evidence of the ten witness<|g which the Board had had
no opportunity of hearing".

The Commissioner had evidently been aware of the failings of

the procedure when he had commented,

"Although the regulations provide for the calling of
fresh evidence at the hearing of appeals there must in
practice be a measure of restraint on the part of the
parties if the proceedings are not to be transformed from
an appeal hearing into the initial hearing of a fresh
case. The calling of ten witnesses, as in this case,

47. A'^d was followed by the Board of Trade in the 2.1.68
decision.

48. Paragraph 47 of Report of 21.1.68 appeal.
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none of whom appeared before the Board, is very apt
to place the Commissioner in a diff^ult position and
may, indeed defeat its own object".

Concerning the argument that the ATLB had made a

decision prejudiced by their assertion that there should not

be three operators on the route,Sir Henry drew attention to

this matter and commented,

"I think^t is a pity that this situation should have
arisen".

Whether the •situation1 referred to the existence of three

operators on the route or to the apparent split between ATLB

and Board of Trade policy, it highlighted the latter. The

appeal hearing had become either a time wasting repetition or

a new hearing with new rules.

At the re-hearing of the caee the ATLB continued to pursue

its initial policy on the route and again refused further

frequencies to British Eagle.The problem of three operators

using the London to Glasgow route was solved only when

British Eagle International Airlines ceased operations in

November 1968.

1966 involved the hearing of eight appeals. The year

began badly for the ATLB. On 10th January the Minister

considered Sir John Lang*s recommendations on BKS appeals

49. Paragraph 57 of report. See also the ATLB's own complaints
about the appeals procedure below p. 4 9 7

50. Paragraph 50 of Report.

51. ,ee CALN 390 for notice of the re-hearing decision of
A1049/13. e- 4 3 9
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52
against the ATLB*s refusal of licences for freight

services between Northern Ireland and Great Britain. The

case involved the problem of new evidence being brought on

53
appeal. The ATLB in its decision had refused licences on

the grounds that BKS had failed to show adequate demand and

it had been sympathetic to the objections of Cambrian and

British Eagle. Before the Commissioner;BKS produced a mass

of new evidence of demand which Sir John felt went "some

54
way" towards showing that the ATLB*s decisions had been

wrong. The Commissioner felt that since the ATLB had given

some indication of the evidence of demand it would require

in order to grant a licence the Board was,

"the right authority to examine this, with the
expertise to do so and the knowledge so to phrase
its deaand for information that the result will be
reasonably conclusive".

He recommended a re-hearing by the ATLB.

Thus far it appeared that the Board*s expert status had

been respected', the Commissioner did not feel competent to

review it. The Minister however felt otherwise* he noted that

the ATLB, during the appeal hearing, had submitted a report to

him on Air Freight Traffic between Northern Ireland and

Great Britain', he wished to avoid the expense and delay of a

52. Numbers A4532, A4533.

53. &f 25 June 1965.

54. Appeal Report paragraph 52.

55. Ibid paragraph 55.
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re-hearing and considered that BKS's new evidence provided
56

a "sufficient basis for a positive decision". The appeals

57
were allowed and short licences were given to BKS, allowing

the Board to review the situation. The Minister in this case

had sent copies of the ATLB report to parties after the

Commissioner's hearing and had heard parties comments. Not

only had the ATLB been bypassed, so had the Commissioner.

In February 1966 the appeal decision on competing

applications to serve London to Tunis on scheduled flimits
58

from British Eagle, BUA and BEA which had been given to

British Eagle by the ATLB, supported the ATLB. This case

was important in that the Corporation contested two private

airlines* applications. No new evidence was produced on appeal

and the Commissioner, Sir Ralph Hone, was sympathetic to the

ATLB saying,

"Bearing in mind that no evidence was adduced before
me I have no hesitation in saying that in my opinion
the Board reached a reasonable proper conclusion
on the cases presented to them."

We may note, prompted by this decision, the different

attitudes taken by appeal Commissioners. As above they might

feel that given no new evidence or political issue of importance

the ATLB decision should be respected unless there were glaring

56. Appeal letter 10.1.66 paragraph 2.

57. Of 3 year duration as opposed to 7 year licences applied
for by BKS.

58. Applications A4643 A4638 and A30O/3.

59. Appeal report 3.11.65 paragraph 16 (Sir Ralph made a similar
statement in a report dated 7.2.63 at paragraph 13).
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defects in logic or findings of fact. Other appeal

Commissioners have been more inclined to enter the arena

of expert judgement and, instead of asking whether the

Board had 'reasonable grounds', would attempt to re-assess

the situation.

On 28th February 19b6 the Minister allowed an appeal

by British United Air (BUAF) against the ATLB's

refusal to increase their passenger allowance on their

passenger/car ferry service between Southend and Rotterdam.J

The route was served by BUAF and Channel Airways - the

ATLB's policy was to give Channel a passenger service and

BUAF primarily a vehicle ferry service with additional

passengers sufficient to give a return. The ATLB in their

decision ,had felt that a case had not been made to allow

BUAF additional passengers to the detriment of the normal

passenger carrier, Channel, in order to offset the cost of

the vehicle service. On appeal BUAF argued that this policy

was outdated - they produced new documentary evidence to

show that they carried one and a half times as many passengers

as Channel. They argued that the Act (at section 2(2)9) allowed

an economic return to operators not bare viability of operation.

Channel argued that the application sought to turn a

vehicle ferry service into a passenger service and the ATLB

were right in rejecting the application either in conformity

60. Dated 12.7.65.
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with their policy as seen in the original grant of the licence

or in accord with the Minister's policy statement of

17th February (which advised against additional competitive

frequencies).

The Commissioner, Sir Harold Kent, felt that the

realistic view of BUAF's service was of a combined service.

They carried more passengers and were entitled to a share in

the growth of passenger traffic. They were entitled to more

than mere ^viability' under section 2(2)9 of the Act. He

recommended increasing the allowance from 336 passengers a

week to 200 a month.

The Minister agreed with the Commissioner but felt the

grant of 2000 a month would do too much harm to Channel -the

normal scheduled service operator. He therefore varied the

licence to give 400 passengers a week.

It is unlikely that the new evidence submitted introduced

an issue of which the ATLB had been unaware. The decision was

* again unsympathetic to the ATLB - an overruling of policy on

a minor matter well within the ATLB's domain. The discrepancy

between the Commissioner and the Minister emphasised the

confusion of discretions.

On 1st March 1966 Eagle Aviation Ltd. appealed against

the ATLB decision on application 84581 (London to Palma). The

Board had granted the licence61 subject to 'Provision 1* (that

the price of an inclusive tour should not undercut the lowest

available IATA scheduled service price for a return ticket).

61. For winter inclusive tours.
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The Commissioner, Sir John Lang, recommended allowing

the appeal and granting a sub-Provision 1 tariff. He felt

that the winter holiday should be offered at a lower price

than the summer holiday and that the IATA based rules had

created an anomalous situation concerning winter inclusive

tours. He said he wanted to make an exception to the rules,

"I admit ... there will be a breakh in the principle which
the Board have^qbserved ... one that can in my opinion
be justified".

The Minister saw no reason to depart from general principles

established and so refused to accept the Commissioner's

recommendation to allow the appeal. He at least defended the

ATLB policy here but the appeal hearing, decided eight months

after the original application, had not achieved a great deal.
C) 3

In the next appeal the Minister again overruled the

ATLB. The Board had refused to grant to Duncan Logan

(Contractors) Ltd. a charter service licence for the Glasgow

to Stornaway route on the grounds of 'wasteful duplication' of

BEA's service. The Commissioner, Sir Arthur Hutchinson,

considered that the service was justified in the public interest

and that BEA could bear an additional loss of £4000-£5000 a year.

The Minister ordered the Board to grant the licence.

Having supported the ATLB on appeals by BEA and British
64

Eagle on 14th October 1966 the Board of Trade considered

62. Appeal report of 30.11.65 paragraph 33.

63. Of 12th September 1966 No. B5137.

64. A3BO/11 and A5189.
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appeals on the Liverpool to Paris route.

Here Cambrian and British Eagle had competed on

applications A2350/6 and A5180. The ATLB had granted

Cambrian a licence and refused British Eagle on 26th January 1966.

Sir Henry Smith heard the appeal on 16th May 1966.

The case involved interesting new evidence from British

Eagle. They admitted that as a result of various errors

the traffic figures they had submitted to the ATLB had been

much too low. At the appeal hearing they were doubled - Eagle

had formerly said they might never break even on costs(now

they claimed they would do so within a year. The Commissioner

revealed the shortcomings of his position for the purposes

of judging matters involving aviation expertise as opposed to

issues of principle^ said at paragraph 60 of his report,

"British Eagle's witness impressed me favourably, ...
nothing he said seemed to be in any way inherently
improbable. I therefore felt that I must take the
case on its face value, without discounting it because
of British Eagle's earlier errors".

He concluded that both services were viable, there was room

40
for one operator and because they offered a faster direct

jet service this operator should be British Eagle. He recommended

revocation of Cambrian's licence.

The Commissioner considered a re-hearing but did not

recommend this as he was in no doubt about the substantive issue

and as a re-hearing would involve a possible second appeal,

additional expense, delay and uncertainty.
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The Board of Trade ,on 14th October 1966(did not accept

the Commissioner's recommendation. They felt the differences

in the cases so great that the ATLB should re-hear and so

! ^ 65ruled.

An important appeal was decided on 4th November 1966. BEA

were competing with British Eagle for the route London to

Bremen. The ATLB had granted Eagle's application and refused
that

that of BEA. Both the ATLB and the Commissioner felt/there

was not much to choose between the parties. Although

Sir Daniel Jack, Chairman of the ATLB, told the Select Committee

of 1967 that in a marginal case between a Corporation and an

independent,

"I think it is possible that wg7would tilt the balance
in favour of the Corporation",

in this case they favoured British Eagle. The main difference

between applicants was the display of

"a rather more advanced state of readiness by
British Eagle".

C

The Board pointed out that Eagle's application was submitted a

month before BEA's and that BEA had not operated their cargo

68
licence to Bremen. In accordance with their published policy"

not to adopt a "first come first serve" attitude or to punish

for non use of licences the Board stated that it attached little

65. See page V3l be low for a discussion of the re-hearing and its
appeal.

66. Application A5253 and A5278.

67. Minutes Question 461.

68. see 3rd ATLB report paragraph 8.
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importance to this point save that it indicated, "a rather

more advanced state of readiness". The latter point was

backed up by the ATLB's stating that Eagle had conducted a

more thorough investigation into the economics of the

service.

The Commissioner accepted that the Board was justified

in considering Eagle more ready on the basis of the

investigation into the economics of the operation. He stated

that the Board was wrong to attach any significance to the

non operation of BEA's cargo licence. Since this only evidenced

Eagle*s superior readiness, a conclusion otherwise supportable,

the Commissioner considered there were no defects in the

ATLB reasoning.

Sir John Evans was sympathetic to the ATLB here. The

case was one involving choice between public corporation and

private company and thus an element of political policy entered.

Nevertheless Sir John did not substitute his discretion for

the Board*s but considered whether they had reasoned wrongly.

He said,
&

"In my opinion the app^Hants have failed to show that
" -ilw»-Board was in error in appraising the matters before

them or that their decision was against the weight of
evidence or otherwise wrong. It follows, in my opinion
that the Board's decision should stand".

This legalistic use of the Commiesioner*s power gave a

wide leeway to the Board's discretion in a case far more

contentious than others where the Commissioner has reviewed

on the merits de novo.
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The ATLB were upheld on 11th November 1966 in the

British Eagle appeal against BEA* s and BUA*s being licensed

(as were Eagle) to serve the new Genoa airport on the Costa

Brava routes. No new evidence was introduced in the case,

which was very much a re-hearing.

Similarly on the same day,the Minister dismissed

Caledonian*s appeals on scheduled applications for routes

69
Glasgow to Malaga, Genoa and Rimini. Again no new evidence

was offereg^^id the Commissioner stated that he was not
satisfied^the ATLB had decided wrongly.

1967 Cases. In 1967 there were thirteen decision letters

including four re-hearing orders and four appeals granted.

In February the ATLB's decision to refuse all cargo

70
scheduled service licences for Far East routes to Lloyd

International Airways, BUA and British Eagle international
71

Airlines Ltd. was upheld on appeal. Sir Harold Kent was

followed in his agreement with the Board*s decision to protect

BOAC services from diversion. In April the Board of Trade upheld

the ATLB decision to grant BUA increased frequencies on the
72

London to Amsterdam route in spite of BEA*s objections based

on damage to its own service. The Appeal Commissioner,

Sir Henry Smith proved unwilling to question the ATLB

assessment of the merits of the application. He was satisfied

69. Application A5221, A5224, A5227.

70. Applications A4458, A4544, A4562.

71. Appeal letter of 23.2.67.

72. Application A10Q7/1.
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that the evidence was sufficient to support ATLB conclusions

and that the Board had not disregarded any important

considerations. No new evidence had been offered in this appeal.

The first re-hearing order of 1967 was the 16th of May

appeal A5311 of Autair International Airways on the route

Luton to Dundee. Autair and British Eagle had made competing

applications which the ATLB heard together, dismissing both.

Autair appealed and both parties to the appeal called new

evidence. Autair produced evidence of the intervening

failure of Strathallan Air Services feeder service and

subsequent new evidence of need and demand for their service.

British Eagle produced new evidence of their promotional

activities.

Sir Ralph Hone, a barrister, stated that the ATLB decision

was correatly decided on the evidence before them. However

the situation had changed. He considered recommending a

re-hearing but felt this would be unjustified since he

believed that had the ATLB been aware of the new situation

they would not have desired to delay a direct Luton to

Dundee service.

The BoaVtf of Trade did not accept the Commissioner's

recommendations saying they "preferred not to speculate

about the attitude likely to be taken by the Licensing Board

73
to the changed circumstances and additional information".

Accordingly they ordered a re-hearing.

73. Decision letter of 16.4.67.
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An appeal allowed on 15th May 1967 might appear to have

been against ATLB policy but can be explained as according
74

to their wishes. British Eagle applied for an inclusive

tour London to Palma at a price below Provision 1. In 1965

the ATLB had refused to allow a tariff below Provision 1 and

the Minister had supported the Board (see discussion of case

B4581 of 1st March 1966 above). This application was substantially

the same. Between the hearing and the appeal, the ATLB, after

representations from and discussions with the British

Independent Air Transport association (BIATA), made a report

advocating the introduction of lower winter creative fares.

The Minister welcomed the report and the views of all were

75
published before this appeal. Since a reason for the latest

ATLB refusal had been the issues under judgement the Commissioner

granted the application stating that it accorded with the

views of the ATLB.

The Minister adopted the recommendation in part giving

a tariff more closely related to scheduled fares but still

below Provision 1.

In July 1967 the Board of Trade upheld the ATLB on three

inclusive tour decisions. On the fifth of that month the

Board of Trade decided another appeal which showed the

confusions possible in the appeals structure. That appeal
7 6

arose from a decision of the ATLB of December 1966 to grant

a licence for the London to Teeside scheduled service to

74. Application B5391.

75. In CALN (see section 3.5).

76. On application A6175.
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Autair International Airways. British Eagle International
77

Airlines (Eag&e) had been refused a competing application

and appealed on the grounds that their proposed service to

Heathrow (as opposed to Vutair's Luton service) would be
78

more convenient to passengers especially for interlining

aid was subject to greater demand. Eagle contested the

ATLB*s finding that Autair had better prospects of viability.

British Eagle*s representative at the case suggested

to Autair that

"to secure continuity of service, that each applicant
should give an assurance that if the decision went

79
against him he would forego his rights of appeal".

This suggestion evidenced the inconvenience that the appeals

system could produce but in the event Autair did not accept

t he proposal.

On appeal Sir John Evans considered the crucial question

to be whether Luton or Heathrow should be used. He agreed with

1he ATL8*s finding that there was nothing to choose between

the two for London passengers but, having considered new

evidence on interlining passengers, decided that other things

being equal,

"the interests of the interlining passengers g^ould sway
the balance decisively in favour of Heathrow".

He reconmended allowing the appeal, revoking Autair*s licence

and granting a licence to Eagle.

77. A6172.

78. i.e. changing over to International flights.

79. Paragraph 14 of Sir John Evans* report of 19th 4pril 1967.

80. Report of 19.4.67 paragraph 36.
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The Board of Trade rejected sir John's recommendations.

It noted that Autair could operate to Heathrow and that it

would be difficult to terminate the Autair service in mid season.

The Board did not consider that the evidence of the inconvenience

of Autair's service was so conclusive that it must result in

Autair's losing their licence. It felt that Autair should

have the opportunity to satisfy the Board that it could

provide a convenient service. Thus the appeal was dismissed.

On 18th July the Minister decided the appeal on the

re-hearing of applications A2330/6 and A51SO (the competing

British Eagle and Cambrian applications for Liverpool to
81

Paris services ).

In the earlier case the ATLB had granted a licence for the

route to Cantorian and refused Eagle. Eagle appealed with new

evidence including traffic estimates those put to the

ATLB. Sir Henry Smith on appeal had recommended allowing the

appeal, granting Eagle's licence and revoking Cambrian's. The

Board of Trade has disagreed and ordered a re-hearing.

The ATLB repeated their first decision granting a licence

to Cambrian and refusing British Eagle. The latter appealed

again. Sir Ralph Hone heard the case. The appellants

supported SirHenry's arguments^ they argued that the ATLB had

been 'prejudiced* against them with an attitude of mind

"to dismiss the appellant's application for one reason
of another",

that the jet service satisfied demand and that such a route

demanded a jet service.

81. see supra pp. 4 2 1 - 4 2 6
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The respondents argued that the ATLB had refused

Eagle all along because of possible abstraction from SEA -

the more successful the jet service the more diversion there

would be. Sir Henry Smith's premiss had been wrong - he had

considered the test of public need only and not diversion.

The respondents claimed £250 costs on the grounds that the re¬

hearing expenses and delay were incurred as a result of

Eagle's new evidence in the first appeal based on their mistake.

Sir Ralph Hone stated he was not concerned with the

first Commissioner's findings, only the Board's actions. He did

not consider that that Board had acted capriciously but had

been concerned with diversion from BEA as evidenced by the

restriction on Cambrian frequencies* accordingly he recommended

dismissing the appeal and awarding £250 costs. The Board of

Trade accepted the route recommendation, dismissed the appal

and made Southampton a compulsory stop on Cambrian's licence.

They felt Eagle had not acted unreasonably and so did not

carder costs.

Finally in July 1967 the Board of Trade ordered another

32
re-hearing by the ATLB because new evidence had been

produced concerning British Midland Airways London to Dublin

service.

In August 1967 the Board of Trade overruled both the ATLB

and the Commissioner on a matter of long term policy on an

83
international scheduled route, in a case involving competition

between a public corporation and a private airline. The ATLB

82. On Application A5281/1.

83. Applications nos. A1030/1 A1281/1.
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had in October 1966 considered competing applications from

BUA and BEA to serve Algiers as an additional optional

stop on scheduled services. The Board refused BEA a licence

variation and granted BUA*s application largely on the basis

that an indirect service was more suitable for the route at

the time than a direct service (since the traffic did not

justify a direct service).

Sir Ralph Hone, the Commissioner, received little new

evidence) he adopted a judicial approach in recommending

dismissing the appeal , st at ing that the Board had had sufficient

evidence to justify its conclusion and that the new evidence

was not such that it would have caused the Board to reach a

different conclusion.

The Board of Trade considered that the ATLB and the

Commissioner had not given sufficient weight to the long term

advantages of a direct route. It felt that the BEA proposed

would develop British civil aviation more rapidly than that

of BUA. It ordered the ATLB to vary BEA's licence to allow

stops at Algiers. There are few clearer examples of the

ATLB*s being overruled as a matter of general political policy

than this case.

On 22nd November 1967 the BoT dismissed Autair appeals

against the ATLB decisions to refuse their Luton to Mahon (Minorca)
84

application and grant application A62Q5 of BEA. Sir John G.

Lang had recommended granting the appeal. His groundbwere that

84. A6179.
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BEA had •evidently done nothing* about the route until

Autair applied. BEA had not developed Minora and their

connection from Barcelona (involving an 8 hour delay) was

no credit to them. He felt the Autair aircraft were more

suitable to the route. He realised the service would divert

from BEA but considered a direct service worthwhile.

Here the main reason for licensing appears to have been

the semifunitive reason that BEA had not operated and only
and '

applied in response to a new application therefore were unready.

Sir John said 'their plans were not particularly cut and dried*.

(We saw the same reason for giving British Eagle the Bremen

route in the 4th November 1966 decision.)

The Board of Trade were concerned to protect BEA and

to uphold the ATLB*s decision and did not follow the appeal

Commissioner. Nevertheless the Commissioner's report was

interesting - the new evidence submitted was not very important

since the crux of the matter was in Sir John's view the poor

BEA performance versus the enterprise shown by Autair - he thus

decided on a matter of principle with which the ATLB was

perfectly familiar. He decided against the ATLB, a9ainst the
usual pro-corporation Government line, and in the end against

the prevailing Board of Trade policy.

On 21st November 1967 the ATLB decisions on 2 inclusive

85
tours and a charter service to West Africa were upheld on

the basis of the existence of sufficient evidence to so find.

British Eagle successfully argued the need for less evidence on

85. C. 2985 C. 3038 and B6307.
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inclusive tours where ATLa were very expert and could rely

largely on their own knowledge.

1968 Decisions. The year began on 2nd January witti the

decision on British Eagle's appeal against the ATLB's June 1967

refusal to allow increased frequencies (see above pp.^ 2 4-6 ).

The Board of Trade ordered a re-hearing after important new

evidence had been produced on appeal only to find later that

the ATLB reaffirmed its initial decision.

On the same day, an appeal A5402/2 the ATLB's decision to

refuse Channel Airways a lice^on the Ipswich to Ostend route

was upheld - no new evidence was produced and Sir Arthur

Hutchinson felt that the Board had had sufficient grounds for

their decision.

0 ' V
On 8th January in a tariff case"' British Eagle appealed

against the Tourist tariffs granted to them by the ATLB on the

London to Glasgow and London to Liverpool. The main issue was

whose judgement to apply. British Eagle favoured a lower fare

to compete with the rail service but the ATLB desired a higher

fare - they were influenced by a desire to create a general

fare structure. Eagle argued that the matter was one for the

commercial judgement of the airlines,Cambrian, objecting, argued

that the ATLB were

"quite as commercially adept as the appellants in
assessing the likely effect of new fares"

and should be hpheld.

87
Sir Ralph Hone supported the former contention saying tha£,

86. T56.

87. Paragraph 16 of Commissioner's Report on T.56 8.1.68.
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"with the special knowledge and past experience that
the appellants have of the operation of these routes ...

their judgement on this issue is to be preferred".

He recommended allowing the appeals. He was thus backing the

judgement of the regulatee against the *expert' regulating

body. As we will see later it had been ATLB practice to

adopt a paternalistic role in judging the inability of

operations - based on, apart from any other reasons, the

desire to protect the public from over optimistic operators

who fails^and thus affecteithe reputation and reliability of

services. The recommendation here I think shows a remarkable

lack of support for, and confidence in, the ATLB. Sir Ralph

might have decided,on the merits that the ATLB decision was
)

wrong but he went further to decide on the principle that

the ♦airline knows best*. The recommendation either ignored

ATLB principles or defied them.

The Board of Trade felt the ATLB should re-exaraine the case

as to grant the appeal would create anomalies in the fares

structure.

On 22nd January 1968 on appeal A6275 by BUA against the

grant to Channel Airways Ltd. of a licence Bournemouth to the

Channel Islands the Board of Trade partially allowed the appeal,

reducing the allowed frequencies from 20 to lO. This decision

was unaffected by new evidence - which came from Channel and

constituted a substitution of Commissioner's 'expert' examination

of the merits for that of the ATLB.
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On the same day the Board of Trade upheld the ATLB,

agreeing with its decision on the basis of need and demand

in applications A2313/3 by Channel to serve Stansted to

Rotterdam and A5405 for a Stansted to Frankfurt service.

On J4th January the Board of Trade upheld the ATLB's

refusal of routes to Malta to BUA (A6290), British Eagle
SB

(A6273) and Channel Airways (A6228). Sir Ralph Hone was

sympathetic to the Board saying,

"the reasons given by the Board ... indicate ... that
they carefullggweighed the evidence in reaching their
conclusions".

No new evidence had been s Emitted and the judgement of the

ATLB upheld. This was not surprising as the denial of dual

designation was in accord with the Minister's policy statement

of 17th February 1965.

The problems encountered by the Appeal Commissioner in

divining the ATLB policy on certain matters from the reasons

given in a case and the information given to the Commissioner

were exemplified in the next appeal decision of 25th January 1968.

In applications A6284-6 Channel Airways Ltd. applied for three

routes from Teeside/Southend/Stansted to Palma, Barcelona and

Geneva. The ATLB were upheld on Geneva, but were ordered to

re-hear the applications on the other routes excluding rights

between Teeside and Stansted.

The ATLB had refused to license Channel to Stansted as the

future of the airport had been uncertain. Before the appeal

was heard Stansted was designated the third London airport.

88. Applications A6290, A6273, A6228.

89. Paragraph 13 of Report of 13th July 1967.
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9Q
Sir Ralph Hone felt this produced "broad policy" issues

which ought to be decided by the ATLB - a view respecting

their discretion.

The second issue in the case was whether the routes

should have been granted without rights between Teeside and

Stansted/Southend. The appellants argued that if the ATL8

had refused the applications to protect the Autair service

on this sector^they should have granted the international route

without rights on the domestic sector. The commissioner agreed

with this view but said,

"It is not possible to tell from the reasons recorded
for the Board*s decisions whether the Board considered
this alternative course ... it is not possible to make
any reliable deduction in regard to the Board's opinion
on it from the ^pers and evidence available to me
in the appeal".

The result was a re-hearing. The quotation above showed the

difficulty produced by the * arms length* policy of independence

and of the inadequacies of the channels of information between

the first instance and appeal body.

App>eals were allowed on 15th February on cases B6640 and

B6641. Channel Airways had applied for inclusive tour licences

from East Midlands to Palma and to Geneva or Barcelona. The

ATLB had refused the applications in order to project the BMA

scheduled services out of East Midlands airp>ort. On appeal k?^ore
Sir Algernon Rumbold Channel expanded their argument with new

evidence; BMA did not.

90. Paragraph 24 of Sir Ralph Hone*s report of 18th October 1967.

91. Ibid paragraph 24.
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The Commissioner stated that he was reluctant to differ

from the ATLB but #a good deal of additional material* had been

submitted by Channel and the time had come for modern aircraft

from East Midlands. He considered ordering a re-hearing

in the light of the new evidence and1

"the desirability of discouraging applicants from
not troubling to present their cases fully to the
ATLB",

but felt that, because of the time factor, this would amount to

a dismissal of the case. He recommended giving one year licences,

not three year,so the ATLB would reconsider the situation soon.

Here we saw not so much the lack of sympathy of the

Commissioner for the ATLB as the deficiencies in an appeals

system allowing new evidence to be submitted on appeal - a

re-hearing was not always possible.

The next appeal was also allowed. On the second of April

1968 the B ard of Trade allowed appeal T.51 of BMA and varied

the tariff on the route East Midlands to Jersey.

The question of the ATLB*s power to make major policy

decisions came up in the next major appeal, the 'Split Charter*
93

appeal cases of 14th August 1968.

This was essentially a * scheduled corporation* versus

charter independents case of great importance to the BOAC. In

these applications for passenger and cargo *E* licences the

independents asked to be allowed to •split* payloads between

two hirers. (These would be allowed if the flight was over

92. Paragraph 32 of Sir Algernon Rumbold*s report of 18th December
1967.

93. Applications E6411 E6422 E7001 E7Q29 E6439.
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2250 railes long and if each hirer took a minimum block of

60 seats.) BOAC feared the effect on scheduled operators and

thus a major issue of policy was involved.

BOAC challenged the ATLB's right to make such major

policy. Mr. R.M. Forrest gave tfcaae grounds of appeal the third

of which was;

"That because of the doubts expressed in the Board*s
arguments for and against split affinity group charters,
the decision on this major issue of policy should^e
taken on appeal rather than *at first instance* .*•

Mr. Bebchick in reply for Caledonian argued that the Board

had to take decisions

"on every aspect of any mat^gr before them, whether it
be of law, fact or policy".

Mr. D. Beety for Lloyd International argued that the

B ard were in no doubt as to the decision and that;

"Therewas nothing in the law to suggest that the Board
were not entitled to make decisions on major questions
of policy."

Sir Ralph Hone was once again respectful of the ATLB

discretion; he was satisfied the Board had considered all relevant

factors and there was evidence for the concludion. The new

evidence, he stated, only confirmed the original submissions.

He felt that the ATLB had held no doubts about their decision

and recommended upholding it. The Board of Trade did so. Thus

the ATLB were here given the uninhibited power to decide major

policy; the BOAC argument that in major policy the Board of

94. Paragraph 4 of Sir Ralph Hone's report of 24th May 1968.

95. Ibid paragraph 22.

96. Ibid paragraph 33.
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Trade should be freer to overrule was not accepted. We must

qualify this decision by asking how much it was due to

the sympathetic approach of one Appeal Commissioner and whether

it was due to a fortunate concurrence with Board of Trade

policy.

Less sympathetic was Sir John Lang on 24th July 1968 in

application B7165 by British Eagle for a number of inclusive

tours between the UK and Kenya. He dismissed the appeal in the

most part but recommended a variation to refuse rights from

Kenya to the UK. He allowed this part of the appeal on the

grounds that the ATLB had before them insufficient evidence to

justify their decision. Quoting section 2(2)(d) of the I960

Act (stating the ATLB shall consider "the existing or potential

need or demand for any air transport service") Sir John reviewed

the evidence and said,

"This adds up to a lack of(yj»vidence of existing or
potential need or demand."

He allowed the appeal,noting that the ATLB*s decision had been

partly silent on reasons.

The Act did not state that the ATLB must have evidence of

such matters, it merely said that it should *consider in

particular*. As we have seen in former cases (e.g. the

98
21st November 1967 appeal decision on West Africa ) it has

been accepted that less evidence has been required on inclusive

tour applications, where the ATLB has extensive own knowledge.

Although Sir John's case was stronger because the ATLB decision

97. Paragraph 20 of Report of Sir John Lang 15th May 1968.

98. C.2988 supra p.44 3
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on the case was silent on the reasons for granting this part

of the licence,his allowing the appeal was a refusal to

accept the commercial judgement of the ATLB as a good reason

for giving a licence. Perhaps t&is approach might have been

more suitably applied to a court of law than to a licensing

body.

The last case of 1968, an appeal by British Bagle against
99

the grant to Channel Airways of a licence variation to

add Liverpool to their Norwich to East Midlands route, was

a run of the mill dismissal. The Commissioner, Mr. P.L.Bushe-Fox

considered the ATLB grounds adequate for their finding and

declined to review the merits in new detail.

1969 Appeal Cases. The first appeal case heard in 1969

was on 18th March. The Board of Trade upheld the ATLB on

applications A7221 and A7222 by Channel Airways for licences

Stansted to Belfast and Stansted to Glasgow/Edinburgh/Aberdeen,

major trunk route decisions.

The problem in this case was confusion concerning the

aircraft to be used and the costings offered to the ATLB by

Channel - they offered averaged costings instead of figures

showing the individual routes in question. On appeal Channel

offered costings on the ATLB approved method. Mr. \/tC, Slight

for BUA argued that the case should not go over ATLB heads as

they had not yet heard an unconfused argument. He said that if

99. A4226/2.
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this were allowed the ATLB was in danger of becoming,

•'a staging post ... a hearing before the AXLB would
become nothing more than a formality to obtain^^gcess
to the Board of Trade through a Commissioner".

Mr. Slight asked for a re-hearing. The Commissioner, Sir

Algernon Rumbold} agreed that tlMt iKftfen the ATLB had

been confusing and that he had been given new cost figures.

He considered that the question of the reliability of

these figures ,

"touches more closely the responsibilities of the ATLB
and the Board of Trade thaiji^jt does the interests of
respondents in an appeal".

He therefore
>

"could not recommend that 1he appeal be allowed without
these estimates bejing subjected to expert examination
by the ATLB".

He did not order a re-hearing but dismissed the appeal so that

Channel could re-apply.

Here the expert body was left to make its own expert

judgements and the Appeal Commissioner did not seek to

substitute his judgement. In a report of the same date by

Sir Algernon Rumbold and in an appeal letter, also of 18th

March 1969, on applications A4560/3, A4635 and A4636/1 by BUA

for increased frequencies from Gatwick to Glasgow Belfast and

Edinburgh, appeals were allowed. This case was related to the

Channel applications as a choice was made by Sir Algernon between

100. ^Report of 18.1.69.

101. Paragraph 47 of Coma issloner's Report of 18.1.69.

102. Ibid paragraph 48.
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giving a new service from Stansted to Channel or

increased Gatwick frequencies to BUA. Sir Algernon and

the Board of Trade favoured the latter.

This major trunk route case was important and complex

due to the background circumstances of the route. BUA had

fought for increased frequencies but had been refused

these by the ATLB on 2nd July 1968; the appeal was heard in

November 1968 in which month British Eagle International

Airlines,who had operated 12 frequencies a week from Heathrow

to Glasgow, ceased to operate. BUA received in that month *a

temporary exemption* from the Board of Trade to operate six more

frequencies a week.

The ATLB had been sympathetic towards the BUA case - they

felt that it was a reasonable development of their fully

utilised licences but felt that they should refuse because:

the BUA traffic estimates seemed over optimistic,

because more Gatwick services would syphon from Heathrow

rather than serve the Gatwick area,

and because the economic situation was not one of growth,

therefore to allow such duplication would be wasteful.

BUA on appeal put forward a case strengthened by traffic

figures that supported those rejected by the ATLB as optimistic.

They argued; that the last 6 months* figures supported these

estimates (thus the ATLB decision had been too pessimistic),

that economic trends had taken an upturn and that the disappearance

of British Bagle had left a surplus of traffic.
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BUA's case rested on the *separate Gatwick catchment

area* doctrine accepted by Sir Harold Kent in the December
103

1965 appeal. They argued that Gatwick served its own

area and only a third of its passengers came from London.

A number of witnesses testified to the need and demand for

the service and to the inadequacy of BEA's service.

BEA argued that the ATLB decision had been considered

that the onus of proof was on BUA to prove the Board

wrong ^that capacity was excessive that it was inconsistent of
BUA to claim both the benefits of competition with Heathrow

and the 'separate catchment area* argument and finally that

wasteful diversion would occur. BEA quoted the 1965 Minister's

statement that independents should be limited as to frequency

in the near future and the ATLB policy, expressed in annual

reports, of requiring growth to be shown before giving more

capacity.

Sir Algernon did not accept that the case was a re-hearing.

He felt that the main lines of the case were the same as those

before the ATLB. He then made a ruling of principle concerning

the 'own catchment area* argument. He said that BUA could not

claim a 'right* to traffic from their own catchment area; if

it had been diverted from Heathrow it was "diverted" traffic

under the Act. However, against this diversion he might weight

103. On applications A4560, A1049/R etc. see paragraph 31 of
Report of 15th December 1965.
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the gain in convenience to passengers. To this extent he
/that

accepted Sir Harold Kent*s statement. He felt'the bulk of

additional BUA traffic would be diverted from Heathrow and

still considered BUA figures optimistic, nevertheless he accepted

the demand for Gatwick services, the need to develop

Gatwick airport and the ATLB view of the reasonableness of

BUA proposals (*I am in close agreement with the ATLB*s

assessment of the situation"104).
The Commissioner decided that a Stansted service would

divert less from Heathrow and generate more new traffic but that

priority should go to building up services from Gatwick to allow

mid day and weekend operations. Sir Algernon was impressed by

British Airports Authority evidence of the imminent saturation

of Heathrow. He recommended allowing the appeals and increasing

frequencies.

This difficult decision though not a re-hearing was partly

explained by the re-submitted figures of BUA and by the

changed forecasts of growth. Sir Algernon did accept that the

case was in the main the same as that put to the ATLB yet

apart from the mention of his being 6 months *ahead* of the

ATLB he did not attack their reasons precisely. Where he should

have explained his differences of opinion with the ATLB he

105
discussed the Stansted versus Gatwick issue. The result was

a substitution of discretion together with new evidence.

Sir Algernon did not discuss the possible ordering of a re-hearing

1044 Paragraph 63 of Report of 18.1.69.

105. At paragraph 64 of Appeal report of 18.1.69.
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and showed no inhibitions about delving into the economic

issues involved.

1969 Inclusive Tours. The next appeal of,18th April 1969,

was also allowed and involved a major decision against the

ATLB policy of controlling inclusive tour charter prices by

imposing 'Provision 1* (relating tariffs to a minimum of the

IATA scheduled return fare). In case B8103 Autair International

appealed against the Provision 1 condition on a Luton to Bergen

licence.

BEA objected in favour of Provision 1 in defence of their

scheduled service, arguing that breach of • Provision 1* in the

past by the appellants was no case for further relaxation of

minimum price control. They urged that the ATLB had rigidly

enforced 'Provision 1' and should continue to do so. Sir John

Lang, the Commissioner, recommended (and was followed by the

Minister) that 'Provision 1' be dropped until 31st May 1969.

He felt that the 'Provision 1* price was unrealistic, being

suited to 11 day holidays not shorter ones. He accepted that the

tour would not sell as Provision 1 price. He recommended a

new creative fare system be set up.

This was not a new case with new evidence on appeal but

a re-appraisal of the whole problem. The Commissioner went into

the problems of creative fare structuring which should, surely,

have been the task of the ATLB. The ATLB had been aware of the

problem and its difficulties and Sir John quoted the ATLB's

statement in its 5th November 1968 decision, that' >
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"Any residual problem relating to 8 day holid|^g
from the UK is of insignificant proportions".

Perhaps this was a case of the appeals system catching the

small fry coming through the net but one might question

whether a re-hearing would have been better - it would have

given the ATLB a chance to develop a coherent policy. Hie

procedure followed could not strengthen confidence in the

ATLB net .

The case above preceded the important *test case* appeals

on •Provision 1* decided on 29th April 1969.107 This appeal

case was on a matter of major policy. In its decision on 1969
108

Summer Inclusive Tour Services the ATLB had refused to

prescribe prices below *Provision 1*. Six independents

(Caledonian, Dan Air, Autair, Monarch, Britannia, BUA) appealed

to Sir Denis Proctor KCB who heard appeals on seven Test Cases in

February 1969* 137 other licences stood to be affected by the

result.

Sir Denis recommended allowing the appeals to give prices

below 'Provision 1*. The case followed a number of events:

(1) Pressure had been brought by the independents for

relaxation of the inclusive tour rules.

(2) In the 17th February 1965 policy statement Mr. Roy

Jenkins had said,

"In general it is not, in my view, desirable to apply
restrictions to the inclusive tour charter services on

holiday routes."

106. Quoted by Sir John Lang at paragraph 25 of Report of
11th April 1969.

107. Applications B7700, B7667, B7668 etc..

108. Given on 5th November 1968.
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(3) In summer 1966 BIATA had made a representation to

the ATLB under S.4 of the I960 Act urging relaxation of

Inclusive Tour licence conditions. In CALN 287 the ATLB had

stated that it was impressed by the evidence it had received

and considered provision 1 frustrated development in the case

of winter holidays, espec iallj/^o?8 short duration, and holidays

at remote destinations in Europe. The Board favoured alteration

of the IATA fare structure as the way to remove anomalies (by

creative fares and winter fares). The Board urged IATA members

to effect these changes (few of the charter operators had access

to IATA).

The Minister published his views in CALN 287. He supported

the ATLB ' s established policy of prescribing tariff Provision 1.

He realised that this would produce more night flights (IATA

rates are lower at night) and to ameliorate the noise problem,

urged the ATLB to adopt a more flexible tariffs policy. The

Minister favoured lower IATA winter creative fares. Concerning

long distance Inclusive Tour prices below 'Provision 1* the

Minister would consider each case on its merits. He stated

that a well understood rule was necessary for control. He

would therefore deprecate departure from 'Provision 1' in

European Inclusive Tours as this was the only rule available

that allowed uniformity of policy towards UK and foreign

operators. He added that the Board should be aware of this

general appro ach.

(4) In their 1964-5 5th Annual Report the ATLB stated

that after four years they could find little evidence of

inclusive tours diverting from scheduled operators.
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(5) On 12th December 1967 the Board of Trade, in

appeals B6324, B6334 etc., allowed Inclusive Tours on Winter

holidays at prices below 'Provision 1*.

(6) On 4th April 1968 the President of the Board of
/that

Trade made a statement saying Provision 1 'ought in most cases*

to apply to summer 1969 inclusive tours but modifications were

required in the price structure to give more even yearly

distribution. Thus the Board of Trade granted minimum charges

under 'Provision 1* for inclusive tours to Europe in the Winter

of 1968-9.

On the *test cases' the independents argued that they

did not want to do away with price control merely with the

anomalies produced by reference to Provision 1 and the IATA

tariff structure. They argued that the ATLB had no duty

to anticipate the Board of Trade policy especially as the

tariff had no effect until confirmed by the Board of Trade. They

stressed the difficulty of independents producing changes in

the IATA fare structure when they did not have access to its

meetings. They argued that diversion would not be prevented by

*Provision 1* as this affected the lower end of the market,

that cut-throat competition would not ensue, that the ATLB

had said themselves in their 5th Report that there was little

evidence of diversion from scheduled operators by inclusive

tours and that the Commissioner should decide not on Government

policy but in the interests of British civil aviation.
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BEA argued that the ATLB, a panel of experts, had

decided to retain Provision 1 in the interests of aviation.

There was a campaign to remove all control which should be

prevented.

BEA argued that it was against the economic interests

of the charterers to remove Provision 1 and that there

would be diversion. BUA replied that cut-throat competition

would ensue if Provision 1 were removed .

Sir Denis Proctor on the *General Issues* concluded

that whatever the 'case law* of the ATLB he was an independent

judge and must decide on reference strictly to the Act which

ord ered the furtherance of British civil aviation. He saw the

diversion issue as central. He did not fear an attempt to

remove all controls. He sympathised with the difficulties of

independents attempting to effect changes through IATA and

considered that there was *convincing evidence* that the

growth of inclusive tours had not caused material diversion from

scheduled aircraft. Indeed diversion would be least where

Provision 1 would make any difference i.e. at the bottom of

the price range. Thus Sir Denis advocated allowing the

appeals saying of the ATLB decision,

"The Board appears to have regarded the applications
before it as departures from a general doctrine which
could only be countenanced if there were overwhelming
arguments in their favour, whereas to me they appear to
be commonsense adjustments which are obviously d^g^rable
unless there are overruling objections to them."

109. Paragraph 65 of Report of 27th March 1969.
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The Board of Trade largely accepted Sir Denis*s

recommendations, altering prices in some cases (because of

sales completed) to levels still below Provision 1. The

Board of Trade made a general statement that departures

from •Provision 1* would Be allowed where this would,

"lead to a more rational and appropriate stnucture
of control prices, having regard particularly to
the int^guction of differentials in favour of off-peak
travel"

but otherwise prices would be determined in relation to

corresponden g air fares.

I have given this long account of the case because it shows

the balance of policy making on inclusive tour pricing

particularly well. Although the Board of Trade approved fare

levels the ATLB made first instance policy - it judged the

effect of inclusive tours on scheduled operators. The ATLB

had pursued an independent policy line that had grown into a

hardened principle. They looked at the above case applying

their case law principles with 'expert* judgement. They were

then overruled by the Board of Trade (of a Labour Government)

to favour the independents. Although the ATLB had asserted

its independence it was as if it had applied the Board of

Trade policies more rigidly than the latter would have desired.

As a result the initiative went to the Board of Trade and

the inspector who here took a very independent line referring

directly to the Act. One might contrast the inspector*s

attitude here with that of Sir Arthur Hutchinson in the winter

HO. Decision letter of 29th April 1969.
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inclusive tour decision of 12th December 1967 who said

"1 think that any relevant decisions of the Board
of Trade should be given special weight as being
indicative of-a Ministerial view on a question
of policy."

So, just as we have seen the ATLB more and less

assertive of independence, we also see different Commissioners

taking diverse attitudes ranging from sympathetic to unsympathetic,

independent to pro Government and from that of the novice to

that of aviation expert.

The Board of Trade upheld the ATLB on lOth June 1969

on licence A8220 granted to Channel for a Stansted to

Dusseldorf scheduled service. The ATLB had granted on evidence

of need and demand differentiating between Stansted and Heathrow

catchment areas. BEA appealed. Sir Ralph Hone did not

encroach on the ATLB discretion. He said,

"no circumstances were raised which had not^gen fully
ventilated and discussed before the Board".

He accepted that the ATLB,

"reached a proper and reasonable decision"

after weighing all the factors carefully.

On 13th August Dan Airs appeal A8124 against the grant

to Cambrian of a Liverpool to Bristol licence was dismissed.

Sir Arthur Hutchinson felt that

"the case presented by the appellant falls well
short of what would justify any interference with
the ATLB's decision".

111. Paragraph 10 of Report of 27th October 1967.

112. Paragraph 19 of Commissioner's report on appeal A8220
June 1969.
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On the same day SQAC's appeal against the refusal of

an application A431/5 (London to Tunis) was dismissed.

Sir Algernon Rumbold's report was interesting in that he

considered the availability of traffic rights in his

decision - the ATLB would not have done so. Also BUA

had not a right to be heard as they were not a party to the

ATLB case - they had failed to make a regulation 7 objection

to BOAC *s application which competed with their service.

Sir Algernon exercised his discretion to hear BUA on the

grounds that ignorance of their views would militate against

making any changes and would prevent a just decision. On the

merits of the decision he had no difficulty in agreeing

with the ATLB decision.

A day later on 14th August 1969 the Board of Trade

allowed a BEA appeal on the route London to Pisa. Following

the collapse of British Eagle International,Channel Airways

were given routes from Stansted to Pisa and Stansted to Rimini.

BEA had contested Pisa in a case covering the re-allocation of

all the former British Eagle routes. Concerning these routes

the ATLB decision of 24th March 1969 had merely said-

"There was little to choose between the applicants, but
on balance we thought Channel Airways established a
claim to this predominantly holiday route."

The case is a good example of the review of a *comraercial

decision1 of the ATLB on appeal. Sir Algernon asked the ATLB

to amplify their reasons (under Regulation 14(12)). Re-asserting

the marginal nature of the decision they £ave four reasons:

(1) Channel were more likely to make the service pay.

(2) The ATLB had given Channel the Rimini route and felt

it reasonable to give them the dual opportunity British Eagle
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had enjoyed.

(3) Although there was no overriding reason to maintain the

status quo in the private sector share of scheduled routes,

there was no reason to disturb that balance

"unless a Corporation*s claim to the route was
demonstrably stronger than that of an independent
carrier".

(4) BBA seemed concerned to operate Pisa as a lead

to Florence but the Board attached importance to catering

for Pisa traffic as such.

BEA asserted that the decision was unjust and the above

points were not based on evidence put at the hearing; they

argued that whereas they had put to the ATLB very precise

proposals and figures for operation, Channel had put a vague

case to the ATLB and to the Commissioner 6 months later - they

had not operated the route.

Sir Algernon Rumbold said of the ATLB

"I would wish to give great weight to their judgement"

but he disagreed on the merits. He was troubled by the lack of

any expression of ATLB'jconelusion on the question of

profitability1 either in their reasons for decision or

amplification given. He was mainly impressed by the fact that

BEA proposals were • Incomparably the more carefully considered .

and precise* and felt BEA were the more likely to *make a go*

of the route. Ha agreed with their assessment of the poverty

of the ATLB decisions. There was little new evidence and a

re-hearing was not recommended.

Here we saw the situation where the ATLB backed its own
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commercial judgement and found difficulty in advancing

convincing reasons for it. The ATLB had confidence in

Channel, the Commissioner was impressed with the precision

of BEA reasons and planning. It is as if the one talked

the language of businessmen the other of the lawyer.

The appeal decision of 24th August 1969 (88582) was an

application by Channel for a sub Provision 1 tariff for

flights to Lloret de Mar. The ATLB applied 'Provision 1*

(as amended by the Board of Trade*s decisions of 4th April

1968 and 29th April 1969 to allow a tariff of 50% of the

scheduled return fare on winter tours under 8 days). The

Commissioner supported their decision applying Board of Trade

policy. Sir Algernon Rumbold said)

"I do not accept that a Commissioner should pay little
or no regard to previous decisions by the Government."

The Board of Trade, it seems, had firmly imposed their own

113
policy on tariffs by use of their powers of approval.

On 28th August the Board of Trade allowed a Britannia

Airways appeal B8572 and ordered the ATLB to grant a Luton

to Malta licence. The report exemplified the 'unsympathetic*

approach to the ATLB discretion. The Commissioner was

Sir John Lang whose uninhibited reviews of ATLB discretion I

A . 114have commented on above.

In accordance with their recent decisions the ATLB had

refused a winter inclusive tour to Malta. The main reason

113. Under section 2(5) of the I960 Act a licence containing a
tariff other than domestic would not be valid until

confirmed by the Minister (with or without modification).

114. e.g. see p.4 5 0 above.
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for refusal was the protection of the BEA service. BEA had

argued that the scheduled Malta service was a special casej

that fares on the scheduled flights were very low, that the

ATLB 1965 report's statement that inclusive tours did not

affect scheduled services was not of universal application,

that the decision of the ATLB accepted that diversion would

occur, and that the grant of inclusive tours for summer

1969 to Malta was based purely on the summer situation and could

not be extended into the fut ure. Britannia argued that there

would be no material diversion, that BBA could not offer

weekend services, that there was a public demand, that

Thompsons required the diversification offered, and that a

grant would accord with the Government's agreement to develop

Malta.

Sir John Lang described the 'crux' of the matter as

being the ATLB's willingness to grant summer inclusive tours

licences but inability to "follow the logic of the

situation" and grant one winter tour licence. He asserted

that the number of passengers to be carried was minimal in

relation to BBA's carryings. He felt that many of those

partaking of the Thompson holidays would not travel with

BEA if the former were unavailable - "It is on this point that
115

I believe the ATLB were wrong". Sir John believed that

Thompson* were creating extra traffic and recommended allowing

the appeal.

115. Paragraph 42 of Report of 21 st August 1969.
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The ATL8 had considered for years the question of

diversion versus new traffic on the Malta route. They

distinguished their old policy from the new protective

policy. The grounds for refusal was protection of BEA,

a decision made by an expert body in constant review of

the position. Sir John accepted argument on this point

and overruled the ATLB in their domain, substituting his

judgement for theirs.

The final case of 1969 served as an immediate contrast.

The Board of Trade adopted Sir Ralph Hone's recommendation

to dismiss the BOAC appeal against grant of a licence B8722 to

BUA for five charter flights from London to Bangkok.

The parties here argued on the merits of the case but

in Sir Ralph Hone's decision we find a definite 'onus of

proof* to be discharged before the ATLBwoui^ be reversed.
He recommended dismissal saying,

"I am satisfied that upon the evidence before them the
Board gave vejY6care-^ul consideration to BUA's
application".

Concerning the new evidence he said,

"I do not feel able to attach such weight to it as
to recommeijujl^that the Board's decision should be
reversed".

It would thus appear to have been more difficult to gain

a reversal of an ATLB decision from Sir Ralph Hone, Barrister,
118

than from Sir John Lang.

116. Paragraph 23 of Report of 27th October 1969.

117. Ibid paragraph 25.

118. See the appendix to this section for the background
experience of appeal Commissioners.
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1970 Decisions on Appeal. I have recorded six appeal

letters in 1970. In the first four appeals the ATLB was

upheld. Two of these were inclusive tour decisions, one

119
was an *£* licence decision and the other concerned

120
competing applications from BUA and BEA for scheduled

services from the UK to points including Bucharest and

Sophia. Notable in the latter case was the Commissioner,

Sir Algernon Rumbold*s statement, after hearing a deal of

argument from BEA concerning the traffic rights and pooling

implications of licensing BUA, saying,

"I agree with the ATLB that the licensing issue should
be decided on the merits, without regard to possible
argument about traffic rights. But I deprecate the
suggestion made by the ATLB that their decision to give
a licence to BEA on their merits might become open to
review in the event of difficulties about traffic
rights".

121
(The ATLB in its decision had stated that it would ignore

traffic rights problems in deciding the case but in the

event of BEA*s failing to obtain these it would consider

alternative proposals from the parties to the case.) The

traffic rights argument in this case demonstrated all the

problems encountered in attempting to separate licensing from

traffic rights negotiations.

119. An *E* licence was a licence for services "not
restricted to flights between places named in the licence".

120. Nos. A8771, A6112/2, A8929 of 13.1.70 appeal.

121. of 6th August 1969 (on the above application numbers)
paragraphs 14-16.
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122
The fifth case of 1970 was an appeal allowed on

19th October 1970 to enable Britannia Airways to operate

40inclusive tours, London to Palma at £18 for 4 or 3 nights

(well below •Provision 1*) stating in October 1970. The

123
ATLB had refused the licence as the fare was "much too

124
low by any reasonable standards". They said that they

would not grant licences where there was not a proper economic

return, they opposed this kind of undercutting of rates.

They refused the application as "price was the essence of the

proposal" and they feared a higher price would be evaded by

voucher giving to an unreasonable degree.

On appeal Sir Algernon Rumbold reviewed the background

facts of the case:

(1) the Board of Trade decision on 4th April 1968 to

allow lower winter inclusive tour tariffs under Provision 1.

(2) The ATLB*s decision of 5th November 1968 expressing

their reasons for retaining price control as to avoid price

cuttings affecting viability, standards, safety and scheduled

services.

(3) The Edwards Committee*s (Cmnd. 4o|8 published May 1969)

belief that relaxation of price control could come to

inclusive tours.

122. Decision B10092.

123. Decision of 22.7.70.

124. Ibid paragraph 26.
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(4) The Government White Paper of November 1969 (Cmnd. 4213^)
stating that relaxation should come slowly on considering

route by route.

(5) The ATLB's warning to operators (in August 1968) to

cease the practice of using refund vouchers to avoid minimum

prices - Sir Algernon stated that this practice continued

increasingly.

In considering the case Sir Algernon agreed with BEA that

the late Britannia application plus additional figures and

evidence produced on appeal constituted an abuse of the appeals

procedure. BEA argued that all the evidence could have been

put to the ATLB and that a re-hearing would be proper. Sir

Algernon said,

"I am forced to the conclusion that their aim from the
outset was to secure that the substance of their case

should be heard by a Commissioner on appeal instead of
by the ATLB".

He noted that the issues were far broader than this case. He

stated that the real issue on costs was whether marginal

costing should be allowed with respect to winter tours. He

felt that marginal costings were largely meaningless and

was aware of the large scale flouting of minimum price

regulations. Sir Algernon concluded by firstly recommending

that the Board of Trade act swiftly to stop the use of vouchers,

secondly by granting the appeal allowing a tariff at a

Provision 1 revised to 40% of the normal fare on the Palma

125. Paragraph 37 of Commissioner's Report B10092 19.10.70.
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route, and thirdly by asking the ATLB to undertake a

comprehensive study of the chairter - schedule relationship

on the London/Palma winter services.

126
The Board of Trade considered that such policy matters

should be decided in the context of a general review rather

than on the bas is of a particular case. They said that

any general provisions could not have useful effect until the

1971-2 winter season, they felt that the services in question

would have little diversionary effect and so ordered the

ATLB to issue to Britannia a licence as applied for.

The Commissioner here did not achieve a great deal since

there was insufficient guidance to direct him from above or

below. His own policy making proved of little use in

developing long term strategy. The ATLB's well established policy

of opposition to marginal costing was largely overridden by

the Commissioner, the Commissioner was largely overruled by the

Board of Trade. The central problem was the lack of a

Board of Trade policy on inclusive tour prices which was clear

and respected by the ATLB.

Finally in 1970 (lOth December) the Board of Trade upheld
127

the ATLB's refusii of an *E* licence (for a service not

restricted to flights between named places) to Lloyd

International. Sir Algernon Rumbold agreed with the ATLB view

that to allow such a wide licence would be to abandon control

over the operator and to permit a •scheduled type* service to

operate.

126. Decision letter of 19th October 1970.

127. E 9850.
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1971 Cases. On 4th February a re-hearing was ordered

of British Air Ferries* (BAF) appeal A2341/4 against the

refusal by the ATLB to remove a condition that their aircraft

on the route Southend to Rotterdam should be equipped to

carry cars. BAF had competed with Channel on this route

for many years, starting as a vehicle ferry service allowed

to carry supplemented passengers to rend^the ferry viable.

BAF, soon af9«r 1961, carried more passengers than the

normal Channel passenger service. On 28th February 1966 the

Board of Trade on appeal A2341/3,allowed an increase in

the passenger allowance of BAF. The ATLB had rejected the
;that

application on the grounds/it attempted to convert the

vehicle ferry service into a passenger service. The

Commissioner, Sir Harold Kent, had disagreed with the ATLB

and felt that the service had *evolved* into a combined

passenger and vehicle operation. The Minister did not depart

so far from the ATLB, saying that,

"the licensing of supplementary passengers on vehicle
ferry services which directly compete with normal scheduled
services should only be permitted to a limited extent so
as to offset the inhereijl^y uneconomical nature of the
vehicle ferry service".

Nevertheless he increased the passenger allowance. Thus the

Minister and ATLB still distinguished two kinds of service,

Sir Harold Kent did not.

In the 1970 decision (here appended) the ATLB had given

an increase in passenger allowance to BAF mainly because

Channel had stopped operations temporarily. They retained the

128. Paragraph 2 of decision letter of 4.2.71.
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•car facility* condition on BAF's licence and had accepted

Channel*s arguments in principle that the services were of

different kinds. BAF argued that they had been the major

carrier of passengers for the last 10 years, that Channel

had ceased operations and thus did not deserve protection, and that

the time had come for equality of passenger status.

The Commissioner, Sir Denis Proctor, felt that the issue

was whether Channel should remain the preferred passenger

operators. He considered that they should not, that the

t ime had come for equality and that it was wrong to hinder

BAF by perpetually holding them to the terms of the original

licence. He recommended lifting the 'car facility* condition

and allowing a passenger capacity equal to Channel's.

The Secretary of State ordered a re-hearing because^

during the appeal, Channel had applied for increased capacity

on the route. The ATLB were ordered to hear both cases

together and consider the scope of each party in relation to the

other
;

"bearing in mind the conclusions reached by tlje
Appeal Commissioning... and the intention of his
recommendations".

Here it seemed that the ATLB had for ten years pursued

one policy, the Appeal Comraisiioners another. The Board of

Trade had initially compromised and then followed the

Commissioner. The ATLB policy on the route was once more

overruled on appeal in an area central to its functioning.

129. Decision letter of 4.2.71.
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In the same month the ATLB were upheld on appeal in

the case of Lloyd Internationals E11024 licence. On 5th March,

however, an appeal was allowed which clearly exposed the

Board of Trade's attitude to the ATLB's discretion. This

appeal was on the "party organiser's concession".

The 'party organisers' cases'*-3J
The idea of the 1 in 20 organisers concession was that

one person in twenty would be allowed to be carried free of

charge on a tour if he had taken an active part in arranging

and escorting the tour. At first the ATLB in 1964 ruled

against allowing the concession as such persons were not

within the IATA regulations definitions of a 'tour conductor*.

The ATLB were not convinced of the commercial necessity of such

a practice, and feared erosion of Provision 1 control.

The matter was appealed and decided on 28th January 1965.

The Commissioner felt that such organisers were valuable and

analogous to those allowed free carriage by IATA regulations.

He recommended a re-hearing. In view of the time factor the

Minister allowed the appeal 'without prejudice' to

further ATLB consideration.

On 7th September 1965 (on the Beauvai s route) the

ATLB had stated that they considered the organiser valuable on

tours up to 4 days in duration and that the case for

concession was progressively weaker the longer the tour.

130. ApplicationsB10153-61 etc. of 5th March 1971.
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In a *test case' of 9th March 1966 the ATLB granted

the concession on a 6 day tour, accepting the concessions

promotional value and rejecting the BEA argument that

material diversions from scheduled traffic was involved.

The concession on 6 day tours was not challenged in 1967,

1968 or 1969 by the ATLB or 8BA. In 1969 the ATLB refused

the concession on 3 day tours.

On 13th May 1970 in CALN 474 the ATLB published a

policy declaration saying that while not pre-judging any

individual application they had considered the free seat principle

in general and had formed the view that there was no

justification for the concessions on holidays other than*

(1) Holidays offering not over 3 nights accommodation

(2) Educational visits by schoolchildren

(3) Winter sports holidays.

The notice worn ed tour organisers in preparing 1970-71

publicity to bear in mind the ATLB's disposition, on

present evidence, not to allow concessions of this kind.

I will refer to this statement again in the section on

policy announcement. I will merely comment now that it appeared

to be a legitimate exercise of rule making by an
t

independent regulatory body. The statement was careful not

to prejudge the issues without looking at individual merits

and so should have been acceptable legally (within the rules

of v. Walsall J.J . [l954j 3 W.L.R. 69, v. Torquay Licensing

J.J. ex p. Brockman [l95l] 2 K.B. 784, Merchandise Transport Ltd.

v- B.T.C. [1962] Sf Q.B. 172 192-3, v. Rotherham Licensing J.J

esp. Chapman [1939] 2 All B.R. 710, V. P.L.A. exp. Kynoch [1919]
1 K.B. 176 etc..
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131
On appeal Mr. D. Henry for Court Line argued that

no reason had been given for this change of policy - a

change to severity in an era of liberal developments, that

the ATLB were on record as favouring the development of a

body of precedent, and that a principle had been treated

as binding for years. He said,

"the ATLB is required to give reasons for its decisions,
in this matter the ATLB had announced a policy
licensing notices, giving no reasons whatever".

questioning the grounds for the ATLB refusal of Court Line,s

application the appellant,

"challenged that the ATLB had not j^fact considered
the applications on their merits",

and stated^$S!e^ proper considerations for the decision were laid
down in sections 1 and 2 of the I960 Act.

The Commissioner was Sir John Lang. He heard the

appellants argue that the ATLB had given no real reason for the

rejection of the Court Line case. They argued that the merits

were satisfied, that there was demand without diversion, and that

the ATLB should not have departed frcm their 'test case* decision

without giving any reason, sir John Lang recommended allowing

the appeal. He was satisfied that the party organiser did

contribute to traffic. He accepted the appellant's argument

that the ATLB should have given reasons for a modification of

policy -

"it would be within the spirit of the Civil Aviation
(Licensing) Regulations that the reasons lea^^g to a
change in policy should be publicly stated".

131. Report of 5.3.71 paragraphs 16-17.

132. Ibid paragraph 18.

133. Ibid paragraph 21.

134. Paragraph 63 of Commissioner's Report decision B10153, 5.3.71.
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Six John considered that the AX LB were

"not so judicial in the^^statement of reasons as
they should have been".

The second half of the appeal was Dan Air's case against

ATLB refusal of application B10610 for a London to Athens

charter at a price below 'Provision 1*. The ATLB had refused

the application, accepting BEA's plea of diversion. Sir John

considered diversion unlikely *nd felt that the price under

Provision 1 was excessive in comparison with other routes in

Europe - he recommended allowing the appeal.

The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry accepted

the recommendations allowing * 1 in 20' concessions but did

not accept Sir John's recommendations on the Athens route,
that

considering diversion possible and//the fare proposed would

distort the structure of fares established.

The decision demonstrated how the ATLB's attempt to structure

its own discretion had been foiled. Sir John Lang followed

the ATLB's considered and announced policy by either rejecting

it on the merits of the case in hand or by rejecting the

device of announcement of legislative policies per se. More

probably a mixture of both was involved and once more the

ATLB was set back on its heels. Folldwling the appeal the
136

ATLB made an announcement in its Licensing Notices. The

statement had something of the air of a protest. The Board

said that following the appeal it would allow the concessions

135. Ibid paragraph 64.

136. CALN No. 532.
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applied for in the 1971 and 1971-2 tours. Concerning later

tours the Board*s attitude Would be based on the

following considerations:

(1) The free holiday concession was accepted as a promotional

device for off season excusions of short duration.

(2) While appropriate to short holidays it was undesirable

to extend it to longer tours (as the reward becomes

disproportionate to the services given).

(3) The services of a party organiser fell short of the

responsibilities of an IATA tour conductor - the analogy

was false (the Commissioner had disagreed).

(4) IATA*s resolution 20 provided for free

* transportation• not •holidajf.

The Board considered that it would complicate matters

to reinstate restrictions removed on appeal. It stated

that in the future it would consider the concession for ^ours Up

to 6 nights, Wider concessions would have to be justified

and operators should not assume these would be permitted.

Parts 3 and 4 of the above appear as points contesting the

appeal decision. The Commissioners view that changes in

policy ought to have reasons on the face of it was a plea not

so much for participation of the airlines in policy making as

reason giving ex post facto. The equation of legislative

policy announcements with decisions following adjudication

I think donfused the issue in seeking to minimise the

exercise of the Board*s powers of rule making. What was

wrong with the ATLB pronouncement was not lack of reasons, nor

lack of clarity but lack of consultation.
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In the next appeil decision of 25th March 1971 the

Secretary of State allowed the appeils of 8 airlines against

the ATLB's refusal to allow increases in the UK Domestic

Air Tariff.

In the above appeals we have seen the Minister or

Board of Trade interfere with the ATLB's judgement on

international tariff matters (where the Board of Trade's
137

approval is required by the Act ), on domestic and

international route matters and on a few minor domestic

138
tariff issues. In this decision of March 1971 the ATLB

was overruled on a matter of its own domestic tariff pricing

policy in an exceptional case.

In domestic tariff decision T171 to T184 the airlines

BEA, BUA, BIA, Cambrian, Northeast Airlines, Aurigny and

Loganair had applied for increases in the tariff for dosMstic

routes to cater for rapidly rising costs. They had argued that

they could no longer support loss making domestic routes by

cross subsidising from charter and international flights. The

ATLB was concerned however with the rising spiral of inflation

and decided that an attempt to halt inflation should have

priority over the needs of the airlines. The Board admitted

that there was a case for increases in the tariff which would

have produced an approval by the Board in normal circumstances

but had rejected all the applications.

137. Under section 2(5) of the I960 Act,

138. e.g. the Tariff appeal T.56 of 1968 see pp44 3^44 above.
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At the appeal hearing on 3rd March 1971 the appellants

argued the need for increases to sustain the development

of aviation and to end the cross subsidisation which was

becoming impossible anyway. Mr. Scarlett for BEA argued

that the Board's main function was to further the development

of British civil aviation - that it was not part of its

function to regulate the entire economy. The Board, he

continued, had not referred to the Prices and Incomes

legislation in its decisions and reasons and the ruling that

losses should be met by cross subsidisation from other routes

was contrary to the ATLB's long established policy of

minimising cross subsidisation.

Sir Denis Proctor KBE, the Commissioner, recommended

allowing the appeals. He said,

"It is clear that the 'financial situation of the

airlines' which was already causing the licensing
board disquiet in November has greatly worsened
since then and is likely to go on worsening ...

whether or not the licensing board travelled beyond
its terms of reference in the reasons it gave
for its decision, I can find no warrant in recent
actions and decisions of the Gover^q^nt for thinking
that a Commissioner should do so".

Sir Denis felt that normal criteria for allowing increases

were satisfied ana recommended allowing the appeals. The

140
Secretary of State agreed and ordered the ATLB to vary

the Domestic Air Tariff accordingly.

On 25th May 1971 the Secretary of State upheld the ATLB's

decision to grant to BOAC a licence*** to operate on all cargo

139. Report of 3.3.71.

140. Letter of 26th March 1971.

141. A429/13.
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London to Johannesberg scheduled service. BUA had

objected strongly but Sir John had, on appeal, considered

that the ATLB had made the only possible decision in the

light of the South African Government's refusal to allow BUA

traffic rights for a regular advertised service. Here a

clear finding on the traffic rights situation had

influenced a licensing decision.

Similarly in September 1971 the Secretary of State

142
dismissed Gibraltar Airways appeal following the grant

of a licence to Caledonian-BUA.

On 15th November the ATLB were again upheld in refusing

143
a low tariff to Britannia for Jamaican charters. Thompson/

Britannia (T/B) attacked the ATLBs regulating the profit

margins of operators, asserting that this was a matter for
144

their own commercial judgement. The ATLB had refused the

application on grounds of diversion from BOAC and low profit

margins.

T/B's comments are of relevance to the appeal cases

(mentioned above) in which t he Board of Trade allowed
145

sub-Provision 1 tariffs. They recounted how the ATLB

were unhappy with the Board of Trade decisions and had issued

142. A11298 of 27.9.71.

143. Application B11681.

144. See the section on ATLB paternalism - S3-+(fc>).

145. At paragraph 11 of Vppeal S11681 of 15.11.71.
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a notice to the Press showing how the £lim. profit of tour

operators of 1969 had turned into a loss of the same

magnitude in 1970. (The ATLB felt profit margins were too

low for the health of the industry.)
%

T/B then proceeded to attack the ATLB grounds individually,

asserting their right to make commercial decisions and the

lack of evidence of diversion.

BOAC replied that the industry and ATLB had accepted

the need for regulation of minimum prices that evidence of

diversion could not be given as the BOAC low fare service

was a new operation and that the ATLB were entitled to judge

the matter for themselves.

On the question of diversion Sir John Lang (surprisingly)

said,

"I would hesitate to^gcept that the ATLB were wrong
in their judgement"J

on minimum prices he felt the ATLB were justifiably critical

of the economics of the scheme and were right to apply minimum

prices as they had done. The Commissioner seemed far less

ready than previously to consider the merits de novo in this

case.

The ATLB were upheld in the penultimate decision of 1971.

BEA appealed against the grant to Monarch Airlines Ltd. of a

licence B11457 to operate nine flights to Cyprus at below

146. Commissioners Report Appeal B11681.
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•Provision 1* fares. The ATLB had given a fare based on

the Department of Trade and Industry's Winter Tariff for

Turkey (the nearest place to Cyprus). D.F. Allen, the

Commissioner, (who had three years before been the Under

Secretary, Aviation Economic and General Policy Branch of

the Board of Trade) was satisfied that new traffic would

accrue, that standards would not be lowered and that BEA would

not be unduly harmed. He concluded that BEA did not

show 'sufficient reason' for variation of the ATLB decision,

thus adppting an 'onus of disproving* position instead of

reviewing the matter de novo.

The final decision on appeal;on 1st December 1971,

concerned the important Glasgow to Stansted route. BEA

147
and Caledonian/BUA appealed against the grant of the route

to Channel Airways in defence of their London to Glasgow

services. The Commissioner recommended allowing the appeal and

the Secretary of State revoked the licence. The report

contained an interesting decision and one of the rare

discussions of the relationship between the Commissioner and

the ATLB.

Mr. Henry for Channel had argued for the independence of

the ATLB discretion saying, of the issue of diversion that,

"It was a question of judgement on the effect of
diversion and the weight to be put on it matter
peculiarly within the Board's competence"

147. In application A10O4O.

148. Commissioner's Report to decision A1Q040 of 1.12.71.
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He argued that the Commissioner ought to be satisfied,

before allowing an appeal, that

"the Licensing Board, with all the mater ial^i^d
background ... was wrong in its judgement".

He quoted from the ATLB's 197Q report that the new Secretary

of State's policy when considering appeals;

"would be to uphold the decision of the Authority
unless there were clearly major reasons for departing
from it".

Sir Denis Proctor held that,

"A Commissioner who comes to the individual case

without any of the accumulated knowledge ... h&s ft©
competence to pass judgement on a decision which
has only been reached by the Board after a most
careful review of the issues ... Nevertheless ... it
appears to me that a Commissioner has a duty ... to
exercise his personal judgment ... and to deliver
his own recommendation".

He denied that he needed to find that the Board's judgement

was wrong s

"what I do say is that my judgement now^^jfter hearing
the further argument ... is different".

Unfortunately new evidence somewhat blunted the point of

his remarks, nevertheless Sir Denis expounded abalanced view of

the Commissioner's function - perhaps on the side of

adventurous review. As for the decision itself BEA gave

new evidence of the decline of the Glasgow traffic which carried

149. Ibid paragraph 34.

150. Ibid paragraph 43.

151. Ibid.
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weight. The Commissioner also felt the ATLB were over

concerned to aid Channel's utilisation problems (a policy

against ATLB's former principle of ignoring airlines'

individual problems). Thus on the grounds of material

diversion in a worsened situation the appeal was allowed.

On the matter of costs, which were not granted,

Mr. Henry made a point incorporating the distinction used

above. He claimed costs on the grounds that the issue was,

"a matter of the Licens^g Board's judgement, not
an error of principle".

The appellants argued that this was irrelevant, appeals were

a matter of right for parties, there was a long practice of

not asking for costs.

Despite Mr. Henry's use of the distinction it does not

appear that prospective appellants were disinclined to question

the ATLB's judgements if interests were affected. Nor does it

appear that commissioners adopted the distinction as a decisive

factor in judging appeals.

On 1st April 1972 the Civil Aviation Authority took over

from the ATLB and appeals pending at that date lapsed but in

March 1972 there were two appeals. One of these was the first

Skytrain appeal in which Lakers contested the refusal of a

153
licence for a walk on transatlantic service. The Secretary

... i

of State upheld the ATLB's refusal on the grounds of

diversion from other services. The other appeal was by

152. Reported in Commissioner's Report to decision A1004O of
1.12.71.

153. Application A12449 decided on 30.3.72.
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Eagle Flying Services against the ATLa's refusal to grant

a licence*^* for a passenger and cargo charter service. In

this case one could divine the new respect to be attributed

to the CAA especially in safety and financial matters (after

all most of the civil servants then in the Department of Trade

and Industry's civil aviation section were to be moved into

the CAA as its new staff). The ATLB had refused Sagle Flying

Services (Eagle) a licence although the application was

unopposed because it regarded it as premature to licence a

company under the control of the former Chairman of the

liquidated Eagle group of companies. (The ATLB had refused
155

a similar application from Eagle Flying Services in 1971
15 6

and had held a private session with Eagle to discuss

financial matters before the second case.) The Commissioner,

Sir John Lang, considered that the former Chairman's standing

should no longer be in question and recommended granting

Eagle the licence. The Secretary of State did not follow
157

Sir John but supported the ATLB, saying that he had,

^concluded that in this case, which turns upon the
licensing authority's judgement of an applicant's
fitness, he should not lightly reverse that
judgement, especially when the function of issuing air
transport licences is about to be exercised by the
Civil Aviation Au-hority, to whom an application can
be made, and whose decision the Secretary of State
would not wish to pre-empt."

The emergence of a new attitude towards appeals was

visible.

154. Application E12505.

155. Application E12506.

156. On 9th September 1971.

157. Decision letter of 23.3.72 paragraph 2.
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Conclusion on ATLB appeals

The factor that immediately strikes one on looking

over the ATLB appeals is the lack of any workable division

of policy making between the ATLB and the government

department. A clear policy line could not emerge on large

political questions or on run of the mill matters of

regulation. The ATLB were very jealous of their independence

often to the point of being reluctant to accept the lead of

the Department. This might have been understandable if the

recommendation of a Commissioner had been the root of

the disagreement in a case, especially if the matter was one

of expertise, or where the ATLB developed a policy. It would

have been less understandable where the Board of Trade was

more directly responsible for policy formation e.g. on inclusive

flour tariffs. In a number of cases we saw examples of this

reluctance e.g. the statements in annual reports and European

case of 1961 that the ATLB would ignore matters of traffic

rights, the continuation of the policy on BUAF as a car

ferry service against the trend of Commissioners' advice, the

cases of refusal to accept the ratio decidendi of the appeal

case (e.g. the European Case 1961 and the cases of re-confirming

the original decision after re-hearings), the 1 in 20

concession cases, the 3ritish Eagle applications on the Glasgow

route. On any one matter one had a good chance of finding

two policies* if the ATLB had a policy on a matter they were

not inclined to drop it in favour of the department.
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The Commissioner's task was difficult and this

showed. Often in cases decided on a matter of principle^the

Commissioner would act in ignorance of (or disregard of) an

ATLB policy. An example was Sir Ralph Home's 19o8 decision

to back the commercial judgement of the airline against that

158
of the ATLB on domestic tariffs.

The Commissioner heard a case argued as before the

ATLB or with new evidence, on principle or on the merits of

the case, on issues of broad political policy or on narrow

regulatory policy. The distinctions were not crucial - we

heard parties argue that political policy was a matter

for the Government not the ATBB and that 'judgement' was

to be left to the ATLB, sMeither argument proved decisive.

The Commissioners often commented on their poor position to

the decisions of the ATLB - they usually proceeded
iwiw

to review on the merits, often without the excuse of new

evidence. Where new evidence was produced a re-hearing was

not always ordered because of the time factor. In one case

a re-hearing recommendation was turned into the allowing

of an appeal.

The attitude of the Commissioner towards the ATLB's

discretion proved very important.. Some Commissioners varied
the

in their approach e.g. Sir Ralph Hone 8th January 1968 tariff
159

case was unsympathetic to the ATLB discretion, usually be

was protective of their decision. Sir Henry Smith's decision /

158. pp.4 4 3-4 4 4 above.

159. Ibid.
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on A4458 in February 1967 contrasted with his unsympathetic

decision of 18th July 1967.160
There were differences to be seen in the interpretation

of the role of the Commissioner. Some generally felt an

onus had to be discharged before the ATLB would be

overruled, e.g. Sir John Evans, Sir Ralph Hone, Sir Archibald

Rumbold and D.F. Allen; others would review on the merits

without much hesitation, e.g. Sir John Lang and Sir Denis

Proctor. Another distinction arose - Sir Dennis Proctor felt

that the Commissioner should be independent and give a

"personal judgement"^61;others such as Sir Arthur Hutchinson

and Sir Archibald Rumbold considered that they ought to

reflect the policy of the Government department (see the

quotation on p.'4 6 1 ).*62
Commissionerswere not liable to distinguish matters of

political policy from those of *expert judgement*. By division

of discretions it should have been possible to mark out an

area for the independent body*s judgement. This was not done

in the ATLB*s case - it was not in any practical sense treated

as an expert body. It might be argued that civil aviation

involves such contentious political issues so frequently that

there is no real place for independent adjudication or

ideas like *the building up of standards*, but if we look at

the procedures of the ATLB we will see interference far greater

160. A2330/6.

161. See page 4 g 3

162. See the appendix to this section for details of
Commissioners* backgrounds.
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than justifiable on the grounds of •political* policy

making. The defects in the use of appeals were not all

necessary - nor were they all caused by the allowing

of new evidence on appeal. The problem was that

discretion was not divided politically or otherwise. By

this I mean that the areas of ATLB and Government

responsibility were not clearly defined. The ATLB was

given no marked area inside which its judgements and its

policies would be respected, similarly it did not accept

policy guidance from the Government where it might have

done. The simplest such 'division of discretion* would

have been that suggested by some parties before appeals -

to have given the ATLB a degree of freedom in matters of

judgement and everyday regulatory policy whilst giving the

Government the lead in matters affecting foreign relations

and the broadest political policy (i.e. affecting the fundamental

shape of the industry). Some appeal Commissioners effected

such a division but the ATLB and the government department

were slow to pick it up. The result was a tangle of

responsibilities with some decisions being made by persons

lacking the relevant knowledge or expertise.

I will consider in the next section the evolution of

principles,standards and policies by the licensing board. If

my analysis backs up statements made to the 1967 Select

Committee it seems that problems were not merely of political

control - it was Stated to the Committee that lines of policy

were hard to distinguish either on appeal decisions considered
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alone or on ATLB decisions considered alone - the problem

was also one of coherency.

I have described nearly all the appeals made against

the ATLB, some of them in detail. This was necessary to

show the attitudes of the Commissioners and the Board

of Trade, and to indicate the importance of the appeal

decisions in the development of lines of policy and

politically. It will be clear from the above account that

the appeals were vastly important and may be said to have

undermined the ATLB licensing system in both above

respects. The account given indicates that on both levels

of political policy and the structuring of working discretion

the system had defects. These defects were soon spotted by

the various reviewing committees. For the future it was

proposed to give the new CAA greater freedom yet retain

control by means of a policy guidance. The criticism of the

ATLB appeals structure made by reviewing committees are

instructive as we see a legal machinery for structuring and

dividing discretion being devised. The debates concerning

this division of discretion covered the usual grounds of

discussion on the justiciability of an issue and the proper

level of accountability which we began to see in the

Restrictive Practices Court debate. Once more the overriding

consideration appeared to be the level of political

responsibility rather than the susceptibility of the problem

to adjudication on the basis of announced standards, rules

or principles.
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Let us then consider the criticisms made of the ATLB

appeals system, the proposals for change and later the new

appeals system deviled.

Criticisms of the ATLB System of Appeals

Criticisms of the ATLB appeals procedure were voiced

at an early stage by BEA in its annual reports. In the

1963-4 report the Corporation described the Ministers*

action in allowing an appeal giving British Eagle increased

frequencies to Glasgow as "A disturbing feature of UK
103

licensing procedure". J In 1967-8 BEA stated their continuing

concern at the procedure for appeals:

"The right of appeal is conferred on all parties to a
case for any reason, and indeed parties are able to
appeal virtually for no reason other than that the
appellant is dissatisfied with the Board*s findings.
This situating has ... led to abuses of the appeals
machinery."

The Select Committee on Nationalised Industries (BEA) Second
165

Report contained a number of criticisms of the appeals system.

The system was criticised mainly for its inability to consider

100
or produce general policies. BEA said,

"The Board's decisions are made ad hoc, without apparent
regard for the long term planning requirements ... divorced
from any other part of the civil aviation scene ... If a
case is taken to appeal, as it frequently is, the single
Commissioner who hears the appeal cannot reasonably be
expected to consider these wider aspects, since any appeal
must, by its nature, relate closely to the matters
considered at the lower court; the Commissioner is not a
civil aviation expert."

lo3. BEA 1963-4 Report p.27.

164. BEA 1966-7 Report.

165. H.C. 673 1966-7.

166. Ibid at App. 14 p.297 paragraph 46.
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Sir Myles Wyatt of BUA described his airline's state
167

of mind as "complete uncertainty as to the future". ' He

stated that taking appeal decisions as a set of cases they

were as unrelated to any coherent policy or body of principle

as the ATLB decisions(though he gave the bilateral negotiations
1.63

difficulties as a reason for this. He felt that in both

169
there was "an element of capriciousness".

The Chairman, Mr. Mikardo asked^how could any valid

assurances be given in a mixed system combining an

independent board with a government department free to change
170

policy. Sir Myles agreed that this was 'the ruab of the

whole thing' that the ATLB was set up by Government and was

subject to government policy dictates.

The Board of Trade admitted that;

"the raison d'etre of the ATLB is not that it shall
hear applications but that it shall create a
situation in which the^^is something to be appealed
from to the Minister".

The Select Committee desired radical changes. They asked

the Board of Trade whether the President of the Board of

Trade could take over licensing. The witness for the Board

of Trade argued that this was possible but without an appeals

system he feared it would be difficult to defend any decision
172

as impartial.

167. Ibid Q1859 of Minutes of Evidence.

168. Ibid Q1837.

169. Ibid Q1838.

170. Ibid Q1861.

171. Minutes of Evidence of Board of Trade Ibid Q1209.

172. Ibid Q1.U8-9.
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Mr. Mikardo asked what difference would there be? -

The Board of Trade had the final say already - No answer

173
was offered to this point.

The Board of Trade witnesses argued that there ought

to be an appeal in such a system)saying, "it is surely now
174

commonly accepted", and they pointed out the Council of
175

Tribunal's approval of the air transport licensing system.

The Committee asked whether there could be an appeal against

the Government department here, perhaps to an independent

body,but the Board of Trade felt

"it is perhaps too complicated an indy^gry for an
appeal decision to go the other way".

The Select Committee were not impressed,

"with the argument that it was desirable to have a

system of appeals to promote confidence in the licensing
decisions reached. There may be confidence in the
fairness of the present decisions in the short term,
but neither BUA nor BIATA satisfied with the working
of the system as a whole".

They then siid*^8
"So long as the Board of Trade have power to settle
appeals against the ATLB and against the advice of an
appeal Commisioner any advantages of apparently
independent judgement evaporate ... the present system
might almost be described as creating the ATLB in
order to have a body from which to appeal to the Minister."

173. Ibid Q1190

174. Ibid Q1206

175. Ibid.

176. Ibid Q1205

177. Ibid IV 50

178. Ibid IV 51

page XI viii.
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The Committee considered the Board of Trade must

formulate policy and implement it without a "facade of

independence". It felt the ATLB should be wound up since

without licensing and fare fixing it would be a consumer

council and nothing else.

The above quotation comes close to denying the value of

an independent body as a •buffer* between participants in

a mixed economic system and central government. To argue

the inutility of such an agency one would have to do more

than point out that the government department is the last

bastion of policy,one would have to show that there has been

such interference or confusion between the two levels of

decision making that the ensuing inefficiency outweighs the

benefits of the independent body (viz. its (symbolic)

impartiality, its continuity, expertise, speed and

efficiency). It is not convincing simply to argue that

the Board of Trade makes policy on appeal and by direction,

therefore it should do so at first instance. The Select

Committee gave too little thought to ways of improving the

machinery set up by clearer demarcation of discretions

between the ATLB and the Board of Trade. They underestimated

the call for an appeals system and they were overoptimistic

concerning the acceptability of a departmental licensing system

to the independent airlines. To point out that the independents

realised that Government must take the ultimate policy decisions

is not to show that they did not desire an independent body as
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179
a policy making (ultimate or not) 'buffer*. To claim

that it does is to ignore the point that discretions may

be structured at levels to give advantages.

The Select Committee were right in pointing out the

dangers of a division of discretionary levels that doesn't

work - the result is a 'facade of independence'. What we

should, look for is a division allowing the development of

policy and standards at both levels.
180

The Edwards Committee stated that the appeals

structure had been severely criticised in almost all the

submissions to them. They emphasised that no restrictions

had been made on evidence presentable and that new evidence
181

COUld!00 ,anc5 °^ten hac* been presented at the appeal stage.

They noted that the airlines had increasingly come to regard

the ATLB hearing as no more than a preliminary round and

that allegations had been made that parties have deliberately

saved evidence for use in appeal. The Committee said,

"We feel very strongly that this is a highly
insatisfactory situation and have a great deal of
sympathy with the ATLB when it says that its authority
has been seriously u^g^rmined by the working of the
appeals procedures."

179. Indeed I have been told that the r~TpHratIsee and the
larger independents ,e.g. BUA resisted the temptation to
appeal frequently because they wanted to preserve the ATLS
as an independent body.

180. Edwards paragraph 644.

181. Ibid paragraph 645.

182. Ibid paragraph 647.
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They took a very different approach from that of the

Select Committee in recommendations for remedies - the

Committee desired,
"a much stricter limitation of the grounds for an

4|*eal, and the use of the courts or a special
tribunal rather than a Ministeria|a^ommissioner, as
the place for hearing an appeal."

Having recommended the use of written policy guidance , drawn up

by the Government in Statutory Instrument form the Committee

desired appeal on two grounds, either on a point of law or

on grounds of perversity, i.e. that it could not reasonably

be brought within the declared policy of the Government as set

out in the statutory instrument.

The Labour Government considered both reports and did not

accept either recommendation. The White Paper "Civil Aviation
184

Policy" of November 1969 gave the Government*s views. At

paragraphs 13 and 102 they accepted the Edwards Committee view

that policy objections should be set out in a published

statement, that continuity of policy was important for the

development of the industry and therefore that changes should

be relatively infrequent. The Government agreed that the

system of appeals of the I960 Act had "undermined the

185
authoritative character of the licensing body" and accepted

thfct the grounds of appeal should be limited to the issue of

the "consistency of such a decision with the declared policy".

183. Ibid paragraph 648.

184. Cmnd. 4213.

185. Ibid paragraph 103.
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The major disagreement concerned the Edwards Committee,s

recommendation that the Courts or a judicial tribunal
186

should hear an appeal on the issue of consistency with policy;

the White Paper rejected this approach saying,

"The formal policy statement, being concerned with
essentially economic criteria, is unlikely to be
expressed in terms tending themselves to judicial
interpretation. The consistency of the Authority's
decisions with the policy can best be judged by the
Board of Trade which will have1gj^awn up the policy
statement in the first place."

ATLB comments on appeals

The ATLB had itself expressed concern at the operation of

the appeals system. It commenced criticism in the 1965-66

report arguing against the introduction of new evidence before

the Commissioner. The Board pointed out that under Regulation

14(15) the Minister could order a re-hearing where there was

new evidence. The Commissioner had only recommended a re-hearing

on two occasions and the Minister had rejected this course

both times. The Board felt that its * constant involvement in

aviation matters' put it in a better position to assess new

188
evidence in a particular case. It urged that Ministers had

overestimated the time the Board would take to re-hear. The

ATLB pointed out that when it had re-heard a case it had re-heard

faster than the Minister had decided not to order a re-hearing

in the two cases mentioned above.

A year later the ATLB noted that in a 1966 re-hearing it had

taken only months from the Board of Trade's order to re-hear

to reach a decision. It concluded that a re-hearing would not

186. cf. Edwards Committee Report paragraph 650.

187. at paragraph 104.

188. 6th Report ATLB paragraph 39.
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impede the licensing process and ought to be ordered where

new evidence was to be offered. In 1967 five such re-hearings

were ordered but subsequent reports do not disclose any

use of this device.

CoTnmenting on the findings of Edwards and the 1969 White

Paper the ATLB's tenth report stated that,

"All concerned agree that the^g^isting appeals
machinery is unsatisfactory."

The Board objected to the White Paper's rejection of Edwards

appeals tribunal in favour of continuing Board of Trade

appeals stating,

"there must be the seeds of dissatisfaction and confusion
in a system which ... accords the responsibility for
deciding appeals against the decisions of a judicial
tribunal to a member of tlj<*^Executive, which we have
always considered wrong".

A year later the ATLB repeated that the system of appeals

had undermined its authority and welcomed Mr. Noble's statement

in the second reading of the 1971 Bill that the future Secretary

of State would on appeal support the decisions of the Authority

unless there were 'clearly major reasons for departure*. The

Board hoped that the new policy would apply to the ATLB

191
immediately and stated that it would withdraw its objections

to an executive appeal if Mr. NoV>\e.*s assurance was remembered

and respected.

189. paragraph 12 of lOth Report HC 68 1970.

190. loth Report paragraph 15.

191. See 11th ATLB Report paragraph 8.
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The ATLB gave three examples of appeal reversals which

had occurred in 1970 and had undermined the Board. Firstly

it mentioned the Ministers granting Thompsons an £18 fare on

Majorcan holidays after the Board had refused a licence. The

ATLB stated that this had produced a "collapse of the price
192

control for very short holidays in the winter of 1971-2".

Secondly it instanced the Board of Trade's reversal of the Board
in allowing free holidays for party organisers on short holidays

after the ATLB had announced a new policy of not granting such

provisions and had followed this in a decision. Thirdly^the
Board felt the greatest upset had been the Board of Trade's

decision to allow an appeal increases in the domestic air

tariff after the ATLB had refused these in order to combat

inflation and sustain traffic growth.

It concluded that there was a need for a system allowing

the Authority to answer a case made by an appellant on

appeal,since,

"However able and painstaking a Commissioner he is
bound to be unaware of some of the lj»^kground that
underlies a decision by the Board."

The Board proposed that appeals be argued not orally before

Commissioners but in writing to the Minister to allow the

Authority to comment.

Above we have seen very different proposals for the new

appeals system put forward by the Select Committee, the Edwards

Committee, the Government and the ATLB itself. The approach of

192. 11th Report paragraph 13.

193. Ibid paragraph 19.
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the Board of Trade representatives before the Select Committee-

touched on the central difficulty of the independent board.
194

The quotation from paragraph 104 of the minutes of

evidence to the Select Committee showed a classic 'argument

from justiciability'. The Government did not argue that the

Board of Trade must for political reasons;make policy, they

argued that economic criteria were not susceptible to

judicial interpretation. Against this we might point to the

Restrictive Practices court which treated such questions as

195
justiciable (though not wholly suscessfully perhaps ) and we

might ask whether a tribunal operating as the Transport

Tribunal did might not have additional benefits for

predictability, development of standards etc.. The point

here is that the Government used the non-political justiciability

ayy—ffnt for political reasons. The very point of the

Edwards recommendations of paragraph 651 was that it would

require,

"policy statements to be written in terms sufficiently
clear to be generally understood and if necessary to
stand the test of judicial interpretation".

The Government found that degree of independence unacceptable or

else feared that they could not produce a policy guidance in

advance that would give the required degree of control.

A paradox emerged in this debate on the independence

issue. Why have an independent body at all? Originally the

ATLB was set up (if not for the 'lack of policy* reason) as

194. See P4 s Tabove.

195. See Stevens and Yamey 1965 Ch. 7 and Cunningham 1971 87 LQR
481 <3 508.
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an independent body to appease the private airlines who would
196

not have accepted licensing by the "owners of BOAC and BEA",

their competitors. We saw in the Select Committee report that

the Board of Trade felt they required the final decision but

that there must be an appeai system (a conclusion the Committee

had rejected). The independents accepted that the Government

must have the final say on policy but feared a Government

197
licensing department. The Edwards Committee considered the

latter proposal in paragraph 1001-2 of their report and

rejected it.

The Committee felt the incompatibility of a 'private

sector' and a governmental licensing system. Having noted

the desirability of Governmental policy making the Edwards

Committee put great store on the ability of the government to

dictate policy by issuing policy guidance as statutory

instruments without the powers derived from hearing appeals.

When the Civil Aviation Bill 1971 was debated the issue

of justiciability recurred under the two headings of:

1. Should appeals go to the Minister or to an independent

body ?

2. Should appeal grounds be limited to consistency with

the policy guidance set out by the Government?

On the first issue the Conservative Government of 1971

198
agreed with the Labour Government White Paper. Mr. Noble

stated that the CAA would have a discretion to act since

Parliament could not foresee the problems two years hence. He

196. A phrase commonly used by the rigktwing 'Flight' magazine to
refer to the Government.

197. HC paper 1966-7 No. 673 Minutes Q1899.
198. at paragraph 105 of Cmnd. 4213.
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went on i° say >

"It also follows that the objectives and the
guidance, which will be in general terms, mainly
about economic considerations, are not suited to
ultimate decision by the courts. Appeals, therefore,
must lie with the Secretary of State, and I think
here with the last Administration, we depart from 1QC)
Sir Ronald Edwards Committee's own recommendation."

Mr. R. Kerr objected,

"the final decision will again be left to the
Minister. I anticipate that this legislation will
produce the old faults of the previous ATLB
system."

Mr. Noble argued that the new system would be an

improvement on the old in which

"There was no contact between the ATLB and the
DoTI ... There were far too many appe^j, and in
too many cases ... they were upheld."

To remedy this situation Mr. Noble stated that it was

not the Government's intention regularly to substitute their

decision for the CAAs -

"The Secretary of State's policy when considering
appeals, will be to uphold the decision of the authority
unless there are clearly major reasons for departing
from it."

Mi Millen considered that the latter device was undesirable

saying

"it is rather remarkable to ask the Committee to pass
legislation giving unlimited powers to the Minister,
when the Minister says ... that we need not worry, because

199. H.C. Deb. Vol. 814 Col. 1174.

200. H.C. Deb. Vol. 814 Col. 1228.

201. Standing Committee A 19th May 1971 Col. 442.

202. H.C. Deb. Vol. 814 Col. 1174.
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203
it will be restricted in practice".

t

He pointed out that a successor to the present Minister
204

might use the powers in bad faith.

In spite of these remarks we will see that a remarkable

change has occurred in the attitude of the Government towards

appeals.

Having established that appeals would go to the Government

the next issue was restriction of grounds. Some MPs considered

the limiting of the grounds of appeal to consistency with

policy guidance would reduce wasted appeals and allow more

accurate assessment of one's chance of success (the Labour

Government's White Paper desired this limitation as had

Edwards). Mr. Millan argued that if grounds were left

wide open ,

"We shall repeat all the misfortunes and unforJugate
history of the Air Transport Licensing Board."

Mr. Michael Noble said that he had taken the highest legal

advice and this limitation could not be achieved. He

explained,

"If the grounds of appeal were to be restricted in
this way it would be essential to express the guidance
in very precise terms, and in terms which contained no
possibility of internal conflict. I am satisfied it can't
be done ... consis^pntly with leaving the Authority any
real discretion."

203. Standing Committee A 19th May 1971 Col. 437.

204. See also H.L. Deb. Vol. 321 Cols. 1238-9.

205. Standing Committee A 18th May 1971 Col. 422.

206. Ibid Cols. 423-4.
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He continued,

"It is for legal reasons and not because of a desire
to keep the reins in the Secretary of hands
that we have reached this conclusion."

He added that, in setting out grounds of appeal, it would be ,

"impossible to foresee all the situations that
arise and resolve all the conflicts in advance."

Thus the Conservative Government, like the Labour

Government, kept the reins by refusing to delegate to a

tribunal.

In addition to the former Ministerial powers the 1971 Act

introduced a power whereby the Minister could direct the CAA

to suspend its deliberations on a case pending a Board of Trade

review of its polidy. The main inhibitor in the CAA appeals

system was to be the undertaking set out in the Policy Guidance

presented to Parliament in February 1972 stating that the

Secretary of State^
"will uphold the Authority's decision unless there i^(XO
clearly a substantial reason for departing from it".

For the sake of speedier appeals the 1972 Regulations

abandoned the Commissioners hearing, substituting decision by

the Secretary of State on the basis of written submissions

(Regulation 16 of the CAA Regulations 1972 SI 178). This

allowed the Authority to submit further reasons to the

210
Secretary of State.

207. Ibid Col. 424.

208. Ibid.

209. Paragraph 4 of the first Guidance, this was not repeated in
the second Guidance of February 1976 but was understood by
then.

210. See paragraph 19 of 11th ATLB report 1970-71.
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Further Conclusions

The criticisms made by the above bodies of the ATLB

appeals system mainly concentrated on the legal framework

which had set up the ATLB. Little emphasis was put on the

ramifications of the 'power struggle' and the reasons for

its origins. The role of the Commissioners, which we have

seen to have been so important, was not considered in detail,

(apart from recommendations that appeals be given to tribunals)

nor was the question of the different attitudes and

experiences of the Commissioners. The above account shows just

how the mixture of attitudes, legal powers and policies affected

the regulation of aviation. Due to a number of factors

which we have examined above the appeals procedure was a

main reason why the ATLB system of regulation was

unsatisfactory. It was hoped that the new Civil Aviation

Authority would be given a discretion sufficiently well defined

to improve on that situation.
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APPBNP1X TO CHAPTER 3.3

ATLB appeal Commissioners 1961-1972

I have tCMed the backgrounds of nine Commissioners

used by the Ministry of Aviation, Board of Trade or Department

of Trade and Industry. It may be useful to give a brief

account of their individual qualifications. The Minister

appointed usually a retired barrister, judge or civil

servant, sometimes without aviation experience and sometimes

with a detailed knowledge of aviation.

Sir Dennis Proctor K.CB had gained experience in industry

and in the civil service. Before his appointment as an

appeal commissioner he had worked in the Ministry of Health,

the Treasury (third secretary), the Ministry of Power (Permanent

Secretary) and had been a Deputy Secretary in the Ministry

of Transport and Civil Aviation in the years 1953 to 1958. Thus

Sir Dennis would have had some knowledge of the problems of

civil aviation regulation (he would have dealt with the Air

Transport Advisory Committee) and no doubt had close contacts

with makers of Government aviation policy.

Sir John Lang QCB before appointment as a Commissioner had

been a civil servant in the Admiralty. He was Secretary to

the Admiralty from 1947 to 1961, the Chairman of Bettix Ltd. from

1961 to 1970 and the Principal advisor on Sport to the

Government from 1964^being Deputy Chairman of the Sports Council

from 1965 to 1971. It would appear from his record that

Sir John had no detailed knowledge of the civil aviation

industry.
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Major-General Sir Ralph Hone KCMG, KBE, MC, TD,GCSt.J, Q,C.

Barrister at Law had practiced law overseas. He had worked in

the legal civil service, was a Secretary General in Malaya (1946-8)

Deputy Commissioner General in S.E. Asia 1948 to 49, Governor

and C. in C. North Borneo 1949 to 1954, he was head of the

Legal Division of the Commonwealth Relations Office from 1954 to

1961 and resumed practice at the Bar in 1961. He was an

appeal Commissioner in civil aviation from 1961 to 1971.

Sir Algernon Rumbold KCMG, CMG, CIE had worked in the

India Office until 1947 when transferred to the Commonwealth

Relations Office. He was Deputy High Commissioner in the

Union of South Africa from 1949 to 1953, He became an Assistant

Under Secretary of State in 1954 and Deputy Under Secretary in

1958. He returned in 1966 but became the Deputy Chairman of

the ATLB in 1971-2.

Sir Henry Smith KBE, CB had been Deputy Under Secretary of

State in the Air Ministry from 1958 to 1964 and was Deputy

Under Secretary of State (Air Force Department) of the

Ministry of Defence from 1964 to 1965; he would therefore

have some knowledge of aviation problems and contact with the

Government*s policy on civil aviation.

D.F. Allen CB, FSA, FBA worked in the Ministry of Shipping

Department of Foreign Shipping Relations in the 1940s. He then

worked in the Ministry of Transport and joined the Aviation

General Policy branch of the Ministry of Aviation in 1959. He

became Under Secretary in the Aviation Economic and General

Policy branch of the Board of Trade in 1966,having been Under

Secretary in the Ministry of Aviation from 1961 to 1966. Mr. Allan
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would ;in deciding appeals have had the most detailed

knowledge of the industry and of the Government1s policy.

Sir Arthur Hutchinson KBE, CB, CUD worked in the Home

Office from 1919 onwards being a Deputy Under Secretary of

State from 1948 until his retirement in 1957.

Mr. P.L. Bushe-Fox worked as a Barrister and then in the

Foreign Office from 1947 to 1950; he was Assistant Legal

Adviser in the Foreign Office from 1950 to 1957 and Legal

Counsellor in the Foreign Office from I960 to 1967. He

retired in 1967.

Sir Harold Kent GCB, KCB, QC was a Barrister at Law and

Parliamentary Counsel to the Treasury. From 1953 to 1963 he

was H.M. Procurator-General and Treasury Solicitor.

The above accounts of the Appeal Commissioners*

professional experiences indicates that, just as we saw

contrasts in the way the commissioners interpreted their

functions so we see there was no consistent set of

qualifications required for the appointment of Appeal

Commissioner. Given that some Commissioners had experience

and close knowledge of the Government's aviation policies

and others were experienced in hearings procedures yet without

expertise in civil aviation matters it is not surprising that
tr

very different approaches could be taken in exercising the

Commissioner *s appeal functions. The division was not

however totally predictable - it was understandable that

Sir Dennis Proctor asserted his function of giving an

•independent judgement*''' as he had worked in the Ministry of

1. See page46 3above.
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Transport and Civil Aviation and that the retired judge

Sir Ralph Honej took a more judicial approach to review
of the ATLB decisions(but on occasions we did see

Commissioners review on the merits without a background

of aviation experience (Sir John Lang is an example here).
2

Conversely we noted on occasions the judicial approach of

those experienced in civil aviation matters.

2. See e.g. the discussion of Commissioner D.F. Allen*s
report on page above.
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CHAPTER 3.4

The ATLB*s development of Principles. Standards and Rules

In this section I will consider how the Board developed

policy by examining a number of topics to see whether a case

law emerged or whether a consistent policy

evolved?^ through the creation of standards or rules. This

question of the development of substantive principles through

formal decision procedures I separate from the question of

what machinery the ATLB used to develop policy statements. The

former asks whether by examining the decisions of the ATLB we
) )

can trace clear or consistent policy lirves; the latter asks what

role the formal hearing served in the ATLB*s publication of its

policy. I will deal with the second question in the next

section when I will look at the different kinds of machinery

used for expounding policy to the airlines, and the public. Once

we have looked at both these questions we may more readily ask

whether the discretion that the Board exercised was structured

or controlled in the correct manner and to the optimum extent.

In analysing substantive policies through the case law of

the ATLB it must be remembered that not all applications for air

service licences were decided by the Board following a

hearing. The ratio of cases heard to cases decided without

formal hearing was about 1:40. Nevertheless the bulk of the

unheard cases were routine inclusive tour or charter applications

the more important cases were heard in public by a panel of

Board members of the ATLB. (About 20% of cases heard in public

before the ATLB and which concerned scheduled services were

appealed.)
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The Civil Aviation (Licensing) Act I960 laid down the

guidance for the AXLB In very general terms giving a general

duty plus a list of matters to be considered in licensing.

The Act did not seek to impose any priorities onto these

considerations.

Section 1(1) gave the Board a general duty "of exercising

their functions under this Act in such a manner as to further

the development of British civil aviation".

Section 2(2) stated that in exercising their functions the

Board should consider in particular:

(a) financial resources and the applicant#s ability to

provide satisfactory equipment, organisation and staffing

arrangements, and having regard to any contraventions, that the

applicant is a fit and proper person to operate aircraft for the

purposes for which he seeks an air service licence,

(b) The provisions made against liability in respect

of loss or damage to persons or property.

(c) Any unfair advantage of the applicant over other

operators by reason of the terms and conditions of employment

of his servants.

(d) the existing or potential need or demand for any air

transport service proposed,

(e) The adequacy of any similar service authorised, and

the tariff of that service,

(f) The extent to which any service proposed would result

in wasteful duplication of or material diversion of traffic

from any air transport service which is in being or is about to

be provided,

(g) any capital or other expenditure reasonably Ifttfuxred,
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or any financial commitment on commercial agreement reasonably

entered into by the holder of any existing licence.

(h) any objections or representations made in accordance

with the regulations.

The aim of the Government of I960 was to produce 'case

law'. Mr. Ouncan Sandys introducing the second reading of

the Bill said,

"The future pattern of British aviation will emerge

progressively from the decisions of the Board and from
the results of appeals to the Minister. A kind of
case law will gradually build up. Since I have no
intention of trying to settle this in advance, I
cannot tell the House just how it will all work out. I
can, however, give some indication of the general
trends ... It is not intended to undermine the position
of BOAC or BEA ... Another thing that the Bill will not
do is to break up the partnership agreements the

Corporations have concluded with Commonwealth and foreign
airlines."

2
The ATLB in thar 1961-2 Annual Report stated that the

Act gave them no positive guide on policy, inferring the

intention to leave the Board an unfettered discretion. The

Board commented that the absence of a general policy was

"criticised from time to time" and that the development of

aviation called for large and long term investments by

the companies. They asserted their practice to be to,

"set out at length the reasons for our decisions in
particular cases whenever an important point of
principle or the construction of the Act is involved
even though less exhaustive persons would serve the
needs of the particular case".

It soon became apparent that a clear policy was not evolving

but the ATLB asserted that it would,

"continue to rely on its own interpretation unless

1. H .C .Deb. Vol. ${L8 Col. 1231.

2. paragraph 2.

3. Ibid paragraph 6.
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4
overr uled by a court of law".

(Courts were never resorted to.) In the first four reports

the ioard stated that the lack of a statement of general

policy continued "to be criticised from time to time". In

the fifth report the Board noted the policy statement of

Mr. Jenkins and asserted that it would not be bound to pay

regard to it. In the House of Commons in December 1963

5
Mr. Clark asked the Minister if he would introduce legislation

to lay down criteria upon which the ATLB should make decidions,

and in the March 1965 debate on the Jenkins statement some

Members of Parliament argued that the ATLB*s promised case law

had failed to arrive/'

In 1967 the Select Committee received evidence that the

ATLB had not succeeded in giving clear policy guidance. BSA

said,

"The terms of reference ... were vague in the extreme",

and talked of a
;

7
"permanent state of uncertainty".

BEA argued that this meant:

(1) long term planning had been made uncertain because it

was impossible for any operator to guess what share of the

traffic would be made available to it by the ATLB,

(2) British negotiating strength had been divided

and weakened,

(3) BEA*s usage had been damaged internationally,

(4) Successive governments had failed to define clearly

4. ATLB 2nd Report paragraph 8(d).

5. H.C.Deb. Vol. 885 Col.

6. See supra p. 2 4 6 Qf j^port of 196? Select Committee.
7. Appendix A paragraph 47
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Q
the roles of the different sectors of the industry.

Mr. H.C. Brill\tx(\t of BIATA agreed that "the ATLB is a

9
very unpredictable body". Sir Myles Wyatt of BUA talked

of "capriciousness" and of "complete uncertainty as to the

future".*0 The ATLB themselves admitted that their

operations made long term planning, particular for small units,

exceedingly difficult.**
The Edwards Committee stated that formulation of policy

was a "basic problem" and that the ATLB itself had indicated

12
three mam defents. These were:

(1) There was no power for the Minister to issue

authoritative directions on policy so there could be no

foreknowledge of his policy;

(2) There was no method by which a matter of policy

arising in a particular case could reach the Minister unless

one of the parties to the case app«al«d| OBd

(3) There was no compulsion on the Board to follow an

appeal decision of the Minister (or its ratio decidendi) which

it might think inconsistent with the proper exercise of its own

duties under the Act.

S. Ibid paragraph 48.

9. Minutes Q1102.

10. Ibid Q1838 Q1839.

11. Q1102.

12. Edwards paragraph 639.
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The Board was criticised for failing to issue policy

statements or taking initiative in improving route structures.

The ATLB argued that the Act did not provide for it do this,

it was required to hear individual applications with reference only

to the wide considerations of policy set out in the Act. The

Edwards Committee Report listed main criticisms of the ATLB

at paragraph 629. These repeated those of 3EA above concerning

lack of case law, insufficient opportunity to develop route

structures and the Boards acting *Ad Hoc*. The Committee

13
argued that a new authority must:

(1) Introduce a more positive regulatory role into

licensing procedure with the authority initiating proposals in

airlines route structures if this appears desirable;

(2) Undertake more searching financial examinations of

the applicants;

(3) Changethe appeal procedure;

(4) Work hand in hand with those responsible for the

technical regulation of the airlines.

To do this policy must be formulated by Government and

14
published in statutory instrument form, appeals should go

15
to an independent body not to the Minister, the authority should

engage in more positive leadership.*0

13. Edwards paragraph 653.

14. Edwards paragraph 640.

15. Ibid paragraph 655(6).

16. Ibid paragraph 655(7).
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The Labour White Paper at paragraph 86 admitted that

in the ATLB,

"It was a weakness that the objectives of British civil
aviation policy were not set down more fully as a guide
to action. The tendency has been for the Licensing
Board to await applications and to grant those which
satisfied a limited number of very general criteria."

Thus they proposed the CAA system of regulation and called it a

"constitutional innovation" because of the machinery of

"separation between policy formation and the detailed application

of policy".

A fault with the ATLB had been the lack of clear policy.

The ATLB argued that they were not bound to follow the Minister
17

and ought to have been. But why could act the ATLB have

followed the Minister voluntarily? (One would have considered

this the way of least resistance.) They could have done so

but chose to operate alone. On the question of evolving broad

policy the ATLB argued that they were limited by the terms of

reference of the Act but the Edwards Committee said,

"We are of the opinion that it hajginterpreted its
terms of reference too narrowly".

The ATLB's attitude towards guidance and precedent

In the section on relations with the Ministry I have

briefly indicated the ATLB attitude towards policy from above.

The Board's reports in the early years emphasised the freedom

of discretion given to it and their intention to decide cases on

their merits. They did decide thus but in the early years we

saw a hopeful enunciation of principles in decisions and

17. In its 10th Report paragraph 12 the Board xvelcomed the
Edwards proposals of a written policy guidance stating this
to be "Consistent with views we had expressed".

18. Paragraph 630 of Report.
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annual reports which died out into a 'more practical*

attitude of later years. After the attempted guidance from

Mr. Jenkins in 1965 the ATLB assured operators that it

saw nothing in his statement to prevent it from reaching
19

its own judgement. This only emphasised the independent

line taken in the European casds challenge to the Minister to

use his powers of formal direction and its assertion of the

•growth principle* after the North Atlantic appeal. Again

this was asserted in the seventh report of 1966-7 \r\ c-

statement that;

"we are not obliged to bear in mind what appears to be,
from public statements, the Board of Trades attitude
either generally or in particular cases".

However in the 1968-9 ninth report of the Board a more

co-operative attitude emerged. They said,

"It was submitted to us that we ought to disregard
Government statements of policy in the exercise of our
function. This may be in general, but on international
licence requires Board of Trade approval and their
approval depends on agreements with other national
administrators. It would only produce confusion if
we prescribed tariffs over a field that we had reason
to think would be unacceptable to the Board of Trade."

Perhaps this statement may have been confined to inclusive

tour pricings there considered. (The lack of congruity between

the policies of the A1LB and Board of Trade had that year come

to a head in the allowing an appeal of prices rejected in the

Inclusive tour 1969 Test cases.)

Although the ATLB had a duty to consider cases on their

merits if often faced the problem of applications re-submitted

19. See ATLB 5th Report paragraphs 7, 8.

30. 7th Report of ATLB paragraph 5.

21. 9th Report paragraph 44.
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soon after a refusal. The question arose whether the Board

could treat such applications as res judicata.

In August 1963, when Cunard Eagle applied for increases

in frequency on the Glasgow and Edinburgh routes BEA argued

to the ATLB that the applications were so similar to those

heard in 1961 and appealed in 1962 (in the European Case) that

they should be rejected as res judicata. The Board held that

as a matter of law the doctrine did not apply, Xn changing

conditions operat .ors could return to make fresh applications.
22

(Wheatcroft pointed out that the ATLB approached the case

"with the thought of res judicata very much in their minds".)

In the 1963-4 report the Board repeated their statement saying

th at5

"reasons must with the passage of time be considered
against the changing traffic patterns and other features
of the route in question; the changing circumstances of
the British civil aviation industry as a whole and
changes ig^the operation and structure of the applicant
company".

In their next report a year later the Board recounted that

a number of refused inclusive tour applications had been re¬

submitted, being in effect appeals. They commented that this practice

was "not to be encouraged".

Although 'res judicata1 would not be effective to bar

further hearing of a case the Board might treat an issue as

settled if the major factors had not changed. This would be

22. Pag* 151.

23. Paragraph 9.
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easier done if the common factor was identifiable without

difficulty. Thus on 29th September 1971 Eagle flying
24

services were refused a class E licence for 1971 because

they were controlled by Mr. H.R. Bamberg, Chairman of the

Eagle group of companies, still in liquidation proceedings.
25

On 6th October 1971 an application for an E licence for 1972

from the same company was refused "for the same reasons".

An example of the ATLB's willingness to admit changed

circumstances was given in the 1964-5 report. When

criticising the practice ofswift 'appeal* re-submissions by

inclusive tour applicants the Board allowed two applications

to go through because of changed circumstances of a special

nature. Similarly in the case of Tradewinds application for

licence E9767 on 20th March 1970 the AXLB granted a licence

having refused one ten months earlier. Objectors argued

that there had been "no significant chnge" to justify re¬

consideration of the earlier decision but the ATLB considered

there had been. The prior decision had been refused on the

grounds that the applicant was using aircraft leased from a

foreign carrier. In the later case evidence was given of

new investments and the purchase of the three aircraft involved.

The ATLB felt the *position had changed* , and that it would be a

denial of natural justice26 to refuse a licence that normally

would not arouse serious controversy.

24. Application E12506.

25. No. E12505.

26. The Board in using the phrase • natural justice', indicated
its feeling that all operators should be treated equally
in similar situations. The licence was one normally easy to
gain and the operator, Tradewinds, had remedied the defect
in their first application. Thus the Board used the phrase more

to mean 'common fairness* than a legal concept of natural
-Justice that.implied the Board's actoowlodgement of a set of
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Precedent

The Board's attitude to the bindingness of precedents
i

was expressed early on in their annual reports promise to

consider Applications on their merits. The seventh report

27
talked of the 'practical' as opposed to 'theoretical* approach.

On 15th September 1971 in the case of C8461 the issue of

precedent arose. Britannia Airways, Invicta International,

Caledonian/BUA and Lakers applied for a limited number of

charter flights from London to Berlin. BEA objected on traffic

and tariff grounds arguing that Berlin relied heavily on the scheduled
service, and that diversion would occur on weekday flights.

The Charterers, fearing the imposition of Proviiion preferred
to previous decisions of the ATLB andto the Department of

Trade and Industry's decisions allowing below Provion 1 fares

to foreign operators. The ATLB felt that diversion would be
that

minimal at Provision 1 but/if the conditions were relaxed it

might be material. It commented,

"So far as other cases quoted are concerned, the
Board have made it clear that each application is
judged on its individual merits and that previous
decisions of the Board ggnnot be held to bind it in
a current application."

It added that only one of the prioe decisions referred to was

in any way parallel to this application.

The ATLB considered precedents only in so far as a general

line of policy was being established. Thus exceptions were always

27. In its 7th Report (paragraph 8) the Board referred to the
•growth formula' (established to judge competitive
applications against in 1961) and stated that "In recent
cases ... we have tended to move away from the theoretical
approach and reach our conclusion on practical considerations".

28. Decision C3461 of 15:9:71.
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possible. The Board was not afraid of making a decision

run against the grain of previous policy if the circumstances

required this. They would often add a caution that the case

was exceptional. This situation often occurred when a

tour organiser had advertised seats at below * Provision 1* cost

or had sold tickets to an affinity group of doubtful eligibility

under the European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC) rules.
29

Thus on 11th November 1969 Dan Air applied for a London to

Rome charter licence to combine different groups of students

with employees of an Italian food and agricultural organisation.

BEA objected in principle to the combination of passenger groups

on the grounds of duplication. The ATLB declined to consider

the principle involved in general terms, saying,

"in any event we must adjudicate on individ^l
applications in the light of the evidence",

but proceeded to add,

"we have formed the general view that there is a strong
prima facie case against allowing the combination in
a single series of flights of groups of little or no
national affinity".

The Board felt that the application did not meet the spirit

of the ECAC definition of student groups but added that it

would grant the licence in the circumstances. It warned that,

"applicants will be well advised to avoid these
complications in the future"

29. Application B9360.

3Q. Ibid paragraph 7.

31. Ibid.
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and proceeded to annexe the ECAC criteria it would adopt

in the future.

On 3rd September 1970 Caledonian applied for a London to

Munich tour. The ATLB had stated in May 1970 that the 1 in
32

20 organisers concession would be granted only on holidays

up to three nights in duration, not longer. Caledonian had

advertised the concession on four night holidays after the

ATLB decision in May. The ATLB described the action as

"imprudent" and granted the licence with "considerable

hesitation" adding that it should not be assumed that the

concession would be repeated in future.

The ATLB did not exert punitive sanctions on airlines and

thus it was possible for organisers of tours to sell tickets

for tours in breach of the usual conditions established by the

ATLB in order to use the inconvenience of the public to lever

a licence out of the ATLB. The Board constantly complained

that operators were not si±>mitting applications in sufficient

time. There were other examples of the exceptions made to

principle for the sake of expediency, especially in licensing

charter tours.

33
An example was the decision on 2nd September 197Q. Monarch

32. The 1 in 20 organisers concession emerged from an IATA
ruling allowing carriage of one person in twenty free of
charge provided that such a person acted as an organiser
of the tour.

33. C6492.
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Airlines were given a licence (Catania/Malta/Naples to

Luton) having given so little notice ,o£ application before

the flights were due to depart that BEA who objected did

not in the circumstances ask for a hearing. The ATLB;

despite misgivings about the service, granted the licence

to avoid "inconveniencing the passengers", adding that the

decision was made entirely without prejudice to the outcome

of forthcoming hearings concerning the matter. The Board

s aid

"In spite of the applications grsuited in the past
it should not be assume^that we shall continue to
approve such services."

Consideration of past treatment of an organiser might

also induce the Board to relax a rule. Thus Court Line were

given 1 in 20 concessions on 5 to 6 night holidays, in breach
35

of the 3 night principle, on 22nd July 1970, because they had

been granted them in the year before the May 1970 ruling of

36
the ATLB. The Board felt it would in the circumstances be

•arbitrary* to refuse the licence, but warned it would grant

no more concessions on 5 to 6 day holidays in future.

37
On 28th October 1970 Caledonian were given a licence

for a flight to Bangkok carrying two ships crews and the

National Federation of Pakistani Associations of Great

Britain. The applicants admitted that the latter were not

34. Ibid decision letter.

35. Decision B10143.

36. The ruling establishing the 3 night principle.

37. C6770.
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eligible as an affinity group under the regulations. The

flight was due to take off three days after the hearing.

Once again the ATLB granted a licence on the basis of the

inconvenience to passengers of a refusal.

38
On 11th March 1970 Court Line app&IAd for licences to

serve Strasbourg, Milan and Munich on charter flights below

•Provision 1* and with organisers concessions on 4 and 6 day

tours. BEA objected in principle to the tariff applied

for}saying that it countered the Board of Traders policy
for 1970 tours and that it would give Clarksons an unfair

advantage over other operations. Clarksons replied that the

tours had been planned before the Board of Trade had

considered the problem.

The ATLB •with hesitation* granted both tariff

dispensations and organisers concession sine e the arrangements

were advanced and the bookings made in good faith ,but

added that the case was not to be taken as a precedent and

the willingness of the Board to consider special concessions

on an exaggerated basis of need was "not to be assured".

In its 1970-71 Annual Report the ATLB stated that,

"In the past some tour organisers have set out to
undermine the minimum price structure by publishing
their offers before the Minister*s decision was known
and then claiming ,if the issue went to appeal, that
it was too late for them to withdraw the offers, the
different between the minimum price and the price
advertised was then covered by the issue of vouchers
for an equivalent cash value. This practice not only
brings the law into disrespect but is grosslv^unfair to
those tour organisers who uphold the rules."

38. Applications B9770 etc..

39. At paragraph 14.
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This statement referred to the Minister1s decisions on

the detailed price structure to be followed on inclusive

tours and indicated the power of abuse that lay in the

airline's hands. It followed the allowing of an appeal on

a series of inclusive tour test cases for 1969 by the President

of the Board of Trade,. Mr. Crosland showed that the appeal

system could be abused in answering a written question on

30th April 1969. He stated kks reasons for allowing the appeal

on the 1969 inclusive tour tariff test cases as?

"in order to avoid any requirement on tour organisers
to increase the juices at which they have advertised
and sold tours".

Thus both under pressure and without pressure^he ATLB

would grant 'exceptional* licences. These decisions complicated

the tasks of prediction and of tracing policy development

especially in inclusive tours cases.

Let us now consider the ATLB's use of the public hearing

and case law in developing policy by looking at its

treatment of different topics, firstly competition,

(a.^ Principles of Competition

The ATLB judged competition primarily on the basis of

sections 2(2) d, e, and f of the 1960 Act. The 1961-2 cases

on the North Atlantic and European routes demonstrated a

presumption in favour of competition. The European Case of

November 1961 laid down the first principle for allowing

competition on a route. The 'growth formkla' stated that if

40. H.C.Deb. Vol. 782 Col. 234.
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growth of traffic alone was adequate to support a second

carrier at a reasonable frequency the licence would be

granted; diversion was only relevant if it affected

present traffic. The argument on the European case covered

1961 UK domestic routes also and under the *growth formula*

Cunard Eagle was given daily scheduled service licences from

London to Glasgow, Belfast and Edinburgh but was refused

routes to Manchester and Liverpool.
41

In their 1961-2 Report the Boaid expanded on competition

principles. On 'wasteful duplication* they concluded that:

(1) Duplication was not objectionable per se - only when

wasteful;

(2) It would be wasteful if the operator devoted

resources to a r oute which were in excess of demand or which

could better be used elsewhere;

(3) There was no general presumption that duplication which

would be wasteful if provided by other operators would not be

if provided by the same company;

(4) The mere fact that a company might not obtain so much

revenue in future if certain applications were granted, as opposed

to refused, might be worth considering under section 2(2)(g) or

(h) but this did not automatically mean that there was

•wasteful duplication* or material diversion under section 2(2)(f);

(5) Accordingly long term aircraft procurement programmes

of themselves had rather less importance in the context of

section 2(2)(f) than was sometimes argued.

41. Paragraph 8(g).
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42
The Board were strongly assertive of their

pro-competition stance saying that they did not regard

"material diversion" under section 2(2)(f) as necessarily

a bar to the grant of a licence - because to do so would

have precluded the grant to any operator of a licence on

any route already served and so •freeze* the situation:

"a result we cant believe to have been intended when
the act was passed".

43
The report stated that in considering •material diversion*

the ATLB distinguished diversion reducing the amount of traffic

at present carried from that merely retarding the rate of

traffic growth.

Thus the 'growth formula* and the absence of

complete protection of Corporation investments'®***\ f irmly

established. In their third report the ATLB stated that they

would ,

"continue to license more than one operator on a
route if we judge t£j| traffic is sufficient to
allow competition".

Even with the Conservative Government in power until 1964

some tension existed between the ATLB and the Ministryjwith the

Board favouring the competition of private operators with

the Corporations to an extent that the Government sometimes felt

was too damaging to the BOAC and BEA. (When the Minister

42. Ibid paragraph 8(h).

43. Paragraph 8(i).

44. 1962-3 H.C. papers 297 (paragraph 36).
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allowed BOAC*s appeal against the grant to Cunard Eagle
45

of a London to New York licence on the grounds of

wasteful duplication and harm to BOAC traffic it was

against a background of BOAC losses of £16.5 million in
46

the year 1961-2. )

When a Labour Government came to power in 1964 it was

to be expected that the new Minister, Mr. Jenkins, would act

to reduce competition,thus countering the policy emerging out

of the ATLB* s first four years of decision making.

In 1965 the Jenkins statement of policy guidance was

47
issued and as noted above the ATLB in its re ort of the

year stated that it would not be bound by the Minister on

appeal or by ministerial pronouncements. The statements

policy on domestic routes (no increases in the independents^

permitted capacity in general) and international routes

(no further double designation) potentially conflicted with the

ATLli's 1961 statement of the growth foxula. In 1967 the ATLB

confronted this problem and discussed the issue in its seventh

report. The Board commended that a number of cases in the year

had involved the question of competition on scheduled services

and the frequencies to be allotted. They stated that reasons

were given in individual cases but a general statement was

desirable "as applicants should know the criteria we have in mind".

45. After a hearing in September 1961.

46. Wheatcroft 1964 p. 114.

47. H.C.Deb. 17th February 1965.
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Referring to the 1961 decision(the Board explained the

•growth formula' and stated that;although referred to often
in subsequent hearings,

"We state here that in the light of siijseque^
experience we attach less importance to it."

The Board stated that the formula was valid in 1961 but the

circumstances of earlier cases were unlikely to be repeated

and that in recent years the Board had tended to move away

from a theoretical approach and reach conclusions on practical

considerations. A revised and looser formula was offered:

The Board would consider in future applications:

(1) The absolute volume of traffic;

(2) The effect of the proposed operation in relation to

the rate of growth by means of a formula based on the 1961

criteria but incorporating evidence of aircraft capacity and

load factors appropriate;

(3) If these factors were prima facie acceptable the

Board would look at the practical circumstances of the route

and of the airline concerned. Similar consideration would apply

to increases in frequencies on existing services.

The Board then noted the Minister*s statement, re-asserted

that it would consider cases on the merits and indicated that

the Minister in the BUA domestic trunk appeals had shown that

he was prepared to consider cases on their merits also.
The competition formula was thus weakened considerably.

The practical, *on the merits', approach replaced "theoretical"

considerations. An example of the new approach, reflecting

48. ATLB 7th Report paragraph
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the Minister*s policy statement, was the refusal of BUA's

application for a scheduled service to Brussels. The ATLB

considered that since PEA had taken positive action to

develop the route since 1965 it would be wrong to licence

a second operator on the route when traffic carried would

have been diverted from SEA. The decision was made without

reference to the Minister's statement but was happily

coincident with its policy.

On some routes the Board favoured a very competitive approach.

In applications A2928-A2930 and A2940 from Silver City and Cambrian

for the Isle of Man routes the Board split the services between

both operators^arguing that they did not think it wise to place
air services vital to the economy of an island substantially in

the hands of one operator. The Board might, acting on a

presumption in favour of competition, boost the requirements

of objectors to show diversion. On 23th May 1970 they granted

49
Invicta Air Cargo Services a licence from Marston to Antwerp

to Maastrich area to substantiate the plea of diversion. The

ATLB said^
"We feel operators should be encouraged to explore
ideas and routes ... especially in the export field."

The Board and the Minister would tend to give a new service the

benefit of the doubt (Mr. Jenkins had said "Any British operator,

public or private who wishes to provide a genuinely new service

or open up some fresh market, will have my full support".

49. A1Q075.

50. Decision A10075.

51. H.C.Deb. Vol. 706 Col. 1187 17:2:65.
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The ATLB fought a battle with the Board of Trade over

the Glasgow route and eventually granted BUA unrestricted

frequencies in November 1970. The decision was important

in pronouncing the *principle of equal competitors1 and

refusing protection to BEA. The usual practice on a

route operated in competition between a Corporation and an

independent was to give the Corporation unrestricted frequency

and gradually increase the restricted frequency of the

independent. BUA had been given the licence in 1965 and had

commenced operation in 1966 after the hearing of appeals.

BEA had objected that an increase in frequencies would

merely take from them and give to BUA. They argued that,

under section 2(2) 9 of the Act and the principle of the

North Atlantic case of 1961, regard should be paid to their

proeHKMMt of three Trident aircraf t^ bought with the route

in mind. They added that in addition they faced increasing

rail competition.

The ATLB noted that they had considered important in

this case their acceptance that in some degree Gatwick and

Heathrow served different catchment areas; thus they had

restricted BUA to protect BEA. However, they said, the

question was quite different once the second operator was

firmly established; the parties were to be deemed equal;

"there must come a time when a second operator can

reasona^y expect to be allowed to compete on equal
terms".

Harm would occur to BEA on granting a licence to BUA or to BUA

if deemed the opportunity to recoup losses. "In equity" the

52. Decision A4560 of 11<11:70.
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ATLB granted BUA the frequencies. It concludeds

"the time has come we feel to the full rigours
of competition on these routes".

Thus competition policy had changed since Mr. Jenkins'
54 55

statement. (Even in 1967 BEA had complained that the

ATLB had granted competitive licences to independents against

the Jenkins policy.) The criteria enunciated in 1961 were

lost as guides by 1967. Instead of refining principles and

qualifying, the Board chose to reiy on its 'practical judgement*.

The position on the Glasgow route, by 1970, had changed so

much since 1965 that few people would have considered that

the Jenkins policy still applied - the appeal on the BUA

frequency increases in 1967 had not been used to stop them then.

In spite of this the decision of November 1970 was the first

bold grant of equal status to the independents (it would of

course have been influenced by the Edwards Committee
5o

recommendations °). Even so late as May 1968 the ATLB had

refused BUA increased frequencies on the Glasgow, Edinburgh and

53. Ibid.

54. A Conservative Government came into power in November 1970.

55. To the Select Committee (Appendix 14).

56. The Edwards Committee favoured equality for independent
operators in the matter of frequency restrictions with
restrictions on both existing and new operators when
introducing competition (Edwards paragraphs 327-333).
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57
Belfast routes saying that they were sympathetic to BUA

and in a more favourable economic climate Heathrow could

bear some diversion in order to develop Gatwick's services.

Competition policy meant different things on issues of

charter versus scheduled services, international flights,

domestic trunk routes, domestic non trunk routes. An operator

generally had to show that a service was new, or needed, and

that any competition it offered could be borne by the other

operators. In addition it had to show that the applicant

had the facilities, equipment and finances to undertake the

task responsibly.

On international routes competition was at first considered

healthy - the Act was presumed to intend it (as we saw in the

1961-2 cases). After the Jenkins statement in 1965 less

competition was allowed. Nevertheless, BEA complained to the
58

Select Committee of 1967 that the ATLB had allowed triple

designation on the Geaona route, increased BUA frequency on the

double designated London to Amsterdam route, and allowed

licences to independents that would affect BEA's commercial

agreements with European partners on Verona, Frankfurt and Bremen

routes. An important brake on the independent's international

operations was the difficulty of obtaining traffic rights - by

Board of Trade design or not. BEA in the above submission listed1 i

lO routes given to independents in 1961 and never operated due

to traffic rights problems. Here we sw a two tier

licensing system. In a sense it was meant to be for the

57. Application A4560/3 of 22:5:68.

58. Appendix 14, paragraph 50.
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international routes system, primarily based on inter

Governmental agreements as to frequency and volume of

operations. Thus dual designation would affect the

inter-governmental agreement and was a matter of concern to

the Government Department - a very different situation from

that obtaining on domestic routes where the licensing

authority was in sole charge. Since the department had to

negotiate tariffs and traffic rights in order to implement

the decisions of the licensing authority on international

routes, it had more say in policy matters (even withou t

appeals) and there was a greater incentive to

harmonise the policies at both levels of decision. We saw

in the 9th report of the ATLB its realisation that it should
59

follow the department on international charter tariffs.

On domestic trunk routes the ATLB judged the acceptability

of competition on the basis of volume of traffic and

diversion from the existing operator. It tended to give

double operations where quality might benefit and where growth

would allow a steady increase of the new operators traffic.

On domestic non-trunk scheduled routes the Board was less

likely to find traffic sufficient for competition but allowed

it for special reasons e.g. the Isle of Man case mentioned

, 60above.

It is possible to trace ATLB policy on certain special

circumstances that would affect the basic question of whether

the market could stand competition. I will deal with these:

59. See above} section 3.4- p.5 17 and the 25:1:72 decision (to
give British Caledonian (B.Cal.) a licence for the London
to New York route) therein mentioned.

60. Page 5 3 0
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(.00(0 Protection of the existing operator

It was of vital importance for the operator on a route

to know whether his return would be protected; this was

especially true where he had invested in a loss making route

with the hope of future returns. The industry expected to

take three years to reap the fruits from a route; it would

therefore be upsetting to find that when autumn arrived the

spoils were to be divided and 'creamed off* by another

operator. Protection would be derived from sections 2(2)(e)

and 2(2)(f) of the I960 Act requiring consideration of the

"adequacy of any similar service" and the "wasteful duplication

of and material diversion of traffic^.

6X
In the early years we saw the Board in its 1962 Report

state that duplication was not objectionable per se and in the

European case we saw the growth rule establish that an existing

operator's growth would not be protected, only his absolute

volume of traffic. Thus the 1961 decisions took away an

estimated 46.8% of BEA's forecast international growth and

62
17.5% pf its domestic growth.

In the important 25th August 1965 decision on licence

A4560 (London to Glasgow), British Eagle, in defence of the

BUA application to revoke their licence on the route, argued

that, in terms of the criteria of section 2(2) the services of

British Eagle merited protection.

61. Paragraph 8(j).

62. See K.W. Gwilliam 1960 p.25.
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"A most important factor in this regard was the
capital expenditure incurred by the company now
estimated ^ some £50CXpQO in introducing these
services."

Eagle had withdrawn services after the Minister's Statement and

this counted against them. The ATLB commented,

"We do not suggest that the grant of a licence for a
period of years should not ordinarily be interpreted
as having been intended to afford some degree of
security to the holder of the licence ... there is a
general prosposition that needs to be stated. The
licences we grant are, by definition, not irrevocable.
Moreover, the licensing system permits, and therefore
presumably envisages ... applications by one operator
to revoke the licences held by another ... It should
be open to any operator at any time to seek to persuade
us that the interests of British civil aviation will
be better served by the grant of new licences
accompanied by the revocation of existing licences on
particular routes^., such cases are for consideration
on their merits".

The Board continued to say that it would be wrong to

infer from the Act that such a substitution of one operator for

another could never be justified or that it required one to

demonstrate 7

"that the ol^services were intrinsically bad or culpably
mismanaged".

The commitments entered into and the "reasonable expectations of

security of tenure" would be important factors but, "a licence

when granted is in no sense sacrosanct".^6

63. Paragraph 22 of Decision A4560 of 25:8;65.

64. Ibid paragraph 24.

65. Ibid.

66. Ibid paragraph 25.
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I quote at length because of the importance of this

statement of principle - no fault was to be required to displace

a licence holder before the end of his term of tenure.

In the Eagle case 3UA did replace the former's services.

The case was not simple as it contained a punitive element

(which I will discuss later), and also British Eagle were

reinstated on the route following an appeal.

In the hearing of licence applications A3552/4 and A2340/1

of November 1963,in which BUAF applied in competition with

Channel Airways for a cross channel scheduled service the ATLB

had stated that an airline was reasonably entitled to

protection from competition of an investment which had served

to develop UK civil aviation. In 1966 K.W. Gwilliam noted°7
that this policy had not been pursued consistently by the

ATLB. The Board, for example, licensed a second operator on

the London to Manchester route in 1964. On appeal the Minister

reversed the decision on the grounds that BEA had hot been

given sufficient time to recover development expenditure on

the route.

It was thus difficult for an existing operator to judge

whether he would be protected. Where he was recovering his

initial expenditure over the first few years his chances of

protection were good but exceptions occurred. If BEA feared

other increased competition from private operators or if

privates feared other independents then they might rely upon

67. Gwilliam 1966 pp. 20-33.
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the Jenkins statement of 1965 advocating the restriction

of independents frequencies but on the other hand the

Jenkins statement declined in importance over the years,

was not openly acknowledged by the ATLB and was subject

to exceptional decisions of the ATLB allowing competition.

Finally, it appeared that after August 1965 an operator

might be removed from a route without fault on his part although

an undercurrent of blame ran through the case pronouncing

that principle. In all,principles appeared to offer little

guidance on the matter of protection of existing operators.

When considerations of fault are examined the picture

becomes even more confused.

Codii} The 'Reluctant Operator'

A common situation in aviation licensing was the application

for a licence on a route already licensed to another operator.

The question arose whether the original licensee was to be

protected in such a situation. Section 2(2)(f) of the Act

referred to wasteful duplication or material diversion of

traffic frmm a service which was
;

"being, or is about to be, provided under any air
service licence already granted".

The ATLB developed this point at paragraph 8(f) of its 1961-2

report, stating that "a service about to be provided" meant

"really was going to be provided" and not "merely contemplated".

This statement only partly solved the problem of the

operator who abandoned a route or who abandoned and recommenced

when another operator applied, or who only started operations on

a route when another operator applied to compete, or who argued
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68
that plans had been made (or were being made) to commence

operations. The Authority was faced with a dilemma; it
69

was no part of its function to punish operators but it did

want to discourage practices which were dettimental to the

service given to the public.

The ATLB offered a clarification of its policy in its

1962-3 report in the section "Competing Applications". The

Board there stated that it attached little weight to objections

based on the following;

(1) 'Nn earlier letter (as opposed to a parallel application)

merely informing the Board of the airline*s interest in

operating a similar service in the future;

(2) A competing application made just before the hearing

of the first application, or a stated intention to make such

an application in the future;

(3) An existing licensed service not operated nor in

prospect of operation at the time of hearing.

The Board then stated that where competing applications were

received over a short period there would not thereby be any

particular merit in the first application.

68. The ATLB did receive information from operators on their
planning but this was not supplied in sufficient detail for
its use as a bar to this argument, a degree of flexibility
in operational planning would be assumed.

69. cf. the case of Robinson v. Secretary of State for the
Environment [l973~] 3 All E.R. 1045 which held that section

27(7) of the Road Traffic Act I960 did not give licensing
authorities powers to punish operators.
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The Eagle Case of 25th August 1965 involved this

problem. Following Mr. Jenkins 17th February 1965 statementt

British Eagle had withdrawn its services from theGlasgow

route. BUA argued that the withdrawal of Eagle had seemed

permanent or at least of indefinite duration and that this

"reluctant operator" should move over and make room for

someone else. BEA objected to BUA*s application for a Gatwick

service but supported the application for revocation of

Eagle*s licence arguing that the company "did not sufficiently
70

consider the public interest".

British Eagle asked for a "judicial" decision. They

considered that their million investment deserved protection

under section 2 of the Act. They urged that their withdraw*!

of services had never been intended to be other than temporary;

that they had resumed the Glasgow service and that they intended

to resume on the Belfast and Edinburgh routes. Eagle admitted

that "a factor in their recent thinking had been the

71
application of BUA".

The ATLB stated that it attached no importance to the

recent introduction of British Eagle*s services and that

"The abrupt withdrawal of British Eagle*s services in
February 1965 ... even if ^jjplicable, was clearly a
disservice to the public".

It reminded Eagle that licences were not sacrosanct and

73
repeated its belief that Eagle had only resumed services in

reply to BUA*s application and that Eagle would probably not have

70. Paragraph 21 of 25th August 1965 decision on application A4560 etc.

71. Ibid paragraph 22.

72. Ibid paragraph 23.

73. Ibid paragraph 26.
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resumed services otherwise.

The ATLB then ruled that,

"The withdrawal was no infringement and no question
arises of ♦punishing* British Eagle for any deficiencies
in their performance. The stop-go nature of British
Eagle's services, however, must be a matter for concern,
since irregular and, to that extent, unreliable
services on these important routes ca^ot be in the
interests of British civil aviation".

Since the Board felt that it was "abundantly clear" that

there was insufficient room for three operators on the Belfast

75
and Edinburgh routes it decided to license BUA for all

three trunk routes as it preferred BUA*s Gatwick service to

Eagle's Heathrow operation as competition for BEA (which used

Heathrow). (Sir Friston How, a member of the ATLB, later told
76

the 1967 Select Committee that the Board considered Gatwick

and Heathrow services as largely separate on short haul

services.)
77

The Board in its decision stated that it deplored

irregular and unreliable services on important routes and had

therefore introduced a 'use it or lose it' claase in the licences

78
it gave to BUA. This was the first use of such clauses,

which provided for the automatic expiry of licences which were

not used at the required levels.

The decisions reasons gave a peculiar mixture of

74. Paragraph 29 of decision of 25th August 1965 (A4560 etc.).

75. It was less sure about Glasgow.

76. At Q576 see also paragraph 30(f) of the 25th August 1965
decision.

77. At paragraph 36.

78. As Sir Friston How told the 1967 Select Committee (Minutes
Q555). Sir Daniel Jack told the Select Committee that the
Board would consider an operator's past record of failures
to use licences in considerating applications.
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considerations making it difficult to see the weight given

to them by the Board. For instance, the Board stated that

they attached "little importance to the plea of 'capital

expenditure"' incurred by British Eagle (the million) since
79

it represented mostly operating losses on the route. If

this statement is considered strictly it represents a Board

view that under section 2(2)(g) of the Act (any capital or

other expenditure reasonably incurred or any financial

commitment") would not be included 'operating losses* on a

new route. This interpretation appears harsh - for) if it is

accepted that a new route always costs a great deal to enter

and a number of years of loss must be endured without

profitable return before money is made(it would seem only

reasonable to call such expenditure "expenditure reasonably

incurred" in developing the route. The ATLB in referring to

the loss as 'operating loss' did not distinguish between the

losses to be expected in develping a route and other losses

e.g. due to inefficiency.

On the question of the interrupted service - The Board's
SO

decision stated that the 'right test* was the suit ability

of Gatwick or Heathrow and that this consideration,

"must outweigh whatever importance may be attached
to British Eagle's position as holders of the
existing licences".

QX
The ATLB said that the "interruption of British Eagle's

services ... whether culpable on their part or not, and their

intention for the future - were factors to be taken into

consideration".

79. Decision 25:8b65 paragraph 30(d).

BO. Ibid paragraph 34.
81. Ibid paragraph 30(b).
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We were left with a statement that the airports

issue overrode others, that interrupted services were

deplorable and a disservice to the public, that no question

arose of •punishing* Eagle for their disservice but that such

factors were to be taken into consideration. Thus the licence

was taken away, ostensibly on the main grounds of the airport to be

used, but there were undertones. The Board could argue that

a past failure was not to be punished but was evidence of

suitability or intention for future operations and was thus able

to be considered. One was not sure how much the ATLB was

^influenced by the •disservice1 or by Eagle's intentions for

the future. It did ignore the renewal of the Glasgow service

becausethafc had been a response to the BUA application. The

chance to enunciate a clear principle on the duties to serve

the public and the consequences of failure to do so was lost.

One might have argued in defence of the ATL3 that variables

were too numerous, for example, Eagle's intentions, the effect

of competition on BEA, the needs of Gatwick, BUA^s superior

costings etc., any of which could have swayed the decision.

In reply one might say that principles should at least attempt

to reflect the weight given to different elements of a decision.

One was left with the impression that the ATLB decided on a

mixture of issues, and gave reasons relating to one simplified

issue, i.e. the airports. Even on this they merely commented

on the benefits of competition not being lost on a Gatwick

service and concluded that,

"we are persuaded that BUA*s proposed services out of
Gatwick are more likely than those at present licensed to
British Eagle to further the development of British
civil aviation".

82. Decision of 25:8:65 paragraph 35.
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Soon after the Eagle case the AffLB was faced with another

situation where the non operating licensee responded to

another operator's application. British Eagle International
83

applied for the London to Bremen route and a month later

SEA responded with application A5278 for the same route. The

ATLB heard the applications together and commented in their
84

decision that under licence A3177 BEA might have operated

a cargo service from London to Bremen but had never done so,

nor had it ever sought to cary the licence to includdepassengers,

adding,

"On both these points we have received acceptable
explanations from BEA and we attach little significance
t o them except in so far as they further indicate a
rather more advanced state of gfjadiness by British dagle
to embark on the new service."

The Board stated80 that they were not convinced that BEA,

merely because they already operated some 16 services to and

inside West Germany)should operate one more. They stated that
British Eagle had shown their own ability on the successful

Stuttgart service. (We saw in 1968 after Eagle's fall that

BEA were said to have a very strong case for Stuttgart in view of

their existing German services.)

In the 1966 Bremen case the Board gave "the balance of

advantage to British Eagle", noting that their application had
87

been submitted a month before BEA's. BEA appealed the case,

83. Application A5253.

84. Decision A5253, 1965, paragraph 11.

85. Ibid.

86. Ibid.

87. Appeal decision of 4:11:68.
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and received a dismissal. On appeal BEA argued that the

ATLB had been wrong to find that Eagle had shown evidence

of a more thorough investigation into the economics of

the proposed service and that BEA's criticism of Eagle's

forecasts supported this point. 0n the existing issue BEA

argued that the existing cargo licence could not have been

amended to cover passengers as it included places such as

Stuttgart for which a passenger allowance would not have been

granted. On the matter of the timing of applications BEA

had admitted that they had advanced their proposed date of

operation when Eagle's application was made. The ATLB noted

their explanation as "acceptable" but added that it

indicated "a rather more advanced state of readiness by Eagle".

The Corporation argued that the Board should have

disregarded the "readiness" point altogether to be consistent
88

with the principles set out in its 1962-3 report.

Although the appeal was dismissed these important points

were made. Again one was left with the feeling that the ATLB

would give an advantage to the initiator on a route. This may

especially have been the case if the other party was a

Corporation. It was as if the Board felt that the Corporations

had a special duty to meet public demand since they had large

resources and statutory duties to provide satisfaction of demand.

The independents were left to satisfy demand on new or

undeveloped routes. Thus as an incentive to the Corporations

and to allow openings for independents the Board would favour

the latter if they applied for such a route only to be met by a

88. See above pp. 5 2 6 - 5 2 7
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competing Corporation on a route previously unoperated.

This incentive system, it seemed, would work against the

statement in the 3rd report denying a •first come first

serve* preference system. Again the trouble was the Board*s

vagueness in using phrases such as 'a Bather more advanced

state of readiness*. In the industry managers would realise

that a responding application would be weakened (Corporation

or independent) in proportion to the degree of non-use of a

licence (e.g. withdrawal, inadequate frequencies, and non

extension of services in a logical manner). In all such cases

other matters might cloud the issue but, I suppose for fear

of being considered punitive, the Board was inclined to

rationalise decisions on grounds other than the incentive to

meet demand concept.

Another example of the * incentive to meet demand* principle

(or the punishment of failure to do so) involving two

independents was seen on ,18th July 1970 on the much

contested Southend d><> Rotterdam route. BAF, who had

competed with Channel on the route for years, applied to

remove the passenger restriction on their licence A2341/4. In

addition they desired to use passenger aeroplanes and to add

to the models of aircraft permitted.

Channel Airways Ltd. objected, on the grounds of

undesirable duplication that would destroy the equilibrium

on the route. The ATLB stated that in principle the objection

was well founded. But then the Board said that they "took
1 89

account of Channel Airways actual performance on the route";

89. Decision A2341/4, 15:7i70.
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for commercial reasons they had suspended their scheduled

service for the summer of 1970 and this "allowed BAF to

90
point to a shortage of capacity" on the route. Channel

were expected to resume operations in September 1970. The

Board stated that, assuming Channel intended to operate

reliably, they saw no justification for the sweeping changes

proposed, but would take off the restriction until the end of

the year. The Board hoped the parties could reach an

agreement to share the route.

This decision demonstrated the speed with which the Board

would replace an operator who ceased to act. In this case

the decision, being temporary, was not very punitive. Nevertheless,

it would affect Channel for the remaining three months of the

year.

We may also note that in the 'Reasons for Decision* on

licences A12826 and A12825 (the important grant to B.Cal. of a

London to New York and London to Los Angeles licences of 1972) the

ATLB, in their list of factors that had changed on the route

since 1968, stated,

"Whether for good reasons or bad, BOAC have not
expanded their service between London and New York
as expected in 1968. At the same time, the
Corporation *{^service of Los Angeles is clearly
inadequate."

These deficiencies of B0AC*s service were of importance to the

Board for they stated that, with the other changes, this

90. Ibid.

91. Decision A12825 of 17:2:72 paragraph 15(111).
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"argued strongly that the applications from British
Caledonian should be granted".

Again, on 12th August 1966, BUA ai^plied for an increase

in frequency from 7 to 12 flights a week on the London to

Belfast service. fhe Board granted the increases. BUA had

argued, firstly, that there was an unsatisfied demand and,

secondly, that the 1961 formula for competition ought not to

be appliedvery rigidly to the Gatwick services which were

largely separate from Heathrow operations. In their decision

the ATLB were slightly ambiguous. They stated that the case

had been made for more frequencies from Gatwick, this, rather

than criticisms of the BEA service the base of their

decision. The Board did not feel that the BEA service was an

unsatisfactory as made out by the Nationalised Industries

Advisory Committee for Civil Aviation but considered it

barely adequate and concluded that,

"the Corporations are hardly entitled to object to a
modest increase Gatwick, for which a demand
clearly exists".

On these grounds an increase in frequency was given to

BUA only a year after the Jenkins statement advocating

restricting independents frequencies and a year after the
94

25th August 1965 decision in which granting a licence to

BUA, the Board had stated that evidence given had not led them

to consider an increase in frequency would be justified for

some tim e.

92. Ibid.

93. Decision and reasons 12:8:66.

94. A456Q,
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The corollary of the principle that the reluctant operator

would face competition also applied - an operator might be

given a route deserved the chance to expand. Thus

on 1st March 1966, BEA, BUA and British Eagle International

applied for routes to the new Gerona airport. The ATLB

stated that it had no hesitation in granting the licence to

BEA because, in terms of promotional effort on the Costa

Brava area they considered the Corporation to have the major

claim to the future use of Gerona for scheduled services.

The Board was not always so inclined to support free

enterprise and competition. On the Southend to Rotterdam route

on which BAF and Channel competed it took the Appeal Commissioners

to put BAF on equal competitive terms for passenger transport

in spite of almost a decade.of greater passenger carryings

by that operator.

The operator's need and demand

Section 2(2)(d) of the I960 Act stated that the Board

shall consider "the existing or potential need or demand",

for services. A problem for the Board was whether it should

consider the applicants * need for the route in deciding

whether to licence. It deemed that •need or demand* should

95
not include the operators* own need. In its 1964 report

it set out this rule saying that it was clearly wrong to

"assist one operator to achieve viability at the expense of

beggaring his competitors" - consideration of the airlines

own fleet utilisation problems would not be allowed to

influence decisions. A danger of considering the value to the

95. At paragraph 11.
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fleet would have been the condoning of marginal costings

which might have produced a network of routes yielding an

economic return to no-one.

On the other hand the Board might have wanted to

consider the route network of the airlines and, to some extent,

this would have covered the same ground, for example, the

value of filling 'empty legs' to cut losses or position

aircraft would be considered. Thus it was difficult to accept

responsibility for network building and resist the

introduction of marginal costing on at least the operation of

routes at below the level of economic return.

The rule was difficult to apply. In the case of Channel's

Glasgow licence A10040 the appellants, BEA, argued as an

objection ,that the decision of the ATLB had been made merely
96

in order to solve the operational problems of Channel Airways.

Sometimes the ATLB would consider the overall network of an

operator. After the fall of Eagle in 1968 the ATL ' gave the

Stuttgart route to BEA, against other applicants, as it

felt the BEA existing services to Germany would be complemented

by the addition and BEA's marketing structure was already
97

set up.

98
Channel Airways made an interesting appeal against the

exclusion of Stansted from their Teeside to Palma, Barcelona

and Geneva licences (A6284-6). Their second ground of appeal

96. Decision of 1:12:71 paragraph 20.

97. But cf. the reference to the Bremen case at pp.s'++ sfs- above.

98. Appeal decision of 25:1:68.
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was,

"that the exclusion of Stansted disregarded the
facilities available there for the economic operation
of their jet fleet".

In reply BEA's Mr. Scarlett urged that^
"It was no part of the Board's duty to take any such
consideration into account, particularly where to do
so would injure an established operator, such as
BEA in the present case."

>y
Mr. Scarlett's statement was not commented upojs the

Commissioner. Another instance of this argument of need was

lOO
made by BEA in the appeal on the Bremen route in which

BEA's advocate argued that the grant to British Eagle of the

route was wrong because it cut off BEA from ia route it needed

"to give them a complete coverage of Germany and so
enable them to compete fully with Lufthausa" (paragraph 8

of Report).

In that case the advocate was Mr. J.J. Scarlett. The Commissioner

was not moved by the argument to allow the appeal.

On 9th November 1971 BMA applied for a licence*0^ London

to Strasbourg. There were no objections to the application on

a route not presently operated. The Board considered that the

history of such services to Strasbourg would not suggest any

substantial prospects for this operation. They continued to

say that the proposed service, supplying additional utilisation

with no positioning involved, could break even at a very low

load factor. The licence was granted.

99. Appeal A6284 25:1:68 Commissioner's Report paragraph 16.

100. Of 4:11:66.

101. A12512.
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In this case we see two elements considered. Firstly,

the willingness of the Board to allow an operator on a route

of dubious viability given the absence of objectors,and

secondly, the consideration of utilisation problems of the

company in granting a licence.

An example of the case where an operator's problems were

considered to the cost of another operator arose in 24th March 1970.

This case demonstrated the difficulty of upholding the principle

given in paragraph 11 of the 1963-4 report. BUA had applied

for a number of charter licences to serve, inter alia, Zurich,

Bombay, Columbo and Bangkok. The ATLB was provoked to comment

of the costings, that,

"the practice of offering charter capacity at
prices based on margjg^l costs"... is a matter "currently
causing us concern".

BOAC objected that the proposed services would divert from

their scheduled services. The ATLB, however, said that it would

not refuse the applications as the charters were of

substantial benefit to BUA and that this would outweigh any

probable short term damage to BOAC. ^he AXLB felt British civil

aviation would be furthered by the grant of this licence in

spite of BUA's admission of marginal costing. In this caee the

Board made concessions towards allowing marginal costing and it

permitted some harm to BOAC in order to allow BUA to utilise

its fleet. The case came close to breaching the principle of the
103

1964 Report by(

102. Decision 24:3:70 paragraph 18.

103. Paragraph 11.
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"assisting one operator to achieve viability at the
expense of beggaring his competitors".

Perhaps it would not beggar BOAC completely but it would not

do them any good, nor did the case help the development

of principles on the matter.

Except <in rare occasions the ATLB gave little consideration

to the individual network needs of operators. It was aware

\

of the Corporations development programmes but could not take
104

"official cognisance" of these. The ATLB did realise that

planning problems were difficult, especially for smaller
105

operators and BEA in its submission to the 1967 Select

Committee criticised the *ad hoc* approach of the Board*06
in this respect.

Nor does it seem that arguments as to the suitability of

a route for the network relaxed the requirements to show

needs and demand. In their 1964-5 report under ••Operators
i

plans for Expansion", the Board said that the years Stansted

applications had raised this point - The applicants had given

little evidence of need and demand, they were content to rely

on theie being a * logical extension of their activities,

scarcely treating existing services as relevant*. The

Board said that they looked very critically at proposals to

introduce additional operators on existing routes and

persuasive evidence of need or demand was required. In this

104. Sir Friston How told the 1967 Select Committee this, at
Q463.

105. Ibid Q465.

106. Appendix 14 of Select Committee on BEA Report 1967 p. 297
paragraph 46.
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that
case they sale/such evidence had been left to the objectors

to make and the Board had been left to decide in a vacuum.

Such applications, they concluded, were unlikely to carry

conviction. (The case also evidenced the Board's dependence

on arguments presented to it; it was not willing to grant a

licence on the basis of its own research or knowledge.)

Sometimes ATLB licensing would produce a network of

routes which was very difficult to manage. After BUA were

given 12 routes and refused 10 others in November 1961 they

commented,

"it will need a very careful assessment to decide whether
it will be possible to operate so small a number of routes
economically *s certain that the Board have left
us no margin".

10S
The Edwards Committee gave as two of the main criticisms

made of the ATLB that it had given the private airlines TOO

little opportunity to develop viable route structures and that

it had dealt with applications ad hoc without trying to

devise viable route structures, resulting in a patchwork of
109

unconnected routes. The Committee noted the ATLB's

argument that the I960 Act did not provide that it should undertake

such organising functions, merely that it should hear individual

applications with reference to the considerations set out in

the Act. The Edwards Committee's criticism that the ATLB,

"has interpreted its terms of reference too narrowly"*'*0
surely was meant to apply here. Certainly section 2(2) did not

107. Quoted in Gwilliam 1966 p.29.

108. Edwards paragraph 629 (11) & (111).

109. Edwards paragraph 633.

110. Edwards paragraph 630.
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make reference to the existing network of the operators

but that section was not meant to be exhaustive of

considerations. Section 1(1) gave the general duty to

•further the development of British Civil Aviation* - one

would have thought the viability of route structures to

individual operators was of crucial importance to

development. It seems the ATLB was not concerned to let

either the aircraft utilisation or network building problems

of the airlines influence its decisions on the merits of

each case. This detached view was seen in the ATLB attitude

to cross subsidies.

leOOV) Cross -Subsidisation

The ATLB*s policy was to minimise cross-subsidisation. It

would not accept as an argument for the granting of a route
serving other

an operator's/ 'social service' routes. In 1961 the ATLB

recognised that BEA had certain obligations to operate

unremunerative services on domestic routes (e.g. the Scottish

Highlands said Islands) but held that these services ought to

be directly subsidised by the Government. In the 1961 case the

ATLB said it could not allow the operation of such unprofitable

services,

"to influence us in reaching conclusions regarding the
extent to which competition with th^Corporation
should be allowed on other routes".

The ATLB continued to state that subsidies should be direct

and not from profitable services. In 1966 the Board refused

a number of domestic tariff increases on profitable Channel

Island routes saying that they rejected a further degree of

111. Quoted in Wheatcroft 1964 p.150.
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cross-subsidisation and were unwilling to allow increases

merely to 'offset poorer routes'. The Select Committee of

1967 asked the Board if it was fair to expect the Board

of Trade to subsidise directly when it had no such statutory

powers. The Board reminded the Committee that two previous

Select Committees had recommended direct subsidies in 1959

and 1962.

In January 1966 the ATLB refused BBA increases on the

Scottish Highlands and Islands routes because they considered

the increases impaired the social service element of the

112
operation but "failed to put the thing right commercially".

Mr. Mikardo, Chairman of the Select Committee, suggested that

the Board had done this^

"as a protest against BEA's havi^^to carry out the
service at a considerable loss".

The ATLB was not against cross-subsidisation in principle,

feeling it to be necessary to a degree. It admitted this

at Questions 509 - 517 of its evidence to the Select CommitteeIrv

1967,(stating that BEA cross subsidised from international

services, and the independents from inclusive tours and troop

charters(but on occasion it would take over the helm and

draw a limit as had done in 1966.

114
The Select Committee of 1967 recommended that the

Treasury views on cross subsidising be followed. The Treasury

had said that if the level of cross subsidy of the Highland

and Islands routes needed lowering it could be done by direct

subsidy to BEA, or put in the target for BEA or by a subsidy

112. Select Committee of 1967 Minutes Q.595.

113. Ibid Q.594.

114. Report VI, 26,
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to the Highlands and Islands Development Board.

The Edwards Committee noted the Government's refusal

to directly subsidise despite calls from the Select Committees

and the ATLB. Edwards was against cross-subsidisation and

desired to minimise it whenever practicable (advocating direct
1X6

subsidies on socially desirable routes. Edwards supported

proposals for a separate airline company to undertake the

Highlands operations.

The situation remained static until the end of ATLB

licensing in 1972. The new CAA's Policy Guidance of February
118

1972 gave the CAA the duty to examine with the airlines and

other bodies concerned, the economics and organisation of

air services, aerodromes and navigation services in the

Scottish Highlands and Islands, and to make recommendations to

the Secretary of State (if possible by 31st March 19741 I will

cover their report in the section on the CAA.

t b1) The Paternalism of the ATLB

The I960 Act empowered the ATLB to consider, inter alia,

financial resources, abilities and organisation of the applicant

but often the ATLB examined for itself the viability of an

operation. Thus an operator might ask for a licence, there might

115. Ibid Q.274.

116. Edwards paragraph 767.

117. Ibid paragraph 788.

118. At paragraph 21.
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be no objectors yet the Board would refuse the application

because it did not believe the operation was workable.

Apart from the question whether the ATLB should have

sought to (protect operators from themselves the case law

poses the question whether the Board adopted a coherent

policy concerning the extent of its powers to review airlines

financial strategies. I will look at the cases, dealing firstly

with fares decisions and then with routes licensing.

On profitable routes the ATLB did not make an explicit

ruling of principle on what constituted a reasonable rate of

return. In approving domestic air tariffs it did not

raaat this thocny problem - in its 1963 report it said,

"These problems do not arise ... Unfortunately ...

lossej^n domestic routes are the order of the
day".

Nevertheless in its decision of 1966 to refuse to allow

increases on the Channel Island routes to cross-subsidise

the Board must have had some idea of the reasonable return

that was exceeded. Normal fares, and annual increase

applications, were fixed by airline agreement and submitted to

the Board, the latter would review them, and perhaps make

alterations. Individual tariff applications were considered by

the Board.

The ATLB was given powers to make decisions of commercial

judgement in fixing fares, frequencies and capacities. It had

conceived its expertise as the ability to judge suitable fares

119. Paragraph 29(c).
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and competition off its own bat after having heard

argument from the parties. Normally the Board would

back its own judgement against the airlines; the latter had to

justify fares applications on figures and evidence before the

authority, they could not merely state that they had decided

on a particular fare level.

An exception to this rule was made in 1963 for

unprofitable routes. On routes served for social purposes or

for long term potential the ATLB endorsed the practice of

minimising losses by charging what the traffic would bear.

130
In its 1963 report the Board stated that,

"For the detailed application of this practice we
think we must rely mainly on the commercial judgement
of the operators".

The Board recognised the complexity of cross-subsidy costings

and the closer knowledge the airlines would have of their

own costs and of the potential market demands. The statement

was a major concession to the airlines own powers of

management.

121
As K.W. Gwilliam has pointed out the policy was not

consistently appliedjfor on 24th February 1965 the Board refused

a number of domestic fares increases on the grounds that the

airlines would get closer to break even point with the

existing tariff structure. BEA waf refused routes, BKS Air

Transport were refused Teeside to London and Dublin route

120. At paragraph 30.

121. K.W. Gwilliam 1966 p.31.
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increases, despite the Boards accepting that the routes

would remain unprofitable for some time, on the grounds

that ,

"we (ATLB) do not consider that the best way to
popularise and develop new services is to put up
the fares when the^tjave only been in operation
for a few months".

Rejecting Dan Air Services application the Board said that,

"we consider that the applicant would do better to
be content with the reasonably satisfactory
overall results forecast on the basis of present
fares than to put the expec£^| traffic in
jeopardy by raising fares".

Thus, having admitted the superiority of the operators

position in judging the elasticity of demand on loss-making

routes in the 1963 and 1964 Annual Reports the Board in 1965,
)

went on to substitute its own judgement. The ATLB did not

justify its decisions so much on social policy grounds as on

grounds that the increases were not in the companies own

interests. A clear policy had become very confused by this

one important case.

On the licensing of routes there was again confusion as

to the degree of reliance on the judgement of the operator.

The original rule was that evidence of need, demand and ability

should be led before the Board who would then decide whether

the route would be operated.

124
In its 1964-5 report the Board also stated that

strong evidence of need or demand would be required before

an additional operator would be allowed on a route and that

122. Decision of 24:2:65.

123. Ibid.

124. *Operators plans for Expansion*.
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applications leaving the Board in a vacuum by failing to

present evidence would carry little conviction. The Board

would Judge viability. On 18th November 1964, however, the

Board demonstrated that they would rely to some cfegree on

125
the operators* Judgement. BUA applied for a licence

to serve certain South American destinations following BOAC*s

decision to cease operating on the routes. There were no

objectors to the licence. The ATLB felt that in the light

of BOAC•s experience the evidence on viability could not

be conclusive, they were satisfied that BUA had taken proper

consideration of the problems involved and they expressed

the desirability of retaining a British operator on the route.

Thus they considered there was a sufficient case for BUA

"to be allowed to put their commercial Judgement to the

test". A long (15 year) licence was granted.

In trusting to some extent on the operators* own

Judgement this case resembled those where the absence of

objectors lessened the need to show viability, e.g. the

BMA application for a London to Strasbourg licence (discussed

at pages 5 'fabove).

In contrast with the above cases of diminished burden

to show demand and viability we saw the applications for

•prestige* routes such as London to New York. On such routes

the ATLB was reluctant to back the Judgement of the operator.

When Caledonian Airways (Prestwick) Ltd. applied for licences
X 26

across the Atlantic in 1968 the Board said,

125. A4423.

126. Applications A7147 A7148 A7156 of 22:4:68.
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"from the viewpoint of the development of British
civil aviation we cannot regard lightly the
prospect of a new trans-Atlantic service being
launched and failing".

127
(Gwilliam pointed out that the decision was probably

influenced by the possible effect a failure might have on

international aggaements.) The Board continued,

"It would be wrong to aut^gise an enterprise that
was unlikely to succeed."

(When the Boadd did eventually licence Caledonian/BUA for
129

transatlantic services in 1972 it did so after extensive

130
examination of the applicant*s resources in private meetings. )

An indication of an operator*s failure to understand that

the ATLB wanted to Judge the viability of a proposed service

for itself came on 2nd January 1968. On that date Channel

Airways appealed against the Board*s refusal of application

A5402/2 to add Teeside to their existing Ipswich/Southend/Qttend

licence. Channel submitted no new material to the Commissioner,

Sir Arthur Hutchinson, but relied on the contention that in

assessing the demand for the route the ATLB had not given

sufficient weight to the appellants experience in developing

traffic from other areas. They argued that,

"if its plans proved to be optimistic, only it would
be the loser".

The Commissioner considered that the ATLB were Justified in their

finding as to the poverty of demand.

127. 1966 p.27.

128. Paragraph 275 of Decision A7147 of 22:5:68.

129. Applications A12825 A12826 decided 17:2:72.

130. The Board reported its satisfaction with these meetings
at paragraph 11 of the decision of 17:2:72.

131. Paragraph 5 of Commissioner's Report Appeal A5402/2 of 2:1:68.
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In this case Channel were arguing that their own

judgement should be relied upon in commercial matters and

that possible failure was of concern to them alone. The

argument failed to appreciate the view of the ATLB that

it was the Board's concern to judge evidence of viability

for itself and that the failure of a service was of

consequence to the public and the development of British

civil aviation, not merely to the operator concerned.

In 1967 the ATLB, in line with their 1965 domestic
132

tariff decision, substituted their judgement for that of

the operator on a loss making route. British Eagle International
133

appealed against the decision on the London to Liverpool,

Chester and Glasgow tourist and tourist standby fares. The

fares prescribed by the ATLB had been in excess of those asked

for by Eagle and the latter argued the decision was wrong as:

(a) Passengers would divert to ether forms of transport;

(b) Traffic would be materially affected;

(c) Growth would be affected materially.

Eagle argued that the fixing of tariffs was a matter of

commercial judgement calling for a special knowledge of the route

concerned, that the Board had reached their decision on the

basis of the administrative convenience of a nationalised

tariff for the whole country, and that it had miscalculated the

effect on the route in question.

132. Of 24:2:65 see p^S above.

133. T.56.
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The Board replied that they had recognised the dangers of

rail competition. Cambrian Airways argued for upholding

the Boardsdecision on the Liverpool route^saying that the
ATLB were quite as adept as the appellants in assessing

the likely effect of new fares. They admitted that they

also had applied for a 10% increase as had Eagle but would adhere

to the 17% granted.

Sir Ralph Hone recommended that the appeal be allowed.

He concluded that the ATLB had decided mainly on the basis

of the desire to rationalise tariffs and not, as he had,

on evidence of individual routes. The Board had justified

the decision by saying that the appellants had been ,

"unable to demonstrate their ability to run their
Liverpool services on a sound c^^ercial basis at the
fares they proposed to charge".

The appellants had admitted that a loss was being made but

felt the higher fares would exacerbate this situation.

Sir Ralph then said,

"It appears to me that with the special knowledge and
past experience that the appellants have of the operation
of these routes and of the nature and impact of the
very keen competition they have to face, their
judgement on this issue is to be preferred ... I doubt
whether, in the case of a well established airline ... the
Board has any duty, so to speak, to save British Bagle
from themselves by forcing them to charge on a particular
route fares higher than they deem economically justifiable."

He considered that lower fares ought to be charged in the

interests of the public since the fares given did not appear to

134. Paragraph 16 of Decision T.56 of 1967.

135. Paragraph 16 of Commissioner's Report Appeal T.56 of 1967.
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be in the interests of British civil aviation and

recommended allowing the appeals. The Board of Trade

accepted the recommendation.

Following the 1963 report and the 1965 case this

appeal was significant. We may note in the first quotation

above the Board*s justification for overruling Eagle - it was

that Eagle were making a loss - the very situation that in

1963 would have justified relying on the judgement of the

operator alone. The decision of Sir Ralph Hone was also

surprising, being a reversion to the pre-1965 position of

backing the fares judgements of the operator against those

of the Board. Thus on loss-making routes the Board had started

off on one policy, changed it once itself and then been

reversed on appeal - all in five years. The system had fallen

short of achieving a 'case law* or even of

developing reasonable principles to guide it on this matter.

X 36
The 1971 domestic air tariffs decision, in which the

Board refused increases in order to take a stand against

137
inflation and which was successfully appealed by nine operators,

did nothing to increase clarity on the matter. All the

airlines were in dire straits but the ATLB had given the

fight against inflation priority over the welfare of the

industry. The case was another unhappy example of the Board's

overruling the judgement of the operators.

136. Decision on applications T.171 to T.184.

137. Appeal of 26:3:71.
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In conclusion, it appears that the Board failed to

describe its attitude towards the area of commercial

judgement left to the operators; it was difficult for

anybody to predict whether the ATLB would accept the

operators judgement or assert its own. Case law did not

evolve and the principles started in 1963 were soon

disintegrated by counter decisions both at first instance
X3S

and on appeal.

CO Competition with Surface Carriers

A problem for the American regulatory commissions was

the lack of a coherent national transportation policy. In

Britain the ATLB had problems in merely stating its

attitude towards competition with surface operators. Under

the I960 Act no mention was made of surface competition, though

the Board might consider this under its general duty to further British

civil aviation or consider objections or representations made

139
under section 2(2)(h) of the Act.

From the outset the ATLB's attitude
wafl that its

duty Was to further civil aviation in Britain^not any other
form of transport. Thus it felt no duty to protect the interests

of surface carriers even if an air service would divert from the

surface.

138. On the question whether the Board should protect operators
from themselves, the Select Committee of 1967 stated (at
IV 47 of their report) that applicants should be left to
judge their own interests and that the Board of Trade should
judge the questions of inadequacy of service or safety
following from such a policy. The Edwards Committee however
made it clear (at paragraph 653) that they meant the CAA
to regulate positively and to review the airlines* financial
positions in depth.

139. Regulation 10 of the 1960 and 1964 Regulations gave surface
carriers of passengers, mail or cargo for reward a right
to be heard by the Board.
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In May 1961 the Board gave Morton Air Services a

licence for a scheduled Swansea to Birmingham service in

spite of British Railway's opposing the application on

grounds of its being 'unnecessary and undesirable in the

public interest' and its causing wasteful competition with
140

the services already provided by British Railways.

British Railways appealed the decision in September 1961

asking for a limitation on frequency. The Commissioner

recommended dismissing the appeal and said that, while

not satisfied that diversion would occur,

"my opinion is that the Boaddaare neither
empowered nor required by the Act to take this
issue into consideration in carrying out their
functions ... their paramount duty is to develop
British civil aviation."

He stated that there was no reference to surface transport in

section 2(2).

The Minister accepted the recommendation and rejected the

appeal but he rejected the Commissioner's legal opinion also,

saying that section 2(2)(h) of the Act required the Board to

consider representations made to it. Thus the Minister

disagreed with the statement that the Board were "neither

142
empowered nor required" ... to consider competition with

British Railways. This left the issue uncertain.

143
In their 1961-2 report the ATLB had stated that it

accepted that surface carriers could submit evidence relating

to material diversion and wasteful duplication from air services.

140. Discussed by Wheatcroft at p.153.

141. Ibid.

142. Ibid p. 154.

143. At paragraph 8(c).
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The Board, however, emphasised that its prime duty was to

further aviation and said that3

"The further development of civil aviation on domestic
routes is almost certain to divert a material
quantity of traffic from the roads and railways, but we
see no prospect why the diversion should deter us in
the exercise of our primary function".

After the Morton Air Services cases the Board, in their
144

1962-3 Report, slightly amended its view saying, inter alia,

that their duty was to further the development of British

Civil Aviation,

"and it is inconceivable to us that British civil
aviation could develop successfully against the
broad current of public interest".

This seemed to be a declaration that fox ATLB interests and

purposes the public interest would be equated with the interests

of developing British civil aviation.

The Board would consider representations from British

Railways etc., perhaps write them down, and then forget

about them. British Rail did contest some hearings,

usually on the trunk routes. An example of a non-trunk

objection was case A8411 of 19th May 1970. Westward Airways

were granted a variation of a London-Plymonth-Newquay-Isles of

Scilly licence to add optional stop at Bristol, Bournemouth

and Swansea. Objectors were Southdown Motor services {who

withdrew on assurances from Westward) and B.R.B. who were

represented at the hearing. In spite of its admission that

the cases of the applicants were not very strong, the ATLB

granted the licences (with some •hesitation* concerning

Swansea) merely stating that it did not seem likely that so small

a capacity would harm British Rail.

144. Paragraph 8.
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The Edwards Committee decided that co-ordination between

road and air was best achieved by pricing close to costs

145
and leaving consumers to choose. They said of B.R.B.

interventions in ATLB proceedings,

"All objections presented by British Rail in past
proceedings have been largely ignored by the Board on
the grounds that its paramount duty is to develop
British civil aviation."

Thus after a shaky start by the Appeal Commissioner^ a

policy had emerged,

id) Policy and Principles on Inclusive Tour Charters

The independent companies were the main operators of

inclusive tours in the ATLB era. (The Corporations were prevented

from preserving aircraft for charter purposes by a Ministerial

directive but could operate inclusive tours with odd aircraft

left over from scheduled operations.) The ATLB was concerned

to stop cut throat competition in charter flights and to prevent

charter flights from harming the scheduled operators. It was

thus concerned to regulate the minimum prices of inclusive

tours. It did so by inserting •Provision 1* into licences

which made tariffs subject to the IATA ruling that inclusive

tour seats should not be resold at pr&ces below those of the

relevant scheduled service fares. (The •affinity groups

provided an exception to this rule.) As the Board pointed

out in their 1962-3 report, this left final control of tariffs

up to the Minister as he had to approve IATA resolutions on

145. Edwards paragraph 801.

146. Ibid paragraph 804.
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147
international tariffs before they were effective.

On Inclusive tours the Minister could therefore set

guidelines for the Board by approval or amendment of IATA*s

fare resolutions but application of this policy was left in

the hands of the ATLB. Apart from the regulatory problems

of controlling operators finances and affinity abuses the

ATLB met problems, as we shall see, in developing clear

principles to guide its decisions on inclusive tours. These

problems were again aggravated by the appeals system and the

sharing of responsibility for tariffs with the Government

department.
148

In the 1961-2 report the ATLB stated that it

would adopt a liberal licensing policy on inclusive tours.

The main reason for this was the fact that, due to the traffic

rights arrangements made in bilateral (inter-governmental)

agreements, the Board could not prevent foreign operators from

partaking in international charters. The result was that

tour organisers at hearings would say that if a *B* licence

was refused to the British operator they would go to a foreign

airline. Thus made it very difficult to effectively regulate

inclusive tours - the Board said,

"If carried to its logical conclusion this argument
would suggest that we should grant in full every application
for an inclusive tour service. The result would be to

create the very situation which Parliament presumably ^
sought to avoid by establishing a licensing authority".

(Wheatcroft*5° noted this problem and suggests a solution might

147. Under section 2(5)(b) of the Act.

148. p.19,

149. Ibid.

150. 1964 p.174.
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be to change the law and make the tour producer the primary

licence holder.)
151

The Board noted that another problem for organisers

was the ATLB requirement of 12 months notice of an application -

it was easier to use foreign operators.

The problem of domestic inclusive tours never really arose.

In their 1962-3 report the Board stated that it was not

disposed to grant such licences as it believed the existing

domestic network to be adequate. It felt inclusive tours

would wastefully duplicate and materially divert from scheduled

services.

To regulate the problem of excessive capacity on. international

inclusive tours in 1963-4 the Board declared its policy of

hearing all summer inclusive tour applications together in order

to allocate capacity on each route. Thus the Board heard

applications for the summer in August to September of the previous

year (to allow marketing). The ATLB adopted a liberal policy on

inclusive tours for the first four years of operation. In 1965

the Minister in the 17th February policy statement declared that

in general he felt it was not desirable to apply restrictions

to inclusive tours charters. He realised this might have some

effect on scheduled operators but considered that restrictions

would inhibit the public and give trade over to foreign operators.

He urged the ATLB to simplify and expedite the procedure for

dealing with the applications.

151. ATLB Report 1961-2 p.19.
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The AXLB in general agreed with the Minister in their

1964-5 Report. They said that there were two theories concerning

inclusive tours: firstly that they created new traffic

by converting people to air travel and secondlyjthat they

diverted and harmed the scheduled operators. The Board

favoured the former theory, stating that after four years

they had encountered little evidence of inclusive tours

diverting harmfully from scheduled operators.

On charter policy there appeared to be general agreement

in the industry in the early years but in 1966 the first hints of

discontent were encountered. The Board's sixth report noted

the growth of inclusive tours and the improvements in

licensing procedure. Objections had been shortened,

reporting had been simplified and a presumption existed that

successful operations would not be frustrated by ATLB

refusals. BIATA, however, raised the questions of the duration

of Inclusive Tour licences and of the minimum price regulations

based on Provision 1. They considered the latter to be

too restrictive and creative of certain anomalies and raised

the matter in a submission to the Board made under section 4(1)

of the Act.

152
The ATLB published the representation and invited

evidence on the matter. The Board concluded that it would be

152. In Civil Aviation Licensing Notices (CALN) No. 256 pt. III.
(CALN was the official record of the ATLB.)
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wrong to depart from the established *Provision 1* policy

in class B inclusive tour licences, but admitted that 'Provision

1' frustrated operations in the case of short winter holidays

and remote European holidays. The Board wanted to change

the situation by alterations in the IATA fares structure,not

by abandoning Provision 1. It urged British members to

153
seek new creative and winter creative fares so that the

scheduled - charter price discrepancy would not be too great.

In accordance with section 4 of the Act the Board

recommended that the Minister press for these fare changes

and invited him to consider such applications sympathetically

on appeal. The Broad reaffirmed their readiness to grant

longer licences when continuity of operation was evidenced.

154
The Minister published his views and those of the ATLB.

He stated that he would consider such applications on their

merits but would deprecate any departure from provision 1 since

the IATA fare structure provided the only guiding rule on tariffs

and applied to foreign operators also. He urged the Board

to be aware of this approach.

Thus the ATLB and Ministry differed over long distance

inclusive tours. Not only on long distance. On 12th December

153. The problem for the ATLB was that Provision 1 related to
IATA scheduled fares, this fare structure created anomalies
and did not offer fares sufficiently low to encourage
off peak services. The ATLB wanted British operators to
urge IATA to change their fare structure and make it more

creative, in order to give more realistic tariffs to which
Provision 1 could relate.

154. CALN 287 pt. VIII.
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155
1967 the Board of Trade allowed a BEA appeal against

the ATLB grant of a £26 fare (below Provision 1) to Palma

and Genoa, to a number of companies. The Board of Trade

instituted Provision 1 prices, following the Appeal

Commissioner in refusing to accept the ATLB*s Judgement that

the applications Justified exceptional, treatment.

The Board of Trade relaxed the Provision 1 conditions in

1968 allowing the pre-devaluation rates to continue for the

purposes of Provision 1 in the summer of 1968. It then

introduced a minimum tariff for inclusive tours at only 50%

(or 60% if over 7 nights) of the normal IATA tourist class

return fare for the winter of 1968-9. On 4th April 1968 the

President of the Board of Trade stated that *Provision 1*

ought to apply to most cases for the summer of 1969.

On 5th November 1968 the ATLB decided a case of great

importance. The matter touched the heart of the Provision 1

problem. In the case thirteen independents applied for

over 140 *B* licences for inclusive tours at prices below

Provision 1. The Board decided to hear the case on the basis

of eight 'test case* routes. The other routes were grouped

with one of these test cases and were to stand or fall with

the test case. Argument was to be on the general principles of

relaxing Provision 1 and then on the specific test cases. The

ATLB favoured one of the test cases, and refused to allow the

other tours at prices below Provision 1. The Board made an

attempt to set standards by upholding Provision 1 in spite of the

anomalies it created on certain routes.

155. Applications B6324, B6334 etc..
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The ATLB stated that there were four reasons why control

was needed over inclusive tours s

(1) to prevent price cutting leading to a. deterioration

of the tour s,

(2) to prevent pressure on tour organis -ers* margins that

could in a season of poor traffic lead to the collapse of

small companies,

(3) to prevent such pressure on chairter prices as could

lead to financial difficulties for airlines, or Jeopardise

operating standards and ultimately the safety of the public,

(4) to avoid such a disparity in charter tour prices and

scheduled fares that diversion would become a reality making

it unattractive to maintain scheduled flights to holiday

resorts.

The Board added,

"These risks are by no means remote possibilities, and if
price control were abandoned they could quickly become
a threat to the tour industry, to the public and to
the stability of British civil aviation."

Six companies appealed against the decision and Sir Dennis

Proctor heard the appeal. The appellants argued that they did

not desire to abolish Provision 1 controls, they merely wanted

to remove some anomalies caused by the application of Provision 1

across the board. In defence of the ATLB Mr. Scarlett of

BEA argued that the proposed exemptions from Provision 1 were

so numerous that the result must be the *virtual elimination

of control*, and that the ATLB*s panel of experts ought to be

156. Decision of 5th November 1968 on applications B7700, B7666 etc..
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respected in their decision. He argued that there was a

157
"systematic campaign to remove Provision 1".

Mr. Webster for the applicants argued that the ATLB had
15Q

been wrong to say that before it would consider allowing

a departure from *Provision 1* an approach must have been

made through British IATA airlines to secure rectification of

the difficulty within IATA. He argued that to stipulate this

allowed the scheduled service airlines to set prices for

everyone and removed the element of price competition.

Mr. Webster said that the ATLB had decided and then rationalised

159
with a hotch-potch of reasons.

Sir Dennis Proctor, as mentioned in the appeals section,

took an independent line. He did not accept that the allowing

of these appeals would remove control but stated that if removal

of these anomalies would remove price control,

"the only possible inference, it appears to me,
is that the1gjructure is quite unsuitable for such
a purpose".

He considered it was wrong to ask the applicants to go through

the •obscure and hollow sham* of IATA proceedings before

considering changes,especially aa the independent airlines

did not have direct access to IATA proceedings.

157. Commissioner's Report of 27:3:69 on cases B7700 etc., paragraph
14.

158. Ibid paragraphs 42-3.

159. Ibid paragraph 33.

160. See section 3.3 pp. 4 5 5~4 S 0

161. Commissioner*s Report 27:3:69 paragraph 55.
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Concerning the dangers of low returns Sir Dennis said

the ATLB ought to keep this under careful review. (Were

they not doing so in this decision?) On diversion he felt

that the evidence indicated that little would occur. He

concluded by saying that the Board had considered the

applications as departures from a general doctrine and
had

thus/ required overwhelming argument J he considered them

commonsense adjustments. He recommended allowing all the

appeals except tbst case 'E* (where destinations were important

scheduled service staging points).

The Board of Trade in their 29th April 1969 letter^stated

that holidays had been advertised at the prices chargeable on

original applications,that the cases touched on future policy but

that they did not wish at this late date to apply minimum

charges resulting in a surcharges having to be made. Acordingly

appeals were allowed in terms of the original applications.

On General Policy the Board of Trade said that inclusive tours

prices should be determined in relation to corresponding air

fares but thatj

"a uniform relationship is not always appropriate" -

in their view there was room for departure when

"this would lead to a more ra£^nal and appropriate
structure of control prices".

Perhaps a deal of this decision was due to the tardiness

of the appeal decision and the advertising of tours at original

prices. Still it was a setback for the ATLB*s effort to

give clear guidance on prices. The ATLB had considered

carefully the issues of diversion and competition and come to a

162. Appeal decision letter of 29:4:69 paragraph 3.
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considered judgement. The Appeal Commissioner reversed

their judgement and the effect of such a reversal on the

ATLB* s pricing policy was clear.

The ATLB's 9th Report (1968-9)showed their alarm.

They repeated the four reasons for their decision, remarking

that the degree of departure from Provision 1 was a question

of judgement, stating,

"if we were to make other tariff provisions save
exceptionally we would undermine the foundations of
British civil aviation policy".

The Board were unhappy with the apparent change in

Board of Trade policy. They argued that another reason for

retaining Provision 1 lay in the President of the Board of

Trade's decision of 4th April 1968, that for the summer of

1969 prices should be at the pre-devaluation level but still
164

at Provision 1. The report continued to state that, though

the Boardmight be right to disregard government statements on

policy in general, on international licensing it would only

cause confusion if the ATLB prescribed prices it had reason

to believe would be unacceptable to the Board of Trade.

The Board concluded by saying of the 29th April 1969 appeal,

"we believe that the Board of Trade decision created
a situation where rational control over inclusive
tour charges in 1969 ... has been shown non-existent."

This statement indicated the sorry state that licensing

regulation of charter inclusive tours had achieved. Largely

163. Ibid paragraph 37.

164. Ibid paragraph 44.

165. 9th Report paragraph 46.
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due to the appeals system the ATLB had not been able to

produce a clear policy^never mind a 'case law*. The Board

of Trade's decisions from 1968 to 1969 do not in themselves

constitute a model of coherent policy; in combination with

those of the ATLB they appear worse.

Sir Algernon Rumbold in a report of 12th August 1969 (on

Channel Airway application B8582) adopted a more sympathetic

approach to ATLB policy and recognised a 'thin end of the

wedge* argument. The ATLB had refused a licence to operate

seven night holidays at Lloret-de-Mar at a price of £17,

against the £25.12.0 which Provision 1 required. Sir Algernon

considered that the appellant could sell the holiday

profitably at £17 but to fix a particular tour price on a

basis not related to a general yardstick would force other

tour organisers to apply for similar dispensations.

"the examination in detail of the costs of many
individual tours would place an intolerable burden
on the ATLB, and the control system in its
applications to winter tours would be endangered".

He continued,

"So long as the general rule exists it would l^^wrong
to make departures which would undermine it."

The Board of Trade refused the appeal.

The attitude of this appeal is in startling contrast to

that of Sir Dennis Proctor on the test case appeal. Sir Dennis

used his own judgement, Sir Algernon refused to concentrate

on the merits of the particular case, but considered the

166. Quoted in Decision of 19:10:70 paragraph 7.
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general policy of the ATLB.

Inclusive tour regulation and licensing policy was

further complicated by the inability of the ATLB or Board

of Trade to enforce their minimum prices. Sir Algernon

Rumbold in an appeal report on decision Bl0O92/19th October

1970) dealt with the problem. In August 1968 the ATLB had

issued a notice in its 'Licensing Notices' warning inclusive

tour licence holders that the giving away of vouchers

convertible into money constituted a reduction in the tour

charge and involved a breach of their licences.

Sir Algernon noted that the practice of issuing vouchers

had grown particularly in the last year. He quoted brochures
that openly offered vouchers to avoid minimum prices. In

the case considered Britannia desired to operate 3 night

Palma holidays at £18. The ATLB refused the licence on the

grounds; firstly, that it was not prepared to grant licences

where the indications were that there was no proper return

for the airlines; and, secondly, that a tariff level the

Board could approve would not be appropriate to the service

advertised.

Invited to amplify reasons (under Regulation 14(12)) by

Sir Archibald, the ATLB added the fhird reason that if granted

at a tariff nearer the Provision 1 level of £28.17.0 the

organiser would have to surcharge. It seemed likely that he

might issue vouchers to make up the difference.

The ATLB were not sympathetic to the applicants since

the holidays had been advertised at the low price and the

application made with the minimum notice. The Board assumed
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that vouchers would be given and undermine control.

Sir Algernon noted that the applicants had applied

to the Board at the last minute, had produced new evidence

on appeal and were treating the ATLB as a stepping stone

to the Appeal Commissioner. He realised that operators

could offer very low fares for tours based on marginal

costing,but felt that prices should be judged on the overall

finances of the operator, not on marginal costs. On diversion

he considered an £18 fare harmful but that a £23 fare

would halve this. He recommended that if the Board of Trade

was going to allow evasion of price control they should refuse

the applications. If they wanteito stop abuse, he stated that

they should prohibit the advertising of vouchers and their use

after March 1971, warn that advertising vouchers would result

in the refusal of licences, and announce that breach of

licence conditions would lead to action under section 3(3)

and Regulation 6. He concluded that if the Board of Trade

were prepared to act thus they should allow the appeal subject

to Provision 1, and ask the ATLB to undertake a

comprehensive review of the effect of inclusive tours on the

London to Palma scheduled traffic.

The Board of Trade stated that such broad policy issues

should be decided in a general review not on an individual

case, and that the time would not be right for such a review

before the 1971-2 season. They were satisfied there would be

little or no diversion of scheduled traffic on the route if the

167. Giving a general power to revoke licences unilaterally.
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application was granted and so ordered the ATLB to
X63

grant a licence in terms of the original application.

In this complicated case the ATLB decided,not on the

basis of diversionfbut on marginal costing. The Commissioner
felt that an intermediate price was acceptable,in a compromise

decision urging better enforcement. The Board of Trade decided

with reference only to diversion, allowing the £18 fare that

both the ATLB and Commissioner had opposed. Once again, the

case was not only decided according to different principles

of judgement or expertise at the three levels of decision,

but with reference to different grounds.

There was a need for a clear tariff policy for

inclusive tours that would relate to scheduled flights but iron

out the anomalies in the IATA fares structure.

The Edwards Committee of 1969 considered that the

ATLB had been * too restrictionist*j they said that the

regulatory policy should separate routes requiring protection

of scheduled services for reasons of public policy and limit

inclusive tours on those. The Committee considered that

Provision 1 might require sophistications in addition to those
169

made by the Board of Trade in 1968 to meet special circumstances.

On other routes the Committee recommended a freer policy and

an experimental abolition of old minimum prices for inclusive
170

tours. Edwards agreed with the ATLB that the public ought

168. Appeal Decision letter of 19th October 1970.

169. Edwards paragraph 716.

170. Ibid paragraph 749 (5), (6).



to be protected from the financial failures of tour operators

but believed,

"this protection cjj^jbe achieved by means other than
price regulation."

The Labour Government's White Paper 'Civil Aviation
172

Policy' of November 1969 accepted that inclusive tour

prices should in general be related to scheduled service fares,

but agreed with Edwards that they need not be identical or related

in every case. The two main criteria should be; firstly,

the internal coherency of price structure and, secondly, that

price levels should be no higher than was needed to protect

173
the scheduled services.

On the Edwards proposals for change the WhitePPaper stated
174

that "Progress in this direction cannot be fast". First}

a detailed route by route examination would be needed to find

out where protection was warranted; secondly, the UK could

only move in concert with other countries. The 1970 summer

season's prices were set by a tariff produced by the Board of

Trade after consultation with the ATLB and the industry - this

tariff was designed to increase off peak travel, develop

longer European routes and reduce the adverse differential

on provincial tours. The White Paper hoped to extend these

policies to destinations outside Europe. In addition it stated

that the Board of Trade would review the affinity group

regulations.

171. Edwards paragraph 719.

172. Cmnd. 4213.

173. Ibid paragraph 56.

174. Ibid paragraph 57.
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After a great deal of confusion on inclusive tours

it was hoped that the CAA could rationalise the fares

structure. To conclude this section on the ATLB's

development of inclusive tours principles and standards

it is sufficient, I hope, to point to the deficiencies

described above. The operators could not predict with

any accuracy the results of any one application especially

on the issues of Provision 1 minimum prices - the ATLB

admitted this confusion itself. The primary cause, as noted,

was the lack of clear division of policy making between

the ATLB and Department. A secondary cause was the

inability of either the ATLB, Board of Trade or the

Appeal Commissioners to pursue a consistent policy line without

allowing exceptions to defeat the rule. There was not even a

consistent policy at some levels on whether or not individual

applications should be treated on the merits of that case.

Finally, the ATLB did not have sufficient resources to be able

to identify precisely the scheduled service routes requiring

protection from charter competition, thus a clear policy

could not be planned or set out. The difficulties encountered

in inclusive tour regulation summed up the general failings

of the ATLB licensing system.
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CHAPTER 3.5

The Machinery for Making Major Statements of Policy In the

ATLB System

In the above section I have considered the development

of ATLB policy on a number of selected topics. The account is

not offered as an exhaustive analysis of the ATLB licensing

system but was given in order to examine whether the ATLB,

by using public hearings and other methods, could develop

coherent policy. I have indicated how the problems created

by the allocation of a discretion within a certain legal

framework affected the building of principles.

Now I will cnnsider the various devices of a formal

nature that the ATLB used to make or pass on policy guidance

to the industry, commenting on their effectiveness. This

section may thus serve as a classification and resume of some

of the points made in the last section.
•J

tch. The Case Law. In its second report the Board stated

that reasons would be given at length in order to guide parties.
2

Mr. Sandys had argued that a case law was to emerge from

decisions of the ATLB. Although we may say that, due to a

combination of factors, an effective case law did not emerge

the ATLB did attempt to enunciate principles of guidance in

their early decisions. In the account above we have seen how

the 1961 North Atlantic and European oases stood out. In those

decisions the ATLB set out a formula that it would follow

1. 8 6

2. H.C. Deb. Vol. 618 Col. 1231.
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on dual designation and competition. It stated clearly that

it would not consider matters of international traffic rights*

it would not accept the doctrine of res Judicata or strict

precedent.

The 'growth formula' was repeated in the annual report

of 196lJ but we saw that its use declined until in 1967,1n
its seventh report the Board said that it attached less import¬

ance to the growth formula than formerly and that it would

decide on more practical considerations. The Board had

found out that it could not set out principles that broad

and treat them as binding in any way. A factor in the

seventh reports statement may have been the Ministerial policy

statement. The limitation of independents frequency and

double designation on international routes therein advocated*

would certainly have been sharply countered by the application

of the growth formula (which was really a presumption in favour

of competition in certain circumstances). In a sense the 1961

growth formula provided a guiding principle but this was of

short duration and was largely countered by the 1965 policy
5 ^

statement. Ve saw above that in August 1965 BUA was given the

Glasgow route in a peculiar decision (because of the Eagle

3. 88 (g)-(i).
4. See Section 3.4 pp.

5. Section 3.3 pp.

I
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reinstatement on appeal)• That decision, it could be argued,

went against the policy statement. Since then ATLB policy

largely- conformed to ministerial desires.

On the divide between the ATLB and Board of Trade or
J ■' •• •• "T, v.'fci'S

Ministerial responsibilities the 1961 decision had been firm.
• : " ' ■ i i I i
No account would be taken of traffic rights matters or of

ministerial policy. In the 1972 decision to give B/Cal routes

to New York and Los Angeles the ATLB stated** that for some time

the possibility had existed of conflict between Government

policy and the findings of an independent Licensing Board

protected from Departmental control. Since Government policy

had been re-formulated following the report of the Ldwards

Committee the Board had tried to adopt a sensible line in this

regard. It stated}

"We have said, for example, that we were prepared to take
account of Government policy, as made known to us, so far
as %o do so was consistent with our statutory duties".

In that decision the Board wanted to give B/Cal two

new and important routes in competition with BOAC. Probably

for the first time since Jenkins, the ATLB saw a pro-competition

policy «iiaiiar to its am emerging from the Government. Since
S

Edwards was to sot the Government a policy for a number of years

the ATLB chose to look to Government policy now it seemed that

the latter would be in broad agreement with its own. Again the

6. 8 24 of decision A12825, 17.2.72.

7. Ibid.



1961 rulings and the 1965 statement had been overruled.

The ATLB would in some cases attempt to lay down criteria

for future use. On the 8th March 1967 i» giving BEA a licence

g
to serve Malta and refusing licences to British Eagle and

Channel the Board attempted to set out the criteria for licensing

a second operator on the route. BEA in defending the decision

of the ATLB on appeal^ argued that the Board had been very clear
9

in dealing with the arguments and stating these criteria.

On important international routes e.g. New York to London

the ATLB would discuss policy matters very fully. In refusing

British Eagle and Caledonian Airways licences across the North

Atlantic, in the decision of 22 May 1968^ the ATLB set out,

in a 275 paragraph decision, some "considerations of policy'1 •

In these "considerations" the Board discussed in detail the

arguments of BOAC and Caledonian. BOAC argued that the

Corporation was the "chosen instrument" of this country on the

North Atlantic, Caledonian that this *as the "last opportunity*

for changing this policy since supersonic aircraft would soon

close the route to newcomers. The Board concluded that it would

have given the applicants a licence if they had shown themselves

capable of mounting the operation but they had been unable to

do so.

8 . A300/4.
9. Appeal Decision of 24.1.68 Report 3 10.
10. Applications A7146, A7154.

A
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In 1972 British Caledonian vere granted licences to New

York and Los Angeles. The ATLB quoted the "considerations of

policy" of the 1 968 decision and laid down the factors that had

changed since that date arguing that on the criteria set down

in 1968 a licence could now be given because of changes in the

finances and experiences of the airline.

In the area of charter regulation the ATLB set down detailed

reasons in decisions of major importance and would refer to them

in later decisions, thus a sort of system of precedent was

attempted. In the 5th November 1968 decision the ATLB gave

four reasons why minimum prices w^re required for inclusive

tours. These four reasons were meant to apply to all such

cases. On the 19th January 1969 the ATLB referred in its

reasons to the 5th November 1968 decision and gave no fresh

reasons for granting an application subject to Provision 1.
1 1

The Civil Aviation Licensing Regulations (1964) stated

that the Board should 9ive reasons where it refused a licence
or granted on terms substantially different from those applied

for. Thus AutodLr International Airways appealed that the

ATLB were in breach of regulations in giving no reasons for

granting a licence subject to Provision 1 and thus modifying

the application substantially. On appeal Sir John Lang accepted

that the reference to the earlier decision of 5th November 1968,

in which was explained the ATLB Provision 1 philosophy, satisfied

this requirement.

11. R.10(7)
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1 2
As we saw above the ATL3 were foiled in their attempts

to give a clear policy on charter inclusive tours and Provision 1

by the recommendations of Sir Dennis Proctor on the appeal
1 2

against the 'Test Cases' which the ATLB considered destroyed
x- 14

rational control of inclusive tour prices for 1969. The

reasons given in the 5th November 1968 decision had been overruled
.

by the Board of Trade only to be repeated in the ATLBs annual

report of 1968-69.

On evidential matters of proving need and demand or

diversion the Board acted largely on the merits of the case.

Decisions were guided to some extent by the principles on

competition of 1961 and certain other cases modified these

e.g. it was known that less evidence of need and demand would

be required on the 'renewal' of an inclusive tour charter
*
v

licence than on an application for a first scheduled service

licence.

With the confusion concerning the criteria of diversion

and the decline of the competition 'formuladecisions became

♦more practical'. Certain lines of policy could be diagnosed

e.g. we saw above the effect a failure to meet demand or a

disservice to the public could have. In general;however;there

were so many variables that predictability was easily lost.

12. See Section 3.4 pp. 5 74-5 7 3
13. Appeal decision of 29 April 1969» see Section 3.4 pp.5 74-5 7 s

14. See Section 3,4 p. 5 7 3
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uxuii The value of reasons for decisions

Following the ATLBs promise to give detailed reasons

15
for decisions in order to create case law, case law did

16
not emerge. Let us then, ignoring the influence of

appeals, examine the difficulties encountered by the ATLB

in giving reasons for decisions.

One can distinguish first of all between different

kinds of decision. On some matters e.g. inclusive tours

the problem of gaining a route licence did not exist in

most cases since the Board was adopting a liberal policy;

what became contentious was the minimum price. These cases

might be distinguished from competitive scheduled service

applications where detailed argument would be required

to persuade the Board to grant a licence. There were so

many inclusive tours that the Board accepted a less rigorous

argument to show the desirability of a service. Secondly^

let us distinguish run of the mill cases from cases of

political importance concerning prestige routes like the

North Atlantic and major cases having a bearing on the whole

balance of the airlines. In large cases the Board*s

loncj term strategy might overshadow considerations in the

particular case. Thirdly we can distinguish cases where

detailed traffic figures etc. were agreed(and the issue

was one of principle or general policy from cases where the

difference between the argued figures would be sufficient

to sway the case either way.

15. Second Report § 6.
16. Edwards S 629 (i)«



What then did parties want to be told by reasons for

decisions^ Ideally(I suggest they would have liked to know:

1* The detailed policy of the Board, e.g. whether a

growth formula applied, whether a swift withdrawal would be

punished, whether operations merely planned would be protected

etc .

2. Broader ' policy of the Board, e.g.long term policy

on scheduled/charter balance or public/private balance,

long term policy on split charters, dual designation etc.

3. The findings of fact upon which the decisions were

based and the fragments of the Authority's own knowledge

relied upon in the decision.

4. In addition parties would have desired to know

the degree to which decisions were intended to affect

future decisions.

lo-H') (i) ATLB Difficulties. The ATLB had a number of

difficulties besides merely developing clear policy in

reasons for decisions. It had been given no better guidance
17

than the CAB, it had to battle against a stream of appeals,

international traffic rights and international tariffs

decisions, a change in government could result in a change

of policy (e.g. 1965 policy statement) and technological

and economic advances were outdating decisions.

17. Section 1.4.2 and Friendly 19^2 Chap. 5*
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Standards and reasons for decisions were not clarified

by the changing relationship and policy interface b tween

the ATLB and the Department. Mr. Jenkins gave some policy

guidance in 1965 and some considered that a consequential

clarity in ATLB objectives would have followed. They

were wrong.

We learned from the evidence to the 1967 Select Committee

that^n spite of the ATLB * s "thumbing their noses" at the

Minister in August I965 (*-n allowing BUA on the Glasgow

route) what they did since then was "remarkably consonant
) 18

with Mr. Jenkins policyV Thus it may be deduced that a

turning point did occur in the ATLB's pre-competition policy

and that this was caused by the Labour Government but we

may also note that the ATLB did not •recognise* the Jenkins

statement.^ ^
It is hard to believe that in the decisions of the years

1965-1968 the ATLB did not adopt a policy resisting competition

(or increases in it)since its decisions accorded with the
Governments view. Such a policy did not come out clearly

in reasons for decisions but was lost in the evaluation of

factual findings (a decision making method Friendly would

have opposed).

18. Select Committee of 1967 Minutes Q 1234.
19. Ibid, Q.576.
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20
In similar fashion to the CAB the ATLB went through

a pro-competition policy, a counter competition policy and

a resurgence of competition. The latter was seen in the

years at the end of the ATLB era (especially in the grant

of North Atlantic services to Caledonian BUA) after the

influence of 'Jenkins' had died away. This coincided

with the advent of the Conservative government and the

Edward s Committee conclusions.

Although such changes in policy m^hthave been explained
by reference to the economic changes in the industry^ there

were other more political influences on policy that were

of considerable importance to the licensing system. These

changes in the direction of policy were not to be gleaned

from reasons given in cases. Friendly would have asked

for identification of criteria in decisions. Far from

using more identification,the ATLB sometimes used less when

it encountered difficult policy matters. Thus when the

Board started to climb out of the Jenkins policy on competition

towards more liberal licensing it announced in 1967 the

abandonment of the growth formula for the 'more practical*

approach. Of course once the ATLB found new political

support for its policies on competition with the production

of the Edwards report it allowed itself more freedom to

expand on its competition policy, and for the first time,

20. Friendly, 1962, Ch. 5.
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in 1970, the ATLB stated that it would follow Government

policy (it extended this statement in the North Atlantic

case of 17 February 1972). Only when assured of agreement

with its liberal views for the rest of its short life was

the ATLB happy to follow the Government openly.

caoct) ( 1 ) The reasons given in ATLB Cases and the

disclosure of information

The i960 Civil Aviation (Licensing) Regulations

(S.I No. 2137, 1960), (Regulation 10( 10)^ stated that the

ATLB should give a statement of reasons for their decision

if any objections to the application had been considered

by the Board, if the Board had held a hearing in connection

with the application or if the Board had refused the application

or granted it with a modification determined by the Board.

The Section »lso provided that the Board should not

be required to disclose any information which it had received

from the Minister in the course of consultation with him in

accordance with subsection (3) of section 2 of the Act,

Subsections 11 and 12 of Regulation 10 provided for

automatic serving of copies of decisions on parties to a
than

case and on request to anyone demanding. If the Board was
obliged to refuse a licence following a direction from the

Minister under section 2(3) of the Act,an indication to

that effect would be sufficient reason for refusal.
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The 1964 Civil Aviation (Licensing) Regulations

(S.I, 1964, 1116) repeated the 1960 provisions of Regulation

10(10) in Regulation 10(8) but added a clause stating that

in giving reasons the Board should not be required to

disclose any information either received under section 2(3)

consultations with the Minister or required from any person

dLn pursuance of Regulation 9 which they regarded as

confidential.

21
The problem was posedj under the Regulations the ATLB

was given both a duty to give reasons for decisions and a

liberty not to disclose confidential information supplied

to it by applicants under Regulation 9»

In section we saw this problem. Mr. A.J. Lucking,

who championed consumer interests in most applications fcr

domestic tariff increases, consulted the Council on Tribunals

on the matter of disclosure. He drew the Council1s attention

to the difficulties he had encountered because information

which had been required by the ATLB was information which

the Board was not allowed to disclose (see Mr. Onslovs

account, Standing Committee A 1970-71 Vol. 1 (Civil Aviation

Bill) Q.7212). Mr. Lucking as a •party* to the cases had

difficulty in finding out about background information and

21. The ATLB was brought under the supervision of the
Council of Tribunals by the Tribunals and Inquiries (Air
Transport Licensing Board) Order i960 No. 1335» which
provided that the Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1958 should
act as if the ATLB was included in Part 1 of Schedule 1
to that Act.
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•confidential1 information even for the sake of disclosure,
22

never mind publication.

The ATLB*s statement in a fare increase decision of

9th December 1970 that, "As the airlines are unwilling that

these financial details should be made public ... we can

for the most part refer to them only in general terms'?
I 1

indicated the extent of the Boards dependence on airlines

consent for the purposes of publishing information.

One problem was finding out the figures and forecasts

submitted by other parties for the purposes of arguing ones

case - this difficulty applied to airlines as well as

Mr. Lucking. A second problem was the problem peculiar

to independents like Mr. Lucking}of gaining traffic or cost

figures which were not demandable as of right under the

regulations, A third problem was finding out which figures

the Board had accepted in making the decision.

22. Regulation 9 of the 1964 regulations allowed the
Board to give information received from parties to a
case to "any person who has a right to be heard by the
Board", The ATLB concluded that "by implication we
have no power to disclose it to anyone else" (6th
Kept. § 36). Mr. Lucking did not,as an individual,
qualify as a person with a right to be heard by the
Board or as a party to the case - (Regulation 14
listed persons such as applicants, holders of licences,
holders of road service licences etc. as parties with
rights to be heard). He was only heard by the Boards
exercise of its Regulation 10 powers to listen to persons
without rights to be heard. Although Regulation 10(6)
of 1964 amended Regulation 10(5) of the i960 Regulations
to give the Board a discretion to allow persons heard
under Regulation 10 to exercise rights similar to
those of parties to a case (but without becoming
party to the case) it did not thereby increase that
persons rights to information. It only gave the ATLB
a discretion to allow such people access to information
collected under Regulation 9«
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On the first and second matters we saw in section 3»1

that the ATLB aimed to achieve maximum disclosure by the

consent of parties but, especially in domestic tariff cases,

it tended to fail in its endeavours since unanimous consent

was rarely forthcoming.

On the third matter we may question whether the ATLB

accurately disclosed its findings of fact. In some cases

e.g. North Atlantic decisions, the Board would offer its

own assessment of the potential traffic saying, e.g., "We

reject the applicants forecasts as too optimistic and the

objectors as too low, we feel growth will be between 5$ and

8% per annun". Thu3 an accurate guide would be given.

In other cases the Board might merely say it refused an

application as it considered estimates to be over optimistic

(without offering a finding) or it might find simply that

traffic was insufficient)in which case the airline would
not be guided as to the possible success of future applications.

The ATLB was not opposed to giving such guidance however.

In the 1968 refusal of North Atlantic licences to BUA the

ATLB did give a strong indication that with greater experience

and operational facilities (e.g. by a combination with

Caledonian) BUA would be able to tilt the scales in favour

of such a licence.
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A great deal depended on the importance of* the route

and the state of the ATLBs own knowledge on the matter.

Since the ATLB was small it could not have extensively

researched figures on all routes. Consequently where it

relied in the main on parties to the case for traffic figures

etc.it would be less able to give a precise Indication of

its own belief,(e.g. as to the growth^than it would on a

researched route.

Reasons and Policy. I have mentioned the difficulties

of coordinating ATLB policy with the policy of the Department

but what of the ATLB policy considered in itself? Why

should Sir Myles Wyatt have felt that in ATLB decisions

even considered thus, an element of capriciousness was

23
present.

t(XU>U(l} Exceptions. Because of the need to serve the

public and because of the tactics of some tour organisers

the ATLB was forced into a position of flexibility.

Organisers would advertise and sell tickets for inclusive

tours before the ATLB decision had been made. The ATLB

warned organisers about late applications and advertising

but it did not eliminate the practice. Often the ATLB

could have either allowed an exceptional licence or

inconvenienced innocent passangersj it tended to grant the

exceptional licence.

23. Select Committee 19^7 Minutes Q.I837-8.
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lau;^(2) Flexibility and planning. What concerned

Sir Myles Wyatt and other major operators would perhaps not

have been so much the presence of exceptions)(after all this
allowed operators to meet freak demands in cases) as the

lack of forward planning. The ATLB did not have a long term

policy for the future of aviation, Xt could not even

coordinate very well with short term Board of Trade policy,

thus major operators would have had increasing difficulties

in investment planning. The ATLB was not very concerned

with the rationalisation or networking of routes and

consequently viewed from the operators end decisions might

have seemed confusing. Sir Myles may not have distinguished

•caprice* from * lack of positive direction'.

(,aH'U(3) The building up of Standards and Principles
24

Friendly criticised the CAB for its inconsistency in

varying between a presumption for competition and one

against it. He desired consistency and development of

standards. Can we say the ATLB developed consistent

standards and principles? We can say at least that on major

policy in the early years of the ATLB the Board did not

succumb to the vagueness of the CAB. The Board did develop

standards on some matters (e.g. diversion, duplication,

competition, protection, minimum prices) and although these

faded away by the end of the decade one may ask whether a

24. Friendly 1962 Chap. 5.
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standard could be expected to last for over three years

with a change in government and in an area of controversy.

Against this we could point out the inconsistencies e.g.

the •exceptions1 and the ignoring of apparent precedents.

In addition the whole notion of consistent standards

received a blow after 19^7 anc* adoption of the •practical1

as opposed to •theoretical1 method of decisionmaking.

Future decisions were not guided insofar asj

(a) the Board declined to adopt a policy of rigid precedent

(even before 19*>7» less so afterwards) and (b) the individual

decisions did not develop a sufficient percentage of relevant

principles in detail. I think it would be fair to say of

the ATLBs reasons for decisions that they made brave

attempts, at least initially, to develop principles and

these did offer some guidance. Nevertheless a small degree

of inconsistency in Board decisions together with a larger

element of inconsistency from appeals and the combination

of the two levels)plus a greater degree of incompleteness in

reasoning (some necessary, some unnecessary) produced a

system wherein the principles and standards that had managed

to evolve could not offer a great deal of guidance to

operators•

In conclusion I repeat that we must subtract from the

sum of deficiencies attributed above the necessary variables

in any system of aviation regulation. These main variables

were; (i) Technological innovations and their implications^
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(2) Changing economic conditions and aims; (3) changes

in government;and (4) the inherent variables in describing

a situation as complex as that of an airline applying for

an air service licence.

The ATLB did not have the power or resources to render

its area of decisionmaking properly 1Justicable1; its

public hearings were used to some effect but the Board

did not have the back up powers to harness them into the

wider system of regulation.

CbL Announcements of Policy

The ATLB would on rare occasions use its *Civil

Aviation Licensing Notices,(CALN) for consultation or to

make a pronouncement on policy in order to clarify a matter.

Thus it published the BIATA representation concerning

Provision 1 and fallowed this, on Ministerial orders, with

the publication of the views of the ATLB and the Minister
2 5

of Aviation in the summer of 1966. This was a procedure

for consultation but the ATLB made straight pronouncements

of its own policy. The struggle to produce a statement on

the 1 in 20 concession for tour organisers resulted in the
26

use of such a device. I mention this above so will be

brief. At first the ATLB rul ed against the concession

saying tt was against IATA regulations, but in 1965 on

September 7th (the Beauyais case) the ATLB said that the

concession was acceptable on Up 4 day tours.

25. CALN 287.

26. Section 3.3 pp.4 73-4 77
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On 9th March 1966 the ATLB granted the concession on

6 day tours to Clermont Ferrand in a 'test case1, The free

seat on 6 day tours -was not challenged in 1967» 1968 or

1969 by the ATLB or BEA.

Then on the 13th May 1970 the ATLB published a notice

of policy in CALN kjk. In the notice the Board said that

while not prejudging any individual applications, they

had considered the concession in general terms and had

formed the view that there was no justification for allowing

the concession on holidays over 3 nights.

Then came the Court Line case appealed in February

1971 (B10153# B1015^ etc.). Court Line argued that the

ATLB refusal of the concession was wrong, Mr, Henry

argued that the ATLB had given no reasons for their 'policy'

announcement, they had decided this decision, not on the

merits but had^

"expected the applicants to convince them that a
policy which they had promulgated in their licensing--
notices - giving no reasons for it - was wrong",

Mr, Henry argued that the merits that ought to be considered

were those set out in the i960 Act and questioned the wisdom

of a reversal of the liberal policy of 1966 in a time of

expansion.

Sir John Long agreed with Mr, Henry that the ATLB

ought to have given reasons for ending a well established

policy. He considered that it would have been in the spirit

27, Commissioners Report to Appeal B10153 of 5«3»71«
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of the 1960 Act to do so. A six day limit seemed 'as

natural a dividing line* as a four day one. He recommended

allowing the appeals. In doing so he not only overruled

the Board on a matter of Judgement, but, he gave little

consideration to the Board's desire to lay down principles

of guidance based on its own research and Judgement.

He followed Mr. Henry at least part of the way towards

saying that cases should be Judged individually on their

merits and therefore principles or miles should not be

laid down beforehand. There is a great difference between

laying down principles that incline towards and those which

necessitate a particular decision. The use of statements

of principles outside individual cases demanded that the

possibility of the former was accepted. Sir John came

close to denying this and saying, 'because no reasons were

given I will treat this as an arbitrary and rigid rule'.

The result of this appeal was a set back for the ATLBj

it had attempted to structure its own discretion on lines

that K.C. Davis would have approved of but it was undermined

by the lack of respect for its legislative expertise.

Sir John did not allow the appeal because no reasons were

given for a new policy, but he appears to have accepted

that a decision ought to be made according to the Act and

not ATLB policy, and that the ATLBs deciding on the grounds

of a policy unsupported by reasons was prima facie evidence

that it had not considered the merits properly.
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Thus the ATLB had been denied the use of* legislative

rule making* It did not attempt to use a pronouncement of

this kind again but preferred to announce policy and reasons

in its annual reports.

(O, The Use of the Annual Report

The ATLB used its annual report to perform a number

of functions viz: (1) to make rules and principles for

future guidance, (2) To publicise or clarify rules and

principles laid down in cases, (3) To extract principles

out of cases in which they had been implied, (k) To argue

the Board's point of view against the Board of Trade,

The first noticeable use of the ATLB annual report

was the second report (of 1961-2), At paragraph 8 the

Board listed principles that had emerged from decisions

and expanded on them. Paragraph 8 covered (a) relations

with the Minister, (b) Pooling agreements, (c) Surface

carriers, (d) Ministerial directives, (e) Cross subsidisation,

(f) Potential services, (g) 'wasteful duplication', (h) 'Material

diversion*, (i) the 'growth formula*, (j) Coach-Air services.

The principles stated were of major importance, e.g.

the statement that the Board would close its mind "against

any persuasive implications which might be detected in any

2 8
information,,, we receive from the Minister".

Some yielded greater detail on the Board's policy than

had arisen from a case, e.g. the resolution of 'wasteful

duplication' into five conclusions.

28. § 8(a) 1961-2 Report
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29
A year later tie Board's third report was used to

disclose further details about the principles used in domestic

tariff decisions. The Board discussed at length the problems

involved and listed the conclusions in detail, setting out such

matters as the Board's attitude towards the profits merited

by efficient operators.

This discussion in the third report was intended to

guide the airlines and explain the principles of domestic

tariff decisions. So much so that in the Board's 8th Report of

1987—68 it repeated that it had based its policy on those

principles. The 1967—8 report proceeded to examine how far it

had managed to put those principles into effect and discussed

the problems encountered with the ATLB domestic tariffs policy

at length (in 49 paragraphs out of a total report of 109

paragraphs). Thus as well as nerely expanding principles;

as in paragraph 8 of the second report^ the Annual Report
would be used in an attempt to disclose the thinking behind

the Board's policy.

As well as using the Report to develop principles arising

out of individual cases the ATLB tpignt use it to argue for the

wisdom of its own policy. An example was the repetition in the

9th Report of the 4 reasons given in a decision of 5th November

1968 for the retention of minimum price control. In repeating

these arguments the Board was contesting the Board of Trade's

policy incorporated in a decision of 29th April 1969 allowing

appeals to permit prices below Provision 1.

29. at • 28—29•
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The ATLB would use the annual report to urge the Minister

or the Board of Trade to change its policy on a subject, e.g.

the early reports all criticised the lack of overall policy

direction given by the flbvermaent• The Board also used its

reports to argue that the Government should directly subsidise

social service routes, (these promptings went unheeded until

the changes in the licensing system produced by the 1971 Act).

The Board used the Annual Report to comment on the Government's

proposals for change, e.g. the Board's 10th and 11th Reports

commen'Ced on the Labour Government White Paper proposals

for appeals and continued to quote cases evidencing the need
30

for an independent appeals system.
•i i, i . i 1 •

Did the principles expounded in Annual Reports last as

clear indicators of policy? - Certainly the Reports did clothe

some principles in more detail. The Board's own 8th Report

review of the principles of Domestic Tariff policy dealt with

the putting into effect of earlier principles on a number of

factors e.g. (1) Efficiency — The Board concluded that the cost

and revenue information it received from airlines was not sufficient

ImU _ ' ^ ' ri;U:to enable cost comparisons to be made. At a tariff hearing ah

1966 the Board had held in camera examinations (of DBA and

DUA on the Channel Island routes and of BEA and British Eagle

on the London to Glasgow route) in order to make cost comparisons.

The Board concluded that the evidence received there was

"certainly not conclusive enough to influence our decision in

this case".^1

_

30. eg 11th Report 88 11-19.
31. 8th Report 8 18.
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Thus at least on one question, of efficiency, involved

in the announced principles, the Board had been unable to

process sufficient information to allow its inclusion as a

factor in decisions.

(2) Reasonable Profit. The Board noted in its 8th

Report (S 20) that due to the industry's general failure to

make profits the object of tariff increases had become

to minimise losses and consequently the need to define "reasonable

profit" had not arisen.

(3) Lossmaking routes - in two respects the Board

achieved little ii announcing principles governing these routes

in its early years. It had stated that the Government ought

to directly subsidise lossmaking routes and it had said that

it would rely on the judgement of operators as to the most
32

suitable level of fares on a lossmaking route. The Government

did not change the situation on subsidies and the ATLB forgot

its other principle in overruling a number of BRA tariff

applications in 1965 to substitute a figure based on its own

assessment of the elasticity of demand.

Thus the ATLB itself would have had to admit that it

had not in the years 1963 to 1968 developed detailed and

helpful Domestic Tariff principles.

Other principles announced in Annual Reports also declined

over the years. The 'Growth Formula* only lasted until

replaced by the 1967 report's "more practical" approach. The

Rolicy of detachment from Departmental influence (announced in

32. 3rd Report i 30.
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paragraph 8 of the second report) faded avay with the 1968

Tariff decisions announcement cf a p0iiCy cooperation and with
the 1972 North Atlantic case.

Another principle mentioned in paragraph 8 of the second

report was that concerning services "about to be provided".

The cases failed to articulate this concept more clearly,

sometimes we could see (see section on reluctant operators)"*•*
that the Board would give little attention to am application

made in reply to a challenge, in other cases the device could

be used to repel attacks from competitors. As was the case

with the Board's considering the effect of a pool it was very

difficult to give more rigid guidance as the material factors

were very complex. Slight differences in form could be very

important. The Board's "more practical" approach, appearing
34

in 1967 came as an admission that the complexity of the

issues involved in licensing prevented the formulation of

guiding rules of the precision seen in the Growth Formula.

Thus in conclusion on the Annual Reports — they were used

to announce rules, develop principles encountered in cases,

explain policy and argue for a policy against the Government.

As the Board did not have the capacity to regulate from the

front (indeed it did not see its function as leading the

industry) it did not use the Report to announce major rulesi

these tended to emerge out of cases. The Annual Report did

serve to extract and expound on such principles or standards

and it certainly allowed the ATLB to have a public voice (though

this voice was not often heeded).

33. Section 3,4 pp. 5 3 8-5 4 9
34. ATLB 7th Report 8 9.
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Such principles and standards as emerged from reports met

the same difficulties as those arising out of cases, i.e.

(1) the contradictions between ATLB and Departmental policy,

(2) the problem of consistency in a changing field,

(3) the problems of detail and complexity of subject matter, and

(4) the pressures towards flexibility and exception.

A possible reason for the failure to expound a clear

major policy was the Boards view that to 'look at the merits*

of each case demanded no rigid rules, principles etc. Ti is

hiay have served as an excuse for following the way of least

resistance (but without principles or standards there can

be no 'merits'). Whatever failure there was, it cannot le

attributed shlely to the Department/ATLB division or the appeals

system, or to the complexity of the area of control or the

personal approaches of the Board etc. The policies of the ATLB

and the machinery for disclosing these rose out of the inter¬

action of all these factors.

(-d). The Minister's Policy Statements

We have seen above that Mr. Jenkin's statement of 1?th

February 1965 had no basis in law but was meant to guide the

ATLB. BEA and British Eagle felt that the statement was of
that

importance. The ATLB told the Select Committee/it was uot. They

did not want to know how the Minister felt. Nevertheless, with

a few exceptions the ATLB acted in conformity with the

isters statement, dropping its 'growth formula* and treating
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competition more on the merits of each case. To this extent

the Ministers statement may be seen as guidance ^ut probably

only ex post facto. To have been much use at the time the

airlines would have had to have seen the ATLii taking cognisance

of the new policy. With the successive Annual Reports

denying the relevance of the Ministers statement this would

have been difficult. After a few years the statement lost more

relevance since it had been couched in terms of the near future.

Thus e.g. BUA increased its frequencies on the Glasgow routes

and a number of international routes were given in double

designation. By 1968—9 the Edwards Committee was considering

aviation policy. This Committee was very pro—competition and

so would have countered any weight left in the restrictive

policy of the Jenkins statement.

This statement was the only one of its kind made during

the life of the ATLB, However the Minister was given a chance

to state his inclusive tours policy after BATA had made a

(Section 4) representation to the ATLB concerning minimum price

control in Autumn 1966. The ATLB published the BXATA notice^"'
and invited comments. Xt then published its own considerations

on price control together with the slightly contradictory
36

comments of the Minister of Aviation. Thus the Minister

announced his inclusive tours pricing policy. Since he had to

3b. In CALN 256 VXIX.

36. CALN 287.
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approve an international tariff provision before it could take

effect,his comments on this matter would have been heeded at
37

least ty the airlines (as we saw in its 5th November 1968

decision the ATLB continued to adopt a policy on 'Provision 1 *

control contrary to that of the Board of Trade).

The Minister's power to decide appeals also gave him a

limited power to make policy statements. However there was

no provision in the Act or Regulations stating that the ATLB

should follow policy expounded in appeals. Thus we saw the

ATLB use the growth formula to allow competition affecting the

Corporations investment plans almost immediately after the

Cunard Ragle case of 1961 in which the Minister had been prompted

to allow the appeal because of the damage that would have been

caused to BOAC's development plans. The degree to which the

ATLB would follow the appeals policies depended on the division

of powers on a matter. Thus the Board of Trade was better able

to dictate international pricing and routing than domestic

tariffs and routes because of its potential powers of veto and

review.

1 have said that the ATLB became more cooperative with the

Board of Trade and Government policy in the late sixties and

one might have expected, this to have produced a more effective

power to lead policy by appeals. This appears not to have been

the case. Even in 1969 with cooperation we saw drastic confusion

|
37« Bee Section PP« 5 7 4-5 7 8

'• i
;
\
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of ATLB and Departmental inclusive tours policy.' Another

factor complicating matters was the publication of the Edwards

Committee Report in May 19<>9 • The ATLB then had the choice

of cooperating either with the Labour Government (which, inter

alia, opposed international dual designation and increased

domestic competition) or the Edwards Committee (which favoured

competition as a regulator of quality both internationally

and domestically). The Edwards Committee was very influential

and the ATLB after 1968 tended to pursue a parallel liberal

licensing policy. When the Conservative Government took over

in June 1970 less of a conflict of policies obtained. This

itself meant that fewer appeals on important matters were made

and consequently the appeal became a less powerful leader of

policy. In conclusion I would say; (a) that Ihe Ministerial

statement did not serve as a major instrument of disclosing

policy (and certainly not as a developer of policy details)

although the Jenkins statement may be taken (in spite of ATLB

arguments to the Select Committee), to have influenced ATLB

decisions, (b) that the ^>peals and review powers (ti 2c

rights and fares approvals) of the Minister did not serve as

major sources of policy. Since -the ATLB often differed in its

policy and often failed to follow the Ministers appeal dicLsins, the

effect of aich reviews was destructive(not constructive. Although

the ATLB did begin to cooperate with the Government in later

years the confusion of policies formed previously significantly

reduced the Government's power to publish authoritative statements

on aviation policy.

38. See ATLB 9th Report, 91 44-46.
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(e^. The Role of Informal Communication*

It is difficult to assess the precise extent to which

informal methods were used to announce or convey ATLB policy

to operators. Licensing personnel of the airlines gained a

degree of insight into ATLB decisions through the grapevine

of a closely knit industry and they would also be able to

understand the ATLB's reasons for decisions more fully by

examining the attitude of the Board towards certain arguments.

Those experienced before tia ATLB have told me that they

developed a •feel' or 'working* understanding of ATLB policies
•• %

and practices based on a combination of formal and informal

sources (e.g. the attitudes of individual Board members

towards certain arguments would be noted by airline advocates).

Operators looked at case law and rules set down in appeals,

announcements or reports;not in meticulous detail, as a lawyer

might, but as part of a general scheme allowing the experienced

advocate to judge sometimes accurately, the attitude of the
Board. Except in certain areas e.g. concerning financial

safety matters, the ATLB did not use informal negotiations as

a regular method of allocating licences. It would not for

example(telx an operator that if he did a certain thing he

would be licensed, it would await the application and

discuss it at a formal hearing. In this respect the ATLBs

concept of itself as a quasi-judicial hearings body reduced

its use of informal methods.

i

\
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CHAPTER 3.6

Conclusions on the ATLB as a Regulatory Agency

The primary concern of this thesis is to examine how

administrative agencies can combine different powers to

reconcile efficiency with fairness and to find out whether

administrative law theories and concepts can aid the design

of agencies to fit tasks given them. The ATLB is an

example of an agency formed in the traditional mould and

failing to make the above reconciliation. In the scheme of

agencies discussed in chapter one the ATLB is describable

as a quasi-judicial body combining adjudication by formal

hearing with the management or regulation of an industry, a

degree of expertise and a degree of independence from

Government. As such ATLB regulation falls in roughly the

same grouping as the Traffic Commissioners^ licensing of

passenger and goods carriage by road.

Although the individuals making up the ATLB and its staff

were highly respected in the industry the ATLB achieved the

worst of a number of worlds in attempting to combine an

extensive set of powers. The major defect of the ATLB was

that it failed to co-ordinate with the Government to give a

workable division of functions. Thus the ATLB*s international

licensing failed to combine with departmental negotiation of

traffic rights and domestic licensing could therefore not

co-ordinate with international licensing. Domestic tariffs

could not relate properly to international tariffs because the

1. The Traffic Commissioners differ from the ATLB in
acknowledging the role of the Department (of the Environment)
as general policy maker rather than fighting to maximise
their own power to make general policy. Traffic Commissioners
do not have fcs powerful a policy making secretariat as the
ATLB had.
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Department approved international fares and results such as

the confusion over minimum price control over inclusive tours

occurred. The appeals system failed to create an area

inside which the ATLB would have continuity of policy making

discretion. This resulted in the allowing of appeals which

destroyed the coherency of ATLB policy, made it difficult for

the ATLB to develop clear standards and often resulted in

the emergence of two contradictory policies. The division of

functions between the ATLB, the ARB and the Department also

created a situation in which safety regulations were not

adequately co-ordinated e.g. Air Operators Certification was

not considered in conjunction with air transport licensing

and the advantages of examining the relationship between an

operator's financial and operational safety records were

lost.

In fighting to achieve an area of discretion the ATLB

reduced the value of the decisions made using that discretion.

As a body attempting to combine expertise with adjudication

the ATLB also failed. The Board failed to develop a case law

yielding guiding principles and it failed to develop

general policy in cases. A problem was that the ATLB was not

merely the pawn of political change; the

Board did not have the resources to be able to examine its

policies in terms sufficiently detailed to allow the

development of a precise policy. The growth formula was a

general principle but it could not be sustained without the

use of extensive research into the markets involved. Even if
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the ATLB had been free from political interference it

seems that without greater resources it could not have

adjudicated with sufficient expertise to give meaningful

policy guidance in the shape of principles or standards. The

combination of semi-expertise with adjudication produced

a system of ad-hoc decisions failing to give continuity.

Even when the Board did attempt to structure its discretion

by making announcements of policy it did not have the power

to be able to withstand the erosion of such policy by the

Government or by changed circumstances.

In questioning whether the ATLB was given problems which

were justifiable (in the sense of susceptible to adjudication

on the basis of prefabricated standards, rules,or principles)

one might answer that perhaps the issues were justiciable - but

not by a body as sparsely equipped as the ATLB and as subject

to Governmental interference.

As well as failing to decide expertly the ATLB failed to

act in a sufficiently expert manner. Although it could, in

deciding licensing cases, consider the managerial problems of

operators and the shape of the industry,it lacked the power to

lead the industry by shaping markets or by organising route

networks for airlines. The result was the emergence of an

agency incppable of positive regulation. Neither did the

Board have the power to collect sufficient information from

the operators to increase its expertise.
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In general then one can conclude that the ATLB was

an agency offering a modest combination of powers well

within the bounds traditionally acceptable to governments.

It failed as a system of regulation because what independence

it had was ill defined, what expertise it had was

insufficient and because it adjudicated without sufficient

back-up powers.

As we will see the ATLB serves as a convenient foil to

the CAA which was created to overcome the above problems.

TheCAA was set up as a body with large and comprehensive

powers, in the hope that increases in power would solve the

problems encountered by the ATLB. On the other hand it was

feared that an unsuccessful CAA would prove merely to be a

very expensive ATLB. In combining large and comprehensive powers

the CAA also magnified the problems of reconciling e.g. expertise

with independence or adjudication. In the following chapter

I will look at the CAA and consider whether the doubling of

stakes solved the problems which overcame the ATLB and

indicates that a comprehensively empowered British regulating

agency can be used successfully or whether once more .

the problems of combining powers have proved insuperable.
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CHAPTER 4.1

THE SETTING UP OF THE CAA: ITS OBJECTIVES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

In the above chapters I have discussed the use of different

kinds of agency in regulating industry and the British experience

in choosing various regulatory mechanisms. I looked at the histojry

of aviation regulation and have discussed the problems posed by

creating a powerful, expert body that adjudicates with a degree

of independence from Government. In the last chapter I described

the operation of the ATLB system of regulation and the defects

in that system. From the account given in Chapter two of the

criticisms made of the ATLB and of the proposals for a new Civil

Aviation Authority,it will be clear that the CAA was set up,

after careful thought, in an attempt to cure the ills of the

ATLB and create an expert body which gained the benefits of

expertise,independence and a degree of formality without the

disadvantages so often accompanying these factors.

In this chapter I am concerned to see whether a workable

mixture of these qualities has been attained. Thus I will be

concerned to see whether the CAA has been able to preserve its

independence in a manner allowing overall political control and

continuity of agency policy making. I want to see whether the

hearings system, taken largely from the ATLB machinery, has been

improved and has been able to combine fairness with flexibility.
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In doing so I will examine how policy has been formed using

hearings and other methods, I will consider what

relevance administrative law theory and such ideas as

justiciability have to this prbblem (and how they can be

applied) and I will discuss the various methods of using,

limiting, structuring or confining discretions that have been

applied in yoking the hearings process to the system of

regulation set up. Finally I will look at the way the CAA

has regulated in an attempt to assess whether, having faced

the above problems, the CAA has been able to control the

civil aviation industry effectively and in the way intended

by those responsible for devising the machinery of regulations.

I will give an account of the setting up of the CAA and

its various functions, I will then look at the relationship

between the CAA and the Government before continuing to examine

the use of the hearings process and the way the Authority has

regulated.

The Civil Aviation Authority was formally set up on

22nd December 1971 by the Civil Aviation Act 1971 and assumed

its full responsibilities on 1st April 1972. Lord Boyd-Carpenter,

Conservative Member of Parliament for Kingston upon Thames from
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1945 until 1972, Barrister-at-Law and former Minister for

Transport and Civil Aviation (from 1954 to 1955), was

appointed Chairman of the Authority. Four full time members

of the Authority were appointed and seven part time.'1"
Mr. R.R. Goodison, formerly a Deputy Secretary in the D0T.1.

concerned with aviation,was appointed Deputy Chairman and

Mr. J.H. Lawlie who had been Chairman of the ATLB (following

the retirement of Sir Daniel Jack at the end of 1970) was

appointed a member of the Board.

The Staff of the Authority were recruited largely from

the D.O.T.l.s civil servants. The ATLBs small staff of

i

twenty-four joined the CAAs EPL division and the Air

Registration Boards Staff continued in the new ARB. The head

of the CAAs Economic Policy and Licensing division,
2

Mr. R. Colegate had formerly been a Deputy Secretary in the

D.O.T.I, and had been closely involved in drafting the first
3

Policy Guidance for the CAA. In July 1974 the Authority was

finally able to offer contracts to staff seconded from the

Civil Service and by March 1975 almost all staff of the CAA had

accepted these contracts.

1. The 1971 Act section 1(2) provided for betweeen six and
twelve members.

2. Mr. Colegate became a full time member of the CAA in 1974-5
whilst still head of BPL Division.

3. See 1975 Select Committee Minutes Q.127.
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The Authority was set up with a grant in aid and the

Government aimed to reduce this grant progressively until the
4 5

Authority was self sufficient. The first Guidance gave the

CAA a duty to aim to be self sufficient by 1977/8 and the second

Guidance^ repeated this though adding that a deficit attributable

to the provision of en route navigation services might be

unavoidable until international agreement was reached on damages.

Organisationally the CAA has been divided into sections

dealing with economic policy and licensing (EPL), safety (divided

into Airworthiness and Operations divisions), National Air Traffic

Services (telecommunications and field command), finance and planning,

legal, information and publicity, personnel, scientific, medical

and economics and statistics. The Executive Committee of the

Authority comprises the Chairman, Deputy Chairman, Controller NATS,

Controller Safety, Head of EPL and Controller of Finance and

Planning. The Economic Milcy and Licensing Committee comprises

the Chairman, Deputy Chairman, full and part time licensing members,

licensing consultant, Controller of Finance and Planning, Head of

Economics and Statistics (ECS) and Head of EPL.

The CAA has responsibilities for a number of matters besides

economic licensing. In order to give an idea of the breadth of

functions given to the CAA I will outline these other areas in

brief.

4. In the years 1972-3, 1973-4, 1974-5 the Grant in aid has been
£29 million, £33 million and £34.5 million respectively. The
CAAs losses in these years (before grant in aid) have been
£29.051 million, £31.138 million, £43.006 million respectively
(CAA 1974-5 Report p.80).

5. para. 29.

6. para. 25.
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(a) Safety Matters

The Controller Safety, a member of the CAA, heads the

safety division of the Authority which took over the

responsibility for airworthiness standards from the Air
7

Registration Board (ARB) and the operational safety functions

formerly undertaken by the DOT.I. Section 27(3) of the 1971
0

Act provided that the Airworthiness Requirements Board (ARB) be
9

set up to advise the CAA on standards of aircraft, design,

construction, maintenance etc. The ARB deliberately retained

the old i initials and replaced the independent Board with one

constituting a part of the CAA. The combination of airworthiness

control and operational control in the one authoiity, it was

hoped, would ensure close co-ordination between the divisions and

the Economic Policy and Licensing Division. The CAA was intended

to have a complete picture of the economic and safety aspects of

an airlines operations.

The CAAs controllerate of Safety is divided into Airworthiness

and Operations divisions,'10 No airccJEft registered in the U.K.

operating for public transport may fly without a certificate of

airworthiness which is issued by the airworthiness division. This

division formulates the British Airworthiness code11 setting down

7. Section 27(2)(C) of the 1971 Act provided that the CAA give
written reasons if it should not proceed in accordance with
any advice given to it by the ARB.

8. ARB Members are nominated by the CAA, Aviation insurers,
constructors, operators, and pilots interests.

9. The ARB had been formed as an independent body in 1937 and had
established a very high reputation in technical matters (see
Edwards para. 201-5).

10. See "Britain Civil Aviation Authority" CAP 1973.
11. British Civil Airworthiness Requirements (BCAR).
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minimum levels of design and airworthiness. CAA airworthiness

staff accompany the development of new aircraft designs, they

dLscuss these requirements with manufacturers and operators and
12

run detailed tests before certification. Engines in service are

overhauled periodically by the Airworthiness division. The CAA

also approves aircraft maintenance schedules and is responsible

for the examination and licensing of the engineers supervising

maintenance. (The CAA has introduced a mandatory incidents and

defects reporting system recently to enable it to analyse and

disseminate these results.)

The Directorate-General of Safety (Operations), staffed

largely by those formerly in the DOT.I., is concerned with the

training and licensing of private and professional air crew, the

certification of airlines, weather safety standards, aerodrome

licensing and the formulation of operational safety requirements

for advanced aircraft. The Operations division applies the

standards set down by the International Civil Aviation Organisation

(ICA0). A Flight Safety Directorate deals with incidents

reporting and the development of mandatory requirements covering

aircraft performance, crewing and equipment. Accidents are also

studied on a world wide basis in order to detect patterns and

trends.^

12. The CAA will usually issue a *Type Certificate* for a new design
of aircraft to the effect that individual aircraft only have
to be shown to comply to the type design to gain certification
of airworthiness.

13. Although the D.O.T. is responsible for Accident Investigation.
This followed Edwards *(argument (para. 877, para. 1019) that
accident investigation be separated from technical control.
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No aircraft registered in the U.K. and weighing over 2300 kg.

may be operated for public transport unless the operator holds
I 14

an Air Operators Certificate (AOC). The CAA grants AGCs on

the recommendation of its Flight Operations inspectors who have

to be satisfied about such matters as management structure,

operational planning and control, the training and testing of

crews and the operating instructions given to pilots. (An AOC may

15
be revoked at any time. ) The Operational Safety Division in

this respect liaises closely with BCS staff reviewing the

financial health of operators for the sake of air transport

licensing.

Personnel (pilots, grew, engineers etc.) are licensed by the

Operational Safety Division which sets standards of physical

fitness, technical knowledge etc. for the different classes of

licence. The Civil Aviation Flying Unit (CAFU) examines pilots'

flymng abilities and checks navigational aids. The Operational

Division has licensed over 10O Aerodromes in the U.K. Aerodromes

must be licensed if used for public transport and the licence

is renewed annually after detailed safety inspections by the CAA

staff.

The setting up of the CAA as a body with comprehensive

safety responsibilities has had the major advantage of allowing

co-ordination of safety with economic regulation. In preparing

the brief for the CAA air transport licensing panel;the staff of

14. AOCs were formerly granted by the D.T.I. Director of Aviation
Safety.

15. Regulation 4 of the 1972 Regulations provided that the CAA
give reasons for refusals to grant and validate or vary a

certificate, approval or rating within 14 days. In the case
of personnel licensing regulation 4(5) provided that reasons
might be requested and regulation 4(7) gave the CAA the duty
to consider representations. Nothing in regulation 4 prevented
the CAAs provisionally suspending a licence certificate,
approval validation or rating pending inquiry.

16. «The Licensing of Aerodromes' (CAP 168) sets out aerodrome
requirements (p.75).
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the ECS and EPL divisions are able to consult the Safety division

and find out how an operat&o has progressed in AOC inspections or

how his aircraft have passed certification of airworthiness, and

they are able to see which defects have been reported by the

operator. By looking at an operator's financial position and

the results attained by safety inspectors the Authority is given

a full picture of the general state of an operator, a picture

unattainable in the division of functions between the ARB, ATLB

and DOT.

(b) Navigational Services

The CAA has also been given the function of controlling

National Air Traffic Services and telecommunications. Eighty per

cent of CAA staff are concerned with the provision of navigational

facilities and a corresponding percentage of expenditure goes on

en route and aerodrome navigation services. In 1962 the

Government set up the Controller ate of National Mr Traffic

Control Services (C.N.A.T.S.) to operate a civil/military system

of air traffic control. The Controller was responsible to the

Board of Trade and the Secretary of State for Defence jointly.

In 1970 the organisation was renamed the National Air Traffic
17

Services (N.A.T.S.). The Edwards Committee recommended that

NATS be placed in the hands of the CAA so that those concerned

with traffic control and navigation would be kept in touch with the

changing needs of civil aviation and so that research strategy

would enbrace all the related fields effddi&vely.

17. Edwards paras. 1010 - 1011.
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With the advent of the CAA the Controller NATS because a

18
member of the Authority and reported both to the CAA and

to the Secretary of State for Defence (who jointly appoint him).

The Controller NATS s.ts on the Executive Committee of the CAA

and because of its joint functions the CAA has been able to

co-ordinate its NATS planning with the airports and air transport

policies being developed. Operationally NATS have continued

along former lines offering en route and landing services.

(c) Airport Planning

In addition to the above functions the CAA was made the

Government*s adviser on airport planning policy. Section 33(2) of

the Act provided that the CAA consider what aerodromes were likely

to be required in the U.K. and > make recommendations to the

Secretary of State on such matters. The Authority has, with the

British Airports Authority, taken a major part in conducting
19

researches into airport requirements and developments. By

July 1974 the CAA, in association with the Standing Conference on

London and South East Regional Planning and the Private Aviation

Committee, had undertaken a major review of General Aviation in
2Q

South East England. The Authority made demand and supply

studies of the South Bast with a view to planning the use of London

airports and assessing different sectors of demand. Other

airport studies covered the whole country in 1973 to 1974 and were

grouped in six main areas. In 1974 the CAA published its advice

18. Section 28 of the 1971 Act gave the GAA the duty to provide Air
Navigation Services in the U.K.

19. The Department of Trades CA3 Division with a staff of just
under 30 advises the Secretary of State on Aerodrome policy.
It receives advice from the CAA.

20. See 1973-4 Report p.27. (In notes CAA Annual Reports will
be abbreviated to the date and •Report*.)
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to the Secretary of States on planning in two of the areas

covered and it contributed to the Secretary of State*s *Maplin

Review* published in the summer of 1974. It published details

of its strategic approach to planning in *The Development of
21

the UK Airport System*. Perhaps the fullest study of airports

and general regional aviation policy conducted by the CAA was

that into *Air Transport in the Scottish Highlands and
22

Islands*. This research had been ordered in the first Guidance

and a report was submitted to the Secretary of State on 22nd
K

February 1974. It de«tlt inter alia with air transports role in

regional development, the problem of subsidisation, the pattern

of services required, the operations to be used, the organisation

of aerodrome services and their financing.

As the CAA has built up its expertise and developed its

research co-ordinating methods it has increasingly become the body

looked to for data supplies in developing most areas of aviation

policy.

(d) Air Travel Organisers Licensing

Section 26 of 1971 Act provided that regulations could be

made to license those providing accommodation in aircraft and

the Civil Aviation (Air Travel Organisers Licensing) Regulations
23

of February 1972 stated that a scheme of licensing should be

21. CAP 372.

22. psora. 21 of Cmnd. 4899.

23. 311972 No. 223.
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introduced before 1st April 1973. In the summer of 1972 the

Authority invited potential licence holders to complete a

questionnaire describing their activities and a detailed scheme

of licensing was prepared and published in December 1972. Due

to late returns the Authority delayed the introduction of the

scheme by a month.^
The Air Transport Organisers Licensing (ATOL) system was

introduced in order to protect the public against the risk of

being stranded abroad by the failure of tour organisers and

to prevent exploitation by the unscrupulous. Applicants for

licences are vetted for fitness and financial adequacy and in

addition are required to enter into a bond making money available
t

to trustees to repatriate passengers in the event of organisers

financial failure. The CAA originally asked for a bond of 10 per

cent of turnover but after the Association of British Travel Agents

(ABTA) had made representations to the Authority the latter agreed

to accept five per cent bonding from ABTA members. Of 670

25
applications for licences made up to 31st March 1974 496 were

granted, 76 were withdrawn and 56 refused. In the first year

of ATOL licensing the Authority revoked 12 licences (11 on grounds

of finance and 1 on grounds of fitness) and it varied the terms

of 50 licences.

24. 1972-3 Report p.29.

25. 1973-4 Report 24.

26. (32 on grounds of finance, 13 on grounds of fitness and 11 on
both these grounds) 85 licences authorised organisation of
ABCs, 381 authorised the organisation of inclusive tows and
158 the organisation of other types. 82 licences were issued
to air brokers.
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The CAA encountered more problems in gaining sufficiently

recent financial information concerning organisers than it

had in gaining financial information from airlines. It invited

applications for renewals of ATOL licences in October 1973 but by

27
March 1974 many organisers had not submitted up to date accounts.

Because of delays the Authority granted some licences without

bonding arrangements and when several organisers failed to produce

bonds at a later date their ATOL licences were revoked. The CAA

28
announced in its second annual report that in future licences

would not be given without bonding. Several organisers failed in

1973 and the Authority used its annual report to state its

predicament; if the CAA did not have up to date accounts it could

not prevent failures but if it applied standards sufficiently severe

to avoid failures " it would have to refuse licences

29
to many organisers who might have traded safely. The Authority

did not regard the latter as a practical proposition. During

1973/4 no passenger was stranded abroad by the failure of a to«H£*

organiswer and to this extent ATOL licensing was successful

although the CAA itself pointed out that the success of the ATOL
30

licensing system would only be assessable after four or five years.

31
In the summer of 1974 the Court Line group of companies

(including the travel companies Clarksons, Horizon and Air Fair)

27. 1973-4 Report para. 24.

28 . p.24.

29. 1973-4 Report p.25.

30. 1973-4 Report p.25.

31. The Court line tour organisers failed on 15th August.
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failed. The CAA had asked Court Line for additional cash flow

forecasts in March 1974 and when the company failed to

produce these by June the Authority was considering whether to

use its section 23(3) powers to revoke its air transport

licences. At this point the Secretary of State for Industry

intervened to safeguard the group*s shipyards and with the

supposed improvement in the group*s cash position the CAA

decided not to revoke the group's air transport and organiser

licences because of the consequences for travellers. The CAA

saw the eventual collapse of Court Line as a defect more in

ATOL than in air transport licensing. (In the year of 1974 24

ATOL licences were revoked bit the Court Line failure overshadowed

all others.) Court Line had failed due to over expansion in a

peridd of sudden decline. The CAA in its 1974-5 report argued that

though the ATOL licensing system could ensure that no licence

was given to a company with inadequate finances it did assume

that companies would more or less receive* planned bookings. It

could not prevent the fall of an operator when his market

declined rapidly.

The CAA saw the way to improve the system as increasing the

ATOL bonding requirement for A3TA organisers from 5% to 7j% on

1st October 1974 and up again to 10% on 1st April 1975. (The

rates for non-ABTA organisers went up from 10% to 12^% to 15% on

the same dates).
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In addition to the strengthened bonding required by the CAA
32

the Government passed the Air Travel Reserve Fund Bill 1975.

This Act set up a reserve fund as a second line of defence

behind bonding to reimburse customers of failed air travel

organisers where bonds proved insufficient. Although the policy
I

behind this Bill was the Governments (in a reaction to the Court

Line affair) the CAA provided help in preparing the

legislation.

It is perhaps too early to judge whether ATOL licensing has

been wholly successfulJ certainly it has attempted to tighten up

control and has spotted some undesirable organisers. As the

CAA itself has pointed out in annual reports the Authority cannot

do a great deal to control the greatest enemy of organisers, the

crumbling market. Once again the creation of an ATOL licensing

department within the Authority has facilitated co-ordination

between ATOL and air transport licensing,especially in matters

of finance and fitness.

32. The Air Travel Reserve Fund Bill 1975 received the Royal
Assent on 22nd May 1975. The Bill aimed to alleviate situations
of the kind occurring in 1974 in which over 170,000 people
lost all or part of their holidays (see H.C.Deb. Vol.886 c 1577
20 February 1975). The Government chose to rely primarily on
the CAAs system of ATOL licensing and bonding to protect
passengers against operators failurs (the ATOL regulations
of 1972 required the CAA to review organisers finances). The
1975 Act set up the Air Travel Reserve Fund (allowing total
payments of up to £15 million) as a backSup device under the
control of a new statutory body the Air Travel Reserve Fund
Agency (ATRFA). The Act empowered the CAA to collect
contributions from tour organisers (through ATOL) and pay these
to the ATRFA in order to finance the fund on a long terra basis.
The Act empowered the ATRFA to manage the fund and make
payments concerning past and future losses to customers
incurred by the failure of an organiser to meet his
obligations.
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(e) Ownership and management of aerodromes

In setting up the CAA the Government transferred to it the

running of /Aberdeen (Dyce) airport and eight smaller aerodromes

in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland. In doing so the
33

Government required the CAA to examine and recommend to the

Secretary of State on the economics and organisation of air

services and of aerodrome and air navigation services in the

Highlands and Islands. In the report of a CAA staff study group

34
on "Air Transport in the Scottish Highlands and Islands" the

group considered whether the CAAs Scottish aerodromes and others

of various ownership should be brought under centralised

ownership and management but recommended that no changes be
35

made because any alternative measures would increase costs

(which had been minimised by the integration of running the

aerodromes with the operation of local and en route navigation
36

services). On the other hand the report proposed that the

operation of aerodromes be organised as a separate unit (by the

CAAs setting up a limited company to fulfil this function) in

order to allow a greater degree of public involvement.

(f) The CAA as protector of consumer interests

As the 1971 Civil Aviation Act was passing through the House

33. para. 21 of the first Guidance.

34. CAP March 1974.

35. Air Transport in the Scottish Highlands and Islands.
CAP 1974 p.8.

36. Ibid.
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37
of Lords,Baroness Burton of Coventry urged that a member of

the CAA be appointed with responsibility for consumer matters
38

and on the 23rd of March 1972 she pointed out' that the new

39
CAA(unlike the ATLB, which had a statutory duty to consider
consumer complaints, would not be responsible for consumer

affairs.

The 1971 Act gave the CAA a duty to "secure that British

airlines provide air transport services which satisfy all
40

substantial categories of public demand" and "to further
41

the reasonable interests of users of air transport services".
42

The Guidances stated that "Civil air transport exists by serving

the public; the Authority should inform itself of the public's

needs and take full account of them".

In reply to Lady Burton's arguments Lord Drumalbyn noted
, 43

the CAAs functions under the 1971 Act and Guidance and argued

that it was for the CAA to develop consultative machinery. He

added that the ATLB had only considered an average of about five

37. H.L. Deb. Vol. 321 Col. 575 of 2 July 1971.

38. H.L. Deb. Vol. 329 Col. 829.

39. Section 4(1) of the I960 Act gave the ATLB the duty to
consider any representations relating to facilities in
connection with air traffic services (or tariffs).

40. Section 3(1)(a).

41. Section 3(l)(d).

42. 1st Guidance para 7, second Guidance para. 1.

43. H.L. Deb. Vol. 329 Col. 831.
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complaints a year in spite of its obligations.

The Authority has in safety and economic regulation acted
I

bearing the consumers interest in mind and it set up a Consumer

Affairs section in 1972. The Authority has, further, used its
44

Regulation 14(3) discretion to hear private individuals arguing
i

the consumers case at public licensing hearings.

In early 1973 Lady Burton was still not satisfied that a
* 45

consumers body existed for aviation matters and argued that

an Air Travellers National Council be set up to consider

suggestions and complaints. In defence of the Authority

Lord Drumalbyn pointed out*^ that the CAA did consult such

bodies as chambers of commerce, Regional Economic Planning

Councils, the British Tourist Aithority, the TUC and consumer

associations as cases arose.

47
After Lady Burton had twice again asked the Government

whether it wouH support the setting up of an independent Airline
48

Users Committee (AUC) as a body under the wing of the CAA the

AUC was set up with the terms of reference,

"To assist the Civil Aviation Authority in its duties
in safeguarding the interests of airline users and to
investigate individual complaints against airlines where
the parson or body aggrieved has not been able to obtain
satisfaction from the airline concerned."

44. See section 4.3 for details.

45. Lady Burton argued that many complaints fell through the mesh
of existing bodies and gave the example of her being told by
the CAA, at a discussion on consumer facilities at the West
London Air Terminal, that it was not a matter for them. She
asked whose concern it was. (See H.L.Deb. Vol.432 Col.1087
22 May 1973).

46. Ibid.

47. H.L.Deb. Vol. 344 Col. 377 (5 July 1973) and H.L. Vol. 344 Col.
1820 (25 July 1973).

48. The CAA announcement of 25 July 1973 was welcomed by Lady Burton.
She did not express wholehearted approval of the advisory status
of the AUC but accepted that a connection with the CAA would
have advantages (see H.L.Deb. Vol. 344 Col. 1821 of 25 July 1973).
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The AUC is served by a small secretariat which also

functions as the Consumer Affairs Section of the Authority.

That section dealt with complaints before the establishment of

the AUC and now aids the AUC in processing complaints. The

Chairman of the is the Chairman of the CAA, Lord Boyd-Carpenter

and the sixttsm other members include Baroness Burton of

Coventry (formerly Chairman of the Council on Tribunals 1967-73),

persons concerned with different forms of transport and

Mr. A.J. Lucking who for over a decade has appeared as a

consumers advocate at licensing hearings.

The AUC up to September 1975 has produced two independent

annual reports describing its work. It advised the CAA on

consumer aspects of a number of issues arising in the 1975 policy
49

review.

50
The full Committee has met monthly and meetings have been

attended by representatives of the EPL and Information and

Publicity Divisions of the CAA (and where concerned by

representatives from other divisions). Sub-Committees were set

up in 1974 to deal with letters of complaint and in 1975 to report

51
in general the Shore policy review Committee and to consider

the problems of the handicapped passenger.

The majority view of members of the AUC has been that the

strength of the Committee lies in its close association with the CAA.

49. 1974-5 Report p.23

50. The subject of tariffs has become a standing item on AUC
meeting agenda (AUC -Annual Report 1974-5 CAP).

51. See section 4.2.
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Through the Chairman and attendant CAA staff members,subjects

arising at AUC netting* have been able to be followed up by the

Authority which in its licensing system has the teal teeth behind

the AUCs complaints system.

The minority view, urged strongly by Lady Burton of

Coventry4has been that the AUC should be reconstituted as a

statutory body seen to be separate from the CAA. Lady Burton

52
has noted that the existence of airport consultative committees

set up by the British Airports Authority has meant that a passenger

passes from AUC to the airport consultative committee concern at

a vaguely defined stage of travel. The minority of the AUC

proposed that the statutory body be tvn.Airport and Airline Users

Committee representing the interests of passengers at all stages
53

of travel. The matter is still under review.

In spite of the above question as to the best way to protect

passengers,the AUC has done a great deal in advising the CAA

about matters affecting passengers. In 1973-4 181 complains

were investigated, in 1974-5, 442. The AUC conducted a number of

visits to airports to inspect passenger facilities it submitted^in

May 1975 a paper on the user benefits of competition and quality

factors in air transport to the 9iore committee_ audit has examined

such general problems as advertising, reservation and sales
54

systems, overlooking, airports and terminal facilities, tariffs,

flight regulations, luggage, freight and the handicapped passenger.

52. In a paper reprinted at Appendix 11 of the First Report of
the 1975 Select Committee Lady Burton haws urged independence
of the AUC continuously in the House of Lords see e.g. H.L.
Deb. Vol. 369 Cols. 40-42 15 March 1976.

53. See AUC Second Rpport p.7.

54. The AUC has published a report on the *Monitoring of
Arrangements at West London Terminal and Terminal 1 at
Heathrow* (CAP 1974).
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The AUC has made use of iAs connection with the CAA. The

EPL Division shares the same secretariat and so information

flows freely. The AUC has been concerned to examine patterns

of complaints relating to different topics and individual
i

airlines. Although no Air Operators Certificate (ADC) or air

transport licence has been revoked as a result of AUC work the

Committee feels that its connections with EPL division give it

some leverage in relations with airlines. If the AUC notice

that an airline is receiving complaints on a matter it will

write to the operator expressing its worries and ask for a

reply. The EP1. division has access to this correspondence.

The Committee considered publishing an airline complaints 'league

table'(as the American authorities do) but decided that this

might involve too much complicated analysis in order to be

meaningful.
i

Thes the AUC works in conjunction with the CAAs consumer

I

affairs section. Passengers interests are further considered at

hearings by arguments put by consumer advocates. Some such

advocates (auch as Mr. A.J. Lucking, Mr. A. MacLeod and Mr. R.Jessel)

are members of the AUC but have appeared at hearings as private

individuals.

A problem still appears to be that the AUC has not been seen

as an independent and comprehensive tyfMlgtm The public-have been

confused by the various roles of the CAA and the AUC and the
55

airports consultative committees. The AUC itself has admitted

55. AUC Second report p.18.
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that lack of general knowledge of its existence has proved a

drawback. Lady Burton's suggestions night be given serious

consideration in spite of the advantages gained by close

involvement with the CAA.

(g) The CAA as disseminator of inforaation and researcher

As well as its duties to collect information in order to

build up #^s expertise the Guidances ordered the Authority to

"publish promptly and at suitably frequent intervals
statistical and other information about the industry
and enterprises without including information relating
to safety matters".

57
The Guidances also ordered the CAA to support an "adequate

programme of research" on matters within its responsibility,

especially relating to air safety, airworthiness, traffic control

and navigation services, and air transport economics.

In 1973 the CAA took over responsibility for civil aviation

publications from H.M. Stationery Office and annually produces

close to LOO publications. Notably the CAA publishes its

Official Record, series 1 of which gives details of procedures

for applying for air transport licences, classes of licence and

schedules of conditions applying to these* series 2 is published

weekly and details applications for and decisions on air transport

58
licences J series 3 deals with Air Trav41 Organisers Licensing

(ATOL) listing holders^ series 4 gives miscellaneous information

and series 5 lists the CAAs scehme of licensing charges.

A major supply of public information on air carryings and
!

economic statistics is given by the CAAs 'monthly statistics'

which are compiled as consolidations of returns sent in by

56. 1st Guidance para. 26 2nd Guidance para. 22.

57. 1st Guidance para. 27 2nd Guidance para. 23.

58. 'Reasons for decisions* after public hearings are available
for public inspection at the Authorities head office under
Section 24(3)-(5) of the Act and Regulation 7(3).
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operators on a monthly basis.

The CAA produces booklets explaining its various licensing
59

procedures and research reports of all kinds are available to

the public. Thus on economic licensing matters one can purchase

the CAAs report on such matters as Air Transport in the Scottish

Highlands and Islands^0 and the consultative document 'International
61

Air Rreight Services*. On more technical matters lists of

requirements for airworthiness, pilots, aerodromes, aircraft etc.

are published.

The CAA does print on a massive scale,adopting a general

policy of maximising publication. On the matter of research it

will be easier to see the extent to which the CAA has based

its air transport licensing policies on its own researches when I

assess. the respective roles of public hearings and other

methods in developing policy. This I will do in section 4.3.

(h) The Authority as governmental price controller

One of the miscellaneous responsibilities thrust upon the

CAA has been their duty to set domestic fares at levels complying
i 62

with the Governments pricing policies. The 1971 Act empowered

the Authority to fix domestic fares but soon it was required to

59. The U.K. 'Air Pilot' published by the CAA (22.4.75) gave pilots
a mass of information on regulations governing such matters as
documentation to be produced on landing, permits and licences
required for various activities.

60. CAP 1974.

61. CAP 1976.

62. Section 22(5)(b).
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balance airline and consumer requirements with those of

the Government. In October 1972 the Authority heard

applications from domestic operators for 15% fare increases
64

but following a ministerial letter it limited increaseSj

to 5%

"even though higher incjgases were justified on the
basis of higher costs",.

The Counter-Inflation (Modification of the Civil Aviation

Act 1971) Order 1973^6 to®4 the Authority to have regard67to
the pricing Code and set fares in accordance with the code

notwithstanding the Guidance. The CAA interpreted these

provisions to mean that though it need not follow the Code
68

precisely(the Code did overrule the Policy Guidance.
The CAA found that the Code for Stages 2 and 3 of the

counter inflation programme (operating from 1 April and 1 November

1973 respectively) did not provide adequately for the industry.

The Code allowed private airlines to set prices to cover costs

but permitted nationalised industries only to set prices at

levels limiting losses to those of the previous year. At the

63. para. 22 of the first Guidance and para. 2 and para. 16 of the
second Guidance urged the Authority to set fares at levels
allowing a return to efficient operators and at levels
relating to costs.

64. Of 25th October 1972.

65. 1972-3 Report p.27.

66. SI 197 3 No. 810.

67. Ibid S3(l) and (2).
68. see Domestic Tariff decision 73/28 of 1 August 1973 and

1972-3 Report p.21.
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August 1973 tariff hearing, at which all operators applied

for 5% increases, the Authority, in order to avoid price

competition had to apply the rules relevant to nationalised

industries to private airlines also, thus depriving them of

revenue allowable under the Code relating to private operators.

Airline losses were such that when operators applied for 20%
69

increases on 20 February 1974 the caa could grant these within

the Code provisions relating to bea.

The above problem was solved by the Counter-Inflation

(Modification of the Civil Aviation Act 1971) Order 1974 which

made the CAAsdxty to have regard to the Price Code subject to

its obligation to comply with the policy Guidance.

(Hair transport licensing

As sell as the above functions the caa was given the central

task of regulating the economy of the civil aviation industry

by air transport licensing.

Section 21 of the 1971 Act prohibited the use of any aircraft

for the carriage of passengers or cargo for hire or reward

without an air transport licence. This section applied to any

flight in any part of the world by a U.K. aircraft though the
70

CAA was given powers to exempt certain classes of flight or

71
series of flights from licensing. Section 3 of the Act gave the

CAA general objectives and provided for Guidance by the Secretary

69. Airline figures submitted showed that the increases in fares
would serve only to reduce a £4,848,000 deficit of 1973/4 to
£3,834,000 in 1974/5 (caa Rpport 1973/4 p.21).

70. S. 21(2).

71. The caa by an instrument of 29 March 1972 (varied thereafter)
exempted certain classes of flight e.g. emergency, ambulance,
training, etc. from licensing. These classes are published
in the Official Record Series 1. In 1973 the caa removed sole
use charters from its list of exempt services in order to
reniew their finances (1973 Report p.25).
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of State to be given in a written form.

Air Transport licences were to be issued by the CAA. The

Authority could issue these subject to such terms as it saw fit

and could revoke, suspend or vary licences when it considered

it appropriate.72
The above review of the various functions of the CAA gives

an indication of the regulatory breadth it enjoys. It is by

no means an agency just adjudicating air transport in licensing

affairs. Of a total staff of about 8,500,only two per cent of

these are concerned in economic matters, ten per cent are concerned

with safety, ten per cent with miscellaneous activities and

nearly eighty per cent with air traffic services. The EPL and
t

ECS divisions together with the Chairraans office involve about

165 staff (this compares with the staff of between 20 and 30 used

by the ATLB) who may confer with the (nearly 900) safety staff

in matters of mutual concern.

So far as the division of functions between the CAA and the

DoT is concerned,improvements have been made on the position
existing in the ATLB days. (Before 1972 the ATLB was

responsible for domestic fares and domestic and international

routes, the ARB for airworthiness and the DTI for operational

safety, environmental and noise matters, appeals, international

scheduled fare approvals, traffic rioht^ neqotiations).

The CAA has been gieen responsibility for approving

international fanes. Fares on international scheduled services

72. Section 22(5), Section 23(2).
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are agreed by a ines at International Air Transport

Association (IATA) fare conferences and are then approved by
73 74

the various governments. The Edwards Committee felt that

the licensing authority should be responsible for approving IATA

resolutions (or setting fares in the event of a failure to agree

in IATA), in order to co-prdinate domestic and international fare

setting, to deploy expert staff economically and to facilitate

the use of public hearings where changes in international fares

would have important repercussions.

In 1972 the Secretary of State for Trade administratively

delegated responsibility for approving international fares to

the CAA. This has allowed the Authority to include this major

factor of regulation in its scheme of control. In recent years

the CAA has shown that it will review airline fare agreements to

accord with its general pricing policy. The 'Group 3' fare
75

case of March 1976 , although involving fares set outside the

main IATA machinery, demonstrated that the CAA would extend its

review of pricing to international scheduled fares and involved

a public hearing as envisaged by the Edwards Committee. The

delegation of fare approvals to the CAA has meant that the

agency researching such matters as European fares and markets

has been able to use that knowledge in setting scheduled fares

as part of a general policy designed to allocate sensible rates

to the charter and scheduled sectors of the industry.

73. In the event of a failure to agree on fares, which atPeewsnfc requires
a unanimous vote in ATA an 'open rate' situation ensues and
it is left to Governments to set fares.

74. Edwards para. 748.

75. See section 4.3 pp. 102-3 for details.
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As noted above the CAA has been given the

responsibilities formerly divided between the ARB and DTI on

the airworthiness and operational aspects of safety. This

has allowed improved co-ordination of all aspects of safety

and financial control including the financial, control exercised

in the air transport licensing procedure.

On mp+ters concerning noise and the environment the Edwards
76

Committee had recommended that regulation of noise should

be the responsibility of the authority dealing with economic

and technical regulation. The 1969 Labour Government White paper

77
however recommended that the Department be responsible for noise

abatement since a balance between the interests of the industry

and the public would need to be achieved. The 1971 Act gave the

Authority a duty to give the Secretary of State notice of any

78 79
matter involving noise, vibration or pollution and provided

thfct the Secretary of State could give the CAA directions (after
90

consultation) on matters of this kind. In the Guidances the

CAA was ordered to take fiJH account of the to minimise

disturbance from noise etc., to advise the Government on operational

and economic aspect s of the matter and to co-operate in the

Governments environmental policies. Ihus although primary

responsibility rests with the Government the CAA has been given

76. para. 937 of Rpport Cmnd. 4018.

77. Civil Aviation Policy Cmnd. 4213 para. 112.

78. Section 34(1)(d)(ii).

79. Section 4(3)(f).

80. 1st Guidance para. 25, 2nd Guidance para. 21.
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an advisory role. The DoT has funded CAA work on noise

abatement, the CAA has worked closely with the Department and

advised it, and through it the Noise Advisory Council, the I.C.A.O.

and local authorities on noise problems. Thus the CAA is the

body engaged in operational research on environmental matters
81

and monitoring the safety and economic implications. The DoT
82

is responsible for noise certification, noise monitoring and

research but CAA personnel discharge these functions executively.

The CAA has consulted the DoT closely in attempting to fit

minimum noise routeing to the overall traffic system without

impairing safety, costing or airspace and airport use0

The Airworthine -9 division which a0^g QU^aircraft standards has
been similarly involved with the DoT in noise control and its

relationship to the use made of aircraft in operation. It is

the CAA which has devoted much operational research to

problems of the noise round airports, landing noise etc.

The effect of such a division of responsibility has been

to achieve the objects sought by the Edwards Committee; by close

consultation and delegation the CAA has been given effective

control over most noise matters.

One area retained by the Department has been accident
83

investigation. As recommended by Edwards the office of Chief

Snspector of Accidents (reporting to the Secretary of State for

Trade) has been retained. The separation of this function in the

81. See 1972-3 Report p.76.

82. Under the Air Navigation (Noise Certification) Order 1970
1970 SI 823.

83. Edwards para. 1019.
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Department is Justified on the need to have an inspectorate

independent of the regulating authority. In spite of this

separation the accident investigation branch does lean heavily

on the CAAs operational section for information (e.g. incidence

reporting) and so a degree of co-operation is again to be found.

The appeals deciding function was retained in the Secretary

of State's hands subject to an undertaking

"to uphold the Authority's decision unless there is
clearly a substantial reason for departing from it".

The function of regulating traffic rights on international

routes was retained in the Department's hands (The Edwards

Committee had recommended that the Authority "carry the main
85

weight" of these regulations). The Authority has been given
86

the duty to maintain a close working relationship with the

Department on international matters and it will be seen in the

next section (4.2) that by providing advice and assistance to

the DoT a smoother co-ordination of licensing and traffic rights

negotiation has been achieved.

One matter which has not passed into CAA hands has been the

function of granting permission to foreign airlines to operate

services into the U.K. All flights (other than private flights)

into the U.K. require prior permission from the CA2/4B division
87

of the Department of Trade. The advance notice required by

the DoT for these purposes varies but in general two full working

days will suffice (five if for a series of over two flights) except

84. 1st Guidance para. 4 (this was not repeated in the second
Guidance) see section 4.2.

85. Edwards para. 1012.

86. 1st Guidance para. 23, 2nd Guidance para. 18.

87. See U.K. Air Pilot' 22 April 1975 section 2»2s6.
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in the case of ABC or Group Charters.

British operators have long complained that the system

of foreign operator permissions has resulted in a disparity of

treatment in favour of foreign operators who can gain a permit

from the Department without going through the norwfcl licensing

and hearings system used by the ATLB or CAA. As early as 1964
B8

Wheatcroft in *Air Transport Policy* pointed out that a tour

organiser using an airline having difficulty in gaining an ATLB

charter licence could easily avoid licensing control and have

recourse to a foreign operator who would have no such problems.

The CAA has not been happy with this division of

responsibility. Lord Boyd-Carpenter in the 32nd Branker Memorial
89

Lecture argued that on this matter

"the line of demarcation of function is drawn in the

wrong place".
90

The first CAA report argued that the division of responsibility

resulted

"in a certain amount of duplication of effort, delay and
waste of senior manpower",

making it difficult for British and foreign airlines to know

where responsibility lay. The CAA and DoT have been very willing

to co-ordinate and compromise on the licensing of foreign

operators (by considering the traffic rights implications of

granting permissions and by correlatif«j these conditions attached

to permits with those in CAA licences). In spite of this

88. 1964 pp. 173-175. The ATLB noted this problem in its
second report 1961-2 p.19.

89. Delivered to the Chartered Institute of Transport 3:2:75.

90. 1972-3 Report p.12.
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co-ordination it seems that much would be gained by giving

the CAA this function. This would allow the Authority dealing

e.g. with the balance of charter power between countries and

with overall competition policy,to grant permissions more

intelligently and to avoid duplication of effort.

Having given an outline of the CAAs various functions and

the division of responsibility with the DoT one major point seems

to emerge. The CAA has grown to such a size and has such vast

amounts of information coming into it about, e.g. airport use,

use of air transport licences, finances of air operators, A.T.O.L

holders, technical developments etc., that it becomes difficult

either to justify taking a civil aviation matter such as traffic

rights negotiations or licensing of foreign operators out of

CAA hands, or if this has been done, to avoid the CAAs having

a great deal of influence in such areas. Save on a few matters

e.g. accidents and some areas of foreign relations<the Department

of Trade has come to look to the CAA as the source of knowledge

and research on most aviation matters. From xue point of view

of judging the air transport licensing machinery this complex

of functions and responsibilities means that the element of

own knowledge inherent in a CAA licensing decision becomes

larger and less predictable. It is to be hoped that the

advantages derived from co-ordinating the above functions outweigh

any disadvantages resulting. I will in the section on hearings

consider the degree to which the CAA has managed to develop

continuous and predictable policies.
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Before considering the CAAs relationship to the Government

and the role of hearings in developing policy in greater detail,

I will give a brief account of the major organisations consulted

by or influencing the CAA in its regulatory policies.

Regulation 11 of the 1972 Regulations required the CAA

to consult the Channel Islands Air Advisory Council, the Isle

of Man Airports Board or the Secretary of State when

considering a licensing matter effecting the Channel Islands,

Isle of Man or Gibraltar. Wherever cases affecting these areas

have arisen the above authorities have been consulted by the CAA.

Since they have usually attempted to maximise services to their

area (and minimise costs) it is difficult to see whether the CAA

has given special weight to their views. An example of a case

where the support of the Isle of Man Airports Board was perhaps

helpful was Dan Air*s application for a Gatwick to Isle of Man

91
service. Both the Isle of Man Airports Board (IOMAB) and the

Channel Islands Air Advisory Council (CIAAC) have been consulted
92

on domestic tariff cases when they have urged the minimisation

of fare increases and increased airline efficiency. The CAA,

it appears, has been willing to grant airline increases if

justified on costs e.g. in the March 1976 tariff hearing ,increases

were allowed on cost grounds to both the Channel Islands and

93
Isle of Man in spite of CIAAC and IOMAB objections.'

91. Heard on 8 August 1974 and 23 September 1975. Application
IA/20122.

92. See e.g. tariff case 3/76 of 9 March 1976 p.7 of Decision.

93. Ibid p.11.
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As well as hearing regional bodies of the above kind

the CAA has used its Regulation 14(3) discretion to hear
k

other bodies cases or representations in cases. Thus in

domestic tariff cases such bodies as the Northern Ireland

94
Tourist Board, the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce, Scottish

Transport Group, Scottish Tourist Board, Edinburgh Chamber
93

of Commerce, British Tourist Authority, the Shetlands
96

Islands Council and the Orkney Council of Social Services

have made representations or objections.

Although a duty to co-ordinate with the British Airports

Authority could be implied under the first Guidance (e.g. under

paragraph 12) it was not directly stated. The Second Guidance
97

however urged the CAA to "maintain a close working relationship"

with the BAA and to promote Gatwick services. Over the four

years of CAA regulation the BAA has been consulted on many

occasions concerning airport policy and the availability of
98

airport space for proposed services. Sometimes the BAA has

even objected to applications:e.g. when BIA applied for a Heathrow

99
to Isle of Man service the BAA objected that Heathrow was

over used and that it would be difficult to provide room for BIAS

scheduling.The BAAs major concern has been the excessive use

94. See e.g. case 5/76 of 30 and 31 March 1976, or tariff hearing
of October 1974 in which the NITB brought evidence and cross
examined witnesses.

95. See case IA 20014 of 31 July 1975.

96. See case 3/76 of 9th March 1976 p.11.
97. para. 14.

98. In regulating the use of airport facilities the BAA can influence
the aivil aviation licensing system. Thus e.g. the BAAs refusal
until the summer of 1976 to allow transatlantic flights to use
Edinburgh (Turnhouse) Airport meant that it would have been pointless
for operators to apply to the CAA for such services.

99. IA/20123 heard on 8 August 1974.
100. The application was refused on the grounds of diversion.
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of Heathrow airport. This concern was reflected in the "Shore

review* and the second Guidance which urged the spreading

of services to Gatwick. The CAA had to some extent anticipated

this policy in allowing a number of Gatwick services (e.g. to

Manchester and Newcastle) on the basis of its 'separate

catchment area* policy.

Internationally the CAA operates in a complicated system of

bilateral agreements, regulations and organisations the explanation
102

of which goes for beyond the scope of this work. The

Authority's licensing strategy has to adapt itself to the

constraints of agreements made with other states on such matters

as traffic rights anlfhs^W has worked in close co-operation with

the DoT and Foreign Office in co-ordinating licensing with the

103
negotiation of these rights. In addition to the problems of

gaining rights to fly into or out of a country the CAA has been

concerned, in developing an overall policy on such matters as the

charter-schedule' balance , to achieve agreements on such policy

with foreign regulatory bodies. A major world regulator in this

respect has been the United States Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB)

with whom the CAA has engaged in numerous negotiations especially

relating to the North Atlantic routes. Thus the CAA has become

the mouthpiece of U.K. operators in developing new international

arrangements. When ABC charters were introduced in 1973 the CAA

led the way in negotiations with the US and Canadian authorities

and the members of the European Civil Aviation Conference (am

101. See section 4.3 p.27-8 below and cases A4560/9 of 29:3:73 and
A15946 of 18:9:73.

102. For details of the working of the traffic rights system see
above, section 3.1 pp.

103. See section 4.2.
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organisation of European Government al bodies regulating civil

aviation). After the 'Ottawa Declaration* on ABCs in 1972 the

CAA continued negotiations with the CAB on a bilateral basis in

order to allow ABCs into the United States. Similarly the CAA

was involved in negotiations with the CAB in early 1973 in an

attempt to introduce Advanced Purchase Excursion (APEX) fares on

Nertfe Atlantic scheduled services. The CAA also took a leading

role in attempting to gain American authorisation for Laker's
i/'i

104
•Skytrain* after it had bean licensed as a cheap 'walk on

walk off* service to the USA in 1972.

In certain areas such as international cargo charters,where

the CAA has aaei- -"id as an authority (it has taken over from the
DoT as the main negotiator of traffic rights and terms with

105
foreign governments.

An intern&ional organisation with which the CAA has had

to deal is the International Air Transport Association (IATA).

Formed just after the Chicago Conference of 1944, IATA has been

given the role of setting international fare levels at its rate

conferences. The CAA has been given the task of approving IATA

fares by the Secretary of State but it has not been happy with

the arrangement (as the *Group 3* case shows ). Lord Boyd-

Carpenter, the CAA Chairman in his 32nd Brancker Memorial Lecture*0^
has argued that with the increasingklurring of the ;heduled-

charter distinction (by the development of ABCs, Part-Charters and

104. See section 4.2 for details of 'Skytrain*.
105. e.g. Nigeria.

10b. See below section 4.3.

107. Chartered Institute of Transport 3:2:75.
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APEX fares) it has become **increasingly silly** to allow

scheduled fares to be set in IATA and charter fares set

elsewhere. He argued that IATA should be scrapped and a new

body comprising shceduled and charter airlines, Governments and

regulatory bodies set up. It does not appear that IATA is likely

to disappear in the near future but (as was seen in the Group 3

case) one can expect the CAA to review thepricinxj policies

emerging from IATA more rigorously in future. At present the
j

CAAs relationship with IATA exists through its power to approve

fare resolutions and through its ability to persuade UK airlines

who are IATA members (BA and B.Cal.) to see changes in the IATA

fares structure. It would like more control and may use the

above powers to gain it.

Another international body affecting the CAA is the

International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) set up in

1944 as an organisation of governments (now an agency of the
X08

United Nations ). IACO convened a conference in Strasbourg in

1955 resulting in the setting up of the related European body

the European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC). These bodies
i

provide the machinery for achieving international co-operation

between governments on regulatory standards. A chief activity

of ICAO and ECAC is the establishment of international standards,

practices and procedures covering the technical fields of

aviation e.g. licensing of personnel, rules of the air, metereology,

charts, operations of aircraft, airworthiness, air traffic services,

108. For details of ICAO see *Bin Cheng* 1962 pp.31-165.
Article 44 of the Chicago Convention of 1944 gave the objectives
of ICAO to; ensure the orderly growth of aviation throughout
the world, encourage design, encourage development of
navigational facilities, meet the needs of people for safe
regular efficient and economic air transport, prevent waste
by uneconomic competition, protect rights and opportunities
of contracting States and avoid disputes, promote safety and
development of aeronautics. (Edwards App.3.).
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aerodromes etc. The Safety divisionc£ the CAA has been given

the function of applying ICAO and BCAC specifications on these

matters.

On matters of economic regulation the CAA looks to

ICAO and ECAC resolutions on such issues as the conditions

attaching to licences and the charterworthiness of certain

groups as part of the attempt to gain standardisation between

licensing authorities. ICAO cattects and publishes statistical

material and makes economic studies upon which member States

and airlines can base their plans. ICAO conducts regional

studies and ensues an annual report giving a detailed account of

the world civil avittion position. Through the UN Development

Programme ICAO also promotes civil aviation in developing

countries.

The CAA;in regulating UK operators}looks to ICAO and ECAC

mainly for supplies of information relating to the licensing rules,

regulations and technical data which are in the process of

standardisation. Although the Authority*s licensing programme

is affected e.g. by ECAC pronouncements on charter rules and

although ICAO as a governmental organisation is able to

some influence to hear on IATA(these agencies do not excerti.se
a great deal of control over the CAAls day to day regulatory

policy. Only in matters affecting overall world policy will

ICAO be involved in economic regulation and even then- the CAA

will usually be involved with individual governmental bodies

(such as the CAB) in conducting the major negotiations.
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The CAA negotiates with UK a^lines individually.

After the break up of the British Independent Air Transport

Association (BIATA) in 1967 the independent operators no

longer spoke with a unified voice. The CAA will invite groups

of airlines to discussions according to their involvement in an

area under consideration.

Those organisations outlined above set the international

(and domestic) limitations on CAA activities. It is useful in

thinking of international regulation, to be aware of "the
109

paramount importance of international traffic rights". It

is traffic rights that set the real limits to CAA activities

and it is in that < ^ea that the co-ordination between the CAA and

the DoT improves most on the situation that existed in the

ATLB era.

I have outlined the setting up of the CAA, its various

functions and the sphere in which it has to exercise the

discretion given to it by the 1971 Act. I will now proceed to

examine the working of the CAA and the crucial issues of the

Authority^ relationship to the Government and the use made of

hearings in developing air transport licensing policy.

109. Edwards para. 1050.
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CHAPTER 4.2

The CAAs Relationship to the Government Department1

The Edwards Committee, the White Paper of 1967 and the

Conservative Government of 1970 all agreed that something had to

be done about the lack of co-ordination between the ATLB and the

Government Department. The ATLB system of regulation had shown

how the independent board could be used so as to give neither

continuity of policy nor governmental control. With the CAA

the Government attempted to redress the balance of power between

the independent agency and the Government so as to give an

agency with a clear and workable discretion and the power to

develop its own expertise yet to retain control *by using a

Guidance to be followed on matters of major policy*.

In this section I will not repeat the explanation of the

division of functions between the CAA and the DoT given in the

last section. I will examine these areas where the division of

responsibility between the CAA and DoT is most crucial, where

the balance of power has been established.

Under the 1971 Act and the 1972 Regulations the Secretary

of State for Trade was given three main powers affecting the
f

CAAs licensing functions. Firstly under section 3(2) of the Act

he had a power to issue written policy guidance to be followed

by the Authority, secondly under section 24 of the Act and

regulation 16 he had power to hear appeals from CAA licensing

decisions and thirdly the Act left to the DoT the function of

gaining traffic rights for international routes licensed by the

CAA. Under the ATLB system the appeals and traffic rights

procedures undermined the whole regulatory process.

1. The CAA operated under the Department of Trade and Industry
until 1974, when the Wilson Government split the Department, and
the DoT took over civil aviation responsibilities.
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I will look at the use made of the above powers in order

to see whether a better division of powers has been created.

Having done so I will discuss other aspects of the CAA/DoT

relationship and attempt to assess the CAAs independent status.

As we saw in chapter two the Government was aware that to

produce an effective CAA it had to balance expertise and

flexibility against overall accountability to the

Government. I will attempt to assess whether the 1971 Act set

up a system of regulation successfully achieving that balance,

(a) The use of Policy Guidance in Civil Aviation

When Mr. Noble referred to the CAA as a •constitutional

2
innovation* he had in mind two main characteristics of the

Authority viz. (i) it had been given a set of comprehensive

regulatory, managerial and administrative powers and (ii) control

over broad policy was exerted by means of the 'Policy Guidance*.
i 3

The CAAs first Policy Guidance might have produced more

the jay problems had it not been composed by the men who were to

interpret it at a later date. The Guidance was devised in

the Department of Trade and Industry (DoTI) under Mr. R. Colegate.

When the CAA was set up in 1972 its staff consisted of the

remaining ATLB staff plus eivil servants seconded from the civil

aviation branch of the DoTI. Mr. Colegate became head of the

CAAs Economic Policy and Licensing (EPL) Division.

Lord Boyd-Carpenter agreed with the Chairman of the Select

4
Committee on Nationalised Industries in 1975 that this situation

5
should ensure that the CAA did not misunderstand its objectives.

2. H.C. Deb. March 29 1971.

3. *Civil Aviation Policy Guidance* February 1972 Cmnd. 4899.

4. "British Airways: The Merger of SEA and BOAC" (The 1975 Select
Committee*).

5. Ibid Minutes Q.128.
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Mr. Colegate told •Flight* magazine in April 1972 that he

considered the guidance system innovatory. He considered that

the CAA would not operate in a policy vacuum as had the ATLB; if

the Government desired to change policy it would not tinker

around with appeals but would openly change the policy guidance.

The problem of course remains whether(given a degree of

flexibility (the CAA could retain its independence and whether a

change of Government would produce changes disruptive of the

Authority's emerging policies.

Guidance as provided for by section 3(2) of the 1971 Act

was presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for Trade

and Industry (Mr. John Davies) in Fbruary 1972. As Mr. Noble

had indicated (the Guidance sought to give policy to the CAA at

a level that would allow some flexibility to the Authority and

yet allow some control of general policy. The document gives

an introductory six paragraphs and twenty-three more paragraphs

of guidance. In the introduction the document stated,

"In framing the guidance it has been the Government's
aim to leave the Authority a wide measure of discretion.
They have therefore expressed the guidance in general
terms rather than as a comprehensive det of detailed
instructions. It will be for the Authority to work out
the detail and apply it in particular cases. In any
case that comes to him on appeal the Secretary of State
will have regard to the objectives and the guidance and
will uphold the Authority's decision unless there is
clearly a substantial reason for departing from it." (para. 4).

At paragraph 5 it continued to point out that regulation of the

industry and the guidance should be read against the background 6f

traffic rights limitations and that,

"The Authority and the Department of Trade and Industry
will need to work closely together in these matters."
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The guidance proper began with paragraph 7 which reminded

the Authority that it should act to serve the public needs and

it "should aim always to impose the least restraint upon the

industry".

Paragraph 8 urged the Authority to secure a high standard

of aviation safety. Under paragraph 9 the Authority should have

due regard to military and civil interests in providing air

traffic and navigation services.

On Air Transport licensing the Authority was instructed

to encourage services which would foster the development of U.K.

tirade and tourism and strengthen the balance of payments (para.10).

It should ensure that the scale and character of operations of airlines

were within their resources and it should in licensing seek to

provide that efficient operators in both sectors had opportunity

to operate profitably (para. 11).

Paragraph 12 urged the Authority to consider the suitability

of particular airlines to engage in particular types of

operation and the pattern of routes achieving the optimum result

with respect to the objectives.

The Authority was told that it should not reserve a kind

of operation to a particular sector of the Industry nor try to

balance the two sectors. Entry of airlines might require

control to avnid fragmentation of effort but it was in general

desirable that more than one airline be able to engage in each type

of operation (para. 13).

Under paragraph 14 the Authority should seek to further

the development of scheduled services. Restriction on the
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wholesaling of seats through organisers should be kept to the

minimum necessary to provide for these scheduled services and

for the profitability of efficient operators.

The British Airways Board airlines were to remain the

•principal providers of scheduled services* under paragraph 15

and British Caledonian was to remain the principal independent

scheduled airline. The Authority should seek to ensure that

these airlines had adequate opportunities to compete and the

guidance added that for this purpose

"it will need in general to limit, at least for some years
to come, the grant to other British Independent airlines
of licences to serve additional international scheduled
routes".

Competition was largely guided by paragraph 16 which

provided that the Authority should licence more than one British

airline to serve the same scheduled service wherever satisfied

that: (i) the traffic was sufficient to support competing

services profitably within a reasonable time, (ii) the choice

and standard of service wsulclbei¥>roue3, and on an international

route, either (iii) the British total share of the market would

be increased or (iv) where the U.K. share was predetermined

it would increase the share more rapidly.

Paragraph 17 was the most controversial section. It

provided for the second force airline and deserves quoting

"The authority should beau: in mind the need to give British
Caledonian Airways adequate opportunities to develop its
route network particularly during this airlines formative
years. The Authority should therefore give preference to
British Caledonia Airways when licensing an additional
British airline to serve an existing scheduled service
route. The Authority should also give British Caledonian
Airways a measure of preference over other airlines in
allocating licences for new scheduled service routes, and
for non scheduled services where the number or capacity of
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British airlines need for the time being to be
restricted. The Authority should however in every
case take account also of the considerations in
paragraph 10, 11 and 12 above and the effect of its
decisions on the development of other airlines; it
is not the government's intention that any preference
should be automatic or complete."

Under sections 18 and 19 the Authority was given a duty

to examine with the airlines the possibilities of nationalisation*

It should encourage mergers to strengthen the industry.

Paragraph 20 added the duty to have regard in licensing domestically,to

the place of air transport in the total internal transport

system. It should have regard to the contribution to regional

developments and the particular interests of the Channel Islands

and the Isle of Man. The Authority should advise the Secretary

of State on the development of aerodromes to match the

development of aviation. The Authority was given a special duty

to study the economics of air services aerodromes and navigation

services in the Scottish Highlands and Islands and to report to

the Secretary of State on such matters by the end of March 1974.

Guidance then followed on a number of specific topics. On

Pricing tiM» Authority was to seek "simple and enforceable"

tariffs and should act on the general principle of relating prices

closely to costs plus an adequate return on capital. This did

not preclude cross subsidisation for the sake of developing

routes (paragraph 22).

On International matters the CAA was told to "maintain a

close working relationship with the Department of Trade and

Industry" in all international matters. It should provide

staff to attend international discussions and offer expert

assistance (para. 23).



The Authority should use its A.T.O.L. powers to ensure

that only those with adequate resources should organise air

travel. The Authority should not use these powers to regulate

competition (para. 24).

Government policy on the environment was to be considered

by the CAA (under paragraph 25) and it whould assist the industry

to meet these requirements.

The Authority should, subject to the Act, publish at

suitable intervals statistical and other information concerning

the industry. It was efgfered to make the records of its

public hearings readily available for inspection (paragraph 26).

It should conduct an adequate programme of research and maintain

appropriate consultative arrangements over the range of its

functions (paragraph 27 and 28).

Finally the Guidance indicated that the Authority should

aim to fWBover its costs and a return on capital. Until it

broke even the Government would give it a grant in aid which

would decrease annually (the aim being that the Authority

should dispense with the grant by 1977/8).

The Debate on the Policy Guidance

£
Mr. Noble presentalthe first Policy Guidance for Parliamentary

7
approval on the 13th March 1972. He emphasised the statement

in paragraph 7 that civil aviation existed to serve the public

8. Civil Aviation Policy Guidance Cmnd. 4899.

7. H.C. Deb. Vol, 833 ®o1.'12q
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and pointed out that the CAA would not be advised by the

regional advisory committees set up by the 1960 Act*, these

were to be ended and the regional economic planning councils would

advise the Authority. Mr. Noble commented that a problem for

the new authority would be the requirement that charter rules be

reappraised but he assertdd that progress had been made towards

the introduction of Advanced Booking Charters (ABCs).

Thus Mr. Noble came to paragraph 17 and the provisions as

to the 'second force* (The whole debate revolved on the second

force and unfortunately did not move to other topics). The

Opposition only a few weeks before had been incensed by the

AXLb's decision to grant British Caledonian a fifteen-year licence
3

to compete with BOAC on the North Atlantic. This was seen as a

dying shot against the Corporations. Mr. Millan said

"it is ail the more scandalous that the decisions should^
have been taken by the ATLB so near the end of its life"

(Indeed the fifteen-year decision was taken within a month of the

creation of the CAA.)

The ATLB decision atteraptedto accord with the policy guidance

expected from the Government creating the second force. At

paragraph 25 of the decision the ATLB had stated that the policy

of giving routes to British Caledonian "might lead to financial

support by the Government in case of need" but it then set

aside that reflection. Mr. Millan argued that the mention of

this point indicated that the Government had given some fort of

8. Decision A12825 of 17.2.72.

9. H.C. Deb. Vol. 833 Col. 166.
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undertaking behind the scenes/0 Mr. Millan listed the

routes already transferred to British Caledonian (West Africa,

London to Tripoli, Gatwick to U Bouiget ) and argued that

paragraph 7 contradicted all Mr. Noble*s repeated statements that

the transfers were on a once and for all basis? it appeared

to Mr. Millan that *preference* for British Caledonian would

be continuous.

Mr. Noble replied that

Mthe Government have no intention of transferring any
further routes in this way. The powers under which
transfers were affected are revoked from the end of this

^
month, and British Calddonian must stand on its own feet*4

On the general nature of the level of guidance there were

no conspicuously extreme feelings. Mi. Millan felt that apart

from paragraph 17 the rest of the Guidance was vague and

"platitudinous", on the other hand Mr. Michael McNair-Wilson

considered that the guidelines were too rigid and wondered,

"whether we are wise to cross the *Ts* and dot^Jjhe *Is* ahead
of letting the Authority do that in operation"

In conclusion Mr. Noble *id not apologise for the second

force? he admitted that his party had foreseen the requirement

to give British Caledonian resources to set it on its feet but

said "we have changed the Labour Government's policy and we are

13
not ashamed of it". (The Guidance was approved by 305 to

268 votes in the House of Commons.)

Interpretation of the Guidance

As Mr. Colegate told Flight and Mr. Noble had argued in

10. Ibid. Ool. 168.

11. Ibid. Col. 125.

12. Ibid. Col. 146.

13. Ibid. Col. 180.
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committee on the 1971 Act the Policy Guidance had to be set out

in general terras and not in the detail one might expect of an

A*t of Parliament or a Statutory Instrument (the Edwards Committee
14

had recommended that guidance be given in precise Statutory

Instrument form).

Consequently the Guidance proved to be of limited affect as

a guide in individual cases. Each paragraph could be countered

by quoting another and *escape clauses* were provided. Thus

e.g. the paragraph 17 preference for British Caledonian was not

"automatic or complete", the right of another 'efficient operator*

to make a profit might be considered under paragraph 11 and the

British Airways Board position as the "principal providers of

scheduled services" would hstve to be considered under paragraph 15.

The Guidance did not give a very precise definition of cases

where competition would be allowed; traffic had to be "sufficient"

within a "reasonable" time, services * improved* and total share of

traffic increased for U.K. operators. The Authority was left to

define when a time was "reasonable", when a service was

"improved" etc..

On some matters the Guidance could be fairly specific but

only for a limited period. The paragraph 17 preference for

British Caledonian was said to be determining in preferring

British Caledonian to Dan Air for a service to Brussels in 1973,
in licensing British Caledonian to operate scheduled services to

Toronto, Singapore, Boston, Atlanta and Houston and in licensing

14. Edwards paragraph 640.

15. Case A 15922 of 4th December 1973 see below section 4.3 E;
for details.
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British Caledonian to Algiers in 1973.16 This paragraph was

however seen to be of limited effect, The purpose was to

establish British Caledonian as the 'Second Force' airline.

Once British Caledonian had received the above routes and

17
routes to West Africa (by transfer from 90AC and by

18
licensing ) it was generally felt that the preference had been

used up and after the Brussels case the British Caledonian

representatives did not rely heavily upon paragraph 17 as a

basis for argument before the CAA.

In cases other than those involving paragraph 17 the Policy

Guidance probably guided no better than the former policies

of the A1LB huM&.dtone. On overall policy the

guidance did give some help e.g. it told British Caledonian that

it would be protected sufficiently to allow its development

into a 'second force* airline, it told BAB that it would remain

the principal provider of schedules services, it ordered the

CAA to minimise regulation}to consider 'networking problems* of

operators and to allow efficient airlines to make a profit etc.

In this respect the Guidance would assist the basic investment

policies of the larger airlines but, especially to the smaller

independents, the Guidance gave little help on short and medium

term policy.

16. The Cannonball services, decision A 15250 etc. of 17 August
1973 see also 1973-4 Report p.20.

17. The ATLB had given British Caledonian North Atlantic
routes in March 1972 in anticipation of the Second Force
policy.

18. The CAA gave British Caledonian Casablanca as an optional stop
in 1972 and deleted Casablanca from BBA's licence (decision
IB 24097 of 18.2.74). In March 1973 the CAA added Kushasa
to British Caledonian's West African service.
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A main purpose of the Guidance was to replace the

appeals system as the Government*s tool of control over

general or *political* aviation policy. Co-operation between

the CAA and DoT ironed out some of the problems

encountered in the ATLB system but the fundamental problem of

reconciling expert policy making with political control

remained. A major fear in the early days of the CAA was

that a change from a Conservative to a Labour Government

could result in a drastically ehanged policy guidance affecting
19

the CAAs continuity.

As far as the CAA was concerned the Policy Guidance

provided the limitations upon its discretion. Lord Boyd-Carpenter

the Chairman of the CAA has taken the view that the Government's
I

control over the CAA must be exercised formally and openly
i

by means of the Policy Guidance. In a review of the CAAs first

20
tvee years of operation he stated that the position of the

CAA as an independent body had made it necessary for the

Government to work out and state its own policy clearly and

publicly in a way not done in the past£ the CAA served as a

stimulus to the Government in defining its objectives. In

adopting this approach Lord Boyd-Carpenter made it clear that

the CAA would fight to preserve its area of expertise, its

discretion, and it would not be bullied by the Government. The

CAA saw itself as the prime source of aviation knowledge and

continuing expertise. In an article "The Stabilising role of

19. Michael Donne in the Financial Times of 8 July 1975 saw the
Policy Guidance as an attempt to take civil aviation 'out
of politics* but noted the airlines fear of major political
changes resulting from the Shore review. On October 20 1975
Mr. Donne in an article "Too many direction changes in the Air"
urged that the CAA be left free from political interference.
He argued that many felt the review was necessary, "The
Edwards Report...was intended to take civil aviation out of
politics for a long time ahead while Mr. Shore is now trying
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21
the CAA" Lord Boyd-Carpenter stated that

"the Authority intends to accumulate experience and
information about the aviation industry to a degree
that was never available before either to the ATLB or

to the relevant Ministry."

Together with the use of *open* government policy making and the

CAAs expertise he saw the CAA as an agency Bringing continuity

and stability to the regulation of civil aviation.

The question whether the use of a public guidance would,

as IrfMrd Boyd-Carpenter hoped, lead to open control of a

body sufficiently expert to sustain continuity of policy or

whether a change of Government would prove disruptive, was

brought to the test with the installation of a Labour

Government in March 1974 and its re-election in October of that

year.

The 'Shore Review1 of Civil Aviation Policy

The new Labour Government*s Secretary of State for Trade

Mr. Peter Shore began a review of civil aviation policy in early
22

1974. Some feared that the Labour Government would carry

out the threats made by Labour MPs in opposition (e.g. Mr. Roy

23
Mason had stated that BOAC would be given back the West African

19. to drag it back in" (FT p.2l).

20. Lloyds List April 7 1975.

21. F.T. Septeiriber 4 1975 Aerospace Suppt. VII.

22. On 18th November 1974 Mr. Shore assured Mr. Warren that
airlines would be consulted in the review - H.C. Deb. Vol.881
Col. 889.

23. H.C. Deb. Vol. 814 Col. 1191
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routes handed over to British Caledonian in 1971). On the

25th of March 1974 Mr. Dan Jones asked whether the Secretary

of State would restore to BAB those routes taken away from

them in the period 1972-1974 and was told by the

Parliamentary Secretary, Mr. Clinton Davies, that this was "one

of the matters we are considering in reviewing civil aviation

policy".24
On the 5th of December 1974 Mr. Shore announced the terras

25
of reference of his policy review viz.

"to consider what changes may be desirable to United
Kingdom civil aviation policy as embodied in the Civil
Aviation Policy Guidance approved by Parliament in
March 1972, in the light of the present economic
and financial position and prospects of the British
civil air transport industry."

Mr. Shore stated that the organisations most closely interested

had been offered opportunities of making their views known to

his reviewing committee and he invited other organisations or

individuals to make representations.

Although the DoT was primarily responsible for the policy

review it is clear that the CAA played an important part in the

review machinery.

26
The authority stated in its 1974-5 report that it had

"worked closely with the Department" in the policy review. Apart

from discussions the CAA involvement largely took the form of

the submission of a considerable volume of detailed researches

24. H.C. Deb. Vol. 871 Col. 61.

25. H.C. Deb. Vol. 882 Col. 572.

26. p.25.
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to the DoT civil servants conducting the review.

These covered the whole range of its responsibilities

under the Policy Guidance and the review gave the Authority the

opportunity to mount a major reappraisal of many of the

plicies it had developed over its first three years of activity.

It was realised by all that major questions in the review

would be the position of British Caledonian as the second force

airline and the use of competition on international routes (at

a later date it became clear that Mr. Shore included an

r 27
examination of Lakers Skytrain in the review ). The CAA staff

submitted assessments of these matters to the DoT. The CAA

saw itself as the Government*s expert adviser on civil air

transport as well as the source of research information. The

CAA staff reports were not merely general analyses of policy-

they were the results of a great deal of continuous work in

analysing markets and forecasts and were likely also to serve

as the basis for future CAA policies. The CAA examined a vast

range of questions and policies e.g. the charter/scheduled

services division, private sector and public sector competition,

the strategies best suited to maximise U,K airline earnings, the

economies of domestic services the interaction between European

scheduled and Inclusive Tour markets, the development of Gatwick

airport, Regional, Social and Airports policies and the 'second

force* policy on British Caledonian.

27. See pp. 14-21 below. In reply to a Parliamentary Question
on 21st March 1975 the Government announced that Skytrain
would be considered in the review.
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If one considers that the CAA »n its Economic Policy and

Licensing (EPL) and Economics and Statistics (E6) branches has
t

about twice the manpower of the DoTs civil aviation branch and

the fact that the CAA is the primary input source of civil

aviation statistics^the impression of the policy review given
is of the CAAs producing a mass of analysis which the DoT

would be far less well equipped (both in time and expentise)

to review de novo.

The staff of the DoT considered the analysis of the CAA

and the submissions made by the airlines and, after having

consulted those closely involved (primarily the CAA, BA, and

B.Cal.), submitted their report to the Secretary of State for

Trade in May 1975 in a confidential document. There existed

a feeling in the industry that this policy review report although

reformulated according to the *DoT line* owed a great deal to

the views and submissions of the CAA.

Since the main issue in any new policy was likely to be

the role of British Caledonian Airways the DoT in conjunction

with the CAA had been engaged in consultations with BA and B.Cal.

since early 1975. The pm-.pose of these consultations was

to see whether changes should be made in the roles of these two

major airlines. The need for a new policy guidance would

depend to some extent upon the outcome of these consultations.

The CAA was involved in these talks at the highest level since

it had been given the task of examining, "with the British Airways

Board and the other British airlines concerned whether routes

should be adjusted or reallocated among them" under paragraph 18

of the first policy guidance.
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These cons xil tat ions both on route rationalisation

and on the good policies of the review (including 'Skytrain*)
28

continued unt4-l July 1975 when Mr. Shore made a statement.

During this period of consideration there was much nervousness

29
in the industry. British Caledonian did not know whether its

position as the second force airline would be increased or

diminished, the independent charter operators feared that BA

should take over British Caledonian and move into inclusive

tours in a big way. The DoT had considered a very broad range

of options from nationalising British Caledonian to retaining

the status quo.

Although airlines were united to make submissions for consid¬

eration in the review and limited discussions with the airlines

took place in the DoT,there was not complete satisfaction with
the way the policy review had been undertaken

(some operators e.g. British Caledonian made it clear

that they felt the review was unnecessary). Michael Donne of

the Financial Times argued that the method of conducting the

review left much to be desired. He said,

"For the first time in many years a major change in the
structure of civil aviation is being planned virtually
in secret. It is this situation which is giving rise to
much of the criticism, for it is seen by many as part
of the current Whitehall trend away from 'open
government*. Nobody outside the DoT knows what is in
the report or even the names of all the officials involved
in compiling it...there has been no a^gounced*latention
of publishing all or any part of it."

28. H.C. Deb. Vol. 896 Col. 1502 29 July 1975.

29. Michael Donne wrote "The desire for a period of calm in which
to conduct serious planning for the future is almost a
desperate one in the air transport division" ("Clear skies
after an Aviation Storm" FT Fbb. 16 1976 p.15).

30. FT July 8 1975 p.16.
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Uncertainty in the industry continued; British Caledonian
31

feared anything from full nationalisation to a gradual

run down of its routes. British Caledonian itself proposed
that

a solution, aug eating/Government took a minority shareholding
in British Caledonian, to be held perhaps by the National

Enterprise Board. In the house of Commons Mr. Shore was asked

when he would publish his review and was reminded of the
32

uncertainty in the industry.

On the 29th of July 1975 Mr. Shore made a statement on

33
future aviation policy in the House of Commons. He proposed

a number of policy changes to be incorporated in a new policy

guidance for the CAA for which he would seek Parliamentary

approval in due course. He argued that present civil aviation

policy was largely modelled on the Edwards Committee report

which was based on the estimation of expansion through the

seventies. This had not happened; in 1974 traffic had fallen by

10% and British Ciledonian had been forced to cut dheir staff

and services, including the North Atlantic service. The new

Guidance would take account of this bys- (i) in general not

permitting competition by UK airlines on long h^ scheduled
services (no 'duel designation*). Mr. Shore realised that this

I

decision would rule out B. Cals. starting operations on the
34

Singapore or North America routes (the 'Cannonball' routes ) or

31. The Financial Times and Guardian of 20th June 1975 reported a
demonstration by 100 employees of B.Cal. in London urging
the protection of B.Cal. jabs.

32. e.g. on 23rd June 1975 H.C. Deb. Vol. 894 Col. 7, 8, 9, 10.
33. H.C. Deb. Vol. 896 Col. 1502.

34. Given to B.Cal. in 1973 by the CAA in consideration of the
paragraph 17 preference for the 'second force' airline - in
decision A 15250 of 18.8.73.
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returning to the North Atlantic, (ii) B.Cal. would have

a 'sphere of influence1 for its long haul scheduled services,

based upon its West African and South American routes (it

might exchange some routes with BA to achieve this result). It

would continue to be the preferred airline in its sphere of

influence. (iii) Mr. Shore decided that the Lakers 'Skytrain'

would not be allowed to commence operations as it would divert

traffic away from the existing services.

The new Shore policy would replace the Edwards Committees

competition policy with a 'sphere of influence' policy (some

believed that Edwards had laid down a blue print for the

seventies but the Committee itself realised that matters might

35 '
change rapidly ). Although B.Cals. position had been drastically

changed the airline was reasonably content with the solution,

at least it had not been nationalised or left open to a slow

decline. Mr. Shore had considered nationalisation but had

rejected this course because it would have been produce d a large

number of Gatwick unemployed. He felt that a minority state

shareholding in B.Cal. would be neither necessary nor desirable

and so rejected that course.

The most dramatic results of the policy review were the

cutting back of B.Cals. Cannonball routes (which had been

licensed and appealed in 1973 but had never gained traffic

rights) and the Skytrain decision. Since the Skytrain case was

prestigious, important and went to the heart of the licensing system

35. Edwards paragraph 9.
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it is worth detailing.

Skytraln

The *Skytrain» was a new type of scheduled service first

proposed by Laker Airways in 1971. The service was to

operate initially from London to New York as a 'no frills*

no reservation walk on service. By eliminating the trimmings

Lakers proposed to operate the service at a very low fare

(£37.50 in 1972) and so to cater for the 'forgotten men* who

could not afford to travel on normal scheduled services.

Lakers argued that the Skytrain would develop new traffic rather

than divert from existing services.

36
The first application for a Skytrain licence was rejected

by the ATLB in 1971 and on the 9th of February 1972 an appeal

was heard by Sir DettNts Proctor KCB. Sir Dennis recommended

granting the appeal and the licence but in a letter of 20th
March 1972 the Secretary of State dismissed the appeal. However
the Secretary of State made it clear that a main consideration
in his decision was a desire not to anticipate the Authority's

37
functions (after all the ATLB was in the process of giving

B.Cal. fifteen-year licences on the North Atlantic route in
38

another major decision ).
39

Lakers re-applied to the CAA for a licence in August 1972.

arguing that the ATLB, the appeal commissioner and the DoTI had

found much in their application to approve. They contended that

its rejection was due to circumstances peculiar to the time of

the original application rendering it inopportune.

36. Application A 12449 December 1971 (CALN 553).

37. See CAA 1972-3 Report p.26.

38. A 12825 of 17.2.72.

39. Application A 14011 heard on 1? 2 and 4 August 197* decided
28.12.72.
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British Caledonian objected to the application as did

BOAC, arguing that the proposed service would divert traffic

from them and increase their losses on the capacity laden North

Atlantic. They stated that the low fare would provoke a

response from other operators on the route which would damage

all airlines. Both objectors questioned the commercial

viability of the operation.

The CAA granted the application and gave a licence for
40

ten years. They modified the licence making the service

Stansted to New York and limiting capacity to a daily Boeing

707 in order to protect scheduled services.
i

The CAAs reasons for granting the licence were; firstly

they accepted the public need and demand for a 'no frills'

service, secondly they felt the prospects for the service were

good, thirdly they considered that the licence conditions

inserted would provide sufficient protection from diversion

to satisfy the Policy Guidance, fourthly the CAA doubted whether

IATA and other carriers would react to the service with similar

operations, fifthly they believed that the IS authorities
41

would accept the designation of Lakers as a UK carrier on the

route and finally the CAA did not feel that Skytrain was

incompatible with the Advanced Booking Charter (ABC) proposals

it had put forward (since Skytrain fares were higher and ABC

fares were reservable).

The CAA believed their decision to be consistent with both

the Policy Guidance and the Secretary of State's appeal letter of

30th March 1972.

40. Valid from 1.1.73.

41. Under the terms of the UK - US 1946 Air Services Agreement.
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Following the grant of the Skytrain licence British

Caledonian appealed to the Secretary of State.
42

In a letter of 22nd December 1972 the Secretary of

State considered the decision of the CAA. He now had regard

43
to the Policy Guidance of February 1972 which noted that,

"In any case that comes to him on appeal the Secretary
of State will have regard to the objectives and the
guidance and will uphold the Authority's decision
unless there is clearly a substantial reason for
departing from it."

In his letter the Secretary of State said that against these

criteria the appellant had not made a sufficient case to justify

reversal. He accepted the CAA judgement that a demand existed

for Skytrain and that with the conditions imposed the risk of

diversion from British Caledonian scheduled services was

minimised. The Secretary had considered the provisions in the

44
Policy Guidance concerning preference for B.Cal. and the need

to limit licensing of independent airlines on international

schedule routes but felt that considering the restrictions

imposed there was no substantial reason for him to conclude

that the CAA had not taken this aspect of the Guidance adequately

into account.

After this hearing Lakers invested in three DC 10 aircraft

to operate Skytrain but CAB approval in the form of the grant of

Foreign Air Carriers Permit was slow to come. The British

42. Pbblished in ATLN No. 40.

43. Cmnd. 4899.

44. Ibid paragraph 15 and paragraph 17.
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Government had designated Lakers as carriers on the route

on 28th February 1973 and routes were exchanged between the

US State Department and the Foreign Office. In early 1973

the American Authorities, in spite of British requests to

speed authorisationuider the Bermuda Agreement, filed
s

enforcement petitions against Laker relating to the operators

previous charter operations. In order to speed matters Laker

settled with the CABs Bureau of Enforcement concerning

charter operations for the sum of #101,000 in July 1973. The

CAB tabled a pre-hearing conference on Lakers application for

a Foreign Air Carrier Permit for September 1973 to be followed

by a full hearing in December. In early 1974 the Bureau of

Operating Rights (CAB) and the CABs Administrative Law Judge

recommended granting Lakers a two year permit. The CAB heard

further argument on the matter in April 1974 and little was

heard from the US authorities after that date.

With Skytrain still on the ground the British Airways Board

(BAB) applied for the revocation of the Skytrain licence at a

45
hearing on 2lst and 22nd January 1975.

BOAC argued that the market of 'forgotten men' had disappeaeed,

that there would be diversion, that US carriers would retaliate,

that this would adversely affect the balance of payments ofthe

UK and th«stABC charters had arrived to give cheap North Atlantic

fares.

Lakers argued that they had invested £31 million in aircraft,

ticket machinery, advertising and hearings, that the Bank of

England had approved the purchase arrangements for the aircraft

concerned, that the Department of Trade had allowed the aircraft

45. Application IB/24214/R.
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into the country duty free for the Skytrain service and had

spent much time arguing their case with the American

Government and that the British Government had put pressure on

the American Government to authorise the service.

Mr. F. Laker stated that to revoke the licence would be

disastrous, traffic was growing, the market existed, US

carriers would not reciprocate the service, it would be difficult

to find alternative uses for his aircraft, he did not believe

BA would suffer from diversion to the extent they estimated.

"Lakers had done much to start the service, had done no
wrong and should be allowed to operate on the grounds of
natural justice",

46
Mr. Beckman argued.

The CAA stated that in granting a licence in September 1972

the Authority saw Skytrain as an experiment in a background of

expanding demand across the North Atlantic. It was still seen

as valuable but "should be launched when circumstances are

conducive to a favourable outcome". The Authority accepted BA

evidence of a decline in the market in 1974, and their 'no

growth* forecasts for 1975. The problem now on the North Atlantic

was stated to be over capacity. The CAA rfelt that diversion

would be on a larger scale than in 1972 and that it would not

be long before a US carrier reacted to the competition offered.

The Authority considered modification of the licence but

this was impractical as a daily service was required and a

higher fare would negate competitive impulse. Thus the CAA

felt 1975 was not the ideal year to start Skytrain yet it

considered that it would be wrong to go back on its decision to

46. Decision IB/24214/R paragraph 32.
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licence after the large investments made. It accused the US

authorities of •Unconscionable procrastination* contrary to the

spirit and letter of the agreement between the two countries.

The Authority decided not to revoke the licence but stated

that the service should not start until the market resumed

growth. It considered specifying an earliest date of operation

but concluded that this would be unrealistic, though clearly

this was unlikely to be for at least twelve months.

Thus Lakers still had a licence to fly but *advice* not to

start fos- a year. They still had no permission from the US

authorities. They would be unlikely to receive permission from

the US in the light of the CAA statement. The licence had given

permission in the barest sense, it in no way ensured the

operation of Skytrain.

In the 29th of July 1975 statement Mr. Shore founded upon

47
the DoT review of policy and it is here that one might deduce

a conflict between the DoT policy and that of the CAA. The

Secretary of State stated that,

"Skytrain would divert traffic away from the existing
services and in particular damage BA. I have
accordingly told Laker Airways that in these
circumstances the Skytrain service cannot be allowed
to start."

49
Laker*s Washington attorney stated that Mr. Shore had not

1

necessarily gone further than the CAAs 1975 decision towards

47. Contained in the confidential *docuraent* of May 1975, however
the Dot issued a public document entitled 'Future Civil Aviation
Policy Supplementary Material* to accompany the Secretary of
State's 29th July statement. This booklet gave the DoT findings
on topics of policy in very general terms without disclosing
detailed calculations etc.

48. H.C. Deb. 29:7:75 Vol. 896 Col. 504.

49. Sunday Time3 Business News 3 August 1975.
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revoking Skytrain since Mr. Shore had not revoked Lakers

designation. However if one considered the statement in

the light of the rest of the 29th July policy, that,

"In future it should be our general policy not to
permit completion between UK airlines on long haul
scheduled services and therefore not to licensg^more
than one UK airline on any given long haul..."

it seemed that this was the end for Skytrain. The CAA differed
from the DoT here in wanting to keep the opticn of Skytrain

open and in adopting a position more inclined towards

experimenting with low fares than to protecting the existing

scheduled services.

After the Shore Statement in July the Sunday Times

reported that the Americans, who had been painted by the

CAA as the real culprits in the situation.had given in and

that,

"President Ford was on the verge of telling his Civil
Aeronautics Board to end its obstruction of Laker
Airways...Skytrain service...when Peter Shore announced ^
on Tuesday that he would not allow the service to start."

In the brief debate following the July 29 statement

52
Conservatives urged that Lakers had been badly treated after

having been licensed for so long, after having invested #71 million

in aircraft with the Bank of England's aproval, after having

spent £300,000 in legal fees to win seven hearings on both sides

of the Atlantic and after having had the approval of the Secretary

of State for the purchase of a third Tristar aircraft in May 1974.

50. H.C. Deb. Vol. 896 Col. 1504.

51. S.T. Business News August 3.

52. e.g. Mr. Warren H.C. Deb. Vol. 896 Col. 1505 29*7s75.
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The Skytrain case was not concluded in raid 1975 but by

then had served to demonstrate the difficulties of licensing

international servicesJ even assuming that the Americans

were the main inhibitors of Skytrain there was still a deal

of doubt concerning the DoTs attitude towards Skytrain in

the years after 1974.

Laker Airways produced a booklet on Skytrain in late 1975

entitled *A National Scandal*. The operator contested the

findings of the Shore Committee and the CAA on the North

Atlantic market, diversion from BA the effect on the balance

of payments .« and reasserted that *Skytrain*

represented Sf71 million of private investment made with Bank

of England, Treasury and Government approval on the basis of a

ten year licence(Lakers called Mr. Shore's action the exercise
53

of •arbitrary power*.

In the High Court in mid 1976 Lakers brought an action

against the Secretary of State for Trade urging that Mr. Shore's

54
new Guidelines were ultra vires his powers under the 1971 Act.

Counsel for Mr. Laker argued that the guidelines countered the

purposes of the 1971 Act, that they were not 'guidance* but

directions and that they divested the CAA of its statutory

discretions.

In the rest of the July statement Mr. Shore explained his

plans to institute a 'spheres of influence* policy for long haul

scheduled routes. He envisaged a B.Cal. sphere based on West

Africa and South America with "a limited exchange of routes with

British Airways"55 in order to bring this about. Conservatives

53. 'A National Scandal' 1975 p.l.
54. Times 29:6:76 p.4. See Appendix to Chapter 5.

55. H.C. Deb. Vol. 896 Col. 1503 29:7:75.
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made mild protests about the treatment of B.Cal. but were

generally pleased to see its reaffirmation as the 'second

force* airline. They were not pleased with the treatment of

the CAAJ Mr. Warren spoke of the downgrading of the £AA to the
56

position of an adviser and Mr. Tebbit questioned whether

Mr. Shore would introduce new legislation to emphasise,

"that the CAA is now nothing more than an office boy
and that the Secretary of State has taken over
personal management the policy which the CAA was
given to administer"

After the July statement a working group was set up in

an attempt to get BA and B.Cal. to agree to the route

rationalisations necessary to produce Mr. Shore*s spheres of

influence (most matters not involving route rationalisation had

been concluded) in order to be in a position to present a

new Policy Guidance for Parliamentary approval.

The CAA was closely involved in the working group which

was headed by the Deputy Chairman of the CAA and the Deputy

Secretary of the Civil Aviation Division of the DoT and

contained officials from BA, B.Cal., and CAA and the DoT. In

the period before Christmas 1975 there occurred many

refinements of and negotiations concerning route rationalisations.

BA at one point argued that it would not willingly give anything
58

to B.Cal.' and that Mr. Shore should make such exchages himself

56. Ibid Col. 1505.

57. Ibid Col. 1509.

58. Mr. H. Marking the Deputy Chairman and Managing Director
strongly opposed giving routes to B.Cal. The *hard* BA
line . probably suffered by the appointment of
Sir Frank McFadzean and not Mr. Marking as the Chairman of
BA as from 1st January 1976 (following the retirement of
Sir David Nicholson).
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59
on a political basis and in public. (The Financial Times

reported that the BA managements stand was holding up the

white paper and agreement on route rationalisation.) The BA
60

trade unions at Heathrow opposed route exchanges but B.Cal.

broadly favoured these as consolidating its status.

The rationalisation plans were also discussed by a more

formal interdepartmental committee comprised of representatives

from relevant departments (e.g. Employment, Environment, Trade

and Scottish Office) but the main negotiations went on thr-ugh

the working party.

By early 1976 the airlines, with some reluctancehad

accepted the exchange of routes proposed by the DoT in talks at

the highest levels and this cleared the way for the DoT to set

out a new policy guidance based on the spheres of influence

policy. The exchange consisted of B.Cal.» giving up its •Cannonball*

routes from London to Boston and Toronto (for which it had

been licensed in 1973 but had not received traffic rights) the

route to Singapore via Bahrain (which it had not operated); its

routes to New York and Los Angeles (which had been licensed by

the ATLB in 1972 and operated by B.Cal. from 1973 until their

withdrawal by B.Cal. in November 1974 for financial reasons) and

59. 27th October 1975 and October 20 1975 p.21 "Too many
direction changes in the Air".

60. Ibid.

61. BA in a later statement (quoted by Mr. Shore H.C.Deb 26:2:76
Vol. 906 Col. 640) stated that the exchange was "one which
we can live with...The industry badly needs stability". B.Cal.
was relieved to see the end of a period of uncertainty
(F.T. 16:2:76 p.15 "Clear Skies after an Aviation Storm".)
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B.Cal's. exempt charter service to Singapore62 (which B.Cal.

operated).

British Airways gave to B.Cal. routes from London to

Caracas, Bogota and Lima in South America and Lusaka in

Africa. This gave B.Cal. virtually all of South America

(except Georgetown Guyana), Central and West Africa as its

sphere of influence.

The rearrangement of routes being completed Mr. Shore in
63

a white paper entitled "Future Civil Aviation Policy" laid a

64
new draft of the policy guidance for the CAA before the House

of Commons on 11th of February 1976 and gained the House*s approval

for it on 26th February. (House of Lords approval followed

on 15th March 1976.)

The White Paper in Part I argued that the Edwards

Committee's philosophy of duel designation competition had been

based on growing markets whereas present forecasts told only of

slow growth. The Government stated that on virtually no route

would dual designation66 increase total British earnings (since

bilaterals increasingly specified a State's total capacity on a

route) and that dual designation would no longer occur. Thus

the White Paper adopted a 'no compete* policy on long haul

routes and replaced it with *spheres of influence*. This policy

62. B.Cal. was to keep its 'Cannonball* route to Atlanta and
Houston (as yet without traffic rights).

63. Cmnd. 64O0.

64. The new policy guidance was set out as Part II of the White
Paper.

65. Under Section 3(3) of the 1971 Act the assent of both Houses
is required. The Lords called on the Government to withdraw
the revocation of the Skytrain licence H.L.Deb. 15«3«76.

66. Dual designation is the provision by a party to a bilateral
traffic rights agreement of two operators from that state.
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meant that B.Cal. had to give up those routes where it might

have competed with BA and it also meant that Skytrain would

not be licensed. The Government stated that it had

considered allowing Skytrain as an exception to the no dual

designation policy but had decided to cancel lakers

designaion in the United Kingdom/United States Air Services

Agreement for the reasons thfct existing low fare scheduled

services would serve the potential Skytrain market (thus

Skytrain would divert traffic from those services) and because

the introduction of Skytrain would jeopardise arrangements made

with the United States to control capacity on the North Atlantic.

Paragraph 7 of the new guidance put this new policy into

effect and provided that the CAA should not license more than

one UK airline to serve the same long haul route save under the

exceptional provisions of paragraph 8, which allowed dual

designation for an airline using Concorde, BA and B.Cal. the
()7

airlines 'preferred' in their spheres of interest were

protected by the provision in paragraph 7 that the CAA should,

"only in quite exceptional circumstances grant to other
airline, against the objection of a preferred airligg,
a licence to provide a long haul scheduled service"

The Government's new policy on long haul routes and Skytrain

was the only major diversion from CAA thinking. The CAA wished

67. Annexe A of the White Paper define^B.Cals. sphere of
interest listing a number of African countries, the whole of
South America (excluding Guyana) and a direct route to
Atlanta and/or Houston. Paragraph 7 of the new guidance
stated that BA would be the preferred airline on all other
long haul routes.

68. Along with the spheres of interest policy went a change in
the preference for B.Cal. (formerly given by paragraph 17 of
the first Guidance). Under the new paragraph lO B.Cal. and
BA were to be given preference over other airlines only in
their spheres of interest for non schedule passenger
services and for non scheduled freight flights where capacity
or frequency limitations were necessary. (BAs sphere of
interest vis- a vi-s the non schedule passenger service preference
was limited to certain parts of Africa.)
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to preserve its discretion to licence competitively on

long haul routes and it was not so inclined as Mr. Shore to

preserve the status quo on the North Atlantic. In early

February 1976 the Chairman of the CAA wrote to Mr. Shore

on the subject of the new guidance and the latter was published

69
in the House of Commons Written Answers on 23rd February.

Lord Boyd-Carpenter expressed appreciation of the attention

paid by the DoT to the CAAs representations and stated that

with a "substantial exception" the Authority was content with

the new Guidance, he continued,' 9

"The Authority, however, instructed ma to convey to you that
it dissents from the provisions of paragraph 7 of the draft

tthe new Guidance in so far as they are intended to and
WfttaJUi have the effect of inhibiting the Authority from
granting even in the most exceptional circumstances an
Air Transport licence to more than one British airline on
the same route. This would severely limit the use of the
licensing system to secure improvements in air services over
the main air routes otherwise than at the discretion of
the monopoly carrier. It would also inhibit, inter alia,
the licensing of experimental services such as Skytrain,
and remove the possibility of the Authority using its
licensing powers to deal effectively with circumstances
at present unforeseen unless and until further amendments
were made in the Guidance...1 have therefore to inform you
that the Civil Aviation Authority disagrees with these
provisions."

The letter may be seen as a public protest by the CAA about

the limitations placed upon its licensing discretion. One can

69. H*C. Deb. Vol. 905/6 Col. J07 23:2:76. Lord Boyd-Carpenter
"had no objection" to the laying of the letter before
Parliament.
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I

also infer the CAAs alarm at the challenge to its expert

status. The DoT had issued a red booklet to accompany the

70
debate on the Guidance which argued that an American

•Skytrain* would match Lakers service and worsen the net

balance of payments deficit by at least a further £2 million
71

annually. This analysis was made by the DoT alone and did

not represent CAA views. (The CAA was prepared to keep the

Skytrain option ofSen even given that possibility.) In this

respect DoT thinking had overridden CAA policy on a matter

which the CAA had examined in great detail continuously for

four years and hence over Skytrain the CAA was doubly

perturbed.

In the 26th February debate Mr. Shore repeated his

reasons for cancelling the designation of Skytrain. On the

restriction of the CAA*s freedom to allow double designation on

long haul routes he said that he did not think it possible to

give the CAA that freedom,

"without introducing an undesirable element of uncertainty
which would disrupt the long term planning of both BA and
B.Cal."

Mr. Shore pointed out that paragraph 7 of the Guidance would allow

the exceptional grant of a licence to an airline other than the

preferred 3A or B.Cal. where the latter was not doing enough to

develop a service and so some qualitative control would be possible.

70. Of the 26th February 1976 entitled "Laker Airways Skytrain.
The Balance of Payments Effects". The booklet made arguments
in general terms. Mr. Warren commented (H.C. Deb. 26:2:76
Vol. 906 Col. 661) "The little red book does not qualify for
serious examination by the House."

71. Ibid paragraph 11.

72. H.C. Deb. Vol. 909 Col. 643.
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Wa can see in the above quotation the gulf between Mr. Shore's

philosophy and that of the Edwards Committee of 1969.

The Opposition protested about the strict ruling on

double designation and the overruling of the CAA over dual
73 74

designation and Mr. Tebbit pointed out thatrvthe* Guidance

was likely to last, not for a decade or so as most people

hoped but only until the market conditions changed.

Mr. Higgins put forward a motion rejecting the Secretary of

State for Trade's decision to cancel Laker's designation and

requiring the CAA to revoke the Skytrain licence but the motion

was negctived. The new Policy Guidance was approved by the

House of Commons. 7

In the House of Lords on the 15th of March 1976 the new

Guidance was approved but Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal moved

a motion calling upon the Government to withdraw the instruction

75
to the CAA to revoke tne Skytrain licence. Lord Belstead

pointed out that Lakers had been licensed for twn years from

1973 and had made their case to the CAA. Lord Lyons of Brighton

stated of revocation that,

"A ten year licence on which you borrow money and buy
planes is a serious matter, and I think that it would
throw into question the inability of anybody lending
any money to anyone in the future on such a Government
pledge."

Peers, it seems, placed more emphasis than the Commons

did on the element of promise or guarantee in a licence.

73. e.g. Mr. Stonehouse H.C. Deb. Vol. 906 Col. 666, Mr. Higgins
Col. 653, Mr. Tebbit Col. 683.

74. H.C. Deb. Vol. 906 Col. 681-2.

75. H.L. Deb. Vol. 369 Col. 78.

76. Ibid Col. 51.
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Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal's motion was resolved in the
77

affirmative and the Government embarrassed over

Skytrain.

Apart from dual designation and Skytrain the new Policy
76

Guidance made some other changes which the CAA agreed with.

Paragraph 9 set out a policy on short haul international

scheduled services (to Europe and North Africa from the UK)

which owed a great deal to the CAAs investigations into the

European scheduled market. The Authority was instructed to

avoid in general licensing competition on short haul
79

international routes other than those to London. In considering

London routes the Authority was only to allow a second

operator if the traffic was likely to be eufficient for competing

services within a reasonable time, if the choice of service to

the public was likely to be improved and if satisfactory

arrangements had been made (or were likely to be made) with the

other countries concerned for the introduction of a second British

operator.

The paragraph concluded,

"The Authority should make public the factors it will
take into account in appjtying this paragraph."

Here we may note two significant changes. Firstly the

Guidance made the availability of traffic rights a major

consideration in the licensing process (this had only bean

impliedly understood beforehand). Secondly, the Guidance

77. 83 votes to 68 (H.L. Deb. Vol. 369 Col. 90).

78. Cmnd. 64DO (the 2nd Guidance).

79. The London exception followed the CAAs established policy
of treating the Gatwick and Heathrow catchment areas as

separate for the purposes of short haul routes.
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invited the CAA to engage in administrative rulemaking to

lay bare its criteria for licensing second operators. We

saw in the ATLB era a movement away from the early *gro

principle* governing the licensing of a second operator

towards the more practical or ad hoc approach. The CAA in

its early years had not pretended to offer general guidance

of this kind. What had happened was that after considering

short haul routes in detail the CAA felt that it could devise

its own more precise guidance for airlines. It had gained

sufficient expertise to indulge in rulemaking of this kind

(the ATLB did not have the resources to undertake such

researches). Afer four years the CAA staff were beginning to

feel that they were starting to develop a real knowledge of

regulatory problems and hence the DoT was able to invite the

Authority to disclose its own policy lines. The CAA did this

at a later date. (I will deal with that subject in the section

on rulemaking.)

The new Guidance at paragraphs 13 and 14 emphasised the

CAAs importance in developing an airports policy. Section 33(2)

of the 1971 Act and paragraph 20 of the first guidance had

given the CAA the duty to advise the Secretary of State as to

the provision of and development of aerodromes and the CAA had

conducted extensive researches. The Authority ran eight

Scottish Highlands and Islands aerodromes as well as Dyce at

Aberdeen. In February 1974 it submitted a report to the Secretary

80
of State on Highlands and Islands services and it conducted

80. (As ordered by paragraph 21 of the first guidance) CAA
"Air Transport in the Scottish Highlands and Islands"
London 1970.
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researches into local airports, regional and general
31

policy. By 1975 it had completed ,either itself or by

commission studies of aerodrome development in the Northern,

Midlands, Central England, South Wales and South West England,

Southern England, South East England and London regions. In

May 1973 it published advice to the Minister for Aerospace on use

32
of London airports and it conducted a study of the future

demand for aviation in the London area in association with the

Standing Conference London and South East Regional Planning.

On broader policy the Authority set out a general strategy
83

called "The Development of the UK Airport System identifying

which airports were suitable for development.

The above list of researches gives an idea why the CAA,

with its stock of information on traffic, forecasts and all

operational matters, became in conjunction with the British

Airports Authority and the DoT a major source of airports policy.

It also shows how broad the net of considerations to be looked

at in licensing cases had spread. A result of the CAA researches

was the affirmation of the CAA's role vis a vis airports in the

new Guidance and a specific instruction that it,

81. For CAA methods of airport research see CAA *Airport
planning: an approach on a national basis* London 1972.

82. "Forecasts of air traffic and capacity at airports in the
London area".

83. CAP 372 1974.
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"should seek to promote the development of scheduled
services to and from Gatwick..."

(This instruction followed the CAAs agreement with the BAA

that Heathrow was becoming overloaded.)

In similar vein paragraph 11 of the new Guidance repeated

the provision in the former paragraph 19 that the Authority

should inform itself of commercial and pooling agreements in

order to judge licensing decisions and give advice to the

Secretary of State.

Paragraph 15 gave the Authority the new function of

advising the Secretary of State for Scotland on the provison of

financial assistance to airlines operating on Scottish Highlands
8 5

and Islands routes and paragraph 17 instructed the CAA both to

ensure that British operators observe approved tariffs

and to assist the DoT in securing similar observance by foreign

airlines operating into Britain.

One might conclude this review of the new policy Guidance

by noting a provision expected to comfort those such as Michael
86

Dome (of the Financial Times) and Mr. Adam Thompson (the

Chairman of B.Cal.)j^ paragraph 12 asserted that,

"It is the intention that the main provisions of this
Guidance, particularly those contained in paragraphs
6 to lO above, should remain substantially unchanged
for a considerable period of years, in order to provide
increased stability for the industry's long-term
planning and development."

84. 2nd Guidance paragraph 14.

85. This continued on from the former paragraph 2ls instruction
to the CAA to report on air transport in the Scottish
Highlands and Islands.

86. see F.T. October 20 1975 p.21 "Too many direction changes
in the Air" by Michael Do&ne.
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Although the same iparagraph continued to urge the CAA

to examine adjustments of routes to increase the benefit to

airlines or the public (and in the light of Governmental

airports policy) it at least evidenced the intention of the

Labour Government to resist the temptation to produce a

stream of Policy Guidances.

Conclusions on the Policy Guidance

Although the former Air Transport Advisory Council was

given some sort of guidance in its terms of reference the guidance

given to the CAA was in a sense innovatory. It was innovatory

in attempting to set out reasonably precisely the policy lines

to be followed by a very powerful and expert agency. Few British
37A

agencies have been controlled in this manner.

Since the ATLB was critical of the lack of policy guidance
t

given to it and many saw the CAAs system of limited discretion

as a breakthrough let us attempt to evaluate the Policy Guidance.

Firstly has it produced stability?

If we take as given the fact that operators require

stability and predictability in order to plan investments then

how does the Policy Guidance stand?

At the broadest level it appears to have helped planning.

The first guidance offered BA and B.Cal. reasonably secure positions

until the change of Government in 1974 when B. Cal. feared

anything (including nationalisation. The long process of the

87A Perhaps an example is the National Enterprise Board under
the Industry Acts of 1972 and 1975.
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policy review was criticised by many as paralysing the industry

in a state of uncertainty. A major consideration in evaluating

the Policy Guidance is the Governments attitude towards it.

One change in the party of Government has so far produced one

changed Policy Guidance. Although the Bdwards Committee did

not set down a 'blue print* for all time some operators did

feel the Shore review was unnecessaryt and although the second

Guidance at paragraph 12 stated its intention to "remain

substantially unchanged for a considerable period of years", such

a provision would perhaps apply more to a Labour than a

Conservative administration. Indeed if a Conservative government

(
were elected e.g. in 1979 it would not be surprising if the CAAs

power to licence dual designations (even Skytrain) was restored.

The second guidance must be taken as offering a great deal

of stability to B.Cal. and BA. But what of other operators? It

is doubtful whether Lakers would feel that the Policy Guidance,

which removed Skytrains chances of operation after prior
87

authorisation, offered any degree of stability. Lakers argued

that the Policy Guidance rendered major policy decisions more

not less susceptible to the requirements of political dogma.

They might have agreed with Michael Donne that in many respects

the Guidance 'took back into politics*. (At least the major

decisions in the ATLB were made on appeal and then one had a

final answer. Lakers might expect *political* changes to ebb

and flow with governments.)

87. In the booklet *Skytrain - A National Scandal* 1975.
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Other independent operators were given, under the first

Guidance, a set of criteria which in many ways conflicted^

gven paragraph 16, giving the conditions for granting competitive

licences.needed further interpretation and was subject to

other paragraphs (notably 11 and 12). The Guidance in this

respect did not offer a great deal of guidance in specific

cases or help harden standards though it gave some rulings of

principle which were useful e.g.

"The Authority....should aim^lways to impose the least
restraint upon the industry"

and

"The Authority should also seek to ensure so far as

possible that efficient British airlig^s....have the
opportunity to operate profitably..."

As far as concretising standards and matters of policy the

first Guidance had to be seen in the light of the Authory'»s

interpretation for the discretion left to it was large. By

the time of the second Guidance a development had occurred. The

Authority had, by the end of 1974, started to find its feet.

It had conducted an extensive review of its past three years and

had devised its own policy schemes for future years. For the

first time the CAA had concretised its own policy sufficiently

tn allow more disclosure. Thus the second Guidance, on the

face of it similar to the first, offered in conjunction with

the CAAs known policies, a better guide. After all by 1975 the
i

operators knew roughly what the CAAs policies were on the various

topics it had researched for the Shore review and they could

read the Guidance more intelligently.

88. paragraph 7 of First Guidance.

89. Ibid paragraph 11.
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Thus the February 1976 Guidance, in paragraph 9, offered

a set of criteria governing competitive licensing on short

haul routes and also ordered the Authority to make public the

factors it would consider in applying the paragraph. Such a

system of disclosure gave a real indication of CAA policy. On
90

pricing the new Guidance stated that

"As a guiding principle for the longer term, each charge
should be related to costs..."

and at paragraph 14 the Authority was ordered to "promote the

development of scheduled services to and from Gatwick"^ on

both these matters the Guidance could be read in the light of a

known and detailed CAA policy and thus would aid operators in

judging the prospects of applications.

A major change in the regulatory system aiding the new

Guidance was its simplification. In a sense the problems had

mostly been faced under the old Guidance. By 1976 the role of

the CAA as a licensing agency for long haul scheduled routes

had changed; the world had been divided between B.Cal. and BA.

Instead of judging the competition necessary for qua 1 ity

services and judging competing applications for a route the CAA

was left merely with the functions under paragraph 7 of

reviewing the B.Cal. and BA performances in their spheres of

interest. Only in the unlikely contingency of another operator^

applying for a long haul scheduled service would the CAA have

to judge openly whether B.Cal. or BA was providing an adequate

service\ otherwise it would merely monitor B.Cal. and BA

informally.

90. paragraph 169 2nd Guidance.
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On short haul and domestic routes the new paragraph 9

applied. Most of the contentious domestic routes had been

allocated by the end of 1975 and only a few short haul

European routes are expected to be contested in the near

future.

After the new licensing classification was introduced
91

on 1st January 1974 the major inclusive tour operators were

given blanket *Class 3* licences after a long hearing. The

new Class 3 licences licensed operators for inclusive tour

services in Europe (without capacity limitation) for up to

92
five years and this removed a vast number of cases from

the area of contention (although inclusive tours outside

Europe and tours by operators without Class 3 licences will

still be the subject of individual applications).

In general the CAA has pursued a policy of liberalisation

and de-regulation, for example it has abandoned the licensing
93

of *sole use* charters and it has liberalised cargo charter

94
licensing conditions. The result of this movement has been

a trend away from the application contested at a public hearing

91. e.g. British Airtours (BA), B.Cal., Britannia, Monarch
Lakers.

92. Under the ATLB system the operator would have applied for a
B licence for each inclusive tour operation and an airline
might have a hundred or so such licences.

93. Formerly Class 7 licences.

94. In November 1974 the CAA also announced that it would suspedd
minimum price control on inclusive tours as from 16 October
1973 and so abandoned regulation in an area which the ATLB
found troublesome.
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and towardsthe Authority's governing by less formal

methods e.g. by •monitoring', by consultative researching,

by licensing without hearing and by better definition of the

diminishing areas of contention. Thus instead of having major

hearings on long haul domestic and European scheduled routes and

instead of having many inclusive tour hearings one might, in

the future, expect to see very few long haul and domestic

hearings, a few European scheduled hearings, a few minor

inclusive tour hearings, some hearings on 'Specific' cargo

applications and some 'Fly Drive* hearings.

The CAA would treat the diminishing use of the formal hearing

as a sign of its more streamlined regulatory machinery* indeed
95

in 1973 it boasted that it had introduced Advanced Booking

Charters without the need to go through public hearings. This

change of emphasis in the Authority away from reliance on

judicial methods towards the adtainistrative has meant that the

second Guidance will operate in a different setting to that of the

first and us rendering its task much easier. The Guidance

itself has reflected the broader base of the CAA in licensing

by emphasising its duties to consider such matters as airports

policy, traffic rights pooling and noise problems in licensing.

For the above reasons it is difficult to compare the first

and the second Guidance but it appears that due to the increased

expertise and knowledge of the Authority and the streamlined

system of regulation that has evolved(the second Guidance

should be able to operate sore smoothly. A workable context

has evolved for its use.

95. 1972-3 Annual Report p. 32.



The major question perhaps is whether the Guidance will

•take back into politics*. If it were to be changed every

few years the CAA would lose prestige and the rhythm of

its regulatory policies, the periods of uncertainty in the

industry during the deliberations on reviews would merge into

a perpetual state and the stormy tietccycf the ATl^ repeated

on a larger scale. It seems doubtful whether major reviews

will be repeated often but it does not seem unlikely that

single major policy decisions will continue to be taken by

Government. Some airline representatives have argued to me that

all major policy decisions since I960 have been taken in

effect by Government. That may in a sense be true but the

CAA could continue to operate reasonably well with an individual

•Skytrain* type of Governmental decision every four or five

years. It could not withstand a major policy review every four

years.

i

In the 1975-6 review the CAAs prestige was diminished in one

wayjin losing its discretion to license competitively on long
haul routes but in another manner it increased its

independence. Apart from the long haul decision the CAA

affirmed its status as the 'expert1 body by supplying a great

deal of the information and policy content for its own

Guidance review. In that respect continuity and stability

were preserved. Ihe real threat to a body like the CAA would

be the growth of an expert reviewing department in Government,

one which did not value greatly the Authority's judgements.

The ATLB lost power in being continually overruled on matters

of judgement but the CAA has in general managed to protect its
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own sphere of influence, therein lies the difference.

The Policy Guidance started off shafcily but has evolved

into a workable machinery for dividing discretion between

the Government and the Authority. It has only worked so far

because the CAA has had the power and the desire to fight for

its independence (in this it owes much to its Chairman). Its

future depends on the use made of it by Governments and on its

continuing desire to sustain its independence.

(b) Appeals from the CAA to the Secretary of State for Trade

The CAA appeals system has demonstrated just how different

the CAA is from the ATLB. After the widespread criticism

of the ATLB system of appeals Mr. Noble had promised support

for the CAAs decisions on appeal. The Authority was to be

respected as an expert body. Thus the first Civil Aviation

Policy Guidance promised that,

Mon appeal the Secretary of State would have regard to
the objectives and the guidance and will uphold the
Authority's decision unless there is clear^ a
substantial reason for departing from it."

97
Appeals from the CAA differed from those in the

98
ATLB days in that new evidence was not permitted in the

former. This new ruling was a simple way to avoid repetition

of the situation in which parties saved up evidence in order

to bypass the ATLB. Anothermajor difference in the

present system is the use of written appeal submissions directly

to the DoT without the use of a commissioners oral hearing. This

96. 1st Guidance paragraph 4.

97. see Section 24(5) of the 1971 Act and Regulation 16 of the
1972 Regulations for governing clauses.

98. Under Regulation 16(6) of the 1972 Regulations.



change adopted a suggestion made by the ATLB and permitted

the Authority itself to supply expanded reasons for the

decision to the Secretary of State. Provision was also made

for parties in appeals to supply copies of arguments and

statements to the other parties involved but no such

requirement applied to expansionsof^ reasons requested by

the Secretary of State (under Regulation 16(9)). Thus

parties might conceal a measure of argument from opponents -

some volunteer this inforraation(other operators do not.
The new policy of support for the CAA plus closer

consultation between the CAA and the Department of Trade has

assisted in cutting down appeals. In the first four years of

the CAA there were 9 appeals of which 8 have been dismissed and

one case sent back to the Authority for re-hearing. To date

(March 1 1976) no appeals have been allowed by the Secretary

of State.

We have seen in the section on ATLB appeals that the

Board of Trade would review the merits of a case, even the commis¬

sioners would do this on occasion. One might ask how the

CAA manages to avoid this kind of review.

There are two main reasons. Firstly,the DoT does not

want to repeat the situation of the ATLB and secondlythe

CAA is more powerful than the DoT in most areas of policy.

When a party appeals from a decision of the CAA he has
100

21 days in which to serve notice of appeal upon the Secretary

of State, the Authority, parties to the case and persons heard

99. ATLB 11th Report paragraph 19.

100. or within 2 days of receiving a transcript of the hearing
under Regulation 14(11) of the 1972 Regulations.
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or consulted by the Authority.'1'01 The written submissions

of the parties and the Authority are considered by the Civil

Aviation 1 division of the DoT. C.A.I comprises about 3o staff

under an Under Secretary and three Assistant Secretaries; it may

•borrow' economists and statisticians from other divisions if

it requires to conduct a detailed review of CAA or airline

figures but generally such economists will not be civil

aviation specialists. If one considers that the EPL and

Economics and Statistics branches of the CAA comprise over

150 staff, mostly specialists, an idea is given of the balance

of power in an appeal case and an explanation given of why

the DoT does not donduct reviews on the merits of CAA decisions.

The DoT receives from the CAA a transcript of the hearing,

the original applications and submissions of parties,and all

the evidence submitted including confidential material and a

transcript of any hearings held in camera. In addition it

will have the written appeal submission. The CAA statement of

reasons for decision given to the DoT tends to be a short

formal statement of reasons.

The relationship between the CAA and the DoT operates on

a formal basis once any question of appeal arises. As soon as

a notice of appeal is made the DoT will 'clam up*, it will not

communicate informally with the CAA. It would e.g. deliberately

avoid telephoning the head of CAAs BPL division to request an

explanation of policy. The CAA is keen to preserve this

formality as such barriers protect its independence (Lord Boyd-

Carpenter has not hesitated to place CAA - DoT relations on an open

101. Under Regulation 16 of the 1972 Regulations.
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and formal level especially in areas of contention.)10^
The staff of the Dol" are aware that an operator might one

day tan appeal to the ordinary courts and therefore in

addition to avoiding contact with the CAA they record the

treatment of appeals internal minutes and ministerial advice

relating to an appeal in a formal manner.

Usually a Principal in CA 1 division will receive all the

documentation relating to a case. He attempts to consider the

position as it was before the CAA panel. The DoT really looks

to ree&dw the CAA on matters of vires or in the case of a

blatant error e.g. missing a decimal place in traffic forecasts.

It does not review either the policy founding the decision or

the judgements of fact involved in a decision (e.g. whether

diversion is reasonable). Matters of larger political policy(
for example dual designation would not be reviewed by the

appeals system but would be left to be considered in a policy

review. The DoT would look at the evidence presented to it
103

and would order a re-hearing if it found that it might

affect the CAA decision. Only on rare occasions^e.g. the tariff
differential case (IA 20014/12 etc, decided by appeal 30 January

1976)}has the DoT checked the statistical data submitted to and

given by the CAA but even then the Department has done so more

to check for jflundamental errors than to review the judgements

involved in CAA calculations. In general the DoT looks on the

— — — \

102. An example of the Chairman's use of formal and open
communications was the consent to publication (H.C. Deb.
Vol. 905/6 Col. 107 23s2s76) of the Chairman's objections
to paragraph 7 of the new Guidance (see above, page 6 8 8)

103. This it did in cases IA/20122, and IA/2ol23 on 6 May 1975.
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Policy Guidance as the limitation of the CAAs discretion and,

following paragraph 4, of the Guidance has placed a heavy

onus u~ on anyone attempting to upset a CAA decision. There have
104 ,

been cases for instance the Isle of Man re-hearing an which

the DoT may be seen to have been an disagreement with the CAA

and close to allowing the appeal but so far the duty to support

the CAA has overcome any policy differences.

After the Principal has read the relevant documents he

might ask the CAA for an amplification of figures. This has

been done only once in the years to 1976 (and that was in

the Isle of Man re-hearing case)."'"05 The CA 1 division of

the Dot might consult the CA 2 division (which deals with

international relations and traffic rights questions) on the

implications of a decision (but this is done again on formal

terms. CA 1 would thus ask CA 2 to confirm findings on

international relations and ask for its considerations but
> >

it attempts to avoid introducing new evidence unknown to the

parties into the case. The CA 1 division gives the

impression of seeing its role as very judicial in such mattersJ

relations are kept at arms length.

The Principal will write a preliminary view of the appeal

and this posses up the civil service hierarchy until the Minister

is givena final brief which he consideres personally. It was

apparent, in the days of Mr. Pteter Shore as Secretary of State

for Trade, that in looking at appeals he was very aware of

104. Ibid.

105. IA 20122 6 May 1975.
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paragraph four of the Guidance and his promise of support for

the CAA. The CAA might question Mr. Shore's policy review

but few complaints would be made by the Authority concerning

the appeals system.

Let us now consider the appeals made against CAA

decisions in order to see more clearly the DoT approach
i

and the kinds of issues upon which the CAAs decision would

be respected.

The first CAA appeal decision was given in the Secretary

of State for Trade's letter of 8th December 1972. B.Cal. had

appealed against the refusal of the CAA to delete Casablanca from

licence A6272 held by BEA. The Secretary of State for Trade ,in

this politically contentious case) quoted the PPlicy Guidance's

pargraph 4 and stated that f

"against this criterion the appellant did not make a
sufficient case to justify the reversal of the CAAs
decision".

He accepted the CAA judgement on the market available and its

ability to review the situation. More important }the

Secretary fo State for Trade endorsed a statement of more

general principle by the CAA that,

"a route should not be taken away from an efficient
operator, other than in the context of route exchange
and nationalisation, unless a most powerful case
for doing so were made out....it would not be enough
for one operator to demonstrate that it would benefit
from another operator not serving....it must also
be shown convincingly that the interests of the public
and of the industry as a whole would benefit to
a substantial degree".
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I quote the above as it was indicative of a move

of appeal and first instance body towards the enunciation

of principles to guide the airlines. We see in this

decision the acceptance of the CAA as an expert body whose

evaluations were to be accepted as final in a sense rarely

seen in the ATLB era. This has been produced in a decision

strongly incorporating the onus to show the CAA wrong before

appeals would be allowed and evidencing a new degree of

co-operation between the Authority and the Government.
i

The second appeal from the CAA, the important Lakers

Skytrain case,was decided in December 1972 (A.T.L.N. 40).

The Secretary of State for Trade's letter quoted

paragraph 4 of the Policy Guidance and then continued to state that

a sufficient case for reversal had not been made out. He

did not dissent from any finding of the CAA and upheld the

original decision.

On the 29th of August 1973 the Secretary of State for Trade

upheld the CAA on case A429/1B - the 'Concorde* case in which

British Airways had been given the route to Johannesberg. The

CAA had in granting the route,gone against its 'sphere of

influence' policy and double designated *-n order to

facilitate the operation of Concorde. On appeal by B.Cal.^the
normal West African carrier, the Secretary of State for Trade

again repeated the policy guidance and upheld the decision.

The next ("Cannonball'') appeal was decided on 31st December

1973. We saw in the original decision106 the CAAs policy of

compensation. With reference to their recent grant to BOAC

106. On Application A12520 etc., of 17 August 1973.
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of a Concorde licence to operate through Lagos and Accra to

107
South Africa the CAA said,

"we have felt bound to look with particular sympathy
at applications for routes on which B.Cal. might
hope to recoup the losses that decision may cause
them."

They proceeded to grant B.Cal. routes to Boston, Dallas,

New York and Washington, Bahrain, Karachi, Singapore and

Toronto. Although B.Cal. never operated the routes ?because

of failure by the Government to obtain traffic rights,BOAC

appealed. The Secretary of State for Trade upheld the CAA^
repeating the usual <urtract from the Policy Guidance. He

made two comments about the CAAs duties in deciding route

cases; Firstly, the CAA had a duty to promote the

objectives of the A~t and follow the guidance set out, thus

it should in addition to the evidence heard consider these

factors in the Guidance. Secondly, he said that paragraphs

11, 12 and 16 of the Guidance set out the dual designation

conditions. Thus did not prevent the Authority from licensing

a second carrier in other circumstances if to do so would be

consistent with the other terms of the Guidance but

"The Secretary of State would however expect
circumstances to occur comparatively rarely."

This was the first sign of the Department's discontent

with the CAA policy. Unless the statement was a generalised

comment I take the reference to licensing a second carrier in

107. ibid paragraph 27.

108. Let ter of 31:12:73.
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"such circumstances" to refer to the CAAs compensation policy,

mentioned above, yoked with the CAAs very broad interpretation

of the 'spirit' of the Guidance. The Authority in giving

tha reasons in 'Cannonball* mentioned their sympathy for B.Cal^

they stated they were uncertain as to the effect of licensing

a second operator on the total UK share of traffic (one of
i

the Guidances grounds for granting double designation) and then

stated

"It ieon routes of potential or actual high traffic
densities that we feel in the light of the Guidance,
that the introduction of a second British carrier
is likely to be in th^0Jnterests of British civil
aviation as a whole."

This amounted not so much to an interpretation of

the Policy Guidance as a general philosophy in favour of

competition reminiscent of the ATL8 in the 1961-2

North Atlantic case. I believe the Department of Trade desired

to confine the CAA more closely to the Policy Guidance in

deciding cases and to curtail the granting of more dual

designated routes to independents on the basis of a general

procompetition policy.

In December 1974 the CAA decision on 117 Class IB licences

(the 'Part Charter* case allowing part of the scheduled aircraft

to be used for charter passengers)J1} was upheld by the Secretary

of State for Trade after the usual to Guidance.
The Secretary of State stated that he had considered imposing

109. Decision A152SO 17:8:73 paragraph 28.

110. The CAAs new definition of a Class 1 licence introduced on

1st January 1974 allowed up to 50% of the capacity on a
scheduled flight to be used fox charter passengers. The
CAA held a hearing to re-allocate licences allowing
charter operators to object.
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restrictions on the scheduled operators as requested by

the appellants (Britannia and Court Line) but felt the

advantages of such a course were outweighed by the

disadvantages. He said that he wo&ld study further the

consequences of part charter licensing arrangements in the

course of the review of civil aviation policy then in progress.

The latter statement might have been indicative of

a feeling in the Secretary of State for Trade's mind that he

could use the process of policy review to achieve the objects

formerly pursued by deciding appeals.

The loth of April 1975 again saw support for the CAA on

a British. Airways appeal against the grant to B.M.A. of the
111

Bast Midlands to Copenhagen route. In the decision

(published in the A.T.L.N. 161) there was no reference to the

Policy Guidance duty to uphold the CAA. This case X think showed

the growing confidence of the CAA in its ability to make

commercial decisions on the basis of its own expertise.

Consequently we saw the difficulties encountered on appeal

and the very different approach of the Department of Trade when

considered in relation to, e.g., the former Department of Trade

and Industry in 1971. The issue in the case was fairly simple.

British Airways had not operated on this Birmingham to

Copenhagen licence, BMA applied for an East Midlands to Copenhagen
a

licence arguing that/need in the East Midlands was not being

met by British Airways, tk/rt Bir^nghain^wpuld be inconvenient
B.M.A. would offer a day return facility.

111. Cases IB/24252, IB 2407911.
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British Airways argued that they had advanced their

starting date on the route to Summer 1974, they offered a

jet service, Birmingham was as convenient to passengers, BA

had invested in Birmingham and needed the route.

112
The CAA had accepted that the route could support one

operator only and,in short reasons for decision said they,

"feel that the public needs would best be met by the
BMA proposals which offer facilities (including day
return) from both East Midlands and Birmingham
Airports....This advantage to the considerable number
of passengers....outweighs the prospective use of jets."

British Airways (BA) appealed. They commented on the

brevity of the CAA reasons and attacked°(i) the percentage of

day return passengers (0.5%), (ii) the convenience issue

arguing the CAA reasons were not supported by evidence and

were not in accordance with the Policy Guidance paragraphs

lO, 11, 13, 98. They argued that the principle of the

Secretary of State's decision of 8th December 1972 (quoted on

page 7 0 6) applied to their Birmingham to Copenhagen licence - they

should not be removed without good reason.

The Secretary of State for Trade accepted the arguments of

the CAA that the decision conformed with the Policy Guidance

and noted their conclusion that the operation from two

airports outweighed the advantage of a jet service. He expressed

dissatisfaction with the lack of clear exposition of the

issues pointing out that the CAA did not choose to pursae the

conflict of evidence concerning the demand from East Midlands

airport by calling for further evidence. He stated,

112. In decision IB/24252 etc. of 11:7:74.
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"In his view more attention might be given in future
cases, where the issue is of importance, to the
reconciliation of different forecasts either at

hearing or in the Authority's exposition of reasons
for decisions."

In this case the Secretary of State acceptaithe Authority's

judgement. He rejected the British Airways argument based

on the principle of the Casablanca case of 1972 stating the

cases were not 'comparable'. The latter point might have

been expanded for an important principle was involved - the

protection of existing licence holders. BMA had argued that

BA
waa not on "efficient operator" under the rule as they

were not operating the Birmingham - Copenhagen route at all.

In reply BA argued that the cases were parallel since BA had

not been operating the London to Casablanca route at the time

of the 1972 case. After this argument the Secretary of State's

dismissal of the parallel as 'not comparable' does not help -

an elucidation of the differences would have narrowed or

overruled the principle - the bareness of the reasoning leaves

a principle rendered more vague and thereby weaker. The

progressive outlook seen in the 1972 decision appeared as

weakened as the principle in question.
i

In this case we saw abalance between the Departments

increased willingness to accept the CAAs judgements on traffic

forecasts etc., with a call for clearer elucidation of

reasons. The one facilitated the commercial judgement made

without reference to rigid principles, the other demanded a

clarification- of the issues involved. The S«6tmtary of

State's decision letter did not set a good example in attempting

to expose the issues.
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On the 6th May 1975 the Secretary of State for Trade

ordered the CAA to re hear the appeal by Cambrian against
113

grants of licences to Dan Air and British Island Airways

(BIA) on the Isle of Man route (from Gatwick and Liverpool

especially). The Secretary of State disregarded some of

the appellants evidence as new evidence excluded by

Regulation 16(6). Considering section 16 of the Policy

Guidance (laying down conditions for parallel designation on

scheduled routes) the Secretary of State noted the folb wing

points. Firstly in the Dan Air Case the CAA had accepted

that some diversion from Cambrian would occur but did not

quantify this. The Secretary of State felt that this made it

very difficult to form a view of the effect of competition

on the Cambrian service.

Secondly, he noted that in the BIA case a maan reason for

granting the licence had been the inadequacy of the Cambrian

service - yet there was little evidence of inconvenience. In

the absence of advantages the effect on profitability assumed

importance.

The Secretary of State for Trade felt that a re-hearing

would be appropriate particularly in view of the substantial

increases in fares that had taken effect on the traffic since

the CAA hearing. He ordered a re-hearing pointing out once

more the lack of precision in the CAA assessments of diversion

and inconvenience. The latter might be interpreted as a call

for clearer development of standards by the Authority as opposed

to the use of unexplained commercial judgements.

113. IA/201 22 IA/2Q123.
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This case highlighted the problem of using an expert

body at first instance. The CAAs attitude was that

matters of diversion and inconvenience involved 'knowhow*

experience and judgement. It felt that detailed argument in

legalistic terms would not be helpful in such matters, in the

sense that 1hey ware tot justiciable. The Authority felt that

the Secretary of State should accept their judgement on such

matters, that was why the CAA had been set up.

114
The CAA, as ordered, re heard the application. The

Chairman announced the BIA had withdrawn its application and so

the Dan Air case was considered alone. The Authority took the

view that^given the importance of alleged diversion from Cambrian
in this case, the prominent issue of quantification and given

115
the opportunity for Cambrian to prepare a case ) an onus lay

on that company to show diversion by Dan Mr. The panel

considered de novo all aspects of the case but considered that

Cambrian had failed to make a good case for diversion.In

the light of BIAs withdrawal Dan Air were given their licence

in a reaffirmation of the original decision and in addition

they were given a small number of weekday services.

The CAA in reaffirming its decision in this matter
i

demonstrated perhaps annoyance at the DoTs attitude. The

114. Application IA 20122 of Dan Air 23 September 1975.

115. Since Dan Mr had operated on the route from May 1975 under
their original licence.

116. The Authority was surprised that Cambrian had submitted
statistical evidence only by telephone after pressure from
the CAA and two days before the hearing.
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Authorit yfs decision stated,

♦♦We do not see how the Panel at the original hearing
could have been expected to quantify diversion in
the future if the airlines ji^olved are now unable to
quantify it in retrospect.♦*

This statement also showed that by referring to the

adversary procedure,the CAA could decline to put forward

calculations based on its own knowledge and figures for the

DoTs inspection. The Authority has always taken this view,

keeping its figures to itself.

In June 1975 Mr. Shore again upheld the CAA on appeal

and refused to interfere with its monitoring of the Industry.

The appeal was by BMA against the CAAs decision1^ to limit

their Belfast licence to a period of two years. After B.Cal.

had withdrawn from the Gatwick to Belfast route in Autumn 1974

119
BMA, operating under an instrument of exemption granted

without influence on the hearing, applied for a nine year licence

for the route. BA objected that granting the licence would

make both operators lose on the route and B.Cal. asked the CAA

to limit the licence to two years.

The CAA felt that consumer choice w «s crucial and though

"disturbed at the cos£^°of providing this,and the loss to BA which

would ensue and admitting that "it may well lead to higher fares
121

for all Belfast services'* it granted the licence. The

117. paragraph 22 od decision letter ibid.
118. IA/20136 of 14 January 1975.

119. Granted by the CAA under section 21(2) of the 1971 Act.
120. paragraph 13 of Decision IA 20136.

121. paragraph 14 of Decision IA 20136.
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Authority gave BMA a two year licence not a nine year one in

order to "reviewM the development of the route.

BMA appealed agains the restriction of the licence to two

122
years but Mr. Shore accepted the CAA view that the route

should be kept u.nder review in the light of the effect on

prices of licensing BMA and,given the fact that 'MA could not show

statistically rather than by general observation when they

would make a return on the route.

12.3
Again, in an appeal decision of 19 January 1976, the

Secretary of State upheld the CAA in a run of the mill finding

that increasing the Brymon Aviation Ltds. service to the

Channel Islands would not divert unduly from its competitot,

the appellant BIA and that the service offered a good chance

of profitability.
124

In a more important appeal decision of 30th January 1976

the Secretary of State demonstrated that the Labour administration

was prepared to uphold the CAA even when the Authority acted

against the desires of BA on a major issue.

In a decision on tariffs for domestic trunk routes of

23rd October 1975 the CAA, in pursuance of its policy to make

domestic fares fully remunerative, had hacked the prospects of

B.Cal. and not those of BA, S.Cal., in reply to BAs Heathrow
125

to Glasgow shuttle service, had applied for a tourist fare of

122. Decision letter of 27 June 1975 IA 20136.

123. See ATLN 20O Part 4.1 Application IA 20O61/6.

124. On applications IA 20O14/12.

125. For a second time see decision IA/20014 and IA 20016 of
14 August 1975.
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£23 on their Glasgow service and a £2 'Gatwick discount1 on

off peak fares (BA desired a £22 fare on the route and opposed

the differential); in addition B.Cal. sought to increase BAs

fares on the Aberdeen and Inverness routes and the Glasgow to

Southampton routes, arguing that BAs fares were too low.
<

The CAA had considered that B.Cals. proposals

"evinced the keenest and promptest recognition of
the need to make domestic air services profitable."

It granted the £23 fare (applying it also to BA), applied the

£2 discount and varied the BA licences mentioned above to

increase fares.

The British Airways Board appealed against those decisions.

Mr. Shore upheld all the decisions. He found that the policy

of price restraint did not override the policy for the return

to profitability of the nationalised industries and he accepted
Ir

the COAs judgement that the £23 fare would produce this

situation faster than BAs £22 fare. The Secretary of State in

making his decision did accept that there would be a small

transfer of traffic to B.Cal. but he felt that BA could recover

this by growth. He considred that having found a demand for

Gatwickthe CAA had been right to develop that airport and that

the •differential* was a reasonable experiment. B.Cal. had
i

applied for costs in this case on the grounds that 3As

decision to appeal Iras announced before the CAA gave its

reasons and because BA had produced no evidence on the key issue

of diversion. Mr. Shore refused to order costs as he thought the

126. Decision of 23rd October 1975 IA 20014/12 etc. paragraph 21.
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issues of principle raised in the case outweighed such

considerations.

127
In another case concerning "Wanderer" tours offered

by Thompson/Britannia (T/B) the Secretary of State supported

the liberal approach of the CAA against the des>res of 3A.

Before the CAA BA had applied to vary Britannia's 3A blanket
128

inclusive tours licence to include conditions that tours

be booked in advance, pre paid by the operator and priced

reasonably. BA considered that the very low priced Wanderer tours

constituted an aggressive attack on the scheduled market, that

they were not really 'inclusive tours' and that T/B's invitation

to passengers to fly even if they were not using the accommodation

provided was an unfair use of the inclusive tour licence. The

CAA accepted that a demand for the service existed and granted

a licence. It noted that BAs objection was based on fear of

the extension of 'Wanderer type* tours into other areas rather

129
than on diversion on the particular routes involved and

considered that the controls BA desired could not be used

without reimposing price control. The Authority was not prepared

to reverse its established policy on price control for the reasons

involved in this case.

127. Application 3A/40010/1 decided by the CAA 10 September 1975.

128. A 3A licence authorised inclusive tour charter flights
between any place in the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of
Mam and any place in Europe. See ATLN Series 1.

129. Routes to Greece.

/
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In spite of the Authority s refusal to protect BA in
I

a decision reflecting the CAAs reluctance to protect the

formerly privileged scheduled carriers and its willingness

to reshape the scheduled/charter balance the Secretary of
130

State, Mr. Shore, upheld their decision. He stated

that it was for the courts and not him to rule on whether

the Wanderer tours conformed to the definition of inclusive

I

tour in Britannias licence. He accepted that the CAA had

a responsibility to examine innovations and that it had

found a demand for the service but added that he was confident that

the Authority would act promptly if it appeared that the

operations were being used significantly for the carriage of

passengers not availing themselves of the accommodation provided.

The last phrase perhaps gave an indication that the Secretary

of State for Trade was more inclined to protect BAs scheduled

services than was the CAA.

Conclusions on the Appeals System

From the above account of the individual appeals made

against CAA decisions it is clear that the appeal is not yet a

major tool of Governmental control over CAA policy. In the

Skytrain appeal Mr. Shore showed that he would use the

policy guidance for the purpose of such control. Even on

matters of a political nature,e.g. liberalising charter services

to the detriment of BA jit has been seen that the CAA has been

able to withstand review even by a Labour Government.

130. Letter of 26 February 1976 on Application 3A/40016/1.
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The DoT appeal does not now review each case on

the merits ab initio as happened in the 1960s^the DoT tends

merely to look for gross errors and errors in law. The

written appeal and the 'no new evidence' rule have streamlined

the process and avoided re-hearings by the DoT but the written

appeal still takes some time. The Edwards Committee
131 '

considered that the AILBs average time for a case at

84 days and 287 days for appeal compared well with the CABs

550 days. The written appeal has speeded matters up but not

drastically. Of the above cases the times for the appeal

stage on the Copenhagen, Part Charter, Cannonball,

Casablanca and Isle of Man cases were 270, 254, 132, 115 and

246 days respectively, an average of 228 days.

The CAA has been allowed by the Secretary of State for

Trade to justify its decisions using commercial judgements
132

and in spite of Mr. Shore's statement in the Isle of Man appeal

it has taken the position that it does not have to justify in

excessive detail its own policy or judgement. In doing so it

has relied upon its status as the expert body.

Some advocates appearing before the CAA might argue that

things have gone too far away from the ATL3 appeals system and

that it is now too hard to gain an appeal reversal. Not all

would agree. Probably more would agree with the advocate who

told me that the way to appeal against a CAA doelmlMi ttom- is not

to go to the DoT but to make a new application to the CAA after

131. Edwards paragraph 632.

132. Case IA/20122 see p. 7 ) 3 above. Mr. Shore urged the CAA
to quantify diversion and not merely to indicate that it
had found diversion.
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after a period of time. This the airlines have tended to do.

Perhaps that feeling is the best indication of the CAAs

strength of independence. The appeals system has been remodelled

and represents a great improvement on the ATLB system but it

is no longer the crucial area of control.

(c) Traffic Rights and Licensing

As explained in the section on the history of regulation

the licensing of operators for international routes (both scheduled

and charter) is complicated by the need to gain permission from

a foreign government. Such traffic rights are usually

governed by the bilateral air agreement between countries and

licensing an operator on an international route may involve

negotiating with a state to achieve acceptable conditions to

such rights e.g. reciprocal arrangements, frequencies and
133

capacities allowed. Where a bilateral agreement is in

existence and clearly makes provision for a service applied

for(the CAA will know the traffic rights situation clearly in

licensing. The more difficult situation is where the traffic

rights required to operate will have to be gained by

negotiations after licensing.

134
The gaining of traffic rights has traditionally been

the task of the Government since foreign relations and issues

of foreign trade may be involved. As we saw in the ATLB system

this division of responsibilities between the ATLB and the

Department could create problems when the two authorities failed

to co-operatej the Government could use its negotiating powers

133. The bilateral agreement may have to be read in the light of
pooling agreements between state airlines. Such agreements
extend the condition making powers of bilateral*.

134. Edwards paragraph 1012.
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to counter the international policies of the licensing

authority.=

Ir order to effect a better co-ordination of licensing

135
and traffic rights negotiation the Edwards Committee recommended

that the CAA "carry the main weight of these negotiations". Both

the Labour and Conservative governments decided to retain

control of traffic rights negotiations within the Department

but the 1971 Act and the first policy Guidance gave the CAA

a role to play in negotiations. Paragraph 23 of the
136

Guidance ordered the CAA to "maintain a close working

relationship" with the DoTI in all international matters, to

provide advice on and make staff available to attend

intenational discussions and to give expert assistance to foreign

governments in such matters.

In this way it was hoped to combine the CAA's licensing

expertise with overall governmental control.

When an operator applies for a licence to serve a

foreign destination the CAA receives from the CA 2 division

of the DoT a brief on the traffic rights situation. The DoT

brief will consider the effect of the proposed licence on

existing bilateral relations J it might e.g., set down the likely

responses of foreign Governments or give details of potential

route swaps which might be used to introduce the service. The

DoTs brief to the CAA licensing panel attempts to restrict

135. This does not include pricing. The CAA has been given
the function of approving international and domestic tariffs.

136. Repeated in paragraph 18 of the 1976 Guidance Cmnd. 6400.
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137
itself closely to a factual account of existing bilaterals,

without too much 'policy content' since the Department knows

firstly that the international situation ©ay change and

secondly that the Minister is the appeals adjucator. Thus

DoT staff feel that it would be wrong to attempt to influence

a CAA licensing decision unduly by using the traffic rights

brief.

After the CAA has licensed an operator the decision

whether to seek traffic rights is one for the Secretary of

State for Trade. This decision involves judging the
i

opportune time for negotiating and also judging the airlines

intentions on the route', thus it may produce some

controversies. Th-^s the 'Cannonball' routes of B.Cal. licensed

by the CAA in 1973 were not the subject of negotiations by the

DoT (probably due to B.Cal.s reluctance to expand in its

1974 cut back). It follows that the DoT brief to the CAA

panel offers no guarantee that traffic rights will be sought.

Since the Secretary of State for Trade in deciding whether

traffic rights may be gained, has to balance the advantages and

disadvantages of various routes and to different operators the

possibility of a conflict between the Do'i's policy on e.g.

that of
competition,and the/CAA exists. With the possible exceptional

cases of the Cannonball and Skytrain licences such conflicts of

policy do not appear to have arisen. The reasons for this are

137. In addition the DoT will not include confidential information
in a brief where it fears the CAA might have to disclose
that information to parties under Regulation 12.
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that the Policy Guidances have often given clear guidance

on long haul routes and because in most cases the CAA would

be involved informally with the DoT in negotiations (In the

Shytrain case some {in the industry felt that the DoT had given

up their attempts to gain designation for Lakers too early, on

the Cannonball case the DoT might argue that B.Cal. themselves

were not pressing hard for designation.) As was the case with
»

appeals the DoTs ability to set down major policy in the

Guidance has meant that it has not had to use its traffic

rights powers behind the scenes (as happened in the 1960s) and

so a more efficient co-ordination of licensing and traffic

rights negotiation has emerged.

When bilateral air services agreements or traffic rights

ha**-to be negotiated the CAA provides the economic and

statistical briefing required and advises on the rights to be
138

sought. The airline itself would also be involved with the

CAA and DoT in a joint negotiating team. It is usual for a

CAA statistician to accompany the DoT negotiating team but the

Authority is selective concerning the neggtiations it attends

(it has to pay for the expenses of its staff not the DoT).

The theme of the relationship between the DoT and CAA in such

matters is informality. (The DoT feels that the system would

break cbwn if formalised.) Thus the DoT staff will tap the

CAAs expertise in specialised fields (e.g. tariffs and

international freight charter) in negotiating rights,since the

Authority has greater research knowledge in many areas and has

138. 1972-3 Report p. 30.
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closer contacts with both the airlines and regulatory

authorities of other countries. By 1974 the CAA had
139

strengthened its staff concerned with international services

in order to take a larger share in traffic rights negotiations.

This allowed the CAA to engage in joint consultations with the

DoT and the airlines in order to agree on international

objectioes. Such co-ordination has meant that in an area such

as cargo chartering where the authority has been attempting to

reshape operations and remodel licence conditions it may have

sufficient control over the procurement of traffic rights to

retain the continuity of its regulatory policy. This the ATLB

had not been able to do suscessfully.

Unlike the ATLB the CAA would introduce the question of

the availability of traffic rights into its formal hearings since

it had a duty under paragraph 5 of the first Guidance (and

pargraph 18 of the second Guidance) to read the Guidance against

the background of international relations and agreements. The

CAA panel would have a degree of knowledge of the traffic rights

position based on the DoT bri•£ and on its brief from CAA

staff who in areas such as cargo charters;might have a more

detailed knowledge of the international ramifications of

licensing a service. The panel would often hear arguments

(from e.g. SA) that the licensing of a proposed service would

affect a bilateral agreement or a 'pool' agreement and produce

reactions from foreign governments or operators to the detriment

139. 1973-4 Report p. 20.
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of the existing UK carrier. Thus in the •Skytrain1 case

much debate centred on the question whether the Amercans

would retaliate with another •Skytrain* and whether they

would allow the designation of Lakers. The arguments concerning

traffic rights aired at public hearings did not tend to go into

great detail but there is evidence that the CAA did bear these

in mind and give them some weight amonst other considerations.
140

Thus on the 14th May 1974 B.Cal. were given a licence
i

for fly drive tours to Corsica in a case where the CAAs

knowledge that traffic rights existed was important} the CAA said,

"Moreover the necessary traffic rights seem likely to be readily

aviilable". In refusing BMA the Dusseldorf point on 23rd October
141

1975 the Authority concluded that, "We felt that in this

particular case the seeking of the necessary traffic rights would

scarcely be justified."

Again on the 18th December 1974 Air Anglia's application

IB/24262 to operate from London to Amsterdam was refused because

of diversion from BA and the fact that "a price would have to

be paid" to secure traffic rights for Air Anglia.

Similarly the Authority woilld consider the effect of
142

licensing on a pooling agreement (although the CAA has not

often allowed the existence of a pool to stop it licensing an

operator where a case has been made for unsatisfied demand). Thus

143 •
on granting the Cannonball applications in reply to the objector*

140. 4G/67027.

141. Application A16018.

142. As ordered by paragraph 11 of the second Guidance.

143. A 15250-3 17th August 1973.
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argument that the grant of such licences woilld disrupt

BOAC pool agreements with commonwealth carriers, the CAA said,

"The grant of these applications would of course have
consequences for the pool agreements which BOAC
presently operates, and for some Air Service Agreements.
We do not see these effects as being serious...we could
not expect these agreements to break up."

However in the same Cannonball case a pooling agreement did

make a difference. B.Ca/s. application A15252 to serve Perth and

Sydney via Tripoli, Adis Ababa, Entebbe, Nairobi and the

Seychelles was refused for reasons which the ATLB would have

left for the Board of Trade's consideration. The Authority

said that whilst it was strongly attracted by the idea of a

new Australia route via the Seychelles,

"It is the expressed opinion of the Australian Government
that double designation would be harmful to their air
transport industry. In view of this and the longstanding
BO^C/QANTAS relationship we do not feel that the grant of
a licence including Sydney would be of any advantage to
British civil aviation. This application is therefore
refused."

t 145
B.Cals. application to increase their Gatwick to Paris

frequency involved the same pooling problem. BAED objected that

BA and Air France operated b jet to a communal agreement in

addition to the UK/France air services agreement and that this

included controls over the capacity allowable on the route. BAED
i

argued that to increase B.Cals. frequencies would create

further difficulties. The CAA felt that both carriers should

i

operate the route, they 'sympathised' with BAs problem but

hoped that renegotiation of the settlement could produce agreement.

144. Decision A 15252 17th August 1973 paragraph 36.

145. IB/24029/1 of 25:3:75.
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One can conclude on the issue of traffic rights that, the

CAA now manages to license more intelligently concerning

international affairs than did the MLB, that the DoT no

longer has to use traffic rights as a lever and probably more

importantly,the CAA and the DoT are able to combine their

knowledge (and that of the airlines) in negotiating traffic

rights. Although there have been exceptional cases where some

tension has emerged(generally the Authority and Department have

co-operated on an informal basis and the CAA has not had to

adjust its international policies disruptively.

(d) General Conclusions on the CAA's relationship to the Department

It is clear from the above account that the use of the Policy

Guidance together with the increased expertise of the licensing

authority has meant that the DoT no longer has to use appeal

and traffic rights powers for the purposes of general policy

review as was the case with the ATLB. The CAA thus enjoys a

great deal of freedom in making general policy and by taking

the attitude that all interferences with its discretion must

be public (and would be opposed as was the 'no long haul

competition' provision in the Shore review) it has further

protected its domain.

Thus I have been told by a DoT official that he could not

remember when the CAA had asked the DoT for advice on the

meaning of a part of the Policy Guidance, the CAA had tended

to proceed with its own policies adopting the attitude that it

was for the DoT to come to the Authority and intervene on policy

matters if it disagreed with the CAA;not vice versa.
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The Government has accepted the CAA as the source of

expertise and information in most civil aviation matters and

on few issues would it be willing to review the Authority.

In this respect the CAA has an independent expert status never

obtained by the ATLB. The power of the CAA to influence the

•sboire Review' of Guidance demonstrated that on most policy

matters the CAA could pursue a continuous independent line,

®n appeal we have seen that decisions going against BA would

still be supported by a Labour Minister.

The CAA is not however as independent as the above discussion

implies. In a number of respects it is limited in its control
• 146

over the industry. The DoTs responsibilitiesfor overseeing BA,

for accident investigations, airports and regional policy,

noise and environmental concerns, international matters, policy

Guidance and appeals give the Government certain powers of

control over major developments in aviation. Thus Governmental

control over BAs aircraft procurements (under Section 49 of

the Act) may have an enormous effect on CAA licensing policies',

the advent of Concorde was PcT rather than CAA controlled and

the CAA had to reshuffle African routes to give BA the opportunity

147
of operating Concorde to Johannesberg. The CAA also depends

I

e.g. upon BAEDs being directed by the Government to continue

146. The CAI 1 division of the DoT advises the Secretary of State
on control over BA (under sections 40, 38(2), 39(3),
40(l)(b) and 49 of the 1971 \ct).

147. Paragraph 8(a) of the second Guidance exempted Concorde
services from the general prohibition on dual designation
contained in paragraph 7 of that Guidance.
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the operation of a number of social services, notably the

Scottish Highlands and Islands routes. In many such respects

the Authority does not have complete control (nor does it yet

148
have control of its own resources ).

There is a sense in which the Authority is restricted to

medium term rather than long term policy making. The Policy

Guidance emerging from the Shore review did overrule the CAA

on the issues of Skytrain and dual designation. In the
4

Cannonball and Skytrain cases(for one reason or another, the CAAs

competition policies were obstructed by traffic rights problems.

The major 'political' decisions such as Skytrain are in a sense

still in the Government's hands and if policy reviews are repeated

the Government will increasingly control general policy- On

the other hand it does not seem likely that policy reviewwill

occur too frequently and the CAA has achieved an important

status. If one considers the policies which have resulted from

CAA market researches and positive licensing programs it is

clear that these are aa important in shaping the industry and '

balancing the public and private sectors as anything emerging

from the DoTs review. Thus the CAA has been able to act very

independently e.g. in liberalising cargo freight charter

conditions, in allowing part charters on scheduled services,

in allowing low cost Wanderer inclusive tours and in generally

re writing the position of the scheduled operator (e.g. the

challenge to scheduled operators to lower fares in allowing

the low cost 'Group 3* fares to Spain and Portggal in March 1976).

148. It receives a Governmental grant in aid but the second
Guidance paragraph 25 repeated the instruction set out
in paragraph 29 of the first Guidance that the Authoiity
should aim to be financially self sufficient by 1977/8.
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On some matters the Authority has been subjected to

political control by the Government. That is not

satirising; soma control over broad policy has been generally

demanded over most agencies. What the 1971 Act was intended

to achieve was both political control and continuous,

predictable policy making by an expert body. So far it

appears that such a balance has been fairly well achieved.

The CAA would not complain that it has been overrun by civil

servants from the DoT (there are not enough of the latter

to do so). In this respect one could conclude that the CAA

has been a successful independent expert agency. It

must however be remembered that there are few safeguards of the

CAAs discretion apa art from its own strength and expertise.

If the CAA were to lose enthusiasm or act too adventurously,

if successive Governments instituted policy reviews, if more

appeals began to be allowed,or traffic rights powers used to

control international licensing ;then the CAA would become a
the

more expensive AXLB. At present/fc^r. youthful enthusiasm of the

CAA keeps these dangers at bay It is to be hoped that the
149

history of the CAA will not reinforce Marver H. Bernstein's thes4s

that the regulatory commission possesses a life cycibe passing

through gestation,youth and maturity into devitalisation,
debility and decline in its old age. Those adherents to this

thesis might take some comfort from the idea that the problems

of regulation get easier. The CAA has probably survived its most

difficult years in that it has allocated most of the contentious

routes and,by liberalisation or spheres of influence policies,

relieved itself of some of the more difficult problems of regulation.

149. Bernsttin 1966 pp. 74 - 100.
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CHAPTER 4.3

The CAA's use of the public hearing and the development of policy

A The Hearing

The CAA was set up to provide not only an independent

expert regulating body but also to operate as a buffer between

the independent airlines and the Government (the owners of BA).

A crucial question in examining the use of this kind of agency

is: "How does it purport to allocate licences fairly or

judicially ?**. The use of the word * judicially* here is indicative

of the traditional view that the judicial equals the fair.

Following thtS general line of reasoning the CAA was set up to use

a quasi-judicial hearings process in order to give *openness,

fairness and impartiality' to both private and public airlines.

Since modern administrative law theory might question

whether judiciality equals fairness or efficiency ; and some

lawyers (such as K.C. Davis): . . prefer to examine whether the

procedures an agency has adopted achieve the optimum levels

of judiciality, structuring^etc. of discretion I propose to

examine the role of the public hearing in the CAA system of

regulation. I will be concerned to see wheh it is used, how

or if its use is avoided and the extent to which its use aids

the achievement of desirable qualities in a licensing process

e.g. openness, predicability, efficiency. In doing so I do

not imply that these desiderata are all compatiblelI will

merely attempt to assess whether a suitable balance has been

achieved.

I will conduct this examination by describing the
cod

procedures adopted in hearings/ by examining whether a *case
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law*, a set of principles or standards has emerged from case

decisions, I will look at alternative methods of developing

policy, publicising it and the way the hearings system fits

into the whole scheme of regulation.

But firstly, when would a public hearing be used? Under

regulation 14 of the 1972 Regulations ( before a decision to

grant, refuse, revoke, suspend or vary an air transport licence *s made
a number of persons were given a right to be heard. This

included the applicant, the holder of an air transport

licence, air operators certificate ^aerodrome licence, rail or sea

carriers and holders of read service licences. Such parties to

the case had a right to be heard but other persons might be

heard at the d&scretion of the Authority. The regulation

provided minimum periods of notice for hearings and stated (at

subsection 8) that hearings should be in public

"unless the authority shall otherwise decide in relation
to the whole or part of a particular case".

The CAA (and the ATLB before it) has exercised its

discretion to hear individuals and make them parties to the

case. Most notable among those individuals heard has been

Mr. A.J. Lucking. Mr. Lucking has objected to a number of

applications, in order to argue the consumers case, since the

early days of the ATLB. Usually he has objected to fare

increases in the domestic tariff on the grounds that the
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Authority owes a return only to "efficient operators" (under

paragraph 11 of the first Guidance and paragraph 2 of the

second Guidance) and that for some reason the operators have

not been operating efficiently. In the early days of the

ATLB, the problem for Mr. Lucking was the gaining of

information (he was not a •party* to the case under the ATLBs

regulations). After a few years of appearing before the

ATLB Mr. Lucking was allowed to cross examine witnesses called
2

by parties (he could not call witnesses or appeal ) and/the

later ATLB years he received more information in advance or

at the public hearings.

The advent of the CAA strengthened the position of the

3
private individual. The 1972 Regulations allowed those heard

at the discretion of the Authority to appear in person or be

4
represented, to present oral and written evidence and to

examine otherparties to the case and their witnesses. Regulation

12 provided that persons proposed to be heard by the Authority

be given a summary of information furnished in connection with

the case or likely to be referred to at the hearing. The

individual would still not be a 'party to the case1 under

Regulation 14(2) and th:us could not bring an appeal, but he

could make representations to the Secretary of State concerning

2. The 1964 regulations stopped persons heard by the
ATLB from appealing. This had been possible under the
I960 regulations.

3. Regulation 14(7).

4.^ At the domestic tariff hearings of 5 August 1975 and 30 -
31 March 1976 Mr. R. Jessel represented Mr. Lucking and
Mr. A. MacLeod.
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an appeal.5
At the first domestic bearing of the CAA

Mr. Lucking for the first time received all the statements

of figures submitted by the airlines and has received figures,

subject to the usual rules concerning confidentiality, since

then. The problem for the amateur protector of the public

interest is that he is given about ten days in which to study

the detailed costings, forecasting and traffic figures

submitted by operators. In a case such as the October 1975

*Gatwick discount* case6 this might present an enormous

amount of work. The individual is in a poor position e.g. to

understand BA costings. Mr. Lucking has pressed the CAA

and the Council on Tribunals to set up a standing counsel for

the public interest, using a CAA staff member, but has met with

little success. At the tariff hearing of 30th and 31st March

1976 Mr. Lucking indicated that he was reluctant to continue
r , i

as the consumers advocate.

Without the appearance of Messrs. Lucking and MacLeod the
i

consumers case would not have been argued at CAA hearings.

Although the representations of individuals have on occasion

produced reactions from operators it appears that the ATLB and

CAA have seen themselves as protectors of the interests of

users (Section 3(1)(d) of the 1971 Act gave the CAA the duty

"to further the reasonable interests of usess of air transport

services") and it is difficult to see the influence of private

5. Regulation 16(6).

6. Meeting 26/75.
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representations on CAA decisions. On the one hand the

argument of the consumers' case does bring certain points

out into the open but it could be said that the hearing is

thereby lengthened by the statement of matters already in

the mind of the CAA as regulator in the public interest.

Messrs. Lucking, jessel and MacLeod are now members
7

of the Airlines Users Committee which reports to the CAA
»

and the utility of the appearance of the consumers advocate

before the CAA might now be questioned.

Regulation 14 listed parties with a right to be

heard by the CAA and included surface operators, road and

rail. (Paragraph 20 of the first Guidance stated

that the CdlA consider the place of an operation "in the total

internal transport system, and paragraph 15 of the second Guidance

ordered it in licensing domestic routes to "take account of

existing and planned facilities for travel by alternative means...".)

Surface operatorsj especially British Railways f have on

occasion objected to applications at CAA hearings but they have

not enjoyed great success. The CAA granted Dan Air a Gatwick

Q
to Newcastle scheduled service licence in September 1973, after

British Rail had objected that the service would adversely affect

their propwitt for high speed trains, saying "we saw no reason

g
to deprive Dan Air of this service on British Rails account...".

In March 1973 B.Cal. were given the Manchester to London route^°

7. See section

8. Application A15946.

9. Ibid Decision of 10 October 1973 paragraph 12.

10. Application A4560/9 of 6:3:73.
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in spite of a British Rail representation that the service

was undesirable and wasteful. The CAA felt that the

service would not be unduly diversionary. Under the second

Guidance11 British Rail objected12 to BAs March 1975

application for a shuttle standby fare on the Glasgow to

London route. The CAA was not impressed by the British Rail

argument which seemed to assume a right of veto instead of
13

merely a right to be heard. The Authority stated that it

considered paragraph 15 of the (second) Guidance to be more

relevant to the licensing of new or expanded services or to

investment decisions than to questions of fares changes,

it granted the standby fare for an experiemntal period.

Another example of a British Rail objection was theit
• 14

against Peters Aviation Ltds. application for a Norwich to

London scheduled service licence!however the application was

refused on other grounds. The CAA appears to have taken the

view that although it has certain duties to co-ordinate

with other forms of transport in the general planning and

investment area, in ordinary route licensing and tariff cases

its primary duty is to "secure that British airlines provide

air transport services which satisfy: all sbbstantial categories

of public demand".15 Thus it tends to act on the assumption that

the best way to co-ordinate air with other forms of transport

is to create an efficient and cost related system of air transport.

11. paragraph 15.

12. Decision 5/76 of 9 April 1976.

13. Decision 5/76 of 9 April 1976. paragraph 22.

14. IA/20116 of 3 September 1974.

15. Section 3(1)(a) of the 1971 Act (General Objectives).
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Apart from the above instances where private individuals

or surface operators are involved(in a case before the CAA

the public hearings generally involve only the airline

applicant and airline objectors.

In practice the CAA has held ail hearings in public except

where confidential information is concerned. In such a case it

is usual for the greater part of the case to be argued in public

and for the argument on confidential figures (where an operator

is willing to disclose these to parties to the case or the

CAA but not to the public) to be conducted in camera. Private

hearings or meetings would also be conducted on a less formal

basis when an operators financial fitness was in question.

The Authority will call a public hearing when an application

is objected to and on some occasions (e.g. in the case of

affinity group applications) it might hold a public hearing where

there »s- no objector, in order to satisfy itself that e.g. an

operator could mount a service successfully, that he could conform

the operation to existing regulations or that a group qualifies

as an »off duty group*. Where a run of the mill application

has been made by an operator whose fitness is not in question

and where there are no objectors it is usual for the CAA to

grant a licence without a hearing provided that the licence can

be granted in the terms applied for. In such cases the

applications made and the decisions taken are published in

Series 2 of the Official Record of the Authority (Air Transport

16. e.g. On application 7/90039 by Trader Airways Ltd. the
CAA held a hearing although there were no objectors(because
it was not satisfied that Trader Airways had sufficient
resources. The licence was refused.
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Licensing Notices (ATLN)).

The provisions for granting unopposed applications were

designed to reduce the number of formal hearings and;eoupled
17

with the CAAs new classification of licences this toas
)

done so. Only about ten per cent of applications are the

subject of public hearings now but in the days before

1974 under the old licence classification system (when

inclusive tours were licensed individually) the ratio was

less e.g. in 1973-4 101 applications out of over 4,500 licences

considered went to a hearing. Public hearings are ? likely

to diminish in importance since the CAA wrote in its 1972-3

^ 18Repor t,

"The Authority has instead sought to place greater
emphasis on consultation with the industry as a way
of reaching its decisions. The process jLs facilitated
by its power to publi^Kproposals and establish schedules
of conditions. Thus the introduction of ABCs and the

granting of Class 2 licences to six airlines for the carriage
of ABC traffic were accomplished by consultation and
without a formal hearing."

Of the classes of licence introduced on 1st January 1974 a

substantial proportion of Class 1 (Scheduled service) applications

are heardJ few Class 2 (Advanced Booking Charter [ABC])

applications go to hearing* Class 3 (Mlanket inclusive tour)

17. see CAA Annual Report 1974-5 p.25. On 1st January 1974 the
CAA changed the classification of licences which had been
used in the ATLB. It introduced seven basic classes of
licence divided into sub groups and changed the standard
definitions of licences e.g. the Class 1 scheduled license
allowed 50% part charter facility and the Class 3 charter
licence allowed *blaniaett authorisation. The new

classification was intended to cut down the number of
licences required (in 1974-5 1,000 licences were issued as
opposed to 4,500 in 1973-4) and to identify more closely
certain classes of operation which had assumed importance
e.g. the new class 4G licence allowed *Fly Drive* inclusive
tours to be licensed separately.

18. at page 32.
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applications are seldom heard; Class 4 (Charter) licences

are sometimes heard) (especially class 4G (Fly-Drive tour)
19

applications because BA usually objects );and Class 6

(cargo charter) applications are often contested (especially

those to specific destinations as opposed to those giving

general authorisations).

Having cautioned that only a small proportion of

applications go to public hearing I must add that most of

the important decisions made concerning route allocations

involve a contest, an objection and hence a hearing. Thus

hearings do have an importance in policy making going far

beyond that suggested numerically.

The procedure followed in applying for an air transport

licence is generally as follows. The operator sends in a

written application to the Authority. This application must
20

contain information which the CAA has specified in its

ATLN. Series 1. This application should include, inter alia

the nationalities of controllers of a company, details of

financial resources and arrangements, the number and types

of aircraft to be used, organisation and staffing arrangements,
21

provisions for liability, the class of licence applied for

and the proposed period, on indication of existing potential,

need or demand for the service, commercial agreements relevant,

19. Classes 5 and 7 (substitute Charter) and (sole use
charter) of licence are relatively unimportant and seldom
contested. .

powers under
20. In pursuance of its/section 21(1) of the 1971 Act.
21. The Authority introduced a new clasiification of air

transport licences on 1:1:74 giving seven basic classes
of licence (subject to further definition).
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destinations proposed and finally limitations on the licence

and the proposed tariff (in the i-ase of a charterer the

details of the charterer must be given). Details of the

financial position of an operator and his organisational
22

arrangements need not be given on each application they

must merely be kept up to date.

Regulation 7(1)(a) of the 1972 regulations provided

that the Authority may refuse to consider applications for

grants of licences submitted not over six months before the

date at which the licence takes effect The CAA has

modified the advanced notice it will require and demands

various periods from three months for a Class 1 (scheduled

service)application down to ten days for a licence for up to

four flights in each direction. In practice the Authority will

accept less notice but applicants are liable to a double fee

in such instances.

The applicant under Regulation 7(2) must, if applying for
1

the revocation, suspension or variation of another holders

licence, serve a copy of the application upon the holder of

the licence within twenty-four hours of applying to the CAA.
23

The Authority must publish particulars of the application

(which it does in its Official Record Series 2) and it must

22. Given in ATL forms 5, 28 and 29.

23. Under Regulation 7(3).
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keep a copy of the application open for inspection.

When the CAA receives an application the EPL division

will consider whether a hearing should be called in view of the

presence of an objector or in order to clarify costings or

24
arrangements. If a hearing is required an BPL sub-committee

will fix a date for the hearing and appoint a 'panel' plus a

secretary to hear the case. Although a quorum for a CAA
25

decision is one , formal hearings take place before panels

usually consisting of threepersons)at least one of whom is a

member of the Authority (normally two are) the rest being
/ '

officials of the EPL division. Cettain members of the Authority

tend to specialise e.g. the Chairman tends to hear major

tariff applications.

Persons are given twenty-one days following the

publication of an application in which to make objections and

representations to the Authority,and the CAA (under Regulation

12) has a duty to give to persons with a right to be heard (or

those whom the Authority has chosen to hear) a copy of or

summary of,

"any information in the possession of the Authority which
has been furnished in connection with the case or which
the Authority has reason to believe will be referred
to at the hearing of the case".

Regulation 12(11) however provided for the non disclosure of

commercial information where this would harm a person without

compensating benefit to the public.

Although parties must be given notice of the date of a

hearing the Regulations make no provision regulating the

24. Which meets on Tuesday mornings to consider all applications
and whether they should be heard or not.

25. Regulation 4(6).

26. 14 days under Regulation 14(5) and 21 days in the case of
unilateral action by the CAA (Regulation 8).
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time by which parties to the case must submit their written

evidence. Thus unless the hearing follows publication by

more than twenty-one days the parties and staff of the

Authority might be given very little time to study complicated

data. The Chairman of the Authority did gain a voluntary

agreement from the airlines that statistical evidence^ould

be submitted twenty-one days in advance of a hearing and

evidence in chief seven days in advance (this request appeared

in Series 1 of the Official Record) but this agreement has not

proven very effective. The CAA staff often ask for

supplementary material from an operator and often receive

statistical evidence of importance in a case only two days

before the hearing. The airlines tend not to *show their

hands* earlier than is necessary and this affects the

ability of CAA staff to review their information.

Further speed is often required when the EPL committee
27

sets a hearing date close to publication,, The Regulations

allow the CAA to forego the fourteen days notice of hearing in

cases of "compelling urgency". The CAA adopts less

formal methods in situations where a licence is needed quickly,

for example it might, when an operator has the chance of a

swift charter contract, telephone the other airlines to see

whether they object and hold a short notice hearing under

Regulation 14(5).

Having xecdved the partialevidence in chief the CAA may, in

a major case, call for a preliminary meeting (under Regulation

13) in order to discuss the conduct of the case.

27. 7(11), 14(5).
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The preliminary meeting has not proven to be a

revolutionary device in aviation licensing procedure. The
28

Edwards Committee recommended its use to review evidence

and dispose of differences of facts and to agree on the

issues to be argued before the Authority. Pre-hearings are

29
not often used and representatives of the airlines feel that

they are fairly unimportant although they help to shorten the

hearing proper by cutting out irrelevant issues. The CAA

has told operators in pre-hearings what kinds of evidence and

argument it will require in the hearing proper,but the value of

the pre-hearing is diminished by the fact that generally when it

is held the parties will already have submitted their evidence

in chief in writing. Staff of the CAA have largely bypassed

the pre-hearing by writing to the operators and telling them

30
what information the Authority desires (under Regulation 35 ).

Thus the pre-hearing has not emerged as a device allowing the

resolution of issues before the main hearing,but the Authority

is able to give some indication in writing to the operators of

the evidence or figures it desires and the issues it sees as

import ant in a case.

28. Edwards paragraph 641 - 3.

29. An example of the use of pre-hearings in a complex case
was given in the 20th March 1974 hearing on the re-allocation
of 117 scheduled service licences allowing 50% part-charter
facility. Two pre-hearings were held to discuss the onus of
proof in the case, the order of argument and the use of five
*test cases* to shorten debate.

30. Which provides that the Authority can serve a notice on a
licence holder requiring information relating to his activities.
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When a hearing before the Authority is ta take place

the operators are requested (in the Official Record Series 1)

to give two days notice of their representative and his status.

Before the panels appears usually either ' - legally trained

advocates specialising in civil aviation matters °r

representatives from the licensing departments of the operators.

B.Cal. uses either their licensing manager, his assistant or

the company secretary (a solicitor experienced in aviation

licensing). British Airways use representatives from their

licensing departments, few of whom hmve had legal training.

In this respect BA still wses separate terras for Overseas

Division and European Division. Mr. R. Colegate, head of the

CAAs EPL division ,told the Select Committee on Nationalised
31

Industries of 1975 that he saw no advantages in a combined

team. The smaller independent operators tend to use their

licensing managers or in larger cases a Solicitor specialising

in the field.

The procedure adopted in domestic tariff cases is similar

to that used for route decisions. At the end of 1974 the CAA

revised and streamlined this procedure to allow decision

within ten weeks of the application. In tariff cases an

application is made and copied to all domestic operators by the

applicant. In the following two weeks the EPL division

assesses the requirement for hearing and fixes a hearing date,

it evaluates the application and it may grant a decision without

31. Select Committee of 1975 Minutes Q 161 17:6:75.
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32
publication in a case of urgency, it publishes the

application in the official record and receives supporting

evidence from the applicant. From the first to the fifth

week the Authority consults with the Channel Islands Air
33

Advisory Council and the Isle of Man Airports Board where

relevant. Objections are made in the third and fourth

weeks and in the fourth week evidence from airlines other than

those applying is received. Shortly after this objections

from parties other than airlines are received.

In the sixth week a decision without hearing would be

given, in the sixth and seventh weeks evidence from objectors

followed by rebutting evidence would be submitted. Formal
t

notice of hearing and the preparation of the panels brief occurs

in the seventh week following rebuttal evidence. In the

eighth week the panel is briefed followed shortly by the public

hearing. Finally in the tenth week after application the panel.®

decision would be given.
34

The hearing before the CAA is conducted fairly formally.

The applicant will argue on the basis of his written evidence

in chief with which the panel and the other parties are familiar J
ft

he will call witnesses (e.g. representatives from the operators

marketing or statistical division or from town councils, business

association, tourist boards etc.) to make a case for demand on the

32. Under Regulation 7(3) i or ii which allows decision without
publication in urgent cases where the application is unlikely
to prejudice the interests of other operators.

33. Under Regulation 11.

34. An experienced advocate before the CAA and ATLB told me that
he considered the CAA hearing to be a little more formal than
that before the ATLB.
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validity of the operation. Witnesses may be cross-examined

by opposing parties and the panel often ask witnesses to

clarify matters of concern to the Authority. Those making

objections or representations may then state their case and

produce witnesses. The panel will not allow formal

procedures to prevent an open discussion of crucial issues

and their own cross examination, of witnesses may be very

important. From the inquisitorial acts of the Authority the
•»

operators advocates are often able to identify the arguments

required of them.

It appears that the hearing itself is of varying importance.

Advocates have told me that the impression on some occasions

is that arguments made at the hearing can have little effect

on the outcome (especially where the advocate feels that his

case is in effect an argument against an existing CAA policy).

On other occasions where there is no feeling of an onus

to disprove the CAA position ^he hearing may be seen as the

crux of the matter.

After the parties have argued their cases the panel will

retire to consider their decision which is published at a later
35

date. A shorthand record of the hearing is always taken but

a transcript of this is only made if requested by any person (who

must pay for it) or if an appeal is lodged. The secretary to

the panel, who sAts with them throughout the hearing (in public

and in camera) provides the main record of the case for the

35. As required by Regulation 14(10).
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panel (who may have their own notes). The secretary is

generally a senior staff member in the EPL division. He will

be familiar with the documentation in the case and will note

down salient points as the case progresses. Although some

complaints have been made that a point has been missed by the

Secretary, operators now seem satisfied with this procedure.

The panel of the Authoriy in hearing and deciding a case

will do so against a background supplied by their briefing.

Firstly they will have a brief supplied by the Department of

Trade which attempts to set out in international cases the

position on traffic rights e.g. whether mere designation within

an existing agreement is required or whether rights will

require negotiation, whether foreign reaction of some kind is

expected.36
Secondly the CAA panel wili i have a brief from its own

staff. Before 1973 the panel would have been provided with
37 1

an interpretative and analytical brief of parties evidence

plus additional information from CAA sources. During 1973 the

panel demanded ,

"more sophisticated analyses and economi^Qappraisal -
particularly of costs and profitability"

and a 'Briefing Unit1 was set up in th® ECS division. The unit

was set up comprising two full time staff with the {taources

36. The negotiation of traffic rights may take place in parallel
with the CAA hearing and hearings have been adjourned on
occasion to allow clarification of the Traffic Rights position.

37. 1973-4 Report p. 34.

38. Ibid.
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of the whole division to call upon. The unit no longer
«

merely examined operators figures but, as the CAA noted

in its second report,

"an interrogative procedure has been developed whereby
the briefing unit requests specific data of parties to
an application and this may be followed b^^detailed
consultation with the parties concerned."

Instead of merely taking a retrospective approach the Authority,

as its expertise developed, turned to the future with staff

being allocated to a forecasting unit.

The ECS Briefing Unit will - give the hearings £>anel a

brief containing a consolidation of statistics given by the

airlines, an evaluation of these statistics and the ECS staffs

own calculations concerning such matters as costings, diversion

and traffic forecasts. The panel member might have before him

the applicants figures the objectsrs figures and those of the

CAA Staff. The Authority has always adopted the position that

its own figures will not be put up for public scrutiny, it sets

out to judge the figures of the applicants (they are the ones

seeking the licence not the CAA) and the most detailed

disclosures of CAA figures generally given are in phrases such

as "the Authority feels that B.CiAl's. estimation of diversion

is too high". Similarly the Authority will always demand that

the operator himself should make out a case for the route

in question rather than rely on the CAXs figures. The Authority

has not developed to the stage where it will openly disclose its

detailed calculations in judging a case or as justification for

39. Ibid.
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giving a licence where there is no other evidence.

The panel may tell the ECS branch in advance what kind

of brief they desire e.g. whether growth rates or diversion

and the effect on other operators should be the focus of

attention.

In addition to the ECS brief and airline statistics

the panel will receive a brief on the financial fitness and

safety aspects of an operator. Thus the ECS division might

consider whether a certain operator had sufficient manpower and

capital resources to mount an operation and whether his

general financial situation was such that he could be

entrusted with an operation. In supplying this brief the ECS

division would co-ordinate with the Controllerate of Safety
«

of the CAA by examining the relationship between an operators

resources and his operational performance.

The EPL division supply a brief on the licensing aspects of

the application. This gives a history of licensing for the past

few years on the route concerned together with a review of the

licensing policies therein contained. A brief would also be

prepared covering the competitive situation relevant to a route

and the influence licensing would have on the structure of the

industry. Thus questions of diversion, net working and the

needs of various operators would be discussed.

Ttje panel would be briefed on other matters peculiar to a

40
case where necessary (e.g. noise and environmental problems).

40. DoT responsibilities.
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In general the aim of the briefing process is to familiarise

the panel with the cases put to them, to give an appraisal

of those cases and to set out the courses of action open to

the Authority.

The briefs are given to the panel as much in advance of

the hearing as possible (often there is very little opportunity

for a panel member to read a brief e.g. when operators have

put in statistics two or three days before a hearing). The

parties to the case never have an opportunity to examine the

CAA briefs and most CAA findings set out in briefs do not

emerge in hearings. Together with the Authorit y's attitude that

it is not for it to disclose its own researches this situation

creates a feeling in some advocates that they are working a

little in the dark. One representative suggested to me that

the CAA)like the CAB ,ought to have a representative of its
own at a hearing and argue the CAA case before a panel made

up of staff independent of the CAA (as hearing examiners are

independent of the American CAB). Others have suggested that

the situation seen in CAA cases is a necessary price to pay

for decision making by a body possessing a store of its own

knowledge.

The panels of the CAA have always been careful to preserve

their discretion by treating the brief as advice rather than

as hard and fast rules'nevertheless as we shall see the brief

may contain policies shifting the onus to show cause from one

party to another.
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The panel will retire after having heard the case put

to it. Sometimes it decides immediately, often the

decision letter takes a week to appear. The panel adopts

the view that its decision is based upon evidence put to it

at the hearing and itj written evidence submitted. It is

aware of the rules of the Council on Tribunals and will not

consider further evidence submitted by parties. It

will decide in the light of its own knowledge(which might include

clarifying a matter with EPL staff after a hearing but would not

involve further research or collection of facts after the

end of a hearing. The decision and reasons given after a

hearing xe usually drafted by the Secretary to the panel but

may be written by the panel members themselves. There is no

committee set up by the Authority to consider licensing decisions

but there is an Economic Policy and Licensing Committee (EPL

Committee).

The EPL Committee was set up in 1972. In its 1972-3 report

the Authority stated that it was not confined to the quasi-

judicial role which characterised the ATLB but had set up

the EPL Committee so that5

"licence applications could be considered against a
policy background as well as against the background^f
the evidence and arguments presented at a hearing".

The EPL Committee meets regularly (on Mondays) presided

over by the Chairman of the Authority. It normally contains the

Deputy Chairman and all the other Members who hear licence

applications together with the heads of EPL and ECS divisions.

41. 1972-3 Report p. 31.
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Where their areas might be concerned the Financial Controller,

Head of Operational Safety Division and representatives of

the DoT attend. The Authority described the activities of

the EPL Committee(saying it met,

•'to consider general or specific policy questions
relating to the economic regulation of the industry.
It does not decide individual licensing cases but it
may consider particular policy issues arising from
them. It also provides a forum in which the members
of licensing panels may keep each other informe^ao
as to assure a homogeneity of decision making."

The Authority takes care to point out that the EPL

Committee does not decide individual cases' however it is clear

that when the panels deliberations extend through a Monday

(especially where an issue is important) the policies decided

upon in EPL Committee meetings might have an important bearing
(

on a case. Similarly the EPL Committees feelings on a matter

like Skytrain, which would have been discussed in EPL before

the Skytrain hearing, must have had considerable weight in

setting the scene for the public hearing.

42. 1972-3 Report p. 32.
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B The problem of Information

A key issue in assessing the public hearing as a

decision making device in aviation is the use of the CAA's own

knowledge and its disclosure of information. The Authority is

peculiar in Britain in attempting to combine a massive 'own

knowledge* with a quasi-judicial hearings system and therefore

I will discuss the problem of information as the first step

in assessing the role of the public hearing.

A fundamental question concerning information is whether the

CAA can act in a truly expert manner without rendering the

hearings process meaningless. One might further examine the

ways in which (or whether) the Authority has used other

methods of decision making and publication of policy to leave

the public hearing with a narrow but workable area.

Firstly how does the Authority gain information?

Apart from the information gathered under section 22(1) of

the 1971 Act relating to particular applications the Authority

has extensive powers to gain general information under section 35

of the Act. That section enables the Authority to require the

operator to furnish to it "information of such descriptions as

may be so specified" in the written demand. The Authority wts

this power to demand regular financial returns from operators which

serve as the basis for its own knowledge. On 1st January 1974

the Authority introduced an improved system of collecting

statistical data from airlines. Airlines were required to submit

monthly statistics of two kinds, firstly operating and traffic
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statistics which give the Authority information route by route

on frequencies operated, passengers carried'*' etc. (the

requirements of which were stepped up in 1974 to iaeJUld*

informalion on the various forms of charter services, classes

of passengers and individual sectors flown) and secondly

financial statistics concerning the company and serving as

the basis for the CAAs monitoring of the financial health of

UK airlines. (In 1974 the Authority began publishing its

•Monthly Bulletin of Statistics* giving details of traffic

figures derived from the above results.) In addition to the

above monthly seturns all domestic route operators submit on a

routine basis (six monthly) statements of costs, revenue and

traffic, capacity productivity and an analysis of operating

expenditure giving results of the previous year, a forecast of

the current year and estimates for the following year. (These

figures aire used by the CAA in calculating the Domestic Air

Tariff.) The Authority asks for these figures to be given in an

up dated form before import ant hearings (e.g. it asked for

figures updated by three months for the March 1975 tariff

decision), and it might request supplementary information e.g.

breakdowns into unit costs per mile.

The Authority has, since its inception, set out to build up

a store of information to use in licensing. In addition to the

information from monthly returns it has continued to hold private

meetings with airlines and tour organisers (as did the ATLB)

1. These statistics include figures on aircraft used, aircraft
hours, revenue loads, revenue passenger analyses and are
used by the CAA to calculate the variable charge on licences
(a charge per passenger or tom^ /if ilometer).
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2
especially when examining their finances. Thus the Authority

in its 1973-74 report stated that it had started

"monitoring airlines current results with the intention
of identifying potentially dangerous situations before
they became critical."

If an operator became short of capital resources the CAA
4 5

would find out from returns and use persuasion or its

powers under Section 23 of the Act (to revoke, suspend or

vary a licence in the event of inadequate financial resources)

to produce an Inspection o/ capitaUsationAhe operator.6
In the process of oollecting information from operators

the Authority's ECS staff often consult the airline on a point

and attempt to gain clarification of issues. Concerning

information submitted under section 22(1) relating to an

individual application or in evidence in chief(the ECS staff
7

would ask for clarification but would not indulge in

negotiations over for instance a forecast. The situation has
i >

arisen (concerning March 1976 Tariff applications) where the

2. e.g. the CAA met Donaldson International Airlines in 1973
to discuss the company*s fitness and gained an assurance
that two aircraft would be sold in order to increase

capit alisation.

3. 1973-4 Report p. 26.

4. The Authority receives operators annual reports and if
dissatisfied with results would call the airline to a

meeting.
5. 1974-5 Report p. 23.

6. When Severn Airways Ltd. applied for a Bristol to Leeds/
Bradford scheduled service (Application IA/20107) the CAA
delayed reaching a decision until the company had increased
it's capitalisation. This was done and the licence granted.

7. Due to the fact that section 22(1) specifies no time
limit for the submision of statistics before hearings ECS
staff often have to press operators to submit them in time.
Section 35 could be used to order such information but is
weldora used as it requires formal notice from the Authority
not a staff menber.
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( ) 8
Authority has sent ECS men/to BAs Bealine House in order to

sort out a misunderstanding on statistics but the Authority

does not generally conduct joint researches into airline

matters (save by asking for clarification or where there is

a case involving financial weakness). It adheres to the

position of an examining body.

How then given that the Authority has the above information

in its hands as well as information resulting from its own

researches, can the Authority incorporate this knowledge into

decisions?

The first problem arising concerning information is

confidentiality. Regulation 12, which provided that the

Authority give to persons to be heard in connection with a

case a summary of information given in connection with the

case (or which the Authority believed would be referred to at

the case), sought to protect operators by providing that the

Authority should not furnish any information relating to the

commercial or financial affairs of the person who provided

it (and which could not be disclosed without disadvantage

to the provider) unless that disadvantage was warranted by the

advantage to the public or the prospective recipient of the

information.

Further, section 36 of the 1971 Act provided that no

information relating to a person and given to the Authority
9

under the Act, should be disclosed unless the provider of the

8. CAA Statisticians also visit B.Cal. at Gatwick on occasions.

9. A £400 fine is provided by Section 36(3).
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information had given his consent in writing or the Secretary

of State after considering representations determined that

the information be disclosed. However subsection 2 of section

36 added that this did not prevent disclosure under Regulation

12 or for the purposes of giving reasons for decisions under

section 24(3) or (5) of the Act.

The situation therefore is that .unless the operator gives

his consent,the Authority must decide for itself on the balance

of advantage whether to disclose information to parties in

reasons for decision (the question of disclosure to the public

is separate). Usually the airlines will put in their

information to the Authority before a case and automatically

claim confidentiality. Thus a number of situations may occur;

the CAA may have the figures of each party and decide not to

disclose parts of them to respective parties (thus it will

know the situation and they will not be able to argue the

matter)* the Authority may disclose the figures to parties only

or it may publicise the figures.10
The CAA, confronted with this problem.has considered each

case on its merits and attempted to find a solution. It has

often attempted to negotiate disclosures of information11 in

order to render argument possible and it was suggested to me

that some panel members have indicated to parties that evidence

which would not be subjected to disclosure might be treated as

thereby carrying less weight.

10. A Secretary to the CAA panel told me that problems of disclosure
arise in about a third of cases going to hearing.

11. e.g. at the hearing of the 'Wanderer* case (3A/40010/1 of
lO September 1975) both airlines involved had submitted
* confidential' information. The Authority after discussions
with the parties ruled that an exchange of information be
made on the undertaking that it be not disclosed to any third
party.
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From the earliest days of the CAA the Council on Tribunals

had been concerned to see that there was maximum disclosure

of information material to a case (both to parties and public)

and had urged the Department to amend the governing
12

regulation 12 to allow greater disclosure. As originally

drafted the CAA would have had complete discretion as to what

information it would or would not furnish. The redrafted

regulation required disclosure of all information unless it

fell under section 5(2)(a) of the Act, (that section stated

that regulations might provide for witholding commercial or

financial information which could harm the interests of the

person concerned if discloses , unless the harm was outweighed

by advantage to the public or the recipient).

Lord Boyd-Carpenter met the Council on Tribunals in 1973

to discuss the first year of operation of the CAA. He told

the council that the Authority had applied the disclosure

regulations with a presumption in favour of disclosure and

had proceeded on the basis that the onus of proof lay on

those advocating the witholding of information. He added that

some such cases heard by the Authority had called for careful

judgement on the representations made.

In cases where parties have been willing to disclose

information to other parties but not the public the Authoiity has

12. see Council on Tribunals Report 1971-2 paragraph 54.
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X

13
held part of the hearing *in camera* to consider arguments

relating to confidential documents or figures (generally the

airlines are concerned to keep details of costings secret).

The decision whether to disclose information or not has

been considered frequently^for example when Alidair Ltd. applied
for an East Midlands to Copenhagen licence in application

A 15006 of 12th January 1973, BMA, objecting, asked to be

supplied with all the cost estimates and traffic forecasts given

by AL»dair. The CAA stated in their decision,

"As Alidair themselves had been asked by the British
Airport Authority to treat those figures as confidential
they asked us to do the same. In the circumstances
we agreed but we feel that in general the reasons
for confidentiality are less co^elling when the data
relates to a specific service."

In the *Port Charter* case (of 9th April 1974) BEA

submitted confidential costings for the Spanish routes where

they sought 75% pant charter facility fin accordance with

regulation 12(11) the CAA decided not to disclose these

costings to the other parties. This would have made the

objectors case more difficult and the Authority did not hear

argument on the matter.

On the lOth of September 1975 before the hearing of the

"Wanderer" tours case15 both BA and Britannia Airways had

13. Often paurts of Domestic Tariff hearings are held in Camera
when detailed costings are discussed; in other cases in
camera hearings have been used where argument was heard
on a matter relating to a bilateral agreement (the CAA
may not want the foreign government to gain information
on UK bilaterals policy).

14. Decision A 15006 paragraph 11.
15. 3A/40010/1.
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submitted information qfhid* the Authority was asked to treat

as confidential. Since the issue of diversion from BA was

crucial the Authority discussed the matter of disclosure with

the parties and ruled that BA tables setting out actual

costs and estimated passenger traffic on services to Athens,

Eorfu, i|.raklion ancj Rhodes for the years 1974/S/6 and a breakdown

of the traffic by fare category should be disclosed to

Britannia and Thompsons on their undertaking that it would

not be divulged to any third party.

On many occasions where the disclosure of information

to competitors would obviously be harmful the CAA has

attempted to gain unanimous agreement on the disclosure of

information. This has not always been forthcoming, e.g. in

the hearing on Standard class 6A Freight Charter licences held

on 12th March 1975 parties had not agreed on disclosure of

operating statistics aid the Authority stated that,

"it would be difficult to proceed in ameaningful way
other than by us^.gg the statistical exhibits presented
by the parties."

There was no disclosure of confidential statistics relating to

specific routes in that case because not all parties agreed to

disclose their figures. This did not aid open argument on the

issues.

The March 1975 Freight Charter hearing introduced the

question of the Authority's duty to disclose statistics.

Before the March case the Author ity had been conducting a

review of Freight Charter policy and it had issued a document

16. Decision letter 6th May 1975.
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to the airlines explaining a proposed new policy. British

Caledonian asked the Authority to disclose the statistics

behind the new policy. Mr. D. Beety for B.Cai. was arguing

that Regulation 12 should mean that the CAA disclose its

own figures and information, not merely the information

submitted to it by airlines. The Authority did not give

B.Cal. detailed statistics concerning their new policy but

explained that the Authoritys policy statement was intended
17

to provide "guidance and assistance" and that confidential

statistics could not be disclosed.

Mr. Beety was worried that the Authority had, in using

their policy statement, (which advocated relaxations on

the conditions of freight licences) placed a heavy onus on

B.Cal. to argue against the 'new policy*, an onus which ttey

would find difficult to discharge since they did not have

access to the statistical data serving as the foundations of

the new policy. B.Cal. felt that they were arguing in the

dark with little chance of producing a change in a policy

adopted in advance of the case (and which changed existing

policy radically).

In applications to change the Domestic Air Tariff the

dis closure of information may involve confidential information

relating to an operators costs, revenue, traffic, operating

expenditure, financial results on all services, efficiency(
future plans etc. The CAA has consistently ordered that all

17. paragraph 2 of Decision letter of 6th May 1975.
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statistical information including cost and revenue data be

disclosed to the parties and objectors "in order that the
18

case may be properly argued" (this might involve holding

proceedings in camera) but on some occasions*" it has ordered

disclosures to be restricted to individual routes - thus an

objector would gain information only in relation to the routes

objected to ..

Disclosure (to parties) must be distinguished from

publication in general. The CAA could under regulation 12 order

the publication of statistics if it felt that that advantage

to the public would outweigh any harm to an operator. The ATLB

20
had repeatedly argued for the public disclosure of financial

information upon which it based its tariff decisions and the

power to publish such information. The Edwards Committee argued

that such financial data

"must be made public in order to ensure £^at the arguments
for fare increases can be fully tested."

In an October 1972 tariff hearing the CAA released the majority

of papers to two objectors but at the August 1st 1973 tariff

hearing the CAA ruled that the balance of pbblic interest was

best served by keeping secret the financial and other data

22
provided by airlines. Since then the CAA has introduced the

18. see e.g. Tariff hearings of 7, 9, 14 October 1975, 9 March
1976, 31 March 1976, 1 November 1975, 5 and 6 August 1975.

19. e.g. Tariff decisions of 1st August 1973, 11 March 1975.
20. see ATLB Tenth Report 1970 HC Paper 68 paragraph lO.
21. Crand. 4018 paragraph 702.

22. •Flight* Magazine of 27 September 1973 questioned the policy
in an article "Secrecy and the CAA".
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publication of *Monthly Statistics* which give information

about carryings, the financial results of operators etc. (Flight
23

Magazine reported that the CAA had had to suspend its

monthly statistics because of the refusal of some smaller

operators to answer CAA requests for permission to publish

their financial results and that the CAA was considering

sefeking a direction to disclose from the Secretary of State for

Trade under section 31(1)(b) of the Act.) The CAA has not

ordered full public disclosure of documents in domestic tariff

hearings but it has attempted to restrict the use of *in camera*

hearings to the most confidential arguments and consequently

some details of costings etc. do emerge in the course of public

hearings debate.

Apart from the matter of public disclosure, which I will

return to in discussing the CAA as protector of the public

interest, let us consider the effect on parties arguing a case

of not having detailed information in areas of confidentiality.

Operators licensing representatives have expressed some

concern about the lack of information concerning another

operators activities but they appear to be troubled not so

much by refusals to disclose information, since they all

have some information they want to protect ,as by their inability

to understand the information they are given, especially
24

concerning other operators costings . Generally an operator

23. On 8 August 1974.

24. Generally a party to a case would receive another operator's
costings in summarised rather than detailed form.
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will give a degree of information concerning a proposed route

to the CAA and to other parties to a case but it will rarely

divulge sufficient information to allow detailed cross examination.

With smaller operators the problem is that accounting procedures

have not been standardised e.g. another airline might not

know the basis of amortisation of aircraft, the sum allowed

for writing aircraft off or the price paid for them. With

larger operators the problem for their opponents is to calculate

the indirect costings and cross subsidisations occurring. Thus

in the •Shuttle1 hearing of August 1975, when B.Cal. was

arguing that bAs Glasgow to London shuttle service constituted

operation at uneconomic fares and was therefore unfair

competition, b.Cal. submitted costings for bAs shuttle based not

on bAs figures but on b.c.-vl's. own calculations of what the shuttle

25
ahould cost. This case involved an enormous amount of work

analysing costings and yet because of the size of the

organisations involved there was little agreement on even the

assumptions made in costing. The CAA was left to choose between

two different sets of calculations which did not really meet

head on. Even the Authority itself, though it has a team

monitoring BA, would have been hard put to follow BA costings

in the Shuttle case.

On matters of diversion the problem is not so complicated

and operators feel that they can fairly accurately work out from

25. "B.Cal, expressed concern that few figures on BAED*s Shuttle
operating costs had been made available at the hearing so
it was difficult for them to assess the viability of Shuttle**
paragraph 21 of Decision of 24:3:1975.
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available figures the effect a service is having on another.

It is in understanding the internal accounting procedures of

other operators that difficulties emerge and the CAA is

left to make a judgement about the credibility of two different

cases.

Because the problem iA aviation cases is not so much gaining

information as gaining intelligible information,the issue of

disclosure is perhaps less important than it might at first

sight appear. That is not to deny there have bean cases

where non disclosure has prevented argument on the real

issues, but the industry appears to accept this as a riecessary

deficiency in the system. The way to improvement appears

to be to produce a better standard accounting system (the

CAA is working on this). At present the CAA probably

understands the cases of each party more fully than the other

party (since it will have all the submitted information and

its collection of routinely submitted statistics to work from).

More adequate disclosure of information would increase the value

of argument before and with the CAA,but airlines would not

say that the difficulties of gaining information render the

public hearing valueless.

On the different matter of the disclosure of CAA

information there appears to be more unrest. In cases such

asthe Cargo Charter Applications of March 1975 the Authority

might be known by parties to have a policy line already

worked out. The CAA may treat their policy on the face of

it as mere guidelines yet operators occasionally fear that

the onus to argue against the policy is too heavy(given that

they do not have access to the panels brief. The CAA as
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examiner of airline arguments and statistics will not put

forward its own detailed figures for public argument

indeed on some matters there may not be detailed CAA figures.

Some ope: ators are afraid that the CAAs use of the public

hearing to argue the pros and cons of a new policy works

as a device justifying less involvement by airlines at the

policy planning stage and does not give compensating

involvement at the hearing because the CAAs research findings

are not openly discussed. The result of such a system may be

that the airlines' expertise is left untapped and that they

feel they are left in the dark. Given that this is so there

is a strong case for greater disclosure of the bases of new

policy at public hearings, of better consultation before
I

hearings,or perhaps for instituting a system in which the CAAs

EPL division has to argue its own case before a judicial

branch of the Authority. The danger of the last approach is

that it does not solve the problem jit merely removes it a stage

since a residue of 'expert intuition' would remain. Nevertheless

such a procedure would ensure greater disclosure of policy

grounds thati at present.

Apart from the cumbersome nature of the above arrangement

one might question whether the public hearing is the proper

place to question in detail a new policy, such as the 1975

relaxation of freight charter conditions. The airlines would

prefer to be consulted in the making of policy and to keep the

public hearing as streamlined as possible, serving mainly to
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place differences in the view of the public. Some

operators consider that the CAA ,instead of consulting

on a matter tends too often to change a policy experimentally,

after its own researches have been conducted (and then
consult the airlines. It appears then that given closer

consultative procedures the airlines would be reasonably

happy with the role of the hearing in developing new

policies.

In cases where old policy is being applied rather than

new policy is being developed,there is also some concern

that the CAA panel's brief may not be questioned in detail.

The airlines representative at a case will perhaps be told

that, the Authority feels his figures (for e.g. diversion,

traffic forecasts etc.) are "too high", or "unjustified" but

he will not be able to challenge the assumptions made in the
i

Authoritys calculations. He might not know whether the

Authority had found e.g. excessive diversion at all. When

26
the Secretary of State in the appeal on the Isle of Man case"

complained that the CAA had not quantified diversion (and the
27

CAA at the rehearing of the case argued that the airlines could

not quantify diversion even in retrospect) perhaps the Secretary

of State was urging the Authority to show its hand rather more

than it was accustomed to do. In that case the CAA did not

26. Application IA/20122 6 May 1975.

27. IA/20122 23 September 1975.
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disclose what it thought diversion would be on the grounds

that the airlines had not argued the point sufficiently, it

was not prepared to do more than comment on figures put to

it. If the Authority were to put forward its position more

fully this would aid both the Secretary of State and the

airlines. Here the problem of knowing the CAA brief is

connected with assessing the CAAs reasons for decisions.

Where parties have been in the dark as to the Authority's

thinking on a matter, its decisions and reasons have tended

to be short and uninformative. In some cases the short

decision and lack of information concerning the Authority's
use of its own knowledge may be justified. If the

Authority has to make a simple judgement on the balance of

advantages little more can be said, but if the Authority fails

to comment in detail on a crucial fact found (e.g. whether

diversion was taken to be 5%, 10% or 15?< for the purposes of

weighing a balance) then it might be accused of being

unhelpful. The secrecy of the CAA brief is not conducive

to the fullest airing of the Authority's findings on crucial

facts and policies. The way to improve the situation, if the

Authority is not to argue its brief publicly, would be to

give the fullest indication of Authority findings in decisions

and reasons. In the section on decisions and reasons I will

attempt to assess more fully the extent to which the Authority

has attempted to make such disclosures.
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C (1) The use made of the Authority's own knowledge and

expertise at hearings.

I will discuss the managerial role of the CAA in the

section on the Authority as regulator, but, having looked at

the procedures for gaining and disclosing information and

the difficulties met by airline representatives arguing with

less than full knowledge of their opponents' or the CAAs statistics,

it is worth asking what use the CAA can make of its own

knowledge at hearings.

One might here distinguish major cases involving new

developments of policy e.g. the March 1974 Port Charter case

o r the March 1975 Cargo Charter cases from more run of the

mill cases where the applicant will attempt to make a case

for need and demand without undue diversion from other

operators. In the usual kind of case the applicant for a

licence would argue the need and demand for a service, that
he could operate it viably and that he would not divert

traffic unduly from other operators. The CAAs EPL and ECS
t

staff have their computerised information from the operators

six monthly and monthly returns with which to judge the

general financial position of the operator and their carryings.

In addition to this they would have, in a normal route

case, figures given in evidence relating to such matters as

traffic and diversion up to about a month prior to the hearing,*
The tine factor is a major difficulty for CAA staff, ! hey

might onifry have a couple of days in which to analyse the

1. The figures submitted for a hearing give more detailed
operational detail than monthly submissions and also
contain forecasts (which the monthly figures do not).
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submissions of applicants and write a brief, -"-n addition

to this they may have a number of applications to examine,

consequently the review of statistics submitted has to be

se&ective. On a major case such as the Shuttle case of July

1975 the CAA staff would have more time and)where a series
of cases is in consideration for policy reasons^staff will
constantly monitor figures.

By 1975 the CAA had begun to find its Keet and was starting

to review the costings of the airlines closely. The growth of

this knowledge ran parallel with a concern to review airlines

costings in order to minimise unnecessary cross-aubsidiation and

unfair competition and to make changes relate more directly to

costs. The CAAs ECS staff now consider that in most matters

they are able to check the cost figures submitted by airlines.

The forecasts of operators aire less problematic in that they

cbnot involve such complicated calculations and there is often

the feeling that any guess may be as jood as another when

looking to the future.

On costings the CAA will usually know from experience

what a kind of operation should cost, especially with smaller

operators. The real problem on costings is reviewing the pricing

policies of the larger operators, B.Cal. and (especially) BA.

Thus before the July 1975 shuttle hearings the staffs of the

CAAs ECS division and of BA were involved in very detailed

discussions on the costings involved (the CAA has set up a

unit specifically to monitor BA operations).

2. The second Guidance paragraph 16 incorporated this aim.
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The ECS division in its brief to the CAA panel will

put down its own forecasts for a route and give its own

estimation of costs as well as traffic on a route (this

information would not be disclosed in any detail by the panel).

The ECS approach to costing and financial information is in

general •macro1 and staff admit . that it is difficult to tell

whether an operator has erred a few per cent. They look for

obvious euors in figures submitted (and might point these

out to applicants) and would tell the panel if they

consider submissions to be distorted either up or down. CAA

staff do feel that even with BA they have sufficient information

to be able to challenge costings. The ATLB used to be unable

to challenge BEAs costings seriously and attributed considerable

weight to BEAs *experience* on a route' the CAA does not have

similar confidence in B/Cs pricing policy.

Injdomestic tariff cases, as we will see, the CAA has

been left on its own in calculating the price increases

required to give the public a service, the airlines a return

and to satisfy Governmental pricing policy. Often in the past

the Authority would have to choose between the different

applications of airlines or make a compromise between different

airline demands and the Governments pricing policy but recently
4

in a tariff hearing the CAA imposed a £2 Gatwick differential

on the Belfast route against the wishes of both operators^ on

the route because it felt that this was "justified on cost

3. Below pp. 83 7 - 840

4. Tariff meeting 5/76 of 30th and 31st March 1976.

5. BA and BMA.
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grounds".*' That decision demonstrated that, at least in

tariff cases the Authority would by no means follow the

airlines calculations and was prepared to base its decisions

upon its own researches.

The CAA in a sense has achieved the best of both worlds

in deciding on the basis of its own knowledge; it isms it

to review airline statistics but it does not unduly disclose

its own figures. Series 1 of the Official Record of the

CAA demands that operators make their own case for a route

by demonstrating need or demand and the Authority appears to

have been reluctant to grant a licence solely on the basis

of its own knowledge. Recently the Authority has been

especially concerned that applicants make their own case for

the viability (within a reasonable time) of a route at an

economic price. When Dan Air applied for a Southampton to

7 t
Glasgow licence on lOth December 1975 (following B.Cils.

withdrawal from the route for economic reasons) the Chairman

of the CAA panel complained that insufficient evidence on

relative costs of the proposed services had been submitted.

He adjourned the licensing hearing untol 7th January "so that

comparable cost and revenue information could be provided by
g

all parties for consideration at the resumed hearing".

It has happened on occasion that the Authority has

considered that an applicant should have a strong case for a

route and yet has refused to licence him because of a badly

6. Ibid paragraph 26.

7. Application IA/20083/5.

8. paragraph 3 of Decision IA/20083/5 of 29:1*75.
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presented case which failed to demonstrate need or demand.

In a normal case it is very unlikely that the CAA would

grant a licence on the basis of its own knowledge alone. Nor

can the CAA invite applications for routes though on

occasions it has hinted that certain applications would be

considered very seriously (for instance, the CAA whilst

refusing B.Cal. a £2 Gatwick differential in August 1975

stated that B.Cal. might resubmit the application at a later

date and then granted the differential after a hearing in

October 1975).
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C (li) Own knowledge based on general research

As well as building up a store of information for use

in particular decisions the CAA has, on a number of specific

topics, conducted researches which have led to the development

of detailed policy. As well as conducting research work in

scientific ,technical and safety matters the Authority has used

the resources of the EPL and ECS division to analyse economic

problems in ways never attempted by the VATLB.

I the discussion below"^ of the roles played by research

and case hearings in devdoping policy on certain matters it

will be clearer how much research based policy has directed

regulation. Here I will merely outline areas where the CAAs

own knowledge has been developed in detail.

On the matter of domestic tariffs the CAA has set up

a section concerned solely with analysing the domestic market,

airline needs etc.. Over the years this section has built up

its expertise until it has developed sufficient confidence to

overrule even BAs demands. The Authority thus keeps a

continuous eye on the domestic market and over the years has

developed a pricing policy largely reflected in the CAAs

submissions to the Shore review and in the provisions of the

2
second Guidance (which urged general policy of relating

1. See below section 4.3 (e)

2. Paragraph 16.
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charges to costs and made provisions for cross subsidisation).

On international fares the CAA commenced a detailed

3
analysis of European fares and routes in 1973. It

continued this research beyond the Shore review and following
4

the second Guidance it published detailed criteria governing

short haul route licensing.5
Because the Shore review of policy was undertaken,in

1975 the CAA reported on a host of matters and continued
QT<AOQ

research in other . It reported on Lakers Skytrain and,

from the licensing of Skytrain until its demise following the

Shore review,the CAA constantly monitored its prospects.

On the general balance of scheduled and charter operations

the CAA tots worked to evolve a coherent policy based on market

research. It introduced ABC charters, APEX fares, and allowed

Part Charter operations after looking at the whole problem of

balance for the purposes of the Shore review (as well as

for its own policy making).

International cargo charter services have been liberalised

by the CAA in a way few other countries have attempted. This

again followed CAA researches which produced first a provisional

3. CAA Report 1974-5 page 21.

4. at paragraph 9.

5. see below pp. 8 C 9-8 11, 8 4 9- 8 5 2
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statement of policy and then a detailed report.^
On other problems such as overbooking the Authority

has produced reports either as statements of its own policy

or as consultative documents. The size of the EPL and ECS

i

divisions, the comprehensive nature of the CAAs control and

the amount of information supplied all raeam that on any

major topic the Authority has a policy based on extensive

research. In some areas this research has been published

in more detail than others. When we examine the

development of policy in different areas it will be seen that

the extent to which the CAA will rely on its own knowledge

and policy in licensing varies considerably from area to

area. Not only that but the whole balance between the roles

of research and the public hearing may change.

Although the Authority has been prepared to back its own

judgement in developing new types of service it has normally

demanded that airlines make a case. A reason for the insistence

in a case for costings is that the aCA» has the knowledge to
some

examine airline costings 0Xk* routes but it does not yet have

the time or information to be able to make such

calculations for any airline on any route.

I have already noted the difficulties produced by the CAAs

use of its own store of information and knowledge but, apart

from complaints that the Authority could disclose more of the

contents of the panel brief the operators appear to accept

that the Authorit y]s judgement must entail a degree of

6. See below pp. 8 8 5 - 8 9 1
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flexibility and unpredictability. The justification for this

must lie in the ability of the Authority to regulate the

industry intelligently. Since the Authority has taken a number

of years to build up its knowledge it is probably too early

to judge this. Having said that it is clear that the CAA

has improved on the ATLB in a number of ways; it has been able

to regulate tariffs without relying wholly on the airlines

figures; it has been able to consolidate information and judge

the wider effects of licensing and, more importantly, it has

been able to regulate positively and to shape the structure of

the industry.
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D CAA Hearings and the doctrine of precedent

The CAA set out from the beginning to avoid becoming

restricted by a rigid doctrine of precedent and has made

it clear that, given the rapidly changing circumstances in

aviation, it would not go against the merits of an

individual case and would allow exceptions to any rule where

necessary- Whilst stating this position the Authority has

attempted to act consistently by following policy lines

where these have been established)since it has been aware

that investment requires a degree of predictability. Hence

when making a decision which might be seen as a departure

from an existing policy the Authority has on occasion noted

its exceptional nature.

Thus on the 18th June 1975 Britannia Airways put in

application 4G/67137 for a charter flight to Italy combining

two groups of students and school children. The applicant

argued thattalthough ECAC regulations would demand two

flights for two different types of passenger decisions of the

CAA in recent months allowing mixed charters for students and

schoolchildren had led them to apply. (Separate flights would

produce a lower return.)

The CAA said that it did not usually allow mixtures of

groups on charter flights because of the difficulties of

enforcement. The applicant argued on the basis of precedent

but the CAA did not believe that this was a sufficient case and

said that such applications had been dealt with on an individual
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basis, on the merits of each application. The CAA did

however feel that in this case the application was well

founded and they granted the licence.

In another charter case the Authority adhered to its

former policy having heard argument of a nature.

On the 1st of January 1973 B.Cal. applied for a day return

to Alicante to take property developers and customers to visit

potential acquisitions. Mr. Heard for BEA argued that such

traffic was more suitable for scheduled services. He referred

to earlier decisions that such traffic was not *inclusive tour*

but 'scheduled type* traffic. The CAA refused the

application saying that they saw in the evidence no reason to

depart from the view that this was traffic that should and could

go by scheduled service.

In another charter case a principle applied in

application B15817 (of 3rd April 1973) was upheld. In this

case Lakers applied for a number of mid-week tours to

Berlin. Mr. Heard for BEA argued in defence of the BEA scheduled

service. He quoted a decision(B15107 from Dan Air)in September

1972 in which the CAA had taken note of the serious fall in

BEA traffic on the route Berlin to London. The Authority had

stated that although charter traffic could not be the sole

cause of this decline it must cause some diversion. They did

not want to go back on their liberal policy on weekend

holidays in capital cities but said that
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"several of the arguments which lead us to support
them must guide us in exactly the opposite direction
when the holidays proposed are midweek."

The CAA considered in the later case that the conditions

of 1972 had not changed significantly, and that SEA was still

vulnerable; they refused the licence.

Although the CAA would at times accept that conditions had

not changed and therefore a prior decision would not be departed

from it did not apply the res judicata doctrine. Nor was it

very keen to accept evidence given in earlier cases. In the

23rd October 1973 decision BMA applied for a licence (A16018)

for a scheduled service from East Midlands to Dusseldorf. It

had been refused the licence in 1966 and 1969 when BEA had

objected in defe. nee of their Birmingham service. BEA again

objected, arguing that they were losing £17,000 a year on the

route and would lose £37,500 a year if BMA were licensed.

BMA offered evidence of twenty firms who would use the

service but largely relied on the argument that for years they

had produced figures of need and demand for this service. ■ They

did not consider that it was necessary to produce further

evidence. The CAA was unimpressed saying,

"We realise there may be cases where this view is tenable
but do not consider that need and demand for Dusseldorf
have been fully established, particularly as the
Manchester and Birmingham services have not shown much
growth."

The licence was refused.

1. Decision of 3:9:73.
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I

The Dusseldorf case underlined the CAAs policy that

the applicant for a licence must make his own case for a

route - even to the point of updating information given in

previous applications.

In the ATLB days when hundreds of inclusive tour licences

were received annually it was understood that less evidence

would suffice in non-contentious renewals. The CAA continued

this policy, but not when diversion was at issue. In the case

mentioned above of Lakers B15817 application for Berlin the CAA

refused a licence because of diversion and •lack of evidence'.

It still required that a case be made although it might demand

less in a routine matter. Where, as was the case in the Berlin

application, diversion was at issue the applicant would have to

produce a strong case in order to gain a licence.

An example of an application in which the CAA accepted

that conditions had changed materially was application IB/240 97

of 18th February 1974. Here B.Cal. applied for the deletion

of Casablanca from BEAs West Africa licence. They had applied

similarly in 1972 and been refused. In the 1974 case they
.erroneous

argued that traffic figures submitted by BEA in 1972 had proven'

thathad these facts been known in 1972 the CAA could not have

decided as they had done. The Authority agreed and deleted the

stop on the BEA licence.

In another case the Authority accepted that material

changes had occurred over three months which would justify

an application formerly rejected. On 19th December 1972 BBA
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applied for a licence A15195 for a Teesside to Rotterdam

or Amsterdam service. They had been refused such a licence

(A14966) in September 1972 largely due to diversion from

B.Cals. Newcastle service, then estimated at 9%. In the

December case BMA produced new evidence of demand for the

service (a witness from Teess.de Chamber of Commerce) and

B.Cal. revised their estimate of diversion to 5%.

The CAA felt that little new evidence had been produced

but was "impressed" by the evidence of demand and by the

B.Cal. revision. The licence was granted, showing the speed

with which the facts of a case might alter materially.

argument has often been made back to principles developed

in earlier cases. An example was the 'separate catchment area of

Gatwick and Heathrow* principle. In Dan Air's application

A15946 of 18th September 1973 for a Gatwick to Newcalste

service Mr. H. Crush, solicitor, for Dan Air, argued that

the decision of A4560/9 of 29th March 1973 on the Gatwick to

Manchester route applied, anc^ hecpotsdat length from that

decision. There the CAA had noted B.Cals. evidence that people

living in the 'Crawley Triangle* only constituted 3% of BEAs

dxnestic traffic and had said that it was persuaded that there

would be no substantial diversion from the existing air and

rail services.

The CAA adhered to the principle in the September decision;

granting the licence and commenting that after examining the
i

evidence they were not convinced that Northeasts financial
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performance on their Heathrow to Newcastle service would

be affected to any significant extent.

On appeal it has been argued that principles established

in past appeal cases should be followed by the CAA. This

happened when BA appealed against the CA/i!s decision of

11th July 1974 to grant BMA a licence (IB/24252) to operate

from East Midlands and/or Birmingham to Copenhagen. The

decision involved the deletion of all reference to Birmingham

in BA!s own Copenhagen licence.

British Airways quoted the Secretary of State*scfecision
i

on the appeal by B.Cal. against the CAAs refusal to delete

Casablanca from licence A6272 on 8th December 1972. The

Secretary of State had said there that he accepted the CAA

view that a route should
,

"not be taken away from an efficient operator... unless a
most powerful case for doing so were made out; that it
would not be enough for one operator to demonstrate that
it would benefit from another operator not serving,
or ceasing to serve a route...it must also be shown
convincingly that the interests of the public and of the
industry as a whole would benefit to a substantial degree."

BA argued that it had not been shown convincingly that the

public would benefit to a substantial degree.

The Secretary of State*s decision of December 1972 appeared

to lay down a powerful guiding principle but unfortunately

confusion arose as to its applicability. BMA argued that BA

was not an *efficient operator* on the Copenhagen route since

it was not operating the route at the time. BA replied that

2. paragraph 18 of BAs appeal submission.
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they had not been operating the Casablanca route either and,

in addition,B.Cal. were operating the Casablanca route whereas
BMA were not licensed or operating on the Copenhagen route, a

factor to their advantage.

In their short decision the CAA had not commented on

this point, not did they in their amplification of reasons

3
to the Secretary of State. In the latter's decision letter

refusing the appeal the Secretary of State noted BAs plea

of inconsistency with an earlier appeal decision but stated

that he did not regard the cases as comparable . This

decision at least implied that comparable cases would be

considered but also indicated the Secretary of State's

willingness to distinguish cases on their merits.

As was the case with the ATLB the CAA has shownaflexible

approach in its willingness to grant licences as 'exceptions*

and<refusal to accept arguments on the 'thin end of the wedge'

kind made to preserve established principles. Such cases have

also shown that the CAA, like the ATLB, has granted licences

to avoid inconvenience to passengers - thus allowing a degree

of manipulative power to pass to the operator who applied for

a licence after having advertised a service and sold tickets.

Thus on the 3rd of January 1973 Laker Airways were granted

a licence B14299 for a series of fourteen London to Beirut

charter flights. The CAA said that they were not convinced

of the need to operate this service as a charter flight (since

3. CALN 161 lO April 1975.
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facilities were available on scheduled service flights) but

they admitted that similar charters had been allowed in

the past. The Authority realised that since the application

had been made the tour organiser would have to have

published promotional material and that a refusal at this

late date would be embarrassing to him without being of

"commensurate benefit" to the scheduled operator (BOAC). They

concluded that in the circumstances the fact of granting the

licence(

"should not be taken as implying a similar atitude
to future applications of this nature".

A similar exception was made in decision 4G/67035. Britannia

had applied for a charter service from Glasgow to Luton as a

feeder for Luton inclusive tours. BA (European Division) and

B.Cal. objected that to grant such an application would be to

create a most undesirable precedent, that the service was

based on the most marginal of costs and that the applicant had

already admitted that his winter inclusive tours were cross

subsidised from summer operators. They argued that the
t

design was to utilise spare aircraft and undercut unfairly BAs

•Sovereign' holidays.

The CAA abated that they did not regard the application

as a welcome development since it was capable of dangerous

extension. Nevertheless they granted the licence saying,

"This favourable decision .should not therefore be
4

regarded as a precedent."

4. Decision 2:7:74.
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adding that they felt the application was justified on the

grounds that it offered a new source of revenue in a time

of depression of the Travel Trade and because Luton was

particularly badly served by scheduled services.

One might conclude on the issue of precedent that the

\uthority has attempted to reconcile flexibility and

expediency with consistency. It has certainly not been

hindered by the doctrine of precedent (for various devices

for changing established policies have been used) though

it has recognised that an onus lies with the person attempting

to counter existing policy (e.g. in the *Part Charter Case1 of

March 1974). The real issue here is whether policy lines have

been disclosed to airlines in a manner allowing them to operate

efficiently (and in the public interest) and whether the use

of the formal hearing has aided or hindered the development

of such policy.

In order to assess whether the CAA has been successful in

developing clear policy principles and standards and in

order to examine the way that the formal hearings have joined

with other procedures in developing and pronouncing licensing

policy I will now look at major policy lines and attempt to

trace their development. In doing so I will refer to

decided cases, announced rules, proposals etc., in order to give

a picture of the mixture of procedures used. Having done this

we may be able to see whether predictable standards of the
5

kind Judge Friendly desired have emerged. I will then proceed

to discuss the various methods of diclosing and developing policy
from a wider viewpoint and to look at the way the CAA has used

the whole licensing procedure to regulate the industry.

5. Bee Friendly 19B2|
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E

(i) Thg CAA and principles on Competition for scheduled services

In tracing the history of the ATLB we saw that it set off

with a presumption in favour of competition and a fairly clear

test for the acceptability of dual designation and competition

on international and domestic routes. The 'growth formula'

suffered in appeal decisions and diminished in importance until

it disappeared in the raid to late sixties. In the final

years of the ATLB we saw a revival of the pro-competition policy

which reflected the Edwards Committee's findings (this was

exemplified by the grant to B.Cal. of fifteen-year licences on

the New York and Los Angeles routes).

The Edwards Committee were generally in favour of

competition where traffic would bear it but considered that

this was the case domestically only on the three main Glasgow

Edinburgh and Belfast trunk routes. Of other domestic routes

it felt that "only London to Newcastle might...develop

sufficiently to justify the introduction of competitive service

within the next decade".1 On international routes the Edwards

Committee recommended double designation on the New York and

Paris routes. They recognised that dual designation produced
2

problems but felt that it should not be renounced in principle.

The first policy Guidance to the CAA gave much guidance,

some of it contradictory, concerning scheduled competition. The

Authority was not to reserve an area exclusively for one sector

1. Edwards paragraph 320.

2. Ibid paragraph 349 - 363.
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3
of the industry, British Airways were to remain the principal

providers of scheduled services and B.Cal. the principal

independent airline, and for this reason the licensing of

other airlines on international scheduled routes was to be limited

4
for some years. Paragraph 16 urged the Authority to lrcenae

competitively where the traffic was likely to be sufficient

to support two services within a reasonable time, where the

choice available to the public would be improved or the UK

share of a market increased and paragraph 17 ordered a preference

to be given to B.Cal.. Other sections of the guidance

ordered consideration of e.g. the effect on other operators,

the balance of payments and the suitability of the operator"'

Against the background of this Guidance, which left the

Authority a great deal of discretion ,it commenced to work

towards a more precise set of gonerning principles.

The CAA had inherited a limited 'spheres of influence'

policy from the ATLB and from the creation of the 'second

force' a&jfline B.Cal. The Civil Aviation (Declaratory

Provisions) Act had given B.Cal. a number of West African

routes which had formerly belonged to BOAC.6 In addition to

these routes the CAA, following the guidance, sought to add

strength to the B.Cal. network. It did so in 1973.

3. Paragraph 13 of the 1st Guidance.

4. Ibid paragraph 15.

5. Paragraphs 10 - 12.

6. See Ch. 2 PP • 8 3" 2 3 9
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On the 4th of December the Authority gave B.Cal. a

licence (A15922) valid for ten years to operate from London

to Brussels. B.Cal. had applied in competition with Dan .Air

for the licence with BAED objecting to both applications.

B.Cal. argued that the Authority should see the proposed

service as part of the development of B.Cal. as the "second

force" airline as laid down in the Guidance - it could

satisfy the competition conditions of paragraph 16 and had

the support of paragraphs 15 and 17 of the Guidance against

the application of Dan Air. B.Cal. produced evidence as to

the inadequacy of existing BAED services and argued that their

service would be of a higher standard than that of Dan Air.

Dan Air argued that paragraphs 10 - 13 supported their

application. The CAA accepted the B.Cal. evidence suggesting

that a significant number of passengers were unable to book on

the BAED service and accepted that there was a demand for a

Gatwick service. The evidence justified the licensing of a

second UK airline on the route but not two more operators.

Concerning the choice between B.Cal. and Ehn Air the CAA said,

"We have found the Guidance to be explicit. Paragraphs
15 and 17 of the Guidance require us to give preference
to the second force airline; B.Cal. Whilst we accept
that other passages in the Guidance might in special
circumstances offset the preference for B.Cal
where the licensing of a second UK airline is found to
be justified, in this case we consider that Dan Air
have not adduced sufficient evidence to enable us to

disregard the j^lear words of paragraphs 15 and 17 of
the Guidance."

7. Decision of 4:12:75 A15922.
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The Authority added that they did not think that the service

standards offered by Dan Air would be competitive on this

route. Nevertheless the decision can be taken as clearly

dictated by the Guidance.

On the •Cannonball* applications of the 17th August 1973

the influence of the Guidance was less apparent. In their

1973-4 Annual report the CAA stated that they had granted

these licences

"acting in accordance with paragraphs 16 and 17 of the
Civil Aviation Policy Guidance".

In the hearing itself Mr. D. Beety for B.Cal. invoked paragraph

17 of the Guidance. BOAC referred to Ministerial statements

made at the time of the route transfers to the effect that

BOAC would not be forced by legislative action to give up any

g
further routes.

BOAC argued that the effect of granting such licences as

these to B.Cal. would be the withdrawl of BOAC from the

routes - hence it would constitute a transfer going beyond the

Guidance.

The Authority said that,

"The Guidance gave us some help on particular issues....
But on the major issue....i.e. the best development of
the two airlines in the national interest....we have
formed a judgement based on our own view as to what would
be the most apprppriate development of both airlines^in
the interests of British civil aviation as a whole."

The Authority took as a starting point the 'spheres of influence*

8. H.C.Deb. Vol 807 Col 14-1 24:11:70.

9. Decision 17:8:73 paragraph 25.
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policy inherent in the Governnent's 1971 route transfers. It
I

looked on West Africa as B.Cals. sphere of influence and

despite the recently decided 'Concorde* case^ (which had given

BA an African route for reasons of national interest) it

continued to do so. Indeed it would,

"look with particular sympathy at applications for
routes on which B.Cal. might hope to j^coup the
losses that decision may cause them."

The CAA accepted that grant of these licences would affect

BOAC forecasts of their growth but noted that their plans did

no t seem
}

"to allow for development of the second force airline
in accordance Vith Government policy as set out in
the Guidance."

The Authority granted all B.Cals. applications except for

the Australian route and refused a BOAC application to restore

rights between London and Tunis, Tripoli, Kano, Accra and Lagos,

because such a variation would have countered the recent

Government decision to transfer this route to B.Cal.

Although the Policy Guidance was not argued inareat

detail in this case the decision may be seen as an application

to the particular circumstances of the spirit of the guidance on

the "second force" airline. The CAAs 1973-74 report under

the heading "British Caledonian" stated that the 'Cannonball•

13
routes, Brussels and then Algiers routes were given to B.Cal.

10. Application A429/18.

11. Decision 17:8:73 paragraph 27.

12. Ibid paragraph 32.

13. In application A15923 of August 1973 B.Cal. gained the
revocation of BEAs unused Algiers licence and were given
a scheduled service licence for the route.
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acting in accordance with paragraphs 16 and 17 of the (first)

policy guidance.

In the August 1972 West African applications of B.Cal.

(A4423/4 etc. and the A6272/4 application to delete

Casablanca from BEAs licence) B.Cal. were given a number of

optional stops (e.g. Tunis, Teneriffe, Monovia, Accra etc.) for

the sake of increased flexibility and were refused an

application to delete Casablanca from BEAs licence. The CAA

had heard the case on application A4425/3 because they wanted

to hear evidence going beyond the 'operational flexibility*

stated as the reason for the application. They were satisfied

with their evidence and granted the licences additional stops.

On the matter of Casablanca the Authority considered that the

route could be operated by B&A and B.Cal. since the two services

were different - BBA would cater for holiday traffic, B.Cal.

were engaged in transit to the West coast and South Africa.

Thus B.Cal. were allowed a degree of freedom to develop

as the •second force' airline in West Africa (in fact they were

never given traffic rights to operate their *Cannonball*

routes). In March 1973 in application A11292/1 B.Cal. applied

for an additional 48 optional points on their London - Europe -

West Africa licence. The airline argued that such a grant

would allow planning flexibility, fast reaction to demand^and

would obviate the necessity of continual applications to the

CAA. BOAC objected that CAA control would be abdicated if such

wide ranging applications were granted, that BOAC had a

competing application for the Kinshasa route (application A5460/4)
f

and that the B.Cal. application was a reaction to BOACs West
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African application and was thus deficient in planning and

forethought.

In spite of its desire to develop B.Cal. as the 'second

force' under the Guidance the CAA was unwilling to 'abdicate*

control. It adhered to its policy of discouraging unoperated

licences and granted only six of the stops (one was Kinshasa).

The authority felt that B.Cal. had underestimated the traffic

rights problems and regarded BOAC and BEA fears as well

founded^ it thus granted licences only where B.Cal. had firm

operational plans.

This case is interesting as it was considered in

conjunction with two other applications of BOAC 5the A429/18

application to restore rights to Accra and Lagos in order

to operate 'Concorde' to South Africa and BOAC's competing

application (A5460/4) to serve Kinshasa. The three cases were

not argued with close reference to the Guidance^they rather

assumed the 'spheres of influence' policy and the equality of

the two operators implicit in that. The 'Concorde route'

was granted for reasons of national interest and the Authority

felt that B.Cal. should be compensated for this loss. Thus in
I

their reasons for the refusil of BOACs Kinshasa application the

CAA stated that,

"we recognise that B.Cal. have suffered some loss in
the interest of BOAC in an area of major import an<£<|
to B.Cal. and this should be taken into account."

(A similar reason was given at paragraph 27 of the 'Cannonball*

decision of August 1973.)

14. Decision A11292/1.
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The aim was to balance power in West Africa to give

B.Cal. predominance in its sphere of interest equal to that

given in 1971. BOAC considered that this 'particular

sympathy* could lead the Authority too far. In the same hearing

as the Cannonball one,BOAC applied (A431/6) to

restore sub-sonic rights between London, Tunis, Tripoli, Kamo

Accra and Lagos (on the Concorde route) in order to compensate

BOAC for the loss of potential traffic if the *Cannonball*

routes were granted. The CAA considered that the route was

suitable for one sub sonic operator only and that the ^spheres

of influence* policy inherent in the Government*s 1971 reallocation

of routes dictated that West Africa remain the preserve of

B.Cal.

Thus in the days of growth of B.Cal. a-s the second force

the Authority was influenced both by the spheres of influence

policy and the Policy Guidance. Mr. V.C. Slight of B.Cal.

(Licensing Manager) has told me that B.Cal. has argued the

Guidance's paragraph 17 preference to B.Cal. less as the

airline has achieved strength. In the early days the argument

carried more weight, as we saw in the Brussels case. Similarly

in September 1972 B.Cal. applied to remove their frequency

restriction on the Gatwick to Amsterdam service (licence

A9658/1), Mr. D. Beety for B.Cal. argued that frequency affected
t

the share of the market® removal of B.Cals. restriction would

increase the British share of the market and give planning

flexibility. BEA argued that growth rates had fallen and that

diversion would harm BEA, In reply B.Cal. argued that their past
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record showed that they could operate responsibly given

freedom of frequencies and that this would accord with the

Policy Guidance paragraph lO (increasing the British share

of the market) and paragraph 17 (urging the development of

B.Cal. ) .

The C©A felt that the case for B.Cal. had been made. It

stated that, in accordance with the Guidance, an effective

airline should be allowed to operate with the minimum of

restriction15 and that the grant would allow development of

3.Cal. as the second force according to paragraph 17.

B.Cal. considered that their preference under paragraph

17 was limited to building up their sphere of interest and their

viability as a world force. They judged the preference to be

•used up1 after the December 1973 grant of the Brussels licence

(A15922) and their advocates no longer relied heavily on

paragraph 17 to make a case.

After 1973 it became clear that the preference for

B.Cal. under paragraph 17 of the Guidance was not absolute. In

the Spring of 1975 Dan Air and International Air Services (I.A.S.)

made an application for a number of Advanced Booking Charters

(ABCs) to Ghana (2/30022) in competition with a separate

application from B.Cal. (Charter) for a series of 19 ABCs to

West Africa. At the resumed hearing on 14th May 1975 B.Cal.

argued that their newly planned scheduled service to Ghana would

cater for most of the traffic in question. Their ABCs would

15. Paragraph 7 of the First Guidance.
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supplement this service and should be the only ABCs allowed

on the route. Mr. Beety drew the support of paragraphs

lO, 11, 12 and 17 of the Guidance.

The CAA considered that the Guidance gave a measure of

preference to B.Cal. but that it was clear this was "neither
15<\

automatic nor complete". The Authority felt the Guidance

did not "call upon us to reject one party in favour of the

other". Since it considered a small allocation of ABCs to

be appropriate it chose to grant them to each applicant in

the proportions that they shared charters to Ghana in the

past.

Thus competition was to be judged not by one item

in the Guidance but by evaluating considerations from a number

of sections. On matters of competition a number of factors

might contradict - thus negating the effect of the Guidance as

an indication of policy. As in the ATLB days prime considerations

were duplication, diversion and traffic growth* as well as these

the Authority might consider interests of consumers, operators,

or country or a number of factors^ any of which could create
an exception. Let us briefly look at the way the Authority

has treated a number of other arguments from the Guidance that

relate to competition.

British Airways as 'principal providers*

Under paragraph 15 of the first Policy Guidance BA were

to be principal providers of scheduled services and B.Cal.

15A 1st Guidance paragraph 17.
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principal independent scheduled airline. The paragraph

concluded,

"For this reascn it will need in general to limit,
at least for some years to come the grant to
other British independent airlines of licences to
serve additional international scheduled routes."

On occasion BA or a subsidiary would argue that an

independent ought not to be licensed in competition with it

because of paragraph 15. The argument was seldom conclusive.

In October 1972 Dan Air Services Ltd. made competing applications

(A12967/1 and 2) with Cambrian (A15030) to serve Lyoni Dan

Air sought to vary their Luton to Lyon licence to use Gatwick;

Cambrian,the BA subsidiary, argued that such a variation

constituted a new service which ought not to be allowed under

paragraph 15 of the Guidance. The CAA treated the two

applications as competing for a London to Lyons service saying,

"Our attention was drawn to various extracts from the

Policy Guidance. We look on this document as a statement
of broad principles to guide us when we are reaching
our decisions; its precepts have^o be applied
judiciously to individual cases."

In the event all applications were granted.

In February 1972 the ATLB had considered paragraph 15 and

noted that exceptions to the rule were possible. Dan Air had

applied for a London to Berne service following the disappearance

of the Swissair services connecting Berne to Zurich and Geneva;

they argued that this situation had created the need for a

direct service to London. BEA argued that such a service would

16. Paragraph 6 of the Second Guidance continued this provision.

17. Decision A12967/1.
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divert from their London to Basle, Geneva, Zurich service

(since all three of the latter airports were served by

motorways from Berne). They referred to the newly published

Policy Guidance and argued that the ATLB should bear paragraph

15 in mind in their deliberations.

18
The ATLB commented ' that the Guidance did not bind them

but that it would be unreasonable to ignore it. The Board

concluded by granting Dan Air a licence saying,

"We do not consider that our present decision is in
conflict with paragraph 15 of the Guidance. To "limit"
the grant of licences is not the same thing as to deny them
altogether. There will be special cases from time to
time after the Civil Aviation Authority takes over our
function, just as there hayg been in the past. We believe
this to be one such case."

The ATLB did not believe that BEA or B.Cal. would be seriously

affected and noted B.Cal.*s lack of interest in the case. The

situation might be seen as exceptional*however, a major problem

in the ATLB system was the frequent occurrence of such

*exceptions *.

It seems that the CAA has not interpreted paragraph 15 to

give BA any priority over B.Cal. Where B.Cal. applied to

compete with 3A the normal considerations relating to

competition would be looked at. Thus on 6th March 1973 B.Cal.

applied to operate from Birmingham and Manchester to London

on their Glasgow licence (A4560/9). They argued that their

proposed service, to be operated in conjunction with BIA, would

18. Decision A12887 29:2:72 paragraph 12.

19. Decision A12887 29:2:72 paragraph 12.
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attract people in the 'Crawley Triangle* (Chichester -

Redhill - Hastings define its corners), who would not use

a Heathrow service.

BEA objected on the grounds that under the Policy Guidance

the CAA were under a duty to ensure that the BAB was given

"the opportunity to operate profitably" (paragraph 11) without

"undue fragmentation of effort" (paragraph 13) and

remaking "the principal providers of scheduled services"

(paragraph 15).

The CAA granted the applicationsy (not giving the local
Birmingham to London sector) noting the BEA loss on the

route but saying,

"we consider loss making of itself should not carry a

prescriptive right to a monopoly on any route".

The Authority considered that BEa's profitability on the route

might be affected by matters of its own choice (e.g. the aircraft

used) and thus could be rectified by the operator. The

•principal providers* were therefore not to be protected in

some cases even if they were operating at a loss.

Nor could the privileged position of BA protect them

where a superior service had been offered. On 11th July 1974

3MA were granted a licence (IB/24252) to operate from East

Midlands to Copenhagen (IB/24252) and gained the deletion of

Birmingham from British Airways Birmingham and/or Manchester to

Copenhagen service. The principal ground for this decision was

the advantage to passengers in having an operation from both

East Midlands and Birmingham which, it was said, outweighed

the prospective use of jets on the BA service.
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On appeal BA based their argument partly on paragraph 15

saying that the CAA had failed to follow clear guidance and

limit for some years the grant to independents other than B.Cal.

of additional international scheduled services. The appeal

was dismissed, Perhaps the real reason for the grant to BMA

was the failure of BA to serve the route adequately in the

first case (a situation I will deal with in the section on

20
Reluctant Operators ).

On other occasions it has been shown that paragraph 15 did

not give BA an automatic preference over other operators.

21
On the 4th of September 1973 BEA applied for the Glasgow

to Dublin route to compete with BIA who objected to the

application. BBA argued that they would provide superior

equipment and carry more traffic than BIA)saying that the

Policy Guidance supported their application as *principal

providers*. BIA argued that they had invested heavily in

equipment on the route and deserved protection. The CAA,

noting the Policy Guidance, stated that the BEA point would

have had more force had the applicants been competing for a

new route; BIA were already authorised to operate on the

Glasgow to Dublin, they had planned carefully and ought to

be allowed to continue without the distraction of a second

carrier on the route. The Authority refused BEA a licence

20. Below p. 817

21. Application A15947.
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stating that the protection of BIA seemed in accordance with

the Guidance.

The CAA appears to have judged cases in which BA has

contested the licensing of independent operators on their

merits. From the above cases it can be seen that where the

Authority felt that a proposed service would be useful it

would not be restrained from granting a licence by the

provisions of paragraph 15. Only in the most marginal of

cases would paragraph 15 make a difference,otherwise the

normal competition criteria would be used in judging an

application.

Although paragraphs 15 and 17 offered some Guidance on

matters of scheduled competition how did the CAA develop

competition policy over the years?

On long haul scheduled service passenger routes paragraph

17 and the balance of power between BA and B.Cal. was the

main issue. The CAA did adopt a policy which in general

favoured competition and refused to accept blindly the

privileges of the established scheduled carriers. In their

22 1
decision of 26th September 1972 to licence Lakers Skytrain

on the London to New York route the CAA admitted their concern

about possible diversion but granted the licence in order to cater

for an unsatisfied market. In doing so the Authority showed

its willingness to allow competition for the sake of
t 23

potential passengers interests. Later on in February 1975

22. Decision A14011.

23. Decision IB/24214/R.
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the Authority stuck to its guns and refused to revoke the

Skytrain licence after BA had submitted evidence of the

decline in the North Atlantic market since 1972. Although

24
the Authority stated that the market would have to

recover before Skytrain would be allowed it favoured keeping

the Skytrain option open.

In this manner the CAA worked towards a spheres of

influence policy for the two major operators but it was

prepared to allow competition on long haul routes on occasions -

thus the *Cannonball* routes were intended to offer

competition to the Far East and both B.Cal. and Lakers were

to compete with BA on the North Atlantic routes. Its policy

might have been summarised oii one of * spheres of influence*

with limited competition for the sake of quality.

After the route exchanges setting up B.Cal. and a few

minor adjustments the profitable long haul scheduled services

posed only a few (but important) problems. There was not

a large number of cases with which to build up a case law.

Operators knew the B.Cal. and BA spheres of interest and

that they would have to propose a new route or service

(such as Skytrain) or else show the inefficiency of one of the

big two in meeting demand, before they would be licensed long

haul. The problem here was not seen as the absence of standards

governing long haul licensing.since such routes involved

political implications were very different problems and were

24. Ibid paragraph 48.
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dealt with ad hoc. What operators such as B.Cal. and

Lakers feared was not CAA unpredictability but full scale

political review by the Government.

The Shore Review of 1975-6 provided that review and

removed most of the licensing problems of long haul routes

in banning double designation. Paragraphs 7 and 8 of the

second Policy Guidance ruled out competition on long haul

routes save in the case of a Concorde operator or where the

preferred airline had consented. The CAA has been left

merely to mdnitor the performance of the preferred operators

B.Cal. and BA with the remote option ,"in quite exceptional
25

circumstances" of giving a route to another operator where

the preferred airline was unlikely to mount an adequate

service within a re as onable period.

Stability was provided for the long haul scheduled

services but the CAA lost its option to licence competitively

and nowadays competition on long haul routes is no longer

an important issue.

On short haul European scheduled routes and domestic
i

routes the CAAs early competition policy was more complicated

than on long haul routes because no spheres of interest policy

operated. Competition had to be Judged on the basis of the

paragraphs of the first Guidance. B.Cal. was for these purposes

given a degree of preference under paragraph 17 extending to

all scheduled routes and non scheduled routes where the number

or capacity of British airlines had to be restricted.

25. Paragraph 7 of 2nd Guidance.
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On European routes there are only a limited number of

routes upon which airlines would be willing to compete and

so competition here has not been a recurring problem. The
26

Edwards Committee in 1969 considered that the traffic on

the Paris route would allow competition and possibly Brussels

would allow a Gatwick service otherwise it would be unrealistic

27
to expect new dual designation in the near future. The

ATLB licensed competition on the Paris route and B.Cal.

operated five frequencies a day from Gatwick from September

1971, until the CAA extended their frequency allowance in
28

March 1975. The Brussels route was given to B.Cal. in 1973

as part of the second forces build up under paragraph 17 of

the Guidance. B.Cal. and BA now compete from London to

Amsterdam, Brussels, Las Palmas, Lisbon, Paris and Rotterdam

in Europe and there are only a handful of routes (e.g. Frankfurt,

Geneva and Zurich to London) where operators think that

competitive applications axe likely to be made.

The licensing of one operator as opposed to another and

the licensing of competitors on a European route has been

influenced by airports and regional policy. The problem of

the excessive capacity coming into Heathrow airport has

encouraged the licensing of Gatwick services and the Authority

has considered Gatwick and Heathrow as separate destinations

26. Edwards paragraph 355 - 363.

27. Ibid paragraph 363.

28. Application IB 24029/1 25:3:75.
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for the purposes of calculating competition on some short
29

routes. The British Airports Authority has been concerned

to spread the load to Gatwick for some time and paragraph 14

of the second Guidance urged the Authority "to seek to promote

the development of scheduled services to and from Gatwick".

Operators have treated the *Gatwick promotion* policy as

indicating a general strategy rather than offering detailed

guidance aiding the prediction of individual cases.

Most of the contentions cases on European competition have

concerned the degree to which a service from one airport would

divert from another. In the case of B.Cals. application for a

30
Gatwick to Brussels service the Authority felt that two

operators were justified given the size of the traffic and

the different airports. When BMA applied for an East Midlands
31

(Amsterdam/Rotterdara/Dusseldorf licence in 1973 the Authority
' 32

was not prepared to allow BMA to compete with BAs Birmingham

to Dusseldorf service without more evidence of traffic growth.

In attempting to judge whether a new European scheduled service

would be licensed or whether a degree of competition would be

allowed an airline would not have a great deal of case law to

work from. Licensing staff would rexely have considered

29. e.g. to Brussels see decision A15922 of 4 December 1973.

30. A15922 4:12:73.

31. Application A16018 23:10:73.

32. An element of this decision was the CAAs desire to protect
Birmingham services in attempting to become profitable. In
this respect the case contrasted with the decision of 11
July 1974 (IB 24252) to give BMA an East Midlands to
Copenhagen licence but in the Copenhagen case the objectors
BA were not already operating their Birmingham to Copenhagen
licence they only proposed to operate.
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applying for a directly competing service to Europe in the

state of the market from 1972 to 1975 but in judging

oblique competition(e.g. on East Midlands service with a

Birmingham one!) the applicant would have had to balance a

number of considerations e.g. the quality of the existing

service, the airports involved and the degree of protection

given to them, the chances of viability on the route and the

international implications. The airlines would know roughly

what kinds of application would have a chance of success before

the CAA but they did not have any precise guidance on the

matter. The 1972 Guidance only referred to traffic,'

being sufficient within a reasonable time and the choice to

the public being improved. No real case law had emerged in

the years 1972 to 1975 to offer more precise definition of

•sufficient* traffic or a "reasonable time". There was no

rule of the CAA corresponding to the ATLBs short lived "growth

formula". An advocate appearing frequently before the CAA

on short haul cases told me that during this period the trade

was uncertain of the criteria governing short haul routes and

they "went into applications blind".

After four years of operation the Authority was to

indulge in a major piece of rule making to provide the guidance
i

that had been lacking since the decline of the ATLBs growth

formula. In 1974 the Authority undertook a long term study of

European scheduled services and fares(conducting a number of
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detailed studies of routes from London in order to find the

relationship between costs and fares. The CAA continued its

researches into the European market in consultation with the

airlines in great detail and submitted a detailed statement

of findings and policy on these routes to the Shore committee

reviewing policy in 1975. (A similar study was conducted on

domestic routes although the CAA started from a more

advanced position since it and the ATLB had been responsible

directly for the domestic air tariff since 1960.)

By engaging in extensive research and collecting from

operators all the figures relating to short haul routes(the
CAA was able to set down in detail the conditions under which

it would license new short haul (domestic and European) routes.

The Shore committee based its new Guidance largely on the
• 33

CAAs submissions on this matter. Paragraph 9 stated that the

Authority should not in general allow competition on a short

haul international route other than one to London and that in

considering applications to London or on domestic routes it

should licence an additional British airline only if; traffic

would be sufficient to support competition within a reasonable

time, the choice of service to the public was likely to be

improved (particularly as regards the choice of airport in

the London area) and satisfactory arrangements had been, or

were likely to be made, with the foreign country concerned for

the introduction of the service.

33. Future Civil Aviation Policy Cmnd. 6400 February 1976.
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Paragraph 9 thus replaced the old paragraph 16 (which

had not offered much guidance) emphasising the importance

of promoting Gatwick and of considering traffic rights

problems in licensing. In addition paragraph 9 concluded,

"The Authority should make public the factors it
will take into account in applying this paragraph."

The Authority had been satisfied that it could render these

factors precise in submitting to the Short committee. On the
i 34

23rd March 1976 the CAAs Official Record Series 2 announced

"Criteria for licensing competing airlines on short
haul routes".

These criteria constituted the "factors" mentioned in paragraph

9 and covered both European short haul and domestic routes.

The Authority stated that new short haul scheduled services would

not normally be licensed unless they could reasonably be

expected to cover direct operating costs in the first year of

operation and to yield a fully remunerative rate of return in

and after the third year (assuming efficient operation and that

there had been no increase in fares in real terms beyond that

necessary were the licence not granted). Full allowance would

be made for ^quantifiable network effects" including diversion

to or from long haul services provided that this did not

imply structural cross subsidisation of a kind inconsistent with

35
paragraph 16 of the Guidance.

34. ATLN No. 207 Part 4.2 23:3:76.

35. Which stated that as a guiding principle each charge
should be related to costs.
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Short haul services would not be licensed if they would

"impair the progress of existing efficiently operated services",

directly or indirectly competing, towards profitability on

the above scale, or if they would bring profitable services

below breakeven, or for more than one year make them less

than fully remunerative (asuming efficient operation and no

increase in fares beyond those needed the licence not

been granted). A "rare exception" would be made if it could

be shown convincingly that the new service would represent a

major improvement over existing services in terms of service

to the public or the national interest.

The Authority would seek to protect efficiently operated

services from hub airports (i.e. Birmingham and Manchester)

against competition from neighbouring airports until they were

in a position to operate profitably at a level of two daily

frequencies on five days a week.

The Authority would authorise new competition on a route

between the same pair of cities,

"only where a choice of airports is thus provided and
the benefits to the public are clearly identifiable".

Where such a route catered for business and interline traffic

the Authority would normally expect the second operator to be

able to sustain a minimum frequency of two round trips a day

five days a week.

Nothing in the above criteria was to preclude the licensing

of one operator in place of another in order to secure higher
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quality or efficiency of service to the public and

agreements between airlines would be considered on their

merits.

The statement concluded that these criteria would guide

licensing panels, that it was always possible that exceptions

would need to be made in particular cases in the light of

evidence and arguments adduced but that if exceptions needed

to be made at all frequently this would point to a need to

re-examine the criteria.

This statement of criteria at last offered some real

guidance to potential applicants who would know fairly

precisely what they ought to show in order to gain a licence.

It gave further definition of the period of time allowed to become

viable the degree of diversion which would be tolerated and

made the influence of the Author it y'.s airports policy clear.
At least on short haul routes the CAA had given operators a

set of reasonably predictable standards. The use of this
of

method/publishing rules is very significant in assessing the

CAA as an expert adjudicator. The CAA could only develop the

above set of criteria after a massive amount of market research,

it differed here from the ATLB whose growth formula was based

more on general strategy than on detailed knowledge. Although

in some respects the CAAs use of its own knowledge might

produce problems for parties arguing before it, it had

compensations in offering a predictable set of standards tied

in with the Authority*s general short haul policy.
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On domestic routes the licensing situation before the

announcement of the above criteria had*314***- on criteria

almost as vague as those encountered on European routes. A

difference perhaps was that there had been many more domestic

than European cases and from cases applicants would have a

little more idea of the kind of case they had to make. Again

the situation on domestic routes (at least major routes) was

simplified in that competition had been allowed either by the

ATLB or the CAA in its early days on most of the routes

which could support it. The Edwards Committee in 1969 saw no

case for competition on domestic routes other than on the

three domestic trunk routes (London to Glasgow, Edinburgh and
36

Belfast ), and urged that the Channel Islands and the Isle of

Man routes could not support competition without increasing

costs. The Committee had considered the traffic on the routes

from London to Manchester, Newcastle, Liverpool and Leeds/

Bradford and concluded that because of rail competition only

London to Newcastle "might develop sufficiently to justify the

37
introduction of competitive service within the next decade".

The CAA has allowed competition on a number of routes for

various reasons notably because the existing service has been

inadequate or because the use of another airport e.g. Gatwick

as opposed to Heathrow has satisfied passenger demands.

36. Edwards paragraphs 326, 382.

37. Edwards paragraph 326.
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The latter principle was applied in a hearing of
38

6th March 1973. The Authority allowed B.Cal. to add

Manchester onto itis London to Glasgow licence. BEA (who

operated from Heathrow to Manchester, argued that there had

been little growth on the route for six years and that the

Guidances paragraph 11 (urging the opportunity for

efficient operators to make a profit) precluded the grant.

3EA stated that they would lose heavily on the route if

B.Cal. were allowed on it and that paragraphs 13 (referring

to the avoidance of undue fragmentation of effort) and 15

(stating that BA remain the principal providers of scheduled

services) counted against the licensing of B.Cal.

B.Cal. at this hearing produced documentary evidence to

show that Gatwick served a largely different catchment area to

Heathrow and argued that a separate demand, as yet unmet,

extended in the 'Crawley triangle'. The CAA accepted B.Cal.'s

argument about new demand and felt that no substantial diversion

would occur. It was concerned at the loss BEA was making but

added, "we consider loss making of itself should not carry a

prescriptive right to a monopoly on any route". The CAA

suggested that it was up to the airline to use its aircraft

more efficiently in order to make a profit.

It became clear to operators long before March 1976 that

competition would be allowed where the existing operator failed

38. Application A456Q/9.
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to meet demand or where a new service would improve choice of

airport, even in situations not meriting competition solely on

the grounds of traffic. The 'separate Gatwick catchment area*

argument was accepted for the purposes of most domestic and

short haul routes. Thus Dan Air Services were allowed to compete

with BAB*s Heathrow to Newcastle service in a licensing
39

decision of 10th October 1973 (giving them a Gatwick to

Newcastle licence) after Mr. H. Crush for Dan Air had quoted
40

from the above Manchester to London decision in arguing that

Heathrow and Gatwick served separate areas. The Authority

accepted Mr. Crush*s argument and distinguished the two areas

agreeing that the level of demand from Gatwick justified the

service and stating that diversion from Northeast Airlines

would be small.

The question of the degree of competition produced by

the use of adjacent airports has been important in many

competitive licensing decisions since the Authority has rarely

allowed direct airport to airport competition on other than
41

trunk routes. The matter was considered in BMA's application

for a licence from East Midlands/Amsterdam/Rotterdam/Dusseldorf.

BMA had been refused a service to Susseldorf in 1966 and 1969

when BEA objected in defence of services from Birmingham,but in

the 1973 application BMA argued that East Midland services

would not affect Birmingham and Mr. Walden quoted from the recent

39. Application A15946.

40. A4560/9 of 6:3»73 see p.50.

41. A16018 of 7»11:73.
%
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Birmingham/Brussels hearing in which BEA had agreed with

this point. BBA argued that the Brussels service was not

comparable with the present application on the question of

diversion, and anyway the CAA had indicated in the Brussels

decision that it felt there would be a degree of diversion.

The Authority granted the BMA a licence but excluded

Dusseldorf saying that^pending clarification of airport

developments in the East Midlands^it would,
"be better not to licence new scheduled services of
marginal value which might compete with c^parable
services from Manchester and Birmingham."

Thus it considered that in the case of Dusseldorf the two

airports served to compete for traffic.

The importance of giving the public a choice of airports

was seen when in a decision of 29th January 1975 the Authority
43

granted BMA a two year licence from Gatwick to Belfast after

B.Cal. had withdrawn from the route for financial reasons.

The Authority gave the licence because of the Belfast demand

for a service to the Gatwick area and in doing so allowed

competition even though this would produce massive diversion

from BA and would be likely to increase fares on the route. This

decision went ebyond the normal licensing principles on

diversion and might be considered exceptional in view of the

present political significance of Belfast and the routes status

42. Ibid. ,

43. Application IA/2Q136.
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as one of the three *trunk* routes.

On domestic (and other) routes certain general principles

had emerged through case law which were working towards the

policy set down in the March 1976 criteria. These gave

more guidance for domestic routes than others since there were

more domestic cases and no international complications (save

of interlining). It is worth examining the way case law rendered

more precise the first guidance*s guidance on competition

(which an airline representative referred to as *all things to

all men*). In the above cases we saw the development of a

standard for judging the demand from an airport. Let us now

consider how principles developed to define the duties of an

operator and the opportunities for other airlines to enter

into competition.
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E (i)

( a) The 'Reluctant Operator* and failure to satisfy demand

We have seen that if an operator could offer a new

service or a service from a parallel airport he might be

licensed for the sake of passenger choice. The CAA

developed other principles which served to indicate the

licensing consequences of an unsatisfactory service. These

principles applied mainly to two related situations, one where
I

the existing operators service was lacking in some way and

the other where the existing operator had been slow to use his

licence to the full.

The ATLB would have been difficult to convince that a

licensed operator was about to commence a service after a

competing application based on unmet need had been made. In

its second aazi- vial report paragraph 8(f) it stated that a

•service about to be provided* under section 2(2)(f) of the

Act meant •really is about to be* provided and not was

•merely contemplated^. The CAA continued this policy in

a number of cases.

A prime example of the 'reluctant operator* situation

was the 11th July 1974 decision to give BMA a licence from

East Midlands to Copenhagen and delete Birmingham from BA*s

licence.1 BMA had argued that,

"file Midlands area had since the cessation of
Al idairs operations, been inadequately served by
BA."

since the licence granted to BA on the route London - Birmingham

1. Applications IB/24252, IB24006/R.

2. Ibid paragraph 1.
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Manchester - Copenhagen had never been put into effect from

Birmingham.

Alidair and BA objected. The former argued that their

cessation on the route was due to circumstances beyond their

control i.e. the fuel situation but that it was hoped to resume

3
the service in November October 1973 to operate from Birmingham

to Copenhagen as from April 1975 with jet aircraft, that jets

were required on the route, that a service from East Midlands

was not necessary as Birmingham or Manchester was easily

accessible from the area and that BA had a large capital

investment in Birmingham requiring this route to obtain a

satisfactory return.

The 8 line decision was interesting since it was taken to

appeal. The Authority accepted that there was not room for

two operators on the route but considered BMA proposals best

met the public needs as facilities (including day return) were

offered from both East Midlands and Birmingham airport. The

CAA felt that this outweighed the advantage of BA jets. (It

also overcame the paragraph 15 preference for BA as the

•principal providers' of scheduled services.)

British Airways were concerned that the decision might have

been punitive and appealed. They argued to the Secretary of

State that,

3. Although BA submits development plans to the CAA periodically
these are phased in such general terras and so much flexibility
is implied that they do not allow the CAA in most cases to
resolve such issues as found in this case.
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"The fact that British Airways had held a Birmingham/
Copenhagen licence for seven years without operating
(a course of action apparently justified by Aliaairs
failure on this route) is irrelevant as far as the
Policy Guidance is concerned. The important factor
is that British Airways were about to commence
oper at ions.M

British Airways questioned the •advantage* to passengers.

They estimated that only 0.5% of passengers would use the

day return facilities. They invoked paragraphs 10, 11, 15 and 18

of the Policy Guidance. In addition they quoted an appeal

decision of 8th December 1972 on Casablanca route application

A6272,in which the Secretary of State had accepted a CAA

submission that a route should not be taken away from an

efficient operator unless a most powerful case were made for

doing so. A dispute arose as to whether this principle applied

to an operator not yet using his licence. The Secretary of

State for Trade in the latter case felt the cases were not

parallel but did not give reasons for the distinction (such

reasons might have provided a more solid principle on the

degree of finality of planning acceptable for the purposes

of protecting an existing licensee).

In submissions to the Secretary of State BMA placed

emphasis on BAs having had the opportunity for many years to

implement their licence on the Birmingham to Copenhagen route but

not having done so.

4. Page 2 of letter of 6:11:74 from BA to Secretary of
State.
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In the last paragraph of thm CAAs letter of 21st October

1974 giving its regulation 16(7) submission to the Secretary

of State expanding its reasons for decision,the Authority

considered the 5 numbered grounds of appeal of BA and

then discussed the policy Guidance. The Authority noted

that the Guidance allowed exceptions, requiring it "in

general to limit"5 the grant of additional international

scheduled routes to independent airlines other than B.Cal.

It concluded that "it does not prohibit the granting of these

licences".

Thus the authority appeared prepared to move against

paragraph 15 in certain circumstances.

On the matter of protection of the existing operator the

Authority considered that 'routes* in paragraph 18 of the

Guidance must refer to routes operated rather than merely

licensed but never used. This statement of principle
i

somewhat jarred with BAs submission that they were not operating

on the Casablanca route when the earlier principle of

protection was enunciated. The Secretary of State did not

clarify matters.

The final paragraph of the CAAs letter concluded,

"In considering the effect of the Policy Guidance on this
case, the Authority noted that British Airways had held
a Birmingham to Copenhagen licence for 7 years but had
never operated it."

5. Paragraph 15 of first Guidance.

6. Letter of 21:10:74 paragraph 6.
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Here we see the difficulty of the adjudicating body that

also attempts to regulate. The Authority had given reasons

in the case based on the evidence before it; on the face of

it the case was one of competition between equals for a service.

BA had argued that they were justified in not operating for

7 years and that their non-use of the licence was irrelevant

in the present situation. The preference for BMA was based

on the use of two airports and the day return facilities.

Yet now the CAA indicated that it considered BA'slack
be

of utilisation of the licence to/ relevant. Since this was a

factor considered we may assume that it went against BA. The

case was not therefore between equals since BA*s default was

considered. Thus the reasons for decision based on the

superiority of the BMA service must be qualified. (BA as the

Nationalised Corporation would be under a greater duty to serve

public demand than private companies and thus would be more

vulnerable to attacks from competitors on its service.) We

will remember the ATLB*s statement in the British Eagle case

(of 25th August 1965) that "no question arises of punishing
7 _

British Eagle" but the cases indicate that past tfftiltMCes

would indeed influence one's present applications on the

same route. The device may be seen as supplementary to the *use
I

it or lose it* clause introduced in 1965. If one failed to use

a licence and did not lose it automatically.then one would be in

a weak position in facing opponents wishing to take over the route.

7. See p. 5 4 1 above.
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Almost a month later, on the 12th July 1974 fthe CAA
made another decision that gave a scheduled service to an

i

independent operator on the basis of the licensed operators

failure to meet demand. Again the independent company was

British Midland Airways (BMA). BMA were given licences to

operate services from London (Heathrow) to Sauaburgh (Shetland)

and from London (Gatwick) to Aberdeen (IA/20114, IA/20115)£ in

addition the Authority withdrew rights between London (Gatwick)

and Aberdeen on the BA licence (IA/20031).

BMA had claimed that BA were not meeting the demands of the

oil industry(which was expanding rapidly. They were operating
a service only from Heathrow and offered no direct service to

Siimburgh. BA stated that Gatwick and Heathrow served the same

area for the purposes of such a long route, they had increased
to

their jet service and were - further/increase it. There

was not room for two operators on the route to Aberdeen as

the CAA had said in its report on 'Air Transport in the Scottish

Highlands and Islands' and Siiraburgh had to be operated via

Aberdeen.

The Authority was concerned that demands of the oil

industry were met. It accepted theneed for increased Aberdeen

services saying,

"We are concerned that the development of the oil
industry in northerly waters justifies additional
services, which do not appear to be forthcoming from
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BA. As BA have not utilised, and do not intend to
utilise, their traffic^ rights between London
(Gatwick) and Aberdeen, we think it right to transfer
this route to another operator with plans for
early operations."

The amplification of reasons on appeal made it clear that

the CAA accepted that the present BA services were not

adequate.

The Authority's report on the Highlands and Islands
9

services only envisaged double designation on the Abdrdeen

route in the distant future. The two London airports, it

was argued were serving the same catchment area. Thus a

major factor in the decision can be taken to have been the

lack of reaction to demand from BA. The licences were given

in spite of BA evidence of aircraft purchases for the route

(discussed again later). The two decisions I think show that

the Authority imposed a strong duty on the corporation to

meet demand effectively,and would enforce this duty in its

licensing decision.

As evidence of failure to meet demand and of traffic

sufficient to beau: c jrapet it ion ( parties would sometimes argue

that the load factors of the existing operator were too highj

indicating the difficulties a passenger would have in

obtaining seats. Thus in the Brussels case of 4th December

1973, in which B.Cal. were givena London to Brussels wervice

8. Decision 12:7:74.

9. Air Transport in the Scottish Highlands and Islands.

lO. A15922.
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in competition with BA the CAA accepted that the BA service

was inadequate, saying,

"We accept the B.Cal. view that load factors on
the London/Brussels services of British Airways
suggest that a significant number of potential
passengers are not able to book on particular
services of British Airways."

(This followed evidence of letters from Members of Parliament

expressing dissatisfaction with the Brussels service.)

The Authority would allow competition where an unmet need

was located even where the first operator was an independent.

Thus in July 1974 Invicta International Airlines Ltd. were

given a licence (4G X/68066) for six charter flights to Jersey

for day excursions. The scheduled operator Dan Air could not

provide charter capacity but argued that the traffic for the

"Battle of Flowers" should travel by scheduled service, that they

could carry most of the pasengers(and that other scheduled carriers
would take the rest. Dan Air had had to cancel one flight in

August due to lack of demand and they said that if licenced,

Invicta would "cream off* peak traffic.

The Authority was unimpressed by Dan Air*s case for

protection saying it would have had,

"some sympathy for their plight if they had not
shown themselves so inflexible".

It noted that in spite of enquiries concerning charter flights

Dan Air had taken no steps to cater for this important traffic

but had merely cancelled one scheduled flight at the height
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of the festivities.

Another example of a case where competition was

allowed where the first service was deficient was given

11
in the decision to give Dan Air a licence for a Gatwick to

Isle of Man service in competition with Cambrians London to

Isle of Man service, following a re-hearing. In this case

the Authority allowed competition which would not otherwise

have been justified arguing that the Guidance did not preclude

dual designation on the route and that they felt the

Cambrian service did not fully satisfy demand. This decision

of August 1974 was reaffirmed on re-hearing in September 1975.

There were however cases in which the cost of allowing

competition was found to be too great. For exapple in February

1974 Air Anglia applied for an Aberdeen to Shetlands service

claiming that the Scottish Airways service was too slow to meet

demand. Mr. Heard for Scottish Airways suecessfully argued that

the service was being improved with new aircraft and diversion

would cost £200,000. The CAA refused the application,

considering thai the route would not support two operators

without subsidisation. It added that Scottish Airways had

been urged to improve the service by the Government and were

doing so. The Authority in that case decided that the cost of

competition was a factor overruling the ^principle of

incentive* as seen in the other Sumburgh case (of BMA) heard

later that year.

11. IA/2Q122 of 8th August 1974 (and of 23rd September 1975 on
re-hearing by the CAA after appeal).
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The argument of * inadequate service' could also be

refuted. Thus British Island Airways (BIA) attempted to

argue that BA's service from Heathrow to the Channel Islands

was inadequate when they applied to compete on the route in
12

August 1974. They argued that BA's load failures of 74%

to 82% were too high and indicated inadequacy of service.

The Channel Islands Air Advisory council was dissatisfied with

the BA service and desired competition. BA replied that the

Edwards committee at paragraphs 322 and 324 had argued the need

for high load factors on the route and that competition could

not be sustained without substantial increases in costs.

The Authority was satisfied that BIA had produced no

clear evidence that the service was not meeting demands and was

impressed by BA evidence of improvements in the service. The

BIA application was rejected.

A counter example to the above case was the granting to

Dan Air of a Liverpool/Isle of Man scheduled service licence

(IA/20122) on 23rd September 1974. Cambrian had not given

such convincing evidence of improvements as BA had done. These

two routes serve comparison well as Edwards considered that

they both should be rationalised and could not sustain competition.

Although the CAA refused to protect an operator whose

service was deficient(it would give credit or protection to an

operator who had shown enterprise in developing a route and

12. Application IA2Q124.

13. Edwards paragraphs 323-4, paragraph 382(2).
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would give the developer a degree of protection allowing growth.

Thus the Authority would be reluctant to allow one operator

to •cream off the profits* of another*s hard work. The fact

that an operator had continued to operate a lossmaking route

would be given some weight in considering the licensing

situation. This situation arose in May 1975 when B.Cal. and

Gibraltar Airways Ltd. made competing applications for a London

to Gibraltar service. B.Cal. had operated the route for years

but in 1974 had lost £79,000 on it and suspended operations

as from November 1974. B.Cal. applied at the hearing for a

licence allowing seven flights a week, intending to seek a

tariff increase on the route and recommence operations. Gibraltar

Airways proposed to operate 7 flights a week on a joint lease

of equipment from BA. They argued that B.Cals. withdraw! at

two weeks* notice was sudden and inspired no confidence.

British Airways objected that they saw no serious intention

of B.Cals. resuming the service. Their service of 10 flights

a week in conjunction with Gibraltar Airways was sufficient.

They had been left to carry the losses on the route and it

would not be acceptable to BA if when the route became profitable

B.Cal. could re-enter and depress BA earnings.

The Authority gave a short term decision with 5 year

licences, giving Gibraltar Airways a licence allowing 7 flights

a week (but noting its intention to operate three only). As
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far as B.Cal. were concerned the CAA attempted an equitable

solution. They considered that since B.Cal. incurred losses

on the route for a long time it would be unreasonable to

bar them from sharing in the benefits of a fares increase or

in any profits. On the other hand the Authority accepted that

BA had been left with a burden to carry and that B. Cal. should

not *skim the cream* off the route. It compromised and

gave B.Cal. a licence allowing 3 flights a week, subject to a

•use it or lose it clause* that rendered the licence void if

not used before the end of 1976 or if the frequency fell

below 12 flights a month thereafter.

Similarly the authority would be reluctant to allow a

licensed non user to enter a route after its operating competitor

had developed a service. On 18th February 1975 it granted an

14
application. by B.Cal. to remove traffic rights between

Glasgow and Amsterdam from BAs licence IB/24084 (Belfast/Glasgow/

Manchester/Birmingham/London - Amsterdam) and to prohibit BA

advertising their Glasgow/Amsterdam service by way of

intermediate points as a passenger service between Glasgow

and Amsterdam.

B.Cal. had commenced their service ignorant of the existence

of the BA licence which was unoperated. However BA had

recently introduced such a service departing 20 minutes ahead

14. IB/24084/1.
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t
of B.Cals. In defence BA objected that they had held the

licence since 1960 operating from Birmingham and Manchester/

and that B.Cal. had been aware of this in applying for

their licence. BA admitted they had commenced their Glasgow

service in November 1974 but added that in three months they

had carried only 88 passengers from Glasgow to Amsterdam.

The Authority considered that B.Cal. had developed

a vJLuable service saying,

"B.Cal. have however done well in developing the
British share of the market and we would not wish
io imperil a service which has proved to he
healthy and viable."

Thus it protected the developer against the existing licence

holder who had failed to use the licence.

Although, as seen above, the Authority would not approve

of an operators disservice to the public in abandoning a route

or failing to meet demand (there is evidence that it would
not punish an operator for making sensible cuts in services

that were proving costly. Thus in the Gibraltar case mentioned

above B.Cal. was not barred from re-entering the route it

had abandoned at two weeks* notice. In its 1974-5 report the

Authority described B.Cal's. cuts on the North Atlantic as

sensible (though of course passengers would hardly be affected

by the withdrawal). In another case, the Belfast decision of

29th January 1975,16 it appears that B.Cal. was allowed to

abandon a route without undue penalty.

15. Decision IB 24084/1 paragraph 11.

16. IA 20136.
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The Belfast to London case involved an application by

BMA for a licence to operate 28 flights a week on the route.

B.Cal. had ceased the service in the autumn of 1974 because it

was uneconomic. BMA had started the service in November 1974

under a licensing exemption from the Authority and now

operated 17 journeys a week. At the hearing Mr. V.C. Slight

for B.Cal. suggested that a licence should be limited to

two years in duration allowing B.Cal. to apply for a licence

if circumstances were then more favourable. BMA desired a

nine year licence, they considered that a shorter grant would

not justify their expenditure and suggested that they would

not operate a shorter licence.

The case was complicated by the issue of competition. BA

argued that their service was adequate, that if BMA were

licensed the diversion would turn an estimated BA profit of

£633,OCX) into a loss of £463,000 and that the BMA service

would offer little of the benefits of competition. The CAA

agreed that the BMA service was inferior to that of BA and

B.Cal. and that the main benefits of competition would "in

large part fail to accrue". The interline facilities at

Gatwick were hardly decisive and the two London airports

overlapped for 70 - 75% of Belfast traffic. Nevertheless

the Authority accepted that there was a demand for the service

to Gatwick (evidence was given by the N.I. Chamber of Commerce
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and the Northern Iriland Tourist Board). It granted the

licence, although it was,

"disturbed at the cost of providing the degree
of consumer choice....about £1 million in 1975."

admitting fares would be higher on all services to Belfast as

a result. The Authority refused to give a nine year licence

or to take serious acoount of BMA's statement that they must

have "all or nothing" and granted a two year licence as

B.Cal. suggested.

Perhaps the case was exceptional in that the needs of the

people of Northern Ireland were seen as most important at the

time but it offered a qualification of the principle of

punishing the 'reluctant operator* as first seen in 1965,

B.Cal. were at least given a chance to re-apply after two years.

Another example of the sympathetic treatment given to the

operator forced to leave a route was perhaps seen in the

January 1975 decision on competing BA and Dan Air applications

(IA 20135 and IA 20083/5) for a Southampton to Glasgow

scheduled service. B.Cal. had ceased operations (as part

of their cutback) "as a temporary expedient" because they

could not make a profit. Mr. Beety suggested at the hearing

that
i

"any licence should be granted for a period of
two years only"

so that B.Cal. claims could again be reviewed. As was the case

17. Decision IA 20136 paragraph 13.
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in the Belfast hearing on BMA*s application (IA/20136) the

Authority appeared to accept that B.Cal. deserved another

opportunity to submit for the route. The decision concluded,

"We have granted the licence for about two years to
give us an opportunity, before that period has
elapsed, to re-examine the position, to learn the
future plans of B.Cal; and to see whether the
forecasts have proved correct."

A case heard a year earlier, on 23rd January 1974

distinguished the above situation, where an opector who had

withdrawn from a route wished to return, from that where

an objector wished to put in a competing application at a

later date.

In case IA/20107 Severn Airways applied for a scheduled

service licence from Bristol to Leeds/Bradford. Dan Air

objected that the «time was not ripe* for such an operation and

that they were interested in developing the route but at a

later date. The Authority did not attach much weight to the

objection saying that it was based mainly "upon the premise

that because Dan Air might, at some future date, wish to operate
18

the route no other operator ought to be allowed to do so".

It concluded that "this latter argument was unacceptable to us".

When Dan Air services Ltd. was given a Gatwick to

Newcastle scheduled service licence (A 15946) on lOth October

1973 B.Cal. had made a similar representation. Br. Benchfor

B.Cal. argued that the route could not be operated profitab^

18. Paragraph 38 of Decision IA/20107 etc. of 3rd Decemberl974.

19. Ibid, paragraph 39.
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at the present time but it might be viable later. B.Cal.

might at some future date wi6h to operate it themselves, they

therefore suggested a 'use it or lose it1 clause if the licence

were granted. The CAA again was not unduly excited by this

suggestion, saying that it noted B.Cal.'s representation but

saw no reason to restrict Dan Air in their plans for the route.

However,if the objector managed to persuade the Authority

that its plans were imminent and superior to those in

question(the CAA might give weight to them. In a decision

of 7th November 1974 the Authority accepted such an objection.

Peters Aviation Ltd. had applied for a scheduled service

licence^0 to operate the route Swansea/Haverfordwest /Cork/Dublin.
Severn Airways objected that Peters Aviations costings were

suspect and that the company was unfit to operate a scheduled

service. Severn Airways intended to provide a

West Country to Eire service and stated that their application

for such a licence had already been lodged. The Authority had

doubts about granting international scheduled service licences

to an unexperienced airline like Peters and concluded that,

"the objection Severn Airways.... seemed to us to
have strength".

Thus an objector might find it possible to argue that his

later application was preferable to an earlier one but he would
H

have to show that the first proposal was weak in some way and he

20. Application IB/24256.

21. Reasons for decision 7:11:74.
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would have to show the seriousness of his own intentions to

operate a servlcein the very near future. Dan Air,s vague

objections to Severn Bristol to Leeds-Bradford application

had done neither.

The Authority attempted to avoid a 'first come first serve*

situation in licensing, but it attempted to root

earlier moves by other companies. Exceptions were always

possible and the operator replying to an attack might (as

in the above case) have a better case. This perhaps was the

situation in the March 1973 decisions on the Kinshasa route

in West Africa. BOAC had applied to add Kinshasa as an optional

stop on its licence A5640 but in a separate hearing B.Cal.

applied for forty-eight additional stops (including Kinshas) on

their West Africa licence A 11292/1 and in a third case BOAC

applied for their *Concorde* route (A429/18). BOAC objected

to B.Cal.*s applications that they were hurried 'reactions* to

BOAC's West African applications and were deficient in

forethought and planning. In the decision BOAC perhaps made

their point since B.Cal. were given only six of the forty-eight

optional stops applied for.but one of these was Kinshasa (which

was not given to BOAC).

Another case in which an operator was alleged to have

'reacted' to the movements of another was the hearing on

competing applications for ABC charters to Ghana of May 1975

out applications which
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(Applications 2/30022 of Dan Air and IAS (UK) Ltd. and 2/30023

of B.Cal. (Charter) Ltd.^ A pre-hearing took place on the 5th

of March 1975 at which it was agreed to treat the B.Cal. and

Dan Air applications as separate rather than competing for

the same route. At the first hearing on 18th March B.Cal.,

objecting, opposed the introduction of ABC charters to West

Africa Rearing diversion and arguing that promotional fares
on scheduled services were adequate. They urged delay until

the CAA review of ABC Charters was completed.

At the resumed hearing on 14th May 1974 Mr. Beety for

B.Cal. claimed that the earlier hearing had been premature.

Since then B.Cal. had planned a new scale of soheduled services

and agreed a fares package. They hoped that the B.Cal.

application would give all the ABC*s required to Ghana. Dan

Air claimed that the new B.Cal. arrangements had been worked

out in a hurry after Dan Air and IAS had made all the running

and were intended to keep them off the route. B.Cal. had

opposed ABC's^ at the first hearing (now it proposed them. Dan

Air suggested that the Guidance (which B.Cal. had quoted,

especially paragraph 17) did not direct the Authority to take

away traffic developed by one operator and give it to another.

The decision of the CAA effected another compromise.

The Authority noted that B.Cal. preference wasnot automatic and,

favouring a limited number of ABCs, distributed them according
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to the ratiio of the applicant's previous charter services

to Ghana. Thus it appears that credit was given to the

work done by Dan Air in developing the route and that the inter¬

vening plans of B.Cal. had not proven stifficiently attractive

to the Authority to give that company a monopoly within its

sphere of influence.
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E (i)

(b) Protection of the existing operator

I have touched on this aspect of competition policy

above in discussing the notion of desert. An existing

operator who had developed a route would be given protection

for that work whether charter or scheduled operator. A

scheduled operator deserved protection under paragraph 14 of

the Guidance,'1" a charter operator would merit it by his past

performance on a particular route. We saw above that the

scheduled operator would not always be protected - public

interest might demand competition to give quality of service

where this had been lacking(even in cases previously
considered unsuitable for competition. The granting of an

Aberdeen to London service to BMA was an example,as were the

Belfast and Sumburgh cases.

Thus a new operator would only be allowed to compete

with the existing licence if the existing service was inadequate,

if the route could support competition anywayj or if the new

operation * offered a significantly different service. As far

as charter services were concerned the CAA continued to

protect scheduled carriers from •creaming off* by

charterers - but even here exceptions were allowed. Thus on

16th March 1973 Invicta International Airlines were given
2

licences to operate weekend tours from Cardiff to Paris to

1. Which urged the f!iiaintenance and development of a viable
network of scheduled services..."

2. CI2884 and C12885.
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cater for rugby traffic. The Authority had accepted

Cambrian*s objection that their scheduled service could

not prove viable if such charter operations * skimmed off*

peak traffic at an uneconomic rate - nevertheless it granted

the licence (reluctantly! because there would have been

difficulty in returning deposits already paid by passengers

to the tour operator who had since been taken over.

As we saw in the ATLB days such exceptions might allow

charter flights to divert on a small scale from the scheduled

operator if the Authoritys refusal would have inconvenienced

passengers. Such decisions may have produced compromise

but hardly encouraged the concretisation of standards and

may have acted as an incentive to late applications. An

example of this kind of case was the 3rd of January 1973

3
decision to give Laker Airways a licence to operate fourteen

charters to Beirut. BOAC objected and the CAA "were not

convinced of the need to operate this series as a charter seriice

nevertheless they granted thelicence since they realised that

the organiser would have promoted the tour between application

and hearing and that }

"a decision at this comparatively late date would be
embarrassing to him without necessarily being of^
commensurate benefit to the scheduled operator."

3. B 14299

4. Ibid Decision paragraph 6.

5. Decision B14299 paragraph 7.
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The CAA added one of its familiar statements that this decision

should not be taken as a precedent for future applications.

As did the ATLB the CAA adopted the principle of

protecting the operators initial investment on a route.

Section 11 of the Guidance urged the Authority to allow

efficient operators the opportunity to operate profitably

"so as to justify the rate of capital expenditure
necessary for the maintenance and development
of their services".

But even here it was difficult to separate exception from

rule. In September 1973 the Authority refused to allow BEA=

a licence to operate from Glasgow to Dublin in order to

protect BIA*s investment of £500,000 in three new 'Herald*

aircraft. It was considered that BIA ought to be allowed

to cover this sum without the distraction of competition - at

least initially.

When British Air Ferries Ltd. (BAF) applied on 27th March

1974 for a licence** to operate scheduled passenger and cargo

services from Southend to Lyon^Cambrian objected that material

diversion would occur ;that they had only just finished their

first year of operating (in competition with Air France) and that

they would not make a profit until the third year. The Authority

refused the licence considering that further competition was

undesirable.

6. IB 24240.
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Similarly when Air Anglia, BMA, and Dan Air applied for

scheduled service licences to operate from TeesAde to

7
Amsterdam in September 1972 the Authority refused to

•prejudice* the development of the B.Cal. service from

Newcastle to Amsterdam. The Authority appeared to accept

B.Cals. estimate that according to the overlap of the

two airports a TeesAde service would divert 9% of their

Newcastle traffic. However three months later Dan Air was

given a Teeside-Amsterdam licence and Air Anglia given a

0
Teeside-Arasterdam licence after fresh evidence of business

demand and after B.Cal. had revised their estimated diversion

figure reducing it from 9% to 3%.

On 3rd October 1972 BMA applied to vary BEA*s licence

A9643 to deprive BEA of traffic rights between Bimingham

and Brussels in order to protect their own service. The

CAA refused to delete BEA rights as it felt the Corporation

service would provide an import ant daily operationJ however

it recognised that BMA were still establishing themseives on

the route and deserved some protection. It therefore refused

the application

"on the understanding that for the next year or two
BEA should operate around midday at timings clearly
distinguished from those of BMA."

7. Application A14180, A6151/2, A14966.

8. Decision of 4:1:73.
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Against these cases where development was protected

one might instance decisions in which protection was not

given because of default, for example the cases discussed

in the previous section including the grant to BMA of

licences to Smnburgh and Copenhagen and the grant to Dan Air

of a Gatwick to Isle of Man licence (IA/20122) in September

1974.(In the latter case the CAA allowed Dan Air's application

on the groundsof the inadequacy of Cambrian's service but

refused BIA's application because it considered the threat
i

to Cambrians business service great.)

The difference between protection and competition

might be small. In February 1974 Air Anglia's application

for the Aberdeen to S-nmburgh route had been refused because

of BA's investment in new aircraft and because subsidies

might have been required. In that case the Authority

accepted that Scottish Airways were going to improve their

service and there was no real need for a competing service.

Thus protection was given to BA in spite of their alleged

slowness in satisfying demand. This case contrasted with

the other Smmburgh case and the Copenhagen case, both involving

BMA, where BA had attempted to argue that it had invested in

the routes and was improving services. In the Birmingham-

Copenhagen case the CAA admitted in its decision that,
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"BA had a large capital investment in Birmingham both
in aircraft and ancillary services; the route was a
viable one and it was necessary,as far as BA were
concerned for a satisfactory return on this investment
to be obtained",

but it wtill allowed BMA a licence preferring their service

to that of BA,

In the Smmburgh case of June 1974 involving BMA the

investment of HS748 aircraft that had stopped Air Anglia did

not prevent BMA*s obtaining a licence. Of course all these

cases have distinguishing features £ the cost of allowing

competitors on London to Aberdeen was not so much as allowing

it between Aberdeen and Samburgh and subsidies were not

involved; the Air Anglia case might be distinguished from

the Copenhagen case in that Scottish Airways were operating

on the former route but BA had not used their Copenhagen

licence for seven years. In addition we might distinguish cases

involving BA from cases involving independents. BA was

treated as having greater responsibilities to the public, its

purse was deeper and most important the effect of decisions

of the Authority was less on BA since the size of its operations

permitted easier reallocation of resources when a decision

upset its plans.

In spite of these distinctions the underlying principle

has still been given a confused passage in the case law. One

could seldom be sure of an investment will be protected,In

a difficult case, additional factors might easily affect a

decision and point to the difficulties involved in attempting
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to set down rigid policy lines.

Such a case involving •additional factors* was seen when

Peters Aviation Ltd. applied on 7th November 1974 for a

number of routes in direct competition with Air Anglia from

Norwich Airport (especially Norwich to Swansea [IA2012O] and

Norwich to London [iA 20116]). The applicant argued that

though offering direct competition with Air Anglia they were

better fitted to provide the services. In addition they

argued that a Norwich to London service was necessary as at

present East Anglian businessmen were using Air Anglia's

Norwich Amsterdam service to interline onto longer international

flights in order to save a long journey to London airports.

The result was "am unnecessary drain on the UK balance of

payments" as passengers interlining at Amsterdam used foreign

carriers instead of using British operators out of London.

In spite of this argument, which accorded with paragraph 10

of the Policy Guidance (giving the authority a duty to regulfcte

so as to benefit the UK balance of payments), the Authority

decided that the Peters Aviation service would damage Air

Anglia's Norwich to Amsterdam service and said,

j^In the end we decided we must attach greater weight
to the protection of the latter route (i.e. the
Amsterdam service), because of the importance of
the local traffic it carr^esand because of the
inter-lining facilities."

9. If the CAA had refused Peters Aviation a licence for
financial reasons it would have been unwilling to
further prejudice the operators position by stating
this openly. This would explain the apparent process
of rationalisation in this decision.
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One might have thought interlining would have urged the

CAA to favour Peters.^ The decision might have been prompted

by a lack of confidence in the ability and experience of Peters

Aviation (the Authority concluded the decision "we therefore

decided not to award scheduled service routes to this company

until it has more firmly established itself through the charter

operations on which it has already engaged"). But if so why

did the CAA refuse the London licence for the reasons given,

(of local traffic and interline)? As well as giving an example

of protection for the existing operator this case exemplified

the weakness of CAA decisions as guides to principle.Business

decisions tended to be made , then the decision rationalised. The

reasons were given in brief form (especially in the BA-BMA

Copenhagen case) but failed to disclose decisional referents and

thus lacked a meaningful ratio decidendi to guide in future cases.

The Guidance given by the Government failed to be developed by

case law.

It seems that protection for the *new investment* only

applied to investments made in starting operations on a route.

The CAA has shown that it was willing to grant competition even

if the existing operator had invested in new equipment based

10. Since those using Peters service would have interlined on
UK carriers at Heathrow as opposed to using KLMs services
from Amsterdam after using the Air Anglia service.

11. Decision A 20116 etc. 3:9:74 p.5.
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on calculations assuming a monopoly of operations. The

principle of protecting investments made once an operator

was established as seen in the 1961 North Atlantic appeals

protection of BOAC has been left far behind. Thus in the

12
•Cannonball* decisions of August 1973 the Authority refused

to protect BA investments based on forecasts which in the

CAA's view;

"do not seem to allow for development of the second
force airline in accordance G°vernment policy
as set out in the Guidance."

Againtin granting BMA licences to serve Samburgh and
14

Aberdeen direct from London the Authority realised that BA
aircraft

had^with Government approval, purchased HS in order to

operate the Sumburgh to Aberdeen leg of their service.

Th the slightly different context;of the introduction of
licensing 'sole use' charters preceded by a huge investment

in helicopters by Bristows and consequently a plea for
15

protection
) the Authority was clear as to its position, saying,

"We cannot accept the principle that heavy ordering of
equipment by an operator necessarily entitles him to
protection from competition."

12. A 15250 etc.

13. Ibid paragraph 32.

14. Decisions XA/2011 etc. of 12:8:74.

15. In case 7/90065 of 19:6:74.
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The CAA showed that an operator could not buy

himself protection from competition by placing eggs in

the basket lest it be moved* nor could British Airways

rely any longer on its privileged position as investor of

public funds.
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Conclusions on the development of the above aspects of

competition policy

I have given some indication above of the lines of

competition policy followed by the CAA in relation to short-

haul services. It will be clear from the cases I have

quoted that certain general policies could be diagnosed by

the applicant with a degree of knowledge of the industry.

Thus he would know e.g. that Gatwick and Heathrow would be

treated as separate areas for many purposes, that services

offering new satisfaction of demand stood a good chance of being

licensed, that the CAA would protect a developing operator

until he gained his feet, that an operator would have to

meet demand properly or face competition, that the Authority

would be wary of applications made merely to counter other

applications, that evidence of need and demand would have to

be producedby the applicant, etc. The guarantee given by a

licence offered a balance between stability for the airline

and service for the public and the balance could fairly well

be assessed as a matter of commercial judgement.

The case law that emerged from CAA decisions in its

first four years did give a general guide to the airlines

and on the above matters it supplemented the Guidance. On

very few matters did it offer very precise help - it did not

specify a period during which new investments would be

protected, it did not specify the period within which viability
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should be attained by the operator, it did not spell out a

precise airports policy, it did not give examples of

punishable failures to satisfy demand. On the other hand

the CAAs decisions were not so confusing to the industry as

might appear on read ing the reasons for decisions alone. For
i

example the refusal of Peters Aviations licence from Norwich

to London would have been understood as a financial decision

and not one made for the sake of KLM users, the grant of a

licence to BMA to serv#«iSopenhagen would have been taken as an

indication of dissatisfaction with BA*s performance and not a

decision to help day-return passengers. Still,the use of such

implied reasoning helped neither the understanding of the

operators nor an open discussion of the issues _ the decisional

referents remained fturied.

Because civil aviation cases involve practically unique

situations CM. has not <fevre3oped a case law as such. It has

merely attempted to give airlines a working knowledge of its

policies by acting consistently within certain bounds set by

factors such as the interest of consumers and the airlines. The

judgements of the Authority,seen through cases and statements

made in hearings,resolved certain contradictions in the first

policy Guidance but by no means offered a complete answer.
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The March 1976 statement of criteria for licensing competing

airlines on short haul routes^
One must ask whether the March 1976 statement

constituted rulemaking of a kind which offered a guidance

given neither by the Guidance nor by case law. On a number

of matters the CAA set down precise rules. The statement

announced:- that new services would be expected to cover

direct operating costs within a year and to give a full re!urn

after the third year (this defined the requirement where case

law had failed to do so)j the Authority stated that developing

services would be protected in developing (this was known from

cases but the period of development was closely defined in

the criteria announced), that existing services would be

protected if competition would bring them below breakeven or

make them less than fully remunerative for a year (case law

had only assessed cases ad-hoc for the purposes of protecting

existing operators). The criteria admitted that exceptions

would on rare occasions be allowed Where an improved service

would be given (this was undesstood in case law). The statement ofcriteria
I

gave ©xpressLot to the CAAs aerodrome policy of protecting
•hub* airports services until ©hey were in a position to operate

at two frequencies daily ( when BMA had been denied an

1. See ATLN 207 part 4.2 of 23:3:76. The criteria were disclos44
in pursuance of paragraph 9 of the second Guidance. That
paragraph increased Guidance on short Haul scheduled routes
to the extent that; it ordered the denial, in general,
of competitive licensing on international short haul routes
other than to London, it emphasised the importance of giving
the public a convenient choice of airports and it emphasised
the importance of considering the international
implications of a proposed service.
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2
East Midlands to Dusseldorf licence in November 1973 the

degree of importance of BAs Birmingham to Dusseldorf service had

not been made clear). Paragraph 5 of the criteria stated

that where a choice of airports would be offered by competition

and would give clear benefits to the public a licence would be given

if the service wasvidie and vVOuld not divert unduly as defined
in the above criteria (this was fairly clear from case law).

Paragraph 6 stated that nothing would preclude the licensing

of one operator in place of another to secure ^greater

efficiency of service to the public,(again understood in
case law) and paragraph 7 concluded that *exceptions might be

made in particular cases though the criteria would be rewritten

if this happened at all frequently.

The statement of criteria did use the words •normally*

(in paragraphs 2 and 3) and admitted that exceptions might

occur but the statement promised amendments if required to

update criteria. In doing so the Authority demonstrated that it

considered that it could make decisions conforming to the

criteria in most cases. If one considers some of the

important decisions of the past many would be treated as

exceptions to therules^for example^the granting of BMA*s
3

Belfast licence involved a degree of diversion from BA (who

were not breaking even on the route) which would have been

2. Supra p. 8 14

3. Application IA/20136 of 14 January 1975.
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an exception to the first part of paragraph 2 of the criteria

(although justified by the second half of paragraph 2). It

is clear that some criteria for example service to the

public, may not be consistent with other criteria (e.g.

protection of developing services) and thus, like the Guidance,

these criteria would have to be applied to individual

situations. The criteria may therefore be taken as offering

no certain guide to the outcome of individual decisions*

however they describe more precisely than case law had

prev&usly done the CAA's attitude towards some standard

items of consideration (e.g. diversion). In doing so they

did give more help to applicants ( airline representatives

have indicated to me that they consider the statement of

criteria helpful). There is a limit to the usefulness of rules

in this area of decisionmaking and it appears that the

statement of criteria has brought the CAA closer to

this limit than it was before. The use of this rulemaking

power would please those, such as KC Davis and Judge Henry

Friendly who urge the structuring of discretion and the

creation of standards. One might question whether, given

the uncertainty inherent in an area where issues constantly

change and where cases seldom repeat, the Authority could

have set down its criteria more clearly. Perhaps, if one
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assumes the optimum use of rulemaking powers, one should

examine whether the decisionmaking body has done all it

cam to makes it applications of these criteria to individual

cases clear, and whether the Authority might use other

methods of disclosing and developing its policies. I will

presently examine the Authorities reasons for decision and its

use of such other methods}but firstly I will continue to

examine the role of the case law and public hearings in

developing specific aureas of policy by tracing the major

developments in charter policy.
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E

(ii) The development of charter policy, the role of hearings

In examining the development of charter policy it is

convenient to distinguish between passenger and cargo charters.

I will consider the development of passenger charter policy

first.

Passenger charters1 may now be of various kinds all of

which are defined in the CAA's Series 1 of the Official Record.

An Advanced Booking Charter (ABC) requires a class 2 licence and

the filing of an •advanced list* of passengers with the Authority,

an inclusive tour charter (class 3 licence) means a flight

for the carriage only of passengers as part of a tour, the

charge for which includes carriage by air and accommodation.

A *group charter* might be for a voluntary group or an affinity

group (a group of limited size and having objectives other

than travel). Other general charters (licensed as Class 4 by

the CAA) include student charters, forces charters, and special
2

event charters. Less important charters are sole use charters

and substitute charter licences.

Since the CAA has been concerned, in promoting its

charter policies, to develop a balance of scheduled versus

charter services which would cater adequately for most public

1. The scheduled/non-scheduled or scheduled/charter
distinction was originally adopted at the Chicago Convention
in 1944 (see the Edwards report pp. 55-58 for a review of
the history) but this distinction has become less
meaningful as scheduled services have offered group

discounts, part charters and promotional fares and charters
have opened up to the public.

2. The CAA removed sole use charters from those flights
exempted from licensing under section 21 of the Act in 1973
(1973 - 4 Report p.25).
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demands whilst offering the operators a return)I will

consider the development of this balance. In doing so I will

look at the progression of different strands of charter

policy.

When the CAA began regulation in 1972 it faced a

situation in which affinity group charters were being

abused to offer very cheap fares, scheduled services were

not able to offer promotional fares to counter the charter

threat (because the IATA scheduled fare fixing machinery

was operating slowly) and inclusive tours were subject to

price control.

The CAA set out to introduce cheaper cost related fares
3

on scheduled routes and workable rules for charter services.

Because most scheduled passengers(especially on the North
Atlantic were travelling at reduced and often uneconomic fares,

the CAA supported BOAC*s attempt to gain approval in IATA

for Advanced Purchase Excursion (APEX) fares on North

Atlantic scheduled services (these were individual advanced

purchase fares). The airlines failed to agree to these fares

in IATA and so the airlines filed the fares they wished with

the CAA and the American CAB. The CAA negotiated with the CAB

in February 1973 but agreement was not reached^ however, soon

after these meetings APEX fares were agreed in IATA and the

3. See CAA Annual Report 1972-3 p.11.
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authorities approved these fares.

(<-\) ABC Charters

At the same time as APEX fares were being negotiated

the CAA with the co-operation of the DoT

"took the lead internationally in proposing new rules
based on the advance booking concept"

in order to replace affinity with ABC charters. The introduction
t

of ABCs was a product of the CAAs initiative (the idea was

originally promoted by the CAAs head of EPL division) and is a

prime example of the Authority's leading the industry by

positive regulation rather than awaiting licensing applications.

The ABC charter (requiring advanced booking but available to

the public, offering some protection to scheduled operators,

and being more easily enforceable than affinity charters) was

introduced after the CAA had negotiated with the United States,

Canada and the European Civil Aviation Conference countries^

resulting in the Ottawa Declaration of Agreement to ABC

terms in November 1972. (Two months before that the CAA

had given Lakers theirSkytrain licence in order to offer cheap

transatlantic flights to the *forgotten men* who could not

afford scheduled service fares and who were not affinity group

members.)

4. Ibid p.11.
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The Authority had engaged in continuous consultations

with the airlines during the introduction of ABC charters

and it was happy to issue Class 2 licences5 for ABC charters

to six airlines without holding public hearings. Only two

hearings were called for on ABC licencesin 1973 and on both

occasions6 Donaldson Line (Air Services) Ltd. were refused

ABC licences on the grounds of under capitalisation.

In the years 1974 to 1975 the Authority continued to

try to gain approvals for the extension of ABC fares to Europe.

Where negotiating procedures could not produce agreement

between scheduled and charter operators thena public hearing

would be held. (No 'case law* has developed concerning ABC

licences). A hearing was held when Dan Air and International

Aviation Services (UK) Ltd. (IAS) sought a series of ABC

flights to Ghana and Nigeria and B.Cal. sought a series to

7
Ghana.

The introduction of ABCs to Ghana involved the CAA in

negotiations for traffic rights. The CAA, knowing that the Ghanaian

Government wanted to replace affinity charters with ABCs sent

a negotiating team to Ghana to agree on ABC conditions for

g
traffic rights purposes. The hearing of the case was delayed

5. See CAA Annual Report 1972-3 p.32. (The ABC licences gave
•blanket* authorisation for North Atlantic ABCs.)

6. Applications 2/15228 of 11 April 1973 and 2/15852 of
5 June 1973.

7. See Decision 2/30022 of 22 May 1975.

8. The case was heard on 18th March 1975 and resumed on

14th May 1975.
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whilst the CAA negotiated with the Ghanaian government.

Originally B.Cal. had opposed the introduction of ABCs on

these West African routes and had argued for the use of its
hearing

scheduled services. At the resumed/ B.Cal. (having

found that the Ghanaian Government desired ABCs) applied

for a series of ABC flights to Ghana. Dan Air and IAS argued

that B.Cals. application was a hurried reply to their case

and was only aimed to keep them off the route.

The Authority, having a detailed knowledge of Ghanaian

desires but not knowing the attitude of the Nigerian government,

refused licences to Nigeria but allocated ABC authorisations

for Ghana to both Dan Air/IAS and B.Cal. in proportion to

their previous charter carryings on the route.

(b) Fly-Drive Charters

The detailed researches, negotiations and consultations

involved in the introduction of ABCs without hearings

9
contrasted with the licensing of 'Fly-Drive* charters. These

charters were not so fundamental to the licensing structure as

ABCs and consequently less preparatory work was conducted before

licensing them^ The CAA chose to licence experimentally (using

public hearing since scheduled operators objected on the grounds

of diversion), hoping to test the market by monitoring performance.

9, The fly-drive tour involved a package of air travel plus car
hire for the duration of the holiday.

1Q. e.g. the CAA did not hold discussion meetings with the airlines
relating to future *fly-drive* policy.

X
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The first experimental grant of a ¥ly-drive# charter licence

was on 26th March 1974.11 Court Line, Lakers and British

Airtours (a BA owned company) applied for 11 routes to operate

'fly-drive* .

) Only a small percentage of seats

on 17 flights were to be offered 'fly-drive'.

The applicants argued that diversion from sihilar

scheduled
serv^ce fiy^rive holidays would be negligible as

these were well protected, and that markets existed for the

charter fly-drive service. British Airways European Division

(BAED) objected, arguing both diversion and their investment

in fly drive holidays. BAED considered that the charterers

would merely fill empty seats at the scheduled operators

expense. Their 'Freewheeler* service brought in £../ million but

the fuel crisis would hit it that year and the licensing of

competing services would exacerbate the situation. If the

Au hority were to grant the applications BAED asked it to

insert conditions to protect the scheduled services (e.g. a

minimum booking of two people per car, a minimum stay of

seven days, advanced booking).

The Authority noted that demand was small but said that,

"we think it sensible to test the demand by a limited

authorisation on routes where J^ere should be minimal
damage to scheduled services",

thus it would be able to assess the market and the diversionary effect.

11. Applications 4G/67006 etc.

12. Ibid 26:3:74.
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On the 14th of May 1974 B.Cal. was given a similar

licence to operate fly-drive holidays to ..Ajaccio, Court

Line and Dan Air were refused licences to Basle and Palma.

The Authority saw no reason to extend the fly-drive

experiment but granted B.Cal. *s licence because such a

service would have a minimal effect on scheduled services

and the traffic rights appeared to be readily available.

These decisions showed that the CAA would give licences

experimentally and would involve itself very closely both in

the issue of diversion and of demand. The fly-drive cases were

thus good examples of the 'new regulation* that combined the

public hearing with continuous monitoring and review of

management by the Authority. (A representative of B.Cal. has

commented to me that he sees an increasing desire of the CAA

to include itself in airline management decisions.)

Unfortunately the experiment was not successful in giving

an indication of demand or diversion for use in future licensing

decisions. The economic climate of 1974 had led to a decline in

leisure travel, some of the countries involved had refused to

accept charter fly-drive operations and as a result less than

13
200 charter fly-drive passengers were actually carried in 1974.

In February 1975 th^S8U* was renewed and the CAA dealt

with the principle of protection involved. Britannia, British
14

Airtours and B.Cal. applied for fly-drive licences. At the

13. Hence the CAA did not receive meaningful diversion figures
from BAED after the operation of fly-drive tours.

14. Applications 4G/67072, 4G/67088 etc.
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hearing the Authority questioned applicants closely on their

arrangements for the tour and on their market. The panel

was doubtful whether the tours should be allowed to small

islands (having considered in 1974 that car hire served little

useful purpose to such islands apart from offering villa owners

a flight plus 'free* car hire). British Airways objected
/

that they were still developing Freewheeler holidays and had

invested £65,OOO in them, that 1974 had been a poor year

for these holidays and that BAED looked to 1975 to recover.

The Authority commenced its decision by noting that BA

was free to compete on charter operations. It then considered

paragraph 14 of the 1st Guidance."''5 The CAA felt that that

paragraph meant that it would be right to give charter operators

the same opportunity to compete for fly-drive traffic as the

scheduled operators enjoyed/ to the extent that this would not

have any undue impact on the scheduled operators ability to

cater for the individual passengers referred to in paragraph 14.

The Authority then noted the fulure of the 1974 experiment

as an indicator of demand or diversion. Considering whether

the proposed operations would unduly affect scheduled operations, >

the CAA decided that they would not since of the 1<XXX> seats

offered 10,000 were from provincial airports where there

15. Stating that the restrictions on wholesaling of seats
should be minimised.
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existed no direct scheduled service.

The Authority concluded that the test should be repeated.

It would grant licences for a year and would adopt a similar

approach towards applications for the 1975/6 winter season if

made on a proportionate scale. The conditions inserted (at

BAED' s request) in 1974, in order to protect scheduled services,

were repeated.

The final paragraph of this decision indicated some kind

of promise of liberality on winter fly-drive holidays. In

May 1975 Britannia applied for a number of fly-drive winter

inclusive tours (to Tenerife, Palma, Malaya, Mahon, Huza, Barcelona

and Alicante). Mr. H. Crush, solicitor, relied in part on

the last paragraph of the February decision in putting

Britannia's case.

BAED objected again that they were restricted on Freewheeler

Holidays prices and were thus unable to react to charter

competition, that 1975 showed no 'pick up' after the

decline of 1974 and that Fly-drive charters were more

competitive than INCILusive Tours in thatthey attracted villa

owners with free car hire.

The Authority granted the licences,taking account of

its previous decision^which it said,

"might have encouraged the applicant to seek a larger
programme of fly-drive holidays than we had in mind'?.
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The •experiment* is still in progress. These fly-drive

cases showed the role of the hearing to be very different

from the normal route licensing decision. Here the public

hearing formed part of the process of consultation. An

experiment was going on with the Authority acting in concert

with parties, ETach year a hearing was called to renew

licences and in which parties were expected to persuade the

authority that continuation of this programme was in the best

interest of British Civil Aviation. To an even smaller extent

than in cases of competition the Authority would rely on

principles arising out of cases - the main problem was

commercial - of balancing demand, diversion and ability to

operate. In spite of the absence of case law the public

hearing served another purpose of publicising experimental

decisions and offering opportunities to debate general policy,

(c) Inclusive Toursand other Charters

The ATLB had engaged in many thorny public debates

concerning price control on inclusive tours (ITs). The CAA

approached the problem bearing in mind the Edwards Committee^s

proposed"^ that instead of minimum price control IT charterers

should be free to charge their own tariffs,a system of bonding

be introduced(and the Authority should have filed with it the

charter rates in order to monitor prices. The first Guidance

16. Edwards paragraph 750, paragraph 704 - 719.
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merely urged that the Authority "should aim always to impose
17

the least restraint upon the industry".

The CAA set out from the beginning to liberalise inclusive

tours regulation. In November 1972 it announced that the

control of inclusive tour prices would be suspended with effect

from 16th October 1973 in order to allow more flexible pricing.

0 erators were required to file their charter rates with the

Authority so that the CAA could monitor the costings and

financial progress of the operators. This was thus another area

from which the public hearing had retreated in favour of

an administrative system of monitoring. (The relaxation of

price control was coupled with the beginning of Air Transport

Organisers licensing in April 1973.)

The CAA,in dropping price control avoided many hearings

formerly caused by the objections of the major scheduled carriers.

In its re-classification of licences introduced on 1st January

1974 the Authority introduced the new *blanket# inclusive tour

licence for European tours (Class 3A). These licences were

issued to the major chartering airlines for periods of up to

five years and covered all European ITs. They were issued after

a long hearing where the major concern of the brief was the

financial fitness of the applicant. Once an operator had a class

3 licence he did not have to worry about further approval, only

about the CAAs financial monitoring.

17. First Guidance paragraph 7 (paragraph 1 of second Guidance).
Also see paragraph 14 of first Guidance (paragraph 5 of
second Guidance).
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In the years leading up to the CAA's restructuringof the

charter/scheduled balance by giving blanket licences,

pricing freedom and part charters a case law of sorts had

developed and this had given some indication of the

protection which would be given to scheduled operators.

The Authority would require at least an argument from

applicants that a demand existed and that the proposed services

were viable. If such figures were not given in an application

the CAA might call for a hearing. Thus on 26th September 1972

the cAA heard applications for a list of inclusive tours for

the 1972 season from seven airlines. No objections had been

made but the Authority had decided to hear the cases as at

least one application from each of the tour operators was

deficient in giving figures of cost and demand. Four

applications were granted and 24 were deferred pending further

information. This kind of hearing might be called to gain

information conce'ning an operation for use as much after

the commencement of a service as in licensing it initially.
there

On the issue of diversion from scheduled operator^ were

a few casesbefore 1974. The charter operators generally knew

which scheduled services would be protected and this helped

to reduce the number of contentious applications (the CAA's
fees for a licence application are considerably higher than

the ATLB*s were).

Cases indicated that as well as a division between the

protected and non protected routesthe Authorityat least

before the 1974 reclassification of licences distinguished
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•scheduled type1 traffic from •charter type* traffic.

If the existing scheduled service could cater adequately

for a particular demand a charter operator would not be

allowed to •cream it off'. Thus on the 1st of January 1973

18
B.Cal. was refused a licence to operate a one day return

charter to take property buyers to Alicante. Mr. Heard for

3EA had argued that BEA could cater for this traffic, they

only operated at a load factor of 50% on the route and so

would have the capacity. He referred to an earlier decision

of the Authority that this was not •inclusive tour* but

rather 'business* or ^scheduled type• traffic. The

Authority accepted this argument, seeing no justification

for allowing a charter.

19
In a decision on 16th March 1973 Invicta International

Airlines Ltd. were given licences for charter services from

Cardiff to Paris to cater for rugby traffic. Cambrian claimed

that diversion from their scheduled service would be produced

and that they could only retain a viable service if protected

from charterers 'creaming off* peak traffic at uneconomic rates.

The Authority accepted the Cambrian argument but,in the

exceptional circumstances of the case, granted a licence (due

to the failure of Unicorn Travel Ltd.the organiser(

18. C. 12382.

19. C. 12884, C. 12885.
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Invicta had taken over the operation and the running of the

services was the only way passengers could obtain their moneys

worth).

In another case of a charter flight (not an in6lusive

tour) the Authority made an exception to this principle of protecting

for the scheduled operator his 'type* of custom. On the 3rd of
20

January 1973 Lakers applied for a licence for a London to

Beirut service of fourteen journeys on behalf of Wings Ltd.

BOAC objected thattheir scheduled service could carry

this traffic for Wings Ltd. and that Wings had not even

approached BOAC ,who would not have refused a block booking.

The Authority was "not convinced of the need to operate this

series as a charter service although services of this nature

21
had been operated as charters in the past". It noted that

facilities were available for this kind of holiday on scheduled

services and were suitable. The Authority then stated that the

organiser would have published promotional material since

applying and that a decision at this late date would be

embarrassing to him without necessarily being of commensurate

benefit to the scheduled operator. It therefore granted

the licence as an exception not to be followed as a precedent

in future.

20. B 14299

21. Ibid paragraph 6.
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We see here the rule emerging through exceptions.

This showed the difficulties that the Authority had in

adjudicating and regulating to produce results. Still4if

exceptional circumstances were enumerated clearly and

recurred seldom principles would be left standing. Such

was the case in the Cardiff-Paris decision (there was more

doubt in the Wings application).

If demand was strong and aimed at a market that was

either small in relation to.or different from the scheduled
' \

traffic then the Authority was liable to grant a licence in

order to satisfy that demand - it did not allow the 'principle*

of protection on a route to stop it from granting small

exceptions. Thus on 18th July 1972 Dan Air was given a

licence (C. 10456) for three flights from Luton or Gatwick

to Gibraltar. BEA and B,Cal. made written objections that

diversion would occur and that special faires were already

available to the forces in Gibraltar (the market Dan Air

aimed at). The Foreign aind Commonwealth Office of the Gibraltar

Government made a similar representation. In spite of this the

licence was granted because the Authority felt a clear demand

existed for a cheap forces service. The CAA did not consider

that,

"this short series of journeys would harm the scheduled
services in any real way"

and agreed with the argument of the applicants that,on the basis

of experience in Cyprus, it could be stated that a low tariff
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generated long term business.

In this case the CAA came close to saying that the scheduled

services might have to bear diversion in the short term if a

charter operator satisfied demand - thus protection was not

complete. On the other hand a number of cases on the Berlin

route demonstrated that the CAA would sometimes protect a

scheduled service. In January 1973 Court Line Aviation applied

for a charter service of thirty-five flights to serve (from

Luton)the forces (and relatives) stationed in Berlin. This

service was chartered by the GOC (Berlin) British Sector and

Court Line desired to add an additional four categories of

persons eligible to travel to those admitted on their existing

licence for the route. The fare was to be £18 ws opposed to

the £34 services concessional fare on scheduled service s,

BEA objected to the addition of the new categories

of passenger on the grounds of diversion. They already

expected a reduction of one-third of their traffic that

summer (compared with 197l) on their Berlin service. A line

should be drawn somewhere.

The CAA granted the application, with the exception of

one of the additional categories of eligible passenger. The

Authority felt Berlin was a special case because of its

isolated position*** **** extensions of licence were reasonable.

It would review the categories of eligible passengers to

ensure that the * line was drawn in the right place* in respect

of such flights.
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22
Berlin was the subject of an application for winter

inclusive tours by Dan Air in September 1972. Dan Air

proposed to operate tours between Berlin and London for

five days mid-week. Dan Air argued that the use of

♦empty legs* would allow such a service to recoup £1 million

towards overheads and allow recovery of positioning costs

on that aircraft.

BEA once again objected in defence of their Berlin service

which was down 25 - 30% on the previous summers traffic and

12down in the winter. They stated that further diversion

would be disastrous and that Berlin was an import ant route

politically and geographically and should be protected. BEA

was concerned that raid-week tours might prove attractive

to their business traffic. The Authority said that it had

to consider the case without regard to Dan Air*s positioning

costs. It thought the timings of the service benefitted only

Dan Air, the service would harm BEA and therefore the Authority

refused the application.

In April 1973 Britannia Airways, Invicta International

Airways and Lakers applied for a number of inclusive tours

23
to Berlin. Two of these were mainly for schoolchildren and

were granted, the others were mid week tours.

BEA objected that diversion would occur. They had

only increased their traffic of the year before by 4%, and the

22. B 15107 of 27:9:72.

23. C. 13043, C. 13048, B 15818, B 15817 etc.
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service was still operated at a loss. This loss was due

to charter competition, BEA asked the CAA to adhere to

a previous decision not to allow mid-week tours from Berlin

which would attract business traffic.

The Authority accepted BEA*s argument and adhered to

the decision announced in the Dan Air case B 15107 of September

1972 (the above mentioned case). The CAA said that it

viewed the fall in BEA traffic seriously and that,

"even though charter traffic cannot be the sole cause
of it we cannot ignore the fact that charters must
cause some diversion from an important service
facing difficulties. We have no wish to go back on
the liberal policy concerning weekend holidays in
capital cities; but several of the arguments which
lead us to support them must guide us in exactly the
opposite dire^Jion when the holidays proposed
are midweek."

Thus in a clear decision the CAA decided that Berlin was

to be a protected scheduled route midweek but would not enjoy

this protection on weekend tours.

A few days later on 17th April 1973 Britannia applied for

a series of fifty-two flights to Berlin for weekend and whole

week charters. Britannia argued that the principle of

decisions C 13043 and B 15107 did not apply to weekend and whole

week tours but only to midweek tours.

BEA again objected that diversion would occur. The

Corporation questioned the commercial sense of the operation

and considered that there would be great pressure on the

operator to make up numbers by talking week day holidays - it

would be difficult to know if this had been done or not..

24. Decision C 13043 etc.
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The Authority felt both that these services to Berlin

were desirable given the Citys isolated position and that BEA

service required protection. It had formerly achieved the

latter by stopping short mid week tours attractive to

businessmen. On the face of it this application was not open

to that objection, but the Authority recognised BEA fears

and stated that it would therefore monitor the operation by

requiring the submission of passenger lists. (This would

enable the Authority to judge the dura tion of holidays taken

and hence calculate the danger to BEA.) The licences were

granted.

In this series of cases we see that the Authority

developed a principle of protection and adhered to it by

increasing enforcement on the route. Berlin is thus a good

example of Edwards* idea of the route picked out to be

protected from excessive charter operation. The Authority

admitted that charters were damaging BEA*s performance on the

route and hence considered Berlin a different kind of route

from Gibraltarywhere it was felt that cheap flights could be

beneficial in generating long term traffic.

The above cases give an indication of the way case law

could aid definition of the Authority policy on a matter like

scheduled service protection. The CAA has been especially

concerned to keep a series of cases dealing with the same route

consistent with one another (the panels brief gives an account

of the licensing history relevant to a route) and thus it is

far easier to trace a case policy relating to one route than

to a number of routes. Case law on a matter like the Berlin

route did offer some guidance but after the changes of late 1973

and early 1971^with the restructuring of the charter/scheduled
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balance such cases became rarer and were less often

decided at public hearings. The reclassification of licences

reduced the number of licences issued from 4,500 in 1973 to 1,000
25

in 1974 and the new Class 3 Blanket licence meant that

European ITs were no longer the subject of many hearings. (The

smaller number of long haul ITs sometimes produced hearings.)

In September 1975 there did occur an exceptional public

hearing on a class 3A licence which demonstrated how far the

/\uthority was prepared to go in liberalising inclusive tours.

British Airways in the 'Wanderer* tour s case26 applied to

vary Britannia Ikirways class 3A licence to require accommodation

on ITs to be booked in advance, prepared at a reasonable

price and of a reasonable standard. This followed the

advertisement of Wanderer tours to Greece involving the use

of accommodation vouchers and accompanied by an invitation from

Britannia to fly even if the accommodation was not going to

be used.
-

. «

British Airways objected that the Wanderer holiday was an

illegitimate use of the IT and was not really an IT at all.

They feared the extension of such services to other routes and

the consequent diversion from scheduled flights.

In spite of Britannia*s open attack on scheduled services

the CAA refused BAs application because it considered that such

25. British Airtours (BA), B.Cal. (Charter), Britannia,
Monarch, Lakers etc. received class 3A licences.

26. 3A/40010/1 of 10:9:75.
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control could only be given if price control was

reimposed on ITs. In doing so it admitted that some

diversion from BA services would occur. On 26th February

27
1976 the Secretary of State upheld the CAAs decision though

he hinted that the CAA might consider acting if it appeared

that the tours were being used tio a significant extent by

those not using the accommodation offered.

After this case it is unlikely that scheduled operators

will apply to vary class 3A licences in this manner in the

future.

The CAA has allocated its long haul inelusive tour

licences mainly without hearings. Incases contested by the

scheduled operator the diversion caused to scheduled operators

would be assessed but since the scheduled operators, by use

of their part charter facility, can compete for such charter

traffic they no longer stand in a privileged position.

On other charter operations e.g. affinity groups, forces,

student groups, whole plane charters are usually licensed

without contest. Where the scheduled operator objects a

case will be heard on diversion against the background of the

CAAs liberal charter policy. This liberal policy has been
i 28

disclosed in the old and new Guidances orders to impose the

least restraint on the industry, in the CAAs dropping of price

27. ATLN 209 p.44.

28. Paragraph 7 and paragraph 1 respectively.
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29
control, in the use of blanket licences, in CAA annual

reports and in informal statements inside and outside the

he ar ing s room.

It is clear from those cases of public hearings concerning

charter operations that each application would be considered

on its merits against a general policy of liberalisation. Most

of the policy making on charter operations goes on within the

administrative machinery,although public hearings have been

used to resolve some issues and to air opinions.

A prime example of the use of the public hearing to argue

on a matter of general policy was the March 1974 hearing on the

allocation of 117 part-charter licences. The case is worth

discussing as it contrasts with the procedure involved in introducing

ABCs and as we shall see it contrasts with the methods used
\ >

to change cargo charter policy.

(d) Part Charters

Although IATA regulations for some time had allowed

scheduled operators on some routes to reserve part of their

aircraft for charter passengers the CAA decided that;in its

1974 reclassification of licences the IB licence (for scheduled

services serving places outside the UK) should inclu de

by definitiontthe sale of up to 50% of the seats to charterers.

This decision was vital to the scheduled/charter balance (which
30

the Guid ance suggested should be determined by market forces ).

29. Though the CAA agreed to control ABC charter prices on the
North Atlantic for a year from 1:4:75.

30. See p. 6 of the *Part Charter* decision of 20 and 22 March
1974.
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Since 1969^ when it was realised that charter traffic was

affecting scheduled services to holiday resorts the ATLB and

CAA^in conjunction with the government had allowed scheduled
operators to survive by competing for this traffic by using

31
special group inclusive (SGIT) part charter facilities.

The part charter facility had proved so successful that

charterers feared diversion towards scheduled operators.

The CAA sought to redefine class 10 licences as a move to

control part charter facilities itself rather than leave the

matter to IATA resolutions (which had largely governed the

use of the facility before 1974). Having investigated the

problem itself and after limited consultations the CAA

announced to airlines itsproposal to redefine the licences

to allow 50% part charter. In its reasons for decision

the Authority stated,

"The hearing touched to an unusual degree on a number
of broad policy issues. Indeed the Authority's purpose
in adopting the present definition of a Class 1 licence
was in large part to facilitate the examination
testing of such issues by way of formal hearing."

Thus(although part charters existed as given facts the

Authority chose to offer charter airlines an opportunity to

31. Before SGIT was introduced other methods of promotional
fare had been used. On 1st April 19£6 individual tour
basing (ITX) fares were introduced on the North Atlantic,
Group Inclusive Tour fares were allowed for groups of over
fifteen persons on 1st January 1966, in 1968 BOAC attacked
the wholesale market with contract bulk inclusive tour (CBIT)
fares, these were all in effect 'part charter' fares.

32. Ibid p.4.
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challenge this policy in open hearing rather than to

involve them in close consultations in developing their

proposals. On some issues the operators have complained

that the Authority has presented them with 'proposals* which

are really the CAA's accepted policies and that it has offered

public hearings where there is little chance of affecting adopted

policies. The charter operators felt this way concerning the

33
part charter facility. At the two pre-hearings the point

was made that the objectors "were to all intents and purposes

applicants in that they were seeking to vary the existing
34

position" (save where BEA sought 75% part charter facilities

on Spanish routes).

The tour operator objectors (Britannia, Court Line,

Monarch and Lakers) argued that part charters would make

inroads into their charter business,which was already subject

to pressure in a period of decline)but the Authority granted

the 50% facility on the 117 licences (including those covering

Span .ish routes).

The hearing did allow the tour operators to air their
35

views but they were not happy with the decision and appealed

to the Secretary of State, Mr. Shore, in a letter of 23rd

December 1974>upheld the CAAs decision but promised to look
at the part charter situation in his policy review. In that

33. Of 28th February and 6th March 1974.

34. Page 2 of Decision of 9:4:74.

35. Court Line and Britannia appealed.
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review the Secretary of State received a detailed report

from the CAA on the scheduled/charter balance and the second

Policy Guidance did not affect CAA part charter policy,

(e) Conclusion on the role of public hearings in developing

passenger charter policy

Traditionally most applications for charter operations

have been licensed liberally and without hearings, however where
36

diversion from scheduled operators or financial arrangements

have been at issue public hearings have been held. These

hearings have been held rarely on ABC matters, rarely on

inclusive tours after 1974 (save on long haul tours

challenging scheduled services), more occasionally on other

forms of group charter, and frequently on fly-drive matters.

In introducing changes into the structure of the charter

market following either research into the problems or

international negotiations conducted by the CAA(the Authority
has adopted different approaches; with ABCs it attempted to avoid

hearings, it introduced *fly-drive1 tours by licensing

experimentally at a public hearing but with part charters the

Authority placed a good deal of emphasis on the public

hearing. Looking at these three developments it does not appear

36. The Authority has heard a number of cases in public where
there were no objections in order to examine affinity group
controls. Examples of such cases are; C 11104 of 12:7:72.
A B.Cal. charter application from Los Angeles to London which
was allowed on condition that passenger lists were given
to the CAA before flight; C 11106 13:7:72 was adjourned
so that the opertitor could devise ticketing controls, (he
failed to do so and the licence was refused); at case C 10971
of 26:7:72 witnesses from the Los Angeles Professional Club
(the chartering group) were found to be unsatisfactory
and the licence was refused.
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that the CAA has yet arrived at a standard procedure for

introducing changes. Although there are obvious

differences in the research work involved in e.g.^part

charters or ABCs and *Fly Drive* tours there does seem

to be a wide variation in the Authority's techniques^ going

from detailed consultation without hearings to hearings without

detailed consultation.

Apart from the role of the hearing in introducing changes

in the licensing structure)what of its role in developing

standards, principles or guidance for operators in charter

cases? On inclusive tours most of the contentious issues

have disappeared. The Authority started a detailed study

of the Euopean fares structure in 1974 and instead of

being concerned to control charter prices it has given

charterers freedom on prices and worked towards restructuring
t

scheduled operators pricing policies to make them relate to

costs and serve the public. Thus in March 1976 the CAA

reviewed BA*s 'Group 2* fares and for the first time began
i

seriously to regulate the scheduled operators prices as

agreed in IATA.

The CAA has followed the Edwards Committee in examining

routes where scheduled services have required protection but

even here the advent of 50% part charters on scheduled services

has weakened their argument based on vulnerability. The
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accent has been redirected by the CAA away from the formal

charter/scheduled distinction towards a situation allowing

greater competition and emphasising service to the public.

A case law has not deceloped on recent inclusive tours because

the licensing policy has really been of liberalityksubject

to exceptions which are considered on their merits and tend to

be too unique to provide precedential standards or rules. The

second Policy Gmidance did not attempt to give any guidance on

non-scheduled operations apart from repeating general
37

policies (e.g. of •least restraint* ) and giving B.Cal. and

BA preferences in their areas of interest . Similarly with

other charter operations a case law has an occasions defined a

principle (e.g. cases did give some indication of the

procedures which should be adopted by affinity groups to avoid

abuse) but generally cases have been individually considered.

To say that principles have not developed here is not to say

that the system is unworkable and arbitrary; in general charter

licensing by the CAA has been so liberal that airlines have

not needed principles in order to plan their courses of action.

I think that most operators would be happy with the CAAs

application of passenger charter policies (save perhaps the

scheduled operators).

37. The first Guidance paragraph 7 urged the 'least restraint*
on the industry, this was repeated inparagraph 1 of the
second Guidance. In addition paragraph 14 of the first
Guidance urged the minimum of restrictions on the
wholesaling of seats consistent with continued
profitable operation, and this was substantially repeated
in paragraph 5 of the second Guidance.
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E

(iii) The development of cargo charter policy

The CAA has taken a major part in restructuring the

balance of scheduled versus charter operations in transporting

freight. It is perhaps in this erea that we can see most

clearly the CAA#s attempts to act as a truly expert

regulating agency,combining its researching andmanagerial

powers with the use of a system of public hearings. It is

worth re-capping the background to the CAA*s development of

a new cargo charter policy in the years 1972 to 1975.

Following the war •split* cargo charters (i.e. those

allowing more than one consignor to use the aircraft) were

not allowed under IATA rules. Britain allowed split

cargo charters however because the government wanted to serve

the cabotage^" routes to the Empire. Split charters thus

survived in Britain into the 1960s. In the late 1960s air freight

demand grew rapidly and charterers developed it. After 1966

the ATLB licensed ^alit charters under a Class E type J cargo

licence on the conditions; that up to four (later increased

to ten) journeys between named places were allowed; that the

2
aircraft was shared by no more than four consignors and that

no consignment could be less than lOOO Kgs. (or 7 cubic metres

in volume). These conditions were designed to protect

scheduled operators markets (working on the principle that

1. IATA had no jurisdiction over internal •cabotage* routes
(Empire routes were internal for these purposes) and so
scheduled operators were free to compete with charterers
on them being free from IATA rates and regulations.

2. Six consignors were allowed on large aircraft e.g. Boeing
707s.
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scheduled operators should be able to cater for small,

urgent loads).

The charter airlines continually argued to the ATLB

(and anyone else) that these restrictions were inhibiting

their development. The Edwards Committee of 1969 agreed

"that the limitations imposed on split charters by the ATLB
3

are unduly restrictive" and recommended•that price

competition be allowed between scheduled and charter operators
4

for large consignments of freight, that the consignors

limitation be dropped aad that the consignment weight limit
5

be retained at lOOO Kg or increased.

Following the Edwards Committee report the ATLB, although

retaining the consignor limitation on its standard class E V

licence, liberalised by granting 'Specific* licences of a

more generous nature where demand was shown on individual

routes. Thus on 25th March 1970 Caledonian Airways were given

a licence6 on the UK to Bermuda route allowing up to forty

journeys and six consignors (12 on 707s) in spite of BOAC

objections. On 3rd November 1970 the ATLB gave Transraeridian

3. Cmnd. 4018 paragraph 742.

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid paragraph 743.

6. E 9486/1.
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Air Cargo licences ail lowing up to twenty journeys between

two points but refused to allow an increase in the

limitation on consignors to the twelve asked for,(granting

for up to six consignors). The ATLB admitted that the

consignors rule had been over restrictive. Si* consignors

were again allowed in certain licences in 1971 e.g. those granted
7 8

to Caledonian (BUA Charter Ltd. and Transmeridian Air Cargo )

on 30th November 1971.

The ATLB also showed that it would license a cargo

charter operation even if this would affect the scheduled

service,provided that demand was growing rapidly. Thus on
9

lOth August 1971 Tradewinds were allowed to vary their E licence

to give fifty-two flights between the UK, Europe and Kano

or Lagos. Caledonian/BUA objected that this would prejudice

their proposed all cargo scheduled service by diverting

but the ATLB granted the variation because it recognised the

importance to Nigeria of rapid, cheap transport and noted that

rapid growth in demand on the route.

When the CAA took over from the ATLB it continued the

policy of liberal authorisation of cargo charter licences

where demand was shown. The scheduled operators became more

concerned that the scheduled/charter division was being eroded

by charterers offering regular services and by the evasion

of regulations concerning consolidation.

7. E 11022/4.

8. E 12518.

9. E 10958/1.
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Thus on 24th October 1972 B.Cal. Air (Charters) Ltd.

applied"*"0 for E licence authorisation for fifty-two flights

to Nairobi, twenty to Singapore and twenty to Lagos.

)Mr. V.C. Slight for B.Cal. was placed in a peculiar position

in the case because B.Cal. operated both scheduled and charter

flights. He stated that he had some sympathy with the objectors^

BOACtbut considered that ,until a general solution was found
to the problem of regular cargo charters he had no alternative but

to pursue the course he was taking. BOAC pointed out the

difficulty of enforcing consolidation rules, Consolidation
was prevalent and was removing control over charter flights.

BOAC carried over one half of its cargo weight in consignments

of over 1000 Kg. and therefore stood to lose traffic in

competition. The Corporation agreed that a general study of

the problem by the Authority in consultation with the airlines

was merited.

The Authority granted that application, considering that

need and demand had been made out. It noted the problem and
t

BOACs points and stated that it would undertake a general

study.

Pressure from the charterers mounted in 1973 and in early

1974 five major charterers put in applications,asking for

relaxation of split cargo charter conditions, which were to

result in a major CAA review of policy. At the hearing on

10. Application E 12530/5.

11. Case 6A/8OO6 etc. of 26 and 27 February 1974.
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12
26 and 27 February 1974 the five charterers asked for

increases in the number of charterers allowed and in flights

permitted to various destinations. They all argued the need

for greater flexibility in licence conditions to compete with

foreign charters.

The Authority announced at the hearing that it was to

undertake a comprehensive review of the present cargo charter

licensing system. BA (Overseas Division) (BAOD) welcomed

this announcement and (as objector) suggested that no major

changes be made until the review was completed since these

would pre-empt the CAa's conclusions.

The CAA in that decision introduced no fundamental changes

but granted some increases in flights and consignors allowed

on routes where foreign competition was proving a problem.
13

In its 1973-4 report the Authority stated that its

Economics and Statistics Division was conducting a review of

cargo charter policy (a review contributing to the study

commenced by the National Economic Development Office).

The ECS and BPL divisions conducted an extensive review

of the whole cargo charter process, consulting both users and

providers of the service, airlines agents, wholesalers, shippers

12. Transmeridian Air Cargo Ltd., Tradewinds Airways Ltd.,
Invicta International Airlines Ltd., British Caledonian
Airways (Charter) Ltd., International Aviation Services
UK Ltd. (IAS).

13. Pages 32 and 22.
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14
and their customers. CAA officials met airline staff on

<

a number of occasions to discuss the CAAs study, the general

theme of which was ways in which cargo charterers could be
i

given freedom without unduly affecting scheduled operators

services.

When operators went to a meeting with the CAA in early

1975 in order to discuss split cargo charters (in private)

they were issued with a three page document entitled

•International Air Freight Charter Services*. In this

document the CAA stated that it had not yet completed its

review of cargo policy but had reached some conclusions which

would "guide its licensing decisions for the coming year".

The Authority saw "no further justification" for the

restriction on the number of consignors in the Class 6A licence

and it stated that after 1st March 1975 until 31st December

1975 the standard Class 6A licence would only be subject to

restrictions on minimum consignment weight (lOOO kilograms) and

frequency (ten journeys between two places). The Authority

stated that it would retain the prohibition on consolidating

consignments under lOOO kilograms but it doubted whether

the retention of that condition would continue to be justified

after the end of 1975. It would,

"Expect any airline which wishes this condition to
be retained after that date to put forward convincing
arguments when licences for 1976 and beyond are
considered."

14. CAA staff asked operators for memoranda and forecasts
and met them for discussions.
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The CAA gave notice that, in order to give greater

security for operators(it would in 1976 consider application
for Class 6 licences of up to five years* duration. In

continuation of its researches it would discuss with scheduled

freight carriers the possibility of their adopting more

competitive rates, it would consider whether capacity

restric tions should be imposed on freight charters and would

publisha consultative document in relation to the review so

far conducted.

The document just described gave a clear indication of
i i

the CAAs change of policy on the eonsignors restriction. It

was clear to operators that those opposing this policy change

at a public hearing would be placed in a difficult position.

On the lOth and 12th of March 1975 all the major freight

charterers applied for 'Standard* Class 6 licences (applications

for specific destinations were heard on 19th March). BA and

B.Cal. objected to all applications involving the relaxation

of the 'consignors condition'.

At these hearings not all parties agreed to disclosere

of confidential information,15 and so the CAA restricted the

disclosure of certain information. The Chairman of the panel

explained that the CAAs policy statement "was intended to

provide guidance and assistante"^ but that the panel "would
17

be prepared to hear arguments on the proposals".

15. Under Section 36 of the Act.

16. Decision on 6A licences of 12:3:75 paragraph 2.

17. Ibid.
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Mr. D. Beety of B.Cal. asked the CAA to disclose the

detailed figures behind the CAA*s policy statement and the

Authority circulated some information following this

request. The panel admitted that the figures given were

sparse (and for reasons of confidentiality, less informative

than they might have been) but stated that the policy was an

attempt to liberalise. B.Cal. were worried that the CAA

had adopted a policy in advance of the case and had not

disclosed enough of their own calculations or figures (e.g. on

the matter of the present diversion to foreign operators caused

by the consignor restrictions) for B.Cal. to be able to

question these in open hearing. B.Cal. felt that on some

issues the CAA did not have detailed figures but had taken a

decision to experiment with liberalisation. B.Cal. and BA

did not feel that the public hearing would make any difference

to a policy already decided ,though they welcomed it as an

opportunity to express their views.

The relaxation of cargo charter conditions using the

above hearings (at which all applications were granted without

limitation on the number of consignors allowed on any journey)

provoked criticism from some major operators that the CAA

had not developed consultative procedures adequately. They

felt that the Authority had tended to mix change after

consultation with experimental licensing and that it had taken
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a general policy decision without disclosing detailed figures

either at the hearing or in consultations. Operators such

as B.Cal. and BA also felt that the combination of public

hearings and private consultations had allowed the Authority

to avoid the need to justify its policies in defcail.

In September 1975 the CAA published a 'consultative
18

document' entitled "International Air Freight Services".

This thirty-eight page booklet gave a far more detailed
i

account of the CAAs regulatory strategy than that contained

in the policy document discussed above. The 'consultative

document' was meant to assist

"in the further discussion of these options and of ^
other policy issues facing the air freight industry".

It contained reviews of the CAAs findings an such matters

as; 'the nature of air freight', 'the costing and pricing

of air freight', 'the consolidation of shipments', 'split

charters and scheduled services', 'air freight developments*

and 'future developments'. In a section dealing with regulatory

options the authors rejected complete liberalisation or the

retention of the status quo in favour of a system allowing

charter versus scheduled competition. The document urged

the end to protection of scheduled operators by the lOOO kilogram

consignment limit, saying that the 'belly capacity' on scheduled

flights when costed in relation to whole charters, did not

13. C.A.P. 379.

19. Ibid 9.16.
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merit protection. It urged inter alia that a degree of

protection be given to scheduled operators in the

initial development of a cargo route since the use of belly

capacity was the most efficient method of transporting

small amounts of freight.

After the publication of this consultative document in

September 1975 the CAA held a "full programme of consultation
20

and discussion" with users and providers of air freight

and it continued to undertake related researches in freight

matters. In February 1976 the Authority used its ^Official

record Series 2* to make an announcement on *Freight

21
Regulatory Policy* setting out a new set of principles which

22
were to 'guide the Authority* in freight cases in the

near future.

23
The new Freight Regulatory Policy entailed the

reduction of the minimum consignment size ^or both 'standard*

and 'specific* 6A licences to 500 kilograms (but

consolidation of loads smaller than this would still not be

allowed). An experiment was proposed that on the UK to Hong

Kong route there would be no minimum consignment size or

20. See ATLN No. 203 24:2:76 p.15.

21. Ibid.

22. Ibid.

23. ATLN No. 203 24:2:76 p.15.
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prohibition on consolidation of loads. This experiment

would be monitored in order to test the effect on

scheduled service freight tariffs (scheduled operators could

compete on the UK - Hong Kong route as, being a cabotage

route, it is not governed by IATA regulations). No new

limitations on the number of operators or cargo flights would

be introduced at the present and * specific * licences would

continue to be issued on the basis of foreeast demand. The

Authority concluded the announcement by stating that its

outlined policy would not preclude any of the parties from

advancing arguments that it should not apply in a
that

particular case and/such arguments would be considered in

deciding an application.

From the above account it is clear that the CAAs

development of freight charter policy represents a movement

away from the •caselaw* method of developing regulatory

policy towards a more positive regulatory procedure. The

Authority led the way in reshaping the industry and did not

merely await applications. It used its rulemaking and

enunciatory p»owers to give operators warning of its

conclusions and the policies they would have to argue

against at hearings. Obviously a place still exists for the

public hearing in arguing individual applications on the basis
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of demand or diversion but a question has arisen

concerning the hearings role in developing general policy.

In 1975 we saw that some operators felt that they had fallen

between the stools of consultation and public hearing.

Perhaps the consultative procedures were hampered by the

provisional nature of the CAA's findings andj perhaps a

regulatory body may be obliged to take some decisions on

the basis of informed surmises rather than detailed

calculations^but some airlines have felt that they might have

been given greater opportunities to review the CAA's

calculations.

Apart from the complaints concerning consultation* of those

with scheduled service interests ',the procedure adopted in

developing freight policy has been successful. Certainly the

criteria governing CAA licensing decisions have been set

down clearly. This procedure of consultation, announcement and

then hearing has provided a model which could prove useful

24
in developing other areas of regulatory policy.

94, A minor example of the 'consultative document' was the
letter of 2nd January 1976 circulating a 'variation of
the Scheme of Airworthiness Charges'. This document
was drawn up after consultations with 138 organisations and
the Authority invited comments on its proposals.
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(iv) Conclusions on the role of hearings in developing

or disclosing policy

The above attempt to sketch the development of policy

lines on the major issues of scheduled and charter

competition may have given an idea of the way the public

hearing has been set in a background of other methods of

forming or disclosing policy. I will now describe the

role of the he curing in more general terms.

Firstly we may note that the public hearing has not

always been required in licensing (e.g. it was not required

to allocate the first round of ABC licences). On the other

hand the public hearing has proved important in cases where

objections have been made and it has been used by the

CAA on occasions to examine the financial or other arrangements

of an operator. The importance of the public hearing thus

varies according to the sphere of policy examined (e.g. ABC

charter policy or long haul competition policy). In some

areas it is crucial(in others it may not be required. In
addition one might distinguish the role of the hearing in

deciding the application of a given policy to an individual

case from its role in introducing or developing a new policy.

We have seen that in certain areas the hearing has produced

a case law giving definition of principles beyond that offered

by the Policy Guidance, (this was the case with short haul
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scheduled service competition policy)|in other areas (e.g. long

haul charter policy) the cases proved less helpful as

applications tended to be almost unique.

Case law has been supplemented by other methods of outlining

the CAA's policies, I now examine the use of these other

methods before returning to the questions of whether reasonably

good standards and principles have been developed and how the

CAA * s reasons for decisions have been used.

(a) CAA Annual Reports

The CAA has not used its annual reports to make policy

announcements as the ATLB had formerly done (e.g. the ATLB*s

1962-3 report at paragraph 8 gaveadetailed analysis of

competition principles and the 1968-9 report was nsed to

argue the case for minimum price control on inclusive tours

in detail).

Although operators would divine certain general policies

from reading the CAA*s annual report the Authority has used

other methods such as the announcement in its Official R cord

or the trade circular to publicise its proposals. The annual

report has been reserved for general accounts of progress

rather than detailed analysis of policy.

(b) Rulemaking and the use of Proposals

The CAA in a number of occasions used its Official Record

Series 2 to propose changes in the licensing system or to lay

down guidance of a detailed kind. It has increasingly done this

as its expertise has goown and after it has conducted research

on a matter which has allowed it to define a policy closely.
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Thus major examples of such announcenents were the statements

on "Criteria for licensing competing airlines or\. short-haul
1 2

rentes" of March 1976 and on "Freight Regulatory Policy"

in February 1976. These statements were considered by

airline representatives to be most helpful in informing them

of CAA policy and in indicating exactly what should be argued

at a hearing. The statements also represented a return to the

early ATLB philosophy of attempting to set down detailed

guidance and a departure from the ad hoc approach of the

late ATLB and the early (inexperienced) CAA.

The CAA has on a number of occasions used the Official

Record to propose new policies or changes in the licensing
3

system e.g. it made a proposal on 'Special Event Charter
4

Flights' to include a condition in licences that no passenger

should be allowed on football special flights without a ticket,

and in February 1976 it used the Official record to propose

the adoption of certain conditions in affinity group licences

to East Africa.5

The CAA has used the Official Record (Series 2) announcements

to propose changes in the Series l6 definitions of licences (as

in the above examples of East African ABCs and Football specials).

1. ATLB No. 207 23:3:76 Part 4.2.

2. ATLN No. 2G3 24:2:76 Part 4.2.

3. This facility is provided for by Regulation 9 of the 1972
regulations.

4. ATLN No. 203 24:2:76 Part 4.2 p. 14.
5. Ibid.

6. Series 1 of the CAA's Official Record contains a list of
definitions of the various classes of licence, the standard
conditions attaching to licences and lists of standard
tariff provisions in licences. Thus a licence may contain
standard term by reference to Series 1 which is updated
from time to time to give details of changes in licence
definitions.
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This procedure allows operators twenty-one days in which to

make representative*o the Authority (under Regulation 10) but
7

does not necessarily involve the use of a public hearing.

In the important Pait Charter case of 1974 the Authority did

call a public hearing (after scheduled licences had been

redefined to allow 50% part charter facility) because

objections were made to applications for the new Class IB

licences. The Authority treated this as an issue of new

licences (and not a redefinition of old licences^in order

to facilitate the holding of a public hearing.

Series 1 of the Official Record has been used to

I
extend an operators knowledge of events affectxng his competitive

position. Thus it has been used to attack the problem of

international fare approvals. Provision 1 of an

international air service licence provides that the fares

applying should be determined by reference to the relevant

3
IATA fare approved by the CAA. \ problem for the smaller

charter operators, who are not IATA members, has been that

a scheduled airline e.g. B.A., might gain approval for a

promotional fare in IATA and have it approved by the CAA

without the charter operators having had an opportunity to

contest the approval.

7. Regulation 9 treats any change in the Schedule of terms
applying to a licence as a variation of the licence and
thus an objector desiring a hearing could under
Regulation 10 make a representation or an objection
(which would require the calling of a public hearing).

8. The Secretary of State for Trade administratively
delegated to the CAA the function of approving international
fares in 1972.
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In the years before 1974 the CAA tended to approve

IATA fares without a great deal of fuss. It might give

notice in Series 2 of major approvals but often a charter

operator would have had little chance to make a Regulation

lO representation.
9

In the *Part Charter* case of 20th and 22nd March 1974

the CAA accepted that charter operators would find it difficult

to gain information about IATA fare resolutions in sufficient

time to object to them and it undertook to publish in Series

2 of its Official Record "brief particulars of its international

tariffs approvals so that those who may be affected by them

may make further inquiry". Charter operators were thus to be

given more information concerning these approvals but they

still had little opportunity to object since they were given

notice of accomplished facts in all but a few cases. The whole

issue arose in the *Group 3* case and produced a new kind
of 'public consultation*.

The Group 3 fare was a promotional fare available to groups

of three people travelling between London, Spain and Portugal

agreed outside the main IATA manchinery by BA, Iberia and TAP.

BA brought the fare, which threatened to undercut charter fares,

to the EAA for approval in early 1976. British charterers

found out about the new fare (not through Series 2) and Britannia

Airways wrote to the CAA demanding an opportunity to make

representations on the matter .

The Authority considered the issue important and arranged

for a 'public consultation* to be held at its headquarters in

9. Pa®e 6 paragraph 2.
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March 1976. At an open meeting which lasted for over two

days a paael of the CAA heard argument from most of the

independent airlines, about a desen tour organisers, BA and

Iberia.^ This was neither a formal hearing (formal

procedure was not observed) nor was it a mere discussion. The

panel cross-examined parties (especially BA) and a

detailed debate was conducted (in which the independents

argued that BA was offering the services at uneconomic

costings). The Authority gave its decision in a public

statement. It tightened the conditions relating to the

groups and it put up the fares by 15% before approving them.

(In addition to deciding thus the CAA criticised BA's

advertising the fares without stating that they were subject to

approval and it stated that the Group 3 pricing> demonstrated
that the normal scheduled service fares on theroutes were too

high^ ) The Panel at the Group 3 hearing told charter

operators that applications for fare approvals would in future

be published in Series 2 and twenty-one days given for

objectors and representations.

There appeared to be different views concerning the use of

policy proposals in conjunction with open hearings of the above

kind. Some in the industry felt that a new procedure had been

10. See *Air Fares are set fair* by Alan Day. Observer 28:3:76
p. 19.

11. See *Scandal by Sky High Air Fares' Sunday Times Business
Section 9th May 1975.
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developed for future use, others considered that the 'Group

3* was a hearing to end all such hearings. Whichever view

was correct it is clear that the CAA has increasingly relied

on its (Regulation 9) power to publish proposals affecting

licensing conditions to allow airlines twenty-one days to make

representations. By publishing proposals the CAA has

extended its consultative powers and indulged in a kind of

preliminary rulemaking. If one accepts that the consultations

produced can be effective (and in the Group 3 case the fares

were substantially varied before approval) then it

seems that the CAA has in Series 2 a useful tool to use in

regulation and one which increases openness.

In assessing the CAA*s use of rulemaking powers and

announcements it must be noted that on some occasions the

announcement has not fitted in smoothly with the public hearings

system. *wo cases involving the licensing of sole use charter

flights involved the use of such announcements to poor effect.

On the 18th and 19th of June 1974 British Executive Air

Services Ltd. applied for a Class 7 licence authorising sole use

12
charters with Bell 212 Helicopters. Before the hearing

began the Chairman read a statement that had been circulated

to parties before the hearing. The statement explained that

the Authority had introduced licensing of sole use charters of

helicopters above the Air Operators Certificate weight limit

on the 1st of September 1973. Its reasons had been twofold*
»

firstly^o improve its knowledge of operators fitness for safety

12. Application 7/90065.
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purposes and secondly to examine and if necessary control.,

any large scale operation of helicopters to North Sea Oil

and gas installations by UK registered aircraft controlled

by foreign interests. The statement concluded,

"Inmaking this decision the Authority did not have
it in mind to regulatecompetition between British
operators of helicopters serving North Sea oil
installations and at the time of decision did not

have it in mind that such regulation was necessary.
It is therefore, in our view for the objectors
in this case to persuade us that the regulation of
competition in this area is necessary."

This statement made at the eleventh hour put an enormous
\ '

burden on the objectors, Bristow's Helicopters, and certainly

surprised them. They asked for an adjournment on the grounds

inter alia that; (1) the Chairman*s statement had materially

altered the basis upon which objections could be made, (2) insufficient

time had been given for drafting evidence and calling witnesses

to support a case for the regulation of competition and

(3) Bristows wished to employ counsel. BA ^ielicppters) supported

this application for adjournment.

The Authority rejected the plea for an adjournment saying thfrt

the statement "did not introduce any fresh evidence into

the case" and that "it was a statement of existing policy and

did not raise matters not already in Bristow Helicopters
13

knowledge". British Executive Air Services believed they

could make a good case for the grant of a licence but considered

that in the light of the Authority's statement it might not

be necessary to do so.

13. Decision 7/90065 p. 1.
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Bristows argued the need for regulation and protection

of their service quoting paragraphs 11 and 13 of the Guidance

(relating to the duty to ensure an economic return for

efficient operators and the avoidance of undue fragmentation

of effort).

The Authority granted B.E.A.S. a licence but was careful

to state,

"Not withstanding the Authority*s statement of policy
we nevertheless paid ful^attention to the substance
of the objections made."

The CAA quoted tha *least restraint* provision of paragraph

7 of the Guidance in its favour and emphasised its views

that competition would be healthy, It refused to accept the

principle that investments in equipment,made by Bristows before

the Authority*s decision to license sole use charters entitled

them to protection from competition.

A similar case was heard on the 14th of May 1974 relating

to fixed wing aircraft. The Green Shield Trading Stamp Co. Ltd.,

applied for a class 7 sole user charter licence.^ Merlot

International Aviation Ltd. objected. Before and during the

hearing the parties were told that the Authority had not so

far found it necessary to use the licensing system to regulate

competition between British air taxi operators using fixed

wing aircraft, and that,

"It was therefore tor the objector to convince us that
a change in this policy was justified."

14. Decision 7/90065 paragraph 21.

15. 7/90063.
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Having considered this statement of policy Merlot

decided to withdraw their objection. They told the Authority

that a main purpose of the objection had been to establish

what the Authority*s policy might be towards competition

among air taxi operators.

These two last cases stand on their own in one respect*

they dealt with the question of whether licensing applied to

competition at all and did not concern an announcement of

policy in an existing licensing system. Nevertheless they

demonstrated a lack of understanding between the Authority and

sole use operators. Although policy has now been made clear

the procedure for its .announcement was both expensive and

cumbersome.

Another form of announcement4besides that in Series 2 or

made by the Chairman of the panel at a hearing has been the

circular to the industry. This was used in the CAA*s 1975

statement of 'International Air FreightCharter Services* when

the document setting out guidance was given to operators in

the process of consultation concerning a developing policy and before

a round of licensing hearings. The Air Freight circular appears

to have been the only example of the use of such a procedure.

Apart from criticisms from scheduled operators that it

presented them with a fait accompli,the circular seems to have

been successful in disclosing policy at a mid-point in

research on a matter.
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The CAA has thus used announcements in circulars and

•Series 2' both to inform operators of a proposed policy

and to clarify the pninciples that it will adhere to In

decisions. In addition it has published reports resulting from

its own researches into a regulatory problem. Such research

reports give the operators a detailed knowledge of the

Authority's developing policy and have given them guidance

in planning, investing and applying for licences. Thus the

CAA has published reports on 'International Air Freight

Services']"6 on Air Transport in the Scottish Highlands and
17

Islands and a number of booklets on airport planning

policy. In addition it has, of course, used the results of

unpublished reports to lay down detailed policy (for instance

in setting down criteria for licensing competing airlines

on short haul routes! °

(c) The Policy Guidances

As seen in the discussion of scheduled and charter policies

above the two Guidances have given operators considerable help

in judging long term licensing policy. The second Guidance

especially, gave clear indications on long haul scheduled

service policy, on the Gatwick preference, on short haul

routes, on Concorde; Skytrain and on B.Cal.'s preference. The

16. CAP 379.

17. CAP 1974.

18. ATLN No. 207 23:3:76 p.8.
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first Guidance was argued in many cases and in some casez,

19
e.g. the Brussels case of December 1973, was found

decisive. Nevertheless the Guidance, although of vital

importance, did not offer very precise guidance, for example *n

competition . matters and it was left to the CAA to do

this both in case decisions and in statements of criteria

such as that relating to short haul routes made in March

1976.

(d) Other Methods of communicating policy

The civil aviation industry is a tightly Knit community

and there are various sources of knowledge relating to CAA

policies and desires besides those mentioned above. The staff

of an airlines licensing dividion gain information by

informal contacts since the CAA officials discuss many matters

in co-operating with them, for example to produce the information

required by the CAA as evidence for a case, in developing a

new policy (e.g. on cargo charters) or in ironing out costing

problems. Since interpretative discussions are conducted

constantly between CAA staff and at least the larger airlines

on various matters (generally relating to information the

CAA desires from the operator) the flow of information may be

taken to be extensive. Thus if BA economists were discussing

the European fares structure with the CAA*s ECS men then it

would become clear to each group where the others stood. BA

19. Application A15922 of 2L:12:73.
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would consequently have an insight into the developing

CAA policy on European fares going beyond that derivable

from formal policy announcements or decisions. The flow of

this information is obviously erratic (smaller operators would

not know as much about CAA European fares policy as BA) but

those most directly affected would have the most extensive

knowledge of CAA attitudes.

The operators in addition gain knowledge of the CAA's

objectives in the course of consultations. Whereever a

proposal to vary a licence has been made in Series 2 then

operators have been given opportunities to make representations

On some major policy mattersj e.g. international fares and cargo

charter policyj consultations have been held, on others e.g. Fly

Drive tours (there have been less. In general those in the

airlines appear to be critical of the CAA's consultative

procedures, arguing that the Authority tends to have its

own ideas and put them to the airlines in a hurried fashion.

This may be an understandable reluctance to admit that the

Authority is developing skills equal to those of the airlines

(most airlines do argue that in their areas they have greater

expertise than the CAA). However over the last two years

there does appear to be increasing respect for the Authority

in the industry. As well asconsultations on specific topics

the airlines have a continuing relationship with the Authority

allowing a flow of ideas.

This is not to say that opera oors would be given an idea
whioh

of the chance/ an application might have. Once an application
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is made the CAA will treat it formally. Informal relations

such as those described above, dicta in public hearings and

statements by Authority members or staff will relate more

to general policies than to specific cases.

In addition to the indications of CAA policies ga£necj.

by the above methods(opeaators will consider the objectives
of CAA decisions made without public hearings and tariff

approvals. In this way a policy such as the liberalisation

of inclusive tours may show itself without coming to a hearing.

The public hearing has not proved to be indispensable in

the process of developing new policy. The CAA has used a

number of devices to introduce change. Thus Fly Drive

tours were licensed experimentally after little consultation.

ADC * s avoided hearings and the new cargo charter policy used

consultation and hearings. The mode of introducing a change

depends on the complexity of the problem, the state of CAA

research and whether the operators can agree on a policy

before it is taken to the length of a hearing. Even in

cases where a hearing follows a policy announcement, as in

the cargo charter case, those objecting to the CAA*s procedure

argue for fuller consultation rather than the abolition of

public hearings procedures. The latter are desired even if

they make no difference to the CAA because they give the

airlines a chance to publicise their case.

As a means of gaining information concerning CAA policies
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the case decisions given after public hearing are just one

method amongst others. One might still question whether the

reasons for decision given at public hearings have been

used to proper effect.

CAA Reasons for Decisions

In examining reasons for decisions one can consider them

in a number of ways, asking e.g. Is the reasoning in a case

or series of cases consistent? Does the reasoning in a case

or a series of cases disclose the real grounds for a decision?

Do reasons for decisions allow one to diagnose a continuous

line of policy?

In looking at civil avifction cases one must consider

whether the balance of flexibility versus consistency or

disclosure is just and workable. Thus one would expect the

Authority to give a reasonable indication of the true grounds

for a decision (provided confidential matters were not involved)

but one would not expect it to conform to a rigid system of

precedent or to allow prior decisions to hamper the industry.

One would expect reasoning in an individual case or a small

group of related cases to consistently reflect a known policy

but one would not extend that policy too far.

Judge Henry Friendly, in his book *The Federal

Administrative Agencies, The need for a better definition of
20

standards*, criticised the CAB for its failure to develop

standards* In his account we saw that failure to develop

standards and deal with the real reasons for decisions had led

20. Harvard 1962.
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to inconsistencies. As a veteran of the U.S. Civil

Aeronautics Board Bar Judge Briendly argued that the CAB

had failed to develop standards adequately,even given that

there were certain difficulties in drawing parallels between

cases. He gave examples of decisions which were inconsistent

21
in themselves and with stated overall policy and examples

22
of cases failing to disclose the real bases of decision.

He criticised the CAB for acting in an ad hoc manner, for

providing little real help in understanding its governing
23

principles and for arriving at no understandable statement

23
of licensing criteria or the weight attributed to different

factors in decisions.^5
Could one criticise the CAA on the same lines? Firstly,

it might be said that the CAA has been given instructions on

general policy matters in the Guidance of a kind unavailable

to the CAB. Thus it has managed to avoid confusion in such

broad matters as scheduled service competition policy. Any

decisions *countering* the Guidance can usually be justified

by reference to other paragraphs in the Guidance or as

exceptions based on expediency.

Secondly, one might question whether the CAA has maximised

the opportunities given in case decisions to disclose its

21. See Ibid pp 7 8— 105

22. Ibid

23. Ibid

24. Ibid

25. Ibid
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grounds for decisions. In doing so it must be borne in mind

that the Authority has been left an area in which commercial

judgement has to be exercised in a dynamic and complex

situation. The CAA should be allowed a generous breadth of

discretion and freedom to make its decisions meet the requirement9

of a particular situation. Also it must be remembered that on

a number of topics, e.g. short haul competition policy, the

CAA has, by methods other than case decision, given detailed

disclosures of principles,standards and policies.

The main ground for criticising CAA decisions and

reasons is that they have not always given sufficiently

detailed indications of the findings of the panel in the

individual case. Staff of airline licensing departments have

tended to agree in telling me that their main worry has not

been finding out what the CAA's policy on a matter was (although

this has caused difficulties) but find&gout which set of facts

the Authority has taken as correct in deciding a case.

A fairly common situation for an airline representative

is that he submits traffic figures, forecasts etc., for an

application, an objector will do the same and the Authority

will have its own set of calculations in its panel brief. The

Authority will decide and disclose in its reasons that it felt

X*s figures were *too high1 or 'over optimistic* or, more

rarely it might say that *h3Uanee of advantage* lies with giving

Y a licence. The applicant may not know whether the CAA
i

believes the objectors figures and he usually will not be

given an idea of the CAA*s figures or economic assumptions
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(though in some major cases, e.g. the Skytrain decision o.f

1972;more information may be given).

Airline representatives have suggested to me that the

CAA has not attempted to give detailed reasons for decisions

because the Authority feels that to do so would expose it to

controversy, political comment, arguments of a precedential

nature and to appeals.

The issue of detailed reasoning has been raised by the

Secretary of State on appeal. The case in question was the
26

grant of a licence" to BMA to operate the route East Midlands

and/or Birmingham to Copenhagen on the 11th July 1974.

At that hearing BMA applied for the above licence and

to revoke the existing Birmingham sector on B/is Copenhagen

27
licence. BMA argued that the Midlands had been inadequately

served by BA, the Birmingham stop had never bean operated by

BA. BA argued in objection that they had decided in October

1973 to operate on the route as from April 1975 with jet

aircraft and had advanced this date to the late summer of 1974*

in addition BA had large investments in Birmingham which

required this route for a return. A disagreement arose as to

traffic forecast and cost figures, BA claiming that the BMA

forecasts were over-optimistic.

The Authority decided that the route could not support two

operators and considered that public needs would best be met

26. IB /24252.

27. IB/24079.
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by BMA proposals. The short 'reasons for decision' (eight

lines), did not discuss the traffic figures involved but

merely stated that the advantage to passengers of BMA

proposals (facilities from both East Midlands and Birmingham

plus the availability of day returns) "outweighs the
28

prospective use of jets on the BA service in 1975".

BA took the case to appeal. In a letter of lOth April

1975 (published by the CAA in their official record ATLN 161

under regulation 16(11) of the 1972 regulations) the Secretary

of State for Trade upheld the CAA's decision. He said that

the CAA had demonstrated conformity with the policy Guidance

but he noted that the Authority had not chosen to pursue the

question of the conflict of evidence concerning the cferoand

from the East Midlands Airport by calling for further

evidence from the parties. The decision continued to state

that in the Secretary of State for Trade's view,

"more attention might be given in future cases where
the issue is of importance to the reconciliation of
different forecasts, either at hearings or in the
Authority's reasons for decisions. In the present
case the Secretary of State accepts the Authority's
j'udgement and does not find that the appellant has
shown substantial reasons for preferring their proppsals".

In this appeal decision we saw the weight given to

paragraph 7 of the Policy Guidance (stating that the Secretary

of State will uphold the Authority on appeal unless substantial

reasons for departure are shown). It seems that here the

Secretary of State was less than satisfied with the decision and

reasons of the Authority.

28. Decision 11:7:74.
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In this Copenhagen case we saw an example of the kind

of reasoning that gives little help to airlines. Here the

dispute was in the main about facts. The reasons for preferrin

BMA»s to BA* s service were given as the availability of East

Midlands airport as well as Birmingham and the day return

facilities (an advantage to *a considerable number of passengers

British Airways contested this finding on appeal,arguing

that even on the London to Copenhagen route;less than 0.5%
of passengers used the day return facilities. BA also

contested the advantage of having two airports saying that

the two servedcatchment areas that largely overlap, BMAs

estimate of one-third traffic from East Midlands was alleged

calculated merely by 'rule of thumb*.

The Authority decision, phrased in terms such as "public

needs would best bet met by the BMA proposals''^ did not help
resolve these factual issues and gave little indication of the

Authority's feelings as to the true situation. The airlines

and the Secretary of State were left in the dark.

An additional factor entering the case which might

explain the vagueness of the reasoning was the hostility of

the Authority towards BA. After this case BA felt that, due
i

to a misunderstanding concerning BAs intention to commence

operations on the route,the CAA had decided the case with
the feeling that BA had defaulted in their failure to start

the service.
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Misunderstanding or not, I think the case is an

example of the ^incentive to meet demand* principle. It does

seem that the CAA was hard on BA because they had been slow

in satisfying demand. BA did argue that non use of the

licence was irrelevant and licensing should be wholly

prospective - I do not think the CAA took that view. It

may have been a very useful practice of the CAA to

encourage large companies, especially BA, to operate with speed.

I do not comment on that now'(I merely point out that there

is evidence that the use of such a background policy to decide

cases has produced sets of reasons that do not accurately

reflect the bases for the decision. The policy would have

been clear had the figures and findings been resolved and a

statement made by the Authority that BA had defaulted. In some

cases we did see such a statement that the existing service

had failed to satisfy demand;e.g. in the grant to B.Cal. of

a London to Brussels licence (A15922) on 4th December 1973

the Authority stated that it accepted B.Cal. evidence that

BA was unable to accept bookings from "a significant number

29
of potential passengers". In other cases such as this one

30
there was merely the undertone of a punitive attitude.

31
As I noted above this case also involved the failure of

the Secre. tary of State for Trade to clarify an appeal dispute

29. Decision A15922 paragraph 15 4:12:73.

30. Although in their expansion of reasons for the Secretary
of State*s appeal the CAA more openly stated that in
considering the effect of the Policy Guidance on the case
it had noted that BA had held a Birmingham to Copenhagen
licence for seven years but had never operated it (see
supra 4.3 p. 8 2 0^

31. Section 4.2 p . 7 12
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concerning bAs argument that a precedent existed which

urged the protection of the existing service. The failure

to resolve that issue only added to the confusions surrounding

this case.

The same problem of failure to disclose the findings that

founded a decision was seen in another case that was takento

appeal invoMng BA and BMA. This case also involved a

finding of inadequate BA service - it was the grant to BMA
32

of licences to Aberdeen and Saraburgh from London and

revocation of the Gatwick to Aberdeen sector of BA's

licence.

BMA argued that th# BA service from Heathrow to Aberdeen

and Smmburgh was inadequate. BA replied that jet capacity

on the Aberdeen route would shortly be increased, that the

route to Aberdeen woul i not support two operators, that the

BMA application for a direct S^raburgh service was unjustified,

that BA pad purchased HS 748 aircraft especially to operate

the Aberdeen-Sumburgh leg of the route and that the CAA's

own report on Air Transport in the Scottish Highlands and

Islands concluded that the Aberdeen route was not yet ready

for competition.

In a short decision (fourteen lines) the CAA stated that

it was satisfied that a direct SAmburgh service was required

and there was a need for increased Aberdeen services. It was

convinced that the oil industry justified additional services

32. Licences IA/20114, IA/20115.

33. No. IA/20031.
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which did not appear to be forthcoming from BA. The

Authority considered it right to transfer the Gatwick route

(licenced to BA) to an airline with early plans for operation.

The CAA refused BMA a Birmingham to Aberdeen service in order

to protect the 8A operation on that route.

The decision to allow competition on Aberdeen to London

involved the licensing of competition on the lowest traffic

figures yet. BA appealed against the decisions. The BA

representatives were particularly concerned that the reasons

of the CAA did not go into any detail as to their findings

of traffic figures or diversion. BA said in their submission

to the Secretary of State,

"In their reasons for decision the Authority merely say
a direct link between Sumburgh and London is desirable.
No explanation is given as to what is meant by
•desirable* and the evidence given clearly shows that
in the interest of sound, reliable and economic services
it is totally undesirable and totally against the
requirements of the Act and of the Policy Guidance.""

BA were equally disturbed that the decision did not say

why "there is a need for increased Aberdeen services" and did not
i

specifically deal with the harm to BAs service from Heathrow

to Aberdeen. The decision had stated that increases did

•not appear to be forthcoming from BA1 yet the Authority had

noted BA evidence that they had increased and were increasing

capacity on the route. In addition BA complained that

no justification was given for the CAA statement that oil

development justfied additional services beyond those BA

was supplying.

34. BA Appeal Submission p. 6 of appeal XA 20114.
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In this case the punitive aspect shows more clearly

than in the Copenhagen case. BMA had argued that BA had,

"ignored the demand from the public by not introducing a

35
Gatwick to Aberdeen service". The CAA in its expansion of

reasons noted that BMA forecasts were optimistic, it accepted

BA purchase of aircraft (approved by the Department of Trade)

for the Sumburgh route but found that evidence of the inadequacy

of BA services was confirmed to some degree by the evidence

of BA itself. The Authority repeated the importance of

adequate services on these routes.

Again the dissatisfaction of the Authority with BAs

performance showed as a current in the opinion. The weight

given to this as a factor is disguised by the lack of treatment

or explanation of individual issues. British Airways must have

been aware of this dissatisfaction but because of the paucity

of the reasoning(would have difficulty in weighing its

influence and in assessing the CAA*s idea of the scheduled
i

operators duties.

On occasions it has not been clear whether the Authority

has relied wholly on its own figures in judging traffic or

diversion or has relied to some extent on the operators

themselves. We know at least that the Authority relies upon

the returns of the operators for its own figures. We saw in

two cases involving applications for the Teeside to Amsterdam

35. BMA Appeal Submission p. 6 IA20114.
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36
route in September 1972 and January 1973 the weight the

Authority would place on an operator's own estimate. In the

first case Dan Air was refused a Teeside licence after

B.Cal. objected in defence of their Newcastle-Amsterdam

service. B.Cal. had estimated potential diversion at 9%. In

the second case B.Cal. had revised this estimate to 5% which

"impressed" the CAA as did new evidence of business demandy
and the licence was granted.

Thus ,in the absence of an explicit finding (as in the

above case) on traffic figures) parties might have been in doubt
whether either o^^jggo^contradictory sets of figures put by parties
was accepted or/the Authority has its own calculations to rely

upon.

Another example of a case where the reasons of the Authority

have been criticised as bearing little relation to the

arguments of the hearing was the 29th January 1975 decision

to give BA a Southampton to Glasgow licence. B.Cal. argued at

the hearing that the licence should be restricted to Viscount

aircraft and a two year licence. The Authority asserted these

conditions merely stating of the two year condition that it

would give them an opportunity to review the position and the

plans of B.Cal. B.Cal. later pointed out to me that the

short decision gave little indication of the importance of

this point in argument ©t the hearing.

36. Dan Air Applications A14966 and A15195.
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On the 7th of November 1974 the Authority granted Air

37
Anglia a licence for a scheduled service Edinburgh/Hull/

Kirminghon/Norwich/Amsterdam and refused Peters Aviation Ltd.

38
a licence for a scheduled service from Norwich to London.

The reasons for this decision left doubts as to the real

grounds. B.Cal. objected to the Air Anglia application that

it would divert from their own Glasgow/Newcastle/Amsterdam

service and that the interline facilities offered by the Air

Anglia service would favour foreign operators. At the

hearing B.Cal. lad evidence that Air Anglia's timings were

set to interline with KLMs international services.

Peters Aviation Ltd. applied for a Norwich to London

service that would have allowed international passengers from

East Anglia to interline on British operators flights from

London.

The Authority refused Peters and granted Air Anglia a licence

saying that it chose to protect the Air Anglia Norwich-

Amsterdam service,

"because of the importance of the local traffic
it carries and because of the inter-lining
facilities".

The C.AA then added that since it felt the economic climate was

not suitable for new entrants to the field of air transport it

would not give Peters Aviation any scheduled services until

the company was more firmly established.

37. IB/24255.

38. Application IA/2Q116. ^uPra PP» 843-4»
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After this decision the parties, especially B.Cal.,

were confused about the reasons given since a major factor

was the interline facilities that Air Anglia offered. B.Cal.

had argued strongly that these facilities would operate against

the interest of British international operators. The question

arose whether the CAA had chosen to further the interests of

passengers at the expense of British operators - it was left

unanswered. The final statement, doubting the advisability of

giving new licences to Peters Aviation gave the impression of

being a rationalisation of the decision to protect Air Anglia.

Any information the Authority would have had about Peters

Aviations finances would not have been available to the other

parties - thus,e.g., B.Cal. would not have been able to assess

the influence of this latt statement given the reasons. B.Cal.

would not, in considering an appeal, be able to separate reasons

from rationalisations.

The Authority*s reluctance to disclose its own findings

or estimations of facts on another occasion produced comment

from the Secretary of State on appeal. After the CAA had

allowed Dan Air to compete with Cambrian on the London to Isle

39
of Man route Cambrian appealed. The Secretary of State,

40
in ordering a rehearing , stated that his task had been made

39. Decision IA2012 of 8:8:74.

40. Letter of j&th May 1975.
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more difficult because the CAA had not attempted to quantify
41

diversion in its decision. On rehearing the Authority

demonstrated its displeasure at the Secretary of State's

comment, arguing that it "did not see how the panel at the

original hearing could have been expected to quantify

diversion in the future if the airlines involved are now

42
unable to quantify it in retrospect". This case and the

Secretary of State's attitude showed that,unless the CAA

discloses its findings of fact it becomes very difficult to

start to consider policy matters.

The BMA application for an East Midlands/Amsterdam/Rotterdam/
43

Dusseldorf application of 7th November 1973 provided another

example of the Authority's reasons not detailing arguments

made. BMA had been refused Dusseldorf by the ATLB in 1966 and

again in 1969 when BEA objected in defence of services from

Birmingham. At the 1973 hearing BMA argued that East Midlands

services would not affect Birmingham and quoted from the

transcript of a recent Birmingham/Brussels hearing

during which BEA agreed with that point. BEA argued that the

Birmingham/Brussels route was not comparable and that anyway

in that decision the CAA had indicated that it thought there

would be diversion.

41. Decision IA20122 of 23:9:75.

42. Paragraph 22 of Decision of 23:9:75.

43. A 16018.
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The CAA granted a licence to Amsterdam stating that

it considered a joint Amsterdam/Dusseldorf serveice

Sensible. On the Dusseldorf section the licence was

refused.

The Authority gave as it Is, reasons • that it did not

think it wise to licence additional services of marginal

value from East Midlands Airport if they could compete with

Manchester and Birmingham, that it wished to see the

Amsterdam service developed before befng extended to Dusseldorf

and that consequently the Authority felt that ,in this case, the

seeking of the necessary traffic rights would scarcely be

justified.

The decision raised a number of points. Firstly the

Authority did not pass judgement on the question of diversion

from BEA (apart from stating that a licence might be given

on evidence of further growth). Secondly it did not comment

on the argument as to the analogy with the Brussels case or its

own findings in that case. Thirdly the decision was unusual in

offering some guidance to BMA as to the future onus it had to

discharge in order to obtain a licence (this would please

KC Davis more than other decisions). Fourthly, the Authority

seemed to weigh up the cost to itself, the Governments involved,

and other Authorities in gaining traffic rights against the

gain to the operator and concluded that in marginal cases the

benefit of the doubt was against the applicant.
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In spite of the (laudable) indication given to BMA

that an extension of the licence might be considered in

the future,the reasoning again failed to give all the

information it might have done concerning the parties

arguments. The conclusion on Dusseldorf seemed to be that

"all things considered we feel it would be best not to license

BMA on this route yet". No attempt was made to quantify estimated

diversion from BEA.

Thus it appears that, occasionally at least, the

Authority's reasons for decision may be criticised for their

omissions either to state facts found or to comment on a prior
; '

case or an argument put to it. Even if the Authority does

not follow precedents it would be helpful if it attempted

to distinguish ♦similar* cases when giving reasons, for the

sake of consistency. Advocates appearing before the Authority

consult past cases on a matter in order to discover a trend

in policy (the panel brief contains details of relevant cases)

and short terra consistency is expected. In cases,such as those

concerning Casablanca and Copenhagen discussed above)this

requirement was the stronger because the Authority was

considering a first decision given in terms of general

principle. On occasions the Authority would invoke a 'general

principle* in deciding a case and in doing so it would throw

light on its reasoning, ^ In granting a licence to

Alidair for an East Midlands to Copenhagen service on
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44
12th January 1975 the CAA said that it would not protect

BMA in a monopolo^' position explaining,

"We appreciate also that the entry of new airlines
needs to be carefully controlled to avoid undue
fragmentation of effort. On the other hand this
cannot mean that no new operators should be licensed
as the industry must have new blood."

Such principles offered some guidance,though this was

not infallible (the above spirit of enterprise did not

ensure that Peters Aviation Ltd. were given a Norwich to

London licence two years later). As we saw in the section

on precedent some arguments were given consistent weight

(e.g. Mr. Crush for Dan Air successfully argued the Gatwick/
45

Heathrow catchment area distinction in one case by quoting
46

another ) but no concessions were made by expediency to

consistency in such matters - in charter cases Exceptions*
47

would be allowed for the sake of passengers or the operator

and in other cases exceptional licences have been allowed for

the sake of flexibility (thus BMA was given a Manchester-Palma

48 .

licence in January 1973 after it had produced little evidence

of viability because the CAA knew the airline would review the

operation).

44. Application A15006.

45. Application A 15946 of 10:10;73.

46. Application A 4560/9 of 29:3:73.

47. e.g. Lakers were given a charter licence to Beirut on 30th
January 1973 to avoid 'embarrassing' them without commensurate
benefit to scheduled operators.

48. A 15227.
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The Authority has only on occasion given rulings on

hypothetical cases and these have generally been indicators

of its attitude,given a development on the route inquestion.
49

Thus in the Dusseldorf case mentioned above the Authority

hinted that; after development of Amsterdam;Dusseldorf might

be added. Another example of a CAA *hint' was the suggestion

made in the tariff decision of March 1975^ that B.Cal. should

submit a further application relating to the question of

whether BA*s Glasgow Shuttle service constituted unfair

competition. B.Cal. did so and in October 1975 a £2 Gatwick

differential was allowed.

Against those criticisms of CAA decisions it must be noted

that in many important decisions the CAA has given very full

reasons making its position clear (e.g. Skytt-D.in and the grant

to B.Cal. of a Brussels licence in 1973). It has had a wider

area of factors to consider than had the ATLB and it has

decided against a far greater body of background information.

In addition it has used other rulemaking methods to clarify issues

arising in cases.

In conclusion it appears that_on policy matterssthe CAA

has in general managed, by case law and other ( more

important) methods, to let the operators develop a working

knowledge of its principles. Where the Authority has sometimes

failed to give a clear exposition of its reasoning this

appears to have been caused by its failure to make clear its

49. See CJi. 4.3 p g 1 4 A 16013 of 7th November 1973.

50. See paragraph 38 of decision.
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findings and to disclose the contents of the CAA brief.

Some have argued that the CAA should use the American

method and have representatives arguing their case at

hearings. Even if this procedure might be cumbersome because

of the restriction on arguments concerning confidential matters,

the suggestion of its use points to the need for the Authority

to disclose more clearly its calculations, findings and the

contents of the panels brief. Such disclosure would allow
<

the operators to scrutinise the Authority's figures and

assumptions and as well as aiding understanding of caseSjWould,

by topping the airlines expertise, produce more solidly based

figures. Scope would still be left for the Authority to make

commercial judgements of a kind which cannot be easily

justified by reasons and ordinary case decisions would be more

meaningful.
i

It is worth considering briefly the CAAs reasons for

decisions (given under section 24(3) of the 1971 Act) in the

light of the legal requirements of reason giving. A tribunal5^"
might give inadequate reasons in a number of ways e.g. it might

refuse to give reasons, it might give incomplete or incomprehensible

reasons}or it might give reasons evidencing a mistake in law.
As may be deduced from my account of CAA reasons it appears

that;apart from the mistake in law, since the CAA has not

refused to give reasons the main question is whether it's

51. Section 5(3) of the 1971 Act provided that the CAA should be
considered a tribunal under the Tribunals and Inquiries Act
1971.
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reasons have been full enough to be intelligible.
5*1

Megaw J. in the Re Poysar and Mills Arbitration Case

stated that reasons "must not only be intelligible, but...
53

deal with the substantial points that have been raised".

Reasons should deal with points individually. Megaw J. repeated

the Byser ruling in Giv audan & Co. v. Minister of Housing and
54

Local Government
, stating that a Minister*s letter which was

so obscure that it left doubt as to his reasons (it stopped

short in the middle of discussing an inspectors report and

referred to an irrelevant Act) therefore failed to comply

with Regulation 11(1) of the Town and Country Planning Appeals

(Inquiries Procedure) Rules 1962 and the decision should therefore

be quashed.
55

A number of cases however have questioned the extent to

whicli a failure to give adequate reasons can be taken as an

error on the face of the record (if the testing of this

adequacy involves the consideration of matters beyond the face

of t lie record) or have questioned whether the inadequacy of

reasons can be a ground for questioning a decision."*6 The courts^

52. [19641 2 QB 467.

53. Ibid p. 478.

54. [1967] 1 WLR 250.

55. e.g. in Re. Allen and Matthews Arbitration 1971 2 QB 518, see
Mountview Court Properties Ltd. v. Devlin and Others (1970)
21 P & CR 689 esp. Ld. Parker at 695.

66. See e.g. Brayhead (Ascot) Ltd. v. Berkshire County Council
[l©64] 2 QB 303 especially Winn J. at page 314.
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for these purposes(have been prepared to distinguish inadequate
57

reasons from mistaken reasoning or wrong reasons. Thus in

the Poyser case the concern was with adequacy of reasoning

when individual issues were considered, Tn the Iveagh v. Minister
58

of Housing and Local Government case the concern was

merely with whether the correct tests had been applied or the

right issues considered.

Another problem for reviewing courts has been the qpestion

of the extent to which an appellant would have to show the

existence of an alternative course of reasoning or show that

an alternative course of action should have been considered.

The assessment of such matters thus involves the problem of

the extent to which a court will review the merits of a

decision.

In support of the Povser rule,Donaldson J. in Westminster
59

Bank Ltd. v. Beverley C.C. stated that a Minister's reasons

given in terms as general as, "it would not be right to prejudice

the local planning authority's scheme by permitting

further development..." would have constituted a misdirection

by failing to consider a substantial point had not the

reasons given referred to an inquiry report which in turn

dealt with the point.
0o

Although the case of Poulton Square Properties Ltd. v. LCC

offers some authority for the view that reasons should merely be

57 . Iveagh v. Minister of Housing and Local Government Jl962]
2 QB 147.

58. Ibid.

59. [1969] 1 QB 449.

60. (.1965) 63 LGR 158.
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independent and separable for a decision to standit

appears that the Poyser rule is preferable and carries more

61
weight.

A Commissioner under the National Insurance and Family

. . 62 «.

Allowance Acts has reinforced this view in deciding mat

the review decision of a medical practitioner on behalf of the

Attendance Allowance Board, which was expressed in a single

sentence(repeating the relevant statutory clauses prefaced by,
"I am satisfied that..."(constituted a failure to give reasons

and an error of law justifying questioning the decision. The

Commissioner had considered that a conflict of evidence before

the medical practitioner should have been resolved. He said

that the decision did not disclose enough since,

"It affords no guide to the selective process...in an
administrative quasi-judicial decision the minimum
requirement must at least be that the claimant looking
at the decision should be able to discern on the face
of it the reason; why the evidence has failed to
satisfy the authority... a decision based on a conclusion
that the total effect of the evidence fails to satisfy,
without reasons for reaching that conclusiog^ will in
many cases be no adequate decision at all."

He remitted the matter back to the Attendance Board for

reconsideration. The Chief CoramissioiB: under the National

Insurance Acts approved decision R(A) 1/72 in setting aside

a decision of the Attendance Allowance Board _ (case R(A) 1/73)

61. e.g. S.A. De Smith injudicial Review of Administrative Action*
prefers Poyser.

62. Decision (R(A) 1/72) of 1972.

63. R(A) 1/72 pp.2-3.
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on the grounds of non-compliance with the rojulation 14(2)

duty to give reasons. The main question in this case was

whether a child's disabilities satisfied 'the medical

conditions' for an Attendance Allowance. Two doctors had

given conflicting evidence to the Attendance Allowance Board

and this evidence conflicted with He claimant's own evidence.

The Chief Commissioner found that the Board hadrecorded

"hardly any findings" on the evidence of the doctors or the

claimant.^* He indicated *hat to note that a point had been

made was to record evidence and not to show acceptance of it.

He admitted that what constituted sufficient reasons varied

infinitely from case to case but said,

"They must be adequate so as tiot to leave the claimant
guessing as to why she lost. Where there is a conflict
of evidence lt> may be possible toggive reasons sufficiently
without indicating dirggtly or indirectly which
evidence is accepted." J

He concluded that the reasons given were 'seriously

inadequate' and did not comply with regulation 14(2) - the

claimant could not tell whether her evidence had been accepted

or not or whether and which.of the doctors evidence had been
> '

accepted. The decision was held to be erroneous in law and

set aside.

64. R(A) 1/73 paragraph 27.

65. Ibid paragraph 29.
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The cases looked at above indicate a movement towards

the disclosure of adequate reasons to the parties involved.

When we attempt to assess the significance of this movement for

Civil Aviation cases we are faced with a problem, viz. what can

be expected in an area involving both expert judgement and the

use of detailed and confidential information?

The Franks Committee noted this problem. It favoured usig
66

reasoned decisions as far as possible. A written decision

would ensure fuiler consideration of a decision and reasons were

essential in order to indicate grounds of appeal and the case a

party would have to meet. The committee admit ted that,

"in the simpler types of case and particularly where
the decision turns on the expert judgement of the
tribunal itself rather than on the application of
stated law to proven fact, it may only be possible
to give a brief statement of reasons, for example
that the evidence of one party has been preferred to
the evidence of the other, or that having heard the
arguments and inspected the premises the tribunal
considers that the rent should be X. But gg^erally
fuller reasons for decisions can be given."

In Appendix B of its 1972-3 Report the Council on Tribunals

published a letter to the Department of Health and Social

Security for circulationto Chairman of Supplementary Benefit

Appeal Tribunals. In the letter the Council noted that it had

considered the adequacy of reasons given by Sepplementary

Benefit Appeal Tribunals following indications of concern.

66. Franks paragraph 98.

67. Ibid.
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The Council reported its agreement with paragraph 98 of

the Franks Report and stated that the courts had indicated

that reasons, to be adequate,must deal with substantial points

and be clear and intelligible so that a party affected by a

decision could tell the reasons for it.

At paragraph 5 of Appendix ii the Council stated that in

all tribunal cases it should be possible to record the

salient facts. Facts should therefore be specific and not

referred to obli quely or by formula.

Reasons leading from facts to decisions ought to be

clearly identified ;and formulas such as "The tribunal was

satisfied..." avoided as the latter gave no reasons and did

not allow identification of considerations. Such reasons

would be inadequate. The Council added* that even where

decisions were concerned with technical correctness something

could be said to relate a decision to the facts. Thus tribunals

should: (i) State the findings of relevant facts; (ii) State

why ane account of events is preferred to another where relevant

facts have been in dispute; (iii) State the reasons leading

to the decision, being (a) specific, (b) dealing with all points

of substance, (c) capable of clear identification.

What should be expected in aviation licensing decisions?

We may first of all admit that as ^ar as judicial

review is concerned a court would be reluctant to review an

expert body like the CAA, firstly because the Authority is

expected to exercise discretion and judgement against a

68. 1972-3 Report Appendix. B.
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background of knowledge, policy or knowhow that it would be

difficult to disclose. (tfe even saw Megaw J. admit in

the Iveagh case that judgements of architectural value allowed

a greater looseness of reasons than other more precise

assessments)* secondly because insufficiency of reasons would

most probably be due to lack of disclosure of findings on traffic

figures or forecasts and the non-disclosure of such is provided

69
for in the Act and regulations | and thirdly, even if figures

serving as bases for decision were not disclosed it would be

difficult to argue that these did not serve as part of the

Authority's background expertise. Most decisions made by the

CAA do not fit the model used in the Ppyser case. A number of=

arguments may be used but it is accepted that the Authority

will use its extensive own knowledge in deciding a case and this

it would be very difficult for it to attribute weights to all

factors considered.

In this respect the Authority is expected to d«cide on a
70

balance of advantage. The Copenhagen case involving BMA

exemplified the use of brief reason giving. In sua eight line

decision the Authority stated that "public needs would best

be met by the BMA proposals" which offered day return facilities

69. Civil Aviation Act 1971 Section 5(2)a, Section 24(4),
Regulation 12.

70. Application IB/24252 of 11:6:74.
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and would use two airports instead of BA's one, advantages

outweighing the use of jets by BA. BA in appealing claimed

that these reasons did not deal with their arguments

adequately.

Even considering such a case as the above, which constitutes

one of the CAA*s most unhelpful, it is very doubtful whether

a court would review the Authority's decision. The courts do
bear in mind the nature of the discretions and functions given

71
to administrative bodies in reviewing them and it would take

improper or mistaken reasoning or a decision clearly failing

to deal with any major issues before a body like the CAA would

be overruled by a court of law. No airline has yet brought

an action in the courts to reduce a CAA decision.

If one considers the spirit of the Poyser case and the

72
statements made by the Council of iribunals *" relating to

findings of fact jthey appear to urge such bodies as the CAA to

give generous accounts of the facts found. This would involve the

CAAs putting some of its own calculations up for public scrutiny.

It has done this in some cases but it is hoped that this will

become standard procedure.

_ - _ A 4/^vvvSfc tolije Ac
p!s§2^ £6nd§nSl974. Judicial Review of/3rd ed.# 1973 ch.6,

72. In the 1972-3 Report Appendix B (especially paragraph 5).
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F The CAA as Regulator

In this section I will discuss the broader setting of

the hearings system and the way the CAA has used its powers

to regulate the industry. I am concerned in doing so to

examine whether the expert body,combining adjudication with

administration has been able to combine the two in a

satsifactory manner. Above I have discussed the CAA*s

adjudicatory difficulties and how it has approached them. I

will now consider whether it has achieved its administrative

objectives.
1 2

The Edwards Committee the White Paper of 1969 and the

Conservative Government of 1971 saw the CAA as a body able to

lead the industry by positive regulation rather than as an

agency like the ATLB which relied largely on the airlines'

initiatives. On examination of the four years of CAA regulation

it is clear that the Authority has increasingly extended control

as its confidence in its own ability has grown. It has

licensed experimentally and it has not been slow to lead the

way in restructuring various markets.

3
In the first year the CAA proudly announced that it had

thken Ma leading part in securing international agreement on

the introduction of...the ABC". The Authority had set out to

replace affinity group charters with ABCs and had pushed the

ABC, its own concept not that of the airlines, in negotiations

1. Edwards page Xiii, paragraph 1085, paragraph 1046,
paragraph 655(7).

2. Cmnd. 4213 paragraph 87.

3. 1972-3 Report page 25.
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with the IS and Canadian authorities. the CAA then invited

airlines interested in the ABC to negotiate for licences

and these were granted without formal hearings. The

introduction of ABCs was an outstanding example of a

positive act of regulation by the agency.

In the same year the CAA took up and promoted the
4

new Advanced Purchase Excursion (APEX) fare on North Atlantic

routes after BOAC had proposed it. The Authority was engaged

in a long series of negotiations with the US CAB in an

attempt to allow these promotional fares. In addition to these

moves the CAA approved the Lakers *Skytrain* cheap North

Atlantic fare in September 1972 and, with the DTI continued to

press the American Authorities for the approval of Lakers as

designated carriers on the route.

In taking major initiatives to develop ABCs, APEX fares

and Skytrain the CAA grasped the nettle of restructuring the

North Atlantic market and by no means relied upon the

airlines to dictate the shape of the market.

On other matters the CAA has used its researching and

licensing powers to dictate the future position of airlines.

Thus the 1974 to 1976 review and relaxation of international

cargo charter licensing resulted after the CAA responded to

pressures from operators and conducted an extensive review of

4. A scheduled equivalent to ABC charter fares.
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of the problem, result ing in its 'consultative1 report.5
The introduction of 'Part Charter* facilities on

scheduled service flights, although resulting from BA

initiatives in IATA, produced the CAA's re-classification

of the Class IB licence in 1974. This, together with the

Authority's liberalisation of inclusive tour licensing,

represented the rewriting of the charter/scheduled service

balance along lines devised by the CAA.

The introductions of Fly Drive tours and of the £2 Gatwick

discount were the results of suggestions coming from operators

and calalysed by the Authority. At tariff hearings in 1975 the

Authority made suggestions that B.Cal. should apply for the

Gatwick discount and)after close consultations with BA and

B.Cal. concerning the relative costings of the services,the

discount was granted.

The CAA has been given a number of researching

responsibilities and its ability to analyse figures coming

from operators in order to plan future policy has been directly

related to its regulatory activities. Because CAA staff have

been able to investigate in great detail such matters as

European Fares, the scheduled and charter balance, international

freight charters and domestic fares.it has been able to lead

5. * International Air Freight Services* (CAP 379) September
1975.
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operators in introducing changes. In addition to these

researches into markets and pricing the Authority has of

course engaged in wider research work. The report

*Air Transport in the Highlands and Islands* (CAP 1974) which

had been ordered by paragraph 21 of the first Guidance set

out future Scottish policy in great detail. Over the years

the Authority has produced reports on such matters as airports
7

development (on a regional and national basis ), aviation
0

costing (for assessing operating costs), the economic effects
9

of night noise restrictions and in a host of safety and
10

operational matters. Where it has not produced formal reports

it has been able to set up teams of staff to study certain

problems and report on these to their superiors.

It is in domestic tariff matters generally that the CAAs

managerial role has emerged most clearly. In the summer of

1972 the Authority consulted the airlines providing domestic

scheduled services on the purposes and methods of regulating

fares in an attempt to simplify procedures, give the airlines

flexibility and protect consumer interests.** The airlines

6. Another example of the CAAs investigating and reporting
on a regulatory problem was given on 8th January 1976 when
the CAA published a report on overbooking. The Authority
proposed a compulsory scheme for compensating airline
passengers turned away after double booking.

7. See e.g. CAA 1973-4 Report pp. 27 - 31.
8. Ibid p. 33.

9. Ibid p. 33.

10. Ibid p. 49 an example of such a safety report was "The
Avoidance of Fatigue in Crews" (CAP 371).

11. Annual Report 1972-3 p. 27.
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opposed suggestions by the CAA that pricing freedom be allowed

on domestic routes and argued for the retention of the

existing system whereby operators agreed on prices (avoiding

price competition) and submitted these to the CAA for approval.

In domestic tariff hearings the CAA has been given

the role of setting fares at levels giving a return to
12

efficient operators and, although this function has been

limited by the Authority's duty to comply with Governmental
13

pricing policy and the fact that few operators have made
14

money on domestic routes, it has had to calculate suitable

fare levels on the basis of its own knowledge. In doing so it

has had repeatedly to urge the airlines (especially BA) to

make their fares fully remunerative and to review the costing

figures submitted to it at tariff hearings.

12. As provided for in paragraph 22 of the first Guidance and
paragraph 16 of the second Guidance.

13. The Authority was given a duty by the Counter Inflation
(Modification of the Civil Aviation Act 1971) urder 1973
(SI 1973 No. 810) to have regard for the pricing code in
setting tariffs. The CAA interpreted this to mean that
it should consider the Code but that it need £ot follow
it precisely and that the Code overrode the Guidance (see
p. 219 1973-4 Annual Report of the CAA).
The Authority's problem of reconciling its objectives under
the Price Code with those under the Policy GMdance was
resolved by the Counter-Inflation (Modification of the
Civil Aviation Act 1971) Order 1974 under which the
Authority's duty to have regard to the Price Cpde was made
subject to its obligation to comply with the Policy Guidance.

14. e.g. Operators lost £12 m. on domestic routes in 1974
(August 1975 Tariff Decision p.7), they lost £6 m. on non-
trunk domestic services in 1974-5 and £3.4 on these routes
in 1975-6.
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In most tariff cases the Authority has set its
L

fare levels according to the Governments Price Code ot
t

it has chosen to accept one ' ~ > operators arguments
i

rather than anothers. Thus in the October 1975 tariff

hearing it felt that the proposed £23 tourist fare (London

to Glasgow) from B.Cal. evinced the keenest desire to make

services profitable. This fare was imposed on BA, who had

asked for a £22 tariff, and that airline later notified

passengers that fares were set higher than it desired because

of CAA demands.

In that decision the Authority had chosen between

different airline desires and it had limited its role. In another

October 1975 tariff decision the Authority went further

than this in applying a fare structure on a route when

neither of the two operators involved desired it. After

the Authority had granted B.Cal. a £2 discount from Gatwick

on the Glasgow route it added,

"We have decided to grant this Gatwick discount on
the Belfast route too, even though British Midland, the
incumbent airline opposed it."

The Authority felt that the logic of the discount applied to

Belfast as well as to Glasgow; it dismissed BMA fears of

BA retaliation on the Belfast route saying that it did not

believe that,

"British Airways could hold BrJ^ish Midland responsible
for the Authority's decision."

15. Paragraph 26 of October 1975 Tariff Decision 26/75.
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In forcing the discount on BMA, who considered that

it had little effect besides losing then £2 per passenger

carried, the CAA took a step forward in assuming positive

control of the structure of the industry. BMA, who had

only been given a two year licence for the Belfast route

in January 1975*6 after B.Cal. had ceased to operate, were

placed in the unenviable position of operating at the mercy

of the giant BA and of being compelled to operate at a

fare they did not want knowing that they would soon have

to apply to renew their licence.
17

At the next major tariff hearing on 30th March 1976

the lack of agreement between BMA and the CAA came out.

Mr. H.M. Crush for BMA argued that the discount had made no

difference to traffic and that the Belfast experiment had

failed.

He continued to argue that the discount only meant that

BMA would lose more money on an unremunerative route and that

it should be stopped. He suggested that the CAA, in imposing

the discount had stepped too far into the boardroom management
18

of BMA. Mr. A.D. Heard for BA pointed out that neither

BA nor BMA wished to continue the discount.

16. Decision IA/20136 of 29x1:75.

17. Decision 5/76 of 1976.

18. Representatives of other airlines have indicated to me
that they consider the CAA*s action to be reasonable
given its role but some others have agreed with Mr. Crush
that the CAA has tended to interfere with airlines
management too much.
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The CAA decided to retain the discount since it had only

been operated for seven weeks and it was too soon to tell

whether the discount would increase the use of Gatwick.

Following questioning from the CAA panel BMA admitted at the

hearing that they had not promoted the discount (since BMA

wanted to minimise the propo «- tion of passengers using the

off peak discount). The Authority stated that,

"We should expect British Midland to promote this
discount moregactively than they have so far felt
able to do."

Thus the situation had arisen in which the operator was resisting

the Authority s policy and the Authority was able only to

use its licensing renewal powers in attempting to

promulgate its marketing policy.

This case was the first and major instance of airline

resistance to CAA management but it did demonstrate the

difficulties to be faced by the Authority when regulating

positively.
20

Since the Authority has been given the function of

approving international air fares and since it is responsible

19. Decision 5/76 1976 paragraph 25.

20. The Secretary of State delegated this function to the
CAA in 1972.
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for licensing on international routes, it has attempted to

build up its knowledge of the international market in order

to regulate positively there. Thus we saw that after

it had conducted extensive researches into the European

market by close analysis of individual routes in the years

21
1974 to 1976 the Authority in the 'Group 3* decision

demonstrated that it would no longer sit back and accept

22
IATA fare resolutions without question. Having assumed

responsibility for restructuring the scheduled/charter

balance on international routes the Authority has set out to

act as a major regulator of scheduled fares. The Chairman of

the CAA, Lord Boyd-Carpenter, has underlined this

assumption of a positive regulating function on international

fares in arguing that the IATA fare setting structure with

its unanimity rule prevented effective pricing and saying

of IATA that,

"It would be be^er to wind it up and go back to the
drawing board."

The CAA has shown that it is prepared to take responsibility

for international and domestic fares and route structuring.

21. Of March 1976 see above, page

22. The Authority only approved BA's fares after raising
tariffs 15%.

23. Lord Boyd-Carpenter 'Where is UK Civil Aviation Going?*
The Thirty Second Branker Memorial Lecture 3rd February 1975.
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Having discussed the extent to which the CAA has

been prepared both to shape the industry on the basis of

its own calculations and to impose its own marketing
/

policies on airlines in individual cases the questions

arise to what extent has the CAA acted paternalistically

in regulating airlinesl how far has it assumed

responsibility for,or interfered in matters of airline

management?

Both the CAA and the AXLB had duties to consider

the financial standing of companies and this would involve,

in some cases consideration of the viability of major

projects put forward by applicants. The authorities have

gone further than this. We saw that the AXLB would consider

the profitability of a route before allowing it - thus it

was possible for the AXLB to say Mthis will not divert but

we refuse because we are not confident of viability". The

ATLB did refuse because of such fears (e.g. the 1968 refusal

of a licence to BUA for the North A lantic scheduled route).

A clear set of principles did not emerge for there were

exceptions - some companies were given the opportunity to

chance their hand,others were not. There had been a rule

that the operators own judgements on pricing would be

respected on loss making routes where the operator could charge
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what he considered the market would bear - however this broke

down when BEA was overruled on a domestic fares issue in

24
such a case on the 24th of February 1965.

The Select Committee of 1967 did not want the Authority

to continue to take such paternalistic decisions and said,

"The applicant ^should have been left to judge their
own interests."

That Committee felt that air safety would be covered by

Board of Trade regulation.

The Edwards Committee did not specificaly take up

the debate on paternalism that the Select Committee started^

but their recommendation that the new Authority,

"should take a more positive responsibility for the
economic regulation of the airlines: should make more
searching examinations of their financial prospects
and results,"

implied a continuation of this reviewing function.

The Labour White Paper of 1969 continued to say that the

future Authority would be responsible

"for shaping route networks and for measures to
strengthen the industry*s structure. It will
have to consider what roles are needed and are

available for airlines to perform and thg^ability
of particular airlines to perform them."

24. See T.M. Qwilliam *The Regulation of Air Transport*, Yorkshire
Bulletin of Economic and Social Research May 1966 p.31.

25. Select Committee 1967 IV 47.

26. Edwards paragraph 655(7).

27. White Paper paragraph 87.
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The White Paper stated that the Authority would sometimes have

to cftose a sector of activity to new entrants or to *encourage

or discourage* certain kinds of diversification. It

envisaged regulation by consultation but definitely saw the

CAA as an expert body influencing all major management

decisions and being in a position to assess for itself most

proposed operations.

The First Policy Guidance merely stated that,

"The Authority should seek to ensure that the scale
and character of the operations of Brit^gh airlines
are within their skills and resources,"

and that in allocating licences the Authority should consider,

"the suitability of particular air^nes to engage' in
particular types of operations..."

How has the Authority shown the balance of managerial

responsibility in the cases? Let me first make clear what

is meant by 'paternalism* here. It is the Authority's making

a commercial decision for the good of an operator irrespective

of the operator's expressed desire. This t might be

justified as an act to protect the public interest but the

essence of such a decision is the substitution of CAA judgement

for that of the airline, made primarily for the airline's good.

If the issue of diversion, and harm to others, is not

involved the question arises;should the Authority trust the

28. Paragraph 11.

29. Paragraph 12 (Paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Second Guidance
repeated these provisions).
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operator's judgement or use its own 2 Thus, in the latter
case need and demand would have to be shown even if an

I

application was unopposed on the grounds of diversion. The

Authority might substitute its own judgement either on a

question of an individual route and its advisability, or on

a matter affecting the whole financial standing of a company

(e.g. its suitability to undertake scheduled operations).

Commercial review would shade into the Authority1s

function of reviewing the financial standing of the company for

safety and operational purposes.

In a number of cases we saw that the Authority took a

liberal line. Although it could review the judgements of

operators it was prepared in some cases to allow them rein,

pernaps more so where the operator was experienced in general

or on the route in question.
3

This policy of enterprise was seen in the Cannonball decision.

The Authority gave B.Cal. a number of long haul licences,noting

that any operator would be likely to make a loss during the
!

development years. It admitted that where the operators resources

are limited,

"some element of3jisk is involved in granting licences
for new routes,"

but continued,

30. A 152SO of 17 s 8:73 .

31. Ibid decision paragraph 29.
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"However we feel bound to give weight to the
judgement of an operator who, having assessed
the situation to the best of his ability, is
prepared to take the risks involved in
developing such routes. Save therefore in
cases in whicn these risks seem to be

excessive, we feel it is right in principle
to allow a competent British operator to have
the licences he seeks for new routes. Unless
some chances of this kind are taken British
civil aviation will become static and lose the
taste and capacity for adventurous expansion."

This quotation indicates that 'competence1 should

give an operator a degree of freedom to rely on this

own commercial judgement (we will see later that there

are exceptions to this rule). In some cases the desire

of the Authority to provide competition;or an additional

service has induced it to relax the requirements to show

firm demand and allow the applicant the benefit of the

doubt. Thus when Atfdair applied for an East Midlands/
32

Copenhagen licence on 8th November 1972 BMA drew attention

to past failures on the route and damage done thereby to

their own services. The Authority felt BMA were asking for

protection of a monopoly^ it noted the previous casualties but

considered that control of new airlines should not prevent

the infusion of 'new blood' into the industry. Alklair was

given the licence, the Authority stating that their forecasts wece

'a reasoned and reasonable attempt to gauge the viability of the

33
proposed service'.

32. A 15006.

33. Ibid paragraph 9.
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Similarly the social need for a Belfast to Gatwick route

34
led the Authority to give BMA a licence in January 1975 in

spite of its accepting that BMA would not make a profit for

a number of years.

It appears that the Authority's liberal policy depends

at least to a degree on absence of diversion. The ATLB was

concerned to protect public and operator, the CAA seems

more inclined to protect other operators - it is more willing

to let an operator risk his own money. Thus BMA was given
35

a scheduled service licence from Manchester to Palraa in

January 1973. The Authority was,

"not fully convinced of the viability of the service
proposed, and thought that BMA had produced little
evidence to show why they should succeed w^gre others
had thought it might to suspend services'*.

Nevertheless it granted a licence because BMA did not propose

to operate the licence until 1974 and would review their

operations before then.

This last case showed that far from being paternalistic}

the Authority would in certain circumstances allow an operator

freedom from regulation. It had not been the CAA's policy to

give licences for operations in the distant future before yet

here it did so. In doing so it demonstrated its confidence

in the operator's judgement as it did in the Cannonball case.

34. IA/20136.

35. A 15277.

36. Ibid last paragraph of decision 16:1:73.
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B.Cal. appears to have been trusted to take care of

its financial position and not to abuse freedom given to

it. The Authority removed B.Cal.'s frequency restriction
37

on the London to Amsterdam route in September 1972 after

B.Cal. had argued that this would give them flexibility in

long term planning and that their record showed they could

operate responsibly given unrestricted frequency. The CAA

noted that paragraph 7 of the Guidance demanded the 'least

restraint' on the industry consistent with achievement of

objectives and paragraph 17 gave the duty to allow B.Cal. to

develop.

There were limits to the freedom from regulation that even

B.Cal. would be allowed. In March 1973 B.Cal. sought to add

over forty additional optional points br their licence A 11292

on the grounds of flexibility.- that it would allow them to react

to the market without the necessity of a large number of

applications to the CAA. BOAC argued inter alia that to

grant such a licence would be an abdication of CAA control.

The Authority considered that, whatever the policy may have

been, it was not in the interest of British civil aviation to

grant such wide ranging applications to operators with no

firm plans to use the pooxts licensed. It granted extension

of the licence to only six of the points mentioned these

tvslSig the subject of firm plans to operate.

371 Application A 9658/1.
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In its general policies of liberalisatione.g. by

granting five year blanket Class 3 inclusive tour licences

after 1st January 1974 and by relaxing Class 6 cargo charter
I

licence conditions the CAA has further extended the airlines

operating freedom once they have shown that they have

sufficient financial strength.

When did the Authority overrule a company's judgement then?

A prime example was the June 1975 decision on British Airways

and Dan Air's application for licences from Somburgh to

38
Stavanger. Dan Air argued that the existing charter

operations did not give an adequate service to individual

passengers and that the time was right for this traffic to

be carried on shceduled services. Dan Air invoked paragraph 14
39

of the Guidance and argued that their service was compatible

with that of BA. BA however objected, as did Air Anglia, that

such a scheduled service would not be suited to the oil rig

traffic, the small number of rigs would not support a scheduled

service.

BA proposed a S mburgh to Bergen service of 3 flights a week

and a Samburgh-Bergen-Stavanger service of 3 flights a week in

order to connect with domestic flights. It would carry the

traffic now operated by charters. BA submitted forecasts based

38. Application IB/24279 and IB 24274/1.

39. "The Authority should further the maintenance and
development of a viable network of scheduled services."
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on extensive market research which it was unwilling to

reveal. Air Anglia objected in defence of its own Aberdeen

to Stavenger and Bergen service which had started only in

1974 and added that there was insufficient traffic to support

the operation.

The Authoritysdecision was of great significance. On the

Dan Air application the CAA noted the reference to paragraph

14 of the Guidance, said that this was relevant Min theory** but

that the practical question of traffic sufficiency was the

crux of the matter. The Authority said that Dan Air had failed

to persuade them that traffic would support their service,
40

thus the Guidance would not be served if there was no demand.

On the BA application the Authority said that the Board

had to show both that there was sufficient traffic for the service
» /

and that diversion from Air Anglia would not be excessive. The

Authority said it could not accept the traffic and growth

figures of BA without production of the market research sources,

Xt indicated the difficulties of having three sets of figures

from Air Anglia, BA and Dan Air, all of which conflicted. It

considered whether the Guidance was overriden by the national

need for oil but concluded that neither civil aviation nor the

40. In particular the CAA did not feel that a scheduled service
would commend itself to the oil rig traffic, now using
charters because of all the variables involved. A charter
service was more adapted to oil rig needs - it could wait
for delayed traffic a scheduled flight could not.
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oil effort would be served by the licensing of scheduled

services with little or no hope of success. Both applications

were therefore refused.

There nay have been an element of CAA protest concerning

BArs refusal to disclose marketing research but;still,the

case was important in that the main grounds for refusal was

not diversion but non-viability. Dan Air and BA had both

considered the services to be worth operating. Dan Air is not

an inexperienced company and BA combines the huge expertise

of BQAC and SEA yet the Authority overruled their judgement.

It may have been in BA*s case that pressure to supply the

service for national needs had been applied - but even so,

the decision to try to operate was one made by BA in full

knowledge - they were overruled on a matter of commercial

judgement.

The CAA was concerned to bring the over optimistic operator

back down to reality and the decision shows it was not

afraid to counter BA in such a matter. One can easily accept thfct

the Authority by using its acquired knowledge and expertise,

by consultations and hearings, can in judging an application;be

in a better position than a small operator or charter

company. The CAA has shown that it considers its position

adequate to review BA. In denying a licence to BA the Authority

was not so much acting in BA*s interest as attempting to

stop BA*s running a loss making route by cross-subsidisation.

The decision may thus be seen as a demand

*that the Authority itself must be given figures and
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information upon which it can judge costing. It was a

statement that the Authority would not be by-passed even

by BA.

On other occasions the Authority has licensed

experimentally to test whether a demand existed. In March

1974 in the 'Fly-Drive' decisions the Authority gave licences
41

for a number of fly drive charters. In its decision the

CAA said that demand appeared small but,

"we think it sensible to test the demand by a
limited authorisation on routes where there should
be minimal damage to scheduled services: the markets
reaction and the e£|ect on competitors will be
closely examined."

It therefore granted three out of eleven applications. In that

case we saw the Authority co-operating with the airlines in

judging both demand and diversion instead of relying totally

on the applicant's or its own,judgement.

There have been two general reasons for the CAA's reviewing

airline applications where harm to other operators hasj not

been at issue; it has been given duties under the Act and the

43
Guidance firstly,to see that an operator is not in any danger

of running into financial difficulties or collapse in undertaking

41. Decision 26:3:74.

42. Section 22 (2)3 of the Act orders the Authority to refsse an
application it if is not satisfied that the applicant's
resources are adequate in respect of the activities proposed.

43. Paragraph 11 of the first Guidance gave a duty to "seek to
ensure that the scale and character of the operations of
British airlines are within their skills and resources".
This was repeated in paragraph 2 of the second Guidance.
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an operation and secondly to see that the operation of a

44
route will further British civil aviation. It is under

the second heading that the Authority will consider

whether it will allow an operator, in no danger of collapse,

to operate a route. Since 1974 the Authority has set out to

make domestic fares fully remunerative and to cut down

unnecessary cross-subsidisation. Thus the Authority has had

to consider whether an operator will make a return on a

route not simply to protect the airline^ but in order to keep
control of its pricing policies.

The panel of the CAA receive in their brief reports on

the costings relating to a route and reports on the general

financial position of the applicant (derived frcm routine

returns from the airline). The approach of the CAA*s staff

appears to be that .though they are "not in business to protect

45
people from themselves" they will consider not merely whether

the company has sufficient finances for safety purposes but

also whether the route will give a return. As well as enforcing

the Authority*) costings policy this approach attempts to

restore reason to the over optimistic operator, to bring the

efficiency of the operator into consideration and to protect

44. e.g. paragraph 12 of the first Guidance and paragraph 3
of the second urge the CAA to licenae so as to bring the
"greatest benefit to the public and the industry" (paragraph
3 of Cmnd. 6400).

45. Comment of EcS official (interview April 1976).
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the public interest. The Authority*s control requires a

close knowledge of airline costings and so the CAA has

been more concerned than the operators to examine costings

arguments and consider whether a route will be run

economically or not.

The argument from safety regulation is that the Authority

should stop operators from over extending themselves and

ending up by cutting maintenance costs dangerously or from

going bankrupt and inconveniencing the public. This of course ,

has had to be balanced with allowing operators a degree of

freedom and scope for enterprise.

The Authority has on a number of occasions refused

applications for financial reasons. The refusal to give

Pteters Aviation a licence for the Norwich to London scheduled

service in September 1974 was accompanied by the reason,

"We feel...that the present economic climate is not
going to make if easy for new entrants into the field
of air transport, and we therefore decided not to
award scheduled service routes to this company unt il
it had more firmly established itself through the
charter operations on which it has already engaged."

In 1973 in the early hearings on ABC licences
47

Donaldson International Airlines were twice refused licences

for financial reasons. The CAA, continuing the ATLB practice

^ Decision IA/20116 etc. of 7:11:74.

Decisions 2/15288 of 11:4:73 and 2/15852 of 5:6:73.
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of holding private meetings with operators whose
48

finances were questionable, met Donaldson International

in 1973 to discuss the company's fitness and persuaded the

airline to sell two aircraft in order to increase its

capitalisation. At the second ABC application when

arrangements farlhe sale of the aircraft had not been completed

the Authority declared that it was not satisfied with
49

Donaldson's fitness to operate ABCs.

50
In its 1973-4 Report the Authority stated that it

had begun to monitor airline results in order to identify

potentially dangerous Situations and to take a "broader

look at airline operations from the standpoint of their capability

and efficiency" but it admitted that much work was still to do

in that area.

In the case of the Court Line collapse of 1974 the CAA had

been concerned about Court Line's prospects at an early date

and had asked for cash flow forecasts to be submitted. When by

48. The CAA would call a private meeting of routine financial
returns or an airline's annual report were unfavourable.

49. Donaldson International Airways later ceased trading
in 1974.

50. Page 26.
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June Court Line had failed to produce these figures,the CAA

was considering using its section 23(3) powers to revoke Court
51

Line licences but was reluctant to do so because of the

consequences for intending travellers. After Court Line's fall

the Authority noted that the case demonstrated the difficulties

involved in using section 23(3) powers^especially in the

holiday season,but it saw the issue primarily as one relating

to Air Travel Organisers Licensing and not air transport

licensing. The CAA felt that the best way to avoid repetition

of the Court Line affair was to improve safeguards to the public

in the event of a collapse and to intensify reporting
52

requirements for air travel organisers.

The Authority has continued to extend its monitoring of

airline results and in licensing hearings (e.g. the Fly Drive

applications of 1974) it has granted licences( promising to
monitor results. (It has not yet stepped in to revoke or vary

a licence as a result of its monitoring of an operators

progress.) It has, with researches such as that into European

Fares, conducted with the co-operation of operators, increased

its surveillance of the industry. In addition to these growing

functions the CAA has developed as a mouth piece for British

51. See CAA Annual Report 1974-5 p.23.

52. See the section on Air Transport Organisers Licensing atpf, 6 2 8-6 3 2
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civil aviation in international matters such as ABCs,

international fares and conditions attaching to traffic

rights. Airlines have come increasingly to rely upon the

CAA in assessing their market position.

In order to guage the extent of CAA control over

airlines it is worth considering the use made of the

licence as a tool of control. Apart from granting a licence

which allows the CAA to impose controlling conditions on an

operator relating for exanpleto pricing, capacity, frequency,

type of aircraft, hours of operation or advertising the

Authority has the power to revoke, suspend, vary or refuse
53

a licence. Only rarely has the Authority used threats

of revocation or suspension in order to control an operator.

An example of such an occasion was the decision refusing
54

Donaldsons an ABC licence in June 1973 in which the CAA

gave that airline a strong warning, (following the "reckless

manner" in which Donaldsons Ltd. had taken ABC bookings after

the first refusal of a licence), that,

"continued conduct of its business in this way may well
compel the Authority to consiggr the position of the
corapany*s existing licences".

53. Under Regulation 6 of the 1972 Regulations.

54. Decision 2/15852 of 5:6:73.

55. Ibid p.2.
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In general the CAA has relied on the airlines need to

ren ew a licence as the main lever of control together with

those principles of case law establishing that the operator

failing to satisfy demand will leave himself open to
56

competition. The Authority has not used the 'use it or

lose it* clause to the same extent as the ATLB did in encouraging

57
the use of licences, rather it has tended to show

reluctance in defending the non-operating holder against
58

the competing application of a new operator.

The duration of licences has varied according to the

service licensed. The class 3B market licence for European

Inclusive tour may last for up to fiveyears whereas cargo charter

licences for specific routes and FlyDrive licences are normally

reviewed annually. On scheduled services the duration has

varied but usually an operator would be given four or five years

to allow profitability to be established. Where the Authority

has wanted to review operations on a route at an early date it

has given shorter licences. Thus when BMA applied for the

59
Gatwick to Belfast service in January 1975 they asked for a

56. e.g. BA on the Brussels Route - see case A15922 of 4t12:73.

57. Though it has used ite.g. when B.Cal. stopped operating
the Belfast route in Autumn 1974 their licence automatically
expired in March 1975.

58. As in the case of BMA's application for an East Midlands
to Copenhagen licence, IB/24252 on 11:6:74.

59. Application IA/20136 of 14:1:75.
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nine year licence and stated that they would not accept a

shorter licence.^ The CAA did not "take serious account" of

BMA* s statement that a shorter licence would be unacceptable

and, having heard B.Cal. (who had just left the route) ask

that a licence be limited to two years only, the Authority

gave a two year licence in order to keep the future

development of the route under review. The duration of licences

has thus been seen to be of some importance in spite of the

fact that it has always been open to an operator to apply

for a route and the revocation of an existing operators licence

in order to replace him. The reason is that in the case of

a renewal of a licence the existing operator and the

competitor would file competing applications which wouldbe

considered (with a certain bias towards the existing operator)

by the Authority. If an airline wanted to replace another on a

route it would have a heavier onus to discharge to show that

61
the existing service was deficient and that he could do better.

In any case the usual result of such challenges has been the allowing

of competition (where traffic would allow it) rather than the

substitution of the new for the old operator.

60. Decision Ibid note 2 paragraph 14.

61. See the above discussion of competitition cases.
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An example of a case in which one operator gained the

revocation of a point on another*s licence was B.Cal.'s

suecessful application in 1972 to delete6^ Casablanca from

BEA* s London to Agadir licence. B.Cal. had applied for
6 3

revocation before and been refused on the basis of BEA

traffic forecasts. When these forecasts turned out to be

wildly inaccurate the CAA allowed the revocation.

In general operators know that if they meet demand and give

a reasonable service then, unless another operator proposes

an obviously superior service, they will be protected on a

route. The CAA has however shown especially in the cases

involving BMA and BA on the Copenhagen and Aberdeen routes and

in the granting of a two year licence to BMA on the Belfast

service followed by instructions to promote the unwanted Gatwick

discount that it will use renewal powers and powers to allow

competition to influence operators. Staff of airline licensing

departments,spoken to after the reaffirmation of the Gatwick

discount on the Belfast route in April 1976 saw 3MA*s position as

very largely the result of its need to gain a renewal of its

licence in March 1977.

In the informal relations between the CAA and operators it

appears that neogifctions concerning the use of a licence and

informal •warnings* do not occur with any regularity. The

62. Application IB/24097 of 18:2:74.

63. Application A 6272/4 of 15:8:72.
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operators do on occasions either through statements or

attitudes expressed at hearings or by staff when discussing

e.g. costing figures, gain information concerning the degree

of CAA satisfaction with their performance. The CAA staff

do not saye.g. to BA, "meet demand now or face competition",

because operators are not slow to put in competing applications

where they might be allowed on the basis of the insufficiency

of the existing service. Thus the public hearing is usually the

first place where the CAA expresses its dissatisfaction with an

operator. The sheer number of routes licensed tends to prevent
Oust

the Authority*s reviewing service quality for itself/ it can

delegate this function to competitors.

As well as using licence renewal etc., powers to influence

operators the CAA has of course used its condition making
64

powers. By reclassifying licences in 1974 it has been

able to select areas requiring scrutiny and to liberalise in

other areas. The Authority*s broad condition making powers

have meant that in pursuing its various policies it has been

able to regulate in detail the operation of a service e.g. with

respect to destinations, aircraft, capacity frequency timings

etc.. In this respect the CAA has powers to control very

64. Section 22(5) of the Act provided that a licence might
contain such terms as the CAA thought fit. The Authority
monitors a small enforcement staff to ensure compliance
with licence conditions. Enforcement officers are engaged
for example in spot checks on ABC charter flights to see
that passengers comply with licensing regulations. (This
function was formally the DoTI*s.)
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tightly but it has attempted to follow the Guidance65 by

apply the •least restraint* and in general operators have

been pleased with the liberal attitudes shown by the

Authority on such matters as European inclusive tours, Skytrain

and cargo charter conditions.

In looking at the Authority*s managerial activities it is

necessary to examine the extent to which it knows, and will take

account of, in licensing decisions, the operational needs and

requirements of operators. From the routine traffic and

financial figures submitted to it the CAA*s EPL and ECS staff

know the general financial, planning and operational position of

the operator. In individual applications operators will remind

the Authority of the network significance of a particular route

but the CAA will be aware of this and the panel's brief contains

such details. From its store of own knowledge the Authority will

know in e case how the proposed route would fit in with the

applicant*s other routes and its signfficance e.g. for aircraft

utilisation.

The Authority might consider either an operator*s general

financial need for a route or simply in a case of competing

applications the way a route would fit either operational
66

system. The ATLB in its second report took the view that "the

65. Paragraph 3 of the second Guidance and 12 of the first
urged consideration of airlines *pattern of routes and
operations* in licensing.

66. Paragraph 8.
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existing need or demand" for a proposed service did not

include an operator's own need and that Board tended to

up to operators themselves to collect a network by
67

individual applications. (The Edwards Committee then criticised
(58

the resulting "patchwork of unconnected routes". ) The CAA

in setting out to remedy this defect was given a difficult task

since there exists a certain contradiction between furtherance

of a policy of relating prices to costs (and cutting out below

cost operation) and maximising the interest of the individual

operators.

Thus in January 1975 the Authority stated that,

"We do not favour the grant of licences for competing^
services simply to provide utilisation for aircraft"

in its decision to grant BA a Southampton to Glasgow scheduled

service licence and to refuse Dan Air's competing application.

Dan Air had argued that they could extend their Glasgow/Leeds

Bradford service to cover Southampton. Mr. Brett their witness

argued,

"The service would be a further development of Dan Air's
Link-City services and would provide them with the
aircraft utilisation they needed."

The Authority was concerned that Dan Air's primary objective

67. See Sir Daniel Jack's evidence to the 1967 Select Committee.

68. Edwards paragraph 629(1) and (111) see also paragraph 653(1)

69. Application IA/20135 paragraph 12.
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seemed to be to find additional work for their aircraft based

at Leeds/Bradford. The Authority recognised the desirability

of this but did not favour Dan Air's proposed attempt to set

up a Southampton station and sales organisation. BA was

therefore given the licence. Dan Air would not be allowed to

compete with BA merely to find utilisation for aircraft.
70

Similarly in November 1974, DanAir had applied for a

scheduled service between Leeds/Bradford and Jersey on weekends.

Dan Air's intention was to use the service to position aircraft

at weekends to operate the Bournemouth-Jersey service.

Northeast objected that their own direct service on the route

would be affected and that, '•Dan Air now sought a licence over

a route on which there was already a licensed operator as a

71
means of solving their positioning problems'1.

The Authority chose to protect the Northeast service. Again

the advantage to Dam Air in utilisation would not be allowed to

offset the damage to the existing operator. In these cases the

Authority appears to have accepted the ATLB principle of not

heLping an operator with his problems at the expense of other

airlines.

70. Application IA/20127.

71. Ibid Decision parng&p$>h 9.
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The same principle appeared in the September 1972 decision in

which Dan Air's application for a series of Berlin to London
72

inclusive tours was refused in order to protect BA's

scheduled service to Berlin which was meeting a fall in

traffic. Dan Air desired to use 'empty legs' as

positioning flights to produce £1 m. revenue and allow

recovery of operating costs on the positioning sector. The

Authority refused a licence because the timings of the flights

were damaging to BA; it felt that it should consider the

matter without regard to the issue of positioning costs.

From the above we may gather that 'own need* alone will

not justify the introduction of competition or diversion from

an existing operator. It is a different question whether own

need will influence the choice where two operators apply for

one licence. On occasion an existing operator might argue a

particular need for protection on a route - Northeast did so

in September 1973 when Dan Air applied for a Newcastle-London

service^ arguing that the route provided 55% of their passenger

revenue. The Authority in that case did not accept the argument

and granted the licence. However some scheduled services, it

seems, will be protected carefully (e.g. BA's Berlin service).

Sometimes the Authority would note that a route would benefit

an operator especially because of the existing network - it did

72. Application B15Q17.
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73
so in granting BMA a Manchester to Palraa licence on

16th January 1975 in an unopposed application. The Authority

stated that the service would *integrate well* with

the other 8MA services and granted the licence in spite of

its doubts concerning viability.

What then of 'own needs* in competing applications? If

we take the three main *needs* expressed as (i) the need for

a small company to have a route to develop its business or

prevent a decline; (ii) the network needs of a company;

(iii) the *utilisation* needs of a company. It appears that the

first kind of need will not have great influence in a case of

competing applications or an application made on its own. Of

utilisation we have seen that the Authority will not let this

influence it into granting competitive licences. Nor will

the Authority give preference to one of two competing

applicaftienbecause of its utilisation problems save in a very

borderline case; the Authority would take the line that this

is the result usually of the airline*s own policy (e.g. in the

•Cannobball* decisions BA*s growth plans were not protected

because they had not taken account of the second force policy

in the guidance). In exceptional cases the utilisation problems

73. A 15277.
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of a company might affect a decision especially if the

applicant could show that his excess capacity had been

induced by the Authority or Government. Thus in the Skytrain

case of 1975 the Authority had been concerned with Lakers

utilisation problem after the airline had b ought three

Tristars to operate on the route (and had received governmental

approval for the purphases).

The Authority has shown itself willing to consider the

second of the above needs - the suitability of the route

network - in making its decisions. It will consider the

existing networks of competing applicants in considering

whether to grant a new route. In this respect it does not

differ greatly from the ATLB which would have made similar

deliberations.

The network and developmental needs of B.Cal. would be

considered by the Authority in the early years of B.Cal. under

paragraph 17 of the Guidance and thus constitute an exception

discussed adequately above (the main example of B.Cal.'s

•needs* been given priority was the Brussels case of 1973

where the Guidance was found 'explicit*).

In a number of cases involving Dan Air the Authority has

shown great concern over the relative networks of competing

applicants and the suitability of the route in question as an
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addition to them. Thus when Dan Air and Cambrian both applied
74

for Glamorgan (Rhoose) and/or Bristol to Brussels licences

on 15th August 1973 the Authority granted the Dan Air licence

c ansidering it

"reasonable for Dan Air to want to develop their
Liver poo1/^sterdara service by extending it to"russels".

The CAA noted however that Dan Air had no plans to operator

for a year or so and thus granted Cambrian a licence from

Glamorgan or Bristol taking the latter points off the

Dan Air licence. The Authority admitted that Cambrian would

thus divert from their own Paris service but concluded the

Brussels route,

"would in any case profide j^gofitable utilisation which
would otherwise be wasted".

The decision showed that the Authority could move far into

the route management and planning functions of a company. It

also showed that the Authority would allow self diverting routes

if profitable ;for the sake of utilisation although •utilisation*

would not justify diverting from others (save perhaps, as in the

case, where the other operator only has plans to operate in

the distant future).

74. Applications A 16025, A 9485.

75. Ibid decision paragraph 14.

76. Ibid paragraph 14.
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This concern for proper development of the route

network was demonstrated in 1973 when BMA applied far a

licence for a service on the East Midlands/Amsterdam/

Dusseldorf route. The licence was granted without rights

to Dusseldorf in order to protect the BEA service. However

the Authority favoured a combined Amsterdam and Dusseldrof

service of 8MA(

"as this proposal woul^fit in with their pattern
of scheduled services".

The Authority gave some hope for the future extension of

BMA*s Amsterdam route saying it would like to see,

"it developed to provide a <^gily return service each
way before being extended".

This indicated that a logical development of existing routes

should carry seme weight with the Authority. In the above

decision there is an element of promise for the future. If

East Midlands is to be developed and if Amsterdam were operated

79
daily the BMA would have strong argument for extension.

It is easy to find cases where the Authority has given one

77. Decision A 16018 of 7:11:73.

78. Ibid.

79. Another example of the AuthorityVs sympathy for operators
who seek to develop route networks was the grant to BMA
of an East Midlands to Paris licence on 11th April 1972.
The Authority gave BMA a licence commenting that Paris
would fit BMA* s system of routes well and that
BMA should have a chance to develop the route.
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of two competing applicants a route because it preferred

one route to the other. B.Cal.'s Kinshasa route was

preferred to BA's in 1973, Cambrians operation was preferred

to that of Dan Air in competing Lyon applications in October

1972. It is more difficult to find cases where the network

needs of one company give it a clear preference. The nearest

approximation to that situation was the case were X Co. was

preferred because it had facilities already existing in the

area due to other existing serivces (e.g. the Lyon case), where

the argument of logical development of existing services was

80
given weight, as in the Amsterdam and Dusseldorf case of BMA,

or where the sphere of influence of one party is acknowledged

to give priority.

One can conclude
( concerning the CAA's consideration of

operators own needs that the CAA staff and panel have a f-tgt

more detailed knowledge of airline requirements than did the

ATLB. The CAA does not structure networks by inviting

applications (though it has occasionally dropped hints as to
81

applications which might be viewed favourably ) but in considering

cases it has this information on airline networks and finances

and will give it weight. On the other hand it is to be noted

80. A 16018 of 23:10:73.

81. e.g. the hint to BMA concerning Dusseldorf and that to
B.Cal. concerning the Gatwick differential.
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from decisions that the Authority will not allow the

use of 'empty legs' and marginally costed positioning

flights to offer unfair or below cost competition, nor

with it allow an operator to 'buy' protection of its

position in the form of new aircraft and it will not

support an operator at the expense of another simply

because his need for a route is great. If there were two

competing applications for a route then, all other things

being equal, an operator's particular need for a route might

prove decisive, but such situations have seldom occurred.

The marginal problems of the operator are known and

considered, but only as one factor amongst many others.

One might say of the CQA's managerial activities that

it does to some extent act paternalistically, especially with

respect to smaller operators. In addition it has reviewed
I

operators costings in order to protect the public interest in

efficient cheap and continuous air travel and it has reviewed

airline decisions in order to enforce its pricing policies.

Although some operators (perhaps BMA is an example) have

on occasion felt that the CAA has bullied them and dictated too

closely the marketing of their product,others appear to have

accepted its regulation more readily. They have welcomed the

CAA's attempts to restructure markets in a continuing manner but

have criticised the CAA on a number of matters. Firstly^ some
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airlines have questioned whether, in aperiod of

liberalisation, the massive complex of the CAA is required.

jorae would prefer a smaller, less expert, and cheaper

body. The airlines now have to pay for the CAA administration

in licensing fees (which involve payments for applications,

licences and sliding rate payments for the use of the

licence). The CAA had a deficit of £43.006 million in 1974-582
and although only £30,732,000 out of £70,085,000 expenditure

83
was devoted to "Regulatory and Miscellaneous activities" the

cost to the airlines is considerable (a BA off icial pointed out

to me that the equivalent of one seat per North Atlantic flight

is devoted to keeping the CAA in action).

In addition to the monetary cost of supporting the CAA,

airlines have been given the considerable task of supplying

the CAA with monthly and six monthly statistics on operations

and finances.

The larger airlines have staff and committees devoted to

planning long terra policy and these have to be conoerned with

the CAA's strategy for the various markets. The second policy

Guidance and the spheres of influence policy have(at least on

long haul routes made this job a little easier. Most airline

82. A Grant in aid of £34,500,000 was paid to the CAA by the
exchequer.

83. CAA 1974-5 Report page 64. Most of CAA expenditure is
devoted to the provision of navigation and aerodrome
management services.
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staff I have spoken to have questioned the CAA*s use

of its own knowledge, its consultative procedures and

the justifications given for some policy decisions (this

is perhaps to be expected) but in general they seem to

be content that the Authority has left them to get on which

their jobs within the boundaries it has set with the

licensing system. Whether^Ifiey*are happy with the
specific strategies adopted, I think that they w&ikld agree

that the CAA has emerged, as the Edwards Committee envisaged,

as a truly expert and positive regulating body which has

managed to combine regulation with adjudication.



CHAPTER FIVE

The CAA as an improved agency
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CHAPTER 5

THE CAA AS AN IMPROVED AGENCY

In the above chapters I have attempted not merely to
i

describe the CAAs attempts to combine expert management,

formal adjudication and operation under a Policy Guidance

but also to show how the use of such an agency, as an

instrument of government, developed out of the deficiencies

of other mechanisms of control.

X have asked the two main questions; how did such a

body come to be used in Britain? has the agency managed

to combine powers and act under guidance in a just and

efficient maimer?

In considering the choice of a comprehensively empowered

body we have seen that in civil aviation, (as in broadcasting,

gaming, or road transport) certain factors have necessitated

the use of a licensing body set apart from the central

government departments. In 1960 it was recognised that there

was a place for a private sector in civil aviation and it was

decided that an independent body was required in order to place

private airlines on an equal footing with the public corporations.

As noted in Chapter 1 the ATLB was formed in a traditional

mould, one which had shaped the road transport licensing

authorities, and as such the Board was not in a striking

sense innovatory. After debates in Parliament on the need to
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retain Ministerial control over the Board the ATLB set out to

combine management, adjudication and subjection to overall

control. It failed because the balances were set wrongly. The

Board could not plan or research adequately, it did not have

the power to make continuous, clear policy and withstand the
(

departments pressure. The Minister used his powers to control

in a manner undermining the ATLBs authority. It was seen in

Chapter 3 that not only was the ATLB undermined on matters of

traffic rights, international fares and appeals but there was

no consistent approach to relations with the ATLB in the

department. The review of appeals showed that Commissioners

varied immensely in their attitude towards Board decisions;

some thought nothing of overruling them, others supported the

Board unless there were clear reasons not to do so.

Largely because the balance of power between the Board

and the department was set wrongly the ATLB failed to combine

management with adjudication in a satisfactory manner. Because

it did not have comprehensive responsibilities the ATLB could

not coordinate safety and economic regulation. Because it

did not have the manpower the Board could not regulate

positively and shape the industry. Nor did the ATLB have resources

allowing it to gain sufficient knowledge of the airlines activities.

This meant that the Board had, on occasions to take the airlines
J

word; it meant that it could not challenge airline costings as

it would have desired„ Xhe lack of detailed research
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knowledge meant that the Board found difficulty in rendering

its policies into clear and precise guidance for airlines and

the public. The decline of the 'growth formula' and the ATLB's

ad hoc approach evidenced the Boards inability to analyse

situations in great detail.

One might ask now whether the faults of the ATLb should

have been predicted by administrative law theorists or

parliamentarians. Pexhaps,first it should be questioned whether

the faults of the ATLB were the necessary results of the

legislative framework set up by the 19^0 Act. Obviously the

Act was responsible for the small size of the ATLB and its

narrow approach (e.g. it was forbidden to consider matters

relating to AOCs by the Act)1, but the licensing system could

have operated very differently had certain persons adopted

different attitudes. The failure of the department to instruct

appeal Commissioners on the approach expected of them caused

unnecessary confusion. Had Commissioners consistently adopted

a viewpoint sympathetic to the ATLB the Board could have

pursued clearer policies. Not only were Commissioners

unsympathetic to the ATLB, so was the department. One is given

the impression in studying the ATLB that between the Board and

the department tension existed throughout the sixties. An

1. 1960 Act, section 2(4).
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example of the way the department and the ATLB failed

unnecessarily to develop a clear or continuous policy was

minimum price control on inclusive tours. On that issue

there was no reason why a clear policy could not have been

devised in consultations between the ATLB and the Board of

Trade but such were relations that a battle for control was

fought (the losers of which were those looking for guidance

and those spending money on licensing applications). Another

example of lack of coordination was the ATLBs attempt to set
t 2

down a ruling on tour organisers concessions in Hay 1970.

After the Board had made a policy announcement an appeal was

allowed which gave little consideration to the Boards attempts

to set down and adhere to a precise policy.

The failures of the ATLB system of regulation were not

all due to the set of legal powers given by the 1960 Act• The

ATLB chose to fight for its independence against the larger

department. If it had more readily given up a degree of

independence (which it was forced to concede anyway) greater

consistency and more efficient cooperation would have been

attainable.

The battle for power does explain some matters but one

might also question why witnesses told the 19^7 Select Committee

2. See section 3.5
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3
on Nationalised Industries that even considered in themselves,

the decisions of the ATLB and the department contained an

element of capriciousness• Some would answer that a licensing

body making decisions in a changing and complex sphere cannot

act other than in an ad hoc manner dealing with the merits of
4

each case. Louis B Hector. Charles Reich and Len Fuller might

argue that it is a fiction that expects complex planning decisions

to be decidable on the basis of already formed standards. The

question thus emerges whether the ATLB was given an area of

adjudication that was not Justiciable in the Hecter-Fullerian

sense. Judge Henry Friendly would have argued with K.C . Davis

that one should look for the optimum balance of standards in

any area of decisionmaking. Mr. bandys in i960 obviously

considered that an ATLB case law could emerge. How then

can one Judge the performance of the ATLB? As X indicated in

Chapter V K.C. Davis pointed to the answer in urging the

study of the agency in its broad context. Against those

parliamentarians arguing that a matter is not Justiciable it

might be argued that what is not Justiciable to one body may be

to another more powerful decisionmaker . X want to argue that

the ATLB was not given a non-Justiciable area it was merely not

given the resources to render that area Justiciable by conducting

the researches required for precise definition of policy.

3. 1967 Select Committee Minutes. Evidence of Sir Myles Wyatt.
4. See section 1.4.2.
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l\ct c"d/
In considering the Justiciable one has/to balance '

the used standards against the demands of flexibility and achieve

the optimum level of structuring of a discretion but one has to

consider the resources required to render an area Justiciable.

It might thus be the case that an agency could be made to

regulate and adjudicate in a balanced manner, in the sense of

acting on known standards and yet be of a size unjustified by

the regulated industry. (I will consider below whether the

GAA exemplifies the situation in which Justiciability has been

purchased at too high a price).
The argument that the ATLB might have been able to

adjudicate acceptability on the basis of known statements of

policy or standards does presuppose that resources can be used

to create standards. I think that the above study of the CAA

offers some evidence in favour of this argument.

The CAA was formed largely in the shape proposed by the

19^9 Edwards Committee though on some major points the Government

did not follow Edwards (e.g. appeals).
The CAA set out to build up its expertise and to coordinate

various functions. A number of Improvements on the AThB were

soon noticeable; safety regulation could be coordinated easily

with economic licensing, the Authority could research and regulate

positively, by consultations the Authority could extend its

control to international fares matters, it achieved coordination

on traffic rights and on appeal,the Secretary of State has proved

very reluctant to review the CAAs decisions. The major problems
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of tho ATLB, the appeal, traffic rights and international fares

largely disappeared. The department did not want another ATLB

and the GAA had the power to resist governmental attempts to

dictate policy at least in short term matters.

The CAA, we have seen, has been able to develop standards

by using research in a way the ATLB could not. The 1976

pronouncement on shorthaul competition criteria following the

second policy guidance showed that given the resources

standards or criteria could be laid down. The ability to

set dorm standards depends on an agency's ability to consider

future regulatory options and rule on these before they

occur. A smaller agency would simply have to play things by

ear. The CAA has shown that it can give notice of its policies

and it has tended to involve the operators in devising policy

at some stage. Thus the CAA has given operators (and tho

public) policy guidance on such matters as international

freight charters and shorthaul competition as well as giving

information by the publication of reports on more general

policies such as those on aerodromes, the Scottish Highlands

and Islands and overbooking.

At first glance it appears that the CAA, by exercising its

rulemaking and publication powers, has solved some major

problems of the ATLB but an examination the problems of using

the large and expert body emerged. As the size of an agency
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increases and as expertise grows larger it becomes more

difficult for the outsider to Judge what is going on inside.

A danger in using a body like the CAA is that the regulatees

become outsiders. It is not much use the Authority's acting

on the basis of foown standards if its procedures have become

so complicated that regulatees do not understand how standards

are being applied and to what. Of course the agency might still

act expertly in the public interest but it would not act more

openly because of its use of 'standards' nor would the regulatees

consider the system fair.

The question thus arises whether the CAA has used its

powers sufficiently openly. Just as the expert body has moved

emphasis away from the formal hearing towards administrative

policy making so our assessment of its performance should

shift and concentrate not so much on whether formal procedures

accord with the Council on Tribunals' desires but^°^hether

procedures for developing policy are used in a satisfactory

manner. Thus the openness of consultation involved in

developing administrative rules and policies should be examined.

On some matters e.g. shorthaul competition,the Authority might

be expected to act more off its own bat (since it has all the

figures itself) but on a matter such as international freight

charters one would expect the CAA to take the advice of experienced

operators. In the above study of CAA rulemaking (section 3*3)
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we have seen that some operators have not been satisfied with

the CAA's consultative procedures or with the regard paid to

their comments (though operators are optimistic about improve¬

ments in consultations). Some operators have feared that the

public hearing can be used to cover up the lack of use of

consultations (one could diagnose the dissatisfaction of B.Cal.

in the international freight charter case of 1975).

It is difficult to draw rigid conclusions on the CAAs use

of consultations in rulemaking (airline dissatisfaction may be

due simply to a failure to achieve their ends) but one can

point to this danger of using the public hearing as a showpiece.

If the hearing is used to offer airlines a 'chance to debate*

policy, which has been already decided after scanty consultations,

with practically no chance of influencing policy .then openness

is not increased (nor is efficiency if one accepts that the

regulatees may have something to contribute). On balance it

appeals that the CAA has developed medium-term policies

successfully and has consulted those concerned fairly

adequately. As the CAA gains expertise it is to be hoped that

the present ep fcii i s«t concerning CAA consultative procedures

will prove to have been well-founded and that the Authority

will not increasingly rely on its own (hidden) calculations to

the exclusion of the airlines. One cam at least conclude that

the CAA has developed clear and continuous policy lines in a way

not seen in the ATLB era.
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Criticism of the CAAs formal hearings procedures must be made

in the light of an assessment of the CAAs role as expert

regulator. X have noted in Chapter 4 some instances of the

Authorities failures to disclose its bases of decision in its

reasons for decision and we have seen that it is difficult to

trace lines of precedent as opposed to more general lines

of policy. If it is remembered that the Authority attempts

to take cases on their individual merits,and if one accepts

that general policy lines have emerged out of decisions and

announcements of other kinds (then it is difficult to be highly

critical of CAA decisions with respect to their unprecedental

nature. On the question of the disclosure of the bases of

decisions I have noted in the text,the difficulties facing an

expert body using a massive own knowledge (including a great

deal of confidential information) in making decisions.

Although such problems may not excuse the Authority in cases

where it has failed to maximise disclosure of its •real

reasonsX think that cases such as those X have mentioned in

Chapter h may be argued to have been exceptions to the rule.

Other decisions with unhelpful reasons may be explained as

the products of confidential information or as the CAA using

its managerial judgement (why should the CAA not be entitled to

back the odd commercial hunch?) The CAAs reasons for decisions

and development of standards have been as good as might have been
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expected in 1972 but once more it is the trend in future years,

as the CAA gains confidence, that should be monitored. Critics

should be quick to point out cases in which the Authority has

guarded its deliberations too jealously. The danger is that

the agency which, in its infancy, consulted with and informed

the airlines might in maturity choose to exclude them. On

the other hand, if the CAA continues to try and maximise

disclosure then expertise should bring clearer rule making and

hence decisionmaking. Xf we take the poor decisions as

exceptional, the CAA has shown two important things', firstly that

it operates in a justiciable sphere and secondly that formal

adjudication is reconcilable with the conplex planning decision

and the use of an expert agency.

The idea of the Justiciable is more complex than many have

assumed. In the end it boils down to the question whether the

balances have been set correctly with respect to such matters

as standards, flexibility, expertise and predictability. The

CAA has achieved a certain balance, not by using formal hearings

in isolation, but by harnessing these in a web of other

procedures such as informal talks, consultations, policy

statements and reports on specific topics. It may be the

case, as we saw in Chapter 4, that public hearings have diminished

in importance (as Woll, Davis and Ganz would point out (they

are not the sole residencies of justice) nevertheless the CAA
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experience demonstrates how a mixed procedure can evolve

successfully* X do not hereby abstain from criticism, the

mesh of different formal and informal procedures is not

perfect (X have already noted the danger that formal hearings

may be used as windowdressing,distracting attention from

other deficiencies)* Xn the CAA we have seen that a body with

sufficient resources and enterprise can adopt a number of

different procedures in making licensing decisions and make its

procedure fit the task at hand. Xn doing so it has broken out

of the conceptual and procedural strait Jacket encumbering

earlier and smaller agencies such as the ATLB.

The question whether the CAA has been able to make

long term policy more successfully than the ATU3 involves the

issue central to a discussion of the CAA as an instrument of

government, that of the means of reconciling the powerful

agency with overall Governmental control. Members of

Parliament and the Governments involved in setting up the

CAA saw the CAA as innovatory in being subject to overall policy

guidance. Other bodies such as nationalised industries may

have been instructed by Ministers, codes have been used in the

areas of supplementary benefits and industrial relations and

bodies such as the National Enterprise Board involve the use

of guidance,but the CAA is exceptional as an example of the

use of detailed and written guidance to control a regulatory

agency operating with formal hearings.
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5
Some, such as J.A. Parmer, have suggested that the

policy-oriented tribunal might remove the sting from

objections to the handing over of governmental power to

bodies remote from political control and allow greater
6

hiving off to tribunals. X have cautioned that before

advocating a general hiving off by means of various systems

of ministerial policy supervision, we should consider carefully

whether the particular method of supervision is lilsely to, or

has, proved workable.

Does the CAA experience with the two Policy Guidances

recommend further use of this device? Civil aviation

regulation has offered a rigorous testing ground for the use

of detailed guidance. As well as involving expert adjudic¬

ation^ decisions have been made in a dynamic and complex
situation where party political considerations have often been

to the fore. The effects of the Policy Guidances might be

considered with respect firstly to short and medium term

policies and secondly to long term policy. In the last chapter

we saw that in regard to shorter term policy the Guidance

did not offer a simple solution to the problem of setting down

standards. Both Guidances have been set out in terms allowing

wide interpretation and one paragraph might easily be played

5. Farmer 1974, p. 191.

6. Supra Chap. 1.3
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off grainst another. In order to give real guidance the

Guidances required to be rendered more precise by the CAA

in case law, rulemaking, policy disclosures or consultations,

by the time of the second Guidance the CAA had grown in

expertise and we saw that, for example on shorthaul competition,

the Authority could supplement the Guidance with its own criteria.

As the CAA has been able to set down policies more precisely

the Guidance has become more meaningful to operators. Without

further interpretation it would have remained 'all things'.

One would hope and expect that as the CAA grows more expert

it will increasingly render the Guidance more precise.

In one respect then the system of Guidance has provided

a foundation upon which shorter term policy and standards could

be built, but the Guidance has done more than this. It has

offered a system by which discretion can be divided between the

CAA and the Secretary of State for Trade. In doing so it has

lessened the letters need to use the appeals system and traffic

rights negotiating powers as instruments of control over the

licensing authority. The appeals system now operates smoothly,

supporting the CAA, and traffic rights are negotiated against

a background of informal cooperation. The crucial question

now is whether the supervision over general and long term policy

exercised through the Policy Guidance has proved efficient or

more so than that exercised over the ATLB.
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In the section on Policy Guidances and the development

of individual policy lines ve have seen how the Guidances have

helped to slim down the areas involving contentious hearings*

Thus long haul scheduled services have been divided into two

spheres of interest of BA and BCal allowing competitive

applications only exceptionally. Since operators have come

to know fairly precisely which routes will allow competition,

and since the GAAs early y.ears have been marked by a lack of
economic growth* operators have not been making many contentious

applications but have been 'playing safe'.

The Policy Guidances have given BA and BCal some security

for long term planning with regard to scheduled services and

they have encouraged charter operators by advocating licensing

liberalisation. More detailed guidance was also given for

example in ordering the development of Gatwick Airport in the

second Guidance. The 'Shore review" of policy in 1975

demonstrated that the GAA is by no means treated by the

Department of Trade as was the ATLB by the Board of Trade.

Although the DoT officials conducted the policy review which

resulted in the second Guidance the CAA did play an iiqportant

part in conducting the researches used in the review. On many

matters of general strategy (for example the roles of charter

and scheduled services) it may be taken that the CAA views were

of prime inq>ortance. The CAA, it appears* has been able to

exert sufficient influence over the reviewing body to allow

it to preserve continuity of policy making in most areas.
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This ability is the result of the CAAs being the collector

of most of the data relating to civil aviation markets. Gone

are the days when the department felt that it knew more about

the industry than the licensing authority.

I am not hereby arguing that the DoT has no influence

or expertise. The department does not have the general

background knowledge of the CAA but on certain topics it will

conduct its own researches and investigations. The CAA has

been able to preserve continuity of its own policy in certain

areas but not in all matters. The Skytrain issue and the

Secretary of State's decision to remove the CAAs discretion

to allow dual designation on long haul routes, decisions which

the CAA felt were wrong, outlined the fact that on matters of

party political interest the Authority could be brought to

heel, The fact that Lakers had invested 071 million in Skytrain

and spent vast stuns on public hearings (including an ATLB and

two CAA hearings) only to have their authorisation taken away

by the Secretary of State, emphasied the possible size of the

repercussions of any conflicts between general CAA strategy

and overall DoT policy ^
Does the Skytrain issue mean that the Policy Guidance

system is defective or is it an exception? One must bear in

mind in considering the Guidance that it operates within a

system of ministerial responsibility. It is to be expected that

6A See Appendix to Ch. 5 p. 10O7.
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In the end general policy will be made by the government of

the day* Unless the Secretary of State for Trade was able to

make decisions of the Skytrain type the CAA would emerge as

an autonomous body making (party) political decisions. For

this reason X think that the Skytrain sort of decision is

a necessary accompaniment to the control by Guidance. Had

there been no such decision the DoTs policy review would have

appeared to have been a summary of CAA policies and an outcry

about ministerial control would have ensued**

On the question whether the long haul and Skytrain policies

of the second Guidance have disrupted CAA planning it appears

that the CAA has not been drastically affected. The dispute

concerned the CAAs discretion to license competitively in the

future. In fact the CAA did not want Skytrain to operate

immediately in licensing it in 1975 and with the spheres of

influence policy applications for competitive long haul

schedules services would not have occurred frequently. Nor

would the new loncj haul policy drastically affect the shaping
of the industry undertaken by the CAA in its moves to restructure

fares by e.g. introducing ABCs, APEX fares, Part Charter

facilities and by the changing of cargo charter licensing

conditions.
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7
On short-haul routes the second Guidance largely left

the Authority to set out its own guidance in ordering it to

"make public the factors it will take into account" in applying

the Guidance. Although the second Guidance did cut down the

GAAs discretion it still left it with an enormous area In

which the Authority was free to apply and develop policy.

My general assessment of the system of policy Guidance

would thus be that it has proved successful; however it

would be simplistic to assume that the Guidance alone has

made the system work. Hie Guidance has only been able to

operate smoothly because the balance of power between the

CAA and COT has developed in a workable manner. Xf the CAA

became too powerful It would be difficult to review it and

Irresponsibility might set inc If the DoT assumed more power

the ATLJ3 situation might recur. At present it appears that

the CAA is reviewable but sufficiently powerful to sustain

its policies. The cost of review may be high (for those such

as <lakers) and the policy review system has so far shown

some deficiencies, (in consultative procedures and speed)0

evertheleas used wisely and Infrequently the Guidance .y.tem

should prove to be a workable method of controlling the exercise

of discretion.

7 • Jtara • 9 •
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It would bo too easy to argue that the reasonable success

of the Guidance In civil aviation merits the use of such a

system of controlling semi-autonomous regulatory bodies in

other areas. It is central to my argument that the Guidance,

or any other aspect of a system of control cannot be abstracted

from its context and applied confidently in another situation.

The Guidance operating in civil aviation is individuated

by the framework of powers set up by the Act and by the

kinds of question involved in policy making in that area, in

order to assess the potential of Guidance in other areas it

would not be enough merely to examine the 1 £ u s ticeibiiity' of
the matters to be decided and the desirability of delegatitvc^
control to a semi autonomous body. One would have to examine

all aspects of the situation, especially the manner in which

the body could be expected to exercise its power. A great

deal may depend on such matters as the personnel chosen to

head the agency. The experience of civil aviation regulation

does at least show that in one field Guidance can be used to

control the powerful agency with reasonable success.

In discussing the CAAb ability to make long term policies

we have seen that the Authority has been able to move towards

positive regulation of the industry. It has conducted extensive

market researches, it has reorganised its classification of

licen es in order to direct its control and it has been able
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to translate Its policies into licensing decisions by a variety

of methods. The Authority has not only led the airlines in

reorganising the market and introducing change (such as ABCs

and the liberalisation of cargo chartering) but it has acted

for the airlines in negotiations %ith other nations governmental

bodies.

In relation to the American critics discussed in Chapter 1

X think it is accurate to say that the CAA has managed to

avoid a preoccupation with adjudication (e.g. the introduction

of ABCs involved little formal adjudication) and it has had

the time and resources to engage in extensive planning (some

operators might argue the opposite* that the CAA has devalued

hearings by making plans beforehand). The Authority has

managed to develop certain standards in its decisions^and by

other methods and improvements in the use of standards are to

be expected. The use of the Policy Guidance offers a reply

to those various American proposals that policy making be in

some way separated from the interpreting agency. The Guidance

system appears to have affected a reasonable compromise in

allowing the agency to develop and interpret policy (as Landis

and friendly urged) and in giving the government overall control

of policy (as Bernstein Redford and Hector would have desired).
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The whole of my assessment of the CAA might be read in

the light of Bernstein's thesis that the independent regulatory

agency goes through four stages, of gestation, youth, maturity
and senility. The CAA has been in operation for four years

only and, despite the fact that a mixture of bodies were

engaged in the same regulatory activities before 1972, we

can consider the CAA to be in its first enthusiastic years

passing from gestation and youth into maturity. The signs

of a mature CAA are coming} it depends less and less upon

the operators expertise and more on its own resources, it

has growing confidence in its own proposals and researches

and its staff consider themselves to be sufficiently experienced

to question the airlines expert Judgements. If Bernstein is

correct then the future does not look bright. He would argue

that at present the CAAs staff are keen, the CAA Chairman is

strong and enthusiastic, the Authority is eagerly planning

the future stage of the industry and it is keeping the operators

under control in the public interest. He would see the

future as bringing a decline in CAA enthusiasm, perhaps a

change of Chairman, the Authority would become airline oriented,

it would cease to fight XATA, it would not check airline costing

so rigourously, it would promote airline interests against

those of passengers and it would replace positive planning

with easy conservatismof adjudication.
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An argument against the inevitability of such a decline

ie given by the existence of the Policy Guidance. Bernstein

argued that instead of taking the agencies away from political

involvement, where they would wither to the attack of the

regulatees, we should provide them with continuing political

support. Xt is to be hoped that the use of the Guidance and

its periodic reassessment with the consequent attention paid

to civil aviation objectives will provide the CAA with sufficient

support to withstand the airlines projection of their own

interests. Additional help for the Authority might also be

expected from the Minister controlling British Airways (in

America an agency could expect a coordinated attack from wholly

private interests, at least in Britain the mixed economic

system removes the strength of aich a coordination). The

Policy Guidance and its concern with planning may also prevent

the decline into a preoccupation with adjudication,since the

Authority should be concerned to retain the upper hand in

planning lest the DoT assume dominance in that respect.

As a regulatory agency the CAA has had reasonable success.

Xt has instituted a system of information collection which

allows it to review operators applications intelligently and

it is able to collate the data it received for use in general

planning. The Authority has shown, in introducing changes

based on its researches that it ie not dependent on operators
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CAA cannot invite applications or compel airlines to operate

but it has very strong persuasive powers in these respects

(the position of BMA who were compelled to operate with a

Gatwick discount on the Belfast route in 1973 demonstrated the

control powers of the CAA). As the Authority has grown in

expertise it has closed the 'information gap' between it and

the operators until now it freely reviews their pricing policies.

Even the airlines are prepared to admit that on some matters

the breadth of the CAAs knowledge exceeds their own. With

the present size of the CAA there seems to be little danger

that it will fail to develop expertise adequately. In many

respects its problems are simplifying•

The CAA has shown that it can research, plan and apply

its planning through case decisions. Having comprehensive

powers over most civil aviation matters it has facilitated

coordination of different aspects of civil aviation regulation

(for oxample economic policy, safety, airport planning, navigation

services and noise). The size of the CAA has also meant that
t

the Government has an agency responsible for most civil

aviation matters which it can consult on such matters as

international relations and general transport coordination.

If one accepts that the CAA has the resources to control

the civil aviation industry expertly and that it has proved

willing not merely to regulate but to manage positively, then,
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question whether the agency is regulating and managing in

the public or the airlines interest.

Although one could examine whether the Authority protects

the interests of consumers by looking at the consumer voice in

CAA hearings and the influence of the Airline Users Committee

it seems that this is not the way to test whether or not the

agency has become industry oriented (it might act primarily in

the airlines interests with elaborate consumer representation).

What would be the sign, that the Authority was pursuing airline,

as qaposed to public or passenger interests? If we assume that
the public desires cheap, efficient and safe air transport

then obvious signs of industry orientation would be given by

the Authority's over protecting airline markets. If the
t

Authority acted;for example to preserve the scheduled operators

market from attack by charterers, if it' allowed prices to

become artificially high, or if it consistently refe»®^ to

allow competition to be used for quality control because

of the danger to existing operators, then one could infer

that airlines were being over protected and being given

licences to print money.

What evidence is there that the CAA has managed to avoid

industry orientation and has acted in the public interest

instead of according to operators desires? A number of

innovations have shown that the CAA has not set ait to preserve
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the status quo at all costs. The 1972 decision to licence

Laker's Skytrain was largely based on the premise that there

existed a body of 'forgotten men' who could not afford

scheduled service fares and were not eligible for group of

affinity charters. As such it was a decision made in the

interests of that section of the public desiring low, no

booking, North Atlantic fares. The CAA made the Skytrain

decision against the weight of the scheduled carriers BoAC and

BCal and against the wishes of the American CAB and operators.

The CAA aimed " from 1972 to set out a proper role for

scheduled operators, one not relying on protection. The

Authority introduced ABC charters and APEX fares on the North

Altantic in 1973 in order to allow rationalised charter compet¬

ition for scheduled operations and to allow the scheduled

carriers to offer competitive rates in return. The 197^ move

to allow all scheduled service operators to carry half their

passengers as charters rationalised the scheduled service

reply to charter competition instead of making this dependent

on individual IATA rulings.

The CAA has shown that it will not allow IATA to operate

a scheduled service cartel operating at artificially high

prices and preventing competition. Lord Boyd Carpenter in
8

his lecture "Where is U.K. Civil Aviation Going" argued that

8. Boyd-Carpenter 1975•



IATA with, its out-meded mathods of fixing prices was a "long

term obstacle to the efficient wox'king of a market approach

on fares") that IATA should be replaced, that regulatory
authorities should act positively and experimentally to

create more realistic fares(and that a new governmental

body should be set up to control international fares and the

relations between charter and scheduled operators. Not only

has the CAA fought to change the fare structures on charter and

scheduled services by introduc ing new kinds of fare(but it
has demonstrated that it will not rubberstamp airline pricing

agreements on international routes whether agreed in IATA or

not. The 'Group 3' fare decision of "1971* was the first major

instance of the Authority's reviewing openly and after discussion

with those affected, a scheduled service pricing arrangement.

In their announcement after the semi—formal Group 3 hearing

the CAA not only raised the fares on the Iberian routes in

question before approving them ybut stated that the case had

brought the whole issue of the level of European scheduled

fares into question. The CAA started investigating European

fares in detail in 197^ in order to see whether levels have

a proper relation to economic rather than historic or institu¬

tional factors and the Group 3 decision may be taken to be a

product of that work. In future the CAA will increasingly

involve itself in reviewing scheduled service fare level®.
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CAA activity on scheduled fares matters appears to counter

the thesis that it has acted primarily to achieve objects as

conceived by the major airlines. In passenger charters the

CAA involvement in the introduction of ABCs and its policies

of liberalisation seem to reflect the same concern to use

competition to keep prices low and quality high. In the area

of international cargo charters the CAAs desire to act experiment¬

ally and liberally has been clearly seen. The Authority's

relaxation of cargo charter licensing conditions was aimed at

increasing competitiveness and reducing protection; again it

was a policy promulgated against the desires of the major

9
scheduled operators* 'Air trade* magazines Editor argued

that whereas the American CAB acted in the interests of scheduled

carriers by preserving the status quo, ("it is for the airlines

rather than for the user") the CAA sought to innovate and

encourage. He quoted the CAAs passenger licensing record

(of Skytrain, ABCs and APEX) as evidence of its liberalism

and argued that the CAA was fortunate in being able to make

policy without suffering pressure from one giant national

carrier (as was the case in Australia aid South Africa). He

quoted a CAA spokesman as stating that the existence of a number

of strong independent operators gave the CAA great freedom.

9. S. Loudon "The U.K. CAA takes the lid off split charter
airfreight" Article Mar ch 1975* PP» 8-9.
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On domestic matters the CAA has also shown a concern to

avoid cushioning the airlines from their responsibilities. It

has reviewed domestic air tariff applications in order to see

that price increases are justified. In borderline cases

involving questions of elasticity it has decided with a bias

towards lower fares and higher carryings and.although price

increases have generally been justified)it has ordered operators
to charge fares both lower and higher than those applied for.

The Authority: s 197^ decision on the Belfast route showed

that it would attach great importance to the needs of a section

of the public. In that case it granted BMA a licence in order

to give Belfast to Gatwick users a service, even though prices

on the route in general would be raised, and subsequently the

CAA ordered BMA to operate at a discount from Ge;twick against

both £MA and the competitor BA's wishes. Finally it is worth

remembering those cases in which we have seen the Authority

allow competition because of some iziadequacy of the existing

service (e.g. the cases involving BA and BMA on the Edinburgh

and Copenhagen routes). Especially in the case of BA,the

Authority has made it clear that operators have duties in regard

to how and when they operate under a licence. A licence will

not be allowed to protect the reluctant or inefficient operator

who fails to meet public demands.
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Having argued, for the above reasons, that the GAA has

managed to avoid 'industry orientation' in its first four

years,it must be remembered that Bernstein would not have

expected an agency only four years old to have succumbed to

the regulatees* interests. He would expect this to occur in

the later years of maturity when the agency was growing ever

confident and losing the crusading zeal of its youth. It

is for future researchers to return to this question in ten
I

years time. At the present it may be noted that the Authority

appears to be growing in expertise and confidence and thus

should increasingly be able to counter and test airline proposals

In order to regulate in the public interest.

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis X set out to examine the evolution of a

system of governmental control which started off in the

traditional mould and eventually produced an agency which is

in some senses innovatory. X have argued that the deveXopment

of reguXatory methods in civiX aviation has paralleled certain

deveXopments in administrative law theory but that the emergence

of a body like the CAA demands a new and broader study of the

agency, in context. X have attempted to look at the CAA in

its regulatory context and against the background of other

methods of governmental control in the mixed economy. X have

argued that the creation of the CAA was an adventurous govern¬

mental decision and represented a step towards control along
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lines already familiar in America. Having noted that the

British concern for ministerial responsibility has in the

past involved complicated arguments as to the justiciability

of certain areas of decisionmaking I proceeded to examine

whether the scheme of pcwex's given to the CAA could be

coordinated into a workable system of control and whether

a system of control involving formal adjudication by an

expert body subject to written policy guidancetcould be made

to work. In Chapter II argued that this combination of

written supervision, expertise and adjudication was made

increasingly necessary by the demands of modern technology

and also rendered the problems of such an agency more acute.

I traced the experience of the ATAC and the ATLB in order

to examine how more traditional agencies had fared in regulating

the civil aviation industry. In a detailed look at the ATLB

it was found that the Board had not achieved much success in

combining limited expertise with adjudication and subjection

to control by on unsympathetic department. The s"tudy of the

ATLB underlined the fact that the attitudes of key individuals

in the organisations concerned, for example ATLB members and

Appeal Commissioners, could have an enormous influence on the

kind of regulatory system emerging.

I considered criticisms of the ATLB by reviewing bodies

and ,though agreeing with them concluded that not all the failings

of the Board were due to the provisions of the 1960 Act.
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Moving on to the CAA we saw that the neecl for a

comprehensively empowered agency emerged and in debates many

arguments were made concerning the kind of provisions which

ought to be used to control the new authority. The CAA emerged

and was called by some a "constitutional innovation" because

of the methods used to divide discretion between it and the

government department. In looking at it I was primarily

concerned to see whether such a method of control was

innovatory and whether it could combine adjudication and

expertise in a manner allowing both positive long term planning

and fair or meaningful decisionmaking. Bearing in mind the

major criticisms made of American Independent Regulatory

Commissions I therefore examined the combination of three

factors•of expertise, formal adjudication and subjection to

political control. I looked at the CAAs ability to develop

standards and to make long term policy. I questioned whether

the CAA's formal hearings could be combined with expert management

and political control and considered the role of public hearings.

In particular I was concerned to examine the part played in

this combination by the two Policy Guidances and the role of

the government department. If the Policy Guidances could be

used effectively and if discretion could be divided between

department and agency so as to give overall control and an

environment allowing continuous and expert policymaking by
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a body regulating and managing, then the "constitutional

innovation" would point the way to further hiving' off of

regulation to independent expert agencies*

X have looked at the CAA with the above problems in mind*

We have seen that the Authority has had to feel its way in

tiie first four years. As is to be expected, it has not enjoyed

total success; some of its decisions have been unhelpful and

some operators have not been satisfied with consultative

arrangements. The general picture,however is of an agency

gathering speed and growing more expert. Public hearings

have been welded into the system by conjunction with other

procedures• The Guidances have been augmented by administrative

rules and have brought aoi e certainty to the industry. They have

allowed the CAA and DoT to share reasonably effectively in

making long term policies. The Authority has enjoyed some

success in developing its own knowledge and expertise and

in acting according to known standards and policies. Xt has

so far managed to keep the balances roughly right and to reap

the benefits of its size and powers. The cost of the CAAs

regulatory activities alone has been high (£1.6 million in

1974-5) but the Authority has rendered a difficult area of

decisionmaking 'justiciable'. An argument in the CAA's favour

is the thought of a return to regulation as experienced in

the days of the ATLB.
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The expert body has by a variety of devices managed to

combine its expertise with formal (and less formal) adjudicatory

procedures and it has operated under a system of Guidance

allowing it freedom to make continuing policy whilst operating

in a system of ministerial responsibility.

The future success of the GAA depends on its continuing

to act as a young and energetic agency, avoiding Bernstein's

hazards of old age, on its continuing to work for openness

in policy and decisionmaking and on the Government's restraint

in using changes in policy guidance to review it. There seems

to be no reason why such success cannot be achieved. The

experience of regulating civil aviation has shown the develop¬

ment of new methods of governmental and administrative control

and the development of new attitudes towards control by

independent agencies. Given the reasonable success of the

GAA one looks forward to cautious extension of the use of the

multipowered independent agency.

r\
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Appendix to Chapter 5. Postscript: the Skytrain ruling of

AHAy. 39j—12Z£ and the Appeal Court*s decision

In the text I have argued that the "Skytrain" and "no

competition on long haul routes" policies contained in the

second Policy Guidance (and with which the CAA disagreed)
were to be expected given that the CAAs subjection to overall

control by the Government had been generally accepted since

the Edwards Report of 1969• No one, in discussions by the

Edwards Committee, the Select Committee of 1967» or in the

passage of the 1971 Civil Aviation Bill, believed that the

CAA would be wholly independent from Government. All accepted

that the Government would control the CAA's broadest policy
i

lines. Governmental control of the broadest policy lines

in civil aviation must mean control of the general public/

private sector balance and general competition.

After the Secretary of State for Trade introduced the

second Policy Guidance, Laker Airways brought an action in the

High Court,arguing that Mr. Shores directions to the CAA given

din the second Guidance were ultra vires his powers under the

1971 Act.

On 30th July 1976 Mr. Justice Mocatta ruled1 that Mr. Shores

directions to the CAA vis a-vi.?. Skytrain (in paragraphs 7 And 8

1 . See e.g. Times 3"! .7*76 p.1 , Financial Times 31 *7* 76 p.1
Times Law Report, August 2, 1976.
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of the new Guidance) were ultra vires. The judge granted

Lakers a declaration that the DoT was not entitled to withdraw

Lakers Skytrain designation on the North Atlantic. He stated

that the designation could not be withdrawn until expiry of

the Bermuda agreement governing transatlantic air traffic or

mtdl'fee Skytrain licence was ended by the CAA.
On the question of whether the directions to the CAA in

paragraphs 7 arid 8 of the second Guidance were outsicJe

the Secretary of State's powers under section 3(2) of the 1971

Act(Mr. Justice Mocatta was unable to accept in the absence

of any authority cited to hirn as to the meaning of "guidance*

relevant to its use in section 3(2)^"that the Secretary of
State could by anything in his guidance deprive the Civil

Aviation Authority of deciding, for example whether without

any Skytrain service of some kind British airlines pr0videfi.
air transport services which satisfied all substantial categories

of public demand as was stated in section 3(1) Co be their duty*.

On the issue of whether the Secretary of State could withdraw
/ )

Lakers designation His Lordship rejected the DoTs argument

that this was an exercise of the crown prerogative in relation

3
to treaty making. Quoting Walker v. Baird he stated that it

was clear tiaat^a treaty could not sanction an invasion by

officers of the Crown of the rights of private citizens

whenever it was necessary to compel obedience to the provision^

of a treaty*. He argued that the use of sach a prerogative

2. Times Law Raport 2.7*76, p.10.

3. [1 892] A.C. *91 .

k. Ibid Note 2.
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in relation to foreign policy was incompatible with the

Secretary of States powers under the 1971 Act to give directions

to the CAA on such matters in relation to the Authority's power

to grant licences. He went on to that it was for the

Authority to consider the pros and cons of the Skytrain

argument and its viability/ "and not for the Secretary of
State, without hearing expert evidence given in public and

tested by cross examination, to pre-etapt their decision in
5

his so called guidance". He said that the Secretary of State

had not the power to lay down in paragraph 7 of the Guidance

that the Authority should not license more than one .British

airline to serve the same route^as this was a direction which
"drastically altered the duty conferred on the Authority by

section 3(1)"• ite concluded that the machinery for licensing

air services to foreign countries by the CAA did fetter the

crown prerogative and that lakers were entitled to a declaration

that the Secretary of State was not entitled to withdraw

designation from them. *

Mr. Justice ftocatta's decision surprised most people in

the industry. The He apartment of Trade was "less than impressed

with either the Judges commercial assessment or his legal
6 7

ruling" and took the issus to the Lotart of Appeal.

5. Ibid

6. The Guardian 31.7.76 p.1.
-

7. Laker Airwave Ltd. v. Department of Trade 1977 2 W.L.R. 234.
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Lord Denning M.R., Roskill and Lawton L.J.J, dismissed

the appeal, supporting Mocatta J. Lord Denning contrasted

•direction* as provided for in section 4 of the 1971 Act with

•guidance* under section 3 and proceeded to deal with three

issues of law under the headings of: (1) Ultra Vires (2) Prerogative

(3) Estoppel.

On the first issue (whether the Secretary of State had

acted ultra vires in giving guidance in the form of paragraphs 7

and 8 of the second guidance) he urged that,

"... the word 'guidance* in section 3 does not denote or
order or command. It cannot be used so as to reverse

or contradict the general objectives of the statute. It
can only be used so as to explain; amplify or supplement
them."

Thus paragraphs 7 and 8 of the second guidance were deemed

to be secondary to the licensing objectives set out in section 3(1)

of the Act. He rejected the argument that the guidance could

overrule the criteria set out in section 3(1) of the Act,

stating that the guidance's approval

"even by both Houses was not the equivalent of an Act
of Parliament. It could not override the law of the
land."

He found that paragraphs 7 and 8 of the guidance disclosed,

"so complete a reversal of policy that to my mind the
White Paper cannot be regarded as giving *guidance*
at all. In marching terms it does not say 'right
incline* or 'left incline*. It says 'right a^gut turn*.
That is not guidance, but the reverse of it."

8. Ibid at 245.

9. Ibid at 248 see Foskill L.J. at 259.

10. Ibid at 249.
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He stated that the Secretary of State should have used an

amending bill and that in using 'guidance* he had acted ultra

vires.

Turning to the Attorney General's argument that the

Secretary of State exercised a prerogative power which could

not be examined by the courts in designating an airline under

an international agreement on air traffic rights, Lord Denning

said,

"The prerogative is a discretionary power exercisable
by the executive government for the public good, in
certain spheres of governmental activity for which the
law has made no provision ... The law does not interfere
with the proper exercise of the discretion by the
executive in those situations: but it can set limits by
defining the bounds of the activity: and it can interven^
if the discretion is exercised improperly or mistakenly."

He quoted the cases of Padfield v. Minister of Agriculture.
12

Fisheries and Food and Secretary of State for Education and

13
Science v. Tameside Wfetropolitan Borough Council as instances where

the House of Lords had shown that the courts could examine the

exercise of discretionary powers entrusted to the executive to see

that they were used properly and not improperly or mistakenly.

He noted that section 4 of the Act provided a method by

which the Secretary of State could order the revocation of the

Skytrain licence (on the grounds of international relations or

national security), and denied that the Secretary of State could

do indirectly what he was empowered to do directly. This

"would mean that, by a side wind, Lakers Airways Ltd.
would be depri^d protection which the statute
affords them".

11. Ibid at 250.

12. [1968] A.C. 997.

13. [1976] 3 W.L.R. 641

14. [1977] 2 W.L.R. at 251.
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He found that the Secretary of State had misdirected

himself about his powers and the court could correct such

an error.

Since the issue of prerogative determined the question

whether the Secretary of State was estopped from withdrawing

designation Lord Denning did not deliberate upon the estoppel

issue. Supporting Mocatta J. he dismissed the appeal saying,

"These courts have the authority - and I would add the
duty - in a proper case, when called upon to inquire
into the exercise of a discretionary power by a Minister
or his department. If it found that the power has been
exercised improperly or mistakenly so as to impinge
unjustly on the legitimate rights or interej^s of the
subject then these courts must so declare."

Roskill L.J. and Lawton L.J. agreed with Lord Denning.

The judgement of Roskill L.J. emphasised the role of the CAA.

He said,

"If the Secretary of State can give guidance requiring
the Authority to revoke an existing licence, that
guidance will prevent the Authority carrying out what I
would regard as quasi-judicial functions - to use a
familiar but not wholly satisfactory phrase - in this
connection from which an appeal lies to the Secretary of
State."

He argued that the Crown contention that the guidance could

override the statutory criteria,

"seems to me to put the Authority in an almost impossible
position in this connection ... Their obligation on a
hearing of an application for a licence or for its
revocation is to act independently and fairly but with
the statutory criteria and the guidance in mind. If
the guidance overrides the criter^, how can a truly
independent decision be reached?"

15.

16.

17.

[1977] 2 W.L.R. at 252.

Ibid at 260.

Ibid.
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He found paragraphs 7 and 8 of the guidance to be

inconsistent with the statutory criteria (the statute did

not contemplate BA's being the arbiter of competition with

itself), and thus the Secretary of State had acted ultra

vires.

On the question of prerogative Roskill L.J. stated that

Parliament could not, having established an elaborate licensing

code which section 4 permitted to be overridden by direction in

the circumstances there specified, have also intended

"to leave vested in the Crown ... an unfettered prerogative
power to destroy, uncontrolled by the courts, the
commercial value of that right to fly, a right which it
cannot lawfully destroy under the municipal law of this
country by giving the guidance in question to the
Authority under section 3 and has not sought to destroy
and perhaps cannot destroy by giving a direction under
section 4?"

Thus the Act by necessary implication fettered the use of the

prerogative to achieve indirectly what could not be

achieved by the guidance held to be ultra vires.

The appeal was dismissed with costs and declarations

granted that: (1) paragraph 7 and the proviso to paragraph 8

of the second guidance were outside the powers granted to the

Secretary of State and (2) that by reason of the 1971 Act the

D.o.T. was not entitled until the expiry of the Bermuda Agreement

or the lawful termination of Laker's licence, whichever should be

earlier, to withdraw the designation of Lakers on the route in

question.

The Skytrain decision clearly bears on my discussion of

the use of written policy guidance in civil aviation and the future

use of such guidance in other areas; I will therefore examine

18. Ibid at 266.
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the decision bearing in mind the text of this thesis.

It is strongly arguable that the judges of the High and

Appeal courts failed fully to appreciate the way the Policy

Guidance was intended to work. The Guidance provided a key link

between Government control and the expert agency. It has been

clear since I960 that the Government wi 11 have the final say on

major competition policy, the Edwards Committee and the 1971

Act accepted this. The Guidance gave a method of setting

this Government policy down clearly rather than ts3£a6'-Ji messy

combination of appeals, section 4 powers or withdrawals of

designation. Having Guidance set out meant that the Government

could control the CAA#s policy in an open and predictable manner.

The appeal court judges strove to protect the CAA's

discretion and to cut down the Minister's discretion. In doing

so they conceived of the CAA as a traditional body with
19

'quasi-judicial functions', they saw it as a court giving licences

with rights to be protected by legal due process. They failed

to see the significance of the CAA as a new form of multi

faceted agency of government, attempting to combine judicial

and executive methods in a delicately balanced legal framework

and acting in a politically contentious area. In attempting to

preserve for the CAA an independent, judicial, status the

judges sought to achieve the impossible. No one expected the

CAA to be fully independent of Government, as is a court. As

was pointed out in Court the Government could always control the

agency in other ways - by using section 4 or appeal powers, all

19. Roskill L.J. at 260.
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of which would provide a less open system of control and one

in which the CAA would have less voice. The Appeal Court

decision damaged a system of balance based on compromise

because the system of control fitted no neat jurisprudential

category. It was held that the Guidance could only supplement

the objectives of the Act but a large step was taken in

stating that the Guidance countered the objectives of the

Act - the second force still survived and it was arguable

that the Government policy furthered the interests of air

transport users. The judges appear to have decided that the

Act set up a system of competition which the Guidance reversed.

The Act did no such thing; it set up a system of regulation

allowing competition in some areas and giving the Government

powers of guidance and control. The Government had always

controlled international competition policy.

It was considered that the existence of other powers of

control under the Act implied that the Guidance should not be

used to stop Skytrain. This argument was weak because it failed

to appreciate that the Guidance system was set up to supersede

those very other methods of control which had produced all the

deficiences of the ATLB licensing system. To imply that the

Guidance wasajback-door method was to ignore the way the Guidance

was developed as a cure for the defects of the ATLB.

Similarly, the argument that the prerogative could not be

used to withdraw designation because of the existence of the

licensing system and the description of the use of the prerogative
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2o
as a 'side wind* seems wrongly to have assumed that the

CAA was set up to control a licensing system which included

all matters relating to designation and traffic rights. Civil

aviation licensing has always operated in parallel to

designation but always separately.

The Government has always controlled designation and the

possession of a licence has never been seen as a guarantee

of designation.

I would thus argue that the Skytrain cases were wrongly

decided, though explainable perhaps as the offspring of a period

in which the courts demonstrated a distinct eagerness to increase

21
their review of executive powers and discretions. They were

certainly disruptive.

The High Court ruling affected not only Lakers. Since

the validity of the Guidance had been brought into issue

B.Cal. were quick to question the validity of the route exchange

it had made with B.A. in 1975. In particular they questioned

whether the DoT had the power to remove B.Cal's designation on

22
the North Atlantic route. B.Cal and BA were thrown into

confusion as they were in the process of planning to implement

their route swapping and B.Cal sought an urgent meeting with the

23
Minister responsible in order to clear matters up. Many

considered that Laker's win had "shattered a new civil aviation

24
policy". In the House of Commons on the second of August 1976

20. Lord Denning M.R. at 251.

21. see e.g. Secretary of State for Education and Science v.
Metropolitan Borough of Taroeside [1976] 3 W.L.R. 641: [1976]
3 All E.R. 665. Gouriet v. Union of Post Office Workers [1977]
2 W.L.R. 310j [1977] 1 All E.R. 696. Conqreve v. Home Office
[1976] 2 W.L.R. 291; [l976] 1 All E.R. 697.

22. See The Times 2.8.76, p.2.

23. Financial Times 2.8.76, p.l.
24. Sunday Times 1.8.76, p.41.
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Mr. Edmund Dell the Secretary of State for Trade, admitted

that, whatever decision he was going to tak^ there was "bound

to be a period of uncertainty as to the country's civil aviation
25

policy". He added that, "one question raised by the judge's

decision is whether the Government are able to have a policy
26

on these matters".

The Appeal Court decision countered the philosophy of

the 1971 Act and the delicate balance which had emerged to allow

a powerful regulatory body to be yoked to a system of ministerial

responsibility. On the face of it the Appeal Court decision

gave the CAA increased independence but such kindness might

well prove fatal. The Government could gain control in a

Skytrain situation by re-legislating. The Secretary of State

could use his section 4 powers to give directions or, worse still,

he could return to controlling policy by allowing appeals.

For the independent agency the future would be bleak if

such a situation arose. It is to be hoped that in future the

courts will show themselves more sympathetic to systems of

control serving to yoke together judicial and executive methods.

The need for such combinations is increasingly clear.

If governments cannot exercise a degree of ministerial

control over broadest policy in areas of great public interest

and over bodies modelled on the lines of the CAA then they will

not set up such agencies. A return might be made to more

formalised or departmentalised methods of control. If so a most

useful instrument of governmental control and a valuable device

for delegating responsibility would be lost.

26, Times 3.8.76, p.4.

26. Ibid.
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ABC Advanced Booking Charter

AOC Air Operators Certificate
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